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TO JOHN SMITH, ESQUIRE,
MEMBER OP PARLIAMENT FOR THE TOWN,

AND

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL COMMANDANT OF THE SECOND REGIMENT
OF LOYAL LONDON VOLUNTEERS. ^

•^N Author, who, in dedicating his, labours, searches among the tombs for materials

with which to emblazon the character of 'his PQtron, pays but a slender compliment to

his own discrimination, and offers a very inadequate tribute of respect to the man, whose

favor he is seeking to acquire. To tell a Gentleman that he inherits a thousand
^

qualifications from his ancestors, when, in fact, his own virtues are scarcely known ; or

when his vices are perhaps conspicuous, is to make a public arhibition of him, as a person

whom mankind ought to shun. A writer who sacrifices truth at the shrine of adulation,

burlesques himself, and deserves not th^ confidence of his readers ; while a Gentleman

who possesses not merits of his own to render him conspicuous in public, as well as in

private life, is unfit to sanction a publication.

I shall not, therefore, obtrude myself upon your notice by common place panegyric

on the virtues of your ancestor's, though they have been long famed in Nottingham for
acts of charity and benevolence, andfor being trustees to the benefactions of others ; but

shall confine myself to a statement of those qualities which always endear their possessor

to that part of society, whose good opinion and esteem are of value.

As a father of a family, and a pattern of conjugal fidelity, your character stands

unrivalled, while your conduct in the Senate, as a lover of your country, and an admirer

and defender of its constitution, has exalted you amongst the foremost of those, whose
GREATEST GLORY IS, THE PROMOTION OF THEIR COUNTRY'S GOOD ! ! !

Under a firm persuasion that, during life, you will continue to rank among
your country's best friends, and that you will use your utmost endeavours to restore the

pristine purity of the constitution, I respectfully submit to your notice the History of
your native Town, trusting you will find it an agreeable companion during some of
your leisure hours:

SIR,

I have the honor to he, your very obedient and humble servant,

JOHN BLACKNER.





PREFACE.

J. HE anxiety of every inquiring mind to obtain a candid and impartial history of

the city or town, in which Providence has destined him to reside, particularly one so

famous as Nottingham was in days of yore, is so apparent, that did I not feel myself

in duty bound to return thanks to those friends, who have generously aided in

furnishing me with information, I should not have trodden in the beaten and joyless

track of those authors, who consider a " Preface to the reader" as an indispensible

appendage. But, as justice and gratitude demand that tribute from me, I shall

perform the pleasing duty concisely, and without affectation.

Among those, who- have thus aided me, I have to name Mr. George Coldham,

town clerk ; Mr. Tollinton and Mr. Booth, churchwardens of St. Mary's, a few years

ago; Mr. John Hawksley, late of Arnold, and now of Snenton; ,Mr. Sutton, printer;

and Mr. Johnson, Mr. Turner, and Mr. Allen, sextons of the three parishes. There

is another friend, whose never-ceasing exertions have contributed much to my stock

of information on this subject; but who, from a sense of delicacy, is desirous of beino-

nameless here.

I shall not attempt to emblazon the birth of this work, by detracting from the

merits of those Avho have gone before me, to whose productions I owe much; nor shall

I, like many authors, sound my own trumpet of praise; but shall leave the readers

to form their own judgment of the merits of the production. And if it give them a

degree of pleasure in the reading, corresponding with the trouble it gave me in

collecting the materials, they Avill be fully satisfied.

B





INTRODUCTION.

It is to the transcendant genius of a Milton, and the gigantic powers of a Hume, that historians owe the clearing of

their dubious path. Till the bounteous Creator, lent to the world the above-named immortal writers, a historian

might have wandered in the trackless wilderness of antiquity, with as little probability of a successful egress, as though

he had been wandering in the Cretian labyrinth ; and the more plausible falsehoods he culled from the thorny wild, the

more was he extolled by the credulous multitude. But these two great men have proved, that a researcher into history,

is not bound, in order to establish his character as a writer, to exhibit any thing but what is founded on authenticated

facts, or supported by collateral circumstances, not of a very dubious kind. They had thousands of prejudices to

encounter; but they steered triumphant throngh the tempest, and anchored safely in the haven of truth. I would not

here be understood as wishing to discard every thing which is doubtful, merely because it is so ; fur many doubtful

questions may be rectified by circumstantial argument and collateral bearings ; no, my intention is to exclude the

legends of those dreamers, whose exertions centered in a display of the marvellous, that they might feed the wild

fancy, -and fatten on the fruit of the credulity of those for whom they wrote.

In history, as in the science of astronomy, there is a certain space, beyond which, the native and artificial powers

of man, never will enable him to penetrate. The virtuoso, who delights to wander in the fogs of his own raising, may

grope, if he please, in the nebulous regions of history, but until it be proved that some good is likely to result to

mankind from his labours, I shall not attempt to follow him into his darksome retreat. .For what matters it to uk

whether the ancient Druids dwelt in rocky caves, or in huts of a conic form? or whether they transmitted their legends

from father to son by oral or written means ? which to the world are now no more, except what are pretended to be

preserved by modern dreamers, to feed the folly, and waft the flame of the readers of romance ; a species of composition

which tends so much to dissipate the morals of the fair part of the creation, that the Almighty wisely created to solace

the other sex through the thorny part of life; but who, for want of due attention being paid to their education, and

a proper cultivation of their morals, when nature begins to bloom, too often implant the thorn, instead of the

rose, in the breast of the partners of their bed.

Were w« to consult the historians of the monkish age, we should find long dissertations on Gog and Magog, on

Brute or Brutus, and his Trojans : we should also find a list of twenty -eight kings, all reigning in Britain, when it

was invaded by the Romans; but, in all probability, when they related these things, their own desire to excite wonder

supplied the place of fact ; or at least, they gathered the matter of which their histories are composed from the wild

legends of their cloisters, where hypocrisy and fraud were the chief articles of barter ; and to support which sprung

a desire to deceive.

It can now be of no consequence to tis, by what name this country was known two or three thousand years ago :

whether it was called Albion, either from Albion Marcatius, who, it is said, reigned over the wild hordes that

inhabited it before any thing like a written chronicle was known among them ; or from Ab albis rupibus, words which

imply the white rocks which present their projecting bearings towards the coast of France ; or from the word Olbion,

which signifies rich and happy. Or, next, whether it was called Britain from the British words Fryd and Cain,

which imply /orm or shape, and zehiie ; or from the British word Bryth, which signifies painted or coloured; to which
the Greeks added Tania, meaning region, the painted region ; or from the Greek word Alphon, which signifies

white. Be all this as it may, it only proves that conquerors, folly and caprice, have adopted, or changed the names
of countries at their will. Notwithstanding this country may have been known by a hundred different names, we
know it best by that of England ; and the great object of the historian should be to' show how it has risen from its

once obscure situation to its present state of opulence and power ; that its inhabitants may profit by experience, and
thereby learn to cherish the virtues, and avoid the vices of the past and present times.

The arguments which apply to the unsettled state of the early part of British history may, with equal propriety, be
applied to the history of this ancient and celebrated town ; for what difference can it make to us {since no chartered
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right, or privilege enjoyed by custom depends opon its original name) wheither it was called Causennce, Gofennee, or

Govennce, from a cluster of hills, according to tht?-opiiflon of Dr. Gale ; or, as Deering has it, from a number of caves*;

and afterwards Snoden-gaham, Snodden-gaham, or Snotiengaham, and thence Nottingham, which latter name, from

a change of circumstances and expression, I think, sprung from the numerous nutterics in its neighbourhood, though

,
the former might have arisen from a compound of the Saxon words den, cave, and habitation : Not, very probably, being

substituted for Nut, when etymology was less attended to than it is at present. And though exceptions may be taken

to any rule, which is the oifsprihg of fancy, it is fair to conclude, that the names of towns, like the surnames of men,

owe their birth to some particular circumstancei connected with business, &c. or to the product of some particular plot

of earth. As a proof that this town was onoe beset with nutteries, when the workmen in 1791, viere removing the soil,

in a swampy piece of ground tiear Poplar. place, between the rivers Leen and Beck, in order to lay the foundation of

Mr. Robert Dehison's cotton.mill, whole handsful of entire nuts were found, at least two feet below the surface.

This circumstance might be worth the attention of the naturalist, as, in all probability,' they had Iain there near two

thousand years.

The first deed, now extant^ wherein this town is called by its present name, is that in which William Peverel gave

the tithe of the fishery of Nottingham to (he monastery of Lenton ; he havfng previously beeo created Lord of the

Manor of Nottingham, by his father William the Conqueror, to whom he was a natural son. At the time William

created his son Lord of the Manor of this town-, he gave him ten acres of land, to be converted into an orchard, of

which, it is thought. Standard Close formed a part, as it continues extra-parophial to the present day, but more o'

this hereafter. "J'his close has long been in the Newcastle family, part of which was, given for the purpose of the

General Hospital's being erected upon ; and the remainder was sold, in 1807, for building purposes, under the express

condition, that no house should be erected upon it, the annual rent of which should be less than twenty-five pounds ;

and that no rosoufactory should be carried on in any of the buildings.

From whatever sources Nottingham derived the dilTerent names it has borne ; and from whatever causes the

changes have taken place, it is not material farther to inquire; but we may venture to affirm, without fear of

contradiction^ that in point of manufacturing and commercial genius—in industry and useful invention, it yields

preference to no town or city in the British empire, and in its progress in the fine arts it will give up the palm but

to few +

.

After briefly treating upon the antiquity of the town, and its various embellishments and peculiarities, the grand

object will be to delineate the rise, progress, and value of its trade and manufactures ; and to shew the necessity of

fostering those acquirements as the guardian angels, or vital sparks of its existence.

What is said by John Rowse., the monkish historian in the reign of Henry the Vllth, respecting Nottingham

having beeu a place of note, near a thousand years before the birth of Christ, is treated by Dccring just as nonsense

deserves; but a few arguments, collateral to those employed by that writer, may not be deemed impertinent, or

inconclusive.

When the Romans made a conquest of this country, they found the inhabitants of the interior in a state of nuditu

and resembling, in manners and ways of life, the wandering Koracks of the present day, who inhi^btt Mount Caucasus.

Practisers in human sacrifice, they lived in a state of savage seclusion from all mankind, except their own isolated

hordes—in strict obedience to their Druids and Bards—delighting in woods and caves ; and every clan allowing a

community 6f wives.

The lofty yielding roek on which Nottingham stands, then half circumscribed with woods, which bade defiance to the

tempestuous.howling of the north and north-east winds , affording at the same time, plenty of fuel and game: the

Trent, which would serve them as a barrier agains their southern enemies, and yield them \Ae>aty of fish, and water

for themselves and thteir flocks ; while the south and south-west sunbeams shed an enlivening influence on the spot

would be inducements sufficient tor some of those children of nature to chuse it as the place of their abode. The vast

* Asser, who was one of our Saxon historians, asserts that S«o<KnjaA«m, in the Saxon, Spelunenrnm Domun, inthe Latin, and Tui oao

tauc, in the ancient British language, alike mean a habitation or retreat in the rocks.

f At the present t me Mr, Eonhington and Mr. Barber, as portrait and landscape painters, stand almost unrivalled, *sdoea Mr. Tomson

for the paintinj of animals.
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quantity of oak, too, the object of their peculiar devotion, would be a strong incentive to them to fix their residence so

near to where it grew. Their more maritime neighbours, who, of course, would be beforehand with them in the

knowledge of commercial pursuits, would supply them, in exchange for their flocks and their herds, with implements

of war, and with tools with which to make their subterraneous habitations in the rock, the sandy quality of which

would render the task comparatively easy for them to perform. We have thus given reasons why the rocky front oa

which Nottingham stands, was, probably, inhabited so early as the days of the Druids, and others will appear

hereafter; but the idea of giving, even a tolerably correct history of a town, during a space of near three thousand

years, while the records of the country itself cannot be traced, with any degree of certainty, more than two thousand,

would put any one, except a monkish historian, to the blush.

The learned have long canvassed the question whether Nottingham ever was a Roman station; but as no proof,

either positive or circumstantial, has ever been adduced in support of its having been so, except that an old man, is

said by Dr. Stukelcy, to have found a pot of Roman coins at Wilford, (a small village on the south bank of the

Trent, nearly opposite to this town, where a ferry-boat is kept to conduct passengers to and fro), which, by the bye, is

no proof at all ; first, because there is no evidence, except that of Dr. Stukeley's, that such pot ever was found, whose

testimony of itself is of a very dubious nature; and secondly, if such a pot were found, it might have been deposited

there to prevent its contents from falling into the hands of the Danes, when they ravaged this neighbourhood in the

year 866. But be this as it may, I feel no inclination to enter further into the dispute, as it is not connected with

the object in view. It is almost certain, however, that the Romans had a camp at Mansfield-Woodhouse, a village

fourteen miles hence; as the late Hayman Rook, Esq. of that place, discovered various remains of that people's

industry in his own neighbourhood.

In the Saxon heptarchy, the kingdom of Mercia, of which Nottingham formed a part, began in 582, and continued

202 years; during which time there reigned in it eighteen kings, most of whom were either great promoters of peace,

or were very fortunate in war; one of whom, whose name was Peadcf, established Christianity among his subjects

about the year 660.

As these German adventurers, from their marauding course of life, possessed a considerable share of military skill,

it is likely they would fix upon this advantageous situation as a place of strength; in particular as, by dislodging the

Britons, they would easily convert the caves of the latter into storehouses for their plunder; or into places of retreat,

in case of danger; and as the forest would supply them with fuel and with game. The Trent, too, would particularly

engage their attention; as it would atFord them an easy communication with the German Ocean, and thereby enable

them to obtain a supply of strength in case of need, without such supplies being constrained to be landed until they

arrived at their ulterior destination. By the same conveyance too, the fertile plains of Lincolnshire would teem their

harvests into the storehouses of the invaders; while the forest of Sherwood would furnish them with timber with

which to build their vessels. And the rich mines of Derbyshire, which were likewise in Mercia, would also send their

leaden wealth down the Derwent into the Trent, making this town a central dep6t; which would daily add to its

importance; and also to the commercial interest of the kingdom, of which it formed a part. Hence it is from this

time, and from those concurring circumstances of advantage of situation, as well military as commercial, that we are

to date the rise of Nottingham, as a place of importance.

While the heptarchy lasted, and the kingdom of Mercia was governed by a separate monarch, there can be little

doubt of this town's being frequently the seat of government, as its situation afforded such excellent sport for the

chase, which was always considered a kingly exercise, particularly as we step backwards into the ruder ages of the

world. But, waving all probabilities, we may fairly conclude that this town made rapid advances during the

heptarchy, or shortly after, since in the reign of Ethelred, the fifth Saxon king, in 866, it could, for a time, stop the

progress of a vast army of Danes, that had landed in the north; and, rafter having burnt the city of York, carried

fire and sword, sparing neither age nor sex, till they arrived at Nottingham, which was then denominated a c%, and
which, after great diificulty, was taken by the enemy, who therein took up their winter quarters.

Although we have accounted for the forming of many of the caverns in the rocks, where it presents its stupendous

front towards the south, by supposing them first to have been made as dwellings for the ancient Britons, and then

converted into storehouses by the Saxons
;
yet there are many extraordinary vaults in the interior of the town, which

C
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have long been considered as objects of great cariosity ; especially those around the great Market-place ; and one

leading from Market-streetj up Pilcher-gatc, and terminating near the mansion of the late John Shcrwin, Esq. now

the property of Mr. R. Bigsby, attorney.at-law. This immense vault is chiefly arched in a regular manner, and

supported by columns, carved with capitals. Some parts of this vault, to all appearance, was originally designed for

places of worship; and others for places of abode. Deering informs us, that it was discovered by one Edward

Goddard, a bricklayer, who was living in his time. In one of the appartments were found a wooden cup and can; but

when touched they mouldered to- dust. Let us endeavour to account for the formation of these subterraneous

apartments.

In the early part of the tenth century, many disputes arose between the married and the unmarried clergy ; the

parties alternately procuring each other's expulsion from the performance of the sacredotal duties, accordingly as

each could make interest with the higher powers. In the reign of Edward the Martyr, it appears that the monks

were in favor, to the complete exclusion of the married priests. But, about the year 975, some dreadful calamities

befalling the country, such as the earth not yielding her increase, disorders among the cattle, &c., which the people looked

upon as so many curses sent from heaven, to punish them for the miseries which were endured by the married clergy

and their families ; in whose behalf, and in order to appease the wrath of heaven, the Duke of Mercia* destroyed the

monasteries in his province; cast out the monks, and gave their benefices to the married clergy. Under this change

of circumstances, is it not probable, that those hypocritical and disappointed monks would exhibit a strange austerity

of morals, and shew a. desire to live apart from the rest of society, in order to excite compassion in the minds of the

people, and stir them up in their defence ? To enable them to carry on this farce the better, by an extraordinary

appearance of sanctity and devotion, is it not highly probable, that they mould procure the making of these

subterraneous dwellings, as places of affected retirement and retreat? more particularly as this being a large town,

that the more people might be within the hearing of their wailings, and have their feelings wrought upon in support

of the holy monkish cause.

At the village of Dale, ten miles west of this town, is a large cave in the side of a hill, which tradition informs us

Was in ancient times, the retreat of holy men. Within the view -of this cave, an immense stone window-frame,

belonging to an ancient abbey, still rears its majestic brow.

While on this subject it may not be improper to speak of a cave of modern formation which runs under a hill,

called Dog-kennel-hill, on the west side of the road leading from St. Mary's workhouse to the Gallows.hill. This

cave which is the largest in the town, is the work of one James .Ross, or Rouse, who, during thirty years, got sand

in it which he sold to the good housewives of the town to scatter upon their floors. Old age and infirmities

compelled him, a few years ago, to cease from his labour ;
and he retired to spend the remainder of his days in St.

Nicholas's workhouse. The hills about the gallows, and those on the south side of the Derby road, leading from

hence to Radford, have all been perforated to a considerable extent by persons getting a livelihood in the manner as

did poor Ross ; but the caves near the gallows were chiefly filled up, and the scattered fragments of hills and rocks

removed in 1811, by the distresspd mechanics and artisans of the town, who were employed to do the work by the

overseers of St. Mary's parish, rather than take them and their families into the workhouse. While these poor

fellows were at work on these hills they found more than thirty human skulls, and many other bones ; but the whole

in so scattered a state,. as to justify a supposition that thoy had been brought thither at the lowering of some one of

the church yards.

But to return to the antiquity of the town, and the bravery and patriotism of its inhabitants, which objects will be

further illustrated by dropping a few more words on the invasions of the northern barbarians. The cold and

uncultivated state of the regions those people inhabited had a natural tendency to contract the generous feelings and

enlightened ideas, which give happin(ss to man, in proportion as they are diffused. Those people always living in

a state, bordering upon anarchy; never obeying their chieftains, excopt when they led them on to plunder; pcsscssint;

in an extraordinary degree, those principles which spurn at the chains of a roaster; and the food (hey ate, and their

general habits, all conspired to stamp their very features with reltntless ferocity ; and to propel them on to seek for

* At tlie dissolution of the heptarchy, the Uingdora of Mucia was converted into a dukedom.
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happier climes ; which the divisions of the Roman empire enabled them to obtain. Being enemies to learning

themselves, they sought its destruction in others; hence books, as well as men, became objects whereon to vent their

savage fury. And hence it is that we find so many chasms in the histories, both of nations and towns, where these

barbarians once held dominion. But, if we consider, that Nottingham, in 866, could make a serious stand against

an army of Danes, that had ravaged and laid waste the greater part of the north of England ; and, when comi)eIlcd

to submit, that it could furnish winter-quarters for this army, we must conclude that it contained a considerable

number of brave fellows, whose habitations occupied a serious extent of ground. The imposing number, and

consummate bravery of the inhabitants at that time, are fully established by the resistance they made to the Danes ; and

the extent of the town is fully established by the great circumference of the wall which surrounded if, and which

was erected by Edward, the elder, in 910. Then if we compare these positions with the diminutive state of the town,

in the time of Edward the Confessor, we must conclude, that it had suffered much from the contentions for power by

the northern invaders, in the intermediate time. For, in Doomsday-book, it is stated that Nottingham contained

only one hundred and twenty-three burgesses, and nineteen villains, without any other class of men being noticed
;

which certainly would have been done, if any such had been found in it at the time ; while it contained trso hundred

and Jifteen houses. This proves that much destruction had taken place; and that the inhib'tants had cither been

slaughtered in their resistance to their oppressors, or that they had fled for safety elsewhere—perhaps both! But

the most valuable part of the extract, from Doomsday-book, is that which proves this town to be a borough by

prescription : it being admitted to be such before any charter, now extant, was granted to constitute it a borough.

It also returned members to parliament, as early as the year 1283.

Nottingham has also been independent of the county ever since the reign of Henry the Fifth ; and a county of itself

from the days of his successor. The following towns and cities likewise enjoy the like privilege; to wit:—
Berwick-upon-Tweed, Haverford-West, Kingston-upon.Hull, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Poole, Southampton, Bristol,

Canterbury, Chester, Coventry, Exeter, Gloucester, Lincoln, Lithfield, London, Norwich, Worcester, and York.

In -the division of South Britain into twenty-eight petty kingdoms, prior to the invasion of the Romans,
Nottingham belonged to that part, the people whereof were called Coritani ; and when the country was divided by

Constantine the Great, in the early part of the fourth century, into four governments, it belonged to that division

called Maxima Caesarxensis.
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CHAPTER I.

CONTAINING OBSERVATIONS UPON THE STATE OF ITS ATMOSPHERE ; ITS TOPOGRA.

PHICAL DESCRIPTION ; AND AN ACCOUNT OF ITS RIVERS, POOLS, BRIDGES, AND
ROADS.

When the observing and sentimental traveller from the south, has arrived upon Ruddington-hill,

and his eyes are cast forwards, he beholds, with equal astonishment and admiration, the ancient

and celebrated Town of Nottingham, extending itself irregularly over the summit, the sides,

and at the foot of an almost perpendicular rock, which terminates the site, in a south-eastern

direction, which was occupied by the extensive, forest of Sherwood, so renowned in song

and ancient story, for the valorous exploits of Robin Hood and Little John.* The prospect

of Nottingham from Ruddington-hill, is doubly delightful, to the approaching stranger, in

the summer season ; for while the town exhibits an appeaitmce similar to that presented

towards the sea by the celebrated city of Genoa, the bold, decorative, and na:tive scenery which

surrounds it, almost beggars all description.

The genial refulgence of the south and south-west sunbeams, which shine, unobstructedly,

upon the gardens, and extensive fields and meadows of Nottingham ; and the gently slooping

* This ancient forest used to be visited in t)ie summer season by great numbers of the merry-hearted mechanics and artizans of

this town, -with their wives and sneethearts, in vhat they called nutting partiei, nho took with them provisions and liquor for the day

;

and also a (idler, to whose melodieus strains they capered on " the light fantastic toe," until the sun hid his goldeu head in the western

clouds. These happy sports, which revived in the mind the rural simplicity of the days of yore, have been rapidly on the decline since

be year 1*792 ; and the various inclosnres on the forest have brought them to a close.

D
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hills, which rise in graceful succession to a considerable distance, sheltering the town, in a

great measure, from the northern and eastern blastSj unite in forming such grounds into a kind of

natural hotbed. And when these grounds are aided, too by a requisite portion of industry,

tliey present a luxuriance scarcely surpassed by any part of the kingdom. The floods, which,
in the winter season, generally overflow the meadows, contribute much to their fertility ; but
when they happen in the summer season, thej often do much damage, by laying and sanding
the gra^l; or, if ia^liarves^tini^, by ^sw^eping^^way tl^ ha^^

'

'But more of tb^ foods ftereafter.

As the traveller-'appToacWthe town^ his %eMs entertained on th* right with th^ ffi^tensive

view of the Vale of Belvoir, and the hanging woods and rural scenery of Colwick, the family

residence of the Musters's. In his front, and to the left, he beholds the flat open meadows of
Nottingham, which spread open their flowery bosom to welcome him to town; while further

westwards he beholds the beautiful and towering structure of Wollaton Hall, the country
residence of Lord Middleton ;* and the rich fields of Beeston open to his view : the latter being
diversified with plantations and the country seats of the wealthy tradesmen of Nottingham,
who have acquired competencies by their industry or good fortune, where they live retired from
the bustle and contention of the world.

One of the diversifying beauties, in the landscape we have been describing, is the rolling

of the majestic

TREJVT,
For a considerable distance, before this river reaches Nottingham, its rapid current nearly^

takes a northern direction; but when it arrives at the foot of our meadows, it seems almost to

make a stand, as. though it were offering its finny store, and the use of its limpid streams to the

inhabitants of this town ; after which it takes an eastern direction, and swiftly rolls alon"- to seek
its bed in the grand and tumultuous reservoir of the world.

This river, which is the third in England, both for size and beauty, issues from three springs

between Congleton and Leek, in Staffordshire, flowing- south through that county ; and, havin"*

received the Tame, it takes a north-eastern direction, and enters Derbyshire, after its junction

with the Dove ; crossing the northern angle of that couijty, and forming, for a short space its

'separation from the counties of Leicester and Nottingham. It enters the latter county at its south

western extremity, after having received the Derioent into its bosom. It then takes an oblique

direction towards the eastern extremity of Nottinghamshire, forming, on the north-eastern

angle of that county, the boundary between it and Lincolnshire, and then falls into the Humber
about twenty miles below Gainsborough.

The rich productions of the inexhaustible mines and mountains of Derbyshire are brought down
the Cronfliford canal, a junction being formed between it, the Erewash, and Nottingham canals at

Langley Mill, near Eastwood ; and about eight miles north-west from Nottingham. The Erewash

* This majestic fabric was erected by Sir Francis Willoushby, in the year 1585. The stone of which it is builtrhe obtained f

Ancaster, in Lincolnshire, io exchange for Wollaton-pit coal.
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canal begins at the above-named junction ; and, after skirting from thence the south-eastern

extremity of Derbyshire, empties itself into the Trent at Sawley. The Nottingham canal also

begins at the junction ; and after passing through the liberties of Eastwood, Newthorpe, Cossal,

Trowel, and Wollaton, (at all of which places, pit-coal is gotten in abundance,) and skirting the

northern extremity of our meadows, it falls into the Trent, a little below the Trent bridge, nearly

opposite the entrance into the Grantham canal. These continued advantages give a facility

to the commerce of this town, which places it, in that respect, as it is in many others, almost

without a rival, in the inland counties.*

There is a company established by act of parliament, (which secures the watermen one perch

on each side of the river, as a haling-path,) to keep the course of the Trent clear from all

obstructions ; but this task they have not been able to perform ; in consequence thereof, a branch

of the Nottingham canal has been brought from the top of Beeston meadow to Lenton, which

enables the boats, to avoid the shoals of Wilford, so obstructive in the summer season.

The Trent is accounted the glory of Nottinghamshire ; and the only inconveniency arising

from its waters, is it being subject to great and frequent

FLOODS.
Deering informs us, in page 164, of a very remarkable flood, in 1683, which was occasioned by

the breaking up of a frost, that began in September the preceding year, and lasted till the 5th of

February in the year above named; when the vast sheets of ice tore down part of the Trent bridge,

which was rebuilt of stone by the Corporation ; the whole of it, prior to that time, being of

wood. An account of a notable flood is handed down to us by tradition, generally called the

Midsummer flood, which happened in 1728. The most remarkable flood, since that time, or

perhaps before it, was occasioned by the breaking up of a frost, which began December the

24thj 1794, and lasted till the 9th of February following, during which intermediate time there

was such a vast fall of snow as had not been equalled for many years ; nor was its quantity lessened

by intermediate thaws. And when the thaw took place, it was so excessively rapid, that there was

not a valley in the counties of Stafford, Derby, or Nottingham, but what was converted into a

river, the current of which carried along, with irresistible fury, vast sheets of ice, and.half melted

snow ; posts, rails, timber, sheep, &c. into the Trent ; which overflowed its banks to such a

height, that the inhabitants of Narrow-marsh, and its vicinity (a street in this town running

parallel with the meadows) were made prisoners in their habitations during two days and nights
;

the water being upwards of three feet deep in some of their houses, which did considerable

damage to their furniture. The house of Alderman Hornbuckle, and one known by the sign of

the White Hart, (now the Star and Garter) then kept by an old maid of the name of Selby, were

* It must be confessed, however, that the people of Nottingham have been miserably deceived respecting the price of coal ; for

instead of having that article cheaper, as was expected, through the conveyance of the canal, whiob was opened the 30th of July, 1793,

the price baa been considerably advanced.
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just above tlie water-mark ; therefore, the heig;ht of this flood may be known, so long as those

houses stand.*

Northwards of the town, and at the extremity of its fields, formerly were two large coppices ;

but whicli are now deared of their woody covering, and let on leases by the Corporation. In

the copy which I have of Deering, the following words are written on one of the margms :

—

" These coppices, in 1712 and 13, had twenty burgess parts; each part had twenty shillings paid

" by the Chamberlains." At the foot of these coppices a spring arise^, and is joined by the stream

of another, which arises about midway between it and the town; the latter of which used to be

walled around, and have an iron ladle chained to the wall, by the side of a trough, to enable

passengers to drink. 1 hese rivulets, when united, form a current, which it called the river Beck;

which, after washing the eastern extremity of the town, falls into the Leen. This small river,

during the last mentioned flood, was swelled to a prodigious degree, and intirely inundated Plat-street,

and the adjoining yards, or streets, as they are now called, which compelled the inhabitants, who

dvKcll in low kitchens in that neighbourhood, to seek shelter elsewhere. But the most damage

which this flood did, within the liberties of Nottingham, was at the Leen bridge, and on the flood

road ; the former, and as much of the adjacent road, as the county was compelled to keep in order,

cost £550 repairing. The flood bridge, commonly called the Ten Arches, and which had very

lately been erected, was so shattered, as to render all attempts to repair it ineffectual.

There was a very large flood in May, 1787, which did much damage ; but it was not so high

as that which was at its height on the 28th of February, 1809, when the water entered the houses

in Narrow-marsh.

f

Previous to the building of the Ten Arch Bridge, the common road, between the Leen and the

Trent Bridges, was round two pools, except in time of high water, when there was a road over

them, on wooden bridges, which had been erected for that purpose. When the road round the

pools was dry, chains were fastened across the bridges which went over them ; and thence they

were called Chainy Pools. The largest and deepest of these pools used to contain good store of

fish ; but it is now intersected by the canal, and is daily filling up ; and the pleasure which the

angler enjoyed on its banks is passed away, never to return. In 1766, the bridges which went

over these pools were rebuilt, .at the expense of the town ; they, however, are now removed, never

to be replaced. We are now about to relate a circumstance or two, which to some may seem

ill-timed, as we have not done with the Trent; but, as the subject is connected with the

mischievous consequences of the flood in 1793, we will enter upon it here.

An act of parliament, bearing date the 19th of May, 1796, entitled an act for raising,

maintaining, and keeping in repair, the road from the north end of the Old Trent Bridge, to the

in* Throsby, in his a»connt of this flood hai described it twice ; in page 71 , he says it happened on Sunday, February the "Tth. And i\

j>a('e 129, he says it happened in March. Now, unfortunately for the correctness of Throsby, Sunday was on the 8th of February, in

1795. The truth is, that this flood began on Menday the 9th of February ; and on Tuesday it was at its height. The height of this and

another flood has since been marked on the west side of the Seven Arch Bridge.

f At this time, a whole street of houses was undermined in th« city of Bath i when many of the miserable inhabitants were buried in the

ruini.
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west end of St. Mary's Church-yard, by the way of Hollow-stone, in this town ; and for erecting

and maintaining- such, and so many flood bridges upon the said road, as may be necessary to carry

off the flood water ; and for widening and improving the entrance into the town, by way of

Hollow-stone, gives to twenty-five commissioners, the power of erecting a toll-bar on the said flood

road, to enable them to carry the above designs into execution ; with this proviso, that they should,

with all convenient speed, erect a sufficient number of bridges to carry off the water in times of

need.

In the ensuing August, the workmen began to remove the Ten Arch bridge ; when by the

springing of one of the arches, three of them lost their lives.

A clause in the above-named act, more striking than the rest, is, that which compels the

Corporation of this town to pay £100 a year, out of an estate, which was given to them for quite a

different purpose, towards keeping the flood road in repair. The reason assigned is, that they

had voluntarily repaired it some time, which was to save the expense thereof to the parish of St.

Mary ; and, as such, it became a disputed point in law, whether they were not liable to keep it in

repair in future : to avoid litigation, the Corporation conceded the point.* Lest, however, from the

strangeness of the circumstance, the reader should not give credit to the relation,! will give the

clause in question, which is as follows :-t-" And whereas by royal charter, bearing date at

" Westminster, the twenty-first day of February, in the fifth year of the reign of his Majesty^
" King Edward the Sixth, in consideration of the great burthens and expenses^ by the Mayor and
" Burgesses of the town of Nottingham, daily sustained in and about the amending, supportin"-,
" and repairing their bridges upon the water of Trent, had determined to give, and confirm unto
" the said Mayor and Burgesses of the town of Nottingham, and to their successors for ever, the
" lands, tenements, hereditaments, and other premises thereinafter expressed and specified, which
" determination and grant would have been executed and fulfilled, if the death and decease of the
" father of the said King Edward the Sixth had not prevented it, the said King Edward the Sixth
" attentively contemplating, affecting, and considering the premises, and being willing entirely
" to fulfil and perform the aforesaid promises of bis father, to the aforesaid Mayor and Burgesses
" of the said town of Nottingham, to the intent that the said Mayor and Burgesses might be better
" able to support and sustain the burthens of the repairs of the aforesaid bridges, did give and
"grant to the said Mayor and Burgesses of the said town of Nottingham, for the repairs and
" support of the aforesaid bridges, the messuages, lands, tenements, and hereditaments in the said
" charter more particularly mentioned and described, then of late belonging the Chauntery of St.
" Mary, and the Hospital of St. John, to hold and enjoy the .^aforesaid premises, with the
" appurtenances, unto the said Mayor and Burgesses of the said town of Nottingham,' and their
" successors for ever, to the purpose, use, and behalf of the said Mayor and Bijrgesse's and their
" successors for ever, to hold of the said King and his successors for ever, as of his Castle of
" Nottingham, in free socage by fealty, in lieu of all other rents, services, and demands

* When the =anal ™as cutting, the Corporation, as I believe I am correctly informed, gave £7,30 to the Canal Companv towardsraising the flood road, and bttilding the Ten Arch bridge.
v^ompany, towards

E
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'' whatsoever : arid whereas the Said Mayor and Burgesses, by virtue of such charter, have ever

" since h6ld aftd Enjoyed certain messuages, lands, tenements, and hereditaments, in the said

" tov/n and 6ounty of the town of Nottingham, which are called or known by the name of the

'•' Bridge Mstale, some part of the rents, issues, and profits whereof, after being in the first place

^' applied to the repairs of the bridges over the river Trent, has for some years last past been

" expended in the repairs of the road from the said bridges to the town of Nottingham, in

" consequence whereof many doubts, questions, and differences have arisen, whether the said

" Mayor and Burgesses, as the grantees of such Bridge Estate, are not chargeable by law with

" the repairs of the said road, in its former state of a wash road. And whereas, for the purpose
" of putting an end to such questions, differences and disputes, the said Mayor and Burgesses have

" agreed to charge the said lands, tenements, and hereditaments, commonly called the Bridge
" Estate, with a perpetual clear yearly rent charge, to the amount of £100, to be paid at such

''times, and in such manned and proportions as are hereinafter directed by this act, to be for ever

" applied, in conjunction witli the tolls hereinafter directed to be made payable, in the repairs

" of the said road, as a flood road, in consideration of the said Mayor and Burgesses, and the

" said parish of St. Mary, in which the said road is situate, being by this act for ever exonerated

" from.any obligation, either by law or custom, or otberwise, to contribute to the repairs of the

" said road, and from all costs, charges, and expense attending the same.''

By another clause in this act, it is enacted, that the Leen bridge is for ever taken out of the

hands of the county; and the £550 it cost repairing, in 1795, was to be paid back into the

county stock by the commissioners of the said road. Thus tlie Corporation, for doing an act of

kindness to the parish of St. Mary, and for facilitating the commerce of the town, are charged

with the payment of £100 a year; while the county, for merely doing its duty, and what it was

compellable to do by law, has had a considerable sum of money refunded ; and is for ever

exonerated from the charge of repairing the Leen bridge !

The commissioners, for carrying the pfovi-sions of this act into execution, after the ruins of the

Ten Arch bridge were removed, caused, on the first of September, 1796, the first stone of the

Seven Arch bridge to be laid. This bridge is a strong, bold, plain, and handsome stone

structure, which promises fair to resist the rage of conflicting elements, many ages to come. In

length it extends one hundred and twenty yards ; at each end it is twenty yards wide ; and in

the centre, fifteen. On each side is a welj constructed parapet, composed of huge blocks of stone,

nearly as hard as gfanite. On the 31st of July, 1809, the foundation of nine culverts was laid,

which culverts are connected with the Seven Arch bridge by a stone parapet, as is the Chainy

Pool arch, which was rebuilt at the same time. The whole presents a noble appearance ; and

takes off" an immense quantity of flood water ; but still there wants another range of arches

erecting, between the Leen bridge and the Seven Arches, to complete the object of the

undertaking.

We will now return to the Trent; first giving an account of its Bridge, which leads from hence

to Bridgford, Rapin, without reserve, states this bridge to have been built by Edward the Elder,

in the year 924 ;
probably to secure a communication with the garrison of this town ; and for the
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greater facility of passing his troops over the river, to oppose the inroads of the Danes. It is

likewise stated by several historians, that Edward built the village o.f Bridgford at the same time,

doubtless as a place of shelter for the poldiers, whose duty it was to defend this highly

important pass.

It is contended by some people, that what Deering says of this bridge, as being wholly composed

of wood, prior to the tremendous flood in 1083, is altogether f^ibulous, because, they think the

present structure has a much older appearance, and as several of the arches are of a dififerent

construction to the rest. On this subject let our antiquary speak for himself. In page 164, he

says, " There was a bridge over the Trent above an hundred years before the conquest, built by

" order of King Edward the Elder ; in the year 1683, when the ice tore away part of this bridge,

" it had only stone piers, and the bridge itself was wood, built in the same manner as the two

" small bridges are between this and the town bridge. Since which time it is entirely rebuilt of

" stone, supported by twenty arches, at the expense of Ahe Corporation." Here,* our author

gives the time of tjie old bridge's destruction, the manner of its being destroyed, its formation,

and the materials of which it was composed prior to such destruction, and also by whom it was

rebuilt. And as he lived in the town within fifty years of the time when he states the bridge was

washed down, he would have his account thereof from persons who were residing here at the time;

and who saw the old one in ruins, and the new one built. In support of Deering's assertion,

there is a stone in the eastern wall of the bridge, with a Mayor's and two Chamberlains' names,

in a defaced condition, and the figures, according to Deering's statement, may be the date of the

bridge's completion. And, though nine years is a longer time than may seem necessary for the

erecting of such a bridge ; yet, all surprise on that head will cease, when it is considered, that the

whole expense came out of the rental of the bridge ^st^te, which would not be sufficient to meet such

an expense in a shorter time, except the Corporation had mortgaged such estate. Nor does the

circumstance of several of the arches being of a different construction to the rest, furnish any solid

argument against Deering's assertion; for they may have been erected in the place of others

which might give way before the building w^s, settled; and the Gothic points at the crown might

be substituted fof the common curve, und^r the idea, pf. thereby obta.ining addition9,l strength.

As to the bridge bearing eternal marks pf the ravages of time, which i^eeiningly may justify a

conclusion of its more extended jage, it shoujd be remembered that no bridge can possibly sta^d

more exposed than it does to the rage and vicissitudes of conflicting elements. It consists of

seventeen arcl)es,f and was so narrow at^ the Sjftutla^rn, end, that two carriages could scarcely pass;

until the Corporation, in 1806, prdered the eastern parapet ; to be rebuilt, a,ndtlie arches to be

lei^gthened ; which has (rendered it tpleigabJy CiD,^ra9dio,us. Iji 1810, a range qf building, that

stood at the eastern side of the northern end, yyas,taken ^Qwn ; when this .end of the bridge also,

was widened ; as vvejlas t^e bridge over.wli^t is caljed the Old T:^ent.

* We.are told, thatUje firststiane bridge yiat,was Ijiiiltin ,?ne|an.d leas erected by AtatiJda, Qae?n to Henry the First, at Stratford
;

•which being arched like a bow, gave the name of Stratford-le-Bow to the town.

—

HUtors of Stamford.

f The numl)er of arches, mentioned in Deering, may Tiave been occasioned by » mistake of the printer.
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Dr. Thoroton says, from an escheat roll 'of th6 30th of Edward the First, that this bridge bore

the' name of Hethbeth-bng ; which iii' Deering we find rendered Ilighbath-bridge, from

the Saxon langmage ; an appellaiti6n supposed to haVe originated from a number of wooden

coverings having been erected just above it, to conceal people from the eye of the passengers,

while in the act of bathing; two of which were standing upon piles in our author's day.

The entire removal of these coverings reflects no great credit on the present age; for the

indecency and' danger of public bathing in the Trent, are too conspicuous to require any

illustration here. -
, ;

Prom tlie same escheat roll. Dr. ThorbtOn gives us the following extract: " That the jury found

" it not to the King's loss, if he granted licence to John le Paumer, and to Alice his wife (who

" was sister and heir of Hugh -de Stapleford, soli of Rbbfert de Stapleford, of Nottingham,) to

" £6 13s. 5d. rent, with the appurtenances in Nottingham, to a certain chaplain, to celebrate

" divine offices for the souls; &c. in the chapel of St. Mary, on Hethbeth-brig." To which extract

Deering subjoins, " where, in the dbctor's time, there was an arch, which went still by the name
" of chapel arch, but at this time it is not remembered by any body 1 have met with." Our

author conceives this chapel to have stood near the road, and between the south end of the bridge

and a plot of land called Lady Bay, which forms the eastern boundary of the town's liberties ;

and to which, he supposes, this' chapel might give the name. For three reasons this solution

appears to me improper: first, because, if this chapel stood so far from the main road, passengers

would pass by unnoticing and unnoticed ; and, consequently, lose the benefit of the prayers, and

the priest the profits I'esulting from their credulity. Secondly, because .the plot of ground called

Lady Bay very probably took its name from being the pasture of my Lady's Bay Mare, or a

mare called Lady Bay. Thirdly, and which is by far the most powerful argument against

Deering's opinion, Thoroton says expressly, that the chapel stood upon the bridge ; therefore

it could not stand near Lady Bay. If I may hazard a conjecture respecting this chapel, it is

that it stood at the western corner of the northern abutment of the bridge, near the public-house

;

and that opposite to it stood a watch-house/ on part of the foundation of which stood that building

whith was taken down in 1810. I am strengthened in this opinion, from the known practice of the

Romish priests, in causing chapels to be erected near straight passes, which enabled them to work

upon the superstitious-feelings of passengers, exciting their benevolence in support of hypocrisy

and fraud.

During the troubles in the town, which were occasioned by the feuds between Charles and his

parliament, there was a fort erected at the Trent bridge, ^vhich was alternately possessed by the

Nottingham rejJubli'Cahs, and the Newaitk royalists ; and which Deering considers to have stood upon

Hooper's Sconce ; hut the publication of the memoirs' of Colonel Hutchinson has completely

refuted this opinion : though, from the meaning of the word Sconce, he judged rightly that a fort

had been erected on the spot. For, one winter, when fortune smiled upon the Newarkers, they

sought to lay this town in ashes ; to prevent which. Colonel Hutchinson inundated the meadows,

and caused Hooper, one of his engineers, to erect a fort on the southern bank of Tinker's Leen,

close by where the bridge stands, which leads from the high bridge over the canal to Wilford-ferry,
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where is still a small elevation ; and by means of this fort the Colonel was enabled to command

the Trent-lane; i. e. the flood road; and to frustrate the designs of the Newarkers.*

Tiie fort mentioned by Whitelock, from whom and from tradition, Deering obtained his

information on the subject, stood near the north end of the Trent bridge ; for^ Mrs. Hutchinson

says (and she was an eye witness) when the Colonel and his men were making their approaches to

take it, that they got possession of a small island, or sand bank, a little above the bridge ; and

that the besiegers and besieged could converse together, " as t^ey were, at furthest, within

" carbine shot." The military works on the Rye-hills, or Royals, as the high part of the meadows

is called, which were visible a few years ago, no doubt were the remains of the trenches cut by the

Colonel, to secure his men fi'om the enemy's fire, while he was making his approaches to the fort^

as he was several days and nights engaged in the undertaking ; notwithstanding which, he had

but three men wounded on the occasion. ^V'hen the Newarkers saw the invincible bravery of the

Colonel and his men, they deserted the fort in the night ; and, such was their panic, that they

broke up two arches of the bridge, to prevent an immediate pursuit. The possession of this fort,

to the Colonel, was of very great importance, as, when it was occupied by the enemy, the town

was in constant danger, and his means of receiving succours from the south were rendered very

precarious. The reader will be enabled to form an opinion of the magnitude of -this fort, when

he is told, that the Newarkers left in it eighty sheep, an hundred loads of coal^ twenty quarters

of oats, much hay, and a great quantity of lead.

At a small distance from the north end of the great bridge, is a dead water, over which is a

bridge of one arch, which water is known by the name of the Old Trent ; the course of the river

having evidently been changed, for a short space, by the power of man ; but at what time is

uncertain, probably when the bridge was built by Edward the Elder. Between the bridge and

Wilford ferry-boat there are also, evident mark^ of the river's having run further north, .than it does

at present; and the current there is constantly endeavouring to force itself to the south. The watea-'s

surface at the bridge is sixty-one feet four inches higher than where it falls into the Humber.

The Trent has long been famous for the value and variety of its fish ; so much so, that one of

our poets thought well to compose the following stanza on the subject

:

" The beauteous Trent within itself enseams,

" Thirty kinds of fish, and thirty different streams."

It is recorded in Doomsday-book, that the burgesses of Nottingham complained of being

prohibited from fishing in the Trent. This proves, beyond all doubt, that they possessed the right

of fishing in this river, coeval with their burgess tenure ; a tenure, which according to the learned

civilian, Serjeant Heywood, they hold by prescriptive right, and not as a royal boon. This

complaint proves also, that they had been deprived of this right; probably by William the

* Tinker's Leen is a small rivulet, meandering in an eastern direction along the meadows; it being the product of several contiguous

springs, and the drainings of th'e meadows. It passes under the canal at the seven arches, and then finds its way to the Leen. There used

to be two plank bridges over it, one leading to Wilford-ferry, and the other to the pinder's house ; but, in IS09, the Corporation caused

good bridges to be erected in their stead : and others in various parts of the meadows.

F
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Conqueror, to gratify William Peveral, his bastard son ; for we find the latter, in the reign of

Henry the First, granting the tithe of this fishery to the monks at Lenton ; while it is reasonable

to conclude, that he kept the rest for himself. It is also fair to conclude, when Peveral and his

descendants lost all power in these parts, that the burgesses resumed their right of fishing in the

Trent ; which right they still possess, within the liberties of the town.

Deering represents the practice of the people of Nottingham going a fishing as a cover for

idleness. In some instances he may be right ; but, as a general practice, I beg leave to differ

from him ; for if exercise and recreation were to be denied to the sedentary mechanics and

artizans, they would soon be eaten up with rheumatisms, asthmas, and consumptions, for want of

action to aid the stomach in the office of digestion, and to keep the animal juices in due order and

circulation. Our author likewise gives us the following alphabetical list of fish which are caught

in the Trent. To wit : barbel, bream, bulhead, burbot, carp, chub, crayfish, dace, eel, flounder,

grayling, gudgeon, lampern, lamprey, loach, minnow, muscle, perch, pike, roach, rud, ruff, salmon,

salmon-trout, salmon-pink, sand-eel, shad, smelt, strickleback, sturgeon, stream-pink, tench, trout,

and whitling ; in all, thirty-four.

Respecting the etymology of the name of this river authors disagree. Baxter, according to

Deering, supposes it to have been of Roman origin, and gives us Troventio for its name ; while he

says Ravesmas called it Troantia. On this subject I shall give Deering's words, as being

consonant with my own opinion. He says, " I shall not mispend my time in any further fruitless

" etymological inquiry, but take the Saxon name from Camden, which is Ti'eonta. This might

"^ very easily, in process of time, lose the o, and become Trenta, which is the name I find in all

" charters and records wheresoever this river is named."

Before quitting this noble river, we will drop a few observations on the influence it has on the

atmosphere, and how far it is probable, such influence may tend to promote the health of the

inhabitants of this town. \Mien the sun has hid his refulgent head beneath the western horizon,

and ceases to rarify our atmosphere with his beams, the effluvia, which exude from ordure,

unswept kennels, butchers' shops, fellmongers' vats, &c. condense into noxious vapours, which,

for want of some attractive power to draw them away, often prove the source of pestilential fevers,

and other distempers, destructive to the human frame. But here, no sooner does the atmosphere

regain a sufficient degree of gravity, from the enlivening dawn of the east, to enable it to bear up

the fogs and vapours from the surface of the earth, than the impetuous current of the Trent drags

them along, by means of its attractive power, till they are lost in the refreshing breezes on the coast.

This beneficent influence will be more apparent to the reader, if he will notice, that, in the winter

season, when the sun has scarcely the power of rarifying the atmosphere, the meadows will

frequently be clear, in consequence of their propinquity to the Trent, while the forest air is hazy

and thick ;
particularly in a forenoon, when the atmosphere has not obtained a sufficient degree of

elasticity to enable it to bear up the fogs and vapours above the level of the hills, so as to bring them

within the attractive power of the Trent. The flat and delightful vale, which is bounded on one side

by the sloping hills of Clifton and Ruddington, and on the other by those of Beeston, Nottingham,

Colvvick, and Carlton, and which receives the frequent breezes from the west, south-west, and

north-west, operates as a conductor to the foggy and noxious vapours which arise in this town
;
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and likewise to the tempests which gather in the higher regions ; hence so few dreadful thunder

storms about this town, to what there are in those parts of the kingdom where the like advantages

are not enjoyed. For, except the atmosphere be so destitute of elastic power, as not to be able

to bear the congregated bodies of sulphur and nitre, above the lower current of the air
;
and the

wind blows from the east, south-east, or north-east, the growling thunder will threaten us in vain

with the effects of its fury ; and when these circumstances do not combine to keep the g-athering

tempest lowering over our heads, we see it riding in awful majesty down the current of air, w4iich

is drawn by the sweeping waters of the Trent.

To these operations of nature is to be attributed the resistance which the plague met with in the

south part of the town in 1667, as much as from the influence of the effluvium exuding from

tanner's ouze. It is probable however, that the burning of tanner's knobs might, in a considerable

degree, assuage this destructive visitation ; and so would the burning of any thing else ; for the

fire, by rarifying the foul vapours, and thereby giving them expansion, creates a vacuum, Avhich

is immediately filled up by purer air rushing in*. In the year above-named, when people took

shelter in Narrow-marsh to avoid the plague, as none died of it in that neighbourhood, there were

forty-seven tanner's yards in that street. In 1801, when a fever was raging in all the higher parts

of the town, and in its vicinity, there was but one tanner's yard in that street
;

yet, but very few

dangerous symptoms appeared in it during the time the fever was raging. But while people could

be found, sufficiently credulous to believe, that the scrofula could be cured by the touch of a king,

no wonder they should also believe, that the plague was wholly arrested in its progress by the

effluvium arising from tanner's ouze.

We will conclude our remarks on the river Trent by noticing a circumstance which is mentioned

by Dr. Plot, in his history of Staffordshire. The Doclor informs us that, in the reign of Queen

Mary, two parishes icithin a mile of Nottingham, had many of their houses and churches blowji

down by a hurricane ; and that the water, with the mud of the river Trent, which runs between

the two towns, were carried a quarter of a mile, and flew with such violence against some trees, as

to tear them up by the roots. Though the Doctor does not inform us what villages these were ;,

yet, according to the description he gives of their situation, it appears that Wilford and Snenton

were ttie villages alluded to. Throsby would persuade us, that Snenton and Gedling are the

villages ; but he had forgotten that they are both on one side of the Trent ; and that Gedling i»

four miles from Nottingham.

RIVER LEEjy.
When the traveller has passed over our canal, where coal, timber, corn, iron, stone, slate, plaster^

manure, and tile wharfs abound, with their contiguous warehouses ; and where industry sits

laughing on the labourer's brow, he next comes at the distance of a few paces, to the River Leen,

which is, in fact, the common sewer of the town.

* The p'agtie, which raged with such violence in London, in 1665, was not eradicated till a great pait of the city was burnt down the
following year.
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This little river takes its rise in the ancient forest of Sherwood, not far from Neyvstead Hall.*

Then passing through Papplewick, Hucknall, Bulwell, Basford, and Lenton ; then by the

south-eastern borders of our park, and skirting the northern extremity of the meadows, it falls into

the Trent a little below the bridge; though the following extract from the perambulation of the

forest of Sherwood, in the Sixteenth of Henry the Third, will prove, that in ancient times it

entered the Trent opposite Wilford church, where the old course is still preserved. " The
" boundaries of the forest came down, according to the course of the Leen, to Lenton, and from

"^^ thence as the same water was wont of old times to run into the water of Trent." The last

part of this extract proves, that the course of this river, from Lenton to where it enters the Trent,

(which to every eye carries the appearance of being artificial) was made long before the time of

Henry the Third ; and there is strong reason to conclude, that it was made by William the

Conqueror ; who, in order to render the then, newly erected castle of Nottingham, a place of

security, would find it necessary to bring the Leen by its foot ; as well to supply it with water, as

to grind corn for the use of the garrison.

At what time a bridge was built over this river, as a communication between the town and the

meadows, is uncertain ; but the fair conclusion is, that it was built at the time the course of

.

the river was altered; because without it the meadows would be cut off from the town. Dr. Thoroton

informs us, that in the Tenth of King John, the repairing of this bridge was undertaken by the

brethren of the hospital of St. John the Baptist, in Nottiijgbam; and, though Deering attempts to

disprove this opinion, and leaves it unsettled, I shall not enter into the dispute; conceiving it of

no consequence. It would seem, however, that Dr. Thoroton was wrong : for, by an inquisition

taken about the Leen bridge in the Thirty-sixth of Henry the Eighth, by whom the property

belonging to the hospital of St. John, was seized, it is expressed, that the said great bridge over

the Leen, has, from time immemorial, been upheld and repaired by the town of Nottingham, and

the several wapentacks or hundreds of the county ; the town keeping the two northern arches

in repair, and part of the crown betvveen the second and the third ; and the ditferent hundreds of

the county the other eighteen, according to their several proportions, which it is unnecessary to

enumerate, as the commissioners for the flood road have taken charge of the wholef

.

In 1765 the old bridge was taken down, it being found too narrow a thoroughfare for tlie

increasing trade of the town ; and the entrance from it, which formed an angle to the west,

passing behind the Red Lion inn, and forming an oblique turn to the bottom of Hollowstone, is

now brought to the east of the Red Lion inn ; and thus the dangerous angle is cut off. The
present bridge consists of three good brick arches; and under the northern one is a bath, supplied

by a spring which rises' on the spot ; Ijut it is rarely used, on account of its exposed situation.

* This fine seat, the property of Lord Byron, was, from the time of Henry the Second to that of Honvy tlie Eighth, a house of regular

Au"-U9tinc Canons ; after which it was converted into one of the most beautiful seats in England.

f Sir Thomas Parkyns, in his " Queries and Reasons," printed in 1724, says, " the Corporation have lately set up a Toll-House on their

Trent bridge, and unreasenably exacted a Toll of, and from the county of Nottingham, though they themselves cannot get into their own

town, without going over our Leen bridge of thirty-two arches : built, and at this very day repaired in proportion by the seven hundreds of

our county."
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Leiand informs us, that the old bridge, was a good stone bridge, one arch o{ which is still

standing under Mrs. Smalley's bakehouse, which is the first house at the east end of Narrow-marsh,

on the southern side of the street. Several of the old piers were found, a few years ago, when the

workmen were preparing the foundation of the Canal inn, and other buildings, betwixt the Leen

and Canal, on the west side of the flood road ; and such was the nature of the stone, and the

cement with which it was connected, as, seemingly to bid defiance to the ravages of a thousand

years. Wheri Colonel Hutchinson, in Charles the First's reign, was assailed by envious defection

within the town, and by superior numbers without, he broke up several of the arches of this

bridge, to prevent a surprise ; but as internal peace and prosperity soon ensued, under the stern

protectorship of Cromwell, it is probable they were shortly rebuilt.

In Magna Britannia mention is made of the Mill-place ; a piece of meadow land called

Mill-dam; and the Castle-mills ; the two former being contiguous fo, and the latter mjjom the

river Leen. I cannot find any spot designed by the name of Mill-place; but that formerly known

by the name of Mill-dam, is what is now called Spaw-close, opposite to the castle. Taking it for

granted that the castle mills stood near this spot, it justifies a traditional account that a mill, or millf,

once stood at the foot of the castle rock, on the, verge of Brewhouse-yard. It also justifies the

opinion, of the river having been brought down to Nottingham for one of the purposes before

TVATERWORKS.
The Waterwork Company, whose engine stands at the bottom of Pinkhill-slreet/and at the

eastern extremity of the Duke of Newcastle's estate, obtained their lease of the Corporation in the

year 1696. The main wheel of this hydraulic machine sets in motion a number of crank levers^

and is itself moved, like the great waterwork wheels at London bridge, by the power of the water,

with which it supplies the town : leaden pipes are laid from the engine, which supply some of the

lower parts of the town with water ; while the higher parts are supplied from a cistern behind

the General Hospital, into which the water is forced up from the engine through a main pipe.

Until the year 1783, when Thomas Hancock was chosen engineer, the company made but little

progress, either in serving themselves or the public ; since which time, through his ingenuity^

their affairs have gone on in a prosperous way ; but, on the 21st of November, 1803, this valuable

member of society was lost to them, to his family, and to the world. His loss will long be deplored

by every lover of social order and conviviality, who had the pleasure of his acquaintance. He
possessed a quick apprehension, a clear understanding, a sound judgment, and a heart attuned

to the finest touch of sensibility and benevolence.—Nature formed him a mechanic and a

philosopher ; and by dint of application, without the aid of a liberal education, he became ^n
adept in optics and chemistry ; and he obtained a comprehensive penetration into, and a clear

understanding of the passions and governing principles of the human mind—He was my friend^ as far

* In 1813 the southern bank of the Leen, from Fiokhill-street to T«rncalf-alley, was facred with stone, which was got on Mapperley-bllls.

The only mill now remaing upon the Leen, within the liberties of this town, stands near the botloui of Teu-bells-yard, nliich is opposite

t« the county gaol. Until the canal was cut, a road used to pass over the Leen into the meadows, close by this mill.

G
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as a desire to aid my then, and, I hope, still expanding mind, and a c0hg;e)iiaKty of sentiment, could

make him so; and tliis, with a tear of afSsction, is the only tribute I can pay to his departed manes.

Could his spirit now hover over me, and be also endued with theposver of articulation, he would

say, with his usual engaging smile, " my friend, endeavour to imitate me in all my actions,

" which can, with justice, be set down on the side of virtue : but let the reraembraitce of my errors

" be hid in eternal-sleep." His likeness was taken by Mr. Bonningtow, and, after his death, it was

engraved and sold for the benefit of his widow. The Waterwork Company too, to their eternal

honor be it spoken, assigned a part of the engine-house as an asylum for Mrs. H. during her

widowhood ; and directed an annual stipend to be paid her also ; which, with a little industry, will

screen her from the scoffs and frovms of those contemptible abortions of nature, that sport with

the widow's sufferings, because they know she has lost her protecting friend.—Reader, pardon this

digression : it was du« to a departed friend and departed worth, and to thyself, as an example, that

thine actions may be useful to mankind. And, if I have erred, in this respect, be pleased to place

such error to the account of the heart.

Independent of the water engine, many parts of the town are supplied with water by pumps,

erected by the Corporation, within about the last thirty years ; which stand in the following places,

viz. one at the west end of Chapel-bar ; two in Parliament-street, one of which is nearly opposite

to the end of Sheep-lane, and the other near the top of Clumber-street ; one at the top of

Charlotte-street ; one near guildhall, close by the spot where stood the weekday-cross ; one in the

shambles ; one in front of ther exchange; one upon Beastmarket-bill ; and one opposite to the south

end of Sbcep-lane, near where stood the malt-cross ; the latter of which pumps was removed soon

after the cross was taken down. That this pump was erected for the public good, and taken away

for the same purpose, to some may seem paradoxical ;
yet this was this case. As it stood near the

centre of the entrance into the market-place it was an eyesore in the day, and an object of danger

in the night ; and as the ordure, which accumulated year after year in the vaults on the Long-row

had so far penetrated the rock as to ooze into the well, which rendered the water, at times, quite

nauseous to the taste, and altogether unfit for culinary purposes.*

The springs within the liberties of the town, which are of any note, are. Trough-close sprino-,

near Mapperley-hills ; Beycroft-spring, and Rag-spring, the two latter of which are near the road

leading from this town to St. Ann's-well, and are in fame for curing sore eyes. The spaw, in spaw

close, just opposite to the castle, was, by far, of the greatest repute, its water being of a stron"-

chalybeate quality, and very bracing to the nerves. But, in 1811, the close was fenced, on the leen

bank side, and the spring-head was removed without the fence, in whicba semi-circle was made far

its admission. This unjustifiable removal of the head, has been the ruin of the spring; for, in dry

weather, it ceases to flow ; whereas, when in its former, and natural situation, it flowed in all seasons.

And that situation too was rendered still more desirable from another spring rising neai- to it,

whose water, was of a smooth and emolient quality, and very useful to sore eyes. The principal

* Vafioiis attempts have been made by Mr. Walker, builder, on Tollliouse-hill, to supply the town with the deractable water of Sioii-hill,

but tbe object has not been accomplished j but, let us hope it is not given up.
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inhabitants of the to>Yn are very blameable for suffering parsimony and cupidity to remove a public

benefit, v^'hich, very possibly, may never be restored.

The pump vrater is of a hard and curdling quality, which renders it unfit for the purpose of

washing; therefore those housekeepers who are not supplied from the engine are under the necessity

of buying washing water of persons who fetch it from the Leen or canal; many use it also for

culinary purposes, and in so doing they act rightly, as it is more congenial to the animal fluids, and

Jess likely to create the stone and gravel in the kidneys and bladder; complaints which are rather

prevalent in this town.

PUBLIC BATHS.
In most of the inland patts of England, one would think that the physicians had conspired to

prevent the use of public baths, in order to the furtherance of their trade ; or that the inhabitants

thereof appreciate the value of their health very differently from other people, both in ancient and

modern times. For though the practice of bathing is generally considered the dernier resort for

the restoratiolv of debilitated constitutions, yet the construction of public baths is almost entirely

neglected. These observations are particularly applicable to Nottingham ; for, excepting the

badly constructed and badly accommodated bath, under the Leen bridge, the small one belonging

to Miss Barnsdall, between the Leen and the canal, opposite to Navigation-row, is the only one in

the town. There is one at St. Ann's-well; but its distance from the town, and the slovenly manner

in wliich the house and bath apartments were long kept, have caused it to be almost deserted.

PUBLIC ROADS.
' The road from Loughborough to this town, till the year 1738, was almost impassable, when an

act was obtained to put it in repair ; which, under the superintendance of Alderman Cooper, of

Leicester, was immediately carried into effect. In 1768, acts were also obtained for the making

of turnpike roads from hence to Derby, Grantham, and Alfreton ; in short, turn in what direction

you may from this town, you will find the roads in general in excellent condition.

Until 1740, the road from Chapel-bar to the top of the Sand-hills was a deep hollow way ; at

which time Lord Middleton obtained permission of the Corporation to raise it, by casting the

hills into it which lay on both sides. The workmen, in performing the undertaking, found several

rock walls, whicb appeased to have been partitions between distinct rooms ; and^ as they presented

no marks either of Saxon or Roman formation, they were concluded to be of British construction.

In 181 1, this road was again heightened and improved; a footpath was made on the south side;

and that on the north side was paved, and lighted with lamps*.

The south entrance into the town is through the HoUowstone ; a street cut through the solid

rock ; and was formerly so narrow as to admit of but one carriage passing at a time ; but, on

account of a man being killed in it, in 1740, the Corporation, at their own expense, caused the

road to be so much widened, as to admit of two carriages passing; and in some places three. In

* About this time the road was stopped in St. George's close, which led to the Wbeyhouse ; in consequence of the in'schief done to the

young trees, which the proprietor had previously planted in the hedge-roK.
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1800, it wss again widened by the commissioners of the flood road ; and the house of Mr. Barbex,

^rocer^ at the south-west corner, was taken down and rebuilt more westward ; the White Lion

publichouse, on the wesl side of the street, was also taken down ; and the licence removed to a

house on the opposite side ; the road, at the same time, being so much heightened, as to render it

necessary for the second floors of the old houses on the east side to be converted into the first

floors. The heightening of the road from the Leen bridge to the entrance into HoUowstone was

rendering an essential service to the public ; as prior to that time, particularly till the alteration in

1740, it was a mere filthy bog.

At the entrance into this hollow way stood one of the ancient town gates, and over it a portcullis

;

evident marks of which were remaining till the last mentioned year. This gate was standing,

about the year 1538, when Leland visited the town ; for he says, " The g-ates were all down,

" saving, two or three ;" and,- beyond all doubt, this was one of those then standing. Just at the

south-western elbow of the road, was a cavity which would hold twenty men, with stone benches

and a fire-place, and a flight of steps which led to the top of the rock : the room having been used

as a gtiardhouse ; while a sentinel could go up the steps in safety, to see if an enemy were near.

Deering conjectures that this guardhouse was made by the parliamentary troops in the time of

Charles the First. That it was used by them, thei-e can be little doubt ; but the probability is,

that it was made at the time the hollow was cut and the gate erected.

The only other gate, a particular description of which history has preserved, was that which

stood at the western entrance into Chapel-bar : it was taken down in 1743, " Under it on each

" side," says Deering, " was an arched room of a pentagonal figure, of which that which had a
"" door opening under the middle of the gate was a guardroom ; the other, the door of which feced

" the east, was a chapel for the conveniency of the guard ; hence the name of Chapel-bar." Long
before the gate was taken down, this chapel was converted into a brewhouse, as an appendage to

the inn at the north-west corner of Chapel-bar ; on which occasion a wag wrote the following lines :

—

" Here priests of old turned wafers into God,
•' And gave poor laymen bread for flesh and blood ;

" But now a liquid myst'ry's here set up,

" Where priests and laymen both, partake the cup."

The top of the arch over the g-ate was well earthed, and cultivated as a pleasure garden, in

which grew a large sycamore tree ; and, in the summer season, beds of tulips displayed their

variegated beauties ; while on the southern corner stood an arbour, in which six people miffht

regale themselves, and which was gracefully shaded by the foliage of the tree.

These Babylonian beauties now are fled
;

And in their place, trade rears her busy head.*

* Deering states, that some old people informed him, that they coiiUl remember the remains of a stone qate al the top of Li t

anil, from the name oi gate being applied to the street, and the propriety of a common entrance into the town in that direction th h
the wall, I have no doubt as to the fact of a gate having stood in that place. Tradition informs us also, that a gate stood near the
top of Clumber-street; which, if the account be correct, must have been erected at the time the second wall was built. It is cle r'

however, that nothing remained of these gates sufficient to attract the attention of Spede in 1610.
'
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' The width of this street is twenty-six feet^ including about two feet on each side appropriated to

foot passengers ; a space quite too narrow for so important an entrance^ which opens into the

heart of the market-place. Some old buildings were taken down in 1811, on the south side,

which has added seventeen feet to the width of the street ; but there are others standing, which

retard the accomplishment of the patriotic object of those gentlemen who planned the improvement^

and sought, by personal donations to render it complete.

MEADOWS,
Oft when the sun has hid his refulgent head behind the western hills, and, while fringing with

his departing beams the lingering clouds, have I trod these delightful meads, with a mind stored

with a mixture of gloomy and pleasing sensations. How oft have I, in these contemplative moods,

sent up a fervent prayer, that the restless hand of power, or the spirit of internal discord never

may again be permitted to spoil the native beauty df the spiring blade, the mellifluent sweets of

the daisy, the crocus, and the buttercup, with destructive dissentions ; nor again incarnadine them

with streams of human blood. On one side your ears are struck with a confused sound arising

from the voices of conversing thousands, and the motion of their feet ; and on the other with a

hollow murmur, occasioned by the rolling of the Trent ; while the romantic figure of the town

seems as though it were rising to meet the darkening and descending clouds. How pleasing it is

to the contemplative philosopher when industry has laid down her implements, to see her numerous

offspring, both young and old, rush into these meadows to brace their toil-relaxed nerves with the

refreshing breezes, of the evening ; and, while they inhale the odour of the flowery herbage, or

of the new mown hay, join in social conversation, or in the sportive romp ! While some are

sympathizing over the miseries brought upon jmankind by the hand of oppression, the crush of

empires, and the clang of arms ; others are adoring the bounty of divine providence ; and others

again are enjoying, by anticipation, the sweets of connubial love. The restless statesman who sets

the world at odds ; and the blood-stained warrior, who delights in the slaughter of his fellow men,
will seek in vain, in the evening of their days, for that serenity of soul, which the philosopher

enjoys in viewing scenes like these.

These meadows contain 283 acres, comprehending the west croft, which lies between the

Tinker's Leen and the canal; and is divided into sixteen burgess parts. The land is the property

of many ; but it is commonable to the burgesses at large, from the 6th of July to old Candlemas
day ; that is, they turn in on the 6th ofJuly ; and on the 13th of August, they drive out for the purpose
of letting the herbage grow ; and, on the 3d of October, they turn in again, when the cattle remain
till old Candlemas day'. Each burgess having a right to the pasturage of three head of cattle, or
forty-five sheep. The east croft consists of thirty-five burgess-parts, and three acres and one rood,

which is called, the Pinder's-fee ; and is divided from the meadows by the flood road and canal ; it

contains 51 acres, 2 roods, 31 perches, and used to be open to the burgesses under the followin"-

regulations—from the I9th of September to old Martinmas day, each burgess has a right to the
pasturage of three head of cattle, on paying for each horse one shilling and five-pence, and
thirteen-pence for each cow, to the Chamberlains, vvjio account for twelve gaits for the Corporation,

H
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which helwg ta ibe Mayor, the Qi8iml»erfeiiins» and ToWn S^fgfaatt, In September, 18-14, an

0if{|ei? of hall was passed by the Gwporajtion, which #rect?i, tlwat two sfeiUingsf and »w-|>enc^ shall

be paid for the dcpastufing' each tow, and three shiUinga for each horse. Out of the money so

collected, the pounder fot the meadowa receives one penny for every head of caMie ; an^ he and

the field pqunder have eaoji a rig^ht to tMjn in three head of cattle. Oil the south, bank of the

Trent, and adjoining the bridge, is a close called Qmr 3VeKft^cfe»e, which, is divided among tte

aldermen ; each one having his part allotted to him at the time of his election ; on which account

it is also called the aldermen's parts. If an aMerman become reduced in circumstances, and

resign hi$ gftwn, it is no uaeommon thing to hav« a pension granted hini by the Corporation,

duriftg life, and the life of his: cqnsort, if she he the loagej liver. There is anothe* piece of laadl

calkdi St. Geofge's clostj coataining about six acres' ; and is the sole property (rf the CorpcffatiMi

:

it is bounded on the east by the whey-house &ii;m; &a the south west by the boat-close, and on the

west' and north by the meadows. There is alsa a portion of land on the north side df the tovm

called the Hunger-hiils, whjeh is the property &f the Oofporation ; and which has long beeit

parcelled out by them' into bu»gessr.parts- ; and i& now converted into gardens.—J strongly suspect

that, that part of the whey-rhouse. farm and that part of Qreastey's pasture, which lie wiCbih ttie

jurisdiction of the town, have, at some distant period, belonged to the Mayor and b»rge»see; as

the stones which mark such jurisdietiion, and vehich contain the. names of the Mayor and

Chamberlains of the year of tlieir erection, are found in them both. There is a traditionary' tale

which connects these parcels, of land' with a transaction of one of the ancestors of a certain great

man in this neighbourhood; bub prudence forbids me saying' more on this head.

S^NI> AJVB CLAY FIELDS,
These fields, which lie north and north-west of the town, contain 664 acres. Within the last

hundred and fifty years, according to the best information I can obteiin, these fields were entirely

©pen ; and were cultivated two yeai-s by the plough, or otherwise, as suited their res*pective

proprietors ; and every third' year they were enjoyed excftisrvely by tlie hous^eeper burgesses.

As this plan was found inconvenient to both parties, it was agreed that the proprietors should fence

their respective lots, if they chose ; that the land should be laid down for mowing and pasturage

(though this is not universally attended to) and that two gaps in each fience should be made by the

proprietors, on or befisre the 12th of August, and which should contihue open till the 12th of

November ; during which time the production of the fields was to be the sole property of the

burgess-housekeepers. Prom the adoptibn of this plan, more herbage was produced than Uie cattle

of the burgesses could consume ;
many of them being too poor to purchase cattle, which caused'the

town to be badly supplied with milk, except what was brought from the neighbouring villages
;

and that, as at the present time, being skimmed to such a degree as to take from it every oleaginous

particle ; so that to remedy these evils it was agreed; that the non-burgess housekeepers should

have the privilege, in common with the burgesses, of turning in three head of cattle each, during
the commonable time. In 1807, some burgesses determined to dispute the claim of the non-buro-ess

housekeepers; accordingly a committee was formed; and one Samuel Milher^ and others
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impounded the cattle belongmg to a person of the name of Glover, who, by the aid of persons

whose interest was concerned, brought an action against Mihier, which was tried in the shire^ball,

before Baron Thomson and sl special jury, on the Sth of Angust, 1808 ; and the bnrgesscsi lost

the trial ; with this- proviso, however, that none of the non-burgess housekeepers, except those

tl^at reside in what are called toftstitads, shoxdd have the right of turning into these fieMa,*

In consequence of several incroachments being made upon these fields by the land owners

erectiftg^houses, bams, &c. on their respective lands, actions were instituted, in 1791, by one Isaac

Ahrey, a burgess, against Samuel Rose and Joseph Osborn, which were tried at the ensuing March

assizes, before SiriNash Grose and a special Jury ; when verdicts vfere obtained in favor of the

burgesses ; with a restriction, that the buildings then staadrng should remain ; but none shotild

henceforth be erected, under any pretence whatsover. Notwithstanding this decision, a num^ber

of other incroachments were made ; which; induced the aforesaid Isaac Alvey, (feeing aided by his

brother burgesses) to institute actions against John Wright, surgeon, and Charles Osborn, in 1805,

which were tried before Sh' Giles Rooke and a special jury at the Midsunnner assize ; the decision

being again in ikvor of the burgesses ; and an order was made by the Judge for aH the buildings,

which had been erected since 1791, to be taken down ; and that the bttrgesses should have the

power, at every Lammas, of destroying or removing every new incroachment upon the fields.

FOREST AND JVASTE LAND.
The forest, including roads and small intacks, toniains one hnn'($red and twen-ty-lbur acres

;

Mapperley-hilfe contain fifty-seven acres and a half and two roods ; and four acres amf one rood

are contained" in the waste land, which lies^ on each sidte of the Mansfield- road, between the

Galiows-hiif, and the entrance into the town.f

LIBERTIES OF THE TOWJV, AND MIDDLETOJST JURY.
When King Alfred divided the kingdom int»' dtires, hundreds^, and parishesj htf allotted larger

portions of land to villages tshan to cities and' great towns ; considefing, that while the- inhabitants

of the latter gained a livelihood, by adding an artificial value ttx many of the productions^^of the
earth, by converting themto various purposes f©r the use of man, those of the former h^d tty supply
them with food, by following the rural occupations of life. While this great and' good' monarcft
thus divided the country, he gave to the people a system of laws whiich made ifi thWr interest to

defend it with thek- lives. But he did not foresee that tfte lapse of nine hundred' yeaus would swell

ttie popuMon of the manufacturing and trading towns to sucfr an extraordinary degree, or his

*ToftCToftum),a= messuage or house, or, rather- a.place or piece of ground where a messuage once- stood that is decayed or casuail
burnt

; it is a worjl much used in fines, wherein we often read Toftum and Croftum. JacoD's Law Dictionani
Bence IDftltead; i. e. the plaee of the tvft, in lilte manner as homestead means, the place 0/ M« iloasBi—According' tb' the prattlce" of

common law, every freehold house is a toftstead which has paid acot and lot sixty years; or one which stands on the site of another which
has paid that length of time-; or, itr fact, a succession of houses stendiiig^ on tfie Sffme spfvt, which- Iravscoiijolmtf- tti»r paid; Hen<-
those non-burgess housfekeepers have a right, from euatom, to turn into the fields, who occupy houses thus circumstanced within the
liberties of ther tdwa,

f The admeasurement Of the different parts of land, emmieratbd inlfie fbfejotng pages', I bad fhjm Mr, Bailejc, lanU surTtyot.
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policy would have prevented him from thus circumscribing their boundaries. Nottingharat has to

complain, in a peculiar manner, of the unequal distribution of the land ; for while the circuit of

the town is about three miles, and is daily increasing, the circumference of its jurisdiction is but

ten miles ; so that were every inch of land inclosed, the whole would not furnish a sufficiency

of milk and vegetables to the inhabitants, the want of which ctmses them to be subject to numerous

exactions.

. To secure the boundaries of the town, a certain number of respectable characters, annually

appointed, form ;what is called the Middleton, Mickletpn,'or Leet Jury, and circumambulate them

twice a year, with the coroner at their head. It is also the duty of this Jury to break down all

obstructions in old roads ; to fine those persons who may have made such incroachments as do not

immediately obstruct a public road ; and to present all nuisances to the quarter sessions. Until

within a few years this Jury paid so little attention to their duty, except imposing ridiculous fines

upon their noviciate companions, that the streets were so beset with posts, as to render it dangerous

for persons to traverse them in the night. These nuisances are now generally removed ; and it is

much to be wished, that the Jury would pay the same attention to the removal of spouts, which, in

rainy weather, pour their liquid contents on the heads of passengers, as they walk along the streets.

RACE GROUND,
Nottingham being one of those towns which are favored with the King's plate,* it has long

been famous for the contentions exhibited on its Race Ground. Many years this resort of pleasure

could vie with most others of the same description in the kingdom, for the number of nobility and

gentry that attended it ; but of late it has been on the decline, in this respect. The first course

was four miles round ; which, about, the year 1752, gave place to an excellent one of two miles.

This was destroyed by the Radford and Lenton inclosures, Avithin the boundaries of which parishes

it principally lay ; but, in 1798, another was made in the form of a figure of eight. But in

consequence of the bad view afforded to the spectators, &c. this gave place to one of an oval form

in 1813. Formerly the races were held in July ; but are now held in August ; and generally on

the second Tuesday in that month. Five o'clock, too, used to be the time of starting ; but it was

altered to two o'clock in 1813. Besides the King's plate, there is a subscription cup ; a hunter's

, stakes ; the county membersf plate, of fifty pounds for three year olds ; the noblemen and gentlemen's

plate of fifty pounds, for three and four year olds ; and the town plate of fifty pounds, for horses

of all ages, which haVe never won the value of fifty pounds at any one race ; and the sport always

continues three days. The Stand was erected in 1777, under the patronage of Sir Charles Sedley,

of sporting memory ; and is a handsome brick building two stories high. The front and ends are

supported by pillars, which form a handsome piazza, under which many a dashing female screens

her dress from the disordering effects of a shower. At a meeting held at the White Lion inn, on

* A bell was the prize which was run for in ancient times, hence the phrase of " bearing away the bell :" afterwards a piece of pl.tte,

consisting of a cup or howl, was given by the monarch to encourage the speed in horses ; hence the phrase of " King's plate."
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the 31st October, 1776, a subscription was entered into for the erection of this stand; no person

being permitted to subscribe less than twenty guineas, which would entitle each subscriber to two

silver tickets, to be transferrable ; each ticket to admit a lady or a gentleman. Here follows

a list of the subscribers, with the sum paid by each.

Guineat,

Duke of Newcastle (Lord Lieutenant) - - - 200

Duke of Norfolk -.-.._... 200

Duke of Portland 200

Earl of Lincoln .......... 200

Earl of Stamford .60
Lord George Cavendish .......30
Lord Edward Bcntinck........ 200

Lord Middleton 100

Lord Melbourn .... ....^..£0
Sir Gervas Clifton .........60
Sir George Saville ......... 100

Sir Charles Scdicy ......... 100

Sir William Boothby ........20
Sir Francis Molyncux ........20
John Musters, Esq. ......... IQO

E. T. Gould, Esq. .........20
Anthony Eyre, Esq..........50
John Sherwin, Esq. .........20
Abel Smith, Esq. .........so
Cornelius Launder, Esq. .......20
L. Rolleston, Esq. ........ .20
Rev. Mr. Nixon ..........20
Mr. John Foxcroft .........20
Messrs. John and Thomas Wright . . . . 40

Mr. Samuel Statham ........20
Mr. Thomas Martin ........20

Guineas.

Mr. Jonathan Truman ...--.-.20
Mrs, Collin, "Elton 20

Mr. Brand 20

Mr. James Foxcroft ....---..20
Mr. George Moody Brentnall ...... 20

Mr. Thomas Hunt 20

Mr. S. Turner 20

J. Newton, Esq. 20

W. Emerson, Esq. .--.-....20
W. C. Sherbrooke, Esq .20
Job Charlton, Esq 20

John Hewitt. Esq 50

Rev. C. Laundtr 20

Mrs. JeronT ...........20
Mr. Alderman Carruthcrs .......20
Mr. Thomas Rawson ........20
Mr. H. Parker 20

Sir Thomas Parkyns, Bart 20

John Kirke, Esq. .........20
John Key, Esq. ..........20
Thomas Edge, Esq. .........20
John Westcomb Emerton, Esq. ..... 20

John Whetham, Esq. ....... .20
Dr. White --..... .....gO
Mr. Richard Dodson, jun. ...... .20

While the eye is delighted with the sports of the turf, the soul is swelled with exultation on
beholding, in front, all bounteous nature presenting her autumnal tribute; while, in the rear,

thirteen wind-mills are preparing food for the use of man.

ST. ANN'S WELL,
This once so famous convivial haunt was, in ancient times, called Robin Hood's-well; but, by an

inscription upon a stone found in the building by one Ellis, and by him communicated to Deerin"-,

it appears to hqve been a chapel, dedicated to St. Ann, which was erected in 1409 ; whence the
place took its present name.

The eastern wall of the house stands upon the remains of this chapel
;

" and the fire-place

occupies the site where stood the holy altar, where credulity and sincerity have often unfolded their

follies and vices to the votaries of voluptuousness, cupidity, and fraud. Here has Ion"- stood a
I
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public-house, possessing the conveniencies of a bath, a bowling-igreen, 3.nd, once, well laid out

gardens; concerning which Deering gives us the following quotation from his often noticed

anonymous author. " At the well there is a dwelling-house, serving as a habitation for the

" Woodward of those woods, being an officer of the Mayor. This house is likewise a victualling

" house, having adjoining to it fair summer-houses, bowers, or arbours, covered by the

" plashing and interweaving of oak boughs for shade, in which are tables of large oak planks,

" and are seated about with banks of earth, fleightered and covered with green sods, like green

" carsie cushions. There is also a building containing two fair rooms, an upper and a lower,

'• serving for such as repair thither to retire in case of rain or bad- weather. Thither do the

" townsmen resort by ancient custom beyond memory."

The same author tells us, that he was present at a carousal at this place with King James the

First, and a number of his toping courtiers; when, to use his own words, they drank the Woodward

and his barrels dry.—This custom, so fondly spoken of by this author, like the good times in

which it was observed, is now passed away, never to return.

There is a quantity of trumpery kept at this house,consisting of an old iron helmet, of a gigantic

size, an old wicker chair, &c. which are said to have belonged to the renowned Robin Hood : be

this as it may, they have long answered the purpose of their different possessors ; as many giddy

girls and their accommodating lovers used to think the having on their heads the cap of Robin

Hood, and the sitting in his chair, necessary ceremonials to prepare them for the hymenial attar

;

and many a salute has been washed from the lips of the enamourantoes with bumpers of the

Woodwai'd's nut-biown ale.

ROBIJV HOOD,
Merely for the reader's amusement, we will drop a word or two on the subject of this famous

freebooter. Rapin says, " about the year 1 199, lived the famous Robin Hood and his companion

"Little John, vvho were said to infest Yorkshire with their robberies \" And, according to the

Anecdotes of Archery, the birth place of this hero is Loxley in StaflFordshire.* And Dr. Stukeley,

in the Palaographia Britanni calls him Robert Filz-ooth, or the pretended Earl of

Huntington. Others contend, that he was the real Earl of Huntington ; and that he was driven

by necessity to a plundering course of life, ejther by his youthful dissipations, or to avoid the

vengeance of the crown. Sir Edward Coke, in his third institute, when speaking of Robin Hood,

says, that men of his lawless profession were called Roberdsmen ; and that the statutes of

Winchester, in the 13th of Edward the First, and the 5th of Edward the Third, were made ao^inst

Roberdsmen and other felons.f Stow, in his Annals, calls him and his followers renowned
thieves. According to Charltan's history of Whitby Abbey, Robin and his determined band, bade

defiance to the power of the crown, by retreating, when pursued by superior force, across

* It is proper to infer, however, that oinr hero was a native of Loxley in Warwickshire, as accorJing to Magna Britannia, the family of

Fitz-ootli's resided there, and Robert Fitz-ooth gave a considerable portion of land to the priory of Kenilwoith, in the reiau of Heury th«

Second, whereas it does not appear that they were possessed of any properly whatever at Loxley in Staffordshire.

f From this it should seem, that the word Roberdsmen was applied to all forest freebooters.
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Yorkshire, and taking shelter on board his little fleet, at a place about six miles from Whitby ;

and which is still known by the name of Robin Hood's Bay.

We are told, that his strength was so great, that he could send an arrow a mile from his bow ;

and that too with the certainty of hitting his mark. But, notwithstanding his great strength of

body, and prompt counsel of mind, he was doomed, in his old age, to fall a victim to the treachery

of a monk. The manner of his death is thus related :—Hubert, Archbishop of Canterbury, having

set a price upon his head, which caused many fruitless attempts to be made for his detection ; and

at length, being closely pursued, many of his companions slain, and himself worn down with

fatigue and old age, he took shelter in the priory of Kirklees in Yorkshire, about three miles from

Huddersfield ; the prioress at that time being his near relation. A regular decay of nature, and a

train of disappointments, brought on a disease, when a monk was called to open a vein ; but, either

from ignorance or design—probably the latter, he performed the operation so ill, that the orifice

could not be closed, nor the blood be staunched. Robin finding his exit fast approaching, and

being desiro\is to point out the place of his interment, called for his bow and quiver ; and

discharged two arrows, the first of which fell into the river Calder, and the second into the park ;

and the spot where the last fell he desired might be the repository of his bones.—He died on the

24th December, 1247, as appears from the inscription on his tomb ; which, though it Ijas long

been defaced, has been preserved by Dr. Gale, Dean of York, together with the epitaph which

we copy laterally.

Hear underxeao dis latil stean

Laiz Robert Eari. of Huntington

NeA AREIR VER AZ HIE SA GEUD

A\ PiPL KAULD iM Robin Heud
Sick utlaz az hi a\ iz men

ViL England nivr si agen.

Ohiit 24 Kal. Deconbris, 1247.

which may thus be rendered :

—

^

Underneath this little stone,

Lies Robert, Earl of Huntington
;

Ne'er archer was as he so good
;

And people called him Robin Hood.

Such outlaws as he and his men,

Will England never see again.

Evans, when speaking of our hero, in his tour, seems to think, he was one of those discontented

wights that rose in arms against the system of insldsing the open lands in the reigns of Henry the

Second and Richard the First ; and that, having become inured to a woodland course of life,

no consideration could induce him to quit his lovely bovvers. The inscription and epitaph are,

however, an undisputed testimony of the time of his death, and of his having belonged to the

Huntington family ; and it is certain that he rendered himself famous in, the neighbourhood of

Nottingham, by often plundering the rich, particularly the clergy, and relieving the poor. The
name of the person that wrote his Garland is entirely lost ; which is to be regretted, as many of
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his songs would do credit to Shenstone's woodland notes. A pamphlet written in the year 1652^

and still preserved in the Oxford museum, says. Little John, or John Little, lies buried in

Hathersage church-yard in the Peak of Derbyshire ; and that a stone at his head and another at

his feet, at that time retained the letters I. L. the two initials of his name.

SHEPHERDS RACE,
Upon what was usually called Snenton-common, on an elevated spot near St. Ann's-weU, was

a maze or labyrinth, cut in the ground, and known by the name of Hobin Hood's, or Shepherds'

Race. The length of the winding was 533 yards ; and the ground which it occupied was

about eighteen yards on each side : at the four angles were oval projections, intersecting the four

cardinal points. Dr. Stukeley thought it was of Roman origin ; but Deering was of opinion, that

it is of later date
; yet conceived it to be older than the Reformation ; as is evident, says he, from

the Cross-croslets in the centre of the four rounds. He also considered it to have been cut by the

priests of St. Ann's, for amusement and recreation, when they were not permitted to go out of

sight or hearing of the chapel. The trenches were so narrow, that those who run the winding

course werie necessitated to run on the turf. As there is in general some truth for the foundation

of a traditional name, itis very probable, that this labyrinth was cut by the Shepherds, in days of

yore, when tending their flocks on these renowned plains. This spot, so long sacred to rural

amusements, on inclosing the lordship of Snenton, was ploughed up, on the 27th of February,

1797. A spot of earth, comprehending about 324 square yards, sanctified by the lapse of

centuries, as a place of rustic sport, by the curiosity of its shape, and by the magic raptures which

the sight of it awakened in our fancies of the existence of happier times, could not escape the hand

of avarice, which breaks down the fences of our comfort—the mounds of our felicity ; and destroys

the reverence of custom, if an object of gain or of ambition present itself to view. Here the

youth of Nottingham were wont to give facility to the circulation of their blood, strength to their

limbs, and elasticity to their joints; but callous hearted avarice has robbed them of the spot.

DRUIDS' HOLES,
The absence of every thing, in the shape of correct information, respecting the origin of any

thing spoken of, which has engaged, and divided the attention of antiquaries, is an argument in

favor of its great antiquity. This opinion will apply to the cluster of caves in our park ; which

are indiscriminately called The Rock Holes, and The Papist Holes ; but which I presume to call

The DauiDs' Holes, from an opinion of their having been made by the ancient Druids. Theii"

rude unchisseled interior bespeaks them the work of persons unacquainted with architecture; and

their fronting the rising sun and their distance from the town, demonstrate the original design of

them to have been for the residence of religious devotees ; who, being separated from the

bustle attending the occupations of the laity, could devote their attention to their sacred functions

and be I'eady to oflfer up their orisons to the Deity at the first dawning of the day; a practice much

attended to in ancient times, by every nation of the earth. That these caves were originally hewn

and set apart as places of worship for the ancient Britons, I think there is but little doubt; since
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the Druids, who were alike their lawgivers, philosophers, and divines, delivered their public

instructions to the people in groves of sacred oak ; and where could a place be found, more

appropriate for their habitations than the one We are spfeaking of ? since the forest, which abounded

with oak, came down to the very spot. A'ndj as this forest forms so conspicuous a part in the

songs of yore, and legendary tales about Nottingham, we will give the following sketch of it from

the pen of the late. antiq,ua)ry Hayman Rook, Esq. of Mansfield Woodhouse.
" This forest, it appears, was anciently divided, or rather known by the names of Thorney

" Wood, an^ High' Forest ; the first of which, although the least, contained nineteen towns or

" villages, of which Nottingham was one. The High Forest abounded with fine stately oaks,

" and was free from underwood.*

' ," The forest of Shei-wood extends itself into ,the hundreds of Broxtowe, Thurgaton-a-lee, and

" Basset-lawe. When the forest of Sherwopdt W^s, first made I find not :, the first mention of it

"that I do find is in Henry the Second's time ; but I conceive it a forest before; for William

" Pevepell, in, the 5th of king Stephen, doth answer de Placitis Forestae in this county. Thus fav

''we,: can trace the antiquity of the forest, which is undoubtedly of very great extent. It; is

'' the only forest that remains under the superintendence of the chiefjustice in eyre, north ofTr,ent,

".qr \yhich now belongs to the crown in that part of England., iVI any perambulations of thigi

" forest, made in the different reigns, are preserved in the jtower, and in the court of Exchequer :

"the first perambulation was made in the 28th pf king Edward the First; the second in the 30th of

"king Henry the Eighth; the third in the 14th of king Charles the Second.—^The;. forest is,

" described in a survey, made in 1609, to be divided into three parts or districts, called the north

" part, the south part, and the middle part. The north part contains the towns of Carburton,

V (jrle^dthorp, Warsop, with Nettleworth, Mansfield-Woodhouse, Clipstone, Rufford, and
" Edwinstone, the hays of Birkland.and Bilhagh, and the towns of Budby, ThoresJay, Payerelthorpe,

"or Palfithorpe, and Ollerton. The south part contains the tovvns of Nottingham, part of

" Wilford, Lenton, Radford, Snenton, Colwick, Stoke, Carlton, Gedling, Burton, Bulcot, Gunthorp,
" Caythorp, and Loudham, Lambley, Arnold, Basford, Beskwpod park, Woodborough, Calverton,

.^^' and Satinterfprd manor. The middle part contains the town^ of Mansfield, with Plesley-hill,

" Skegby, Sutton, Hucknal, Fulwood, part of Kirkby, Blidwprth, Papplewick, Newstead, part of
" Linby, and part of Annesley. The whole quantity of ground in the forest, according to that

" survey, is as follows :

—

A. R. P.
" Inclosures »... 44889 1 10
" Woods ....,...•. 9486 p 23
" Wastes 35080 2 6

" CHpstone park 1583 i 35
" &eskwood park --..--........ 3672

:
" Bulwell park ----........., 326 3 2

, " Npttingharo park 129 3 9

* fhorhe'y Wood division obtained that name from the oaks being mixed, here and there, with thorn trees.

K
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" IntloSures since the survey jn 1609 '

—

Years. Acres.

" Arnold forest -. 1789 2280

" Basford forest 1792 1158

" Sutton.in-Ashfield 1794 2608

« Kirkby.in.Ash6eld 1795 1941

" Lenton and Radford 1796 261."

After this little digression we will return to the subject of the Druids' Holes^ on which Dr.

Stukeley thus «pekk«, in his Itinerarium Curiosum. " One may easily guess Nottingham to have

" been an ancient town of the Britains : as soon as they had proper tools they fell to work upon

" the rocks, which every where offered themselves so commodiously to make houses in ; and I

" doubt not here was a considerable collection of colonies of this sort." He further says ;
" This

'' is a ledge of perpendicular rock, hewn out into a church, houses^ chambers, dove-houses^ &c.

" The church is like those in the rocks at Bethlehem, and other places in the holy land : the altar

" is natural rock, and there has been painting upon the walls ; a steeple, I suppose, where a bell

" hung, and regular pillars ; the river Leen winding about makes a fortification to it, for it comes
*' at both ends of the cliff, leaving a plain in the middle ; the way into it was by a gate cut out of

" the rock, B,nd with an oblique entrance for more safety ; without is a plain with three niches,

*' which i fimicy their place of judicature, or the like ; there is a regularity in it, and it seems to

" resemble, that square called a temple in the Pictish castie, plate 38 in Scotland. Between
" this and the Castle is an hermitage of like workmanship."

That the ground upon which Nottingham stands was the sit© of one of the ancient British

towns, has been pretty evidently proved, independent of the Doctor's observations ; but that the

place we are speaking of was not so, I am fully of opinion ; for it never was lai^e enoug<» to

contain, what he denominates a colony ; while it was well calculated fw tlie purpose for which I

suppose it was made. Besides, the Doctor i« perfectly mistaken in supposing that the orjoinal

design of the formation of these eaves could have any connection with the Leen actin«- as a

fortification to them ; for, had they not been hewn centuries before the turning of that river, some

account of their origin would have been found.

My object for quoting tlie above from Dr. Stukeley, was to give tlie reader an idea of the shape

and extent of these caves, prior to the troubles in the time, of Charles the First, when they w-ere

greatly injured by the parliamentary troops ; in consequence of their having been converted into

a place of worship by the Papists
;
who were then discountenanced in the town hence the

appellation of Papists' Holes.

That end towarcjs Leijton is still washed by the Leen ; while the end towards Nottino-ham is

more than thirty yards,from the river, and, with the exception of the dovecot, there is not'a room
left entire ; and, as what remains, is constantly subject to tliejitcokc of wantonness -and the o-nawin"-

tooth of time, in all likelihood, in a few mere ages, tlie last- vestigie of this effort of hunran labo*

will be buried in the du.sL The cavities v/hkh are Ml, in summer-time, become a r-eceptacle ioj-

cattle which agist in the park, to screen them from the scorcbing rays of the sun; and in theni°ht
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they present a shelter for the commission of crime.->-In the rock facing the Queen's Garden is a

cave, which, within the last sixty years, was ysed as a military magazine ; but is now a storehouse

for filth ; as is also another facing the road which leads from Lenton to this town,

FISHPOjyn GARDEJ^S.
Facing the castle rock, and on the north side of the Leen, there used to be a fishpond, for the

use of the inhabitants of the castle ; but, after the establishment of the Waterwork Company, it

was let to them to be used as a reservoir. From neglect it became a mere bog, overgrown with

water-weeds ; and, in 1795, it was parcelled out by the Duke of Newcastle's steward and let to

the towRS'people as garden ground; who, by great labor, co§t, and patience, have converted it into

a very fertile gpot ; and it is now decorated with nmnj pretty pleasure-houses ; which, when we
consider that the ground is held on a six months' tenure, seems extraordinary. But, however we
may be disposed to smile at the extravagance which some men display in the trapping of hobby

horses, we are conjpelled to stand admiring when we see vegetation, in all its grandeur and
luxuriance, in a place, which a few years ago, was a flaggy noisome bog. In 1809, part of the

park hill, which had been unproductive forages^ was converted into gardens ; and another portion

was planted with shrubs.

QUEEN'S GARDEN.
In a valley, on the north side of the park, is the appearance of an embankment, of

an oblong form ; to the space within the limits of which, tradition has given the name of the
Queen's Garden.

Delicious fruit, and the delicaciciS of gardens, were introduced from Greece into Italy by the
Romans about seventy years before the birth of Christ ; whiph would soon find their way into
France, from the fructuous nature of its soil ; and from its early tt)nnection with the Roman
power. Whether the adventurous Romans introduced the art of gardening into England, or not, is

unknown
;

if they did, it was lost in the destrj^ptive contentions for dominion, between the Scots
Picts, Saxons, Danes, and British, after their reluctant abandonment of the country. The art of
gardening was not reduced to anything Hke a system in England, till the year 1509; yet there can
be little doubt but the Normans imported some knowledge of it at tlje eonquest, which would be
fostered, more or less by the rich in the cultivation of a few table Ijwpries ; and in the growth of
simples, which were long considered a-paniaeea for the diseases attendant on the human frame.—
From the deposition of Edward the Secbjid, in 1327, to the death of Mortimer, Earl of March
in 1330, Nottingham castle was th« »ff}qmt' retreat of Queen Isabella and this wicked Lord'
From this circumstance, and the observatioaiis above^it may feirly be concluded, that the spot we
are speaking of was converted into a garden for their use, for ttie cultivation of table necessaries,
and of the numerous medical herbs with which this neighbourhood abounds : hence the name
which tradition has banded dow.i), fplly itself would never have erected an encampment here, as
a place of defence ; since it is assailable on every side.
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BARRACKS.
On the sixth of August, 1792/ the foundation of this building wps-laid ; the ground on which

it stands, being in the western corner of the park, was given by his Grace the Duke of Newcastle

for the purpose. The site is a most delightful one ; and commands an extensive view to every

point of the compass. These barracks present to the eye a handsome brick building, containing

well constructed apartments for the officers, a suttling house, stabling for three troops of horse, an

hospital, &c. the whole of .which, embracing an extensive yard, is well walled round with brick.

A little below these barracks stands a cluster of sycamore trees, whose umbrageous foliage, in

the leafy season, forms a beauteous alcove. Before this biiilding was erected, something like magic

would draw the children of contemplation to the spot, when aurora tinged the east with her golden

streaks, or when the west was gilded with the sun*s declining rays ; where they could enjoy the

fruit of their own imagination, unannoyed by the hoarse intrusion of the sentinel's voice, or the

trampling of warlike steeds. Mrs. Hutchinson informs us, that, when her husband commanded the

castle, not a tree stood in the park, except one which grew at the foot of the castle rock, which she

says tradition informed her, was planted by Crook'd-back'd Richard; and concludes her observations

by saying, " the tree, in unison with its planter, had not a straight inch in its whole composition."

Having now taken a survey of the site and the general exterior of the town, which stands 53

degrees north latitude, and 22 degrees 14 minutes west longitude, we shall conclude this chapter

with observing, that every writer whp has. noticed it, at any coi^siderable length, has concluded, that

a better situation whereon to erect a town is scarcely io be pointed out by the warmest imagination

;

and, with Deering, we will subscribe to the following lines :

—

" Fair Nottinghan), with brilliant beauty graced,

" In ancient Sherwood's south.west angle placed
;

" Where northern hills her tender neck, protect,

" With dainty flocks of golden fleeces dieckt

;

" No roaring tempest discompose her mien
;

*' Her canopy of state 's a sky serene.

" She, on her left, Belvoir's rich vale descry'a,

*' On th' other, Clifton hill regales her eyes :

*' If from her lofty seat she bows her head,

" There's at her feet a flowery carpet Spread.

" Britain's third stream, which runs with rapid force,

" No sooner spies her, but retards his course

;

" He turns, he winds, he cares not to be gone,
" Until to her he first has homage done

;

" He cheerfully his wat'ry tribute pays,

" And at her footstool foreign dainties lays,

*' With assiduity her favors courts,

*< And richest merchandize from sea imports
;

" Ceres her gift with lavish band bestows,

« And Bacchus o'er his butt of English nectar glows.

" Thy sons, O Nottingham, with fervor pray,

<' May.no intestine feuds thy bliss betray

;

*' Health, plenty, pleasure, then will ne'er decay."
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CHAPTER II.

CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE CASTLE, BREWHOUSE-YARD, AND THE CIRCUS.

Upon the summit of a craggy^ misshapen^ and almost perpendicular rock, at the south-western

extremity of the town, stands the castle ; the height of the rock being 133 feet above the level of

the meadows. Mounted on so lofty a precipice, this mansion seems to bid defiance to the rolling

tempest, and to court the conflict with the rudest blast. To the sight of the traveller, as he

approaches the town, it presents a squat appearance, nowise corresponding with the majestic

grandeur it displays to the ciijpumspective eye.

Centuries before the Norman invasion there was a tower or citadel upon the rock, whereon the

present castle stands, which we find noticed in JVEagna Britannia in the following words ; the

writer of which copied most of his observations on this subject from Camden :
—" The Danes,

" who frequently vexed this isle with their ravages, came at length to this town, anno 852, which

" when Budred, the last king of the Mercians*, heard, he immediately besieged them, but without

" success, the Danes possessing themselves of a strong tower, where the castle is now situated ;

" whereupon (as Asser says,) Budred, king of the Mercians, and his people, sent messengers to

" Ethelred, king of the West Saxons, and to Alfred, or Alured his brother, humbly intreating

" them to aid them, so that they might dislodge and vanquish the Danes. This request they easily

" obtained, for the two brothers having drawn forces together from all parts of their kingdom, with

" as much dispatch as possible, entered Mercia, and marched to Snottingham, unanimously

" resolving to fight ; but the Pagans refused to give them battle, securing themselves a while in

" their strong holds. The Christians, who besieged them, laboured to batter down their walls, but

" not being able to do that, they held on the siege so long, though with no very strong attacks,

" that the Pagans, who were led by Hengar and Hubba, concluded a peace with the Mercians,
" and returned home with their forces."

What storms this ancient tower underwent, from the time we have just been speaking of to the

Norman invasion, so as to render its rebuilding necessary, history no where informs us ; though we
may fairly conclude, that a place of such importance would be an object of contention betwixt

Edmund, surnamed Ironside, and Canute the Dane, the latter proving the successful competitor

for the throne, and who might dismantle it, to prevent its falling into the hands of his enemies.

Authors disagree concerning who was the rebuilder of the fortress, after the conquest; Holinshed,

Camden, Stow, and De^ring, contend that it was rebuilt by William the conqueror; while

* Historians differ aboat the name of the last king of Mercia, as also about the precise time when it ceased to be a separate kingdom ;

Ijnt Heylyn an author of great authority, agrees with the foregoing.

L
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Thoroton, and Gibson, the continuator of Camden, are of opinion that Peverel, William's natural

son, caused it to be done, who, as Thoroton says, had licence from the king to inclose ten acres of

land, ia or near Nottingham, to be conyerted into an orchard ; which quantity of land, continues

Thoroton, according to the forest measure, contains about fifty statute acres, which is near the

proportion of the old park at Nottingham : hence some have concluded, that this is the spot where

the orchard stood. What our author meant hy forest measure and statute acres is not very clear;

as the reader has already seen, that the park contains more than double the number of acres here

mentioned ; except we suppose that he alludes to a smaller park which existed at a date ant«H«r

to the formation of the present one ; and there is no proof, either positive or collateral, no datum,

land-mark, or boundaries, to indicate, that a smaller park than the present one ever existed at

Nottingham. My opinion being, that the orchard alluded to did not stand here ; and also, that

this identical park was laid out fpr the purpose of furnishing a ready supply of venison for the

table of Peverel. ' For, after, as Thoroton informs us, the king had given to Peverel the dominion

of Nottingham and of the forest, it seems strange that the latter should be under the necessity of

applying for royal licence to inclose ten^ or fifty acres of ground for an orchard, within the said

domains. If Peverel had an orchard here, it is my. opinion that it stood between the town and the

Leen, part of which ground afterwards became the property of the Grey Friars.^-This park was

well stocked with deer until the year 1720, when they were principally driven away, because the

expert deer-stealers of this tovyn refused to let the proprietor go halves. Knyveton, in his survey

in 1388, calls it a conygarth ; it then abounding with wild rabbits, the breed of which has been

existing therein, within the last eighty years.-'-But to return to the old castle.

The rock on which the above named writers have split, respecting who erected it, is, that no

mention is made of it in Doomsday-book, which was finished in William's reign. Camden says;,

that William caused this castle to be built to keep the English in awe, which ia the best reason

that can be assigned for its erection ; for a conquering tyrant always dreads the revival of the

spark of independence in the breasts of the conquered, which naturaJly becomes wafted into a

flame when the panic has subsided, which had beien- occasioned by the dread of his arms. Perhaps

a moment's reflection may bring the discordant notions of our historians to a settled point.

The greater part of WiUiam's reign, which lasted but twenty-one years, was pretty much
occupied in settling the internal regulations of his government, in rewarding his favorites, and in

keeping his southern subjects in awe ; so that it is highly probable that this castle was not built

tin the latter end of his reign. And, to free himself from the care of the undertaking, he might-

commission his son Peverel to see the work done at his own discretion ; he being a military man,

and therefore fit for such an undertaking ; and, also from his possessing fifty-five lordships in the

county, and being Lord of the borough of Nottingham, he would have a particular, as well as a

general interest in keeping the neighbourhood in subjection. And the obj,ect not being completed;

or, possibly, the building not being began at the time this county was surveyed, may be assigned as

the cause why the castle is not mentioned in Doomsday-book. These propositions being admitted,

the jarring ideas of our historians are at once reconciled ; for though William ordered the

rebuildi^ng of the fortress, Peverel was the ostensible character in the work. Throsby, like a
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oK)od natured creature, leaves the matter as he found it ; and endeavours to entertain his readers

by laughing at the want of education in a methodist preacher, rather than run the risk of being

laughed at himself, for attempting to investigate the truth.

We now come to Leland, who viewed the late castle in the reign of Henry the Eighth. " The

" castle of Nottingham," says he, " stondith on a rokky hille, on the west side of the towrt : and

" Line riveret goith by the roots of it. The base court is large and meetly strong. And a stately

" bridge is there with pillars beiring beastes and giantes, over the ditche into the secund warde :

'« the front of the which warde in the entering is exceeding strong with toures and portecallices.

" Much part of west side of this inner warde, as the hall and other things be yn ruines. The
" est side is strong and well tourrid. And so is the south side. But the most bewtifuUe part and

" gallant building i<s lodging is on the north side, where Edward the Fourth began a right

" sumptous peice of stone work, of the which he clearly finished one excellent goodly toure of

" three heights yn building, and brought up the other part likewise from the foundation with stone,

" and marvelus pain cumpacid windoes to laying the first site of chambers, and then left. Here

" king Richard Third his brother forced up upon that work another peice of one loft of tymber,

" making rounde wyndoes, so that surely this north is an exceeding fair peiCe of work. The
'f duno-eon or keep of the castelle stondith by south and est, and is exceeding strong. There be

" divers buildings betwixt this dungeon and the ynner court of the castelle, and there goith also

" down a stair ynto the ground where Davy king of Scots (as the Castellanes [i. e. the inhabitants

" of the castle] say,) was kept a prisoner." Our author farther says, " I marked in all, three

" chapels in the castelle and three wells."

Camden, who lived in Elizabeth's time, after giving a similar account of the castle, adds, " In

•' the first court of this castle we go down a great many steps, with candle-light into a vault under

" ground, and rooms cut and made out of the stone ; in the walls whereof the story of Christ's

" passion and other things are engraven by David the Second, king of Scotland, as they say, who
" was kept a prisoner here."* Camden further says that the castle was so strong both by nature

* Deeting, without giving full credence to this story, endeavours to illustrate it by referring- to Stow's Chrontcle, and informs us that he

there finds David was taken prisoner on the Hth October* 1 146, and that he was conveyed to Westminster oa the 2d of Janaary followin".

Now, not having Stow's Chronicle by me, I can say nn more in reply to that author, than, that what Deering has advanced is impossible

to be true ; for the David here alluded to was not crowned till 1329, and, according to Hume, the battle of Neville's Cross, or Darham, in

which this king was made prisoner, was not fought till October, 1346, making an error of two hundred years. David was ransomed, ia

1357, for 'an hundred thousand marks.

sir D. Dalrymple the Scottish historian informs us, that William of Lambyrton, Bishop of St. Andrew's, and Robert Wisbeartwere

coaSned in Nottingham castle, as friends and associates of Robert Bruce, against Edward the First, king of England. Wisheart was

taken in armour defending the castle of Coupar, and so attired was taken to Nottingham. Lambyrton had a daily allowance while at

Nottingham, of sixpence for himself, threepence for a serving man, three-balf-pence for his foot-boy, and of three-half-pence for bis

chaplain. They were taken in 1306.

The Earl of Moray (says the above historian) was taken in a skirmish by William dePressun in 1335, and sent by Edward the Third,

prisoner to Nottingham castle ; his order of commitment is dated Perth, August 13th, \S15. He was removed to Windsor, 29th December,

1335, to Winchester, 25th May, I3S6, to the Tower of London, 'the 28th September, 1336, and recovered his liberty in 1341, being

exchanged for the Earl of Salisbury.

Thebattle q£ Durham, where David king of Scots was made (irisaner, was fought according to Dalrymple on the 17th October, 1346

The captive king arrived in London, o.n the 2d January, 1347, therefore his stay in Nottingham must have been very shoit, if he visited it at

all.
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and art, as to be thought invincible, except assailed by famine, if it had a good garrison ; that it

never was taken by downright force ; and that it was once ineffectually besieged by Henry of

Anjoue, at which time the garrison burnt all the buildings about it. Our author adds, that it was

once taken by surprise by Robert, Count de Ferariis, in the Barons' wars, who deprived the

citizens of all they had.

From the influence of fear and avarice Henry the Seventh suffered most of the castles in the

kingdom to fall into decay : he dreaded lest they should fall into the hands of the Barons, who

might thereby depose him for his tyranny as they had done others before : and avarice operated

upon him as it did upon Daniel Dancer : it taught him in all his dealings, that he must save.

Yet such was the strength of this castle, that neither its deserted situation, the beating of the

merciless tempest, nor the gnawing tooth of time; had been able so far to reduce it, but that it was

thought a fit place, by Charles the First, as the rallying point for his forces, when he commenced

the war against the liberties of his subjects.

Deering tells us, that Cromwell gave captain Poulton money to enable him to demolish the old

castle after the death of Charles; here, however, our author has misstated the matter ; for we have

Mrs. Hutchinson's authority for saying, that it was her worthy husband who furnished captain

Poulton with the means of dismantling it, when Cromwell was gone into the north to meet the

Scottish army, for fear it should fall into the hands of that ambitious chieftain, and become an

instrument in his power to enable him to overawe the neighbourhood. The colonel hated

tyranny in any man ; and he saw too clearly the intentions of Cromwell to suffer a place of such

consequence as this castle was, to fall into his hands, so long as he had the means of preventing it.

For thus thwarting him in one of his objects, Cromwell never could endure the name of the

colonel more. Thus this castle, which had partly been raised by William, and partly by Edward the

Fourth, and Richard the Third, for the purpose of overawing the people, was demolished by a

bold patriot, for fear it should be used for the same purpose again ; though it had received a rude

shock from the avaricious hand of Francis, Earl of Rutland, to whom and his heirs it ^vas given by

James the First ; for Thoroton says, " in his time a many of the goodly buildings were pulled

" down, and the iron and other materials were sold." This, however, further shows what its

mighty strength was once. Thoroton also informs us that it was a rectory, valued at 6/. ; and

Deering quotes an author who said, in the reign of Henry the Third it contained a chapel

dedicated to St. Mary.

Deering has preserved a curious article, which he says he copied from a forest-book, written for

the use of Robert Alvey, Mayor of this town, in 1588, if there be not a mistake in the printing

;

for Robert Marsh was Mayor that year ; and Mr. Alvey in 1580 and 1584. This book is

purported to have been written by William Marshall, sergeant at mace :

—

" The accounpte of Geffery Knyveton, from the feast of St. Michaell tharchaungle in the xxvth

" yeare of kinge Henry the Sixth unto the same feaste next following by one whole yeare for the

" castle of Nottingham."

" 1st. He gives accompte of xiiZ. 8s. cominge of xxiiii acres of meadow, lying in a meadow
" belonging to the castle of Nottingham, called the king's meadow. The price Bs. 2d. so letten
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" this yeare. And of xivs. the latter agistment of the same meadow betwixt Michallmas and

" Martlemas happeninge. And of liiis. iiiirf. of the farme of the close called castle-appleton.

" And of xxxvis. 8d. for the farme of another close called the constable-holme, so letten to the

" men of Nottingham. And of xxivs. of the farme of a peice of meadow called the milne-dame.

" Andxiiis. of the farme of two peices of meadow lyeinge by the king's -bridge and the rocke-yard.

" And viiis. of the castle-hills without the castle-walls. And xxs. of the farme of the pindage of

" the castle so letten to the men of Nottingham. And of xs. of the farme of the outward, within

" the castle walls. And of the profit of the dove-cott nothing this yeare, but it was wont to give

" 3s. 4d. And of for the castle miln. And of 13s. 4rf. of the farme of the coneygarth

" of the castle this year, &c."

" This survey/' says Deering, " was taken three years before Henry the Fourth made the town

" of Nottingham a county of itself, in which charter he excepts the king's hall, and the castle of

^' Nottingham, both which remain at this day in the county at large."

The king's meadows^ earl or hell, closes, as they are called, and the spaw-close, comprehend the

land mentioned in the above transcript, (except the park and castle contingencies) continue

extra-parochial ; and therefore pay no poor's rates ; a thing much to be complained of, in a town

like Nottingham, where the rates are so excessively heavy.

In the copy which I have of Deering, is the following written marginal note :
" 1378, Edmond

de Bromfield was sent prisoner to this castle for accepting the Abbacy of St. Edmund's Bury

from the Pope, without the king's consent.*"

DEBRING's DESCRIPTION OF MORTIMER s HOLE.
" This way through the rock was provided with no less than six gates, besides a side one on the left

" hand going down ; the first was above ground leading from the turret down to the second, the place

" where the turret stood is now covered by part of the modern fabric, and the passage to the second

" gate is filled, and the gate itself walled up with stone, to this leads a new passage cut out of the

" rock since the building of the present castle, without the wall of the paved yard. 1 he distance

" between the first and the second gate I take to have been about sixteen yards ; from this we step down
" fourteen yards and meet with the marks of another, and fifteen yards lower was a fourth ; about

" forty-five yards below this, on the left hand, we observe a gate bricked up ; which with seven or
"" eight steps did lead up into some works of the old tower, (as the late Mr. Jonathan Paramour
" informed me) in whose time it was bricked up ; about eight yards below this stood a fifth, and the

" sixth and lowest which opened into the rock yard and is now also bricked up, is still about nine

" yards lower, so that the whole length of this once well secured subterraneous passage from the

* The followiog article is extracted from the nmnerous MSS. collected by the celebrated Marquis of Lansdown, and are now principally

in the British Museum :—"j4/iee Pierce, concubine to Edward III. was, in the latter end of his reign, so imprudent, presuming upon his

favor whose weakness she had subdued, that she herself would sit in courts of justice to effect her own desires ; and, at a parliament held

the 50th year of his reign, at her suit, she caused Sir Peter de la Marc (late speaker in parliament, and who then exhibited complaints

against her) to be committed to perpetual impiisonment at Nottingham", This gentleman, ve ry probably, « as confined in the castle.

JVl
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" court of the old tower to the foot of the rock is one hundred and seven yards or three hundred and

" twenty-one feet : This vault is seven feet high and six wide, had all the way down broad step*

" cut in the rock, the which are at this time almost entirely worn out in the middle, but may plainly

" be perceived at the sides ; there are all the way down till within fifteen or sixteen yards of the

" bottom, opetiings in the side of the rock to convey light into this passage, and to serve the soldiers

" to shoot their arrows through upon the enemy, in the upper part are cut out several regular

" port^holes, which shew, that during the civil war, cannons were planted there, which

" commanded all the meadows, there are besides in this part of the vault observable, many holes

" or excavations about a foot in height, breadth, and depth, these seem to have been made to lodge

" cannon-balls in, to prevent their rolling to the bottom."

The above account is given here from its correctness of description ; but the lapse of time since

Deering viewed this vault has nearly obliterated every appearance of the steps. The bottom

entrance, which faces the south-east, has been bricked up long since, to prevent boys from coming

that way into the gardens at the foot of the rock. The top entrance is nearly in the same

direction as the bottom one, through a gate-way in the parapet wall. I am fully of opinion with

those who consider this vault to have been made before the Norman invasion, as a secret passage

to the old tower, whereby it might be relieved, in case of a pressing siege.

The reason why this vault took the name of Mortimer's-hole is as follows :—In the minority of

Edward the Third, after the murder of his deposed father, his mother, Isabella, lived in an

adulterous intercourse and joint usurpation with Mortimer, Earl of March, at the castle ; the

apparent impregnability of which, and its enviable situation, exhibiting a show of safety as well as

delight. The young king, however, being weary of his political trammels, and ashamed of his

mother's conduct, determined, in council with some of his friends, to seize Mortimer, and thus free

himself and the nation from so galling a yoke. But how was the question ? the gates being locked

at sun-set, and the keys taken to the queen, who always put them under her pillow. At length,

William Eland, constable of the fortress, was brought over to the party, and engaged to introduce

young Edward and his chosen band through a secret passage into the castle during the night, which

was done accordingly—Mortimer was seized amidst the cries and prayers of the queen—was taken

to Westminster, and there tried, condemned, and executed as a traitor ; and a parliament was held

at Nottingham, that deprived the queen of her dowry, and granted her £1000 a year durin«»- life.

Thus ended the royal amours and life of Mortimer; and hence this vault, since celebrated,

received it present name.

On the right hand, of the way from the castle lodge towards the steps which lead to the paved

yard, is a green court, upon a part of which stood the ancient tower, the rest of it occupying part of

the site of the present castle. To the west of the green court stood the pindage, and the dovecot,

as mentioned in Geffry Knyveton's survey.

Some remains of the wall and its appendages, which incircled the old castle, are still standin"-
;

particularly a bastion facing Gfilliflower-hill, which, excepting the effects produced by the powerful

operation of time, has sustained little injury. The main gate-way, the roof of which consists of a

Gothic arch, supported by two ancient bastions, i£ still in good condition, and is near the top of
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Castle-gate. One of these bastions has been converted into a residence for the porter ; and, in

1807, some additions were made to it for the accommodation of his family. There is still the

appearance of casements in these two bulwarks, so constructed, that the guards could intersect,,

with their arrows, every approach to the gate. Formerly a deep dry ditch surrounded the castle,

excepting where the high rock rendered it unnecessary, the last vestige of which was filled up in the

above-mentioned year, and the road made to pass lengthwise over it, which leads from the top of

Hounds'-gate into the park. This was done in consequence of the old road being sold, along with

Standard-hill-close, over which plot of ground it formerly passed. As to the fabulous story about

James Scot's Hole, which is said to lead underground, from the castle to Lenton, it shall be passed

by as unworthy of farther notice.

GOVERJVORS OF THE OLD CASTLE,
William Peverel, natural son to William the Conqueror ; by the daughter of a Norman tanner,

and who was afterwards given in marriage to one Ralph Peverel, had the command of the castle

given him by his reputed father, along with the Lordship of Nottingham, and 161 other Lordships

in different parts of England ; but, at the battle of Lincoln he was taken prisoner by the Empress

Maud, along with King Stephen, while fighting by the side of that monarch, in the 7th year of his

reign. Ralph Pagnel, one of Maud's captains, succeeded him ; but when the tide of fortune

turned again in favor of Stephen, and Peverel's enlargement had been procured, he, with a band

of his trusty old soldiers, surprised the castle ; and afterwards commanded it to the day of his

-death. He was, according to Deering, the founder of Lenton Abbey.

William Peverel, grandson to the former, according to Camden, succeeded him in the command

of the castle and in his titles and estates. But who, for an intrigue with the wife of the Earl of

Chester, and complotting with her to poison her husband, was deprived of his possessions by Henry

the Second in the first year of that monarch's reign ; and the command of the castle was given to

the said Earl of Chester. Peverel turned hypocrite, and put on the habit of a monk in Lenton

Abbey, in order to expiate, in the public eye, the crimes of adultery and anticipated murder.

Reginald de Lucy, according to Deering, next held the castle, in behalf of young Henry, whea

in rebellion against his father and king, until it was taken from him by Robert, Earl of Ferrer*

and Derby, in favor of Henry the father. After the death of young Henry, which restored

internal peace to the nation and to the breast of an over indulgent father, Henry the Second gave

the command of the castle to Jtihn Earl of Morton, his fourth son ; which he held until deprived

of it by William Longchamp, bishop of Ely, and chancellor and protector of the kingdom, under

pretence that John was an enemy to his brother, Richard the First, when that monarch was

carrying on his madheaded wars in Palestine, mis-called " holy wars." Longchamp, in the

name of Richard, then gave the command of the castle to the Earl of Pembroke ; but the Earl of

Morton, afterwards King John, wishing to obtain the crown in his brother's absence, found means

to bribe the garrison, which was then commanded, under Pembroke, by Alan de Lee and Peter

Rovancourt, and thereby gained the castle, the command of which he gave to Roger Montbegon,

who sustained a siege in it against the bishop' of Ely ; but on Richard's return to tlie kingdom be
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made his peace with that monarch, on condition of giving up the castle and paying five hundred

marks. It appeats that Richard then committed it to the care of Reginald de Clifton, whom King-

John, in the 6th of his reign, commanded to deUver it up to Rx)bert de Veteriponte, who was

sheriff of the counties of Nottingham and Derby ; and who it seems gave up the command of the/

castle to Philip March, who held it for John in his first war against the Barons ; the latter

obtaining possession of it as one of the conditions of their again receiving the king into the pale

of their friendship ; and in whose keeping it appeare to have remained a considerable time; for we

find it no more held by the crown till the 10th of Henry the Third, when Ralph Fitznicholas held

it for that monarch. Hugh Fitzralph, also held the castle for this king, at which time he was

sheriff of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire ; as likewise did William Bardolf, who was taken

prisoner at the battle of Lewes. In the 44th of this king's reign it was committed to the care of

the great Hugh de Spencer by the Barons ; and when peace was made between them and the

king, the latter gave the command of it to his son Edward, who had previously been given up a

hostage to the Barons as a pledge of his father's sincerity. When Edward came to the crown he

first entrusted the castle to the command of Robert Tibetot, and then to Reginald de Grej/^ who

was also sheriff of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire.

John Segrave (whose father was one of the Barons who took up arms at Nottingham against

oppression in the reign of Henry the Third,) was in high repute with Edward the First and

Edward the Second; he was made warden of the forests beyond Trent, and governor of Nottingham

castle ; and was taken prisoner in the service of the latter at the battle of Bannocksbourn. After

Segrave, Robert de Clifford, a peer of parliament, was governor of our castle ; and also Piers

Gavestone, Earl of Cornwall, who was the wicked, the extravagant, and, at length, the unfortunate

favorite of Edward the Second. Richard de Grey, of Codnor, was the last governor in the reign

of Edward the Second ; and William Eland was deputy, under him, when Edward the Third seized

Mortimer in the castle, and possibly was privy to the scheme. From this time to the 8th of Henry

the Fourth, we only find Stephen Rumbylowe mentioned as governor of this castle ; and, from

the obscurity which attaches to his name, it is probable that he was deputy to some person of note.

In that year we find Richard Grey, great-grandson to the before mentioned nobleman of that

name from Codnor, constituted constable of Nottingham castle ; and chief ranger of Sherwood

forest during life. From the death of this nobleman to the 23d of Henry the Sixth is another

chasm, when Ralph Cromwell obtained a grant from the crown, to himself and heirs, to be

constable of this castle, and also the wardenship of the forest of Sherwood, and the parks of

Beskwood and Clypston ; who chose for his deputy one Geffery Knyveton, whom Deering takes to

be Gualfrid Knyveton, who was mayor ofHSTottingham in 1447. Cromwell died without issue, in

1455, and in the 15th of Edward the Fourth, we find Richard Hastings, Esq. constituted deputy

constable of the castle, and warden of the forests and chases north of Trent, in the absence of

William Lord Hastings, to whom, it is probable, he was a younger brother. Sir John Byron,

was knighted by Henry the Seventh in the first year of his reign ; and the same year he was

constituted constable of Nottingham castle, and steward and warden of the forest of Sherwood,

and of Bilhagh, Birkland, Rumwood, Ouseland and Fulwood.
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Henry, the Second Earl of Rutland^ was constituted chief justice of the forest of Sherwood,

constable of Nottingham castle^ and warden of the east and middle marches in the 2d of Edward

the Sixth. And^ whether from the elasticity of his conscience in religious matters, or from his

peculiar merit, we do not exactly find; but he was the bearer of distinctive honors through Edward'*

and Mary's reigns ; and when Elizabeth came to the crown, she added to them by creating him

a knight of the garter, by making him lord lieutenant of the counties of Nottingham and Rutland,

and lord president of the council. John, the Fourth Rarl of Rutland, was made constable of our

castle and lord lieutenant of the county by Elizabeth ; as was also Roger, his successor ; and he was

also made lord lieutenant of Lincolnshire by James the First. Francis, who succeeded his brother

Roger in the earldom of Rutland, was made justice of the forests north of Trent by James ; who

also conferred upon him and his heirs the property of Nottingham castle, giving up all claim to it as

a royal demense. He died without male issue in 1633; and his only daughter was mother to George

Villiers, second Duke of Buckingham, who, after the restoration, claimed the castle in his mother's

right, and sold it to William Cavendish, Marquis, and afterwards Duke of Newcastle ; and by

different marriages it passed from the Cavendishes to the HoUeses, Pelhams, and the Clintons,, to

the latter of which it now belongs.
,

Deering, in a very ungentlemanly manner, and what is very reprehensible in him as a historian,

omits to mention the celebrated Colonel Hutchinson in the list of governors of the castle, AVe

shall have full occasion to speak of him in another place.

THE PRESEJVT CASTLE.
Deering, in pagfe 186, gives two dates for the laying of the foundation of this febric ; and this

he has done, as was rather customary with him, by attending to old stories, rather than trouble

himself about inquiring into facts. Without attending, however, to the tales of old Jonathan

Paramour, we will give the date, from what appears the most correct account, which probably was

taken from the book of the Duke's steward.

" An account of what Nottingham castle cost building, beginning February the ISth, 1680^

«nd ending April I'tth, 1683,

sS. S. D.

" His Grace the Duke of Newcastle paid with SCO h of wood ........ 4731 n 5

" And his Grace Henry Duke of Newcastle, October 16th, 1680 ...... 7259 6 7
" February 5th 1680. To Mr. Wright for cedar wood ......... 120
" To ditto for marble chimney pieces ............... 53
" To packing them ..................... 3 13 4
" \^\.\ to ditto for a saw for the cedar .-.....-,..... 110

" More paid from the 12th of February, 1680, to the 20th August, 1681 .... 351 13 6
«* More paid from the 20th of August, 1681, to the 12th of November ..... 552 14 5
*' More paid from the 12th of November, 1681. to the 18th of February .... 253 2 11

'f From the 18th of February, 1682, to the 14th of April, 1683 ....... 677 5 7

jgl4002 17 9'.^

n """"
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This short account of the expenses of building the castle is given as it appears in Deering,

being of little value only as it preserves certain dates, as connected v\^it'h certain payments, vv^hich

leave no doubt respecting the time when the fabric was erected.

The building is about 72 yards by 30 ; and the front presents a rustic appearance, intermingled

with the majestic grandeur of the Corinthian order. A double flight of stone stairs, guarded with

railings of the same material, lead up the front, over which is placed an equestrian statue of the

founder, with his face towards the north. The reason which tradition assigns for the fece being

placed this way is, that the Duke might seem to be on his way for Clumber, an enchanting seat

belonging to the family in the north of this county.* In this case the founder's whim seems to

have been almost prophetic ; for the succeeding Dukes have almost always had their backs

towards the castle. The statue was cut out of one block of stone, which was brought from

Castle Donington, in Leicestershire ; and it is to be wished that it had been larger, as the size of

the man is very disproportionate to that of the horse ; in short it puts one in mind of one of our

lordling officers mounted on a warlike steed. The statuary was one Wilson, whose name is no

longer of any import, except as he was afterwards knighted at the instigation of an amorous

Leicestershire widow lady of the name of Putsey, who made him her husband, and her wealth

made him a spendthrift, and spoilt him as an artist, till he had spent her fortune ; when he collected

the scattered remains of his former abilities, and returned to his trade. Upon the brow of the

castle, just over the statue, the Duke's arms stand conspicuous, cut out of a block of stone ; but

the hand of time has snatched the strawberry leaves from the ducal coronet, and is also making very

free with the arms and supporters. Indeed, until 1808, the whole appearance of the building

presented the picture of decay ; and robin-red-breasts and sparrows claimed pre-eminence among

the inhabitants of this mighty fabric, originally designed as the seat of hospitality and glee. At

that time the windows, &c. underwent a general repair, for the purpose of its being let in separate

apartments. The yard used to be a place of resort for the people of this town to inhale the

breezes which sweep the summit of the rock ; there being an arcade at the south end of the castle,

under which they might take shelter during a shower ; but this amusement is now at an end, and

his portership at the lodge growls a denial to those who wish to take a circumspective view of the

place, except his temper be sweetened with a bribe.

BREWHO USE- YARD,
This place, situate at the foot of the castle rock, took its name from the malt being made and

the liquor brewed in it with which the old castle was supplied. And it is conjectured, and that too

with much probability, that the passage, called Mortimer's hole, was originally made for the purpose

of having the liquor conveyed through it to the castle. The kiln, which was used for malting, is

now lost in an icehouse belonging to Mr. Topott, confectioner, in Bridlesmith-gate. This place

was formerly within the jurisdiction of the castle, and there were no dwellings in it but what were

* Though tradition may be right in the reasoB, it is not so in the name, for the noble mansion at Clumber was not built till 1770 till which
time the family seat was at Houghton, in the same delightful neighbourhood.
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necessary for carrying- on the businesses of malting and brewing. But James the First converted

it into a jurisdiction or constablery of itself; and granted it to Francis Philips, gent, and Edward

Ferres^ mercer^ both of London, by a deed bearing date 1621 ; since which time a few more

houses have been biiilt, wherein a considerable share of dying and trimming has been carried on.

On that side next the rock are two public-houses^ the first of which has a parlour cut in the rock,

with a hole at the top for the admission of light ; on which account it has obtained the name of the

star parlour. The other public-house has a kitchen,, two large chambers^ and other conveniences

cut in the rock. Dr. Thoroton says, this place was once an assylum for fanatics ; but for what

reason he said so does not appear ; except in the intolerancy of his disposition be chose to cast this

sarcasm upon the place, in consequence of a few dissenters holding communion therein, called the

family of love, of whom more hereafter.

THE CIRCUS, OR RIDIJVG SCHOOL,
Stands within the liberties of the castle ; some part of the old circumambient wall having been

removed to make way for its erection. It is a substantial brick building, 35 yards by 15 ; and the

entrance into it is near the castle lodge. In the north end is a stone which exhibits the following

inscription :

—

This Riding Schooi;

was erected by

THE Nottingham Troop

OF Yeomanry Cavalry

A, D. MDCCXCVIII.

Equestrian and vaulting exercises are sometimes exhibited here, by troops of strollei's, that

occasionally visit the town. This is a pubhc nuisance which has long and justly been complained

of, and over which the town magistrates have no control, because the building is without their

jurisdiction. These strolling swindlers generally find the means of putting off a large quantity of

base silver, and the folly of the people enables them to take a larger quantity of good money

away.
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CHAPTER III.

THE TOWN WALL, PRISONS, HALLS, AND BUILDINGS IN GENERAL.

TOJVN WALL,
Ljeland saySj " The town has been meatly welle wallid with stone, and hath had dyvers gates

—

" much of the waul is now down and the gates, saving two or three." We are told by various

authors that Edward the Elder built this wall, about the year 910 ; and the reason for it may be

found in the troubled state of his reign, as well from his cousin Ethelwald's pretensions to the

crown, as from the continual incursions of the Danes, many of whom had settled in the interior of

the kingdom. Ethelfleda, sister to Edward, and wife of Ethelbert, Duke and governor of Mercia,

having been reduced to extremities in travail of her first child, she refused ever after to have any

connubial intercourse with her husband; not from superstitious fantasy, nor from feminine

weakness; but from a conviction, as far as respected herself, that the pains of child-birth

overbalanced the pleasures of the nuptial embrace ; she therefore determined to lay aside the

distaff, and to take up the sword in her own and her brother's defence, who, at that time, was much
straitened by his enemies ; and her dukedom too being in great confusion, in consequence of the

death of her husband, which happened soon after their separation.* To secure Nottingham
against the ravages of her foes, which her brother Edward, had committed to her care, he erected

this circumferating wall. In a prescript from Henry the third, dated October the 18th, 1256, that

monarch commanded his bailiffs and burgesses of Nottingham, without delay, to make a postern
in the wall of the said town, near the castle towards Lenton, of such a breadth and heia-ht that

ttco armed horsemen, carrying two lances on their shoulders, might go in and out, where
William, Archbishop of York, had appointed it, who made the king understand that it was
expedientfor him, his heirs, and the town. Deering concludes this postern to have stood where
the reservoir now is at the back of the General Hospital, some remains of which were visible in

his day. " From this postern," says Deering, " a bridge went over the town ditch, which place.

* Fabian says in his Chronicle, " That when she had ones assayed the woe and sorrow that women feele and suffer in bearing of a child
" she hated the embrasinge of her husband ever after, and tolie witnese of God and sayde, that it was not convenient or semeli to a kin-'i
" daughter to use such fleshlie lilceinge whereof su«h sorrow should ensue."

"

Dont be alarmed, fair reader, at the name of the distaff; for dutchosses and queens thought it an honor to ply at it in days of yore.
The beautiful and enchanting lines which Homer wove from the yarn spun by Penelope, when her lord and sovereign was in captivity,
have rendered her name and virtues immortal. And there is now, at the Dulte of Devonshire's mansion in Derbyshire a set of bed
curtains, the yarn of which was spun by the lady of that Duke who shone so conspicuous at the revolution in 16S8. Thus" the Dutches
w»8 spinning yarn for bed cuitain«, while the Duke was helping to weave the Bill of Rights.
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" though now filled up, as well as the whole ditch between this and Chapel-bar, bears, to this day, the

" name of Boston-bridge, a corruption of Postern-bridge." " The ditch itself is now converted

" into kitchen gardens, and is called at this time,* Butt-dike, from some neighbouring butts,

" where the townsmen used to exercise themselves in shooting at a mark with bows and arrows."

In Butt-dyke, (now Park-row,) which was let by the Corporation as building land, on perpetual

leases about the year 1800, several portions of the old wall were found by the workmen, when

digging for the foundations of the houses. From this place the wall ran on by Chapel-bar, then

slanting to the left across Parliament-street, and making an angle up Roper's -close, it took an

oblique direction through Pannier's-close ; thence to the house of correction, and down St.

John's-street and Coalpit-lane ; then along Carter-gate, and the north side of Fisher-gate to the

Hollow-stone, the east side of which it traversed, and then up Short-hill, and down the High,

Middle, and Low-pavements to the end of Lister-gate ; thence up the south side of Castle-gate,

and, taking in St. Nicholas's church, it passed on to Brewhouse-yard and joined the castle

rock.

Deering says, that the wall ran down Brightmore-hill (now Charity-school-hill) and formed an

acute angle at the bottom, then turning up Mont-lane (now Middle-hill,) in a kind of curve to the

Weekday-cross ; and then down the Pavements. That the angle, formed between these two

narrow streets, was an appurtenance, or out-work to the fortifications formed by the wall, there

seems no sort of doubt ; for that part of the wall, which forms the acute angle that points towards

the end of Narrow-marsh, bears evident marks, to this day, of having belonged to the erection we
are speaking of ; though it appears to have been built, as a military post, at a latter period than

that at which the main wall was erected.

Deering informs us, that, within ten years of the time at which he wrote, one of the old posterns,

or little gates, was standing at the top of Drury-hill, facing Bridlesmith-gate. That the gate was
taken down long before that time I have no doubt ; and doubt not also, that it was the arch of the

postern which was remaining in our author's time, an engraving of which I have seen. In an open

* There is no doubt of this place having taken its name from the practice of shooting at hutts, with long bows and arrows, in ancient
times : a lutt, being a board, on which was painted, concentrical circles, and which was erected on a dike, or mound, to receive the arrows

from the bow. There is reason to believe, that a plot of ground was devoted to the practice of archery in almost every township in the

kingdom ; as to the excellent marksmen in this art were to be attributed several important victories gained by our forefathers. The use of

the cross-bow was very ancient in Europe; and to it William the Norman owed the victory of Hastings, when he wrested the crown of

England from the less fortunate Harold ; but the long bow probably was unknown in these parts till the return of Edward the First from
a crusade in the holy laud, where, from his conflicts with the Saracens, he became sensibly impressed with its superior powers. From
this period till the reign of Charles the First, edicts were frequently issued by the crown, ard acts passed by parliament to enforce and
regulate the exercise of the long bow : every male, above seven years old, except disabled by age or infirmity, was subject to penalties if

he did nor appear at regular times, with a bow the length of his own height, and two arrows at least, to try his skill and strength before the

butts ; and, by a statue of Henry the Eighth, every one above the age of twenty-four, was to stand eleven score yards from the butt. The
general length of the arrows may be gathered from the following verse in CheBy Chace:—

" He had a bow beat in his hand,

" Made of a trusty tree

:

" An arrow of a cloth-yard long,

" Up to the head drew he."

Arrow making was a disticct and popular business in this county as late as the year 1734.

o
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space under Mr. Heald's tap-room at the Golden-fleece, (which was a supporter to the eastern side

of this postern arch, and which faces Bridlesmith-gate,) is standing a part of the old town wall, the

dimensions of which are as follow :—in height 102 inches ; thickness 38 inches ; and six yards in

length. In this part of the old wall is a g'ateway, the height of which, in the centre of the arch,

is 92 inches, and 62 inches wide. Deering considers this to have been the entrance into a

guard-house ; but I rather consider it to have been a sally-port ; and am borne out in this

conjecture, froni the top of its arch being nearly on a level with the street • and from the opinion

given of a sally-port by a writer in the English Encyclopedia, who says, "a postern, or sally-port

" in fortifications, is an underground passage, leading from the inner to the outer works, designed

" for the conveyance of soldiers or artillery.'' This, very probably, may have been one of the

ancient posterns ; and that near to it, which Deering calls a postern, may have been a small gate

for the accommodation of foot passengers, and a regular communication between the suburbs and

the town. Prom the particular orders given for the erection of the postern gate towards Lenton,

we have a right to conclude, that it was not constructed in the usual way ; and, as such, it ought

not to be a criterion by which to form our judgment respecting the postern at the top of Drury-hill.

There was likewise another wall of a more modern. date than the one we have been speaking of ;

it ran from Chapel-bar down Parliament-street to Coalpit-lane; and the foundations of some of the

houses in Parliament-row rest upon part of its remains. It is conjectured, that this wall was built

by Henry the Second, in consequence of part of the old wall being destroyed, along with a portion

of the town, by Ralph Pagnel, in the interest of the Empress Maud, when she and Stephen were

contending for the crown. Have we not a right to conclude, that much building was destroyed at

this time on the north side of the town ; or why this contraction in the circle of the wall .?

THE GUILDHALL AJVD THE TOJVN GAOL,
Stand on the south side of the Middle-pavement, concerning which, Richardson and Evans

I'elate the following circumstance :

—

In the reign of George the First, while Judge Powis, was delivering his charge to the Grand
Jury, a" beam gave way, in consequence of which the whole assembly sought safety in flio-ht, and
among the rest the sheriff", who called out, will no one take care of the Judge ? he being old and
infirm, and scarcely able to walk. He, however, arriving at the door in safety, stopped and
denounced a fine upon the town for not keeping the assize hall in repair ; which, by an order

from the King's bench was put in execution ; and the hall was shortly after rebuilt at the expense
of the town.—That this statement is, either wholly, or in part, founded in error, seems impossible
to doubt

; f^r Deering informs us, in express terms, that, till the year 1744, which was seventeen
years after the death of George the First, " this hall was a low wooden building, wearing the
" badge of antiquity ;" at which time he further says, " the whole front was pulled down, and feced
" with a modern one, the top of which rests upon Tuscan columns, the roof of which is probably
" near 700 years old, and is framed not unlike that of Westminster, is perfectly sound, and therefore
'^ preserved." Now, as Deering lived in the town at the time he mentions, and was'then writing,
or collecting materials for, his " Antiquities," it would be the height of infidelity to dispute his
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testimony on the occasion. Throsby of Leicester commits a still more inexcusable error, where

he says, that this hall was rebuilt in 1791, as he proves thereby, that he paid no attention to what

he wrote. The prison^ which adjoins the hall, it is true, was rebuilt this year ; and the hall

received some repairs.

This appears to be the prison mentioned in the confirming charter, gi"anted by Edward the

Third, which says, " The Burgesses of Nottingham, time out of mind, unto the time of King
'^ John's charter, and since, had a gaol in the town for the custody of such as were taken therein

" belonging to the town." Th6 present hall is a substantial brick building, ornamented with stone ;

the northern front being supported by ten wooden pillars ; a shelter thereby being formed for

passengers during a shower. A dial adorns the front, the principal parts of the clock to which it

is attached were made in 1808; there being a dial also in the hall, facing the Judge's bench.

The western front is guarded by iron palisades, through which we pass by means of a gate, and
mount a flight of stone steps, before we can enter the hall.* Here the assizes and sessions are

held ; and likewise are held the mayor's and sheriflFs' court once a fortnight, and the sheriffs'

county court, once a month. Here too the gentlemen present themselves to their brother

burgesses, when they are desirous of becoming candidates for the honor of filling up vacancies in

the corporate body ; and here such elections are carried on. To the east side of the hall a
handsome room is appended, called the council chamber, where the magistrates meet to do that

part of the town's business which belongs to their department ; and in which the members of the

corporation meet, to transact the affairs of their body : a door leads out of the hall into this room,

(where hangs the portrait of Sir Thomas White, the great benefactor to the town,) and another

leads out of it to the prison and the keeper's apartments. In the council chamber are deposited the

corporate records, secured in a chest with three locks ; the keys whereof are kept by the mayor,
the junior alderman, and the senior coroner. During a number of years the soldiers stationed in the
town had their guard-house under this hall ; but, in 1805, the room was converted into a kitchen
for the gaoler. And, some time prior to the year 1643, a chamber over the old hall, was used as
a depot by the trained bands of the county ; in which year the Eari of Newcastle and Sir John
Digby, endeavoured to seize the stores for the king's use ; but were prevented by Mr. John,
afterwards colonel Hutchinson, at the head of the townspeople.

For reasons, which will appear hereafter, I have no doubt but a hall and prison were erected
upon this site by king John ; which will justify Deering's conjecture of the roof being nf ar seven
hundred years old.

SHIRE HALL AND PRISON.
It was customary long after the conquest, for one gentleman to be sheriff" of two counties, which

was the case with those of Nottingham and Derby up to the 10th of Elizabeth, 1568; and under the

old hall (which stood where now stands the east end of the present hall,) was the felon prison for

the two counties, till the 23d of Henry the Eighth, 1533, when an act was passed for erectin«-

* The length of the huiUlins, from the bottom of the steps, .comprehending the hall, council chamber, and prison, Is 104 feet. The
inside of the hall is 39 feet 4 inches, by 30 feet.
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gaols, in diflferent parts of the kingdom ; and in which Derby is expressly mentioned. Here too

the assizes for Derby were held, in conjunction with those of Nottingham, until this time, with the

exception of a short interval in the reign of Henry the Third, and another in that of Edward the

Third.

Thoroton says, " whether this be the prison which King John erected at Nottingham, about the

" third year of his reign, or that which is lower down in the street, under the town-hall, where the

' assizes, &c. for that county are kept, I cannot determine."* Deering concludes this to be the

prison which King John erected ; while, in the same page he furnishes proof of the contrary,

by giving an extract from the charter of confirmation of Edward the Third, in these words:—

" That the burgesses of Nottingham, time out of mind, unto the time of King John's charter,

" and since, had a gaol in the town for the custody of such are were taken therein, as belonging

" to the town." Now, if this charter had meant the county prison, it would not have distinctly

mentioned a prison for the use of the burgesses of Nottingham ; because this prison was the

receptacle for the felons of the counties of Nottingham and Derby till the time of Henry the

Eighth, which, very probably, was the cause why Henry the Sixth, separated it from the county of

the town. And, as King John was Earl of Nottingham, and had received many helps from it

in his rebellion against his brother Richard, and in his successful usurpation over his nephew

Arthur, whom he basely murdered, it is likely that he built the town prison (along- with other

favors which he conferred on the inhabitants, and which will be mentioned in their proper places)

as a recompense for past services. To give an importance to the town, independent of the

county, by enabling the inhabitants thereof to become the guardians of their own safety, in the

rightful security of their own misguided and criminal brethren, would secure to hin\self their

future support, in time of need. Hence I conclude, that the town prison was erected by King

John, about the year 1202 ; and that the one under consideration had been erected long before, as

the common prison for the toians as well as the counties of Nottingham and Derby ; probably

about the time that Alfred divided the country into shires and hundreds, and regulated its internal

polity, about the latter end of the ninth century.

Deering found the remains of an old table in the late hall containing an inscription, partly

defaced, which presented the following :
—" These whose names and arms are here set down, being

" then in the commission of the peace for this county, were contributors to the building of this

" hall. Anno Dom. 1618. Lord Cavendish, Lord Stanhope, Sir Percival Willoughby, Knt. Sir

" John Byron, Sir George Parkyns, Knt. Sir George Lascelles, Knt. Sir Gervas Clifton, Bart. Sir

" Francis Leek, Knt. Sir Thomas Hutchinson, Knt. Folk Cartwright, Esq. Hardolph Wastnes,

" Esq. Robert Pierpoint, Esq. Robert Sutton, Esq. John Wood, Esq. Robert Williamson, Esq.

" Lancelot Rolleston, Esq. Gervase Trevery, Esq." In the same page our author informs us, that

John Boun, sergeant at law,f some years before the civil wars, gave a house which adjoined the

western extremity of the hall, and also adjoining to a house belonging to Sir Thomas Hutchinson,

* Our author uses the word county, from this town being a countjr of itself.

f By referring to Thoroton, we find that this was Gilbert Boun, the son of John, that made a present of this house te the county.
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Jo the county for the greater convenience of trying nisi prim causes; which would be shortly

after the time that the inscribed table was made. Hence it is fair to conclude, tlrat our author

took the word tqtairing for th&t of building in the inscription, whicfh be says was partly obliterated,

for if the hall had been recetitly built, it would not have «tood in need of an enlargement at that

time. The patched state, too, of the waljs, which were originally built of stone, and the barn -like

appearance of the hall, in 1750, with the gable end towards the street, which was used as a hayloft,

altogether bespeak its section much earlier than 1618. The gentlemen, whose names were found

upon the table, probably were subscribers to the converting of sergeant Boun's house into a nm
pr/ws court; which concksion will solve the enigma. Notwithstanding this addition to the hall;

it was still inadequate, in point -of size, to the business done in it; we therefore find Julius

Hutchinson, Esq. shortly after the restoration, selling the house which formerly belonged to Sir

Thomas Hutchinson, and which is named above, for the purpose of making a further addition to

the hall.

After this twofold addition to the hall, it was still in so wretched a state in Deering's time, as to

cause him tc speak of it in a very contemptible style ; and he informs us that one of the judges

laid a fine of two thousand-pounds on the county, because the hall was not a fit place wherein to

transact assize business. Here is the foundation of the tale told by Richardson and Evans : and

thus it appears to have been the counti/, and not the town, that had been so remiss in providing a

proper place for the accommodation of the king's representative.*

The present hall, which has a eonspiciious appearance on the south side of the High pavement,

and which «icctipi^s the sitei of the old one, includingthe sitealso of the two houses above mentioned,

was built in the year 17TO. It is a strong, heavy looking stone building ; the front being divided

from the street by a range of iron railing. You pass through the gates, which form a part of thi&

fence, and then proceed up a flight of steps to the grand entrance, on the pediment over which are

iengraved the Fasces and Pileus, emblematic of this being the place for the administration of

public justice. The mind can contemplate'this building, without being disgusted with the appearance,

qf heavy chains, which disgrace the fronts -of many other buildings of a like description. On

entering you find yourself in a large area ; and on the east is the court where the crown business

is done; and on the west is that where nisi prius causes are tried. In each court there is a

gallery, with the use of which-the high sheriff accommodates his friends ; and on the opposite side

is one from which the grandjury present their bills. Had the architect intended to contrive the

interior of this structure, io prevent the audience from hearing the pleadings, 'he could not have

* Some time af^er the above was prepared for the pre«s, a very scarce book, written by Sir Thomas Parkyns, Bart, of Bminy, fell ia my
handii. It was printed in 1724, and i» called "Queries and Reasons against erecting a county hall in Nottiagham market-place." Be

ays the ball floorfell through at the assizes the previous year, which caused a 6ne of ^2000 to be laid on the county. In canseqjaence

'thefliagistrates met at Rufford on the 24th April, 1724, and signed an order for joining the Corporation in the expense of erecting -a ball

in the market-place, for the joint use of the town and county. Fortunately this plan was not carried into execution. This date corresponds

with that at which the exchange hall was erected ; and no doubt this is the hall which was intended for the joint use of the town aivi

«ouDty.

P
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succeeded better; for the lengthened-out vibration of the sound, with its respoi>ding., echoes

remind you of Babel's confusion of tongues.* ^
Facing the grand entrance is the council chamber, on each side of the door of which are to b«

.een an old flag, a flag-staff, and kettle drum ; and over the door is an inscriptidn in liatm, written

by Deering, relative to the services performed by the Duke of Kington's light horse at the battle

of Culloden, which was fought on the 17th April, 1746; to which regiment the flags, &c. belpngpd*

In this chamber the county magistrates meet to transact public business. At the west end of the

room hang the full length portraits of their present majesties, George the Third and Queipn

Charlotte, in elegant gilt frames ; and at the bottom of each is inscribed in brass these words " The

"gift of the Honorable Charles Herbet Pierrepont, 1805." In this hall too, the knights of the

shire are elected. Behind the hall, and facing a street called Narrow-marsh, are the prisons for

debtors and felons, where the ponderous walls rise in awful succession four stories high. The

debtors' yard, under which are the felons' cells, is a pleasant place, as far as a prison can merit

that appellation.

In this prison two sisters, whose names, in what they called a state of wedlock, were Rowe and

Bush, suffered twelve years' imprisonment, on a point of conscience. They belonged to a religious

sect that sprung up about thirty years ago at Calyerton, a village seven miles hence. Their tenete

are similar to those of the quakers, except their keeping a regular preacher ; and, of course, they

hold the marriage ceremony, as performed in the established church, as inimical to their feith

;

and therefore marry their ovyn way.f Mrs, Bush^ soon after her marriage, according to the rites

of the sect, " found herself in that situation in w^hich women wish to be who love their lords
;"

and the overseer of the parish determined to make her feel the exerqise of his authority ; he

accordingly took her to a magistrate to compel her to father her child—she declared herself a

married woman ; and, as such, refused obedience. She was then driven knee-deep in snow to

Southwell house of correction, where, under the care of keeper Adams, a man whose cruelty and

avarice went hand-in-hand, she lay-in, in a room which had- an unglazed window, and through

which the snow blew in flakes upon her bed of straw. She was liberated from this dreary

situation, but soon after received a citation from the spiritual court, to which she paid no attention.

This contempt brought upon her the full vengeance of the spiritual thunder. She was brought

to this g'aol, and to every parliamentary, and other efforts which were made to obtain her's and

her sister's liberation, this answer was invariably made—they must be married in the Church of

England, or they must father their chidlren, (for they had several in the gaol); with whi?h

conditions they as invariably refused to comply. Thus these two women sacrificed to conscience

that liberty which is so highly valued-^by all mankind. The unconquerable disposition of their

* The front of the feall, inclu<}ingthe public entrance into the prison at the east end, and a private one at the west end, extends 111 feet.

The old hall was ^T and a half feet in front, aod sergetint Bonn's house was 40 feet ; consequently the house bought pf Julius Hutcbinson

was 49 feet and a half

f In the account of Mrs. Bush's sufferings, the reader will see those of Mrs. Eo«'e also; expept that tbp lattpr was not confined, in

Southwell House of Correction j and which account I had from the women themselves.
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minds, and the unrelenting severity of the ecclesiastical court, seemed to leave to death their

enlargement ; which would have stampt eternal odium on the character of the then, metropolitan

of tlife diocese of York : this he probably foresaw; and therefore connived at their liberation,

which took place under the following'' circumstances :—In the year 1798, when the prison wall,

facing Narrow-marsh, was rebuilding, and new cells for the felons were preparing, the prison

door was purposely set open ; a significant hint was given them, of which they took advantage ;

and the next day the gaoler gave ^p their prison utensils, and received his fees. Thus ended

the most esJtraordinary imprisonment which has disgraced the British annals since the revolution

in 1688.* Although it is impossible not to sympathize with these objects of spiritual vengeance,

in the sufferings they endured
;
yet we must condemn the prejudice which gave those sufferings

birth. Often has the writer of thiese pages heard these women sigh for liberty; and, with the

same breath, glory in the persecution they underwent ; as though they expected their heroism to

be the title page to eternal fame. But how vain is that heroism which brings nothing but trouble

hi its train, and which holds flp bad example as a mirror to public view !

Of allthe moral and political institutions, which have resulted -from human ingenuity, not one

has tended so much to soften ^pwn the ferpcity of man, and to fit him, for polished hfe, as has that

of niarriage, when' regulatfed by law: Were the marriage laws to be dispensed with, you would

soon see the sons of dissipation and debauchery chasing every tender object that would administer

to their desires ; while those unhappy females, on whom they had satiated their lust, would, along

with their children, become objeets of derision to the debauchee, of commisseration to the

reflecting and humane part of mankind, and logs upon the wheels of society at large. The odium,

which attaches itself to the character of the libertine, would gradually wear away ; the floodgates

of iinmorahty would be cast open ; and he would be considered the most meritorious, who was the;

most successful in sacrificing virtiie to his impure desires. Various attempts have been made, at

different periods of time, to dispense with marriage rites as a religious eeremony, and to legitimize

the offspring of fortuitohs embrace ; but, necessity has always suppressed the delusion, and has

proved that mere theoretic philosophers are unfit to legislate for the general happiness of mankind.

THE HOUSE OF CORRECTIOJV, OR ST. JOHN's PRISON,
Stands in the angle between the south end of Glasshouse-lane and the west end of St. John's-

street, facing the north end of Broad-lane. The house, or convent of the hospitallers of St. John

of Jerusalem stood on the site of this erection, some remains of which form part of the northern

wall at the present time. The hospitallers also held considerable estates in this town. Which were

taken frqm them by flenry the Eighth, and given to the Corporation by Edward the Sixth, to

enable them to keep the Trent-bridges in repair: the convent they converted into its present use.

An additional wing was added in 1806 and 7, at the expense of the town. It is said that the

convent was in- being so early as 1215.
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Mrs. Kush buried her husband sometime after, and has tince 'ittarried again the same way; as have many others of the same

J)r'ofessioa, without being molesied by the civil or ecclesiastical authorities.
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THE EXCHAJVGE HALL,
Or as some call it, " The New Change/' was began to be built in 1724, in the mayoralty of

Marmaduke Penned who was also the architect. It is a handsome brick building, the front .lieiijg

123 feet long, and supported by ten stone and four brick pillars. Behind the pillars is a handsome

piazza, about four paces wide, which is graced with a variety of tradesmen^ shops. Tbe; erecting

of this fabric cost the Corporation about £2400. In the centre, of the front is one large nichp,

and two smaller ones beneath it, which were originally designed to contain the statues of Geor^

the First, and the Prince and Princess of Wales ; but which design never was carried ints>

,

execution. Above the niches is a clock*, accompanied with a bell, which, independent of ^ving

the hour, is used as an alarm bellf, whenever the Magistrates see it necessary to call the posse

comitatus to their aid. On the top of the building stands the figure of Astr-ea, the. Goddess of

Justice, exhibiting to. the market-people her sword and her scales.

Near the centre of the front is a pair of folding doors, through which you pass, by a flight of.

stairs, which leads into what is called " The Long Room," which goes over the dark shambles.

Here the representatives for the town are elected,; except the candidates agree to have.a booth.

Here the dry and liquid measures are annually tried by the standard ones belonging to the

Corporation. Here the assizes and sessions would be held, if the Guildhall should,be unfit foi'

those purposes ; and here the Mayor and Sheriffs used to give their annual feasts ; which are now

chiefly held in what is called " The Hall," a large and commodious room, the entrance into whicb

is opposite the other, a few steps higher from the first landing. It is sometimes .used asan assembly

room, for which purpose an orchestra has been erepted on the north side, to which there is.a

communijcation with the adjoining public-house. Here the candidates;,for representing the towntp

parliament are nominated. Here the members of the Corporation^ robe themselves preparatiye^fto

their proceeding through the fairs to make proclamation ; and, here, from one of the front

windows, which face the Market-place, are all proclamations first given out. On the north side ©f

* .Tlii<clock'was made by one Woolley, of Cndnor, in^he county of Derhy> who'wasone of tihose, eeoentrrc characters which shootd^h*

handed to posterity, as a prodif that a man's possessing leeaM without mind, is like a swine clad in silk. When yoang he was partial to

shooting; but being detected at his sppit upon the estate of the depraved William Andrew Horne, Ss^. of Butterley, who.was ececuVsdm
the llth Deceniber, 1759, at Nottingham, for the murder of a child, andcompelled by him to pay the penalty, he made avow never to

cesise from labor, except when nature compelled him, till he had obtained sufficient property to justify him in following his favorite spnrt,

without dreading the frowns of his haughty neighbour. He accordingly fell to work, and contiuu«d at it till he was weary, when he rested;

and to it again, a plan which he pursued without any regard to night and day. He denied himself the use qf an ordiaacy, bed, and of every

other comfort, as well as necessary, except of the meanest kind. And when he had acquired property to qualify him to carry a giia, he

had lost all relish for the sport; and he continued to labour at clock-making, except when he faund an opportunity of trafficing in land,

till he had amassed a very considerable fortane, which he bequeathed to one of bis relations. I believe he died sonKtime abottt IT?!).' On*
more anecdote will give bis character, in full :—A person came one Sunday to pay him for a clock, who, after having paid the aiooey w«s

invited by W&olley to stav dinner; when, to which invitation he had assented, his host said, "Well then 1 will boil a whole penny-loatj

otherwise I should have boiled ouly half of one," which he did over a cow-dung fire ; and this constituted the whole of the fare. '

f This bell was originally cast for a Chapel of Ease, at Gunthorpe ; but the latter falling to decay, one Loach, a rope-maker, stole the

bell, and buried it in hie garden; but, the theft being tliscovered, he fled to avoid the vengeance of the law. And when the Messrs.

Lambert, of this town, built a cotton mill at Lowdham, they boMght the bell for the use of the mill; and when they failed in 1807, it was

lionght by the Cprporation of this town, and applieii to its present use. The old bell was cast at a very early ;pfripd j and, the inacriptiot;

en it was, " When Gabriel blows bis horn, the time to sell your cotu thcu is."
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the dark shambles, which, when in a fitted-up state, consist of seventeen shops, are the light ones ;

which consist of twenty-seven shops; and over them, till the year 1747, was the spice chamber,

so called from people standing near it to sell grocery goods, who used to come from Mansfield,

Loughborough, &c. before the spirit of trading adventure in this town rendered such itinerant

dealers unnecessary.* The cross shambles, which lead from the top of Shoe-booths to the light

ones, contain ten stalls. Between the top of the light shambles, and a passage which leads from

Smithy-row, is a space which used to be called Dunkirk, by way of reproach
:
probably from dun,

which signifies dark, or gloomy ; and, if we may be allowed the conjecture, it is probable that

kirk has been added in consequence of the resident Scots meeting near the place for the purposes

of religious worship. This, however, is all conjecture; and the reader may pass it by with a

smile, or give it a serious thought. This place used to be occupied with butchers' stalls ; and, if

any person had bought an inferior piece of meat, his neighbour would jocosely observe, " what

!

" you have been to Dunkirk !" The place is still used for the same purpose ; but is perfectly

commodious respecting light. Some few butchers' stalls are found above this place, in an entry

which leads direct from the top of the light shambles into High-street.

MARKET-PLACE,
When the traveller enters this town by way of Chapel-bar, he is highly charmed with a view of

;the finest market-place in England, comprehending an area of four acres and twenty-six perches.

Here are held all the fairs and markets ; the former of which are. Plough-day fair, Good-Friday

fair, March (7) fair. May (7) fair, and thfe great one held on the 2d October, commonly called

" Goose fair." We have three regular market-days, viz. Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday ; the

latter being the principal one. The fact is however, that there are stalls out eveiy day in the year,

when the weather will permit, except Sundays, therefore the market may be considered as being

perpetual. Until about the year 171 1, the market-place was divided lengthwise by a wall breast high,

which was taken down at that time, and other improvements were made. On the north side of the wall

was the market for grain and meal, as well as for the wares of clothiers, milliners, hardwaremen,

turners, gardeners, &c. and on the south side between the wall and a long hanging bank,, the horse

market was held : the place not being paved occasioned it to be called the sands. At the east end

of this division, joiners' and coopers' articles were sold, as well as unwrought timber, hence

Timher-hill. At the west end, between the horse market and Friar-row, which comprehended the

space between Wheeler-gate and St. James's-street, was the market for horned cattle, shc'p, and

swine ; hence Friar-row received the name of Beastmarket-hill.

At the time the wall was removed, the market-place was payed, and two ancient crosses wfirft

taken down ; one called the butter-cross, stood facing the exchange, and consisted! of six pillars,

with a tiled roof, and four rows of steps encircled the base; round this the butter-market was held.

The other, called the malt-cross, stood in the centre between Sheep-lane and St. James's-street,

and consisted of one column, surrounded at its base with ten rows of steps. On this site the late

* Before the reformation, this spirit was purposely suppressed by the Monks of Lcnton, who had the ppwer of causing: all shops to ba

shut np in this town during the fairs held at that village. Q
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malt-cross was fei'ected^ which was raised foiir steps high, upion which stood six pillars, covered

with a tiled roof, and the whole surtnounted with six dials and a fane. About the time that these

alterations were made in the markfet-placCi the hen-cross aiid weekday-cross were erected : the

former Consisted of one large columri supported by an hexangular base four steps high, and stood

at the top of the Poultry ; and the latter also cohsist^d^ of one column, on an octangTilar basfe,

four Steps high ; and it stood at the sOUth end of Market-street, facing the guildhall, where now

stands a public pump. Here the Wednesday market used to be held^ till it w^s removed at Uife

instigation of Aldferfflan Worthington, in 1800. This has been attempted to be brought back/;

and the corporation passed a vote of hall for that purpose ; but for want of money to remove some

buildings, to render the place more commodious, the plan has been given up. Crosses whidb

may be considered as relics of Pbpery were erected in public market-places for the purpose of

exciting notions of devotion and equity in the breasts of those Who might attend to sell their wares;

but since the original irittent, seenis to have been lost, and the superstitious practices of Popracy in

this cdtinti-y are become nearly extinct, the corporation have done right in ofdering the ii»rket<-

crosses to be removed. The Hen-crdss was taken down in 1801 ; and the Malt-cross and

Weekday-cross in 1804.5^.

Two elm trees used to wave their umbrageous branches Upon Timber-hill ; and benches were

placed around them, whereon people might sit either, for pleasure or repose ; but, prostitutes and

idlers of all classes making them the nests of obscenity and filth, the tradesmen in the neig-hbotifhood

petitioned to have the trees taken down, which was done in 1791.

f

* The extraordinary reverence wiih which public crosses W6r« viewed in the days of popery, may be gathered from the following

passage in " The Merry Devil of Edmonton :—
" But there are crosses wife ; here's one at Waltham,

" AnotTier at the AbtBy, aod the thi^d

" At Ceston { and 'lis omnious to pass

" Any of these without a Paternoster."

f tn the copy whioi I possess of Dfeering's Antiquities, is a marginal note in the hHfnd-wrltittg iof JJr. Ayscougrli, printer of the work, in

these words.:— " Widow Mary Brown, relict of Edward Brown, barber, sells to William Noon, the Saracen's Head, in Carter-gale and

''.Boot-lane, a house leading to the High Cross, dated lioe. Query—Where did the High Cross stand?" By examining Spede's mapohbe

town, printed in 1610, we find the High Cross standing opposite lo thebottom of Barker-gate", on the spot where now stands the Prince off

Wales public-house; and the apparently odd "connection of Carter-gate and Boot-lane is reconciled by fbe fact of Parliament-street then

bearing the name of Carter-gate. The Saracen's Head used to be where the Milton's Head is now, at the south-east corner of the street;

and not in the middle of the street, as it was some time ago. By this map too we find, that only two otlier Crosses were thfen standing iu the

town, vi^^e Butter Cross and the Hen Cross ; the Malt Cross notbeing then in existence. Just abovfe the Butter Cross there stood an

isolated building, which in the map has the appearance of a market-bouse. And, still a little further to the west, and about thirty yards

,froni the top of Wheeler-gatf, bearing a little up Timber-hill, stood the Cuekstool, as the machine was called, for punishing, by exposure,

scolding wives and pther termagants. The appearance of this machine in the map is that of a square inclosure, erected on a single post,

about large enough to hold two persons j and two holes distinctly appear for two heads to be exposed through at one time. Blackstone,

when speakmg of commin nuisances, says, " Lastly, -a common ieold, communis rixatrix (for our law-latin confines it to the feminine

" gender) is a public nuisance to her neighbourhood. For which olfence she may be indicted ; and, if convicted, shall be sentenced to be

" placed in a certain engine of correction called the trebucket, castigatory, or eueking-stool, which, in the Saxon language, signifies the

" scolding-stool ; though now it is frequently corrupted into ducking-stool, because the residue of the judgment is, diatnhen «he is placed

" therein, she shall be plunged in the water for her punishment." The offenders, however, that were placed in the engine we are speakirg

of, if they had to maTse the amende honorable by adult baptism, must have had the water cast upon them ; because there was no conrcQieDC.c

for plunging them into it.

Another detached house stood in the martet-place nearly opposite to the end of Greyhound-street.
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PRESENT ARRANGEMENT OF THE MARKET-PLACE,
The north side, from Sheep-lane upwards, is^ occupied by gardeners ; and the other side, from

Mount-street to St. James's-street, in the proper season, is occupied by the carts and waggons of

those who bring peas to market. A little lower down, and near the centre from side to side, the

corn market is held : here the neighbouring farmers attend on a Saturday, between the hours of

twelve and two, to make bargains and settle the price of grain ; not however, as foraserly, with

the bulk of their corn ; but with samples in their pockets. Between this place and Beastmarket-hill,

where country carriers set their carts, are placed the folds for sheep and swine : the fruit market

extends from Wheeler-gate to Peck-lane. North of the fruit market, stalls are ranged in a parallel

line with it, except that a passage for carts is left between them and the exchange : then comes

the butter market ; and next to that are two other rows of stalls, equal in length to the first, with

a space between them for passengers. Between the last row of stalls and the Long-row is the

market for baskets, chairs and coopers' ware ; east of which, to the exchange, is the fish market,

and from Sheep-lane, to where the baskets, &c. are placed, is the market for earthenware, which

is always most abundantly supplied. The beast market has been removed twice within a few

years : it was first removed to an open space between the infirmary gates and the castle lodge

;

and since into Parliament-street, where, since 1807, stallions are shewn, in consequence of a poor

country woman having been killed by one in the Market-place. The fowl market is held in the

Poultry, as the word imports, which extends from Peck-kme to Bridlesmith-gate. The whole

length of Smithy-row stand two rows of country butchers' stalls ; though town butchers stand there

too, for want of other conveniency. This arrangement must be considered as relating to Saturday

;

as, on other market days, the market presents a medley appearance in front of the exchange.*

What is very ornamental, and gives the market-place an interesting appearance, is its being nearly

surrounded with piazzas. Which afford a shelter in wet weather, and a pleasant walk at other times.

About the year 1750, an attempt was made to establish a Monday market in St. Peter's-square,

iand, though it failed, it had the effect of causing the place to be paved, which till then was a mere

sink. A cross was also raised upon four pillars, which was roofed, and aftei'wards walled in, to

serve as a place wherein to. keep the fire engines ; but in 1787, it was taken down, and a single

column was raised in its place, which is railed round, and ornamented with four lamps, A sough

under this column, is the common sewer of a considerable part of the town, othei- soughs emptying

* The market is regulated by the corporate servants, to whom every person, except a burgess of the town, -who sets up a stall or

otherwise occupies a space by laying articles on the groundto ^11, or by offering them to sale in a.cart or waggon, pay* one penny as a

market toll ; a bursess, when he first sets up a stall pays a shilling to the mayoress's sergeant, and is then exempt from toll. And every

country butcher, who elects a stall in the country shambles, pays a sfeilling a week; and a town butcher, -whether burgess or not, sixpence.

It was anciently a custom for a butcher to bait a bull, before he was permitted to slaugbter him in tbe 'vown, for which pnrpose a rin^ was
fixed in the market-place, and the.mayoress found a rape, far which she rec^ived-a shillin°: from each buigess when he took up his freedom •

this was called the mayoress's pin-money. This barbarous custom is now laid aside ; and a butcher is privileged to slaughter a bull, en
conditiffn of paying a shiUingto tbetnayonress's sergeant, w%rch is his perquisite.
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themselves into it ; the principal of which is onSj that comes from the exchange, down Peck-lane

and Peter-gate, which was much enlarged in 1808, at an expense of £900, two-thirds of which

being charged on St. Mary's parish.

ENGLISH AND FREJ^CH BOROUGHS,
The Normans, soon after the conquest, divided the town into two boroughs, and if blood were

shed by violence in the French borough, the offender was fined eighteen shillings to the king
;

whereas, for a like offence in the English borough, the fine was but six shillings and fourpence.

This badge of distinctive slavery continued until the time of Charles the First, when the blood

then shed seems to have washed it away. These two boroughs were divided by a line running

from the forest, and on Milton -street. Clumber-street, High-street, Bridlesmith-gate, Drury-tiill,

Middle-mai'sh, Turncalf-alley, and over the meadows to the Trent-road : the eastern division

belonging to the English, and the western to the French. Till the year 1714, separate juries

were empannelled ; and there were two town-halls : that belonging to the Fjench stood on the

site where now stands the house of Alderman Ashwell, at the north-west corner of Wheeler-gate.

BUILDIJVGS IJV GEJVERAL,
Notwithstanding the town had been considered a place of importance by the Saxon monarchs

particularly by Edward the Elder, it had received so much injury by the Danes, and, probably, by

the Normans when they first settled here, that when Doomsday-book was made, in the latter end

of the eleventh century, it was reduced to a mere skeleton. Camden says in the reign of Edward

the Confessor, According to Doomsday-book, there were two mints in the town that yielded forty

shillings. And in the extract which Deering has given from the same ancient record, are the

following words :
—" In the time of Edward the Confessor, Snottingham yielded rent, eighteen

"pounds. When Doomsday was made, thirty pounds; and ten pounds of the mint." This

along with the importance attached to Nottingham as a military station, confirms the opinion of its

being the capital of the kingdom of Mercia, and that a mint was established here at the time.

And, though Egbert, in 82S, united the nation into one great monarchy, prudence would direct

him not to deprive the warlike sons of Nottingham of so distinctive a privilege, as that of possessing

a mint, which of course, attached to them an importance in the eyes of their neighbours, and would

be a plausible pretence for him to impose an additional tax upon them ; for ambition is more

content to be deprived of part of its wealth than of a bauble, which gives it consequence in th©

eyes of the multitude. But William the Norman, who broke down the mounds of every thing

which was sacred -to fancy, patriotism, or antiquity, would act regardless of the people's tenacity

;

and hence we hear no more after his time of the Nottingham mint.

From the time that Doomsday-book was written, to the reign of Henry the Eighth, we have no

accouftt of the buildings of this to\yn ; but, from its propinquity to the forest, the inhabitants

would have little difficulty in procuring timber, of which the ribs of their houses were formed ; the

spaces between being filled up with plaster, which they would obtain from Thrumpton and

Newark, as well as from several places in Derbyshire, through the medium of the Trent. Leland
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says, " Nottingham is both a larg-e towne and welle builded for tymber and plaister."* Timber

and pl'^ster, or mud, constituted the generality of building through the kingdom, till the latter end

of Elizabeth's, or the beginning of James's reign ; for though Alfred caused brick and stone

buildings to be erected in 886, yet very few, except the king's palaces^ the barons' mansions, and

religious houses, were dignified with brick and stone till centuries- afterwards.

Many of the streets in Nottingham are narrow, and formerly they were more so, from the

second story of the houses projecting over the first, some few of which description, are in being a<t

the present day. Many of the houses of antiquity, as well in other towns as this, were remai'kable

for the small size of their windows ; and alsa for the windows being placed at the opposite

extremity to tlve fireplace : this, probably originated- in the fantastical notion, that the darksomeness

of a habitation caused righteousness to dwell therein, from its similarity to the gloomy seclusion

of a monastic cell.f

In the 27th of Henry the Eighth, a statute was enacted, directing Nottingham, along wfth some-

other towns, to be re-edified, under the following forfeitures for neglect, viz. That, if the owners

of the decayed houses did not re-edify them within three years, they should become the property

of the lord of the manor—if he neglected the same length of time they should be seized by the

corporate body, where such bodies existed ; and if they should be equally neglectful, the same

length of time, the houses were to revert to their original owners. As history does not furnish us

with a clew to lead to the cause of such -dilapidation of buildings as to justify such an edict,

conjecture alone must be our guide. It could not be the result of the Earl of Gloucester's burning

a part (rf the town, when engaged for the Empress Maud in 1140, as the lapse of time between

the two dates was 386 years ; and, as in that space several monarchs had resided here occasionally,

who would have caused such marked devastation to have been obliterated. It is not impossible but

the buildings might have received some damage in an unrecorded affray between the Yorkists and

Lancastrians, which occasioned the ordinance in question, and which, from the state Leland found

the town in a few years after its being issued, appears to have been immediately complied with.

After all, might it not be a state trick played off by Henry, to excite a rivalship in internal

improvement, and thereby give employment to numbers of. vagabonds, who had lost their

dependence on the monastries about two years before, to keep them out of mischief ; and likewise

to give an impulse to trade, that the vassals, by having a prospect of gaining an independent

livelihood, might be induced to quit the service of their lords, and thereby give the finishing blow

to the feudal system, which had given so much trouble to his ancestors, and which, at that time, was
groaning its own funeral knell ?

The first tiled roof in this town was laid upon ahouse on the Long-row, in 1503, which belonged to a

Mr. Staunton, and was once the Unicorn inn. And the first brick house^was built in 1615, which was
formerly the Green Dragon inn, on the Long-row ; but has been rebuilt within a few yeftrs, and is now

'' * It vras Customary some ages ago for the people of this town to be very piofuse in tbe use of timber ; so much so that whole fli!;h{s of

stairs were made of solid blocks.

f It is a jacose coDclusion, but uot tbe less true on that account, tbat as the reason of man began to expand, be enlarged t be size of his<

windovtr

R,
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kiiQwn by the sign of the .Derby Arms. The hojises of the working class, at the present time,

"enerally consist of a cellar, a room to dwell in, called ihehouseplace, a chamber, a shop over it. to

work in, a room in the roof, called a cocA/o/it, and a small pantry; though in the manner of building

there are many exceptions, some for the better and some for the worse; and they are generally

composed of plaster floors for the upper rooms, lightly timbered with deal; brick walls,

some four^iand a half, and some nine inches thick ; and cast-iron grates for fireplaces, frequently

with ovens and boilers of the same material.

Just after the death of Charles the First, Nottingham ,put on a new dress, and its countenance

brio-htened up, as does that of a widow, when re-united in peace to her family, that had long been

in strife through the contention of her sons. No sooner had the death of that monarch restored

peace to the town, than the gentlemen vied with eatjh other who should first rebuild and beautify

their houses, or erect new ones : the small windows, with stone frames, fixed in semi-octangular

projectments, gave way to large sashes, placed in square and graceful fronts ; and mid day light

succeeded to twilight gloom throughput the habitations.

Plumtree-hou^e, on the north side of St. Mary's church-yard, stands conspicuous, for age as well

as beauty, it having been built in the early part of the last century ; and it promises fair to brave

the blasts of many succeeding years.—King's-place,, in Stoney-street, is an extensive and a

handsome building, of a modern date: here several genteel families reside.—Short-hill and the

south side of the High-pavement present a range of distinguished buildings ; and the delightftrl

view they command over the meadows has few equals in perspective.—The mansion of John

Fellows, Esq. on the north side of the High-pavement, with its rural paddqck in front, form an

enchanting country seat in the heart of the town; the sight of which arrests the traveller as he

passes along, and fills him with surprise, on beholding so cha;rming a vista.—The ancient family

mansion of the Sherwins, at the north-east end of Pilcher-gate, has long been admired for its

commanding appearance: on its becoming the property of Mr. Bigsby, attorney-at-law, who is a

gentleman of taste and literature, he, in 1807, expended a large sum of money in fitting it up anew

in the inside, and in stuccoing it without. Near the last mentioned mansion, on the east side of

St. Mary's-gate, stands a handsome stone house, which was built by the late lawyer Turner. The

ground on which these two houses stand is the highest in the town, except a small plot of garden

ground in front of them both. The houses of John Hancock and Mark Huish, Esqrs. northward,

of the last mentioned house, are noble edifices. The house of Mr. Stoney, on the Middle-pavement,

which joins the town prison, is, celebrated for its excellent brick-work ; and also for being the

residence of the Judges at the assize. Just opposite to this stands the handsome structure belonging

to Mr. Coldham, attorney-at-law and town clerk. It is a brick building stuccoed over, and then

painted with what is called Raman compo* which gives it the exact resemblance of stone. The
houses of Mrs. Gawthorn, the late Mr. Neville's, and that of Mr. Allsopp, on the south side of the

* Compo is an abbreviation pf the Latin word compono, which implies, to compose, to beautify, to adorn. The attorney's office belonging

to .Mr. Allsopp, on the north side of.the Low-pavement, which was built in 180S, was the first building in this town which was thus beautified:

since that time many other buildings have assmned the same appearance.
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Low-pavement, attract attention^ particularly for the south view which they command over the

meadows. As we pass up Castle-gate, the mansions of ^William and John Elliott, Esqs. forcibly

44rrestour attention, amidst many others equally well built. And at the top of this street stands an

.engaging edifice belonging to a lady of the name of Wright, wherein Count Tallard resided

during part of his captivity, after he was taken bytthe Duke of Marlborough at the battle of

.^Blenheim, which was fought the 2d of August, 1704. It is said that the Count much improved

ithe art of gardening here ; and that he taught the bakers how to make French rolls. The whole

of Park-street consists of excellent buildings ; amongst the rest the lofty edifice built by Thomas
Maltby, Esq.,banker, which he sold to the late Mr. Nunn, lace-manufecturer, stands the most

conspicuous. Park-row, too, is one continued range of excellent buildings ; as likewise is the whole

of StandardThill. Near one half of th^ north side of St. James's-stfeet, from the west end

downwards, consists of magnificent houses; so that to particularize one, would be^oing injustice to

the rest; except it be that which was erected by the late Cornelius Launder, Esq. who was equally

well known for his wealth, for being a miser andarmost excellent laridlord : he would chaffer half

an hour about the price of a cucumber or a platter in the market, while he let his tenants live at

extremely easy rents.—Bromley-house, so called fromthe late Sir George Bromley, whose father erected

jt, stands on Angel-row, and is considered the best built house in the.town. Pierrepont-house in

Stoney-street is a noble mansion ; and was erected by Francis Pierrepont, Esq, third son of the first

Earl of Kingston. The houses occupied by publicans and shopkeepers form a medium between

the other extremes ; but, in stating this, the houses around the Market-place must be considered as

exceptions ; most of which would not.lower the dignity of noblemen, as places of residence.

THURLAND, OR CLARE HALL,
Belongs to the Duke of Newcastle : it presents a prison-like appearance ; and stands opposite

to the back gates which leads from the Black Moor's Head inn yard into Pelham -street ; it being-

portly occupied by the keeper of that inn, for the conyeniency of large dining parties ; and pactly

as attorneys' chambers. Throsby tells us, that this hall was erected by Francis Pierrepont, third sou

of Robert Earl of Kingston, who died in 1657. This error on the part of Throsby has arisen

from his misunderstanding a note, in the 6th page of Deering ; the.house there said to have been

built by th^t gentleman being the one in Stoney-street, mentioned above, and which bears his

family name. Thoroton and the author of Magna Brittannia tell us,, that this hall was the .residence

of Thomas Thurland, who served the office of mayor of Nottingham in 1449 and 1468, and who,
v#ry probably-ereeted^taboBt that time. John Mollis was created^aron-Houghton, of Houghton
in this CQunty, in 1616, and in 1624, was created Earl ofClare, whose fourthson married Margaret,,

daughter and'heiress of Henry, the Third Duke of Newcastle, and was created Marquis of Clare

^nd.Duke of Nevvcastle, by William and Mary, 1694. Tliis hall and the rest' of the Thurland
estate came to this family by purchase ; and through its being made a place of residence by them
it obtained the name of Clare-hall. In former times, assemblies were held in this hall every third

Tuesday
; but this^c^stom has been laid aside loctg ago.
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BUGGE HALL.
It appears that a family of the name of Bugge, was either original inhabitants of this town, or

settled in it about the time of King John ; and that they rose to considerable eminence, as, from

them, sprung the Buggs of West Leak, the Biggs of Stamford, and the WilloHghbies of this

neighbourhood, of which the Middleton family at Wollaton is a branch. Thoroton says, " Bugge

- Hall in Nottingham descended to Sir Richard de Bingham, Knight, of which name some continued

" in this town till the reign of Edward the Third ;" which proves that this Hall had been erected

long before that time. It afterwards fell into the possession of a family of the name of Bakewell,

from whom it took the name of Bakewell Place. And, from what 1 caa gather from Thoroton,

and the formation of the building, this ancient mansion is, now the Old Angel public-house, at the

end of St. Mary's-gate, facing the county halU

THE THEATRE
Stands on the west side of St. Mary's-gate, partly upon the site of an old one, and partly upon

a piece of ground which was sold by the late Alderman Fellows, about the year 1760, for the

purpose of the present building being erected. It was built by Mr. Whitely, a wealthy master of

an itinerant company of players. Mr. Whitely's daughter and heiress, was married to. a French,

dancing and fencing master, who went by the name of Gosli ; but who, on obtaining an act of

naturalization, assumed the name of Carighan, stating that to be his father's name, who belonged

to the Irish brigade in the French service. It is now held on lease by Messrs. Robertson and

Manly, managers of a company of comedians, that visits this town three or four times a year,

particularly at the races, and the October fair ; Mr. Robertson excelling as a comic, and Mr.

Manly as a tragic actor.*

THE ASSEMBLY ROOMS
Stand in a back-ground on the north side of the Low-pavement. When the building was erected I

have not been able correctly to ascertain ; but in 1807, it was so much deteriorated as to render a

general repair necessary, particularly in the interior; when the neighbouring noblemen,

gentlemen, and ladies subscribed £1545 lOs. In consequence of this liberal subscription, this

seat of gaiety and refined amusement was fitted up in a superb style ; and from that time it was

ordered that concerts should not be held therein.f

* A few years ago, Miss Woodfall, daughter of the celebrated parliamentary reporter of that name, added lustre to the company by her

tia^ic powers, to which her genius is peculiarly adapted. She married a third rate player of the name of M'Gibbon, and now figures away

in the first characters in Drury-lane theatre. She acted as amanuensis to her father some time before his death ; and afterwards wrote

Rosa, or Child of ths Abbsy, and another novel, for both of which she only got £10. She then took to the stage as a last resource, and.

success has crowned her efforts*

f It is worthy of remark that this temple, sacred to Comua, was agreed to be sold, about the year 1800, and a religious seet, who hare

since erected a Chapel, in Mary gate, had actually agreed for it; but some of the disciples of the merry God took alarm, and caused the

bargain to be rescinded ; and thereby saved the temple from being folluled with preaching, exhortations, and prayers.
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WORKHOUSES,
That belonging to Si. Mary's parish stands between York-street and the Mansfield-road^ the

ground for the erection of which was granted on a lease to the parish the 27th of June^ 1729^ for the

term of999 years, on an annual rent of one shilling Time, however, had nearly reduced the old shell

to ruins, and the parish had increased so much in its population, that, in 1808, an alteration was

found indispensibly necessary ; and the old site being too small for the purpose required, severa}

vestry meetings were held on the subject ; and the 15th of February in the same year, the following

report was made, " February 10, 1808. The Corporation committee, consisting of E. Swann
" Esq. Deputy Mayor, Mr. Alderman Ashwell, Mr. Alderman Howitt, and Mr. Thomas Pepper,

" met the committee from the parish of St. Mary (deputed to treat for land whereon to erect a new
" workhouse, and to give up the present premises,) consisting of Mr. John Pepper, Mr. Micah
" Gedling, Mr. Nathaniel Barnsdall, Mr. William Aldrid, Mr. John Walker, Mr. Robert Booth,

" Mr. John Tutin, and Mr. William Warsop : and they agree reciprocally upon the terms (that

" is to say,) the parish of St. Mary to have upon Dog-kennel-hill four times the quantity of the

" site of the square of the -old Workhouse, £lnd of the detached buildings, yards, and garden, now
" occupied by the parish, which will amount to about 6240 yards ; that part of the building called

" the old buildings, to be taken by the Corporation, at a valuation, as old materials ; that part

" called the new buildings, to be taken by the Corporation, at a valuation as substantial buildings
;

" the parish immediately to surrender to the Corporation their present legal estate in the present

" workhouse, and adjoining buildings and premises, but to be allowed to retain possession thereof

" as tenants at will, at the annual rent of £2 10s. for five years, unless tlie new workhouse be
" sooner completed ; they covenanting to keep the buildings in the mean time in repair."

EDWARD SWANN, DEPUTr Mayok.
JOHN PEPPER, Chairman.

" Resolved—That this meeting approve of the proceedings of the said committee ; that this

" meeting be adjourned to Tuesday the 1st of March next, to receive from the committee a report
" of the final conclusion of the treaty with the Corporation."

JOHN BRISTOW, Chairman.

That the parishioners of St. Mary might not be an exception -to the rest of mankind in their

propensity to change, when they met in vestry, according to adjournment, they voted thanks to the

committee, for their industry, and the Corporation for their liberality ; and then, by a third

resolution, undid what tlie industry of the one party had procured, and the liberality of the other

had bestowed. They, at the same time voted that a new workhouse should be built upon the site

of the old one, or that additions should be made to the latter by purchase,

A saving of expenses was the motive assigned for not complying with the agreement, but, in the
purchasing, repairing, altering, and erecting of buildings, at least ^25000 has been expended, which
proved how injudicious it was to reject the agreement made with the Corporation. And,
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notwithstanding the late Mr, Silverwood, architect and builder, did every thing in his power to make

it a comfortable receptacle for th« unfortunate, the whole, like a stage-coachman's top coat, is

patched within and without to ward off the pitiless storm.

The sartie year that St. Mary's parish obtained a lease of the Corporation, St. Nicholas's did the

same, and on similar terms : the ground on which the latter parish built a workhouse, lies on

Gillyflbwer-hill. But, in 1813, the old workhouse was declared to be unfit for a habitation, and

the site being considered too small for the erection of a new one, proportionate to the population of

the parish, an extensive building at the bottom of Park-row, was purchased by the overseers, and

was occupied by the poor the following spring.

St. Peter's workhouse formerly stood at the east fend of Hounds'-gate, the parishioners having-

converted their share of the white-rents to that purpose ; but, when the latter buildings were taken

down, a new workhouse was erected on the south side of Broad-marsh, the site of which occupies

a part of Margery Doubleday's bellclose, a lease of which was obtained from Lord Carrington,

who is lessee to the Corporation.

STREETS, LAJVES, cf-c.

The names of several streets, like many surnames of men, have sprung from particular trades,

such as Bridlesmith-gate, Girdle, or Gridlesmith-gate, Wheeler, or Wheelwrights'-gate, and

Smithy-row. Others from a distinctiveness of situation, such as High-street, High, Middle, and

Low-pavements, (probably they were the first paved streets in the town,) Broad-lane, Long-row,

Narrow-marsh, Broad-rtiarsh, and Middle-marsh. Some took their names from places of worship,

such as St. James's-street, St. Peter's-gate, Church-lane, Friar-lane, and Chapel- bar. Others

again from being contiguous to particular places ; such as Castle-gate, Park-street, Meadow-street^

&c. Fletcher-gate, probably from Fletcher, a maker of arrows, a business of considerable

consequence before the use of guns, and Pilcher-gate from pilch-makers living there; pilch

being an upper garment lined with fur. Some took their names from persons of note, such as

Pelham-street, (formerly Gridlesmith-gate,) Clinton-street, Newcastle-street, Clare-street, &c.

—

Others from the pleasantness of their situations, from being on a particular rising ground, or from

facing this or that way ; such as Mount-pleasant, Mount-street, (formerly Bearward-lane,)

Mounteast-street, East-street, West-street, and South-street ; and others from cattle and other

things passing frequently to and fro ; such as Cow-lane,* Sheep-lane, Millstone-lane, and

Goose-gate ; and others again from particular persons having resided in them, or animals being

kept there ; such as Jew-lane,f Hounds'-gate, and Spaniel-row. Parliament-street took its name

* The name of Cow-lane was changed for that of Clumber-street in 1811, by order of the Corporation, in honor of the Duke of Newcastle

for his having ordered 16 feet of (jrouml on the east side of the street to widen it in the same year—The oame of Bost-lane was changed to

that of Milton-street about the same time, in consequence of the Milton's Head inn, being in the strett.
'

+ On this subject Deering has the folloiviiig words :—" By an exempUCcation of the king's ancient possessions in Nottingham, out of the

" pipe-office, it appears that there were several houses of Jews, as also a synagogue in Nottingham, until in the 20th of Edward the Fir«t

" the king granted the same to Hugh Putrell, of Thurmenton, and to his heirs for ever, paying annually to his Majesty «n Michaclmas-day

" by the hands of the bailiff of Nottiugham, one penny."
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from the MiowiHg circumstance :—a crazy headed fellow of the name of Rouse^ whom many stijl

remember, and who had a little property, took it into his head to become a -candidate foi'

representing the town in parliament ; and, residing in this street, he took umbrage at its bearing

so pitiful a naine as Jhe Backside ; he accordingly got boards painted and stuck up at proper

places which informed the passengers that this, was Parliament-street.—Wright-alley took its

name from a person of the name of AVright Hawley residing' in it, who died a few years ago, and

who was a celebrated electioneerer in the tory interest; TolIhouse-hill took its name from a house

standing upon it at which some tolls belonging to the CJorporation were collected. And St.

Ann's-street from its leading the way to St. Ann's-well.

NAMES OF THE PRIJVCtPAL STREETS, ^-c.

ANGEL.ROW
ANN'S (ST.) STREET
BACK-LANE
BARKER.GATE
BEASTMARKET.HILL
BECK.BARN
BECK-LANE
BELLAR.GATE
BOTTLE-LANE
BREWHOUSE-YARD
BRIDGE-STREET
BRIDLESMITH.GATE
BROAD-LANE
BROAD-MARSH
BROOK.STREET
BUTCHER-STREET
BYARD.LANE
CANAL-STREET
CARLTON.STREET
CARTER.GATE
CASTLE-GATE
CHANDLERS'-LANE
CHAPEL.BAR
CHAULOTTE-STREET
CHEAPSIDE
CH ESTERFIELD.STREET
CHURCH-LANE
CLARE.STREET
CLINTON-STREET
CLUMBER.STREET
COALPIT.LANE
COUNT.STREET
CROSS-LANE

^

CROSS.STREET
CUR.LANE
DERBY.ROAD
DRURY.HILL
EXCHANGE
FINKHILL-STREET
FISHER.GATE
FLETCHER.GATE
FOX-LANE
FRIAR-LANE

,

FYNE-STREET
GARNER's-HILL
GEORGE-STREET
G ILLIJFLQWER-HILL
GLASSHOUSE.LANE .

GOOSE-GATE
,

GRANBY-STREET
GREYFRIAR's.GATE
HIGHCROSS-STREET
HIGH.PAVEMENT
HIGH-STREET
HOCKLEY
HOLLOW.STONE
HOUNDS'-GATE
HOWARD-STREET
INDEPENDENT-HILL
JAMES'S (ST.) CHURCH-SIDE
JAMES'S (ST.) STREET
JEW-LANE
JOHN'S (ST.) STREET
LEEN-SIDE
LISTER-GATE
LONG.ROW

I
LINCOLN.STREET
LOW.PAVEMENT
MAIDEN-LANE
MALIN.HILL
MANSFIELD-ROAD
MARKET-STREET
MARY'S (ST.) CHURCH-SIDE
MAR,Y's (ST.) GATE
MIDDLE-HILL
MIDDLE-MARSH
MIDDLE-PAVEMENT
MILK-STRiEET
MILLSTONE-LANE
MILTON-STREET
MOUNTEAST.STREET
MOUNT.STREET
NARROW-MARSH
NEWCASTLE-STREET
NILE.STREET
NORTH-STREET
OLD-STREET
OUTSIDE-BAR
PARK-ROW
PARK-STREET
PARLIAMENT-STREET
PECK.LANE
PELHAM-STREET
PENNYFOOT.LANE
PEPPER.STREET
PETER'S (ST.) CHURCH-SIDE
PETER'S (ST.) CHURCH-YARD
PETER»s (ST.) GATE
PETER'S (ST.) SQJJARE
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PILCHER-GATE
PLAT.STREET
POPLAR-PLACE
POULTRY
QUEEN-STREET.
RED.LTON-SQUARE
RICHM0ND.H1LL
ROOKERY
ROSEMARY-LANE
RUTLAND.STREE'l'

SHAWS-tANfc
SHEEP.LANE
SHORT-HILL
SHORT-STAIRS
SMITHY-ROW
SNENTON-STREET
SPANIEL-ROW
STONEY-STREET
TIMBER.HILL

,

TOLLHOySE-HILL

TURNCALF.ALLEY
WALNUT-TREE.LANE
WARSER-GATE
WATER-LANE
WEEKDAY-CROSS
WHEELER-GATE
WOOLPACK-LANE
WOOD-STREET
YORK.STREET

StANDARD-STREET
UPON STANDARD-HILL,

KING.STREET
i

CHARLES-STREET { HILL-STREET.

COUR TS, YARDS, ALLE VS, <f-c.AJVI) JVHERE SITUATED.
Names

Andrew-court

Angel-alley . -

Ant-hill . - -

Apple-row - -

Arrow-yard - -

Augean-place •

Bail-row - -

Ball.laae - -

Ball-yard - -

BallooB-court -

Barker's-yard -

Barley-court

Baron.row . .

Bat-lane . •

Batb-court - •

Bear-court . -

Bear-yard - -

Beck-square

Bellfounders'-yd.

Bilbic's-yard

Bishop-row

Black.yacd • •

Black-boy.yard

Blucher-row

Bond-street.

Boot-court . .

Bottle.allcy - .

Bran.court . .

Brewer-street -

Bright-alley

BrittanDia-yant

Where situated.

York-street

Woolpack-lane

Meynel-row

Milk.street

Fisher-gale

Maiden-lane

York-street

Coalpit-lane

Broad-marsh

Mount- east-street

St. Ann's-street

York-street

Water-lane

York.street

Fisber.gate

Mansfietd-road

hong-row

Coalpit-lane

Long-row

Mansfietd-road

Turncalf.alleif

Narrow-marsh

Long-row

Poplar-place

Mansfield-road

Mansjield-road

Bottle-lane

Mansjield-road

Butcher-street

Carter.gate

Mount-street

Names

Brook-alley

Budge-row . -

Bull.court . .

Bull.yard . .

Burdett's-court

Btttchers'.court

Butler's-court -

Buoker's-hill

Cabbage-court

Cannon-yard

Capon-court

Carter.row - .

Castle-alley . .

Castle-court

Castle.placc

Chambers's-iyard

Chaneery.court

Chapcl's.court

Charles-street -

Chcetham's.yard

Cherry-street .

Clare-court

Clark's-yard

Clark's.square .

Click-lane . .

Close.allc^ . .

Coal-court - .

Cock.court . .

Cow.court . .

Cow.yard . .

Cowslip-court •

Where situated.

Coalpit-lane

Mount-street

Narrow-marsh

Long-row

Snenton-sireet

Beck-barn

Narrow-marsh

Parliament-street

Cbarlotte-street

Long-row

Charlotte-street

Carter-gate

Finkhill.street

Millstone-lane

Park-street

Old-street

Broatl-marsk

Byard-lane

Plat-street

Wood-street

Coalpit-lane

Ctare-street

Milton, street

Cross-street

Outside-bar

Fisher.gate

Parliament-street

St, jdnn^s-street

Carter-gale

Carter.gate

Hockley

i Names.

I
Commerce.row

\
Cork-alley . -

\
Cooper's-court

I
Crank-court

\
Cricket-court -

I
Crosland-court

^
Crosland-strect

^
Cross-court

5 Crow-court

\
Crown.court

I
Crown.yard

I
Cuilen'b-court .

I
Currant.street .

I
Curtis's.yard

I
Cyprns.street .

\
Dale's-yard -

\
Darker's-court

5
Darker's.lane .

I
Dodson's-yard .

I
Dot-yard . .

I
Dore.yard . -

\
Drake-street

i Duke-yard . .

X
Duke's-placc

\ Dutch.alley . .

I
Earl-street -

\ East-street . .

I
Easl.street . .

\ Ely.court . .

I Exchange.court

I Excbange-allejr

Where situated.

Beck-barn

Parliament-street

Glasshouse-lane

Milk.street

Barker-gate

Narroze-marsh

Narrow.marsh

Cross-street

Park-street

Millstone-lane

Long-row

Parliament-street

Turncatf-edlei/

'

Parliament-street

Beck-barn

TVeekdai/-cross

Broad-marsh

Broud-marsh

Narrow-marsh

Grei/friar's.gate

Parliament.street

Plat-street

Long-rozB

Barker.gaie

Narrow-marsh

Water-lane

IJigh-cross-street

Plat-street

Chesterjield-street

Mount-street

Exchange,
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Names, Where situated.

Felix-place . Barker-gate

Fen -yard . - Barker-gate

Fish.coiirt . - fisher-gate-

Flint-court - - Garner's-hill

Fountain.place. Woolpack-lane

Frame-coart - Parliament-street

Framc.yard - Parliament-street

Freeman's.court Glasshouse-lane

Frog.allcy ,

GoAL-COUBT

George-yard

Garden.court

Gartif.court

Milk-street

St. Ann's-street

Long-row

Mansfield-road

Old-street

Gibralter-straits Bellar-gate

Glass-court - York-street

Glue.coiirt . . l^arrow-marsh

Goodall's.yard Long-row

Grape.yard - St. Ann's-street

Green's.coart . Plat-street

Grecn.yard - - Angel-row

GreyhoBnd.street Long.row

Groom. court . Peter'j-ch.-side

H A hi EAx-ST BEET PUclier-gate

IJare.yard . . Mount.street

llarvey's.row - Derby.road

Hawkesworth.yd. Parliament-street

Ilill's.court - - Millstone-lane

Ilind's.yard - Angel-rozo

Iloop.alley . . Carter-gate

Iron.YARD . Narrow-marsh

Ice-court . - St. Peier's-gaie

James's.place . Granbtj-street

Jason.row . . Pennyfoot-lane

John's (St.) Row St. John's-street
John's.conrt . Glasshouse-lane

Kennel.iiill - Mansfield-road

Kid.strect - . Plat-street

King's.court - Woolpack-lane

King's.place

King's.square

King's-strect.

Kingston.court

Knob.alley -

Knotted.alley

Lao-yard .

Lamb-lanc

Sloney-street

Woolpack-lane

Woolpack-lane

Parliament-street

- Narrow-marsh

- Narrow-marsh

- Angel-row

- Charlotte-itreet

Lammas.place - Back-lane

Names.

Latimer.alley

Leather.alley

Letnon. court

Leen court .

Leeti.row

Lincoln.court

Linc.alley .

Lion.court .

Lock.court .

Lodge.yard

Long.stairs .

Maie.court

Maltmill.lanc

Malt.court .

\Iark.lanc .

fVliere situated.

- Lamb-lane

- Narrow.marsh

- Hockley

- Narrow-marsh

- Leen-side

- Millstone-lane

- Fisher-gate

- Castle-gate

- Narrow-marsh

- Parliament-street

- Malin-hill

Low.cross.street High-cross-street

Lowe's.yard - Leen-side

- Mansfield-road

- Narrow-marsh

- Charlotte-street

- Derby-road

Marsden's.court Turncalf-alley

Mary's (St.) place Mary.gate

Matthew's-court Parliament-street

Maypole.yard Long.row

Turncalf-alley

- St. James's-street

- St. James's-street

• Plat-street

- Plat-street

Mansfield-road

- Exchatige

- Hockley

- Back-lane

- Milk-street

- Count-street

- Count-street

- Milton-street

- Milton.street

- St. Ann's-street

- Barker-gate

- Mount-street

Mount.east-court Mount-east-street

Mount-pleasant Mount-street

^AMELESi-ALh^Y Parliament-street

Navigation.row Leen-side

Ncedlcrow . Milk-street

Newcastle.court Newcastle-street

New.street . - Parliament-street

New-street - - Fisher-gaie

Newark.laae . Count-street

T

Meadow.slreet

Meal.court

Meal.yard .

Meynell-row

Meynell-conrt

Michael 's-row

Middle.row

Mill.alley .

Mill-street -

Milk.sqnare

Mirror-alley

Mirror.court

Mitrc-court

Mole.court -

Monk-court

Moor's.yard

Mount.court

Names.

North.row - -

OCTASON.YARD

Octagon. place -

Old.pottery

Olire-row . .

Oweo's-court •

Orange.boven.ct

Pack-court

Pack.yard . -

Palace.yard . .

Pannier.row

Paradise-row _ -

Park.square

Parliament.row

Parrot-court

Paul.yard . .

Peach-street

Pear.strect - .

Pelhaoi.court

Pelt-allty . .

Pennel's-yard .

Pepper-alley

Perch-court

Pheasant-square

Pin-alley - .

Pipe.street - .

PlatofF.row - .

Plat.court . -

Pleasant-row

Plnm-street . .

Plumtr&place .

Plumtre-street .

Point^court

Pole.court . .

Pomfrct-street .

Porlland.place .

Postern.place .

Poynton-street -

Prior-court

Prince's.square

Province-court

Pump-street

Prime-court

Rabsit-court

Ram-yard . -

Ratcliife-row

Raven-court

Where situated.

Beck-barn

Lamb-lane

Charlaite-sireet

Beck-barn

Mount-street

Count-street

Glasshouse-lane

Woolpack-lane

Woolpack-lane

Parliament.street

Mount-east-street

. Coalpit-lane

Rutland-street

Parliament.street

Middle-mar sh

St. Petcr^s.gate

Turncalf-aHey

Tarncalf-alley

Pelham-street

NarroK-marsh

Long-row

Narrow-marsh

Fisher-gate

Lamb-lane

Fisher-gate

Snenton-sfreet

Wood.street

Wood-street

Wood-street

Turncalf-alley

Stoney-street

Stoney-street

Park-street

Pelham-street

Carter-gate

Coalpit-lane

Middle-pavevent

Back.lane

- Spaniel.roKi

Millstone-lane

Millstone-lane

- Plut-strect

- Millstone-lane

Parliament.street

- Long-row

1 Coalpit-lane

- Milk-sirect
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Names.

Red-street -

Renshaw's-yatd

Ricci-place - -

Rice-vow -

Where situated.

Plat-street

Mary-gate

Barker-gate

Barker-gate

Richmond.street Riehm^nd-hill

Rigley's.yard - Long-raw

Robin.Hood-pla. Coalpit-lane

Rook's.yard - Barker-gate

Rose-row • - fVoolpack-lane

Rose.yard - - Bridlesmilh-gate

Rose.placc - - Fletcher-gate

Rumford-TGW - Beck-barn

Rutlaud-place - Granbi/street

Salmon-court Charlotte-street

Shakespear.alley MiUon-street

Shakespear-row Charlotte-ttreet

Sherwin's.court Coalpit-lane

Sherwood.lane Charlotte-street

Ship.yard - - Pelham-street

Shoe-court - - Milton-street

Shore-yard - - Greyfriar^s.gate

Silkmill-yard - Long-row

Simpson's-court Milton-street

Sinker-atley - Mansjield-road

Silverwood's-yard Bellar-gate

Namtf.

Skinner-street -

Slop-court . -

Snail-alley • -

Snow>hill . .

South. street

Sprat-court • -

Stag.court . -

Stamp-court

StanhopC'Strect

Star-court - -

Stone-court

Stone's-yard

Stretton's.yard

Summer's-yard

Sun-bilt - -

Swan-court

Swift-yard . .

Talbot-yabd -

Tanncr's.hail.crt

Taylor's.yard .

Ten-bells.yard

Thread-yard

T<ril-street - .

Trent-row - -

Trim-court - -

Where sitnatei.

Jhitcher-street

Milk-street

Barker-gate

Richmond-hill

Coalpit-lane

Fisher-gate

Charlotte-street

Angel'Tow

Carter-gate

St. James's-slreet

Parliament-street

Bottle-lane

Parliament-street

Long-row

Richmond-hill

Carter-gate

LoHg-roze

Long-rote

Narrots-marsh

Long-row

Narrow-marsh

Mount.street

Back-lane

Canal-street

Charlotte.street

Names. Where situated.

Trumpet-street Beek-barn

Tuff-court - - Middle-marsh

Twig-alley - - Woolpack-lane

Tyler-street - Plat-street

Unios-stref.t Plat-street

Vat-yard - - Narroze-marsh

Vesey's-yard - Narrow-marsh

Vine-street - - Glasshouse-lane

WARREjs.cotTKT York-street

Web-court - - Back-lane

Wellington-court Mount-east-street

Wellington-street fVater-lane

West-street - - lUgh-cross-street

Wharf.street - Butcher-Street

Wheat-shcaf-yard Long-row

White-street - Carter-gute

Wheel-yard - Carter-gate

Wiltoughby-row Fisher-gate

Wing.alley - - Woolpaek-lane

Wood-coart

Wool-alley -

Wrighf-alley

Wright's-yard

YORK-COCRT

Mansjteld-road

Woolpach -lane

Narrow-marsh

iVood-street

Millstone-lane*

.

There is an old saying here, that Nottingham once stood on Mapperley-hills, which is

exemplified by the greater part of the bricks of which the town is built being made at that place.

Excellent lime is brought from Bulwell and Papplewiek, which villages are but a few miles off.

Plaster is found in abundance at Cropwell, Thrumpton, and Newark-upon-Trent. Till

within about a century ago the pavement consisted of such pebble-stones as were found in the

bed of the Trent. These gave way to a large sort of pebble*, here called boulders, which were

brought from Keyworth and other places. ; and these in their turn have yielded to a coarse and

durable kind of granite, got in the mountains of Leicestershire. Derbyshire limestone has been

tried within the last twenty years ; but it is found too susceptible of moisture, and consequently

wears away in a short time.

* 111 Spede's ground plan of the town, the only streets we find are the follotring::—Carter-gals, which beyan at the top of Parliament-street,

and passed by the bonse of correction down Coalpit-lane, and thence to the lop of Fisher-fate ; Con-Uoe^ Gridlesmith-gate, Rearward^lane

St. James-lane, White-Friar's-lane, Hun-gate,^ Wheelwright-lane, Castle-lane, Broad-mar»h, Narrow-marsh, Vault-lane,- now Drury-hitl',

Low-pavement, Middle-pavement, High -pavement, Pepper-street, Bridlesmith-gate, WoUpr-lane, now Byard-lane, Lyniby-lane, now
Bottle-lane, Chaler's-lane, now Chandlers'-lane, Swine-green, now Carllon-street, Gossc (G«ose) Gate, Worser-lane, now Warser-gate,

Newark-lane, now Waolpack-lam, Barker (GfateJ lane, St. Marie-gate, PHcher-gate, Halifax-lane, Sloney-street, Bellar-gate, Fish:r-gate,

Malin-hill, anil Flesher-gate, probably so ealled from ignorauite of tke real name, Sktc^w-yatX, or want of attetition to the spellmg.
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LAMPS,
In the year 1763 an act of parliament was obtained for lighting the town. The market-place

and all the then, principal streets, were therefore supplied with lamps, though not with a sufficient

number ; and, for want of reflectors, the deficiency is still more lamentably perceived ; while many

of the newly erected streets, alleys, &c., have no light at all in the night, except when favored by

the moon's silver beams. This act may nov*' be considered a nonentity, as it allows only two

hundred and fifty lamps, and but a levy of sixpence in the pound for all the expenses attending

them ; the commissioners and magistrates therefore act independently of it, both as respects

number and expense ; and pity it is that thay do not farther extend their useful authority.

P0PULATIOJ>r.
Various Schemes have been pursued to arrive at some fixed datum, whereby the population of

towns and cities, and of the world at large might be ascertained with precision. Some writers

have endeavoured to obtain it by calculating from the number of burials found in parish registers ;

a plan extremely fallacious, as respects towns and cities, on account of the numbers that are interred

in dissenting burying grounds ; and not less so, as far as respects the population of the world, in

consequence of the myriads that find a grave in the ocean, and in the field of battle. The surest

way is to fix the population upon some admitted datum ; and then calculate upon Dr. Price's, or

Mr. Gregory King's plan ; from which the number of annual deaths will be come at, barring-

unusual mortality. But, for the satisfaction of the reader, we will give the number of baptisms

and burials for the follovi^ing years :

—

1798
Baptisms. Burials.

St. Mary's 8f7

St. Peter's 71

St. Nicholas's 89

i'

i

118 I

i8oa
Baptisms. Burials.

580

97

949

89

109

619
I

lOIO

84
I

68

121 I 101

1806 1810
Baptisms. Burials. Baptisms. Burials

548 \ 98S

98 i 99

103 i 133

1814
Baptisms. Burials.

717

lot

142

1000

71

122

679

95

126

1040^ Nottingham contained 193In the reign of Edward the Confessor, about the year

men, for so we find it recorded in Doomsday-book, which number would give about 800

inhabitants. The town was twice surveyed by William the Conqueror, the first time it

contained 136 men ; and the last time, which would be about the year 1083, for the purpose of

completing Doomsday-book,, which was finished in 1085, there vVere only 120 men, though there

were 317 houses. This falling off in popufetion from the time of Edward the Confessor,

probably was occasioned by the tyranny of William, as the declension in the number of its brave

inhabitants, from the year 866, when the Danes besieged it, had been occasioned by the ravages of

those savage invaders, and by the patriotic resistawce made to their domination. We next come to

the year 1377, when the poll tax was laid on ; and the collecting of which caused the rebellion

of Wat Tiller. According to a subsidy roll relative to this tax, presented to the Antiquarian

Society by Mr. Topbara, in 1784, there wefe 1447 lay ptersons in Nottingham, of fourteen years
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of age and upwards, of whom fourpence a head was collected in support of this odious tax*.—

And as one third of the people were supposed to consist of clergy, mendicants, and children under

fourteen, this will give Nottingham a population at that time of 2170.

From this time till towards the latter end of the sixteenth century we find no data whereon to

calculate the population of Nottingham. In 1567, St. Mary's; in 1573, St. Peter's; and in

1563, St. Nicholas's parish commenced recording burials : in the first five years after such dates,

St.- Mary's annually averaged 50 ; St. Peter's 14 ; and St. Nicholas's 13 deaths ; to which we

may add 24, taking the parishes together, for those Whose remains would be taken to other places,

for the sake of mixing with the ashes of departed kindred ; and for the omissions which would

very probably, occur in the registers on their first being instituted ; which numbers united will

give 100 deaths annually for the five years alluded to; and this, by calculating on Dr. Price's plan,

which has received the sanction of experimental proof, we shall find the number of inhabitants

in Nottingham, at that time, amount to 3100, giving an increase of 930 in about 200 years. ^The

paucity of increase in this length of time may be accounted for from the war carried on between

the houses of York and Lancaster for the crown, the most senseless of all the wars carried on by

the English ; which began soon after the accession of Henry the Foui'th, in 1399, and ended with

the battle of Market-Bosworth, on the 22d of August, 1485, at which time Richard the Third lost

his crown and his life. In this mortal conflict between the white and red roses (the former of

which became dyed with blood, and the latter received a deeper tinge by its frequent immersions

in the same fluid) there were fourteen battles fought, independent of numerous skirmishes, and

many of them equal, in point of slaughter, to those of modern times ; and in which, it is very

probable, many Nottingham men fell a sacrifice ; particularly in the last of the awful number,

for Richard, who was much attached to this town, marched from it to the fatal field of Bosworth,

and here too his army had principally been collectedf . Hence we have a right to conclude that

* The following are the cities and towns whose population exceeded 2000 lay persons, of fourteen years and upwards, when the above

tax was collected :
—

Ci7i£( and Toums.

l.ondon . - -

York - -

Bristol » -

Plymouth - -

Coventry -

Norwich . . .

Lincoln . . .

Sarum (Wilts) -

Lynn - - - -

Lag persons

- 23,314

- - 7,248

6,345

- • 4,S37

- - 4,817

- 3,958

- - 3.412

3,226

- 3,127

Souls.

34,977

10,872

9,517

7,255

7,255

5,928

5,113

4,839

4,690

Cities and Towns.

Colchester

Beverley - - -

Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Canterbury

Bury (St. Edmund's)

Oxford - - -

Gloucester - - -

Leicester - - - •

Shrewsbury - -

Lag persons.

2,955

- - 2.663

- 2,647

2,574

2,442

- - 2,357

2,239

- - 2,101

- - 2,082

Souls.

4,432

3,994

3,970

3,661

3,663

3,535

3,358

3,151

3,123

f It appears from the following interesting circumstance that Henry had his partizans too, in this neighbourhood ; for Sir John Byron
would not go to the battle single-handed, as his wealth placed so many dependants under his control. Sir John Byron and Sir Gervas
Clifton were intimate friends, as well as neighbours; niid though the former took the part of Henry, and the latter that of Richard, this

owise diminished their friendship ; and, previous to the battle of Bosworth, they reciprocally took the following oath :—" That, if either

" of them were vanquished, the other should intercede With the conqueror, that the estate of the loser might not be forfeited, bwt enjoyed
'• by his family." While Clifton was bravely fighting in the troop, he received A blow which overpowered him, and he fell. Byron
observing the fall, quitted the ranks, and ran to the relief of his suffering friend, sustained him on the ground, guarded him with hii

shield, and intreated him to surrender. Clifton replied, "All is over; I beg my dear friend you will remember the oath between us.—
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many Nottingham men fell in the conflict ; which would be a considerable drawback upon the

population a long time afterwards. During the space of eighty-five years we find tyrant contending

against tyrant ; and the people were the murdered slaves and dupes of the whole.

We next come to the account given, by Deering, which appears to have been taken by some

sloven of a calculator in the year 1739. Here we find the number of houses is pretended to be

given ; while five streets, of which Narrow-marsh is one, are ranked in the list without a single

house being set down. The number of inhabitants however, as it stands in the account is 9890;

and the editor of Deering, whoever he might be, assures us, that the calculation was made by a

person going from house to house. In Lowe's Agricultural Survey of Nottinghamshire, we

find in the year 1779, the number of houses, families, and inhabitants in the town distinctly

recorded as follows :
—

*

Houses. Families. Inhabitants.

3191 3556 17711

In the year 1793, Sir Richard Sutton surveyed the town, and found the number of inhabitants

to be 25000. In 180l, when a general census was taken of the kingdom, the number of houses^

families, &c. in this town stood as under :

—

Inhabited Houses Houses not Inhabited. Families. Souls.

4977 100 6707 28861

And, in 1811, another census of the kingdom was taken, when the following statement was given

for Nottingham, which is a striking proof of the industry of the town, rising superior to every

difficulty ; for that year and two or three preceding ones, had bi'ought more of the calamities of

war upon the inhabitants, in the loss of trade, than had been witnessed during the memory of niani

Uninhabited

Houses.^

St. Mary's parish -

St. Peter's ...
St. Nicholas's - .

Brcwhouse-vard

Inhabited

Houses.

. 5228

629

- 730

16

Standard.hill and Castle.vrharf 25

249

11

24

Families.

5585

568

748

17

27

Males.

12381

1270

1720

44

122

Females.

14990

1569

2103

63

101

Total.

27371

2139

3823

107

223

Total 6528 284 6945 15537 18826 34363

The population of Great Britain long remained a subject of controversy among writers on the

internal policy and strength of the kingdom, as well with respect to the actual number of the

inhabitants, as their increase or diminution; until the question, respecting the number, was finally

set at rest by an act which received the royal assent on the 31st of December, 1800, and which

directed a general enumeration of houses, families, and persons, to be given in on the; 10th of

-"Victory is youi's. Use all your inteipst, that my lands may not be taken from my children " The worthy Byron, upon the point of

ren.-wina; his promise, perceived that his friend was departing, andexclaimed with emotion, " Stay, my dear Clifton, stay !'» hut, alas ! thti

ivoimd was mortal, and the unfortunate Clifton expired on the' field. Perhaps Byron performed the oath he took, and the promise he would

have renewed i for Sir Gerv is Ciifton, the descendant of him who fell, now enjoys the same estate, which was possessed by his ancestors

many oenturies prior to (he battle of Bosworth. Hutton's Histortf of the Battle of Bosworth Field.

* Mr Lowe Sdys Deering's calcalation is 107S0 ; hut, in the copy of that author in my possession the number is as given above.

f The numb -r of uninhabited houses was greater this y^ear than at any ot' er known period of time.

U
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March following for England and Wales, and for Scotland as soon as the season should permit.

This proviso was made in the act on account of the cold climate in Scotland rendering it impossible

for persons engaged in the business to traverse the bleak mountains of that part of the United

Kingdom so early in the year. In 1 811, another census was taken, by order of parliament, to

ascertain whether the population increased or diminishedi and what the difference of such increase

or diminution was ; the following table may be entertaining to the reader, as irt it both questions so

long disputed will be found set at rest.

The population of Great Britain, as taken in the years 1801 and 1811, stated and contrasted :~

England

Wales -

Scotland

Total -
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of their pride. These feudal lords, the better to ensure a continuance of their power over the

lower orders of society^ compelled their vassals to reside in scattered villages, to prevent the seed

of independence being sown in the hot-bed of the mind by a combination of sentiment and a

community of interests. Though the tyrant is a stranger to those fine pulsations of the heart,

which dispense sympathy to the sufferer, and jusfice to the injured, yet he is taught, as the first

lesson of his creed, that mutual sufferings beget mutual friendship; and that these, when combined,

are ever active in devising means to break down the barriers which separate man from those

comforts that heaven designed as the reward of his virtues, his industry, and his courage.

The crown of England being often contended for by rival claimants, the possessors of it strove

to obtain command of the garrison cities and towns ; not so much for the sake of plunder, as to

secure them to themselves, that they might overawe the respective districts where they were situate,

and dragoon the neighbouring youth into their armies. These towns too often had to sustain the

shock of besieging hosts, led on by enraged chiefs. Thus the means provided by nature and art

for personal protection were often turned to its annoyance ; and garrisoned towns were looked

upon more as nurseries of evil, than as places of protection against insult and wrong. To these

obstacles to a dense population may be added the very numerous and superlatively destructive

foreign wars in which this country was engaged, in the space of time of which we are speaking,

which drained the towns and villages indiscriminately of their youth, (except the vassals, that were

not permitted to go, or not subject to be taken without the consent of their lords ;) so much so, that

we find by an Act of the Ninth of Henry the Fifth, that there was not a sufficient number of

respectable persons in the respective counties to act as sheriffs, coroners, and escheaters. Such were

the obstacles with which trade had to contend, before it could give a population to its favorite

haunts, commensurate to the ample promotion of its future glory. Nottingham having a fortress

at that time, which was formed by nature and improved by art, caused it to feel the weight of the

evils we have been speaking of, in the plenitude of their vengeance ; but the feudal system and

the war between the Bases ceased at no very distant period prior to the invention of the Stocking

Frame, which has given it a population far superior to many of those towns that we;e
distinguished above it, when the odious Poll Tax was levied.

PROVISIONS.
Deering, when writing under this head, says, " Upon the whole, thus much may be said in

general, that nothing is so cheap (in this town) as to render it contemptible ; nor any thing

requisite to a comfortable way of living so dear, but that the middling people, in the respective

season, may have a share." About that time, that is about the year 1756, tea and sugar were
becoming articles of general use ; and our author seems highly disgusted that " seamers, sizers,

winders, &c." should be partakers of them ; and he particularly inveighs against these people
making use of snuff, which he says, was in general use among them. This shews, that when
speakmg of " the middling, people" he did not allude to the working class in general. He
<listinguishes provisions into immediate necessaries, and less necessaries ; among the former he
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classes breads malt, shambles' meat, butter, cheese, eggs, salt-fish, beans, peas, and common
vegetables. Among the latter, he ranks poultry of every kind, fresh fish of every kind, rabbits

broccoli, cauliflowers, asparagus, spices, and other grocery goods.

Few markets can surpass ours for shambles' meat; and, indeed, if any of a very inferior sort be

exposed for sale, the Corporate servants, under the direction of two examining butchers, seize and

burn it. The fish-market, generally speaking, is very indifferently supplied, principally owing to

a combination of the fish-mongers, who, in a plentiful season, carry the fish to Derby, Birmingham,

&c. for the purpose of keeping up the price; and who, when compared with the London

fish-mongers, are such slovens in their business, as to disgust a person, that generally resides in

the metropolis, with the sight of their ware. The gardeners' market is tolerably well supplied the

year round ; and the price of the articles is pretty well kept down in the spring and summer

seasons, by the number of country people who bring vegetables to sell from Newark, Castle

Donington, &c. Butter and eggs always fetch high prices.

CHAPTER IV.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

We are now entering among the hallowed and sepulchral monuments of the dead, where

solemn silence sits enthroned in awful majesty, undisturbed in his empire of eternal night, saye by

the admission of new tenantry, or when a bone, once sportive in the giddy circles of life, drops

from its socket. Here, at every step, we tread upon the ashes of the departed, once, like ourselves,

endued with the passions and the breath of life ; and who now mingle in uninterrupted repose.

Here the young, the old, the beautiful, the decriped, the ostentatious, the rich, and the poor, unite

their mouldering bones without a murmur or a sigh. Here the children of industry have laid down

their implements, the tyrant his rod, the slave has cast off his galling chains ; and the coquette has

closed her captivating eyes.

ST, MARY'S CHURCH,
Stands upon the most elevated spot in the town, it being twenty-three yards above the level of

the meadows. The form of the building is collegiate ; and its lofty square tower presents a most

majestic appearance, impressing the mind of the beholder with the solemnity of the occasion for

which temples of religion were erected. In the steeple are ten fine musical bells, whose vibrating

and transpiercing melody diversly impresses the mind ; sometimes hailing the return of peace

;

sometimes sounding the knell of departed thousands who have bled in the field of victory ; and at

©ther times informing us, by a solemn and heavy peal, that the trials are at hand of those unfortunate
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mortals who are strongly suspected of having' violated the laws of our country. The following

are the dates of these bells :—The 1st and 9d were hung preparative to the rejoicings at the

coronation of George the Third, in 1761 ; and the 3d and 4th were cast and hung the preceding

year. The 5th is dated 1699 ; the 6th 1613 ; the 7th 1690 ; the 8th 1605 ; the 9th 1695 ; and

the 10th in 1637. This bell, however, was broken in 1757, and was re-cast the same year by Mr.

Hedderley of this town.

The dimensions of this church are, in the inside, from east to west, 216 feet ; from south to

north, at the west end, 67 feet ; in the centre 97 feet, and the chancel 39 feet. The height of the

steeple is 126 feet ; and that of the aisles 60 feet

ThorotoH- speaks of our churches in the foUawing words :
—" The vicarage of St. Marie was

" twenty marks, and so was the rectory of St. Peter ; and the rectory of St. Nicholas ten marks

"when the Prior of Lenton was patron : St. Marie's is now £10 5s. value in the King's books,

" and the Marquis of Dorchester is patron. St. Peter's £8 8s. 6d. and the King patron, as he is

*' also of St. Nicholas', which is but £2 16s. 8d. yalue." Ecton in 1723 states, St. Mary's to be

j610 3s. in the King's books, and £1 Os. 6d. yeariiy tenths ; St. Peter's £S 7s. 6d. in the King's

book, and £12 19s. yearly value ; and St. Nicholas' £2 16s. 8d. in the King's book, and

£15 7s. 9d. yearly value ; the two latter being discharged from paying the yearly tenths on

account of the smallness of their income ; and are therefore entitled to Queen Ann's bounty.*

Peering was of opinion that St. Mary's church is of Saxon architecture ; and he rested that

opinion on the following absurd story—A workman that was employed in rebuilding the west end,

in 1726, told bim, that he found a date cut in the end of a beam, tohich he did, not pretend to

remember ; but was sure that at that time, it proved the church to be eleven hundred z/ears old,

A man who had found a date of eleven hundred years standing, and that was able to decipher it,

in the mtitiiated state it roust be in on the «nd of a beam, must be possessed of some little eru<lition

;

and conseqoently woukl have noted down the figures. The singularity of the circumstance too,

.would have become a sut^ect of conversation and inquiry among the curious of the day ; but

niothing of this kind took place.

The venerable ffede, the father of British history, and who was a bishop, speaks thus on the

subject of churches. " There was a time when there was not a stone church in the whole land,

" but the cu^om was to build them all of wood. Pinan, the second bishop of Holy-island, or

" Lindisfarn in Northumberland, built a church there, A. D. 152, for a cathedral, which was not

" of stone, but of wood, and covered with reeds; and so it continued to Eadbert's time, the seventh

" bishop." The account of Deering's morkman makes the building of St. Mary's church to have

taken place as early as the year 626 ; whereas we are informed by William of Malmsbury, that

* [n ?535, a valnation vras taken of all crTiurch eligirities, benefices, and all other ecclesiastical preferments throi]j;bont the kingdom,

according to ttie,be«t dffcacneats whtcb conjd be procured; and such valuation is called The Kins'* Books In 165^, all vicarages, not

exce.eding ten pounds in yearly value ; and all, rectories, not excecidin^ ten marks, according to the above valuation, were exempted by act

of parliament from paying the first fruits. And, in 1707, all livings wete discharged from paying the yearly tenths, whose annual incomes

were less thaiffifty paunds.; consequently St. Mary's benefice in this town was considered above that value at that time, as it is not in the

dise/MTsed list, the first, year's income of a benefice was paid by the incumbent to the king, and was called the Jirst fruits, and one-tenth
"

of such income, which is annually paid to the same quarter, is called yearly tenths.

X
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about the year 974, King Edgar issued large sums from his treasury, (probably at the instigation

of Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury, under whose influence the king was guided) for repairing

places of public worship, which were then built of wood, and covered with shingles, and were so

j-otten as not to admit of public worship being performed in them.

That a church stood on the site of the present one, at the time of the conquest, or "hat one wa»

erected shortly after that event, is certain, since we find all the three churches named in the

foundation deed of the priory of Lenton, in the reign of Henry the First ; and that the present

church was built before the reformation is also certain, as that kind of architecture, which is

unmeaningly called Gothic, and of which style this church originally wholly consisted, went out of

fashion as soon as monastic gloom was dissipated ; and it is equally certain that it was not built

before the middle of the twelfth century, as this style of archictecture was not introduced into

England before that time ; and, if Deering had studied the science ever so little, instead of attending

to the tales of superannuated old men, he would not have led so many of his readers astray respecting

the age of this church. The British Encyclopedia states, " It may be observed, that antecedent

" to this period, neither tabernacles nor niches with canopies, statues in whole relief, pinnacles,

" pediments, or spires, nor any tracery in the vaultings were used ; but at this time, or soon after

" these began to obtain." But, to set the question at rest, we will call in the aid of John Leknd,

antiquary to Henry the Eighth, who visited this town about the year 1540. He says, " there be

" three paroche chirches (St. Mary, St. Peter, St. Nicholas.) but the chirch of St. Mary is

" excellent, new, and uniforme yn work." From the foregoing observations, and the positive

declaration of Leland, the conclusion is, that this church was built upon the site of an old one by

Sichard the Third, who was ever partial to this town ; or by Henry the Seventh, or,, possibly it

was began by the former and completed by the latter ; but, that it was finished after the union of

the Roses is as clear as noon-day ; for, in the fluting of the pediment of the southern porch are

two red roses and two white ones, in a good state of preservation ; in the centre of the pediment

is a crosslet decorated with red and white roses ; and at the top of the arch over the porch hang

seven other roses, but in so mutilated a state, that the distinction of the red and white ones is scarcely

perceptible. Were it possible to suppose, that any further proof was wanting to refute the tale

of Deering's tcorkman, it might be found in this ; namely, public buildings of Saxon architecture

consisted of very thick and heavy walls ; whereas, considering the magnitude of the edifice we

are speaking-of, the walls are thin and light.

In 1726, the west end was rebuilt, when the uniformity and beauty of the whole were destroyedj

by the Doric order being substituted for the Gothic style ; and instead of the lofty pinnacles,

which used to adorn its crown, a Grecian urn was substituted. In 1707, a clock, made by one

Rowe of EpfTerstone, was put up, the dial of which faced the south ; but, in 1807, the dial was

taken down, and, the clock being found to be nearly worn out, a new one was made by Thomas

Hardy, of this town, for which he received £136, and it was put up in February, 1810; and two

dials were affixed to the tower, one facing the east and the other the west.

The exterior of this noble and hallowed fabric displays the direful effects of the relentless tooth

of time : it is frequently undergoing repairs ; and must continue to do so, otherwise, before many
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more ages have passed away, its lofty walls will come tumbling to the ground. Much blame is

attachable to some of the foregone churchwardens^ for having repairs done with such perishable

stone ; as the south side, west of the aisle, which was new faced in 1761, and several other parts,

recently repaired, fully testify. The staircase to the belfry, which was rebuilt in 1811,^ is an

exception to this rule of wasteful expenditure of the parish money.

• The church-yard is now walled round, and encircled, at the top of the walls, with cast-iron

palisades, with a gate at each corner, which is open only during divine service, and when other

business is doing. Perhaps money was never expended about the church with more propriety than

what was applied to this purpose ; for, it is certainly most disgraceful to civilized society for those

places which are set apart as repositories of human ashes to be converted into theatres of lewdness,^

gambols, and dissipation. The uncultivated Indian views with reverential awe the spot which

contains the bones of his forefathers ; then let us blush at the idea of being outdone by him in

veneration for the dead.

The work of properly inclosing the churchyard was begun in 1792, and was completed in

1807. In the former year it was found necessary to widen the street on the south side of the

churchyard, for which purpose part of the latter was cut away, when a chantry-house, belonging

to the Bridge Estate, and several little dwellings belonging to the vicarage were taken down ;

they standing upon part of the ground which was necessary to be removed*. While this work

was in progress a remarkable circumstance came to light, which, from its forming a curious trait in

natural history, merits insertion. The churchyard being higher than the road, and the old wall

being removed, a heavy shower of rain washed the earth from several coffins ; among which was

one containing the remains of a Mr. William Moore, who once kept the Black Swan public-house

on the north side of the High-pavement, and who had been buried twelve years. From the age of

twenty-two an enlargement appeared on one side of his body, and it continued to grow to the day

of his death, which happened at the age of seventy ; and he frequently told bis friends, that he

felt a hard substance concreting within him, which circumstance was injudiciously omitted to be

inquired into when he died. On the exposure of his bones, in the rotten shell which had contained

them, a substance, much resembling pumice stone, and as large as an ox's liver, was found, which

was broken in pieces, and several parts of it were preserved by the curious. It is worthy of

remark, that his ribs were much more bowed on the side in wliich this concretion grew, than they

were on the other.

There are two burying grounds, independent of the churchyard, one on the north and the other

on the south side of Barker-gtite. A plot of ground between Bellar-gate and Carter-gate was also

bought for the same purpose, in 1814, at an expense of eight shillings a yard.

In the interior of this church were the chantries of St. Mary, St. James, and one which took

its name from one Amyas, who was mayor in 1334. There were likewise two chapels and a

Guild, or Fraternity of six priests ; the former being dedicated to All-saints and the Virgin Maiy;

and the latter to tlie Holy Trinity ; and the house belonging to these priests, called Trinity House,^

* The vicar receives forty shillings a year from the parish as a remuneration ; but I do ngt find any thing paij to the Corporatiom
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according' to tlve best information I am in possession of, stood where now stands the coach-hOuse of

Charles Mellor, Esq. at the east end of his mansion, which is feeing the south end of St.

Mary's^gate. The chapel of All Saints was on the north side of the church, and was the property

of the ancient family of Plumptres, from the 23d of Henry the Seventh, about which time, it 19

very probabte, it >yas built* : here many of that ancient family lie interred. In the east corner is

a marble monument to the memory of Henry, son of John Plnmptre, Esq., with the family arms

engraven over it : he was born July 22d, 1708, and died January 3d, I7I8. The inscriptfoft

speaks highly of his learning and the powers of his mind. Near to the foregoing is an alabaster

tomb, on which lies the figure of a man in a gown with wide sleeves, and his hands in a praying

posture, without an idea being left of whom it is intended to represent. It is extremely defaced, as

much from children being shamefully permitted to exercise their mischievous arts upon it, as from

the mutilating hand of time, though it has the appearance of being very ancient. At the west end of

this chapel is a marble monument to the memory of Henry Plumptre, Esq. and Joice, his wife,

with a Latin inscription to each ; the former died December the 39th, 1693, and the latter

November the 8th, 1708.

On the south side, and opposite the chapel of all All Saints, is that dedicated to the Virgin Mary,

which, till the year 1804, contained the tombs of the first and second Earls of Clare : that of the

first vras dated 1637, and the other 1663: the inscriptions upon them are preserved on a

handsome mural monument erected in their stead. In this chapel too lies a mutilated alabaster

figure, without any inscription.

On a pillar in the middle atsle is fixed a marble itvonument t-o the memory of William Flamstead,

gent, who died in 1653; and according to the inscription, was town clerk and steward of

Nottingham. In this aisle and in the body of the church are many gravestones, which were once

ornamented with brass plates ; but which, as Deering informs us, were torn off by some of the

contentious combatants in the time of Charles the First. What a pitiful species of v\-arfare was

^is!

In the Chancel a number of mural monuments present themselves to the observer's notice. On
the , south side is one to the memory of Lady Mary Brabazon, who departed this life the 2d

January, 1737, and lies here intei'red by the side of her father, the Right Honorable Chambre,

Earl of Meafh, who died the 1st of April, 1715. Near the above is one to the memory of the

Rev. Dr. Haines, late vicar of this parish, who paid nature's great debt on the 27th of April, I806i

at the age of 71. Though his mind was not expanded by the principles of philosophy, or by deep

research into the liberal notions of theology, yet his conduct was peaceable, tolerant, and friendly ;

and many poor families had to regret his death ; for many were partly fed by his private bounty

;

-nor did he vex his parishioners by a scrupulous exaction of tithes.

* In the year 1 738, the wainscoting of this chapel was taken d»wn by one Stacks, a joiner, who converted a piece of It into the doot of »

corner cupboard, which was overspread with a deeply engraven thistle in full bldom, the royal arms of Scotland. Probably this was put up

in honor of James the First when he visited this town. The cupboard is still in being, and the thistle is nnimpaired ; the antho»

having examined it previous to the writiog of tltifr note
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On the north side of the chancel, and feeing the communion table, is a handsome monument,

which bespeaks the g-ood deeds of Samuel Heywood, attorney-at-law, who died in 1789, aged 34.

Those who still remember him, speak of him as forming one of those rare exceptions of uprightness,

which sometimes give lustre to the profession of the law. On the opposite side is one to the

memory of Thomas Newdigate,, Esq. third son of Sir Richard Newdigate, of Ardbury in the

county of Warwick, serjeant-at-law, who departed this life jthe 24th of January 1722, aged 74.

>And near to it is one to the memory of Scroop Berdmore, D. D. vicar of this parish, who departed

this life at the age of 60, in 1770 ; and likewise one to the memory of his brother, who acquired an

ample fortune by the profession of a dentist ; and who died in 1785, aged 45,

The Altar-piece is a handsome piece of cabinet work ; and was erected in 1727. In 1800, the

King's Arms were painted in a pompous manner over the vestry door, principally at the instigation

of a man, whose whole conduct in life has been a manifestation of his, neither fearing God, nor

honoring the King ; but whose name shall not disgrace these pages. In this place Deering fancied

he discovered the representation of St. Christopher, of a gigantic size : he might as well have

supposed the almost obliterated figure to have been intended as a representation of Neptune, as

he tells us that ships and water appeared about his feet. It seems, from what our author says

to have been a wretched daubing, vfhxch ought to have excited his laughter, rather than his

curiosity. . In the north window of the chancel, the figure of St. Andrew, in stained glass, appears

in all its original beauty ; and which is protected, on the outside, by a piece of wirework against

the destructive hand of folly.

In the west, end, or ante-church, as it is usually called, are likewise many mural monuments.
One. over the entrance from the southern porch, is sacred to the memory of John Morris, gent,

whp died in 1798. He acquired a liberal fortune in the hosiery business
; principally, however,

by obtaining a patent for the manufacturing of mits, apd which will be particularly noticed under
the head. Trade. On the same side is one to the memory of the Rev. Joseph Malbon, curate of
this parish, who died at the age of 30, in 1777. Near to the last is one to the memory of
Laurence Whitaker, who departed this life in 1769. On the north side, one remembers Samuel
Wright, merchant of this town, who died in 1753, aged 56. And beneath it is one which informs
Hs that Ichabod Wright, Esq. died in 1777, aged 74; and that Elizabeth, his wife, aged 82, died

in 1782. Near to this place is one to the metnory of Francis Hall, Gent, who died at the advanced
age of 85, in 1801. Further to the west, is one sacred to the memory of I^hilip Strelly, and
Elizabeth, his sister ; the former died in 1768 ; and the latter, who was the last branch of the
family, in 1786. More westwards still, is one to the mfemory of Robert Wright, who departed this
life in 1799, at the age of 74. He was an eminent hosier in this town, by which business he
acquired a handsome fortune. Edmund Wright, Esq. his son and successor in busines?, is well
known for his wealth

; but much more so for his benevolence to the poor. From his daqr the
needy never go away empty ; nor does the tear of distress ever fell in his presence in vain.

At the west end is a small mural monument to the memory of Bath Williams, Esq., lieutenant
colonel of marines, who, after.having endured forty years' service in various parts of the world,
had the misfortune to be drowned in the Trent, in 1799, and at the age of 68.

Y
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It appears, from what the anonymous author, quoted fey Deering, says, thai there were organs

rn this churcli in the early part of the seventeenth century; but a churchwarden, aboiit that time,

made boFd to'i sell the pipes, and leave the case empty, in which state it remained till about the

year ITOf, when the parishioners subscribed for a new set of pipes. These in their turn became

very much out of-condition, and were put into a state oif" complete repair in 1742, at the expense

of the-pafrsh at large. In 1777 this organ was disposed of, and a most excellent new one was

erected by the celebrated Snetzler. The instrument is supported behind the Quire ty'two

Tuscan columns> over which David is painted as playing on his harp.—A glass partition was ran

across the church, at the back of the Quire, in 1798 ; and, in 1808, a new timepiece was ^aced in

fi'ont of the loft. -

The Marquis of Dorchester had the presentation of this vicarage in 1708 ; the Duke of Kingston,

in 1723 ; the Archbishotp of York, as the Duke's representative, in 1730 ; and, at the present

time it is possessed by Earl Manvers.

The present vicarage house, which stands facing the south-east comer of the churchyard, was

built on the site of an old one in 1653, for the accommodation of Mr. Whitelock, and his friend

and companion in prosperity and adversity, Mr. Reynolds, who came here as minister and lecturer,

on condition of each receiving Sixty pounds per annum, while sing^ ; and an hundred pounds if

they entered into the na'aiTiage state. The parish gave £300 towards the building of the house

;

the corporation g-ave the timber ; and the two gentlemen paid the rest of the expense. In 1808,

Dr. Bristow, the then incumbent, and successor to Dr. Haines, commenced an action at law

against Mrs. Haines to recover damages, for her late husband's not having kept the house in a

proper state of repair. It was a vei-y unpopular proceeding ; and, though he laid the damages

very high, he obtained only ig70. He, however, immediately «et about having the front new

modelled and stuccoed ; and the whole interior also was put into a state of good repair.

LIST OF THE VICARS OF ST. MARYs PARISH.
The Years denote therr Entrance into Office.

1290 Johannes de Ely

1304 Robcrtus de Dalby

1313 Ilcnricus de parra Haly

1317 Johannes de Ludliam

1322 Joli. flF. Wttti Coryn

1347 Johannes de Laundc

1347 Robert dc Wakebridge

1348 Richard de Radclyffe

1349 Roger de Nyddingworth

1349 Richard de Swanynglon

1351 Thomas de Pascayl

1357 Johannes Lorimer

I960 Johannes dc Hoveden

1364 Johannes de Stapleford

1371 Williclmus de Saodyacre

1380 Robcrtus de Retford

1401 Richardus de <31iilwell

1409 Willielmus Ode

1447 Willielmus Wright

1461 Johannes Hurt

1476 Thomas Turner

1498 Johannes Greve

1499 Simo;i Yates

1 504 Richard Trarenor

1534 Richard Matthew

1535 Richard Wylde

1554 Olirerus Hawood
1568 Johannes Lowthe

1572 Willielmus Underue

1578 Robertus Aldrldge

1616 Oliverius Wytheriagton

ldl6 Johannes Tolson

1617 Radulfus Hansby

1635 Edmundus Laycock

1662 Georgius Masterson

1686 Samuel Crobrow, S. T. P.

1690 Benjamin Carnfield, A. M
1693 Vicarage vacant

1694 Tyjnothy Carrol, A. M.
1698 Edwardus Qarke, A. M
170^ Samuel Berdmore, A. M.
1723 Johannes Disney, A. M.
1730 Thomas Berdmore, A. M.
1743 Scroop Berdmore, S. T. P.

1770 Nathan Haines, D. D.

1806 John Bristow, D. D.

1810 George Hutchinson, M. A.
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The Rev. IV|r. Whitelock was presented in 1651 ; but, along with his friend Mr. Reynolds, wa»

driyen away by the operation of the Seven Mile Act, soon after the riestoration, when they fpund

an asylum in the family of the JVtusterses, at Colwick. ,

Two churchwardens, -and two assistant^i or pidesippn, manage the temporal afiairjs of this chHrch,

the churchwarden elect .chu«tng his own sidesman previous to bis being sworn into office. The
churchwardens serve two years ; the vicar and the housekeepers chasing one alternately ; and the

senior being accountant "churchwarden for the year. The following' table of receipts and

disbursements for the year, beginning at Easter, 1806, as furnished by Mr. William Kelk, church-

warden at the time, will give thereader a clear idea of thj? internal management of the church affairs.

RECEIVED.
Weighing machine ...
Achsni's charitj ...
For old iron .....
Rent of Mrs. Haines . -

Cooper's dividend . >•

Purgcsses' pence ...
For ^ye hour bells ...
|<'or^uri»l in the church .

For sounding board . .

Rent of Mr. Dunn ...

^. s. a.
I

RECEIVED. £.
21 8 . 61 i Brought ^p ....... . 53

2 10 D
I

Rent of Mrs. Lart ...... (j

15 3 \ Manjner's charity ...... 2

4 O
I

Cash from the late churchwardens . 127

17 3 7 i Assessments for the last year ... 29

5 5
I
Amount of an assessinent book - . 403

2 j ^Subspription forfen.cingtbechurchji%rd IC)9

.0 6 si J^nd S0I4 for ditto ...... 94

10 6
I
Rent of a«tt(> 1

5 0?

¥AID.
Mr. -Parker's annuity - . . . .

Ringers one year's 'salary . . . .

Widdowson for cleaning steps ditto .

Loft tenders, &c. ditto - . . .

Connnnnion phte cleuniog . . .

Johnson, sexton, one year'js bills

Organ blower, one year . . . .

"Cook, glazier, far work done from

Jube, 1«04, to April, 1805 . . .

Mr.-Croody for bars for the organ .

RepiMriog the prayer-book ...
Mr. Severn for wine . . . . .

Mr. Jalland for black cloth . . .

Mr. Bamsdall for new seats . . .

Assessment book making ....
I^lxpenses at the coafirinatioD ...
Mr. Smart for mats .....
Ale for glaziers, &c. .....
Mr. Burden for repairing seats . -

53
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PAID. ^.

Brought over - 217

Mr. Cooper for repairing the engioe 3

Mr. Hougli for writing - - - . 6

Messrs. Barbage and Co. for printing 1

Mr. Tupman for ditto -.-'-- 6

Mr. Huthwaite for wine . - - . 4

Mr, Holmes (or ditto - . - - . 4

Mr. Daykin for work done in 1805 76

Candles for singers -.---..
Mr. Frost, whitesmith . - - - .

Mrs.Cauntjbread for Manner's charity 2

For collecting .-.-.-- 1

Sidesmen's allowance . . . . • 4

Rev. J. Bristow for houses that stood

in the church.yard ..... 2

Mr. Nail for ale ..-'..- .

Watts for dressing bricks ....
Mr. Twells for arbitration and bonds

for Mrs. Lart's house,one.third part 1

1

Mr. Dodd for work in 1799 ... 30

Apparitor's bill, 1807 - ... -

373

RECEIVED.
Fines from victuallers for suffering

tippling on the sabbath ....
From tradesmen for tre»patting on

ditto

For a watchman being drunk on duty

For carriages travelling ob the sabbath

s.

13

15

7

2

12

10

13

2

6

12

1

4

1

3

d.

11

7

7

10

6

4

6

6

6

9

1
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At Easter, 1808, four regular overseers were appointed for this parish ; till which time only two

had been chosen ; but, so vastly had the business thereof increased, that two were found

" a. Item. About one acre of land in the Sandfield, hotting tonards the park pales on the south, Mr. Cole's land on the west, the

" bishway on the north, Mr. Plumptre's land on the east. In 1126, in the occupation of Mr. Thomas Hawksley, now of Mr. George

" Greasley.

" 3. Item. Above one acre of land in the Sandfield, one end buttin^r towards the highway leading to the Sandhills on the south, the

" other end towards Lark-dale, Mr. Egginston's land on the east, north and west. In 1726, in the occupation of Mr. Thomas Lamb, now of

" the same or his undertenant.

" 4. Item. About half an acre of land called the Harp in the Sandfield, butting on Mr. Sullcy's land towards the north, Mr. Flemming's

" land an the west and south, Mr. Ward's land on the east, in 1726, in the occupatioaof Nicholas Sichardson, now of Mrs- Nixon, or

" her undertenant.

•• 5. Item. About three roods of land in the Sandfield, butting on the highway coming down to the Sheep-lsnd, or Sbeep-lane, on the

" east, Mr. Ralph Edge's land on the south, Mr. James Clayton's land on the west, charity land belonging to Mansfield, (let to Mr. Newham;
" on the north. In 1726, in occupation of Nicholas Richardson, now of Mrs. Nixon, or her undertenant.

" 6. Item. About one acre of land in the Sandfield, in the road to Lark-dale and Bowling-alley-house, Mr. Samuel Wyer's land towards

< the west, Mr. Potter's land towards the north end, Mr. Abel Smith's land towards the east. Miss Hinkley's land, (Mr. Alderman Hutbwaite

" tenant,) towards the south end. In 1726, in occupation of i
. , now of Mrs. Nixon, or her undertenant.

" 7. Item. About one acre and one rood of land in the Sandfield, near Lark-dale, Mr. Sherwin's land on the south, lands belonging to

" Mr. Smith and the Free-school on the east, Mr. James Clayton's land on the north, Mr. Wylde's land, (Stephen Dodd tenant,) on the west.

" In 172G, in occup.-ition of , now of Mrs. Nixon, or her undertenant.

" S. Item. About one acre of land in the Clayfield, batting upon the Beck-bleach-bouse, since called Beck-barn, Mr. Skiner Nevrham's

" land on the south, the Beck on the east end, land belonging to the Corporation on the north, George Dodd's land (late Mr. Grave's) on the

" west end. In 1726, in occupation of Geoffrey Nixon, now of Mrs. Nixon, or her undertenant.

" 9. Item. Two leys containing about one acre in the Clayfield upon Gold's-wong, Mr. Hall's land on the east, Mr. Key's latwl on the

" south and west, Mr. Trentham's land on the north. In 1726, in occupation of Geoffrey Nixon, now of Mrs. Nixon, or her undertenant.

" 10. Item. One land in the Clayfield near Broad-oak Pool, David Coulston's land on the east, Charity land belonging to Mansfield, (let

" to Mr. Tepott,) on the south end, land belonging to the Corporation on the west, Mr. Plumptre's land on the north end. In 1726 in

" occupation of Geoffery Nixon, now of Mrs. Nixon, or her undertenant.

" 11. Item. One land containing near one acre in the Clayfield near the Long-hedge, the Meadow-platt on the south, lands of Mr. Thomas
" Smith's heir, and of Mr. Sherwin's on the east, Mr. Plumptre's land on the north, Mr. Robert Thorpe's land on the west. In 1726, in

" occupation of Geoifery Nixon, now of Mrs Nixon, or her undertenant.

" 12. Item. A close or garden on the backside of Carter-gate, butting on Snenton-closc on the east, a garden of the late Mr. Drewry's

" on the south. Lord Chesterfield's land on the north. In 1726, in occupation of Geoffrey Nixon, now of Mrs. Nixon, or her undertenant.

"
1 3. Item. About one acre of land in the Clayfield near Fox-lane end, the highway on the end towards the west. Miss Hinkley's land

"on the end towards the east, Mr. Gregory's land towards the south, land belonging to the Corporation on the north. In 1726, in

" occupation of Bartholomew Barton, Esq. now of Mr. Charles Sulley.

" 14. Item. About three roods of land in the Clayfield, butting on the Beck-dike, and Mr. Plumptre's land on the west, Mr. William

" Johnson's land, (late Mr. Millward's,) on the north, Mr. Morris's land on the east, land belonging to the Corporation on the south. In

" 1743, in occupation of William Hutchinson, now of Mr. John Nix.

" 15. Item. About two acres of land in the Clayfield upon Crowhill-sands, of Mrs. Plumptre's, and of Mr. William Johnson's on the

" east, Mr. Jebb's land on the north, a narrow ley late belonging to Lady Morpeth, now to Mr. William Jackson, on the west, Mr. Hall's

" land on the south. In 1743, in occupation of William Hutchinson, now of Mr. John Nix.

" It. Item. About one acre of land in the Clayfield at the Woodland, or Wood-lane end, the pinder's fee and the Beck on the east end,

" the pinder's fee on west end, a close belonging to the Corporation on the north, Mr. Plumptre's land on the south. In 1726, in occupation

" of Mr. William Jackson, now of his son Mr. William Jackson.

" 17. Item. About one acre of land in the Clayfield, near Darma Meadow-plat, a close of Mr. Plumptre's on the east, and the land of
" Walters, Esq. late Mr. Smith's, on the west, Mr. Thorpe's land on the north, lands of Mr. Thomas Smith's heirs, and part of the

" Glebe on the south. In 1736, in occupation of Mr. William Jackson, now of his son Mr. William Jackson.

" 18. Item. About one acre of land in the Clayfield on the east side of the Beck, at some distance the land of the late Mr. William
" Thorpe, (foriQe.rly Burley's Furlong,) on the west, Mr. William Jackson's land on the east, Mr. Plumptre's land on the north and sooth.

" In 1726, in occupation of Mr. William Jackson, now f)f his son Mr. William Jackson.

z
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inadequate to its performance. And, as we are now quitting this parish^, as a distinctive part of

the town, the following short account of the assessments collected for the maintenance of the poor

" 19. Item. Two leys containing about one acre of land in the Clayfield, butting on the Beck near the new »pring, the Beck on the east,

" Mr, Robert Thorpe's land on the south, Mrs. Hall's land on the west, Mr. James Clayton's land on the north. In 1726, in occupation of

" Mr. Thomas Lamb, now of the same or his undertenant.

" 20. Item. One land containing about three roods in the Clayfield near the gallows, the highway to the gallows on the west, Mr. Smith's

" land on the south, Mf. Pkvmptre's land on the north, land belonging to the Corporation on the east. In 1726, in occupation of Mr. Thomas

" T.amb, now of the same or his undertenant.

" 21. Item." Three or four short cuts containing about half an acre of land in Darma Meadow-plat in the Clayfield, the Beck-dike on the

" south, Mr. Plumptre's land on the east and north, the lands of Mr. Smith's heirs on the west. In 1726, in occupation of Mr. Thomas

" Lamb, now of the same.

• "22. Item. One ley containing about three roods Of land in the meadow near Hooper's Sconce, the Leen and Mr. Drewry's Pingle on the

" north, Mr. Charles Drewry's land on the east, Mr. Abel Smith's land on the west, the Finder's fee on the south. In 1726, in occupation

" of Mr. Thomas Lamb, now of th« same or his undertenant.

" 23. 'Item. One other ley containing about half an acre of land in the meadow near Hooper's Sconce, the Finder's Fee oo the north'

" the little Ryehill Dike and Mr. Plumptre's land, (Winrow tenant,) on the east, Mr. Hind's land on the west, Mr. Plumptre's land,(Winrov

" tenant) on the south. In 1726, in occupation of Mr. Thomas Lamb, now of the same or his undertenant.

"24. Item. Aboutone acre and a half of land in the meadow near the King's meadows, Mr. Abel Smith's land on the South-hill closes,

" Harrison-tenant,) on the west, Mr. Robert Millar's land, (Thomas Boot tenant,) on the north, lands of Mr. Ralph Edge and of Mr. Abel

" Smith on the east. In 1726, in occupation of Mr. Thomas Lamb, now of ihe same or his undertenant.

" 25. item. About three roods of land in the meadows upon the great Rye-hills, butting upon the Bull-piece, on the north Mr. Plumptre's

" land, on the south Mr. Farr's land, (late Mr. Drury's) on the east, Mr. Featherston's land on the west. In 1726, in occupation of Mr.

" Mr. John White, now of his son Mr. William White.

" 26. Item. One ley contatHJiig about one acre of land in the meadows upon the Great Ryehills, hutting upou the Bull-piece on the

" north, Mr. Plumptre's land on the sopth, Mr. Abel Smith's land, (late Mr. Greave's) oif the west, land belonging to the Charity School on

" the east. In 1726, in occupation of Mr. Thomas Jalland, now of Mr. Thomas Collin.

" 27. Item. One ley containing about one acre of land in the meadows upon the Great Ryehills, butting upon the Bull-^iece on the north,

" the Finder's Fee on the south, Mr. Plumptre's land o.i the west, Mr. Abel Smith's land, (late Mr. Greave's)'on the east. In 17^6, in

" occupation of Mr. Thomas Jalland, now of Mr. Thomas Collin.

" 23. Item. One ley containing about one acre of land in the meadow upon the Ryehills, causeway pool and Mr. Robert Milner's land

" on the north, the Finder's Fee on the west, Mr. Plumptre's land on the east and south. In 1726, in occupation of Mr. Thomas Jalland,

" now of Mi. Thomas Collin.

" 29. Item A piece of land supposed to be by the Leen side near the King's Meadows leading into the Park-iow, and for some time past,

" in the occupation of bis Grace the Duke of Newcastle, for which his Grace pays to the vicar thirty shillings per annum.
" 30. Item. The church-yard which had a house standing thereon formerly, but it was taken down some years ago to enlarge the place

" for burials, now the churchwardens pay to the vicar the yearly rent of forty shillings in consideration of the said house.'*'

"31. Item. Tythe of the Lfeen mill, being twenty shillings payable at Easter.

" 32. Item. Tythe of Nether Trent Close.

" 33. Item. Tythe of all Tofts and Crofts.

"34. Item. Tythe bread of every baker of the parsih, viz. a halfpenny loaf every Saturday.

" 35. Item. Tythe pigs, potatoes, flax, and all other small tythes.

" 36. Item. Tythe of all gardens occupied by gardeners at two shillings in the pound rent.

"' 37. Item. For all sheep that go in (he fields from Michaelmas to Martinmas atfourpence per score.

"38. Item. Twenty shillings per annum for a sermon upon the subject of christian love and charity, to be preached yearly on flood

" Friday, in the afternoon, left by the will of Alderman Parker.

39. Item. Twenty shillings per annum for two sermons upon charity, to be preached yearly.the one on the Sunday before Whitsunday,
'• the other on the Sunday before Christmas-day, left by the will of Alderman Staples.

" 4.0. Item. Ten shillings per annum for a snrmon to be preached yearly upon' the day of the restoration of King Charles the Second,
" left by the will of Mr. William Thorpe Clerk, late vicar of P,lidworth.

«' 41. Item. Surplice fees (viz.) for every burial in the chufch-yard one shilUnj, in the chnrch two shillings, in the chancel two shillings

• / toHceive this to hav* been the Triniin-house ; and, tradition informs B», that it itood in the north-weit corner of the church-yard.
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ST. PETER'S CHURCH. ^1

may not be thought unworthy of observation ; being partly obtained from the parish records

in the vestry, and partly from the overseers' ledgers :—the pence with their fractional parts are

omitted,

Yeart. Sums collected. i Veara. Sums collected.

je. s. d.
\

£• »• d.

1764 -- 380 20 { 1802 11050

1768 w - 613 19 \ 1804 15382 13

1792 3657 14 \
1808 18499 10

1797 5457 10 \
1812 24763 12

The following is an aggregate statement of the Town Rate, from the 9th of August, 1799, to

the 31st of December, 1807, of which St. Mary's parish pays two thirds.

Yean. £. s. d. ^ Years. £. aZ d.

1799 -- 269. 92
\

1804 1661 10 7|

1800 902 10 1 i 1805 ------- 1322 6 2|

1801 1368 16 11
I

1806 3013 10 8^

1802 1338 6 2|
|

1807 2901 8 1

1803 ------- 2982 15 5 «

ST. PETER'S CHURCH
Stands a little to the south of the Market-place, upon an eminence twelve yards above the level

of the meadows. Its structure, both in beauty and size, is far inferior to St. Mary's. It is built

of stone, in the Gothic style ; and, at the west end, a clumsy tower supports a spire of an ordinary

size.

Deering conjectures that this church is " hardly quite so old as St. Mary's ;" by which words

he evidently supposes it to be of Saxon origin ; since that people were masters of this kingdom,

long after the fictitious date which our author,has assigned for the erection of St. Mary's church.

How a man of Deering's learning could fall into so gross an error, is really surprising. If there

had been any remains of the thick heavy walls, and the obtuse angles, which marked the Saxon

architecture, there would have been a shadow of probability in support of his opinion ; but, not

the smallest trace of such evidence appears.

" and sixpence, and the samp fees are paid for those who die in the parish and are buried in other places, for every churching sevenpence-

" halfpenny, for the publication of every banns one shilling and sixpence, for eVery certificate at the pahlication of banns one shilling,

" for every mariiage by banns one shilling, for every marriage licence five shillings, and for every Voman who lives in the parish and is

" married by licence in any other place five shillings.

" 42. Item. For every head stone set up in the church-yard or the burial ground two shillings and sixpence, and for every flat stone one

'^ ponnd, one shilling.

" 43. Item. Mortuaries.

" 44 Item. Easter oiferings (viz.) sixpence-halfpenny for every house in the parish."

" We believe the above Terrier, consisting of forty-four articles, contains a true account of the houses, glebe lands, tythes, stipendiary

•' payments, and all other ecclesiastical dues and profits whatsoever, belonging to the vicarage of St. Mary, in Nottingham.

" Scrope Beardmore, vicar of St. Mary, iri Nottingham ; ThomasjPearEon, Bichard Liptrott—ChuTChnardens ; William White, John Nix, >

" Charles Sulley, Thomas Lamb, Martha Nixon."
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On the subject of Gothic architecture, as it is mistakenly called, F. Carter, Esq. F. A. S. thus

expresses himself. " Our pointed arch style of architecture, nicknamed Gothic,, appears to have

' emerged by accident, and incidental changes, into construction and method, and to have arisen

" from the embers of architecture in use among-st us, during the era of the Saxons" Thus this

great antiquary finds the kind of building we are speaking of to have " emerged by accident

" and incidental changes into method from the embers of Saxon architecture,*' instead of its

existing as monuments of the labour of that people. The eloquent author of the History of

Malmsbury, who labored much in the field of architectural antiquity, has the following observations

on the subject. " The beautiful peculiarities which stamp the sacred edifices of the thirteenth and

" fourteenth centuries, are the steeples with spires and pinnacles ; the pillars formed of an

" assemblage of light columns ; the lofty windows, sometimes towering to a point, sometimes

" (especially at the east and west end of the churches) much enlarged, divided into several lights

" by stone muUions, and always filled with glass stained with lively colours, to represent saints and

" martyrs, kings, queens, and benefactors." Here we have the date of the introduction of spire

and pinnacle erections, of which our church is one ,• and this most distant date is in the thirteenth

century. Pro"bably this church was built in the early part of the fifteenth century by Henry the

Fifth, who displayed a partiality to this town. Had it been built much later, it would, in the

language of Leland, like St. Mary's, have obtained the appellation of new ; and, had it been built

at a much earlier period, the marks of decay would not have escaped his observation. In the age

to which we are alluding, the clergy had instilled a belief, that crimes, of whatever nature, had

their price of forgiveness in this world ; and, under the influence of this opinion, it was customary

for those monarchs, who had shed the most blood, to be the most bountiful in erecting churches,

monasteries, and abbeys : hence it was that so many of these edifices sprung up in Europe, when

the founders thereof had thinned the population of the earth with their crimes : among whom, our

Henry the Fifth stands eminently conspicuous.

Deering says, when the workmen were making a family vault in the south side of the church

by order of Abel Smith, Esq. banker, of this town, in the year 1739, they found " a red tile'

" glazed with cross-keys upon it ;" hence he concludes, that the altar had been paved around with

the like materials. On our author's naming this circumstance to John Plumptre, Esq. the latter

shewed him a similar tile which had been found in St. Mary's church, and on which were the fio-ures

of a bell, a key, and a sword, the two latter being the symbols of St. Peter and St. Paul. Bells

were introduced into churches by St. Paulinus, bishop of Nola, in the fifth century ; and the

figure thereof, accompanied with the symbols of the two principal saints, being represented on the

materials for paving the most sacred part of the churches, would have a tendency to heighten the

veneration in the audience. But, so far from the finding of these sacred fi-agments being a proof

of the great antiquity of the churches themselves, a proof to the contrary, is deducible therefrom;

for, when these edifices were built on the foundation or site of others, the probability is that some
fragments of the old, and greatly damaged pavements, would be buried in the earth which was
occasionally removed.
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Until the dissolution of chapels, chantries, and religious guilds, by Henry the Eighth, there

were in this church the chapels of St. Mary and All-Saints, the former in the south and the latter

in the north side of the church. There was also a guild, or fraternity of St. George ; the date of

which is carried back to the year 1440.*

The exterior of this edifice has undergone considerable repairs within the last thirty years.

In 1789, the upper part of the steeple was in a very dilapidated state, when a man of the name

of Wooton, commonly called the steeple climber, undertook to repair it, without the expense of

scaffolding. He began by placing a ladder against the steeple, which he secured to the wall with

tenters : he then mounted that with another on his shoulder, which he fastened above it in like

manner ; and, so on till he reached the top. To prevent himself falling, he was girded round with belts,

which,by means of hooks, he connected with the ladders. Thu« were the materials borne up ; and thus

was Wooton enabled to rebuild four yards of the steeple ; and, when he had completed the work, he

fixed a weathercock on the top. When he had accomplished his undertaking, in order to excite

admiration and obtain money, he walked round the summit of the spire, beat a drum, and drank a

bottle of ale, in the sight of thousands of people on a market-day ; but the reprobation of the

man's temerity, so far over-balanced public admiration, as in a considerable degree to diminish his

expected rewardf

.

In 1800, the south side of the church was rebuilt, though the stone was extremely unfit for «uch

a purpose. And, in 1806 and 7 the northern portico was taken down, and that side of the church

was stuccoed- A question, whether the parishioners or the rector should repair the chancel, was

agitated in the vestry in 1814; but, in consideration of there being no great tithes belonging to the

rectory, with the prospeet of a most expensive litigation and a doubt of success before their eyes,

^he parishioners agreed to take tlie burden upon themselves.

Deering says, during the civil wars, that an accidental bomb fell mto the vestry and dashed it to

pieces. And Tbrosby says, this circumstance happened when the town was besieged If that

species of attack could be called a siege, which consisted in a body of men once obtaining

possession of the town by treachery in the night, and once when its defenders were elsewhere

employed, and then flying away at the approach of the latter, then Throsby is right in saying that

Nottingham was besieged by the royalists, and not otherwise. I presume that Colonel Hutchinson

purposely directed several bombs or shots at this church to drive the Newarkers away, who had

made a lodgment in it, in February 1644. There is a peal of eight bells in this steeple, the best

attuned and the most melodious of any within many miles. They were cast in 1771, and rung the

jRrst time on the morning of CJhristmas-day that year ; though Throsby, negligently, and ignorantlyv

states them to have been cast about the year 1783.

* III the south aisle, or the chapel formerly dedicated to St. Mary, the Spiritual Court of the Archdeaconry has been kept, time

immemorial; but in, or about the year 1'9S, the practice of litigation ceased, all causes being referred to the court of York, except

the merely issuing of citations; notwithstanding this, the court meets as usual, four, five, or six limes a year, which meetings aferegulMed

by the coiirt of York.

f Through (uisfortunes,. this man ended his days in Nottinghim gaol, as a debtor, in 1808.

2 A
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A poor washerwoman, of the name of Margery Doubleday, by a will bearing date the 20th of

June, 1544, left the rent of a close, which abuts upon the south side of Broad-marsh, and which

then let for twenty shillings a year, to the sexton of this parish, on condition of his ringing the

then seventh bell (which she bought for the purpose) every morning, except Sundays, at four

o'clock, to arouse the washerwomen of the town to their labour. She also willed the rent of a

close, which was then seventy-six shillings and eightpence, to be paid to the Guild of St. George

in this church, for prayers being put up for her soul and that of her husband, for ever*. These

salaries are now become sinecures ; the sexton and minister receiving the wages, the former for

tolling the bell once a year, and the latter for dreaming a dirge and thinking a mass*

The church-yard, till the year 1804, was open to the public; there being one entrance to the

north, one to the south, and one at the north-east corner ; but it was then inclosed, by stopping

the north and south entrances, and by running a line of cast-metal palisades across the east end,

leaving a footway from the south-east to the north-east corner; the southern, and northern boundaries

of the ground being inclosed with a wall ; a principal entrance, for persons attending divine worship

being preserved in the latter direction, near the end of Peck-lane.

Within this hallowed inclosure are many grave and head-stones ; among the former, on the east

side of the path which leads to the northern entrance into the church, is one, sacred to the memory

of a man who was a great stickler for the high, or blue party in this town, at elections; and who

is stated to have had great influence with' the working class. He was a needle-maker by trade;

but, though poor, he was honest; for, it is said to his honor, that he never took a bribe. What

a national blessing would it be, if as much could be said, with truth, of every elector and

'representative in the kingdom ! In 1727, an opposition took place at the election of Borlace

Warren, Esq. and the Hon. John Stanhope; the latter gentleman and John Plumptre, Esq. being

of the whig party ; but Mr. Warren was the object of our hero's choice, who declared, while the

election was in progress, " that he should not mind dying immediately, if his cock succeeded ;"

and so it turned out ; for, when the chairing was over, he fell down dead with impassioned joy ; in

consequence of 'which, and from his having been a dutiful and kind son to a widowed mother, the

following serio-comic epitaph was written for and engraved upon his tomb :

—

Here lies Vin Etbe^

Lei fall a tear,

Fu'r one true man of- honor,

No courtly Lord,

That breaks his word,

Will ever be a mourner.

Ill freedom's cause.

He strctch'd his jaws,

Exhausted all his' spirit

;

* This close was stated to be at the wood sidej and as I am informed, the next close but one to the Trough Clou, on the north side.

f In St. Peter's register, we find the following anecdote recorded :—" The little bell, which the Town trier uselh, doth belong to the

church of St. Peter, and was cast at the charge of the parish, 1624."
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Then fell down dead-

It must be said

He was a man of merit.

Let freemen be

As brave as he,

And vote wilhoat a guinea :

ViN Etrb is hnrl'd

To th' other world

And ne'er took bribe a pennj.

Sept. 6th, 1727.

True to his friend, to helpless parent kind.

He died in honor's cause

—

to interest blind !

Why should we grieve, life's but an airy toy ;

We vainly weep for him who died with joy 1

This man being thus marked out, as an exception in the system of corruption at elections,

proves that considerable progress in the path of patriotic rectitude has been made since that time;

as^ within the last twenty years, many electors have been found, among the working class, whose

conduct in resisting threats, and every species of seductive allurement, has done honor to the

parties to which they were respectively attached.—Every letter is worn out of the stone, which

covers the ashes of honest Vin. ; and, their not being replaced, reflects discredit on the burgesses

at large, particularly the party in whose caus^ he expired.*

A peculiar neatness distinguishes the interior of this church ; and, in 1813, an organ was erected

in it by subscription among the parishioners.—A large square window used to adorn the east end

of the chancel, by the varieg-ation it displayed of ancient coats of arms in stained glass ; but, in

1720, it was built up, and an altar-piece was placed against it, which is a great ornament to the

church. It represents Christ and eleven apostles at the last supper; and Moses and Aaron
grace the side extremities in thiflr pontifical robes. But, the beauty of the piece was much injured

by the operation of the southern sunbeams, before the parishioners had the foresight to protect it

by a window-blind.

The north side of the chancel is graced with several mural monuments :—Two to the memory
of the families of Lockes and Saunders, ornamented with their respective armorial bearings are

near the eastern end. Another informs us that John Tempest, Esq. third son of Sir George

Tempest, Bart, of Tong, in the county of York, died in 1752, at the age of 51. His wife,

Elizabeth, is stated to have followed him in 1784, at the age of 77. It also remembers the Rev.

Robert Tempest, who departed this life in 1755, aged 53. Near the vestry door is a beautiful

one of white marble to the memory of Charlotte Elizabeth, daughter of Robert and Ann, Lord
and Lady Carrington, and wife of Alan Hyde, Lord Gardner, who departed this life on the 27th

* There are six or seven elm trees in this church-yard—A statute of the last of Edward the First, direct^; trees to be planted in chmct-
yards ; and the preamble t« it states, that the original design of planting them in these places was, to protect churche.; against the wind. -
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of March, 1811, at the age of 27. She left two children ; and is spoken of as having possessed

every virtue, which can adorn the female character.

On the opposite wall is one to the memory of Edward Chappel, rector of this parish and of

Barnborough in the county of York, and prebendary of Southwell. Over the door is a plain

monument which states John Sherbrooke, Gent, to have died in 1760, aged 84. There are several

other monuments in this church, among which we will notice one to the memory of Francis

Braithwaite, a respectable hosier of this town, who died at the age of 47, in the year 1813. He

was principally instrumental in causing the organ to be erected the previous year. In the south

aisle is one to the memory of Thomas Trigge, Alderman, who quitted this earthly tabernacle in

1704, in the 52d year of his age. He gave £60 at liis death to buy land with, the rent whereof

to be distributed in bread to the poor, by the minister and churchwardens on Christmas-day. Near

to this is one to the memory of John Rickards, Alderman, who departed this life in 1703.

Upon a tombstone in this aisle in the following inscription :
—" Here lie the bodies of William

" Ayscough, printer and bookseller, of this town, and Ann, his wife—she was daughter of the

" Rev. Mr. Young, rector of Catwick, in the county of York. He died March 2d, 1719; slie

" died December 16th, 1732." To this Deering adds, " The above Mr. Ayscough is remarkable

" for having first established the art of printing in this town, about the year 1710."* In the north

aisle are several hatchments, one to the memory of a bachelor of the name of Langford, one to a

female of the Smith's family, and the other three to males of the same family.

LIST OF THE RECTORS OF ST. PETER's PARISH.
1241 Johannes de Nottingham

1280 Johannes Cathal

1287 Richardus do Stapleton

1292 Johannes BrusdePykering

1300 Adam de Kyrkby

1322 Lancelot dc Corebto

1323 Willielmas de Willoaghby

1334 Robertus Jolan

1347 Willielmus de Whatton

1349 Henricus de Keyworth

1369 Robertus de Newbald

1375 Willielmus de Rodington

1392 Hugo Martel

1426 Johannes Burton

1434 Johannes Drayton

1445 Willielmus Gull

J483 Johannes Mayewe

1486 Robertus Cotyngham

1499 Willielmus Ilkeston

1510 JohannesPloughKyngsbury }

1538 Johannes Plough, Jan.

1550 Nicholaus Cooke

1578 Johannes NyttervelWittie

1583 Carolus Aynsworth

1588 Radnlphus Shutte

1593 Johannes Pare

1604 Franciscus Rodcs

1606 Roger Freeman

1610 Johannes Kelle

1610 Thomas Low

lfil7 Georgius Cotes

1618 Hugo Parke, sequestratmr

1619 Georgius Cotes

1640 Johannes Goodall

1642 Johannes Aystborpe

1667 Samuel Leak

1672 Edwardus Buxton

1*680 Willielmus Wilson, A. M.

1693 Nathan Drake, A. M.
1704 Timothy Fenton, A. M.

1721 James Wilson, A. M.
1725 Edward Chappell, A. M.

I
1767 Samuel Martin, A. M.

X 1783 Jeremiah Bigsby, A. M.

I
1797 John Staunton, L. L. D.+

? 1814 R. W. Almond, A. M.

* Mr. Ayscough commenced the printing bniiness in a house, on the west side of Bridlesmith-gatc, niidwa; between Pepper-street and

Peter-gats. In about six years after, Mr John Collyer commenced printing a newspaper, (in a house on Timber-bill, n9w occupied by

Mr. Wilson, draper,) which was ctWed the Nottingham Post, an'l was continued till the year ]13'2, when Mr. George Ayscough, son of the

above-mentioned William, began the Nottingham Courant, in the house wherein his father commenced the business of printing. In 17i7,

Mr. Samuel Crwwell, of thfs town, and Mr. John Gregory, of Leicester, began a paper, called the Leieeattr ttndJi/oUingham Journal: it
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ST. NICHOLAS'S CHURCH.
By exattfining- Specie's ttiap/ we find that the church, which occupied^thesite-of. the present one,

was similar irt shape add size to St. Peter's; butjt appears to have-been more ornamented,

and rather more modern in its erection. W hen the castle was commanded by Colonel Hutchinson,

Aldertnaw Toplady treacherously let the' Newarkers into the town, who obtained possession of this

church ; on which'Sccotint Mrs. HutchinsonUhus speaks. " There was an old church^J called St.

*' Nicholas's church, whose steeple so commanded the platform, that the men could not play the

" ordtianee without woolsacks before them. From this church the bullets playei so thick into the

" outward castle yaM, that they coiiid' not pass from one gate to another, nor relieve the guartls,

'• but with very ^reat hazard." When the Colonel bad chased the Newarkers out of thetownj

he, by the' advice of the committee, ordered the church to be taken down, lest it should again

furftish his enemies with the means of annoying' him. On this subject, Deering fell into an

egregidiis, if not a malicious mistake ; for he says, Colonel Hutchinson sent the bells to Owthorpe,

which place Was the Colonel's property ; but, so • far from that being the fact, that village was

then in the hands of the royalists, and continued so till the surrender of Newark to the parliamentary

troops ; nor is there more than one bell at Owthorpe. Several pieces of a bell, or bells, were

found some years ago by a person who was digging near the foundation of the present tower ; and

it is probable that the whole of the bells were broken by the shot from the castle. A paper

preserved by the late Mr. Walter Merry, antiquary of this town, contains the following remarks :

—

" At, or about Candlemass, 17 14, one or more of the pinnacles of the tower of St. Nicholas's

" church, in Nottinu-ham was blown down, which occasioned the breaking of a main piece of

" timber, between the steeple and the body of the church ; on the plaster of which beam were

" written these words—This church was burnt and pulled down 1617, and began again 1671."

The paper was signed, Bn. Stephenson, sexton, and J. Abson, rector. Some remains of the

foundation of the old church has been found by the sexton near the top of Rosemary-lane.

The present church is built of brick, with stone' ornaments : the steeple is a tower, containing

one bell (independent of the sermon bell,) which was cast in 1726. The edifice was finished in

1678 ; but it has undergone several alterations and improvements since that time. In 1756, the

was printed in Leicc^ters and published at a given hour in Nottingham. This roncern lasted till 1769; wheJj Mr. Cresiwell bought the

Courantof Mr. Aysoough, and converted it into the Nottingliam Journal, in the house at the south cud of the Exchange) npw opeupied by

Messrs. Parlier and Son, tailors and drapers. In 1772, Mr. George Eurbage set up the Nottingliam Chroniele, on the Long-row, in the

second liilisB west ofthe Crown Tnn, now-io the occupation of Messrs. Newman and 'KirK> drapers. This paper continued till 1775, when

Creswell and Burbage conipromiged their opposition, and Became joint proprietors of theyoorpoJ, whichafterwards became the Sglej property

of Mr. Burbage, and, at his d€ath, of Mr. George Stretton, who married his flaughter. In 1780, Mr. Henry Cox, writing-master, commenced

printing the A'oMingAont GaieWe, in the house now owned and occupied by Mr. Tatham, grocer, on the Middle-pavement, at the eastern

side of the entrance into Postern-place ; but it was given up within the first year- The Nottingham^ B,evieiB was.establjshed by Mr. Charles

Sutton, at his house, at the north-east corner of Bridlesmith-gate, ISOS. And another Nollingham Gazette was began by Mr. William,

Tupraan, in 1813, at the nortl;-west corner-bouse in High-street.

•(This gfthtletnranV name was Aspinshaw ; but, he obtained the king's licence to change his name, on'aocouirt of some territbrial

inheritance.

2 B
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south side was extended by means of voluntary contributions ; and, in 1783, £600 was raised in

the same honorable way for the purpose of enlarging and otherwise repairing the north side.

There are few edifices erected for religious purposes, which exhibit more grandeur^ in the art of

decorative simplicity, or more taste without ostentation, than the interior of this church displays

;

and there is a small organ, which was erected in 1811. On the north side of the communion table,

ah elegant painting represents the good Samaritan ; and on the south side, one represents the

return of the Prodigal Son. The walls are likewise decorated with a number of monuments, some

of which have a striking appearance. On the right hand side of the communion table is one to

the meJnory of Elizabeth Alsop, who died in 1731 ; and to Mary Alsop, who died in 1731. In

{he south aisle is a handsome one to the memory of John Collin, Esq. and several of his children,

the descendants of Lawrence ColHn, gunned to Colonel Hutchinson. He was a wool-comber by

trade, apd obtained an order from Cromwell, after the decapitation of Charles, to settle in this town

and follow his business ; but the Corporation opposed the order," on the ground of his not being a

freeman of the town. They were induced however to yield to the mandate of Cromwell : and,

from the benefactions of his posterity, the town has reason to be thankful, that the nonsensical

opposition of the Corporation was over ruled:—The inscription upon his monument is in these

words :

—

i' •

Near this place

,, , .,
lies the body of

,j .,

'

JOHN COLLIN, ESQ.
''"'*"' Who departed this life June 18th 1717.

I\ THE 45th YiiAR OF HIS AGE.
He married Mary, daughter of George Lanoford, Esq.

and judjth his wife, by whom he had issue

SIX SONS AND FOUR DAUGHTERS, LaNGFORD, AbeL,
Thomas, John, Samuel, and George,

Ann, Mary, Judith, and Ann.
Ann,

.
Samuel, and George,

died iiv j heir infancy before him.
Abel Collin, died August 8th 1730.
Judith Collin, died Feb 7th 1731.

Three graves-stones below inform us, that Lawrence Collin, died in August, 1704, in the 91st

year of his age: that Abel Collin died in April, 1705; and Thomas Collin, in January, 1706.

Another monument remembers Lucy Gage, wife of John Gage, Esq. who departed this life in

1739 ; and the Rev. John Gage, rector of Colwick and West-Bridgeford, who died in 1770.

At the west end of the north aisle, a handsome marble contains the following inscription:

—

" Near this place lieth the body of Lamuel Lowe, who died the 30th June, 1770, aged 80 years

" J^Up, Mary, his widow, who died 13th January, 1775, aged 77. Likewise William Lowe, theii'

" son, who died 26th July, 1788, aged 64. Also, Ann, his wife, who died 7th December, 178i,

" aged 41.

,
There are many vaults in this church, among which are two near to the last mentionect place,

containing the ashes of two Nottingham families, of considerable repute ; viz. the Huishes and the
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Davisons. The grandfather of the present branches of the Huish family was a woolcomber ; and,

by care and industry he commenced the business of a hosier, in which he laid the foundation of

ample fortunes for his posterity. The other family has been less fortunate ; though Robert and

John, the two sons of Doctor Davison, will long be remembered as active tradesmen and distinguished

patriots ; John also being a vigilant magistrate of the town ; but, some unfortunate circumstances

having shattered his affairs, he became reduced, and the goodness of his heart completed his ruin ;

for, having given security, to a very large amount, for the faithfulness of a young man, as clerk in

the Bank of England, who betrayed his trust, and escaped the halter by a kind of miracle, he was

obliged to pay the forfeited sum, which brought on an insolvency ; and he died in 1804, in the

prime of life, of a broken heart. Mr. Robert Davison was equally unfortunate, though one of the

most accomplished tradesmen of his day. He quitted the hosiery business, and commenced worsted

spinning at Arnold, on a very extensive scale, in conjunction with Mr. John Hawksley ; but, the

concern proved unprosperous; and he expired of an apoplexy in 1807, leaving his affairs in a state

of insolvency.

At the east end of this aisle is an elegant marble monument to the memory of Francis Hawksley,

who died August 30th, 1749, aged 82; Elizabeth his wife, who died December 16th, 1756, aged

88 : and to Francis their son, who died September 14th, 1781 ; also, in memory of Thomas

Hawksley, who died January 4th, 1783, aged 49 ; Elizabeth his wife, who died September 9th,

1807, aged 75; and also their son Thomas, who died October 3d, 1802, aged 49. Tlie last named

gentleman was equally famed as a chemist, a patriot, and a philantropist in this town.

There are four hatchments in this church—one to the memory of a Mr. Newdigate who resided

in a house at the top of the north side of Castle-gate, known for years by the name of

J^Teiodigaie-Iiouse ; another to the memory of the first Sir George Smith, Bart, who built the

mansion now called Bromley-house on Angel-row ; the third to that of Cornelius LAunder, Esq.

late of this town ; and the fourth in remembrance of a Mr. Cooper of the Thurgaton family.

The church-yard, which is eleven yards above the level of the meadows, is thickly beset with

grave and head-stones ; and among the numerous epitaphs which they exhibit, is one to the memory

of a Thomas Booth, who was considered the most accomplished hero of his age in the practice of

deer-stealing. Old Tom was so delighted with the epitaph, which was made before his death, that

he obtained a head-stone and had it engraven thereon, preparative to his dissolution, which happened

in 1752, in the 75th year of his age. He was a very stout man ; and by trade a whitesmith. The
stone stands against the southern wall of the church.

" Here lies a marksman, who, with art and skill,

" When young and strong, fat bucks and does did kill.

" Now conquered by grim death (go reader tell it)

" He's now took leave of powder, gun, and pellet.

''"^
*' A fatal dart, which in the dark did fly,

" Has laid him down among the dead to lie.

" If any want to know the poor slave's name,

" 'Tis Old Tom Booth, ne'er ask from whence he came,

" He's hither sent ; and surely such another,

" Ne'er issued from the belly of a mother,"
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On the east' sid6 of the church-yard is a small mural monument to the memory of William John

Gill, son of the Rev. Joseph Gill, vicar of Scraptoft in Leicestershire, who was apprentice to Mr.'

Attfenburrow, surgton, and who, at the age of 19, on the 19th August, 1802, was drowned in the

Trent, while in the act of bathing, between the boat-house and the bridgeT He was much admired"

for the suavity of his manners ; and was much lamented by the faculty for the precocity of his

genius. The following- pathetic lines are engraven on the monument :

—

" Ah ! why in speechless, hopeless, anguish bend,

" O'er his lov'd grave, the parent', sister, friend ?

" Why mourn, when honor, goodness, mildness, truth,-

" Ennobled and adorned his blamcleis youth ?

" Why mourn, when firm in virtue's path he trod ?

" That virtue which .endeared him to his God.

" He saw, approved, made soft the mortal blow,

" And snatch'd him guiltless from a world of woe."

Adjoining to the south-east side of the church-yard is an additional burying ground.

kECTORS OF ST. NICHOLAS'S CHURCH.
1259"WiH Bishop

1267 Richard de Wcremsworth

1286 Johannes de Ludham

1317 Herbertus Pouger

1318 Willielmus de Ilkeston

1321 Galfridus de Wilford

1329 Gilbertus de Otfrington

Thomas Tutil

1351 Richardus Kaym de Gotham

1366 Johannes Templer

1366 Johannes Deinby

1367 Thomas Lorday de Stanley

1371 Willielmus de Bilham

1427. Willielmus Cokker

1432 Willielmus Westthorpe

1435 Johannes Sampson

1436 Johannes Hopwell

1464 Nicholas Fish

1466 Richardus Elkesly

1471 Robertus Echard

1476 Thomas Tewe

1477 Edmundus Holme

1497 Johannes Dale

1502 Thomas Rcyner

1503 Reynaldns Marshal

1531 Alexander Penhill

15S5 Radulphus Shnte

1588 Johannes Lambe

1611 Robertus Malham

5 1622 Robertus Aynsworth

i 1663 Johannes Aysthorpe

5 1665 Vacant to 1669

? 1669 Samuel Leek

\
1674 Vacant to 1682

^ 1682 Johannes Simpson

5 1715 Johannes Abson, A. M.

I
1749 George Wakefield, A. M.*

\
1767 Geofge Beaumont, L. L. B.

{
1773 Charles Wylde, D. D.

Roger Bampton vel Mempton j 1533 Thomas Ward
\

It is singular, that in every list of the rectors of this parish, previous to the publication of thi»

History, the writer thereof has substituted vicars in their stead. The list too, from 1623, to 1669,

appears a complete jumble, which we will rectify in the best manner we are able. It is stated in

the previously published lists, that Robert Aynsworth, who was inducted in 1622, was the last

incumbent till after the restoration ; that John Aysthorpe, who became rector of St. Peter's in

1642, was sequestrator of St. Nicholas' in 1663 ; and that, in 1664, there was no sequestrator.

—

Now, from Robert Aynsworth being stated to be the last incumbent till after the restoration, we

should be justified in concluding, that one had been inducted immediately on that event taking

* The Corporation presented Mr. Wakefield with the freedom of the town, on his being inducted into this rectory ; and the first time lie

exercised his franchise was In 1754, when he voted contrary to the corporate interest, in return for which, they withheld from him a shore of

the £60 which they gave annually among the ministers of the three parishesi ; but restored it to him in about three years. This donation

is now entirely withheld.
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placCj which was in 1660, yet we find none mentioned till 1669; though we are told, that John

Aysthorpe was sequestrator in 1663 ; as if a sequestrator had been a regular oflRcer in. the

parish. A sequestrator is an officer appointed by government- to seize upon certain property,

and, who has the charge of it till some question in dispute, relative to it isdecided. And whea.

St. Nicholas's church was demolished, in 1647, as we hear no more of the then rector, we have a

right to conclude, that he was dismissed, probably for participating in the treachery of Alderman

Toplady ; nor could there be any property to sequestrate ; since, although the benefice is a

rectory, it possesses no great. tithes, there being no cultivated land in the parish, except a few plots,

of garden ground. Nor do we find that the small tithes were ever collected. The error seems tu

have arisen here—From' the destruction of the church to the time of it&being rebuilt, it is probable,

that the rector of St. Peter's officiated, with respect to marriages^ burials, &c. and.would, of course,;

receive the dues arising therefrom ; and as such, as far as respects those duties, he ought to be set

down as rector of this parish. Samuel Leek,, or Leak, is. positively named as such iniboth

parishes ; and 1 have ventured to place John Aysthorpe in the same capacityj

St. Peter's parish is circumstanced the same as St. Nicholas's^ respecting great tithes ; atfd,.,as;

to the small ones, I cannot learn of their ever having been collected, except in the following instance,

the particulars of which I had from one of the parties concerned. The rector, about the year

1793, said to one of the officers of the church, " if you will inform me of ,any person who keeps

" breeding sows in the parish, I will make it worth your while." The person .replied, that he knew

of but one, whom he named ; and, in a day or two he let him know, that his sty would be honored

in a short time by a tithe-pig. visitant. The owner of the pig-Sj however, determined to prevent the.

necessity of such visit; and he accordingly took a young pig in his arms, and contrived. to make-

it move the knocker at the rector's door, who, being informed of the nature of the visit, weleomedt

the squeaking guest into the house; but, he never inquired foria tithe-pig any more; nor did he.

reward the person who had given the information.

In St. Mary's parish the case is different: therethe vicarage tithes are collected with considerable

severity, particularly since the death of the Rev. Dr. Haines. There are also two customs pursued;

in this parish, that are said to be peculiar to it; and. which shall be related here^ though one of.

them might more properly belong to another place.

Tradition informs us, that King John, when pn one of his visits to this town, called upon the

chief magistrate, whose cellar he found destitute of ale: and that he likewise called upon the

minister of St. Mary's^ whose cupboard was destitute of bread. John, being vexed to find twoi

such characters in circumstances so disagreeable, ordered, that the chief magistrate should annually

have a certain quantity of ale given to him by every publican in the town ; and that the. minister

should have a halfpenny loaf given to him weekly by each baker in his. parish. The former

tribute i» collected by one of the town Serjeants, who, in lieu, of sixpence worth of ale which^used

to be drank by any one he chose to give it to, now demands fourpence in money, and the. liberty

of tasting the landlord's tap.—The latter is collected by any person whom the Vicar. chtMJses to

appoint.

2C
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ST, MICHAEL'S CHURCH.
When tradition is neither supported by written document nor substantial circumstance, it should

be most sparingly received ; but, when it is corroborated, though only by the latter, it merits some

attention. In this situation we find the generally received opinion, of a church, dedicated to St.

Michael, having stood between Fox-lane and St. Ann's-street ; which space is to this day, called

St. Michael's church-yard. When the proper authorities go on their processioning excursions

they are attended at this place by a clergyman, who reads a lesson out of the scriptures on the

spot. And I am informed, by Mr. Joseph Crisp, on whose veracity the greatest reliance may be

placed, that his father, who was a gardener, in the course of his digging in this place, found a great

many human bones. These circumstances certainly combine in support of the opinion, of a

church having stood here ; but at what period is entirely left to conjecture. Had it existed at the

general survey, it would of course have been noticed; or if, when the town wall was erected, there

is scarcely a doubt but it would have been encompassed on the nortlr by that fortification. The

probability is, if a church ever did stand here, that it was erected by some of the Mercian kings
;

a|)d that it was destroyed by the hostile Danes in 868, as it might be made use of by the inhabitants

in opposing the approach of these spoliaters to the town.

ST. JAMES s CHURCH, OR CHAPEL OF EASE,
Various attempts were made within the last twenty years to obtain a grant for the erecting a

chapel of ease in this town, which were regularly opposed by the incumbents of the three parishes;

but, when Standard-hill was advertised to be sold, it being extra-parochial,' and, consequently,'

without the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of the diocese, it was thought a favorable opportunity

for the accomplishment of the object. Accordingly, the friends of the measure^ bought a piece

of ground upon this desirable spot, and then applied to parliament for authority to consummate

their wishes. The incumbents petitioned against the bill, which was strongly opposed in the House

of Lords ; but they failed, and, in 1807, it received the royal absent. it was not a want of room

in the churches, which caused a number of the adherents to the established faith to \^ish for anew
church ; for, except on extraordinary occasions, there is' always accommodation for many more

persons than what attend. No, it is the discipline, and not the tenets of the establishment with

which the members of this congreg-ation are at variance.

In a cavity in the foundation stone, at the south-west corner, is a brass plate, containing the

following inscription :
—" This first stone of a building, dedicated to St. James, for the public

" worship of Almighty God, agreeably to the rites and ceremonies of the established church of

" England, was laid by Thomas Hill, Edmund Wright, Richard Eaton, and Benjamin Maddock,
" Esquires, the 27th day of April, in the year of our Lord, 1808, and the 48th year of the reign

" of his majesty. King George the Third ; the Rigjjt Honorable and Reverend Edward Venables
" Vernon, being Lord Archbishop of the diocese."

In June 1809, the fabric was in .such a state of forwardness as to admit of divine service beino-

pejrformed in it, at which time it was consecrated. The building is too low, to be elegant
; yet it
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is high enough to be comfortable for a considerable congregation ; and^ to make it more so in

winter^ it is flued in various directions, for the purpose of heat being conveyed. The side aisles

are commodiously lofted, as also is the west end of the nave. The steeple, if it deserve the name,

is a tower, with one bell, which was cast by Hedderly, bellfounder in this town, in 1791, for the

use of a cotton mill in Broad-marsh. The walls are of brick, cased with stone ; and the window

and door frames are, in what is termed, the Gothic taste.

ST. JAMES'S CHAPEL,
The first building, bearing the distinctive name of chapef, which we read of in this town, apart

from the churches, was dedicated to St. James : it stood about sixty yards from the bottom, and on

the south side of the street which bears the name of the saint. Probably this chapel was of Saxon

origin, since we find no account of its erection by the Normans, and since, on the establishing of

the Peverel Court the sittings thereof were ordered to be held therein, and which were held there

till 1316, when Edward the Second removed this court to the County-hall, and exonerated tlie

town of Nottingham from its feudal jurisdiction ; and gave the chapel to the Carmelite Friars, to

whose convent it stood contiguous. Edward the Third, in the 41st of his reign, granted the honor

of Peverel, as the high stewardship Of ,this court is called, to William de Eland, of Basford, and

his heirs, about which time it appears to have been removed to that village; the high steward

having the power of keeping it at any place within its jurisdiction. Whether it had been removed

from Basford and taken thither again, between the years 1368 and 1791, does not appear ; certain it is

however, that this court had been kept at Basford during a long and uninterrupted series of years

-previous to the last mentioned date ; about which time, Mr. John Sands, keeper of the prison^

opened the doors and let the prisoners out, because there was no food allowed for their support

and because he had been legally informed, that, if onfe of them died of want, he would

be liable to take his trial as a murderer. The court was then removed to Lenton ; the prisoners

being placed under the care of Mr. Wombwell, who, in 1804, built a new coffee-house and a prison.

The court we are speaking of is a Court of Fleas, for the recovery of small debts, and for

damages in case of trespass : its jurisdiction extends over one hundred and seventy towns and

villages in Nottinghamshire, one hundred and twenty in Derbyshire, and several in the counties of

Leicester and York. At the present time. Lord Middleton is the high steward, Mr. John Balguy,

barrister, the deputy steward, and Mr. S. Sanders, solicitor, the prothonotary. A court is held

every Tuesday, and the writs issued are returnable the next court day to that on which they are

"^issued : and a general court, in which the high steward is supposed to preside, is held twice a year,

which are called " The courts of trials."*

Deering,. from not, being able to obtain a list of the high stewards, supposed such list to have

been destroyed in " the civil wars;" but, by referring to Rastails History of Southwell, and other

* Seve.ral additions were made to the limits of the jurisdiction of this court by Charles the First and Ciiarles the Second^ in ivhich

Eotherham and Sheffield were included.
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records^ L have, beeo: able to make out the foUowing list; wWchi-Ibynoineans, presents to the

TpMblicas COmpiete.

LISTOF THE HIGH STEWABBSi
WiHiani Pcveiel ; Sir William Peverel, son of the former; Rklph- Paynel, one of the' Empress

Maud's captains ; The Crown; John Earl of Morton, afterwards' King- John ;
Robert- de Vavasor;

Hugh de Stapleford ;* William de Eland; Rowland Revd/wlromarrred an heiress of WilKamdte

Eland ; Randal Revel, and Hugh Revel, successors of Rowland.—The Hutchinsons of Basford, a

Collateral branch of the family of the Hutchinsons of Owtborpe ; Lord Goring, from whom the

stewardship passed to his son Charles, Earl of Norwich ; Henry Goring next possessed it ; and

next Charles, second son of the Earl of Norwich. It afterwards fell into the hands of Lord

Wigome ; and after him into those of his sons, Charles, Lord Herbert, and Arthur, Lord Somerset.

Queen Ann, in the 5th year of her reign, by letters patent, granted the honor of Peverel to Sir Thomas

Willoughby (whom she afterwards created a peer of the realm, along with eleven others, to control

a political question in the House of Lords), and his heirs for ever. From this nobleman the

honor descended to his son, Francis Lord Middleton ; and from him to his son Francis Lord

Mlddleton ; from him to his brother, Thomas,. Lord Middleton ; from him to his cousin Henry^

Lord Middleton ; and from him to his son Henry, the present and sixth Lord Middleton.

Mrs. Hutchinson states, that the powers of this detestable court lay dormant a considerable time,

previous to the appointment of Lord Goring, to the office of high steward, which is the highest

panegyric she could pass upon the relatives of her husband ; for, it must have been a sense of the

injustice of this court, which induced them thus to suspend its operations. Mrs. Hutchinson further

states; that "a pragmatical babblier, of the name of Chadwick, who, by his arts, had arisen from a

" cleaner of trenchers to a retailer in scraps of law," had the address to get the powers of this

court revived, and himself to be constituted their prime mover.

Shortly after the writer of these pages became a resident of Nottingham, he went with a friend,

one morning in February, to see what havoc stern winter had made in the coffee-house gardens at

Lenton, which had been represented to him as a kind of paradise in the summer season; being

unconscious, at that time, that one of the most wretched mansions of human misery stood within

their precincts. Several robins were fluttering upon the keenly frozen snow, in quest of scattered

crumbs ; and a blackbird, all shivering with cold, was hopping from spray to spray—the wind

whistled, and bleak, from the north-east, the angry blast blew.—While walking in pensive

* Of the Stapl«fprd's liule is known, they resided at the village.of Stapleford for some generations^ and the last male of the family dying

without issue, his sister Margaret took the estates, &c. into the Tevery family. This family had long been seated At Long Eaton, but John

T«vcry having marred the above Margaret Stapleford, he made Stapleford his place of residence, and the family continued there until (for

irant'of male heirs) the property went by marriage to the-Palmes's who soon afterwords' retired into Yorkshire, and disposed of the property

here. The old mansion was sold to the Warrens and the landii to di^efent persons. The f^^inily of Palmes, still exists in Yorkshire) being
.

seated at Naburne near York,

The Elands were .nettled at Basford.for a considerable lengtli.of' time, and.the family name teems to have endedHn the person of Mary

who was the daughter and heir of Thomas Eland, and »ho married Rowland Revel in the reign of Henry the Eighth. The estates of the Elandi

were told to Thomas Hutchinson, Esq. of Owthorpe, who gave them to his second son John, from whom descended the Hutchinsons of

Basford.
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admiration^ his ears were strickerv with the sound of a human voice, the tremulous cadence of which

bespoke the anguish of the bosom whence it came. These were the words which it uttered-

—

" God bless you master^ pray relieve a poor prisoner, famishing for want of food, and trembling

" with cold."—A clap of thunder weuld not have made so deep an impression on the memory

—

death alone can remove that impression from the heart.—Hastily turning about, a man appeared,

peep'ing through a hole in a door, with a beard of four week's growth upon his face, which was

otherwise haggard and meager—his eyeballs glaring with anxiety ; and his body sparingly clad

in filthy rags. What ! a prisOil'in a pleasure garden! was the first exclamation that presented

itself !—and pray what is your otfence, my poor man ? and what your means of subsistence ?

" My offence" replied the victim, " is that of running twenty-five shillings in debt, when my
" family was nearly perishing with hunger, during last year's famine, (1795,) and which I have

"not been able to pay; and my means of subsistence (while, with a look which was half sarcastic

" and half expressive of his sufferings, he pointed towards a pump,) my means of subsistence are

-' all within that well, except a few scraps which the keeper pleases to give me, for cleaning his

" knives and his shoes." What ! is it to be borne, that, in what is called a land of liberty, a

human being is to be incarcerated within four walls, without bread, and without fire.* " That is

" all," replied the prisoner, still pointing towards the pump ;
" and, as my wife and children are

" now supported by the parish, not one of them can come near me,» to chear me with a smile."

Without calculating upon consequences, or reflecting, that his strength was inadequate to the

performance of what the wounded feelings of the heart suggested, the narrator immediately set his

shoulder to the door, with the hope of wresting it from its hateful hinges ; but, the unhappy man
s.topt him, by saying, " you will only, by a vain attempt, bring yourself into trouble, and add
" much to mine ; for, if I should obtain the keeper's displeasure, he will not give me a morsel of

" bread to prolong my miserable existence, till the rules of the court will permit me to leave this

" abode' of sorrow ; in which case I must die of want here, and never see my disconsolate family

" more."—A flood of teirs gave relief to the writer's half-bursting heart—he forced the small

contents of his pocket into the hand of the wretched sufferer, and then fled from this disgraceful

dreg of the feudal law. If Lord Middleton's favorite dogs were once confined in this prison, his

lordship would order the walls to be levelled with the ground; and, O! what honor would be
the lot of that gentleman, who should be the cause of driving this badge of disgrace from the face

of the earth. .
,

DISSENTIJVG CHAPELS,
Dissenters took their rise in England in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, under the appellation of

Puritans ; and many were added to their numbers in the time of James the First, in consequence

of his establishing the Book of Canons, and from his causing the ^ook of Sports to be published.

* Here the followinj passage from Beccaria's Essay presented itself to Ihe writer's mind, and caused the above exdamatron. " The
" degree of the punishment, and the consequences of a crime ought to be so contrived as to have the greatest possible effect on others,

*^ with the least possible pain to the delinquent. If there be any society in which this is not a fundamental principle, it is an unlawful

•' society, for mankind, by their union, originally intended to subject themselves to the le^t evils possible."

2D
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The first dissenting congregation were called tdgether, November the SOth^ 1572; and the first

independent church was estabhshed by one Henry Jacobs, in 1616.

The bigoted and persecuting conduct of Charles the First added many to the body of dissenters,

particularly by his disregard of the sabbath, which was exemplified in his ordering the Book of

Sports to be re-published, which he enjoined the clergy, to read in their pulpits, under the

forfeiture of excommunication and the loss of their benefices. Hejthus added to the dissenting interest,

by furnishing many conscientious shepherds to guide the different, and hourly increasing- flocks.

Though Charles the Second owed his crown to the dissenters, he sought by every means iuihis

power to be their tormentor ; first by passing the Act of Uniformity, in 1662, and secondly, in

two years after, by passing the Conventicle Act, which enacted, that every person, above sixteen

years of age, who should be found at a religious meeting, the principles of which should be

adjudged to be contrary to the established religion, where more than five persons were present,

besides the household, should pay five pounds, or be imprisoned three months for the first offence;

double for the second ; and for the third, to be banished seven years, or pay one hundred pounds;

and, in case of i*eturn or escape, to suffer death, without benefit of clergy.

The passing of the famous, or rather infamous, Oxford, or Five-mile Act, in 1665, completed

the tyranny of Charles, and shewed the vile and persecuting spirit which governed his councils.

This Act inflicted a penalty of forty pounds upon every dissenter who should be found preaching,

or teaching a school within five miles of any city, town corporate, or borough, except he had

previously taken the following oath. To wit. " 1, A. B. do swear, that it is noi lawful, upon any

" pretence whatsoever, to take arms against the king, or against those commissioned by him ; and

" that I will not, at any time, endeavour any alteration of government in church or state." In

consequence of this arbitrary measure, Mr. Whitelock and Mr. Reynolds were driven from their

asylum at Colwick-hall ; and it is computed, that the dissenters, in the space of three years, were

plundered of ten millions of property ; and that eight thousand died in prison in the course of

' this reign*

The dissenters of this town may date their origin from the time of Charles the First ; for, as

the inhabitants took part with, the parliament, it is fair to conclude, that, a liberality in religious

sentiments was encouraged; indeed this is evident from the handsome manner in which Whitelock

and Reynolds were treated. But while the dissenters in general were smarting under the furious

lash of Charles the Second, those in this town used to assemble at midnight in a vault, under where

Mrs. Gawthorn's house now stands, at the top of Drury-hill. And, after the Act of Toleration was

passed in the reign of William and Mary, a party assembled in a house at the north-east corner of

Pilcher-gate. In a short time after this the

HIGH-PAVEMEJVT CHAPEL
was erected, which belongs to a sect, anciently known by the name of Socinians, that arose in

Poland, from the preaching of one Faustus Socinus, who died in 16041; but they are now more

'f See Palmer's History of the Nonconformists
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properly known by the appellation of Unitarians, or Antitrinitarians ; they believing in one

God only, as the creator and preserver of all things ; and that Christ, the son of Joseph and

Mary, was sent by God on a divine mission, to instruct mankind by his doctrine and example, both^

in life and death, in the ways of righteousness, humanity, morality, and brotherly love. They

believe that the Holy Ghost consists in the inspiring spirit of God, through the medium of the

scriptures: that there is no such thing as original sin, as that would import concupiscence, or

deformity in nature ; and that man has a free will to do good and to fulfil the law.

Deering calls them Presbyterians ; and Throsby, the copiest of all his errors, does the same.

Presbyterians are so called, from their church government being regulated by a Synod, or

Presbytery, consisting- of elders, chosen and invested with powers for that purpose, by all, or

certain members of the body over whom they preside. The members of the church of Scotland are

disciples of John Knox, who was a follower of John Calvin ; and yet they are called Presbyterians,

from a vulgar error, that the word Presbyter designates the tenets of their faith ; whereas it has no

more to do with the definition of those tenets, than the President of the American States has to do

with the consciences of his fellow citizens. As well might every descendant of Abraham be called

a Theologian, because the Hebrews were once governed by a Theocracy, as to call any sect

Presbyterians, because they are dissentients from the established church.

This chapel was new roofed, the floor flued, the walls stuccoed, and otherwise repaired, in 1805.

The building is fifty-nine feet, by fifty feet; and, though it is not the largest, it is the most majestic,

and has the most commanding appearance of any chapel in the town. Adjoining to it, on the

south side, are two commodious school rooms, and a small sitting-room, with every necessary

accommodation.

In this chapel the herculean talents of the late Rev. George Walker, (well known in the

philosophical and political circles) long thundered forth the principles of civil and religious liberty

—the benignity, resulting from the practice of humanity and charity— the necessity of instructing

youth in the precepts of morality, and in the rudiments of education—while he would pour the

balmy sweets of comfort into the hearts of his hearers, by calling upon the Father of Mercies, in

the most emphatic strains, to secure the eternal happiness of mankind. Here the Rev. James

Tayler, and the Rev. Joseph Hutton, now unfold the beauties of Christianity with superior

eloquence, to one of the most respectable congregations in the town ; and illustrate its precepts

by example. And, in viewing the free schools kept here, with what emotions of delight do we
behold the man possessed of thousands, bending the knee to, and courting the attention of the

orphan, in order the more forcibly to implant the rudiments of education and the precepts of

morality in its infant and expanding mind.

CASTLE-GATE CHAPEL,
The congregation that attends this place of worship is very numerous ; and many of its members

are of high respectability, both for wealth and moral rectitude, as well as for their liberality and

charity to the poor. The members of this church are called Calvinistic Independents, or

Congregationalists, from their adhering to the doctrines of John Calvin ; and from their holding
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it as a matter of rightj that every congregation, or church, should stand independent of any other,

respecting- its own internal government. They believe in predestination and particular redemption

—that grace is necessary to salvation—that good works are not the less necessary to render.them

objects worthy of being partakers of grace, which can only be obtained through the inspiration

of the Holy Ghost—that the blood of Christ, the ' Son of God, was shed for the redemption of

God's elect ; and that none will be refused that seek, though at the eleventh hour.

They separated from the Unitarians on doctrinal points, about the year 1688, in which

memorable year this chapel was built. It stands on the north side, and near the bottom of

Castle-g-ate : it is a noble structure, and measures fifty-five feet by fifty-three. Adjoining to it is a

vestry and two convenient school rooms : the inside is well lofted, and presents a commanding

appearance. A burial ground, belonging to the society, in front of the chapel, contains many

grave and head-stones ; and under it runs a culvert which divides St. Peter's and St. Nicholas's

parishes. The present minister is the Rev. Richard Alliott, who possesses a fine flow of eloquence,

and every virtue, so eminently necessary in his conspicuous situation.

THE PARTICULAR, OR CALVINISTIC BAPTISTS,
Have a chapel on the south side of Park-street, adjoining the yard, which belongs to Collin's

hospital. Though the date of its erection is lost, there is little doubt but it was the third place

built in Nottingham for the use of dissenting worship. It measures sixty feet by twenty-seven.

There is a burying ground belonging to the congregation, lying on the west side of Mount-street,

nearly opposite to Mount-court. The erecting of a new chapel, in George-street, was begun in

1814, which measures sixty-three feet by fifty. Their present pastor is the Rev. John Jarman,

whose conduct and labours as a christian minister, have rendered him highly respected by all who

have the pleasure of his acquaintance.

lu 1805, a fchism took place in this congregation, when a small party retired to a school room

in Maltmill-lane. They afterwards joined a few Scotch Baptists, that had been knitting together

about two years previous ; and now, as a united body, under the pastorship of Mr. Samuel Ward,

they are becoming numerous, as a sect of Scotch Baptists, and have bought the above-named

chapel in Park-street. The Scotch Baptists, embrace the calvinistic tenets ; and differ nowise

materially from the sect of which we have just been speaking, except in church government.

Q UAKERS.
This peculiarly distinguished sect took their rise when Cromwell was dashing away in all the

plenitude of power. When a bird, which was hatched in a cage, has escaped from the wiry walls

of its prison, it takes a hasty flight—flutters its wings—hops from twig to twig, to elude the arts of

its pursuers—it seems to contemplate on its new situation; and occupies a considerable time in

flying from bush to bush, as if in hopes of finding a place of greater security. And thus, whes

"

the combustible materials,'of which polemical opinions in religious matters are composed, had taken

fire, men began to contemplate, that it was dangerous to rest their hopes of future happiness upon

the dogmas of another man's creed; and that the wrath of heaven might be the wages of their
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own neglect^ if they lost an opportunity, which a concatination of circumstances had furnished,

of diffusing- those tenets which the different parts of scripture presented to their several understand-

ing^. Hence it was, that so many religious sects took their rise, immediately after the mounds of

Romish superstition and bigotry had been broken down ; and when the successful efforts in favor

of liberty had given full vent to opinion. It has been concluded, and perhaps justly, that many

men of }ate have commenced teachers of the gospel from mercenary motives; but this cannot be

said with truth, of the religions heroes of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ; since prisons

and poverty were frequently the reward of their labours.

Among the worthies of that time was the celebrated George Pox, born at Fenny-Drayton, in

Leicestershire, about the year 1634, where he preached his first sermon under a large tree, which

was held in high veneration by his followers; and not at Drayton in Lancashire, as is falsely stated

by some writers. It is variously stated that Pox was a shoe-maker, and a breeches-maker ; but,

be that as it may, it is certain that he was imprisoned in Nottingham in the year 1649, for setting

the inward influence of the spirit, and the plain testimony of the scriptures in opposition to the

outioard forms and explanatory ceremonies of the other preachers. Fox, however, fell into very

good hands ; for, being committed to the keeping of John Reckless, one of the sheriffs, who took

him to his house, where George, in the space of fourteen days' confinement, made such an

impression on the sheriff's mind, that, at the end of that time, he absolutely preached Quakerism

himself in the open market-place. Shortly after this, George Fox was taken before two Derbyshire

magistrates, when, one of them, after scoffing at him, for his telling them to tremble at the word

of the Lord, exclaimed, " Why, this man is a Quaker ;" from which flippant expression, the

Friends, as they terra themselves, obtained their distinctive appellation ; and not from the trembling

and quaking of George Fox, as has erroneously been stated ai«l generally believed.

By some writers this sect have been denominated Deists, by others Socinians, while others again

have considered them Arminians. Whether all these notions be partly correct, or wholly

groundless, I believe few, who are not Quakers, can determine, since to keep their tenets from

public investigation has, with them, been a studied point. But, whatever be their private

principles, their public practice is consistent: they take good care of their own poor—refuse to

pay levies to support the established religion—have no set preachers—are regular in their religious

worship—persecute none for differing with them in opinion—and, are charitable to all. And to

their eternal honor, it may be added, that if the inhabitants of the earth were all Quakers,

political harpies would not fatten on the miseries of mankind—the world would not be one

vast slaughter-house—the Rhine and the Danube, and indeed the vast ocean itself would not

be incarnadined with human blood ; nor would widows and orphans have to seek their husbands

and fathers in fields covered with gore^ and mutilated trunks and scattered limbs ; for swords

would be beaten into ploughshares^ and spears into pruninghooks, and nations would learn war no

more.

The Quakers' chapel, which stands near the north end of Spaniel-row, was built in 1737, and

cost £337 Is. 7d. They have a burying-ground near Walnuttree-lane.

3 E
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JSION CHAPEL
stands in Halifax-street^ opposite to one of the Methodist chapels: it was built in 1761, and

measures 30 feet 4 inches, by 57 feet 6 inches. It was erected by a party that split from the

Unitarians ; but who shortly after rejoined them, at the solicitation of the Rev. George Walker.

It was afterwards occupied by another party of Indepertdents, but who were deprived of it about

the year 1800. It then fell into the hands of a sect, under the pastorship of a Mr. Crockford,

Avho belonged to the Calvinistic Methodists—the followers of the doctrine of George Whitfield

;

or, as they were generally called " Lady Huntington's party." Mr. Crockford was a man of most

vehement passions, and possessed an unconquerable independency of mind ; and, the proprietor of

the chapel (it was private property) and he disagreeing, caused him to be discharged ; and the

chapel remained without either pastor or congregation a considerable time; but, in 1807, the

congregation was re-united under the ministry of the Rev. John Bryan, whose suavity of disposition

and urbanity of manners have secured to him the apprpbation of a respectable class of hearers.

THE TABERJVACLE,
which stood between Milton-street and Mounteast-street, was built by the followers of John Wesley

in 1763, who disposed of it to the General Baptists in 1782 ; and they sold it to a cowkeeper of

the name of Barnes, since which it has been taken down.

THE SANJDEMANIANS
erected a chapel in Hounds'-gate, in 1778. They owe the origin of their creed to John Glass, a

minister of the church of Scotland, who, about the year 1728, was charged with a design of

overturning the national faith. About the year 1755, Robert Sandeman, an elder in the church of

Sc6tland (where these people are still called Glassites) took up the question of this new faith against

a Mr. Hervey, who had written strongly against it ; and hence this sect obtained the name of

Sandemanians.

They maintain, that the kingdom of Christ is not of this world—that faith is neither more nor

less than a simple assent to the divine testimony concerning Jesus Christ—and that belief in the

scriptures is nothing more than a belief in any thing else, except what results from the divine

authority on which they rest. Their peculiarities are—their weekly administration of the Lord's

supper—their love-feasts, of which every member is desired to partake, and which consist in their

dining together every Sabbath, in the interval between the morning and afternoon service—their

kiss of charity given at their love-feasts; at the admission of members, and at other times when
they see necessary and proper—their washing each other's feet—and that of a second marriage

disqualifying a member from serving the office of elder. The principles of passive obedience and

Tion-resistance, form with them a kind of theo-political creed. Mr. Prentice, late an opulent

hosier, has long officiated as minister; but age and* infirmities now disqualify him for the

task.
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METHODISTS.
This very numerous and popular sect first held their meetings in this town, at the house of one

James in Pelham-street, and their first preacher, independent of Mr. Wesley, was one William

Lee, a tailor. They next assembled at the house of the late, and well-known Matthew Bagshaw,

in Crosland-court, Narrow-marsh, who converted his house into an occasional meeting-house, by

breaking a hole through the chamber floor, so that his voice (for he was the principal preacher)

could be heard in the house and chamber at the same time. This practice was pursued until the

congregation found the means of erecting the tabernacle, as before stated ; and, in 1782, the

Hockley chapel was erected, which measures 52 feet 9 inches by 51 feet 2 inches.

The origin of this sect is so well-known, that a very few words on that subject shall suffice.

—

They sprung up at Oxford in 1729, under a Mr. Morgan, who soon after died, when John and

Charles Wesley undertook the defence of his opinions; and, in 1735, they were joined by the

celebrated Whitfield. These three gentlemen, and from them their followers, obtained the name of

Methodists from a brother student in the University observing, in consequence of the^^ methodical

manner in which they spent their time, that " they (meaning the fellows at the college) had got a new
" set of Methodists among them ;" alluding to some physicians who had formerly reduced the

practice of physic at that place, to a regular method, in opposition to the strolling and puffing

empirics, who, in every age of the world, have infested mankind with their nostrums, as the frogs

did the land of Egypt.

In the year 1741, Mr. Whitfield split from the Wesleys ; he embracing the doctrine of Calvin,

\vhile they preferred the general part of the system taught by Arminius, who was a native of

Leyden in Holland ; and who followed the doctrine of Beza, in opposition to that preached by

Calvin. The following are the tenets taught by the Methodists which are extracted from a recent

publication •.^—

Istly. The fall of man; by which it is understood, that by disobedience Adam fell from the favor

of his Maker, into a state of condemnation ; from a state of rectitude and happiness, into a state

of disorder and misery ; and, in consequence of his fall, rendered himself liable to everlasting

punishment. And that in consequence of the fall of Adam, all men bring a depraved nature with

them into the world.—2dly. Universal Redemption by Jesus Christ; and that by his death he made

a full and perfect atonement for the sins of mankind.—3dly. Justification by faith ; by which is

understood, the free and full pardon of past sins, and the acceptance of our persons; which

blessings are obtained by faith in the' mercy of God, manifested through the Lord Jesus Christ

;

and is evidenced on the part of a sinner by good works.—4thly. Complete or full Sanctification, by

the Spirit of God, and the blood of our Lord Jesus Christ.—5thly. The necessity of holding fast

faith and good works, in order to be saved to eternal life.

A considerable time previous to the death of Mr. John Wesley, which happened in 1791, it had

been foretold, by many intelligent persons, that a schism would take place among his followers,

when his influence had ceased to operate. In 1797, these predictions were verified. Dr. Priestley,

when speaking of the leading men among the Methodists, made the following remarks:—" Finding

*' themselves by degrees at the head of a large body of people, and in considerable power and
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'• influence, they must not have been men, if they had not felt the love of power engrafted in such

" a situation ; and they must have been more than men, if their subsequent conduct had not been

" influenced by it." " A shrewd hint," says Evans, " that Dr. Priestley thought the Methodists

'' had been too remiss in their attention to their liberties, which they ought to have conveyed entire

" and unmutilated to posterity."

Many petitions were presented to the Conference by the people, to which some of the ministers

subscribed, praying that they might have a share in the disposal of their own voluntary

contributions, and also in the choice of those men, under whose ministry they were to sit ; and,

that they might have the Lord's supper administered among them. These petitions were voted

out, and the consequences are well known. The inscriptions upon two monuments in Hockley

chapel, will save me the trouble of giving a further relation of this business.

SECOND INSCRIPTION.

To the memory of

ALEXANDER KILHAM,
Minister of the Gospel,

A faithfal servant in the vineyard of Christ,

A zealous defender of the rights of the people,

against attempts to force on them

a Priestly Domination.

Deserted by many of his friends,

he lived to see the causa flourish,

in which he died a martyr.

In proraoting the glory of God
and the happiness of his Brethreo,

he counted nothing too dear a sacrifice :

In the pursuit,

ease and indu1|;ence were despised by him.,

His last hours

were peaceful and triumphant,

unblemished by a mombnt's repentance

fof having opposed corruption in the church ;

he blessed God^

that he had made Um instrumental ia doing it,

and only regretted

that he had not done it more faithfully.

) Commitiiug bis soul to his Redeemer,

X he took his flight to a better worid,

I
December 20th, 176S,

< aged 36 years.

Throsby says, an escutcheon, over the pulpit in this chapel, was placed there in memory of

Lady Huntington. This i« one of his gross blunders ; for the hatchment was placed there in

cppimemeration of the Rev. John Wesley. Probably, part of the dirt, with which Throsby so

awkwardly attempted to bespatter a preacher in this chapel, fell in ius eyes, and thereby prevented

bim discovering the truth.

FIRST INSCRIPTION.

To the Memory of

THOMAS HANBY,
Minister of the Gospel,

a zealous advocate for the Lord's Supper

among the Methodists :

from whom bigotry and human policy

had long withbcid that privilege.

He often called this town his home,

and expressed a wish to end his days in it

:

after faithfully discharging the

duties of the sacred office 43 years,

his desire was granted by

a release from mortality,

on the 29th day of December, 1796,

ag«d 63 years.
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The neio, or Kilhamite Methodists lost a host in the death of their champion ; but they gained

their independence and the privilege of partaking of the Lord's supper. And the old or Weslean

Methodists, being deprived of the chapel, redoubled their efforts for the obtainment of another ;

which object they accomplished in 1798. It stands on the east side of Halifax-street ; and, when

first erected, it was about the size of the old one; but has since been enlarged, and it now measures

84 feet 4 inches by 52 feet 10 inches, independent of a vestry and other conveniencies.

THE GENERAL, OR ARMINIAJV BAPTISTS
erected a chapel at the lower end of Plumptre-place, in 1799, and in front of it is a commodious

burying ground. "The building is 47 feet 9 inches by 47 feet 8 inches, independent of the vestry.

The inside of the chapel possesses a neatness and simplicity of decoration, exactly corresponding

with the manners, the habits, and the dress of the congregation. A close adherence to each other^

when the clouds of adversity interpose their malignant influence, forms a prominent feature in the

character of these people. Mr. Robert Smith is their pastor, whose powers of eloquence are far

outshone by the mild, humane, and endearing qualities of his heart.

ST. MARY s-GATE CHAPEL.
The sect of Independents, previously mentioned as having lost Sion chapel, erected one on the

west side of St. Mary's-gate, in 1801, which measures 41 feet 9 inches by 36 feet. Their minister

is the Rev. John Green. They are, as the author has reason to understand, the followers of the

Rev. Ingham, one of the distinguished characters who united with the Messrs. Wesley

and Whitfield, in promoting the future happiness of mankind. But, they are generally considered

Sabellians, who took their rise from Sabellius, an Egyptian philosopher, that lived in the third century.

The Sabellians maintain, that there is but one person in the Godhead—that the word and the Holy

Ghost are mere virtues, emanations, or functions of the Deity—that He, who is in heaven, is the

father of all things—that He descended into the virgin, became a child, and was born of her as a

son—and, that, having accomplished the mystery of man's salvajfioii. He diffused himself on the

apostles in tongues of fire.

HEPHZIBAH CHAPEL.
After Mr. Crockford and his followers had been deprived of Sion chapel, they found means, in

1804, to erect a new one in Broad-lane-paddock, to which they gave the aboVe Hebrew name,

which, in English signifies my pleasure. But, unfortunately for Mr. Crockford, t\ie pleasure was

of short duration ; for his hearers neglecting to make good the necessary payments, the chapel was
advertised, and, in March 1808, sold to the Universalists, of whom we are about to speak.

UNIVERSALISTS.
This sect, like the Sabellians, had their origin in the fructifying climate of the east : Origen,

who died in the year 254, laid the foundation of their faith. St. Augustine of Hippo, who died

in 431, when speaking of some divines, that had embraced this doctrine, calls them merciful
2F
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doctors. From this time we hear no more of Universalism, till about the year 1500j when it was

revived by the G«rman Baptists, and by the Mennonites, or Dutch Baptists, In the seyenteenth

century the question was taken up in this kingdom by Dr. Rust and Jeremiah White ; and since

by Dr. Newton, bishop of Bristol, Mr. Stonehouse, rector of Islington, Mr. Elhanan Winchester,

Dr. Hartley, Mr. Purves, &<?. ; and by Dr. Chauncey, of Boston in America. They embrace the

beauties, and cast out, what they term the imperfections of Calvinism, and Arminianism ; and

believe in universal restoration.—The following is an epitome of their arguments.

They found their tenets upon the power^ the will, the justice, and the mercy of God. They

contend, first, as God has the power to create and make us perfect, that his not having done so. is an

act of his will ; and that to doom any portion of mankind to endless punishment, merely because

by an att of his will, he has suffered them to sin, would make his will to spring from a principle of

the grossest inj ustiee ; and, consequently, would j ustify an opinion, that he is an unjust God—^Sdly.

That, if he has the power to save all mankind, and not the will so to do it, would destroy his

mercy—and that, if be has the will to exercise his mercy, and not the power, it would destroy his

omnipotence, and, consequently he ceases to be a God, except such a one as results from the heated

fancy of man—3dly. That if the attribute of mercy does not consist in its exercise, the consequence,

as far as relates to the -Deity, is nothing but a name ; and that this attribute, which so much endears

the governed to the governor, and brightens up the character of the judge and the magistrate, is

not an emanation from the Divinity, but a direct contradiction to the display of his goodness.

—

^tbly. That if God delights in the endless punish'ment of his creatures (and if he permit it, and

has the power to prevent it, he must either delight in it, or be reg'drdless of their welfare) it

destroys his justice, his love, and his mercy ; and constitutes him a cruel, a merciless, and an

inexorable tyrant.—Such are the heads of their arguments ; and their tenets are—Istly. Tliat

Christ died to make atonement for the sins of all mankind, and likewise for those of the fallen

angels—Sndly. That God's justice and mercy have no allay—3dly. That God's elect are those

whose sins are forgiven before death, and whose souls are translated from earth to heaven,

immediately on the demise of their respective bodies—And, 4thly. '1 hat, those who die in sin will

liave punishment inflicted hereafter, corresponding with the number and magnitude of their crimes

in this life ; after which they will be restored to divine favor.

In 1806,. this sect converted a building in Plumptre-street into a chapel, to which they gave the

name of Bethel chappl, or the hou&e of God ; but poverty soon scattered their congregation, and,

they continued in that state,, till the dissolution of Mr. Crockford's party, as stated above. The
same prying enemy to human happiness brought upon them a. second dissolution ; and they are

now extinct,except the remajns of another party of the sgime sect, wbiph sprung up in 1804, and

now hold their Meetings in-Clare-street, headed by Mr. J. Fisher, better known as Doctor Fisher,

from his being a compounder and vender of nostrunis.

Bethel chapel is now called Providmce chapel ; and is occupied by an inconsiderable piarty of

Huntingtonians, without a regular preacher, they being adherents tq^he tQnet«of the late:William

Huntington, of coaj-heaying celebriety.
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THE ROMAJV CATHOLICS
have a chapel at the west end of King's-place, Stoney-streetj where they enjoy, as tbey ought to do,

their faith and prejudices in peace.

What various notions, diiTerent men embrace,

Of jastice, mercy, love, and faith, and grace ;

Yet all unite in one important end

—

Each hopes in heaven to find himself and friend.

*^* As a gross error found its way into the 40th page, respecting the meridian of the town, the

author takes this opportunity of correctmg it, by giving the following statement :—The latitude

of the Exchange, at Nottingham, is 63 degrees, 69 minutes, 35 seconds, north ; longitude, west of

St. Paul's 1 degree and 7 minutes, or in time 4 minutes and 38 seconds difference of the meridian ;

and west of Greenwich observatory 1 degree, 13 minutes and 47 seconds, orin time 4 minutes and

51 seconds difference of meridian.

CHAPTER V.

SCHOOLS AND BENEVOLENT INSTITUTIONS.

Man, without education, would be little better than the beast in the field : he would learn

hospitality from interest ; and the means of procuring food and raiment from necessity ; but, to

the noble qualities which exalt the soul, and harmonize the mind, he would be a stranger. The
infant mind may be" compared to an unprinted bookleaf after leaf becomes unfolded, and

receives impressions from the instinctive powers of perceptibility ; but, when wrong impressions

are made, difficult is the task to eradicate them. In this state of the mind, notions too often become

implanted, that migAi constitutes right; from which we may infer, that every moral lesson taug'ht

a

child (and all educatiort should be accompanied with moral precepts) is the preventive of a erime.

From this view of the case, what consolation must arise in the breast of him, who volunteers his

time and talients to instruct the children of poverty !

FREE-SCHOOL, IN STONEY-STREET.
We cannot better illustrate the intent of this institution, than by giving a copy of the foundation

deed, which is as follows :

—

" To all christian people, to whose knowledge this present writing triplicate indented shall come
" to be seen or read, Agnes Meliers, widow and vowess, sendeth grieeting, in him that is the root

" of Jesse, produced to the salva.tion of all people.
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" Whereas the most excellent and famous prince King Henry the Eighth, of his right blessed

" disposition^ and mere mercy, by his letters' patent sealed under his great seal, has licensed^

•' authorized, and granted, to his well-beloved counsellor Thomas Lovel, Knight, treasurer of his

"• most honorable household, and me the said Agnes, and our executors, and to every one of us,

" licence, power, and authority, to begin, found, and erect, unite, create, and establish, one free-

" school, of one schoolmaster and one usher, perpetually to be kept in the parish of our lady in

" the town of Nottingham, for Evermore to endure after the ordering, institution, and will of us, tlie

" said Thomas and the said Agnes, or one of us, our executors or assignees, or the executors of

r either of us hereafter to be made, and further things, as in the same letters patent more plainly

'" appeareth.

'" Know ye, that I, remembering how the universal faith catholic by clergy and commons most

* firmly corroborated, and by learning the public weal commonly is governed, ardently have

•' designed to the honor of Almighty God, laud and praise to the elect and chosen mother of mercy

" and virgin, our lady St, Mary, to accomplish the said virtuous and blessed grant, and by force

" thereof, begin, erect, found, create, establish, and make one free-school, of one master and one

" usher, to teach grammar everlastingly to endure, and to be kept in the parish of our blessed lady

" St. Mary the virgin, within the town of Nottingham, willing, ordaining, and establishing, that

" the said school be evermore called the free-school of the town of Nottingham. And John Smith,

" parson, of Bilborough, I make schoolmaster of the same, as long as it shall seem to me and the

" mayor of the said town of Nottingham for the time being convenient. And to my right trusty

" friends Mr. William English and William Harwell, I make deputies, and ordain guardians,

" keepers, and surveyors of the said free-school during their lives : I will also, ordain and establish,

" that the mayor, aldermen, and common council of the said town of Nottingham and their

' successors, after the decease of the said Williams, shall yearly, from year to year, on the feast of

" the translation of St. Richard, the bishop, choose two discreet persons, burgesses, to be

" chamberlains, guardians, keepers, and surveyors of the lands and tenements and possessions,

" pertaining and bequeathed, given, or hereafter to be given and bequeathed and belonging to the

" said free-school, to rule, govern, and support, the charges, payments, and business of the same,

" from the same feast of translation, to the said feast of St. Richard next following, at which feast,

" or within eight days then next following, I will that the said guardians, now by me named, or

" hereafter to be named, made and elected, shall make account to the said mayor and aldermen, -

" and their successors, of all things by them received or taken to the use of the said foundation,

" and after their accounts so made and finished, new guardians, or else the same, by the advice and

•• discretion of the said mayor and alderman to be elected and chosen, and that the same guardians,

" lieepers, and surveyors, by the name of the guardians of the free-school of Nottingham may
" plead and be impleaded before all judges of every court, and also writs and actions maintain

" and have. Moreover, I will that the said mayor, aldermen, and common council of the said

" town of Nottingham, with the guardians, that now be of the said school, or hereafter shall be,

" or eight of them at the least, whereof the mayor and guardians of the same free-school, I will,

" shall be three, after the decease of the said Mr. John Smith, parson, of Bilborough, or after
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" such time as it shall fortune that the said Mr. John Smith, shall leave or be removed from the said

" office of schoolmaster, shall conduct and hire one other able person of good and honest

" conversation, to be schoolmaster of the said free-school, and one usher, at such time, and as soon

" as the lands and possessions given to the said free-school, will support the charge thereof, and

" the same schoolmaster and usher, for good and reasonable causes, or either of them, to amove

" and expel, and others in his or their stead, to take, retain, and put in, from time to time, as often

" and when they shall think requisite and necessary.

" And furthermore, I will and ordain, that the schoolmaster for the time being, and his usher,

" or one of them, shall daily, when he keeps school, cause the scholars every morning in their

" school-house, ere they begin their learning, to say, with an high voice the whole credo in deum
" patrem, ^c.

'* Also, I ordain and establish, that the guardians of the said free-school for the time being

"^and their sucessors, shall yearly on the feast of the translation of St. Richard, which is the 16th

" of June, keep or cause to be kept and done solemnly in the church of St. Mary in Nottingham,

'• the Obiit of the said Agnes Mellers, my husband's and mine after my decease, and give, pay

" and expend, of the rents, issues, and profits, given and bequeathed, pertaining and belonging-

" to the said free-school, for our- souls' health, 20s. in form following :—that is to say, to the vicar

" of the said church, personally being present, from the beginning of the dirge and. mass of

" the same Obiit, to the ending thereof, for his attendanpe, and for his lights at that time burning

" 3s. and if he occupy by deputy, then to have but 2s. ; and to ;every priest of the same church,

" and either of the clerks of the said parish, there also being for such like time 4d. and also to the

" mayor of the town of Nottingham, for the time, being personally present at the beginning and
" ending of the same mass and dirge 6d. and to every alderman of the same town, there also being

" present for such like time 4d,, and the mayor's clerk and his two Serjeants being and attending

" on their master and aldermen at the beginning of the said mass and dirge, and and for serving

" such thin^-s as shall be prepared for them at the Obiit, to each of them 2d., and to the parish

'' clerks for the great bells ringing eight peals, and after the accustomable length, 3s. ; and the

" said guardians shall retail and keep in their own hands, for either of them for their own use

—

"for their business and attendance, in providing bread, ale, and cheese, and towels, cups, pots,

" and necessary things at the said Obiit ; and there shall be expended in bread, to be sent to the

" aldermen, &c. according to the custom in the church 2s. in cheese 8d. in ale 16d., and the residue

" remaining over this mine ordinance and will performed, if any be left, I will shall be distributed

" to the poorest scholars of the said free-school, to pray for our souls and all of. our friends.

" I will also, ordain and establish and strictly enjoin, that the schoolmaster and usher, nor any
" of them, have, make, nor use, any potations, cockfighting, nor drinking with his or their wife or

"wives, hostess or hostesses, but once or twice in the year, nor take any other gifts or vail^,

" whereby the scholars or their friends shall be charged, but at the pleasure of the friends of the

" scholars—wages to be paid by the said guardians.

" And here if it fortune the said mayor, aldermen, and common council, to be negligent and
" forgetful in finding and choosing of the schbprmaster and usher, forty days next after such time

2G
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" as it shall fortune him to be amoved, or deceased, keeping and doing the Obiit yearly, in manner
' and form above expressed in such like time; or the lands and tenements or hereditaments, and

" other possessions, or the yearly rent of them into other uses than finding of the said free-school,

" to convert ; then I will, ordain, and establish, that the prior and convent of the monastery of the

" Holy Trinity of Lenton, for the time being, and their successors, shall have as a forfeiture, the

" rule guiding and oversight of the said lands, tenements, or hereditaments, &c. schoolmaster,

• with all other things to the premises in anywise appertaining, to the intent above expressfcd, in

'' as ample and large-wise as the mayor and burgesses have or should have had the same, by this

" my present constitution and ordinance.

" Also, I do ordain, and establish, that the ordinances, statutes, and establishments, and

" constitutions, for the good governance and rule of the said free-school, by me made in my life,

" under my seal, by me determined, everlastingly to be kept, and each one of them steadfaistly

" shall be holden, observed, and kept for ever, without any diminution or abridgment, or changing

" of them or any of them anywise, and that it shall be lawful to the said mayor, aldermen, and

'• common council, and their successors at all times hereafter, from tiine to time, at their liberty,

" other constitutions, statutes, and ordinances, for the good governance and continuance of the said

" free-school to make, them or part of them by their discretion to repeal, and admit at their

" pleasures as often and whensoever they shall think it most necessary and convenient, so that such

" constitutions, statutes, and ordinances, of new to be madie, nor any of them, be in anywise

" contrary or repugnant to the statutes, and establishments, and ordinances by me, in my life,

" under my seal, made, written and determined. In witness whereof, &c. &c. November the 22d,

" the 4th of King Henry the Eighth, 1513."

Richard Mellers, husband of the foundress, was a belfounder in this town, by which business he

acquired a competent fortune. Robert Mellers, who succeeded his father in the business, became

a benefactor to this school, for, by his will, bearing date July 16th, 1515, he bequeathed to it a

close in Basford, in a place called the xaong, and a house on the west side of BridJf^smith-gate,

which is the fifth distinct house, though now the sixth tenement, from the top of Peter-gate.

Thomas Mellers, brother to the last testator, by his will dated the 16th August, 1535, left as

follows :
—" Item. I bequeath and give- all my lands, tenements, and- hereditaments, in the town

" and fields of Basford in the county of Nottingham, to the use of the free-school lately founded

" in the said town of Nottingham by dame Agnes Mellers, my mother, deceased, for ever."

The formCT of these gentlemen represented Nottingham in parliament, and the latter was mayor

of the towo.

Thre6 lenements, situate in Blackfriars, London, were left by John Wast, brewer of that city,

for the benefit of this institution ; but which, along with the property at Basford, left by the

foundress's two sons, were sold by the Corporation to support a law suit against Richard Johnson,

master of the school, sometime between the years 1703, and 1720.*

* .Such is the power invested in trustees to public institutions, that they can sell a part of the property to enable them to retain, and

properly apply the rest. This might be a caution to the freemen of »ny city or borough, not to harrass corporate bodies with vexatious

law-suits, as the mischief must inevitably fall upon themselves or their posterity.
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John Hesky, alderman, by his will of the 29th of September, 1358, gave the property of the

tithes in Nottingham fields and meadows, in trust to the Corporation, for the use of this school ;

as also a house in Carlton -street, save and except that ten shillings, part of such income, should

be distributed to the poor on the annual Obiit of the foundress.

John Parker, alderman, by his will bearing datethe 26th of October, 1693, left the means of

furnishing a library to this school. The alderman had lent the Corporation an hundred pounds,

for which he held Butcher's-close on lease, which lease, at the date of the will, had twelve years to

run. Testator directed Thomas Trigg, James Farewell, and John Rickards, trustees to his will,

to let the interest of this hundred pounds remain with the Corporation during the twelve. years,

at the end of which time the principal and interest united to be applied to the purchasing of as

much land as should produce twenty pounds annual rent; or, in default of such money not being

sufficient for the purpose, the residue to be supplied out of the proceeds of his other estates.*

This sum was to be appropriated to charitable purposes, such as twenty shillings a year to the

vicar of St. Mary's for preaching a sermon on christian love and charity on Easter-eve ; twenty

shillings to be given in bread to the poor the same day ; the same sum to the town clerk of

Nottingham for keeping the account of its expenditure ; and nine pounds every other year for the

putting three poor boys apprentice, at the discretion of the Corporation, with three pounds to be

paid to each boy when out of his time, providing he conducted himself properly during his

apprenticeship. The will then proceeds :
—" And that my said trustees for the time being, shall

" employ and bestow ten pounds, part of the second year's rents and profits of the said lands

" in the purchasing of books, such as they shall think fit, for the first founding and beginning

" of a library for the use and benefit of the master and scholars of the free-school in Nottingham ;

" and so alternately to the end of eight years—nine pounds a year to put out apprentices,

"^ and ten pounds to buy books." The will further states, " if any apprentice should die or

" miscarry in his apprenticeship, his three pounds to buy books for the free-school." And again,

" the books to be so bought to be lettered outside, J. Parker, and a catalogue thereof kept by the

" town clerk." The first purchase made for this library was in 1707, when twelve books were

bought; in 1709, seven more; in 1711, twelve; in 1713, four ; in 1733, an atlas was bought;

in 1727, eight books were added ; in 1736, a pair of globes were bought, but they were taken

away by alderman Worthington sometime about the year 1799, and as they were in his possession

when he died, they were seized upon by his executors and therefore lost to the school; but another

pair have been substituted. In 1738, twenty-four books were added ; in 1745, two ; in 1748,

twelve ; in 1758, twelve, which consisted of Rollin's Ancient History; in 1766, nineteen; in 1767,

sixteen; in , seven; and, in 1810, Alderman Ashwell being school-warden, he added

twenty-nine, which, with the exception of Rollin's History, constitute near the whole value of the

library.f

Four small closes, which lie between Trough-close and Free-school-lane, north of the town, belon"-

* The property from whence these charities arise, lies at Harby, in Leicestershire, and is held by a person of the name of Orson,

f Richard Sterne, created Archbishop of York, by Charles the Second, rcoeived his early educatiou at thi&school.
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to this institution, as do several houses at the south end of Broad-lanCj and others in St. Peter's-gate

and Peter's-church-yard, &c.

The benevolent intentions of the donors to this institution were long frustrated, by nothing

being taught in the school but the dead languages ; for those persons who could ajTord to give their

children an English education, sufficient to qualify them for a course of learning in the dead

languages, generally sent them to the regular academies ; and those who could not do this, either

wanted the means or the inclination to obtain admission for their offspring ; therefore the offices of

•master and usher were similar to that of keeper of the king's hawks—they werie truly sinecures

;

but, as may be seen by the following order of common hall, the evil is removed ; nor is the

benefaction any longer confined to the children of burgesses.

" TOWN OF J^OTTINGHAM, TO WIT.
" At a common hall, or meeting of the mayor and common council in and for the said townj on

" Tuesday the 17th of February, 1807.

" In pursuance of the power and authority committed to us, the mayor^ aldermen, and common
" council of the town of Nottingham, by the deed of foundation of Agnes Mellers, widow,

~*^ foundress of the free-school, of the said town, we do (in addition to the regulations contained in

" the said deed of foundation) order and establish the following ordinances and constitution for the

^' future governance and continuance of the said free-school, hereby repealing any constitution,

^' statutes, or ordinances heretofore made by the mayor, aldermen, and common council of the said

" town of Nottingham, which may be in anywise contradictory or repugnant to the present

" ordinances, or any of them.

" 1st. We do ordain, tlrat for the future the said free-school, shall be kept open for the whole

" year, except two vacations of a calendar month each, at Christmas and Midsummer, in every

^' year, for the reception of scholars entitled to be taught thereat, to be admitted by the schoolwardens,

" according to the form and in the manner hereafter described, during seven hours and a half in

" every day in the summer half year, reckoning the same from Lady-day till Michaelmas, and six

" hours in every day in the wiqter half year, reckoning the same from Michaelmas till Lady-day,

" (except Sundays and the following holidays ; viz. two days at Easter, two days at Whitsuntide,

" two days at Goose Fair, Good Friday, and half-a-<Jay's holiday on the afternoon of Saturday,

" and a holiday of one hour in the afternoon of every Wednesday,) for the teaching of Greek and

" Latin, and Engird grammar, and the classics, so that every scholar admitted be the age of eight

" years at the least, and so that no more than the number of sixty scholars be admitted upon the

" foundation at any one period of time.

"Sndly. That all persons entitled to claim admission upon the foundation of the school,

" from the mayor and burgesses, shall apply by a written application to the mayor for the time

" being, who shall give in the names of the applicants to the common-hall, who shall order their

" admission, as far as the school shall be capable of receiving them ; and upon a list of the persons

" admitted, certified under the hand of the town clerk, the schoolwardens of the said free-school for

" the time being, shall give in an order for their admissioji upon the foundation, which shall entitle

" them to be educated in English, Latin, and Greek grammar, at the said school, gratis.
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" 3dly. The Schoolwardens for the time being shall, upon the application of any person or

" persons, entitled to be admitted to the said free-school, by virtue of such determination of the

" corporation, certified by the town-clerk, to the schoolwardens, give to such person or persons, so

" entitled, an order or orders in writing to the master or usher of the said free-school, to receive him or

" them as a scholar or scholars upon the foundation : and by virtue of such order, he or they shall

" be entitled to all the privileges of the school, so long as he or they shall conform to the discipline

" thereoC established by the master, without paying any thing by way of fee, reward, or gratuity, to

"the master or usher in respect thereof ; but the said master or usher shall not be obliged to

" receive any person, not producing a written order for that purpose from the schoolwardens for

" the time being.

' " 4thly. That the mayor, aldermen, and common council of Nottingham, being visitors of this

" free-school, do hereby ordain and establish, with a view to the regular and punctual performance

" of their duty as visitors, that the mayor, aldermen, and schoolwardens for the- time being, shall,

" from time to time, inspect the free-school, and report at least once in every half year, in writing

" to the common hall, the number of scholars, which, during the preceding half year, have been

" educated upon the foundation of the school, and their opinion of the general conduct and

" management, and state of the discipline thereof, in order that the visitors may be regularly

" informed as to the existing situation of the school, and may from time to time be enabled to

" bestow annual gratuities in proportion to the number of the scholars, and the exertions of the

" master and usher, and the corresponding prosperity of the school, to the end that due

" encouragement may be given to the industry of the master and usher, and that the said school

" may be rendered of the greatest possible utility, according to the design of the foundation.

Sthly. That these ordinances be made known to the master and usher of the free-school, who
'^ are enjoined to an observance thereof; and that any wilful neglect thereof in such master or

" usher, or either of them, be deemed by the mayor, aldermen, and common council, a sufficient

" cause of a motion of the said master or usher from their respective offices, pursuant to the power
" vested in the mayor, aldermen, and common council, by the foundation of the said school."

N- B. By advice of the Corporation, the master provides proper persons to teach the boys-

writing and arithmetic, for which the friends of the scholar pay ten shillings a year ; the

schoolwardens providing all the requisite materials.

Prom the death of the Rev. John Smith, no list of the masters was kept till the year 16^6;

and no list of ushers was kept till the year 1669.

LIST OF THE MASTERS. \ LIST OF THE USHERS.
Thd Rev. John Smith 1669 Tho Rev. William Bradshaw

1626 The Rev. Tibbalds , 1672 The Rev. Vroyne

1630 ^he Rev. Thbmas Leek

1641 The.Rev. Balston

J 063 The Rev. Henry Pits

1664 The Rev. Samuel Birch

1673 The Rev. Jeremiah Chudworlh

1690 The Rev. Gawen Knight

1681 The Rev. John Littlefcare

1686 The Rev. Samuel Birch

170? The Rev. John Lamb

1709 The Rev. John Clarke

1709 The Rev. John Peake

1714 The Rev. George Bettinson

2H
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Jjist of the Masters cmtinued. \ List of the Ushers continued.

1692 The Rev. Edward Griffith
\

1724 The Rev, John Henson

1707 The Rev. Richard Johnson*
\

1732 The Rev. George Wayte

1718 The Rev. William Smeatoij
\

1747 The Rev. Thomas NixoQ

17i9 The Rev. William Saunders
* 1758 The Rev. Francis Henson

1720 The Rev. ^"Woamack * 1766 The Rev. Samuel Berdmorc

1722 The Rev. John Swaile | The Rev. William Fell

1731 The Rev. John Henson |
The Rev. William Anderson

1758 The Rev. Timothy Wylde l 1789 The Rev. Leonard Chapman

1793 The Rev. John Forrest
|

1790 Robert Wood, D. D.

J 807 The Rev. John Toplis, B. D. "

|

Th.e school has undergone considerable repairs at sundry times since its erection, particularly

in the years 1689, 1708, and 1793. The house adjoining it, which is set apart for the use of the

master, is commodious, and in a good state of repair.

On the north side of the High-pavemeirt, and facing the top of Charity-school-hill, stands

THE BLUE COAT SCHOOL.
Upon a brass plate, which was found under the front steps, when they were removed in 1804, is

the following inscription :
—" Nottingham Charity School, founded in 1706, and supported by the

" contributions of the Corporation and others, was, in 1733, removed to this building, which was

" erected for the use oT, and benefit of such school, at the charge of many benefactors, in and

" nigh this town, upon a piece of ground given by Mr. William Thorpe for that purpose."

Mr. Thorpe was an attorney-at-law, as was likewise Mr. Thomas Saunderson, who, in a few

years after the school was erected, left a legacy of forty shillings a year towards its support. In

1805, the school was new roofed, and the front was stuccoed ; but the statues, which represent a

boy and a girl in their school costume, still remain in the niches.-—The following rules and orders,

published in 1793, for the use of the trustees, master, &c. will sufficiently explain the nature of

this institution.

" RULES AKD ORDERS.
" 1st. That eighty be the number of children to be admitted into the school, (o be clothed,

" whereof sixty to be boy^ and twenty girls ; who are to be chosen between the age of eight and

" eleven, and continue at schooLa year at the least ; otherwise to be stript of their clothes. That

" forty to be chosen out of the parish of St. Mary, and twenty out of the other two- parishes of St.

" Peter and St. Nicholas ; and as the subscriptions to this charity increase, the number of children

" to be advanced in that proportion.

* The Corporation brought an action against this man to remove him for incapacity; hut, previous to its being brovight into conrt, he

obtained all the aldermen's signatures to a paper, expressive of his capability to teach a school, under pretence of obtaining another

school, {)rofessin£t himself conscious that he must lose bis situation as masttr of the free-school ; but he cunningly presented this paper io

^ouTt as evidence of his capability j and the Corporation thereby lost the suit. In the course of the trial, one of the counsel, who was

employed by the Corporation, said lo Johnson, who was esteemed of unsound mind, " Mr. Johnson, 1 think I may say to yo»j, as Festni

" said to St. Paul,—too much learning has made thee mad I" To which Johnson immediately replied, " truly, Sir, but, if you should 50

*' mad, no one will my the tam€ aj you!" Tbis brongbt auch a peal of laughter upon the counsel ai caused bimto sit down in peace.
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" 2clly. That e&ch of the said boys have every year, one coat, one waistcoat, one pair of breeches,

" two shirts, two pairs of shoes, two pairs of stockings, two bands, one round bonnet, tuft and

" string, and two pairs of buckles. And each girl, one gown and petticoat, two shifts, two aprons,

" two pairs of shoes, two pairs of stockings, two caps, one riband, two tippets, and two pairs of

" buckles, given them yearly, in May, or at such other times as the trustees think proper.

" 3dly. That the said boys shall wear their coats, bands, stockings, and bonnets,—and the girls

" their gowns and petticoats, caps and tippets every day, so as the trustees and other benefactors

" may know them, and see what their behaviour is abroad.

" 4thly. That in the election of children, regard shall be first and principally had to orphans,

—

" and in the next place, to such as have most children and least to maintain them with, so as strict

" care be taken that none be admitted but those who are real objects of charity, and not any who
" are chargeable to the parish, or whose parents receive relief therefrom ; and that the choice h&

" always impartially made, without respect to friends or interest.

" Sthly. That no children shall be admitted but such as are healthy and strong, and free from

" any contagious distemper : and, to prevent being imposed on, the trustees shall carefully vievv

" and examine each child before his or lier admission.

" 6thly. The master shall constantly attend his proper business in the school every year, from

" seven to eleven in the morning, and from one to five in the evening, betwixt the first day of

" March, and the last of September inclusive ; and from eight to eleven in the morning, and from

" one to four in the afternoon, betwixt the first day of October, and the last of February inclusive.

" And the mistress shall give due attendance to perform her part. And that the children may be
" speedily improved, they shall not be permitted to break up above three times in the year,—at the

" three great festivals, viz. Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide,—and that for no longer time than
" other petty schools.

" 7thly. The master and mistress shall every day carefully observe,—that every child come into,

" the school clean washed and combed ; and that their clothes be neat and whole ; and that they
" do not tear or abuse their books ; and likewise that they do not loiter or play the truant, but
" constantly and exactly (if well) be at school at the hours and times above appointed. And the

" master shall keep a monthly journal or table of the children's absence, neglects, or faults, to be
" laid before the trustees at their meetings, in order to redress the same. And, for his more
" exactness herein, the childrens' names shall be called over in the school every morning and
" afternoon, half an hour after the time appointed for their coming, and the transgressors marked
" in the fault bill, whether absent or tardy.

" 8thly. This school being only intended for the benefit of such poor children whose parents or

" friends are not able to give them learning, the master or mistress shall not receive or demand any
" money, or other gratification of the childrens' friends, at their entrance or breaking up, or upon
" any other pretence whatsoever : neither shall the master or mistress teach any other children
" besides the poor children belonging to this school ; but shall content themselves with their

" salaries, upon pain of forfeiting their places.

" 9thly. The master shaU teach the children the true spelling of words, and distinction of
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" syllables, with the points and stops which are necessary to true reading. They shall also be

" taught to write a fair legible hand, and the rudiments of practical arithmetic, viz. the first five

" rules. And the mistress shall teach the girls to mend their own clothes, work plain work, and to

" knit. And both boys and girls shall be taught to sing psalms, and a mannerly behaviour towards

" all persons : all which, being duly performed, will the better fit them for service or apprenticeships.

" lOthly. That the principal design of this school may be effectually answered, which is,—to

" train up poor children in the knowledge of God and religion, as taught in the church of England,

" the master and mistress shall instruct the scholars in the principles of the christian religion, as

" laid down in the church catechism, which they shall be taught first to pronounce distinctly and

" plainly, and then, for their better understanding thereof, in order to practice, the master shall

" explain it to them, by the help of Lewis's or other proper Exposition : and this shall be done,

''^ at least, twice a week. The master shall also bring and accompany the children to St. Mary's

" cli,urch every Lord's-day, morning and afternoon, to hear divine service and sermon ; and every

•' Holy-day, Wednesday, and Friday, to prayers, once in the day, at least; and shall teach them

" to behave themselves with all reverence while they are in the house of God ; and duly to make

" their reponses, kneel, and to join in the other public services of the church : for which ends

" they are always to have their Bibles and Common Prayer-books with them.

" llthly. The master and mistress shall take special care of the manners and behaviour of the

" children, seriously endeavouring, by all means, to impress the principles of the fear of God, of

" christian truth, justice, integrity, patience, temperance, and all good morals, on their hearts and

" consciences ; and io discourage and root out the very beginnings of vice, particularly lying,

" swearing, cursing, stealing, taking God's name in vain, profanation of the Sabbath-day, idleness,

" disobedience to parents or superiors, or the like, not only by corporeal correction, but, at the

" same time reminding them of the due reverence and love of God, the honor of his name, word

" and day ; times, persons, and places ; with a lively faith and hope in the blessed Son and Spirit:

" and that they are to live in love, peace, and friendship one amongst another, and to avoid bad

" words, quarrelling, and revenge,

" ISthly. The master and mistresa shall use prayer every evening in the school, immediately

" before the children are dismissed ; and shall teach and direct the children to say their private

" prayers when they go to bed and rise.

' " ISthly. The master or mistress shall give to the children some exercise every Saturday night,

" and eve of an Holy-day, either to get part of a psalm, or practical chapter in the Old or New
" Testament, or collect, by art, or write it down, or else a sum or question in arithmetic ; by which

" means they may employ their minds at vacant hours.

" l4thly. That for the satisfaction of all the present contributors, and encourage other persons

" to become so, there shall be an annual public examination of the children, in the several parish

'.' churches of St. Mary, St. Peter, and St. Nicholas, before the trustees, subscribers, and what other

" persons think fit to be present; whereby it may be known how they improve in learning and

" knowledge.

" 15lhly. That to encourage parents to suffer their children, after they are chosen, to continue
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" in the school till they are duly qualified to leave the same, and for the better bringing up of boys

" to mechanical trades, it is agreed by the trustees,—that such children as quit the school with the

" approbation of the said trustees, testified by some memorandum entered in their book, at any of

" their public meetings, shall take their bibles along with them ; and also,—that the treasurer for

" the time being, shall pay to the respective master to whom every guch boy shall be bound

" apprentice, with such approbation so testified, the sum of five guineas, towards putting him out,

" to be paid by five annual and equal payments :—and every girl that has continued her full time

" in the school, and behaved to the satisfaction of the trustees, shall, at her leaving the school, have

" two guineas expended in such clothes for her as the trustees shall think proper."

The Master to be chosen Jur this School to be

" 1st. A member of the Church of England,^ of a sober life and conversation, and not under the

" age of twenty-five years.

" 2dly. One that frequents the Holy Communion.

" 3dly. One that hath a good government of himself and passions.

" 4thly. One of a meek temper and humble behaviour.

" 5thly. One of a good genius for teaching.

" 6thly. One who understands well the grounds and principles of the Christian Religion, and is

" able to give a good account thereof to the minister of the parish, or ordinary, on examination.

" 7thly. One that writes a good hand, and who understands the grounds ©f arithmetic.

" 8thly. One who keeps good order in his family.

"- 9thly. One who is approved by the minister of the parish, (being a subscriber,) before he be
'" presented to be licenced by the ordinary."

The fbllovsxing orders shall he read to the parents, on the admittance of their childrem

into the said Charity School, and be duly observed.

" 1st. That the parents constantly send their children to school at the school hours, and keep
" them at home on no pretence whatever, except in case of sickness, and then they shall give
" information thereof to the master.

" 2dly. That they send their children clean washed and combed, with their clothes neat and whole.

" Sdly. That they correct their children for such faults as they commit at home, or inform their

" master of them ;, whereby the whole behaviour of their children may be the better ordered.

" 4tHy. That, as the subscribers to this school will take due care that the children shall suffer no
" injuries by their rtiaster's correction, (which is only designed for their good,) the parents shall

" freely submit to their children undergoing the discipline of the school, when guilty of any fault,,

" and forbear coming there on such occasions ; so that the children may not be countenanced in

" their faults, nor the master or mistress interrupted or discouraged in the performance of their

" duty.—But if they shall have any great matter of complaint against the master or mistress, they

" shall acquaint the trustees thereof, at the public meetings.

" 5thly. That they set them good examples, and keep them in good order, when at home;
" 6thly. Tbal this school may not only serve for the instruction and benefit of the children, but

" also of their parents, particularly of such as cannot read; they, for their own sakes as well as

ai
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" their children's, are frequently to call on them, at home, to repeat their catechism, and read the

" holy scriptures, especially on the Lord's day ; and to use prayer, morning and evening, in their

" families : so that all may be the better informed of their duty, and, by a constant and sincere

" practice thereof, procure the blessings of God upon them.

" Tthly. That the parents set or hang this table of orders in some visible and convenient place

" in their houses, and keep it from being torn, defaced, or destroyed, as long as they can.

" Sthly. If the parents do not observe the said orders, their children are to be dismissed the-

" school, and to forfeit their school clothes.

" N. B. These orders extend to those that have the care of orphans, as well as to parents.

" *^* For the better observing these rules and orders, it is agreed,—that they shall be hung up

" in a frame in some convenient place in the school, and in the room v^here the trustees usually

" meet; and,—that the trustees and childrens' parents, or persons with whom they lodge, have

" each of them a copy hereof."

" For 1/e have the poor with you always ; and whensoever ye zeill, ye may do them good,"—St. Mark, c. xiv, t. 7.

Without wishing, in the smallest degree, to impeach the purity of intention, with which these

rules and orders were dictated, it is next to an impossibility for a parent not to lament, that more

distinguishing bounds were not prescribed to the exercise of a choloric master's wrath; for

instances of unbecoming severity have been notorious in this school ; though, to the credit of Mr.

Milner, the present master, it is just to say, that since he held the office, no circumstance of this

nature has ever reached the author's ears. It is true, that parents may complain of cruel usage

to their children, to the trustees at their public meetings ; but, the broad and sanguine stripe,

and tJie whip-injlicted iceal, may be obliterated before an opportunity offers itself for their

complaining ; in which case an application for redress, would be deemed frivolous and vexatious,

which would add the spur of revenge to a cruel master's conduct, and, very probably, be the means

of withholding from the children the conditional gratuity at their quitting the school. For men in

authority too often pay implicit credence to the declarations of others in authority, while the

evidence of the less fortunate complainants is neglected and contemned". And, the doubts here cast

upon the consequences of parents complaining of cruelty to their children, are completely justified

from the repulsive and cold-blooded manner in which the article is written which authorizes such

complaints. The effect too of great severity being exercised, must have a tendency to pervert the

intention of the institution ; for when fear is the only thing which holds pupils in subordination,

they look upon their preceptor with horror; and, consequently, every word which falls from his lips

makes an unfavorable impression on their minds. The man knows little of the human heart, who

substitutes severity/ for affability, either in the government of an empire, a school, or a family.

In the year 1788, a division took place among the subscribers to this institution, which produced

THE UNITARIAN CHARITY SCHOOL,
that has ever since been held in the High-pavement chapel, or the school rooms contiguous to it,

erected for that purpose when the chapel was repaired. The establishment consists of thirty bojs

and twenty-four girls : about one half of each number are annually clothed, according to their

seniority in the school. Mr. John Malbon is master.
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SACRAMEJVTAL SCHOOL.
It is customary for those persons who partake of the Lord's supper in the national establishment,

to make a donation towards providing a charitable fund : in St. Mary's parish such fund is thus

disposed of—£18 is annually paid td the sexton for teaching thirty poor children in the rudiments

of reading, writing, and arithmetic—twelve guineas are disposed of in bread, to be given at Easter

and Christmas to the poor ; and the remainder is equally divided among the churchwardens and

vicar, to enable them to be bountiful, in their official capacities, without touching their private

purses. In 1807, they received about fourteen pounds each.

At the above date a number of children had clothes found to wear on Sabbath days, by some

worthy females, providing they attended divine service regularly in this church; but these are now

led, by their principal patroness. Miss Maddock, to St. James's church.

SUJVDAY SCHOOLS, ^c.

If the adoption of any science, scheme, or institution, ever received the approbation of mankind

more than any other, it is that of teaching the children of the indigent the rudiments of education

on the Sabbath day ; for the mass of the rising generation are thereby enabled to comprehend,

apply, and partake of the elements of social life ; to judge between a servile submission, and a

savage insolence of conduct to their superiors ; to form right notions of the laws of God, and of

the rights of man ; and, many of them are also enabled to apply to the arts and sciences, or in the

higher spheres of life, those talents which heaven has bestowed upon them, and which might

otherwise have been bound up by the frost of ignorance, or let loose in a dangerous display of

uncultivated dissipation. Were it proper for the writer of local history, to branch out into the

regions of panegyrilc, when the subject in hand is not biographical, a field the most extensive,

strewed with flowerets the most choice, hei-e presents itself to the luxuriance of imagination ; but

here, propriety directs the attention principally to facts.

The generosity of a sentimental public, in erecting a monument of national approbation to

distinguished merit, has attributed the invention and original application of this never to be

sufficiently praised institution, to Mr. Raikes, printer, of Gloucester ; and, no doubt, the principal

merit, as far as the unwearied application of talent and time goes, is his due ; but as he dates his

exertions no farther back than 1781, or 80, I have proof before me, that he Avas neither the original

inventor nor applier of sunday school teaching. John Moore, a framework-knitter, of Leicester,

who, with a philanthropic mind, possessed a strong and active genius, undertook to teach as many

children to read and write, gratis, on the Sabbath, as his premises would contain. He adopted

this plan some time previous to the commencement of Mr. Raikes's labours, though the precise

date is lost, and pursued it several years. The following, however, is a case in point, with exactness

both of circumstance and date.

William Hallam, born at Kirton, in this county, in 1743, received an excellent English education

at East Redford ; and, though he served an apprenticeship to a framework-knitter in Nottingham,
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he afterwards conducted seminaries in various parts of England, particularly at Buxton, Tumham

Green, in Middlesex, Mansfield Woodhouse, &c. In 1777, he kept a school at Moneyash in the

Peak of Derbyshire, and, shortly after the commencement of the following year, he began the

teaching of poor children and servants, gratis, on the Sabbath, which is two years, at least,

previous to the commencement of Mr. Raikes's efforts in the same laudable undertaking
;
and, as

a proof that Mr. Hallam pursued his plan, and that it was publicly approved, the Rev. John

Coxson, minister of the village, preached a charity sermon the first Sunday after Easter, the same

year, for the purpose of purchasing books, &c. for the use of Mr. Hallam's sunday school

institution. In 1781, he became master of the free-school in Mansfield Woodhouse, at which time

he opened a Sunday school, and advertised for scholars to be taught gratis.* At this time too the

flame extended to Nottingham, and a Sunday school was opened by the Methodists in Hockley

chapel ; and several other religious sects in the town soon followed the example. The New

Methodists, after their separation from the old, built a very commodious .school-house, two

stories high, in Broad-lane-paddock, in 1804. The conductors of the Sunday school in Castle-gate

chapel, as well as of that in Broad-lane-paddock, refuse to teach arithmetic on the Sabbath; the

boys therefore attend two or three evenings in the week, for the purpose of receiving instruction

in that science ; and the girls, at the same time, are instructed in the art of sewing.

The contention between Joseph Lancaster, one of the society of Friends, and Dr. Bell a

member of the church of England, for priority in the invention of simplifying the plan of

education, produced a great national benefit, for the partizans of both have amplified their

pretensions, by a most extensive practice ; therefore there is scarcely a child in England that has

not an opportunity of acquiring the rudiments of education, except its parents prevent it.

In the spring of 1810, a spirited subscription was entered into here for the purpose of

establishing a school, on the principles and plan laid down by Mr. Lancaster ; and on the 6lh of

August, the same year, the school was opened, in a building on the south side of Broad-marsh,

originally erected for a cotton mill. And, the extraordinary acquirements made by many of the

boys, under the tuition of Mr. Isaac Mac Leod, who has conducted the institution from its

establishment, have gratified the most sanguine expectations of the subscribers.f A school, on the

principles of Dr. Bell, was also instituted shortly after, by subscription among the members of the

established church, and which is held in a building in High-cross-street, originally erected for a

dissenting meeting-house. There are also about forty academies, and other schools of inferior

note, in the town, the principal of which are, that conducted by the Rev. Dr. Nicholson, in

Parliament-street, the spacious apartments for which were erected about the year 1777 ; that of

Mr. Robert Goodacre's on Standard-hill, who erected this commodious building, with an observatory

at the top in 1807 ; the Rev. James Tayler's, on Short-hill ; Mr. Rodgers's, in St. James's-street

;

Mr. Biddulph's, in St. Mary's-gate; and Mr. Scott's, Parliament-street.

* At the time this article vas mads up for the printer, Hallam was a pauper in St. Mary's vorkhouse in this town.

+ The Corporation have generously furnished ground closely adjoining the Lambley hospital on the Derby-road, for the erection of

new school-house, for the use of the Lancasterian institution ; and which is eipocted ihorlly to bi built. I
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BEJVEVOLEJVT INSTITUTIONS.
In the year 1776, a few humane persons among the Quakers, began a society at the house of

Mr. George Bott, dentist, Bridlesmith-gate, for benevolent purposes, and, in consequence of its

being continued where it was began, it has obtained the appellation of " Bolt's society," the

main design of which will be best explained, in the following quotation from their address. " The
•'design of this institution is, to extend relief to such cases of distress as cannot be assisted, or

" sufficiently relieved, by the parochial laws of the country. To accomplish this purpose, monthly

*' visitors are appointed, who inspect the cases of those who are recommended, or by any means,

" come under the notice of the society ; and relieve them by aid of medicine, by the distribution

" of apparel, by temporary loans or donations of money, coal, and provisions, as circumstances

" require. By these means the society assists strangers in distress,—persons labouring under

" temporary disease or casual misfortune,—aids the widow and orphan, and endeavours to

" encourage industry, cleanliness, and virtue."

" The benevolent purposes of this society have been greatly promoted by the liberal exertions

" of several ladies (subscribers to this institution,) who visit such of their own sex as are properly

" recommended, either when lying-in, or under any circumstances of poverty and sickness, and

" contribute to their relief by the donation of linen, money, or such other aid as they deem

" necessary and expedient. Very essential advantages have also arisen from the free and liberal

" exertions of several medical gentlemen."

The number of subscribers to this institution, in ISl^, amounted to 244 ; and, at the close of

that year their accounts stood thus :

—

Dr.
\

Cr.

£. s. d. \ sB. >. 4.

To balance in hand January 1st, 1814 - 18 1^ By 771 cases of want relieved ... 110 12 7

To subscriptions received ..... 167 19 5 By blankets and baize ......1342
To donations ........ llOiBy linen ..........2OOO
To interest _........ llSfijBy postage, &c. ....... 160

X By balance ia hand ...... .27 10

%
172 3 7 J , 172 3 7

In 1804, a benevolent society was formed in St. Mary's church ; and the following is a copy of

their public address, in February, I8O8.

"TO THE INHABITANTS OF NOTTINGHAM AJ^D ITS VICIJ^ITY,

"The committee conducting the affairs of the society for the relief of the sick poor, beg leave

" to lay a statement of their accounts, and the cases relieved during the last year before the. public.

" It is with regret they have to state, that circumstances have arisen which make it necessary now
" to restrict the administration of the benefits of this institution to the parish of St. Mary's only.

—

" It is scarcely necessary, to observe that the subjects of distress in that populous parish are so

" numerous, and some of them in such extreme indigence and misery, that were the funds increased,

" the committee could much extend their usefulness, even in their present contracted sphere : they

2 K
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assi! .-inir .fcw

'•' trust, therefore, that they shall continue to receive the support of a generous public to an

" institution so important as a measure of general utility, so bene^cial in its effects, and so

•' consonant to the principles o( our holy religion."

Tlie following is the state of the society's accounts, for the year 1807.

Dr. \ Cr.

^. s. d. X
'

' £. s. d.

To balance in hand from 1806 ... 60 6 3 ^ By 666 cases relieved . . . - - - 147 4 6

To subscriptions and donations ... 140 14 i By statioaaiy, ........ 140
5 By me(Jicine .23 19

t By balance in hand . .... - - 28 12 §

201j,|0 3, I 201 3

In this year, that is in 1S07, the society held at Mr. Bott's relieved 1013 cases, making the

number of the distressed individuals thus relievedj many of them with large families, amount to

1679. The reader, by adding these to the vast number receiving parochial aid at the same time,

or, at least by adding the sums of money thus expended, will be enabled to form a tolerably

accurate opinion of the misery bro^ight upon this fine town by ia cruel and sanguinary war.

Had the writer been solely guided by the feelings of his own heart, on this subject, he would

have given the name of every subscriber to thpse praise-worthy institutions; but, as many readers

might have thought it an unnecessary extension to the number of the pages, the object was given

up. For, what a contrast would .those lists have. exhibited, when compared with those men whose

names are accompanied with the appellation of hero, and who are generally, selected by historians

to emblazon their works ; men who have acquired an exalted reputation by murder, and every

possible means of devastation—men, whose characters rise in the giddy fancy of mankind, in

proportion to the number and magnitude of spoliations they have occasioned—men, whose purpose

on earth seems to be to blast the fair blossom^ of fructifying nature, and to sport with the mercies of

heaven. Compare the actions of these men, with the conduct of those who visit the bed of

sickness and distress, for the purpose of administering relief ; and then ask, which arc the most

to be admired ! which the most worthy of imitation !

VACCINE INSTITUTION,
Among the numerous benefits resulting from the ingenuity of man, perhaps there is not one,

which deserves more the commendation of society than the discovery of vaccine inoculation; as

it prevents the infectiously spreading of, and^ in time, might wholly eradicate one of the most

loathsome diseases which ever afflicted the human frame. Dr. Marryatj when speaking of the

cause of the small pox says, " It seems to be born with us, and to lie hid until some violent

" exagitation of the blood, from the introduction of a variolous particle, raises the seminal ferment,

" and occasions the appearance of those eruptions."

In the year 1800, Mr. Jdhn Attenburrow, a surgeon ef long and pre-eminent practice in this

town, undertook to propagate vaccine inoculation amongst his fellow-towns-people. He first

inOtulated his ovm son ; and the second he operated on, was an infant son of Mr. Charles Baxter,
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who then kept the Cordvvainer's Arms public-house, on Tollhouse-hill—in both cases, complete

success crowned his fondest wishes. He repeated the operation twice upon each child, but the

vaccine matter only took effect the first time. He then tried the infectous matter of the natural

pock; but it took no effect. Mr. Attenburrow had still to contend against prejudices of women of

all ages, and particularly the systematic prejudices of old women in men's cloathing, among whom

were some of the faculty ; but his credit and perseverance at length sacrificed the follies of his

opposers at the altar of ptiblic good'.' Mrs. Baxter, possessing enlarged ideas, and a mind of

superior polish, to what generally falls to the lot of most women in her sphere of life, pitied the

clamours of those wh.o,called her an unnatural mother ; and her conduct on this occasion had its

proper effect upon the minds of her female neighbours. Mothers, shortly after, began to flock to

lyir. Attenburrow's surgery with their children to be inoculated, who, instead of making a ch»ge,

thanked them for their attendance. Thus the principle and the practice of vaccine inoculation

spread abroad hand in hand ; and When a child became inflicted with the natural pock, its mother

was branded; as an enemy to her own child, under an impression that its affliction was the

consequence of her own obstinacy or neglect. The other surgeons sOon f(rflowed the praise-worthy

example seti themby Mr. Attenburrow ; a discrimination was made between those parents who

could, and those who could not afford to pay for the inoculation of their children; and this

discrimination formed the boundaries to the exercise of this new species of charity. Upon an

investig-ation of the business, by a number of wealthy and humane inhabitants of the town, this

practice was thought to be too heavy' a tax upon the benevolence of gentlemen of the faculty, in

particular as the burden fell principally on a few; a public subscription was therefore began in

18o5, for the purpose of paying a surgeon for inoculating the children of the poor; and to say

that the small pox were not nearly driven from the town, would be to libel the good sense of the

inhabitants. In 1813, this institution was brought to a close, for want of subscriptions to carry it

on ; but, at the same time a medical establishment was formed at St. Mary's workhouse, by the

overseers of that parish ; where the poor children of the parish are vaccinated gratis on the

application of their parents.—In 1814, a fever house was established at this workhouse, which,

at the succeeding Easter, was warmly commended for its usefulness in arresting' the progress of

contagious fevers, by H. Payne, M. D. and Mr. Henry Oldknow, surgeon j the then superintendents

of the medical establishment.*

* When the celebrated ladjr, Mary Wortley MuDtague was residing in Turkey with her husband, who was the British Ambassador at

Constantinople, she was delivered of a daughter, about the year 1715, and, as inoculation with the natural pock was common in that

country, she submitted to her child's undergoing the operation ; and this was the first British bom subject that was thus operated upon.

This child, afterwards became wife to the Earl ef Bute, political preceptor to George the Third. lo 1721, several condemned

{criminals in Newgate submitted to the natural pock inoculation, on condition of having their liberty granted, if they survived the

disease thus communicateil. They not only survived but did well ; ind from that time the practice of inoculation became general

ha this country. And, it is well for mankind that, that practice is superceded by a better.
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CHAPTER VI.

CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE SEVEHAL MONASTERIES IN THIS TOWN PRIOR
TO THE REFORMATION.

On entering on this subject, I shall not,, like Throsby, drop a tear of sympathy over the places

where once stood these monumetits of human folly and prejudice; for, it must be the wish of every

friend to the human race, that seminaries of incest, sodomy, and every other species of abomination,

such as monasteries were known to be, should be swept from the face of the earth, and that the

ploughshare should convert the ground whereon they stand into nurseries for human food ; or that

the buildings themselves be turned into recepticlcs for indigence and old age, or into schools for

the education of youth. I am not sufficiently an antiquary, to admire an institution, merely because

it is old, independently of the influence it has, or may have had on the manners and happiness of

mankind. With the man who admires for admiring's sake, such a notion may suit; but, with the

opinions of him, who couples utility with veneration, it will always be at odds.

If the charms of Anne Bullen were the cause of monasteries being destroyed in England (and

there is great reason to believe that they were) the nation owes more to her memory, than to that

of any other female, who ever breathed the breath of life ; for national utility and liberality of

sentiment are as much at variance with the congregating of monastic hordes, as the practice of

virtue is with the conduct of the vilest of the Billingsgate fraternity.

Monachism took its rise in the east, sometime in the third century ; but I neither mean to tire

myself or try the reader's patience by relating the history of its progress : suffice it to say, that

religious persecution and the reveries of devotees gave it birth—superstition, craft, idleness, and

unnatural lust procured its maturity—arrogance, presumption, ignorance, and a spirit of domination
secured its power for a time, and made it the bridler of kings and the fetterer of nations—and,
in this country, the charms of a worthy woman produced its overthrow and death. May it never

revive, to scourge mankind with its bloody lash, and bind human reason in chains ! In this town

the following orders were established, viz. The brothers of St. John of Jerusalem ; t/ie Minorites,

or Grei/ Friars ; and the Carmelites, or White Friars.

The brothers of St. John, observed a perfect equality of property in their creed—" Thy money
" be with thee to perdition," was a proverbial expression among them, to shew that individual

property was a thing which they despised—How strangely men differ in opinion about this thing

called money; for we find many men in the present age, with professions equal in sanctity to those

manifested by the brothers of St. John, who would risk perdition in the pursuit of gain—A raan

must have been a warrior from his youth, and have fought in support of the cross of Christ, to
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ensure his election into this order ; many of the members whereof were famous in the crusades,

or crosades, in what is called the holy land, during which, if we are to believe their legends,

numerous miracles were wrought among them, such as Christ conversing with them on certain

occasions, and the wonderful conversion of stones into loaves^ and loaves into stones, to suit

different purposes.

After the failure of the crusades, the members of this order were dispersed into different parts of

Europe ; but their principal place of residence was Malta ; and, excepting that remnant, they have

long been extinct^ and those aie now swallowed up in the vortex of European contentions. A
party of them settled in Nottingham about the year 1215, and their habitation occupied the site

where now stands the house of correction. In 1539, their order was dissolved; and their estate

here was afterwards given to the Corporation to enable them to keep the Trent bridge in repair.

Their dress consisted of a linen surplice, which reached down to their feet, with an outward black

garment in the shape of a cloak, and a hood of the same colour, covering the head, except the

crown-, which was shaven, and constrained to be uncovered. They were.not permitted to have any

more sisters than were neces,sary to serve the sick and look after the affairs of the house, and, if

any of the brothers were found to be lewd, they were expelled, except they were mending their

conduct.

The Minorites, or Grei/ Friars, had a convent at tbe south-west corner of Broad-marsh ; and

the land belonging it was walled round, and extended to the Leen, Their founder was a mendicant

of the name of Francis, whom superstition and fraud dubbed with the appellation of Saint, arid

who, very probably, was such a character as Bampfylde Moore Carew, the celebrated hero among

modern mendicants, while his followers,. most likely, were not unlike the gangs of sham-crippled

beggars of Bampfylde ; and hence the members of this very respectable order were honored with

the name of mendicants. We are told, that St. Francis was an Italian merchant, extremely

wicked ; and, that after he turned Saint, he robbed his father to enable him to repair the christian

churches. This was a fit person to make a Sairit of, that he might intei'cede for a remission

of other people's sins, he being so exceedingly well acquainted with crimes and robberies

himself.

Deering, when introducing this subject, says, " Dr. Thoroton takes notice, that in the 5th of

*' King Stephen, mention is made of the monks of Nottingham ; this was before any particular

" denomination of regulars were in this town, else they would have been called by the peculiar

"name of their profession; but what puts it out of all doubt is, that the Franciscans, [the

" Minorites] of which the Minors are a branch, did not come into England till 1220, and the

" Carmelites not till 1240, whereas the 5th of King Stephen is so early as 1110." And, in page

62, when speaking of Franciscans, he says, " this order came first into England in 1210, about

" the 4th of King Henry the Third." This requires no comment, as the reader cannot avoid seeing

that our author contradicts himself; except that it is necessary to state, that the 5th of Stephen was

in 1140, and that the 4th of Henry the Third was in 1220; it therefore appears proper to give

preference to the testimony of Thoroton.

2 L
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These mendicants wore a long grey coat, and a hood of the same colour. They went barefooted;

and were girded round the waist with a cord.

The Carmelites settled in England in tlie early f)art of the twelfth century ; and, in 1290, they

were very numerous, at which time they obtained permission from Pope Honorius the 4tlij to

exchange their party-coloured mantle, which they pretended to wear in imitatioti of the mantle of

the prophet Elias, for a white cloak ; and hence they obtained; the name of White Friars. They

took their original name of Carmelite$ from a set of hermits that dwelt en Mount Carmel in

Palestine. Their convent in this town stood where now stands the house of Mr. Bakewell,

woolstapler, between St. James's-street and Friar-lane.

ST. LEOJVARD s HOSPITAL.
Concerning this institution, Thoroton has the following words :

—" The Lepers of the hospital

" of St. Leonard at Nottingham, 10. H. 3. (1226) had reasonable estrover of dead wood to be

" gathered in the forest of Nottingham."

This institution cannot be considered as having been a recepticle for a distinct religious order,

but merely as an appendage to the rest ; or, as the name imports, a house for the reception oj

lepers.

Hospitals for the reception of those persons troubled with the dreadful disease of leprosy were

common among the Hebrews, as may be seen by referring to the 2d of Kings, the vii. chap. v. 8.

and Luke the xvii. chap. v. 12. This distemper was introduced into Europe by the Moors and

Arabs, about the beginning of the eleventh century ; and, with such extreme violence did it rage^,

that Matthew Paris, the historian, who died in 1259, informs us, that in his time there were not less

than nine thousand hospitals for lepers in Europe. , Leprosy is one of the most dreadful diseases

which ever afflicted mankind, so much so, that the Hebrews looked upon it as a visitation from

heaven for some heinous offence, and therefore never attempted ils cure, except by washing and

religious expiation. And, in latter times, those afflicted with this disease were always reputed

unclean, and were therefore necessitated to live apart from those that were not thus afflicted ; in

consequence thereof they formed themselves into societies for mutual protection and benefit : they

erected convents for habitations, and dedicated them to some particular saint, according to the

superstition of the day. Here monks, friars, priests, and lay persons might dwell together, without,

being subject to the rules of any particular order, except such as related to the ameliorating their

distetmpered condition.

Deefing, aftey much research, for the site whereon stood the hospital of St. Leonard in this.,

town, concluded it to be at the south-west corner of Narrow-marsh, where a church-like

foundation, which has been removed in part, and partly re-occupied with new buildings within the

last fifteen years, in his opinion justified such a conclusion. Had our author seen Spede's map„

his research might have been spared ; for there the lepers' hospital is distinctly seen, in the place

where he conceived it to have been. It appears by an instrument of the 31st of Edward the

Third, that an endowment of half an acre of land in the king's domains within the court of

Nottinghahn, in the hermitage, which was called Owswell, was granted to St. Leonard's hospital.
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FRATERJVITY OF S.T. SEPULCHRE, 4-c,

Thoroton informs us, that/ in the reign of Henry the Third, there was a party in this town,

called the Fraiernity of St. Sepulchre, (Fratres S. Sepubhri) and a college of secular priests in

the castJe, aa likewise a cell for four monks in the chapel of St. Mary in the rock under the castle.

In a small book, printed in 1680, entitled Valor Beneficiorum, this chapel is said to have been a

rectory, and of £5 value in the kings books.

It has often excited considerable surprise, that Henry the EJighth, cat\sidering with what rancour

he destroyed the monasteries, did not give up the title of Defender of the Faith in a huff, as it

was given to him by P©pe Leo the Tenth, for defending the absurdities of the church of Rome
against the doctrines of Martin Luthei*. For^ this was the very Pope that used to make his boast

how much money the mother church had obtained by thefable of the birth of Christ; therefore,

according to the opinion of this pious Pope, Henry's merit consisted in supporting a superstructure,

which had a fable for its foundation ! Alas, Henry ! where was thy honor, when thou receivedst a

title from a professed hypocrite ?

Sometaubjes m\\ an upgroipn child beguile,

At which a boy of five years old would itnile {

* The author, from mere curiosity, presents the followiqg charter from Dagdale's Moaastecan :—
Charter of King Henry the Fourth, granted to the priory of Benedictine Nuns, at Derby.

Henry, by the grace af God, King of England ^nd France, and Lord of Ireland, to all to whom these letters may come, health : Know ye

that, as we have been informed-, our progenitor. Lord Henry the Third, King of England, did, by his letters patent, for the augmentation of

his revenue, and the better maintenance of our beloved in Christ the prioress and the convent of nuns of the priory of St. Mary de Pratis,

of Derby, give and concede to the said prioress and convent, for praying for the soul of John the Father of the aforesaid King Henry, one

hundred shillings, as a free, pure, and perpetual charity, to be received annually \>y themselves and their successors, from the fee-farn»

of the town of Nottingham, by' the hands of the bailiffs fqr the time being ; which letters have been burnt by the sudden misfortune of fire,

We, therefore, of our special grace, at the prayer of the aforesaid priorefs and convent, and on consideration of what has been before stated,

do g\v0 and concede for ourselves and our heirs as far as in us lies, to the aforesaid prioress and oonvint, the sum of one hundred shillings,

to be paid annually, for ever, to themselves and their successors, out of the fee-farm of our town of Nottingham, by tbe hands of the bailiffs

of the said town,' for the time being, at two equal payments, on St. Michael's day, and Easter. In testimony of which, we have caused

these ourletters p^tantto be made ; rqyself being witness, at Westminster, tbi> day of July, in the first year of tur reign.
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CHAPTER VII.

CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE HOSPITALS, ALMS-HOUSES, AND OTHER CHARITIES.

PLUMPTRE's HOSPITAL.
Prior to the reformation^ this institution, with much propriety, might have been classed under

the headrchapels ; but since the endowment has been better applied, than in maintain^ two lazy

priests to teach a few old women how to count their beads and mumble their pater-nosters, it comes

properly under the present head.

.

Deering, on the part of his patron, John Plumptre, Esq. or, at least in his name,, makes an

attack upon Thoroton, for having committed a mere sexual error in his account of this hospital;

while he has laboured in his own ]qpg and garbled account, evidently to conceal certain names, as

connected with circumstaifces of embezzling the proceeds of this charity. I shall therefore prefer

the relation given by Thoroton, which is as follows :

—

" In the time of King Richard the Second here flourished Henry de Plumptre, and two Johns

" de Plumptre, brothers, as their several wills do intimate ; Henry's testament bears date 1408,

" which year he died, in which he gave a legacy to his sister Elisota, and another to John de
'' Croweshawe his younger brother, besides very many other, as one to Thomas his brother's son,

•' and another to Elizabeth his own wife's daughter ; John his son and heir, and Margaret then

' wife of the said Henry, were his executors, and Thomas de Plumptre, chaplain, a witness.

" John de Plumptre's testament was dated 1415, not long before his death, he also gave a leo^cy

" to his sister Elisota, and another to his brother John : his executors were John de Plumptre, his

" cousin, and Thomas de Plumptre, chaplain, his cousin also; John Plumptre, junior, was witness.

" This John the testator had a licence, 16 R. 3. to found a certain hospital or house of God, of

" (or for) two chaplains, whereof one should be master or warden of the said hospital, or house of

" God, and of (or for) thirteen widows broken with old age, and depressed with, poverty, in a

" certain messuage of the said John, with the appurtenances in Nottingham, and to give the said

" messuage, and ten other messuages, and two tofts, witb the appurtenances in the said town, to the

" said master or warden, and his successors, viz. the one messuage for the habitation ot the said

" chaplains and widows, and the rest, for their sustentation, to pray for the wholesome estate of the

" said John, and Emme his wife whilst they should live, and for their souls afterwards. In the

" year 1400, July 13, seeing that God had vouchsafed him to build a certain hospital at the bridge

" end of Nottingham in honor of God, and the annunciation of his mother the blessed Vir°-in, for

" the sustenance of thirteen poor women, &c. he proposed to ordain a chantry, and willed that it

" should be at the altar of the annunciation of the blessed Virgin Mary in the chapel built beneath
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" the said hospital^ and should be of two chaplains perpetually to pray for the state of the king, of

" him the said John de Plumptre, and Emme his wife, and of the whole community of Nottingham,

" &c. who with the prior of Lenton, after tiie death of the said John the founder, were to present

" to it, and eafch of the said two chaplains were for their stipends to have 100s. yearly paid in

" money out of the said ten tenements, and two tofts in Nottingham. After the dissolution of

" monasteries, in 2 E. 6. Sir Gervase Clifton, Sir John Hersey, Sir Anthony Nevile, Knights,

" and William BoUes, Esquire, commissioners for the survey of colleges, chapels, &c. certified

" that no poor were then to be found in this hospital, and that the lands were then wholly employed
" to the benefit of one Sir Piers Bursdale, priest, master thereof. Afterwards both the hospital

" and chapel became ruinous and demolished, and the very materials embezzled, till after diverse

" patents of the said mastership, Nicholas Plumptre, of J^ottingham, 24 Eiiz. obtained one, and
" with the fines be received, made some reparations, and brought in some poor, but after his

" decease during the masterships of Richard Parkins of Boney, and Sir.George his son, who it

" seems were trusted successively, for Henry Plumptre, son ynd heir of the Nicholas, in his

" noh-age, having then married Anne, the daughter of the said Richard, and sister of the said Sir

" George Parkins, both the hospital and tenements belonging to it grew into great decay, until after

" Sir George's death, that Nicholas Plumptre, son and heir of Henry, last named, became master

" by a patent 5 Car. 1 and made some repairs and amendments, which yet were not judged
" sufficient by his bj-other and heir Huntingdon Plumptre,' doctor of physick, who all succeeded
" him in the mastership, which he obtained 1645, (being then eminent in his profession, and a
" person of great note, for wit and learning, as formerly he had been for poetry when he printed

" his book of Epigrams and Batrachomyomachia) for in the year 1650, he pulled the hospital

" down, and rebuilt it as now appears, and advanced the rents, so , that the monthly allowance to

" the poor is double to what it wa& anciently. His son and heir Henry Plumptre, Esquire, is now
" master or guardian, being so made by his present majesty, 24 Car. 2. 1672."*

For a considerable time prior to 1645, the allowance to each poor- widow was one penny per
day, at which date it was advanced to two shillings and tenpence a month, with an additional

sixpence on -^New-year's-day. In 1650, the allowance was advanced to five shillings a month ; at

a subsequent period it was fifteen shillings, accompanied with a ton of coal and a new gown to

each at Christmas ; and now it is £1 2s. 7d. per mon4h, with the gowns and coal continued.

The behaviour of two of the venerable occupiers of this hospital, wlien I went to examine it,

was calculated to make an impression, not easily to be defaced—they were upwards of ei^^hty years

af age ; and the reader, it is hoped, will pardon me for dropping a few words on the subject. On
being asked some questions respecting their situation, their eyes began to flow with tears, and they

seemed lost in an extacy of joy when speaking of the pious founder; but particularly when
referring to the conduct of Francis Evans, Esq. steward to the estate, and disposer of the proceeds.

* This woilhy character resided in the house now occupied by Mr. George Johnson, which stands at the right hand corner of the
entrance into Willoughby-rovv from Fisher-gate; and it is very probable that he built it, os hi. family arms wore engraven uu stone anij

placard in the front, where they still remain.

2 M
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Being ignorant of the motives wliich induced the inquiry, they said, " surely you dont intend to

" do us any hurt
; for, Mr. Evans is so good a gentleman, that he never lets us ask twice for

''any thing !" When 1 had explained toXliem, the object of my inquiries, they exclaimed, "That
" is all we want—Go4 bless you—^and be sure to give Mr. Evans a good character." We wept

together ; and I left them, with a mind fully determined to comply with their desires.

The founder of this hospital was a merchant of the staple of Calais ; and, by whatremains of

the ancient fabric, it appears to have consisted of massive stone walls, in which are still to be seen

several Yiiches, which the old ladies, before alluded to, justly remarked, had been made for the

admission of images connected with the Roman Catholic religion. Just opposite to the common

entrance out of Fisher-gate is the door place which led into the chapel— it is bricked up, and is

the only remaining appearance of that ancient place of worship^ which, Deering says, " was 58

" feet long and 32 feet in front." Our author likewise says, that the west front of the hospital in

his day, was 74 feet ;. and that the depth of it was 63 feet In what manner he took his

admeasurement I cannot tell ; for though the building is in the- same state as it was then, except

as time and repairs may have altered it, according to the admea^surement which I took of it, the

west front is about 27 feet, and the depth of it in Fisher-gate, about 96 feet.

Over the western entrance used to be the following Latin inscription, which was preserved by

Thoroton :

—

Xenodochium hoc cum sacello adjunctd in

honorem Annunciationis B. Virg. Mariae

pro 13. pauperiorum Viduarum 5f 3 Sa-

cerdatum alimonia Johannes de Plumptre,

fundavif A. D, 1390. Quod ftemporis

diuturmtate jam pene confectum) instauravit

denuo, Sg hac qualicunq. structurd se sibi

restituit Huntingdonus Plumptre ex fami-
iia fundatoris, Armiger, Sg ejusdem Hos-

pitii Magister, A. D. 1650.

in a note on this inscription Deering makes the following remark, " This inscription might be

" somewhat worn in Thoroton's time, so that he might easily mistake the round part of the 2 for a

" cypher, Thft licence being obtained in 1393." That Thoroton mistook the figure for a cypher,

there seems little doubt ; and that Deering is also wrong in his correction is also certain, as the

licence was <»btained the 1 6th of Richard the Second, which was in 1393. This error is preserved

too upon the stone which contains the subsequent inscription.*

The stone containing the above inscription being very much defaced, it was taken away,

probably when the alterations were made in 1753, and one containing the following was placed ia

its stead.

* Dugdale, in his ManatUcan, ssys the licence for the founding of this hospital was obtained in I WO.
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" Plumptre Hospital,

originally founded and endowed for the support of a master and a priest, and 13 poor widows,

by John de Plumptre, in 1392. Wlien almost decayed it loas in part renewed by a descendent

of the founder, Huntingdon Plumptre, Esq. 1650.

" Besides other great improvements, four new tenements were added by his grandson, John

Plumptre, Esq. deceased, in 1751. His son, John Plumptre, Esq. repaired the old buildings and

added two new tenements, thus completing the charitable design of, the benevolent founders,

A. D. 1753."

haNjDLeys almshouses
Handley's hospital, which consists of twelve habitations, stands in Stoney-street, the building

commencing near the top of Barker-gate, and extending northwards in the former street : upon a

stone in the centre of the front is the following inscription, now almost obliterated, accompanied

with the arms of the founder.

Henry Handley, Esq. whose body is interred

in the Church of Bramcote in the County of

Nottingham, caused this Aims-House to be e-

rected for 12 poor People, and did give one

hundred Pounds yearly, forth of his ancient In-

heritance, Lands at and near Br^imcote afore-

said, for pious and charitable Uses, to continue

for ever. Namely XII. for the Maintenance

of the said 12 poor people; XXZ. for a Week-

ly Lecture in this Town ; XXI. for a Preach-

ing and residing Ministejr at Bramcote ; VZ.

for the Poor of Bramcote ; V/. for the Poor at

Wilford ; XXs. to the Poor of Beeston ; XXs.
to the Poor of Chjlwell ; XXs. to the Poor of

Attenborow and Toton ; XXs. to the Poor of

Sfaplefprd; XXs. to the Poor of Trowell ;

XXs. to the Poor of Woollaton; and IVI. to

the Poor Prisoners in the Gaols for the County

of Nottingham yearly for ever, and one third

Bell to the aforesaid Church of Bramcote.—
This pious, most charitable, and at this Time
most reasonable Donation, as it deservedly per-

pebaates hisMemory to be honoured by all Pos-

terity, so it gives a most worthy example for

imitatiou. He died on the 10th Day of June

165,0.
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To each of these habitations is attached-a convenient plot of garden ground, the whole of which

extends from the back of the hospital to the back of Rice-place^ in Barker-gate. But^ as each

dwelling consists of one room only ,' as the whole fabric is in a wretched state of delapidation,

without any prospect of adequate reparation ; and, as the site is a most eligible one for g'enteel

buildings, it appears highly desirable that the trustees should sell the estate, and erect twelve other

small houses, more convenient for the occupiers, for the purpose ef perpetuating the founder's

charitable intention. Land-might .be obtained in the skirts of the town for one-fourth pf the money

which the estate in question would sell for; or, from what the writer hereof knows of the disposition

of the Corporation of this town, on subjects like this, he has no doubt but that body would grant

a convenient piece of waste ground, on a mere nominal rent, for the object in question. The

remainder of the money, produced by the sale of the present estate, might be placed out at

interest, and thereby some addition would be made (o the allowance of the poor ©ccupiers, which

is now only sixteen shillings and eightpence per quarter; that being paid to them by Mr.

Wheatcroft of this town as steward to John Longden, Esq. of Bramcote, who holds the estates of

the founder, from which tlie various betjuests arise. That gentleman too has the presentation of

the four centre habitations ; the Mayor of Nottingham, for the time being, disposes of the four

towards the north ; and Earl Manvers of" the four towards the south.

Without some steps are speedily taktn to repair, or rebuild these humble tenements they will

shortly be in an uninhabitable state, which would certainly be contrary to the founder's will ; not

only as he left forty pounds a year in perpetuity to be paid to the occupiers thereof, but, as his will

possitively directs, that they-thall be Kept in a state of repair by the town of Nottingham. This,

it is reasonable to infer, must imply that the njayor of this town should not only be a trustee for

the management of these alms-houses, but that he should likewise have the control of the bequest;

for, otherwise, to carry the will into effect would be to give a power to the exercise of that \>ill,

contrary to botli law and equity : it would be saying, that Henry Handley, Esq. of Bramcote, had

the power of taxing the inhabitants of Nottingham, which, beyond dispute, was not the case.

—

Though the laws of England authorize a testator lo appoint executors to his will, they do not

enable him to tax those executors with the expense of carrying such will into effect; nor, if such

executors are magistrates, does the laws authorize them to tax those persons within their jurisdiction,

for any purpose of that kind. Therefore, if-the passage in this will, mean an} thing, which directs

these alms-houses to be kept in repair by the town of Nottingham, it seems reasonable to suppose, >

that the testator intended that the mayor, for the time being (he being supposed to be the best

judge, from his resident situation) should have the power of taxing the estates whence the bequest

emanates, or else the bequest itself, to enable him to keep the building in repair.

John Longden, Esq. generally causes the houses in his presentation to be occupied by the poor of

Bramcote, in order to ease thai parish in its rates: and Earl Manvers might do the same, respecting

any of the vilhigcs within his estates ; therefore for Nottingham to keep the whole of these

habitations in repair, according to the bare letter of the will, it would be making the inhabitants

thereof contribute towards the rates of those parishes, whose poor were placed in these alms-houses;

and God knows they have enough to do in paying their own. If John Longdon, Esq. and Earl
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Manvers Would give up their repective shares in the presentation, it would then be both reasonable

and just for the mayor of this town to repair the dwellings in question^ by means of a town rate

;

andj by reserving the presentation wholly to himself, he might apportion the benefit of the bequest

among the three parishes, so as to compensate them for their expenses.

If these dwellings are suffered to remain in an uninhabitable state during a succession of years,

(three I believej the consequence will be, that John Longdenj Esq. will become the exclusive

proprietor of the stipend paid to the occupiers, as his predecessor did, about the year 1768, of the

£20 annually paid, as directed by the will of the said Henry Handley, to a minister in this town

for reading a lecture once a week, which was lost in the following manner :

—

The Rev. Mr. Davenport, being a curate at St. Mary's, and having but a small income, tlie

legacy was given to him, from a principle of compassion, to enable him the better to provide for

a very numerous family. In process of time Mr. Davenport obtained the benefice of Ratcliff-on-

Trent, from which place he used to come every Wednesday morning to read the lecture in St.

Mary's church. For a time he used to accompany the lecture with the morning prayers, as an

accommodation to the vicar. At length he declined reading prayers ; in consequence of which the

vicar refused to let him pass through the vicarage seat, which it was necessary for him to do in

order to mount the pulpit. Notwithstanding this obstruction, Mr. Davenport continued to come

as usual, and, when he found the vicarage seat door closed against him, he would give it a shake,

and, at the same time, make a significant nod to some of the congregation, by way of saying,

" take notice that I am here." After pursuing this course some time, Mr. Davenport neglected to

attend—the legacy remained undemanded during three years ; and from that time it has been lost,

and, that part of the donor's will perverted. And this will be the case with the charitable purposes

of the will altogether, if similar opportunities occur. I would here recommend to the gentleman,

who holds the estates of the testator, Handley, to examine the conduct of Mr. Evans, who has the

direction of the charitable donations of the Plumptre's, and then remind him of the words of our

Lord in the parable of the good Samaritan—" go thou and do likewise."

About the year 1748, the Corporation repaired these habitations at the cost of their own chamber

purse ; but, the other presenters not following their example, they consider themselves under no

obligation to do the like again

.

BARNABY JVARTJVABY's ALMS HOUSES.
Barnaby Wartnaby; an industrious blacksmith of this town, who having acquired considerable

property, dete mined upon perpetuating his memory by an act of charity ; accordingly some years

before his death, he erected a building, at the end, and on the north side of Pilcher-gate, consisting

of three lower, and three upper rooms—the lower ones he consigned for the residence of three

poor women, and the upper ones to the same number of poor old men for ever; any one of whom
to be subject to removal by the trustees, for leading (disorderly lives; the founder being a strict

nonconformist, in the furious reign of Charles the Second. By his will, bearing date the 30th of

October, 1672, he directed that each of his bead-folk should receive five shillings at his death? and

further, that ninety pounds should be disposed of thus ; that is, each man to have a new coat, and
2 N
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each woman a new ^own ; and that the surplus to remain in the hands of the trustees, to add to

the rental of two houses adjoining the alms-houses, and one in Woolpack-lane, long in the

occupation of Mr. Fox, framesmith, and now in that of William Rushton, of the same business,

for the purpose of making provision, as far as such property would go, for the poor people in his

alms-houses.

Deering gives the mayor of the town a principal authority in the management of this charity
;

whereas he neither has, nor ever had, any more to do with it, according to the information 1 have

received from the oldest of the present trustees, than had the author of the ' Arabian Nights

Entertainment, nor does the testator's will mention the mayor at all. Deering further says, that

the rents arising from the above-named tenements ^"^ were to be disposed of for cloathing,. coal,

" and repairs." Here he is right ; and the practice seems to have been, ever since the testator's

death, to give each man a coat, and each woman a gown every two years, with two tons of coal to

each annually. The trustee above alluded to, informed me, that, about the year 1786, a weekly

allowance of sixpence was began to be given to each of the old people in these alms-houses, in

addition to their cloathing and coal, which was shortly afterwards encreased to a shilling; and,

though the regular allowance thus continues, two, three, or four pounds are sometimes sent to be

divided among the old people. The trustees are, Thomas Hall, Esq. F. Hardwick, Esq. Mr.

William Jamson, attorney-at-law, Mr. Thomas Evison, Mr. John Stirland, and Mr. Thomas

Dufty, Avho have the sole presentation to, and management of the charity.

In 1806, these alms-houses underwent a. general repair, as well as the two adjoining houses;

till which time a stone in the west end contained the following inscription :—

-

As God above, out of his Love,

Has giv«n to me sioxe.

So I out of Charity,

Gi\^c this House to the Poor-

Let's pray for one another,

So long as we do live,

That we may to God''s Glory go.

To hiwi that this did give.

Barnaby Wartnaby, 1665.

The following brief inscription now occupies the place of the above.

This House and others "wbke given to the Poor,
BY BaHNABY WAJlTNjiBY,

1665.

PILCHER-GATE ALMS-HOUSES.
A little a"bove Wartnaby's alms-houses, on the same side of the street, stand four miserable,

unendowed hovels, in the presentation of the minister, churchwardens, and overseers of St. Mary's

parish, of the origin of which no trace can be found. There is strong reason to believe, however,

that they were once endowed, and that the property has been applied to other purposes. There

js a house on the same side of the street, which was leased to one Dunn, by the parish officers, in

1731, for the term of ninety-nine years, and on conditions highly advantageous to the lessee, which,
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very probablyj might once belong to these humble habitations. There is another house in this

street, the possessor of which, I believe, holds it more by the title of occupancy than that of right;

and which, if properly sought into, might be found to have belonged to these premises.

In the summer of 1807, at a full vestry meeting in St. Mary's church, it was unanimously

resolved, to carry a previous resolution into effect, which gave full powers to the churchwardens

and overseers to sell these premises, and an adjoining yard ; and with the proceeds of such sale, to

erect other small dwellings upon some spare ground belonging to Woolley's bead-houses in

Beck-lane, wliich was at their disposal. It was likewise resolved, if any surplus remained, after a

clear adjustment of accounts, that it should be applied in the best possible manner for the benefit

of those who might hereafter occupy the intended habitations. These salutary resolutions, however,

have not been carried into effect ; and the ground, on which the houses were intended to be built,

has been disposed of, as will be seen hereafter.

A butcher's stall, which stood near the Weekday-cross, has been disposed of by the parish

officers,, since the above resolutions were passed, for £35, the interest whereof has been adjudged

to th£ occupiers of these miserable dwellings.

JVARSER-GATE HOSPITALS.
These habitations stand on the south side of the street, and nearly facing the end of Queen-street.

The origin of this foundation, like the one we have just been speaking of, is entirely lost; though

there exists an opinion, though upon what authority I know not, that William Scott, who was

mayor of this town in 1578, was the founder, and that hie left property, the annua! rent of which

was to be distributed among his bead-folk. Forty years ago the building consisted of a few

miserable huts; but, within that time the whole has been rebuilt, at the expense of St. Mary's

parish, the minister, churchwardens, and overseers thereof having, by will, or otherwise, obtained

the presentation : it is divided into six dwellings, three upper and three lower, of one room each ;

those who occupy the upper receive ten shillings a year, and those in the lower one guinea each.

It has been customary too, within the last ten years, for each occupier to receive half a ton of coal

at Christmas ; but this depends entirely on the will of the churchwardens.

The property from which these annual stipends emanate, is a plot of ground in the fields, which

was long held by the late Mr. Rowbothom, of the Plying Horse Inn. There likewise goes a

tradition, that a portion of land near Poplar-place once belonged to this charity, and that an

annual acknowledgment was paid for it some years ago ; but all claim upon the land and the

acknowledgment too is now for ever lost. This, however ought not to prevent the parish officers

from inquiring into the value of that portion of land in the fields which belongs to this charity
;

for small indeed must be that plot of ground within the liberties of Nottingham which is not worth

more than JG4 13s. a year, particularly when the advance in value is taken into consideration.*

* since the above was prepared for the press, the writer hereef has ascertained that this land consists of the followiBg tots, viz. three

roods and thirty-feven perches, upon Golds- wong-hill, improperly called Gooseham-hill, marked No. 91 8 in tlje Clayfield survey ; and two

leys in these fields, near the Mansfield-road, containing three roods and five perches, marked No. 184. There is a parcel of land in these

fields belonging to the sexton, fontbe^time being, of St. Mary's parish, but the author knows not the origin of the bequest: it consists of tw»

ceods and three perches, being part of a plot called Stoaewateriag-leySj and is marked 31 1 ia the surrey.
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As the parish officers are not trustees, as directed by the existing will of a testator, for this or

the Pilcher-gate charity, but merely agents for the parish, such charities are bona Jide parish

property ; and therefore any burgess partaking of their benefits is disfranchised from voting for a

member of parliament.

WOOLLEY's BEAD-HOUSES.
Concerning this charity, Deering speaks in the following words, viz. " Thomas Woolley, late

" of Nottingham, gent, by his last will, bearing date the 14th of April, 1647, gave to the parish

" of St. Mary, two cottages and appurtenances, situated in a place called Beck-lane, the one to be

" divided into two tenements, so that both might hold three poor persons, to be placed therein at

" the discretion of the minister, churchwardens, and overseers of the poor for the time being. He

' also left a rent charge of 40s. per annum, to provide two gowns yearly of 20s. value each, for

" the bead-folk, and if there be no need, to employ the money in the repairs of the bead-houses.

" These 40s. are at this time paid by Mr. Clifford Harrison, 13s. 4d. and by Mr. Featherstone,

" 6s. 8d. half yearly. This is an airy wholesome place, and the parish has built two apartments

" over the old ones for two poor people more."

The correct state of the case Seems to be, that the t>vo cottages formed one connective building

of two rooms, both on the ground floor ; that one was double the size of the other ; and that a

partition wall, run across the larger one, was merely necessary to complete the testator's design, in

respect to the number of dwellings ; that the parish, afterwards, built three apartments over the

old ones; and that the appurtenances alluded to consisted of a piece of land in front of the building,

which was divided into small plots of garden ground for the conveniency of the occupiers of the

charity, about one hundred yards of which were leased, in 1813, to the late Mr. J. W. Caunt,

maltster, for the term of fifty years, at two guineas annual rent; which rent is equally divided

among the six occupiers.* The old people complain, that Mr. Caunt inclosed more land than he

had agreed for with the parish officers; this however, the writer leaves to their successors to inquire

into, not doubting but they will render justice to the parties, having on his part communicated to

them the old people's complaints. It is proper to state here, that this is the land alluded in the

account of the Pilcher-gate alms-houses, as being directed to be built upon, by a resolution of the

vestry, which resolution, in the humble opinion of the writer hereof, has been improperly

contravened.

,

Mr. Featherstone, a descendent of the gentleman of that name, mentioned by Deering, pays

thirteen shillings and fourpence yearly to one of the occupiers of the lower rooms; and the

executors of the late Mr. Caunt pay thirteen shillings and fourpence to each of the other two;

those persons who occupy the Uj per rooms receiving no reg 'lar stipend, except their share of the

two guineas, as named above. The chu: liwardens, in the exercise of their discretionary disposal

of certain portions of the sacrament money, give to these poor people a few hundreds of coal in

* On the 2d of May, 1815, a committee of gt?iit!cmen was appointed in St. Mary's vestry to examine into the validity of tbis and,other

leases; and power was given to take legal advitfe on tlie subject, at the expense of the parish.
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the winter season, and sometimes a little money ; and it is somewhat entertaining to hear them

descant' on the virtues of those gentlemen, who are the most liberal on these occasions. A slate in

front of the building contains, the following inscription :—
These Beau-Houses

were built by

Thqmas Woolley, Gent.
Anno t)oMiNi, 1647,

and repaired by
James Dale, } ^
Robert Booth,^

C^^^^^'^^^"^^^-

Anno Domini, 1809.

JVILLOUGHBY's HOSPITAL.
Of this institution, Deering speaks thus :

—" Thomas Willoughby, by his last will, dated tlie

" 4th of September, 1524, and proved the 11th of May, 1525, left to his wife and children in trust,

" and after the death of his executors, to the churchwardens of St. Mary's for ever, a close in

" Fisher-gate and two gardens in Moot-hall-gate, the rents and profits thereof to be employed in

" the reparation of his alms-houses on Malin-hilt, and, if repairs be not wanting, to be bestowed

" on fuel for the said bead-folk ; out of this each churchwarden to have sixpence for his trouble."

Our author further'says,—" The whole rents belonging to Willoughby 's bead-houses for five poor

" widows, are at present £9 10s. Besides this, William Willoughby, grandson of the founder,

" left to the bead-folk on Malin-hill, an annuity of ten shillings a year to be laid out in wood or

" coal."

The hospital, and some tenements thereunto belonging, called Willoughby-row, now stand

in the close above alluded to ; but, fronj what property the ten shillings a year emanate, I have

not been able to learn : the monay is paid to one of the old people (who divides it among the rest)

at the bank of Moore, Maltby and Co. on an order being produced from the senior churchwarden.

Deering states the building originally to have consisted oi Jive dwellings: and, as there were

six, a considerable time previous to the removal of the whole, that will account for the followino-

circumstance, as it has been related to me by elderly persons, viz. that about 1758, (for I have not

been very particular about the year, conceiving it of little consequence) the grandfather of the late

Mr. Archer, sinkermaker, who is stated to have dwelt in Narrow-marsh at that time beino-

churchwarden, sold a part of the estate in Friar-lane which belongs to this foundation, and with

the proceeds thereof, built an additional habitation.

In the close, where now stands the hospital, stood, formerly eight small houses ; and it appears

from Deering that one Richard Hooton, a plasterer, obtained a lease of the whole premises, for

fifty years, in 1705, at the annual rent of five pounds ; that he sold a part of the said leasehold, to

one George Merring, who built three other tenements upon it; and that Hooton sold the remainder

of bis interest in the said lease to one Joseph Hart, a tallow-chandler, who erected another

tenement; and who, in the year 1720, obtained a renewal of his part of the lease for sixty years

longer, Deering describes this as a cunning and dishonorable fellow, for he states him to have
2 O
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obtained a lease of the whole, at the expiration of the original lease, for the time above specified,

•to the exclasion of Merring and his heirs, though the latter had built three houses on hispart of

the ground. Query, did not the churchwardens recedve a fee ? At the expiration of this lease,

in 1780, the present hospital was built; though Throsby, whose publication did not appear till

1791, states the old building still to be standing on Malin-hill, notwithstanding it was taken dowa

the same year that the. new one was erected.

Ml-. Morris, whose name -has already been mentioned,,when speaking ©f St. Mary's churck,

having a great desire to add the site on which the old building stood to his g-arden at the south

front of his house on Short-hill, agreed with the churchwardens for the same, on a lease of two

hundred years, on condition of erecting twelve comfortable dwellings upon the estate neai-

Pennyfoot-stile, and paying five sliillings a year ground rent ; six of which dweUing« to be on the

ground floor, and six one story above them. The building was accordingly erected, contiguous to

three tenements on the east and three on the west, which belong to the foundation.

in the front of these hospitals is a stone bearing this inscription :

—

WitLOUGHBY's Hospital removed from Malin-Hill.
John Peppe« and> „
^1 ^.„ r «™^ C CHURCHfTARDENS,
\\ ILLL^M IjOWE, y

1780.

The following was the state of this 'charity in 1807, at which time the principal materials f«r

4his chapter were collected :

—

£, ,, </.

Each of the six poor persons who occupied the 1t»wer apartments, received Tialf yearly*

from the churchwardens ...................J »

Those occupying the upper apartments 'received ............. 180
Which made an annual itotal of^....-....^..,,,..42,e0

The rent of the estafte at that time was as follows :

—

IN FRIAR.LANE.
Stabling belonging to the Lion Ho'tel, (Lord Carrington lessee) ..».._.. lo o o
Mr. Sheldon's premises, joiner ...... ..._.,-...._..^qOO

IN CARTER-GATE.
The Half Moon public-house, &c. held on lease by Mr. S. Beardsley ...... .50 Of©
Three tenements at the east end, and three at the -west end of the hospital- ....-^SSt)

In 1807, the property in Carter-gate produced to the lessee the following rents :

The Half Moan pubUchouse --.-.--....-........340©
A range ef-stablfng and cow houses ...... ...._.._.. 100*0
A framesmith's Shop ----•------..--..,.__ g

to O «
There is also a l)uilding comprehended in this lease, which joins the Tiouse of Mr. Halforfl,

cooper, and which was occupied by him as a parlour.* This parlour has since been converted

into a dwelling-house, and lets for five pounds a year. The framesmith's shop has since been let

Mr. Halford's house belongs to Plumptre's charity, and is heM by Mr. Beardstey on lease, *ho lets it to Mr. Halford.
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to a bricklayer of the the name of Lane, at four guineas rent; and it is now occupied by a person

of the name of Blount^ at five pounds rent, as the author is informed.

In 1810, the lease of the Lion Hotel stables in Friar-lane expired, and a new one was granted

to Mr. Charles Porter, for the term of twenty-one years, at the annual rent of sixty-seven pounds ;

iand on condition of his laying five hundred pounds out on the premises. This will give the reader

an idea of Ahe manner in which the old lease was granted. The same year the three dwellings at

the vrest end of the hospital were converted into six additional apartments for old people ; and

shortly after anotlier was added, which makes the whole numbers of dwellings upon this foundation

nineteen, and every occupier now receives from the churchwardens five pounds four shillings a

year, at half yearly payments, which makes the allowance to this hospital amount annually to

j£95 16s. Tile income to meet which is, ^. j. d.

From Mr. Beardsley's lease ............1000
From Mr Sheldon's lease ... .^ ........ . 10 00
ilcnt of three houses at the cast end of the hospital .....16 00

' From Porter's lease ...-..---..-. ...67 00
103

The leases on this charity wiH expire in the following order, via. Sheldon's in 1819— Porter's ia

1^21—Beardsley's in 1830—and Morris's in 1980.

BRIDGEMASTERS' HOSPITAL.
On the nerth side, and near the top of B-irker-gate, stood, till 1812, when they were taken down,

five miserable looking thatched huts, in .the presentation of. the Bridgemasters ; and the onlj

donation which the occupiers received, as connected with the foundation, was two shillings each on

rSt. Thomas' day. it is in the contemplation of the Corporation to rebuild this hospital in a

eespectable manner at some future time.

The origin df this institution is now lost ; Tjut had it formed a part of the royal bequest of

Edward the Sixth, it would have been -named in the deed of that monarch, which conveyed to the

Corporation certain lands for the support of the Trent-bridge ; therefore it is fair to conclude that

^his hospital was built by. the Bridgemasters out of the surplus of their rents, arising from the

bridge estate, before any part of that estate was parcelled t)ut into burgess parts ; the latter

expedient, very probably, being adopted by t!ie Bridgemasters in preference to that of erecting

more houses, by way of giving a wider diffusion to their benefactions.

The site whereon this hospital stood, and what was used as garden ground by the occupiers, is

a most eligible one indeed, and might be made highly advantageous to those persons who ma^

4iereafter become objects of the Bridgemasters' bounty. It possesses three uninterruptable fronts

—the north and east being bounded by what is called, the new burying ground, and the south by

Barker-gate, which is now a clean, airy, well .paved sj;reet.; nor is the western extremity of this

tland entirely devoid of advantage, as a road leads by it into Pelix-^place. The south and north

fronts are each 72 feet, and the east and west 64, which give an area of 512 square yards, which

"Considering the 'entire and unobstructaide situation of the whole, would, sell for as many.pounds.

—
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Now, supposing the Corporation to devote as much waste land, at a nominal ground rent, a» would

admit the erecting of six dwellings upon it, which, unitedly, should cost three hundred pounds, or

thereabouts, there would still remain a surplus of two hundred pounds, the interest of which might

be distributed among the occupiers, in coal, or otherwise, except what vyas necessary to keep the-

building in repair.

In the year 1808, the author hereof had the honor of submitting the above scheme to one of thft

gentleman Bridgemasters, who expressed his approbation of it, and promised to use his influence

to carry it into execution, or some other, equally advantageous to the occupiers of the hospital.

PATTEJV's ALMS-HOUSE.
It appears that John Patten, a brickmaker of this town, by a nuncupatory will, made on the 8tli

of October, 1651, left a tenement in Barker-gate, near the end of Maiden-lane, to be converted

into an alms-house for two poor persons ; that George Arnall and Stephen Hill, two of hi&

workmen, were his executors, and that the rents arising from the houses which they respectively

occupied, near the before-named tenement, being also the founder's property, should be applied for

ever to the keeping tiie said alms-house in repair, or, when repairs were not necessary, the same to

be given in coal, or otherwise, to the occupiers of his said alms-house : the said Hill and Amall^

and their successors, to have the presentation respectively between them. It appears also, that,

shortly after the death of the executors their successors disputed about the presentation ; that the

persons dwelling in the alms-house had each six shillings per annum as an endowment ; and that,

in eonsequfcnce of such dispute, the success'or of ArnaU, whose name was Johnson, refused lo pay

his share of the annual stipend to the day of his death.

The premises which were possessed by Hill are now the property of Mr. Richard Smith, long

known as foreman in the lace and hosiery warehouse of Mr. Thomas Hayne and Co. ; and that

part which fell into the hands of Arnall, afterwards became the property of one Dunn, a shoemaker,

into whose family a person of the name of Morley intermarried, and thus became seized of that

part of the founder's estate. While this part of the estate remained in the possession of Johnson,

who married Arnall's daughter, he built a new house on the site of the old one, where, -till within

the last forty-eight years, dwelt a pipemaker, and -where now stands the Punch Bowl public-house,

the lease of which was bought some years ago, of Fillingham Morley and his brother for the term

of their respective lives, by a person of the name of Spearing, now a soldier, whose wife at this

time keeps the house.

Within the last fifty years, as the author is informed, the two dwellings, which constituted the

alms-house, have been taken down, and two others built, on the east side of Maiden-lane, which

consist of one room each on the ground floor, and which are now occupied by two old widows.—

That which stands towards the north is in the presentation of the afore-named Mr. Smith, who

pays to the occupier six shillings and sixpence every half year ; and that standing nearest' the

Punch Bowl is in the presentation of the lessee of that house, who also pays six shillings and

sixpence half yearly to the occupier. The owner or lessee of the Punch Bowl, till 1812, paid a
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shilling a year to the occupier of the dwelling in the presentation of Mr. Smith ; but Mrs.

Spearing now refuses to pay this trifle, which may therefore be considered as lost. No attention

is now paid by the presentors to the keeping the premises in repair.

BILBY'S HOSPITAL.
William Bilby, a native of this town, was one of those eccentric characters whose foibles are

not censureable, if not even sometimes commendqible, because the motive of action springs from

purity of intention. Censure and reprobation are due on such occasions only when the conduct,

which characterizes eccentricity, arises from dishonest or dishonorable motives ; and not when a

commixture of error and honesty forms the lever.

The singular character we are speaking of followed the practice of surgery, of chymistry, of

physic, of astronomy, and of astrology : he was also a shoemaker and a poet.* The following

inscription, as written by himself, was engraven on a stone in front of the hospital, but it is now

wholly obliterated :

—

The starry science I profess,

And surgery withal,

The chymical, among the rest,

And physic rational.

God gave and blessed

What I possessed,

And part of it I lent

Unto the poor,

For evermore.

So raised this monument.

Ye men of wealth,

Whilst now in health.

Hearken to the cries,

The poor redress,

And God will bless

Your evening sacrifice.

By William Bilby,

IN THE 63d Year of his Age,

1709.

No doubt, this singular character was considered the town oracle in his day ; and, to the various

arts and sciences which he professed, it is quite clear we may add the amiable qualities which

constitute the philanthropist ; for, as he possessed the one thing needful, he took care to leave a part

of it to the needy, which circumstance forms a set-off against his folly in professing the sideral art.

The direct heirs of our philanthropist became extinct about the year 1796, by the death of a

gentleman of the name of Bilby, long known in this town from the oddity of his manners, and for

his being the editor of the Nottingham Journal. Mis wages as an editor are stated to have

consisted in the pleasure he took' in the employment; and, at his death, he bequeathed the pincipal

part of his properly to Mr. George Burbage, proprietor of that paper ; thus prefering him, who

was rich, to some distant relations, joAo were poor.—Though he inherited the principal part of the

property, he did not inherit the spirit of his wsrthy ancestor. John Parr, a poor man, who had

long been blind, and who died in 1814, upwards of eighty years of age, was the son of Catharine

Parr, who was the daughter of a Mrs. Wood, whose maiden name was Bilby, and, according to

information received on the subject, was sister to the generous founder of this charity. The said

Joiin Parr left one son and two daughters, namely, William Parr, Catharine Dewick, and Hannah

* Though the regular business ol our benefartor is not mentioned in the inscription , his having been a shoemalter is not the less true

on that account; that ciicuwwtance having been assertaineil from another quarter.

2 P
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Fry^ the whole of whom are working people, and had families at the time the late Bilby died
;

therefore he had a choice of needy relatives among whom to have disposed of his property, which

was far from being inconsiderable, if he had been justly or generously disposed; and, according to

traditional opinion, they had a right to a considerable part of it ; but they had not the means of

pursuing it through the perverting mazes of the law.

The hospital stands on the south side and near the east end of St. John's-street ; and consists of

eight single room dwellings, four on the upper, and four on the ground floor. At the east end of

the apartments are eight well built coalsheds, and at the back are the same number of distinct

pantries, well guarded against the effects of the sun : there is also a well of good water. At the west

end of the hospital is a plot of ground, about 75 feet by 32, which is equally divided into 8 gardens.

Formerly, each occupier had a twopenny loaf a week, a ton of coal a year; and, on Christmas-day

the mayor made a practice of dining with the whole, and after dinner, of giving them a shilling;

each, and dividing the broken victuals among them. In process of time the size of the loaf was

increased to a threepenny one; but, in 1804, Alderman Ashwell, during his first mayoralty,

ordered the allowance of bread to be a sixpenny loaf a week, which still continues; and, at

Christmas, they have thirty or forty hundred of coal, and three shillings to buy a Christmas dinner;

the old practice of the mayor's dining with them being abandoned some time ago.

The estate belonging to this hospital conssists of the Black Swan public-house in Goose-gate,

and several contiguous tenements, the whole of which was leased to William \A esson, on the 4tli

of March, 1794, for the term of seventy years, at the annual rent of £16 ; on condition, that,

" within the first twenty years of the term, the lessee should lay out four hundred pounds at the

" least, in pulling down the public-house and house adjoining, part of the demised premises, and in

" rebuilding the same upon a line, as per plan"—vide, lease. On the 17th of December, 1813, this

lease was transferred to Joseph Buller^ in the corporate books ; the Corporation being the sole

guardians of the estate, and presenters of the charity. In 1808, the rental of this estate, in the

hands of the lessee, stood as follows :

—

£. s. (I.

/'Mr. Savage* ......4000
I Mr. Marsh 10 10

Fronting Goose.gate. -('Mr. Tims ....... 770
/Mr. Hollands 6 10

vMr. Frcre ....... 550
In Twig-uUey. . .

[Mr. Talbot -..:.. 400
(Mr. Fawkes ...... 400
/'Mr. AddMgstall 500

InWing-alky . .
iMr.Waldram. 4 4

J
Mr. Thomas ...... 440

V^Mr. Warsop ...... 3 10

94 10

* When Mr. Wesson left the public-hoime he let it to Mr. Savage at th« rent stated-the other persons named iccspied separate
tenements under the lessee.
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In the face of this statement it may be proper to say, that the Corporation are about eight pounds

a year losers by tliis charity, when the expenses of repairs, of which they are not sparing-, are

taken into the account. Among the few happy moments of the author's life, those may be set down

as such,' which he spent in examining this hospital. The humble apartment which he entered

appeared like a little paradise—neatness, cleanliness, and usefulness smiled upon every utensil; but,

the brightest ornament in it was its venerable occupier. The unerring ploughshare of time had

furrowed deep her brow ; and the busy hand of age bad bleached her tresses white; yet intelligence

beamed in her eyes—gratitude swelled her heart—and communication perched upon her lips.

—

What modest and becoming praise did she bestow upon Alderman Ashwell, for his haying,

unsblicitedly, doubled the allowance of bread ! May he long continue to merit the praise you give

him, my good woman, was the answer ; and may others follow the example he has set them ! Yes,

said she, I hope he will ; for they that relieve the widow, not only deserve our approbation and

commendation, but they receive a sweet solace in the mind, from having follovved the precepts of

the great Uedeemer, who will also doubly reward them hereafter.

The reader will liave the goodness to pardon these little digressions, as they furnish food to the

author's mind, when harrassed with painful investigation. The pleasure which he takes in recordings

th'e good actions of men, and the unaffected and honest effusions which flow spontaneously from

grateful hearts, fully compensates him for the great trouble he has undergone in collecting materials

for this composition. And, if stern and benumbing poverty, with its train of grim attendants,

should beset his dying pillow, he will find a consolation in having done his duty, which is denied to

guilt, though surrounded with sycophants, and clad in purple robes. The tremendous waves of

adversity which buffet us, as we struggle through the sea of life, are always either heightened, or

in some degree subdued, when the hour of dissolution arrives, by reflecting on the past conduct of

our lives. Then the butterfly-tinsel of sycophantic adulation nauseates on the guilty mind ; while

the consciousness of having done our duty, inspires us with the brightening prospect of " another

" and a better world."

GREGORY'S TVHITE-REJVTS.
Lord Coke, in his commentary on Magna Charta, states lohite-renls and quit-rents to signify

the same thing ; but, as Blackstene is much clearer on the subject, we will give his words to the

reader. " Rents of assise," says that able civilian, " are the certain established rents of the

" freeholders and ancient copyholders of a manor, which cannot be departed from or varied."

" Those of the freeholders are frequently called cAie/ rents, reditus capitales ; and both sorts are

" indifferently denominated quit-XGwis, quieti reditus; because thereby the tenant goes quite free

" of all other services. When these payments were reserved in silver, or white money, they were

" anciently called lo/aie-rents, or blanck-farms, reditus alhi; in contradistinction to rents reserved

" in work, grain, &c. which were called reditus nigri, or black maile."

William Gregory, gent, town clerk of Nottingham, by his will, dated in 1613, bequeathed eleven

tenements, situated on the south side and near the bottom of Hounds'-gate, for the use of the same
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number of poor persons or families for ever, such persons belonging respectively to one of the

three parishes ; and he entailed a ground rent of forty shillings a year upon a close, called

Baycroft-close, near Bluebell-hill in the Clayfields, to keep them in repair.* These tenements,

very probably, obtained the appellation of white-rents from the estate being one of the last in the

town for which the owner paid a quit-rent to the Peverel family—the transition from quit-rent to

white-rent being fully explained above from Blackstone. As Mr. Gregory was a servant to the

corporate body of this town, so he constituted them the guardians of his charity ; but, from some

motives for which it seems difficult to account, they leased the whole of the white-rfnts, in equal

portions, to the three parishes, on the 4tb of September, ] 733, (which leases commenced onr the

25th of March in the same year) for thg term of 999 years, for the mere consideration of a pepper

corn rent.

The sacrifice of patronage which the Corporation thus made was a consideratron wholly their

own ; but their giving up the charity is lamentable, inasmuch as by its falling i^nto the hands of

self-interested or indifferent churchwardens and overseers, the forty shillings a year, payable from

the holder of Baycroft-close, is now likely to be lost ; whereas, had the Corporation continued to

be the claimants this would not have been the case. After the leases were granted this money was

paid regularly to the several parishes in divisions of thirteen shillings ;and fourpence each, till from

carelesness or design—perhaps both—the money was withheld. Certain it is, however, that it was

paid by Mr. Thomas Evison, as renter of the close, about the year 1794; and certain it is also,

that, since Mr. William Stretton was chosen churchwarden of St. Mary's, which, if I mistake not,

was in the year 1803, this money has never been paid, he becoming proprietor of the close in

question about that time.f Mr. Robert Booth, as senior churchwarden, went to Mr. Stretton, and

made a formal demand of this money, in 1811. when the latter refused to pay it, on the pretext,

that, as the white-rents had been removed from Hounds'-gate he thought he could not be

compelled to pay the money ; and thus the matter rested, in May, 1815 ; and thus, I doubt, it will

for ever rest.

That part of the white-rents w^ich was allotted to St. Peter's parish, was converted into a

workhouse ; and the other parishes neglected to keep their parts in repair, till, to reside in them

was a mark of reproach. They at length became the recepticle only for sweeps, tinkers,

rag-gatherers, beggars, pedlers, prostitutes of the lowest class, and vermin ; and, being in the heart

of the town, public opinion exerted itself to have them removed, as a common nuisance. This

object was accomplished in 1788—the parishes sold their leases ; and the ground on which they

stood is now occupied with a range of tradesmens' houses. St. Peter's parish obtained a plot

of ground in Broad-marsh whereon to erect a workhouse. St. Mary's parish erected twelve

single room dwellings on the north side of York-street^ nearly opposite to the back of the

workhouse.

* Tliis close is bounded on the west by Wood-lane ; and in the Clayfield survey Is marked 399.

)• Mr- stretton served the office of churchwarden four succeeding years, as the choice of the vicar.
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On the front of these is a stone bearing the following inscription :

—

These Alms-Houses built iv lieu of the White-Rents
late in hounds'-gate;, a. d. 1788.

Richard Featherstone,) ^
William Kelk, \

Chvrchjvaubens.

William Ab\ett,> ^TO > Overseers.
John Loleman, ^

St. Nicholas's erected eight of a similiar description, on the north bank of the Leen, between

Pinkhill-street and Greyfriars-gate. None of the poor occupiers have any allowance ; while, as a

deduction upon the charity itself, the overseers of St. Mary's, in 1807, demanded the manure from

the persons in the dwellings at their disposal; which practice, I hope more unwittingly than

designedly adopted, is still pursued.

COLLIjy's HOSPITAL.
Abel Collin, by his last will and testament, dated February the 4th, 1704, left the remainder of

his personal estate, after legacies and other bequests had been discharged, to his nephew, Mr.

Thomas Smith, in trust for his building and endowing this hospital. In 1709, Mr. Smith executed

this part of the worthy founder's will in a manner highly to his credit^ by erecting a fabric,

handsome, commodious, and durable, consisting of twenty-four dwellings, for the accommodation of

a like number of poor widows and widowers, there being a good house-place and closet on the

ground floor, and two good chambers on the second story. The rooms are also very lofty, a

circumstance which does credit both to the head and heart of the executor. The premises are

bounded on the north by Friar-lane, on the east by Spaniel-row, on the south by Hounds'-gate,

and, partly on the west by the Baptists' chapel, and partly by other buildings which run to

Hounds'-gate. The building consists of two separate erections, ©ne of which contains twenty, and

the other four dwellings ; the whole of which is ornamented with rustic stone work, which, now it

is kept in a proper state of painting, gives a good effect. The whole is surrounded with a wall,

which also encloses a vvell paved walk, and the principal part of which is topt with iron palisades.

Upon a stone placed in the north front is engraven the following inscription :

—

€U8 JDospital,

by the appointment of Abel

Collin, late of Nottingham,

Mercer, deceased, who in his life

was of an extensive Charitie

to the Poor of all Societies,

and at his death by his last

Will and Testament, left a

competent Estate for erect-

ing and endowing the same ; was

by his Nephew and Executor

Thomas Smith, begun and fi-

nished in the Year 1709.
2 Q
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The words in the worthy founder's will, concerning this charity are the following:
—"And 1 do

" nominate and ordain, constitute and appoint, my loving cousin, Mr. Thomas Smith, full and

" sole executor of this my last will and testament, and for his pains to be taken in the execution of

" this my last will and testament, I give him the sum of fifty pounds, of lawful money of England,

" pFoviding always, and it is my mind and will, that the remainder and surplusage of my personal

" estate, after the full performance of this my last will and testament, and all matters and things

" therein expressed, I do give and bequeath the same unto my said executor of this my last will

" and testament to be by him employed and bestowed in the building of some little houses arid

" endowing the same for some poor men and women to dwell in, belonging to some of the aforesaid

" several parishes ;" meaning the parishes of St. Mary, St. Nicholas, and St. Peter in this town.

The wealthy successors to Mr. Smith, the executor, of which family Lord Carrington is the

head, have conducted themselves with exemplary propriety, as far as an estimate can be formed of

such conduct by persons not knowing the real value of the endowing estate ; for, independent of

the expense' of repairing the building, which. In 1814 and 15, must have been considerable, the

allowance to the poor occupiers has been gradually increased in a fair proportion to the increase of

rents. About forty years ago [it may be a less time, for the author has not an exact statement of

the ytor] this allowance consisted of two shillings a week to each person and thirty hundred of coal a

year. As the estate increased in value, three shillings were given along with forty hundred of coal;

and at the present time the money is four shillings, and the quantity of coal continues as last stated.

There has been some talk of another shilling being added, which probably may be done in a short

time. The old people in the hospital speak highly of the correctness and punctuality with which

their money is paid; and there can be no doubt, that a family so distinguished as the Smiths are,

will ever suffer a monument, so honorable to their ancestry, to go to decay ; for, the writer of this,

would rather see a monument of this kjnd to the memory of his ancestors, than one in Westminster

Abbey ; though he is far from undervaluing the merits of those worthies whose figures grace that

ancient fabric.

LABRAY's HOSPITAL,
(Erroneously called Labourer's Hospital.)

Jonathan Labray was a framework-knitter by trade, and resided at Calverton, a village eight

miles hence, in his younger days ; but having acquired some property, he came to Nottingham

and entered upon the hosiery business, and resided, as the. author has been informed, in an old

porched house, still standing, in St. Peter's-gate, opposite to the entrance into the churchyard.—

He died an old batchelor, and left his prppcrty, which consisted in land at Calverton, in trust to

Mr. Thomas Smith, the honorable executor to the will of Abel Collin, for him to erect and endow

an hospital in Nottingham for poor and aged framework-knitters : an annual rent charge was also

entailed upon the estate for the support of a school at Calverton. The date of Mr. Labray s will,

the time of his death, or the precise period at which the hospital was erected, I have not been able

to ascertain; but, that all these circumstances took place about the close of the seventeenth century

there seems little doubt, from Mr. Thomas Smith being the founder'.^ executor, and from the

interior formation of the dwellings, of which this hospital consists, corresponding with those in
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Friar-lane ; which formed the subject of the preceding article. There is reason to believe,

however, that Labray's hospital was erected a short time previous to that of Collin's, because the

latter, till very lately, bore the distinctive appellation of " The new hospital ;" though, considering

the whimsicality of custom, this is not to be depended on as a sure criterion.

The building stands upon a most eligible site on the north side of the Derby-road ; and consists

of six dwellings in one uniform row. There are also conveniences behind, such as a well of good

water, a private vault, and to each a plot of garden ground about the size of the respective houses.

The whole is kept in a good state of repair.

Some time after Mr. Smith had erected this hospital, which he endowed with one shilling and

tenpence a week to each dwelling, as Deering states it, he found a poor female relation of the

founder's, and gave her two hundred pounds as a marriage dowry ; on which account he reduced

the allowance to the school to six pounds a year, and it continues so at the present time.*

The estate, from which this charity emanates, was let on lease for fifty years, at fifty pounds

annual rent, which lease expired in 1807, when the rent was doubled. This induced an opinion,

that the allowance of the hospital would be advanced, which, however, was retarded by the great

repairs which the ho&pital required ; but, in January, 1811, the expectations of the poor occupiers

were in some degree realized by having their pay increased to three shillings 4 week ; and in

December, 1813, this was further increased to four shillings a week.

It seems our benefactor was no friend to the fair sex-r-probably he had conceived a disgust

against them from some disappointment in a love affair ; for he left a strict injunction, that on the

death of the husband, the widow should not enjoy the benefit of his charity ; which injunction is

strictly attended to ; for, on the death of one of the occupiers, if he leave a widow, she is immediately

under the necessity of quitting the premises ; that is, as soon as the corpse is removed.

LAMBLEY HOSPITAL.
Previous to entering on the particulars of this hospital, it may be proper to premise, that the

corporate bcdy of Nottingham, during more than a century, have appropriated the rent of an

estate, which they possess at Lambley, a village seven miles hence, towards apprenticing poor

burgesses' boys ; a charity which has hitherto passed unnoticed by every writer that has touched

on the affairs of Nottingham. In 1794, when Lambley lordship was inclosed, the measure and

annual value of this estate were made in seven <hfferent allotments as follows :

—

A. R. p. £. s d.

18 24 14-17 5

21 1 16 17 1 7
17 3 14 , ... 14 5 5

16 16 - - 14 10

03 18 17
24 36 17 00
4 2 30 350

103 % 14 ^IlTe 5

* This school was erected by a public subscnptioii raised by the inhabitants of the village; but Samuel Smith, Esq. trustee to the

charity, kepps it in repair.
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This money (or whatever the sum might be) was regularly disposed of by the Corporation, in

common hall assembled, to such burgesses as they thought most deserving towards putting their

sons out apprenticeSj till 1811, when it was determined to dispose of it in another way. At its first

appropriation, and a number of years after, it was divided into four pound shares ; but as the

claimants began to increase very fast, each share was reduced to three pounds ; and this plan

continued till the Corporation, very properly, determined to appropriate the income of the estate

to the erecting an hospital, to which they gave the name of Lamhley Hospital, for the

accommodation of such poor burgesses or their widows, as might, from age or otherwise, become

objects of their bounty.* The foundation of this hospital was laid by Edward Swann, Esq.

mayor, on Monday the 2d of November, 1812; and one of the dwellings was occupied by

William ^Vheatley, an old burgess, on the 6th of March following ; and the others were occupied

in succession as they were got ready. The building consists of two wings and ^ back centre,

which contain twenty-two dwellings, with a pantry and rock cellar to each^—it stands on a most

delightful spot near the top of the Derby-road, with the front facing the south, while eyery door

opens upon a well flagged path which surrounds a beautiful plot of greensward. Every attention

which architectural design, combined with neatness and simplicity, could dispense, has been

bestowed upon these habitations, to render them comfortable retreats to old age. At present,

however, there is no endowment : nor can any be expected till the rent of the estate has discharged

the cost of building ; and then it will be entirely optional on the part of the corporate body.f

The occupiers of the charity are considered tenants at will ; every succeeding mayor being

considered as the immediate dispenser of the bounty ; though this regulation, it is presumed, is

not intended to produce any other effect, than that of enabling the mayor to remove any of the

occupiers, whose conduct might render them unworthy objects of public bounty, and who might be

troublesome to their peaceable and aged neighbours.

GEJVERAL OBSERVATIONS OJV THE ALMS-HOUSES.
It would require the pen of' a Howard and the descriptive genius of a Crabbe to give full effect

to the various sensations which operate on the mind of the sentimental philosopher while visiting

these monuments of piety and munificence. Here the visitor will see the stems or trunks, that

once supported athletic vigour, and others that were adorned with the glowing and irresistable

charms of captivation, drooping to meet the stroke of death. Here he will see wretchedness

surrounded with filth, and comfort in the centre of cleanliness. In some of the habitations he will

hear the bitterest complaints against those who are supposed to withhold some part of the founder's

bequest ; while in others the melodious sound of praise will vibrate in his ears, in honor of the

benefactors and guardians. The writer hereof visited them all ; and, of the situation of all he has

* An indenlure in my possession made out ia the name of Solomon Saker, and dated 1708, acknowledges the receipt of four pounds of

the Lambley money.

4- A person of the name of William Robinson offered £400 rent for this estate; but, in 1814, the Corporation reduced it to £340, in

consequence of the price of grain falling; and the tenant then thought it much too high, as he himself infarmed me in the spring of 1815,

when he was in quest »f another farm.
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endeavoured to give a true relation : and^ if any one should be offended at the frankness therein

displayed^ or at what may follow on this subject, he is recommended to take the import of the next

words into consideration

—

The man that censures another for having done his duty, betrays

either perverseness of disposition, or a consciousness of having committed deeds lohich would

blacken his character in the face of day ; while unwittingly he is dealing out praise to him,

whose good name he is seeking to stigmatize.

It must be manifest to every man of candour, who has attentively perused the foregoing part of

this chapter, that very serious evils have resulted from the trustees of some of the charities having

let those estates on long leases from which the attending endowments emanate. The writer hereof

could mention one case in which a sum of ^£40 was given to the relation of a lessor, which, of

Qourse, would produce a contract highly disadvantageous to the poor and aged objects of the

founder's bequest, and whose interest it was his duty to have considered ; but, as even no common

ruffian would be disposed to covet the possession of his character, his name shall not be inserted

here. This, however, ought not to be the less a warning to other casual trustees ; for another

writer may not be inclined to spare a wretch, merely through the fear of sullying his pages with

such names.

It is too much the case with men, who have no immediate interest in upholding these institutions,

to content themselves with saying, when they see the buildings tumbling in ruins,—" It is a pity,

" to be sure, to see the monutpents, which were raised by the hand of benevolence in past ages,

" either converted to purposes opposed to the pious intentions of their founders, or suffered to go
" to decay ; but then, it is no business of mine." If the suffering these buildings to go to decay,

or seeing their respective endowments applied to purposes different to what they were intended,

are gross perversions of justice, most assuredly the fugitive .answer above named is a gross

perversion both of common sense and common prudence. For, if the principles of humanity to

the hving, and ofjustice to the good deeds of the dead, will not stimulate men to action, the seldom

sleeping principle of self-interest, one would think, would have the desired effect ; as all, except

immediate speculators, have a common interest in preserving those /habitations and endowments
the object of which is to keep poor people off their parish. And, for want of the business beino- tak-en

up in an authoritive manner, it may be easily seen, by looking over the list of public charities, that

many evils have resulted to society—We will shew one most glaring instance. ^Margary Mellors,

widow, (independent of some property which she bequeathed to the Corporation in trust, towards

keeping the Trent bridges in repair,) by her last will and testament, dated the 9th of June, 1539,

left four cottages and their appurtenances on the Low-pavement, which were to be converted into

an hospital for six poor women for ever ; the mayor of the town, and rector of St. Peter's parish

for the time being, to be perpetual trustees of and presenters to the charity. They stood on th6

north side of the street, and included a stable and garden, &c. and, from information handed down
from generation to generation in the family of Simpsons, which occupied the Artichokes public-house

in Pepper-street, during a succession of ages, it appears that the assembly rooms and some adjacent

buildings now stand upon the premises which this worthy widow had devoted to charitable purposes.

AVe may also mention a charity, left by Robert Sherwin, for the benefit of six poor widows of St,

2 R
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Peter's parish, the payment of vvhich^ a few years ago, was withheld. Public apathy would

have seen the widows robbed of their mites, had not Dr. Staunton, then rector of the parifii,

stepped forwards on the occasion, in a manner highly to his credit, both as a clergyman and a

irentleman.

To remedy the glaring evils Avhich arise out of the avariciousness of executors, and the neglect

or dishonesty of guardians, the author begs leave to submit the following plan :

—

1st. A committee to be established, called " The committee of benefactions," to consist of the

Mayor, two Aldermen, and the senior Churchwardens of the three parishes.

2dly. Such committee to order a copy of the will of every testator that has bequeathed any

legacy, great or small, to all, or any of the three parishes.

3dly. The copies of wills thus procured, to be kept in the guildhall ; and access to be had to

them under the local regulations of the committee.

4thly. One day in the year to be appropriated to an investigation into the state of the hospitals,

as well respecting the buildings, as the manner in which their respective endowments are paid. On

which day (or at some other Specified time) the churchwardens to produce copies of leases, bondsj

debentures, &c. which they may have executed, on account of public charities, by virtue of their

office, in the course of the preceeding year; and also an account of all minor charities which may

have passed through their hands.

5thly. If, at such investigation, any of the charities remain unpaid, the person or persons, vvhose

duty it was to have paid them, to be served with proper notices, signed by the chairman of the

committee, giving him, her, or (hey to understand, if such money, or moneys, be not paid within a

time therein specified, that law proceedings will be commenced for the recovery of the same.

6thly. No churchwarden or other public officer to grants lease of any charitable property, of

which he may be the trustee by virtue of his office, without first consulting the committee of

benefactions on the subject ; nor then, except by their advice.

7thly. All expenses incurred by the committee of benefactions, whether in obtaining copies of

wills, «&;c. in prosecutions, for the enforcement of payment* depending on charities, or otherwise, to

be defrayed by a town rale.

Sthly. A professional man to be employed as a secretary, whose duty it should be to keep proper

j-ccords of all proceedings, to warn in the committee to meet, on ordinary as well as extraordinary

occasions.

A measure of this kind would be sanctified by public ap()robation, and its proceedings would be

converted into law—^law, which none but the most abandoned would ever dare to think of violating,

' for fear of immediate expulsion from the ranks of civilized society. The hospitals would be well

attended to, and, consequently, would be kept in good repair—the endowments would be applied

in a manner consistent with the intentions of the pious founders and benefactors—an additional

portion of happiness would be extended to those whose years and infirmities have a peculiar claim

on our solicitude—the poor would bless the committee ; and the members of the committee would

feel themselves amply rewarded for their trouble in the enjoyment of those blessings, and in the

consciousness of having performed a great and public good.
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Most sincerely it is to be hoped, that tlie too frequently delusive enjoyments of present situation

will not so far influence any gentleman's mind, as to induce him to think the honorable taskj above

pointed out, beneath his notice— -capricious fortune deals out her favors and her frowns without

discrimination ; and the man who is floating in wealth to-day, to-morrow may be without a penny.

The fortunate circumstance of the German noble's refusing to let his daughter marry a vrealthy

suitor until the latter had learnt a tr'ade^ may be contemplated here with proper effect. It is well

known, that a gentleman who was chief magistrate of Nottingham since the year 1792, who

possessed the good things of this life in great abundance, and whose popularity and influence were

most extensive, died, shortly after having passed through the high dignity of his magisterial

elevation, in the midst of poverty, and of a broken heart, leaving a widow to subsist on the bounty

-of her friends. A gentleman too, whom the author and many of his friends well knew, as the first

practical attorney in Derbyshire, was reduced about the same time from his distinguished station,

and by means apparently unaccountable, to the necessity of receiving parochial relief, and even of

begging from door to door. Wealth, however transient its possession, and though it is not always

attended with unmixed happiness, will never cease to be desirable to the great bulk of mankind,

because it seldom fails of furnishing the means of personal gratification, whether such gratification

be of a virtuous or a vicious kind. Wealth, as far as relates to its own inherent and abstract qualities,

requires little else than such inherent and abstract qualities as a guarantee ; wbereas poverty

trembles at every approaching blast. Wealth when contrasted with poverty, is like a man armed

cap-a-pee being opposed to one in an entirely defenceless state. Wealth, like the sturdy oak in the

forest, braves almost every tempest ; while poverty, like the misletoe or the hop-bind, requires aid

to give it erection. But, b'y an honest and judicious management of public charities, even poverty^

in many instances, may be converted into an asylum for fallen greatness, where the bitter pang*

of reflection may be deprived of most of their effects by the fostering hand of care.

GEJVERAL HOSPITAL.
The -necessity of an institution of this kind had been long and most severely felt, before an

object so desirable could be accomplished ; the laudable exertions of many humane person* being

required for its attainment on a scale anywise commensurate with jyublic necessity and public

t?xpex;tation. A most commanding spot of ground consisting of two acres, near to the south-western

extremity of the town, and just without the boundaries thereof, was at length furnished by his

Griace the Duke of Newcastle and the Corporation of Nottingham conjointly, free of expense, for

the site of the building, garden, &c. and on the 12th of February, 1781, the foundation stone was

laid by John Smellre, Esq. mayor, amidst a vast concourse of spectators, on which occasion he

addressed them in the following words :

—

" Gentlemen, I am come here, at the request of the committee of the general hospital, to lay

" the foundation stone of that charitable institution. I am well satisfied it will be of considerable

" advantage to many sick and lame poor, in the present and future ages. When I consider the

^' noble benefactions and generous subscriptions which have been presented, it affords a pleasing

' prospect of its utility being continued to posterity. Therefore, in my official character, I think
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" it my duty to give countenance and protection to so laudable an undertaking. I shall be happy

" if my conduct meets with your approbation ; and I can assure you, that the most acceptable

" return you can make to me, will be to preserve peace and good order on this solemn occasion."

Under the stone, which was laid at the south-east corner of the building, were placed money

of the various coinage of his present majesty's reign, and a brass plate over them, engraved by

Mr. J. Farnvvorth, watch and clockmaker of this town, containing the following inscription:—
"General Hospital, near Nottingham, open to the sick poor of any county. On the 12th day of

" February, 1781, John Smellie, Esq. mayor of Nottingham, laid the first stone of the building.

" The Corporation gave the ground for the said hospital. John Simpson, Architect."

To tell the reader, that this is a useful institution, would be like informing him that dormant

vegetation is restored to perfection by the genial influence of nature's all-cheering sun. I shall

therefore wave alL'encomiums on the benefactors, subscribers, &c. and insert the thirty-third annual

report, as presented by the auditors of the institution to the subscribers ; and, when this book is

nearly destroyed by the ravaging hand of time, may the pages which contain it be particularly

preserred.

Thirty-third annual report of the state of the General Hospital, near Nottingham, (open to

the sick and lame poor of any county or nation,) from the.2bth of March, 1814, to the 2M
of March, 1815.

" In presenting to the public this, the thirty-third report, since the establishment of this hospital,

" we are happy to announce the general satisfactory state of the charity, and the pleasing prospect

" of the continuance of its good effects to the latest generations.

" In a populous commercial nation, the number and wants of the poor, will, from a variety of

" causes (which the utmost sagacity of man can neither foresee nor prevent,) be very great; but

" in these institutions a powerful remedy is found ; and, at the same time, the great and important

" cause of religion is assiduously promoted. What but brotherly love and christian charity could

" draw the attention of those, who are blest with the means of doing good, to the distresses of their

" fellow-creatures ? And how can the poor receive the relief afforded, without lifting up their

" hands in thankful gratitude to the Almighty Being, who put it into the hearts of those whom he

" hath made his stewards of his bounty, to dispense his blessings !

" Thus may christians of all ranks and denominations unite in carrying on this great work ; and

" at the consummation of all things, be blessed with this testimony of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

" Christ, " Verily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these my brethren,

' ye have done it unto me."

" Such considerations, together with the satisfaction that must ever result from the consciousness

" of having made lighter the sufferings, and contributed to the happiness, both temporal and

" eternal, of our fellow-creatures will, doubtless, not only insure the continuance of that generous

" support which the hospital has already experienced, but also raise up new friends ; so that this

" useful institution may still go on and prosper, from generation to generation.

" The governors have to inform the friends of the charity and the public in general, that among
" the late alterations, a steam engine has been erected, ajid two warm baths constructed, heated
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" by stearnj for the accommodation of the public, in addition to those set apart for the use of the

^'patients: other considerable conveniencies have also been obtainedj by a washing machine,

" steam table, &c.

" The conducting of this charity is vested in the hands of the governors : all subscribers of two

" guineas or more a year, or benefactors of fifty pounds or upwards, are governors ; a committee

" of whom meet every Tuesday morning, at eleven o'clock, to do the current business of the

" hospital, to examine the reports of the house visitors, to admit and discharge patients, to receive

" the complaints or proposals of all persons, and to prepare such matters as are proper for the

" consideration of the genera! board. A general board of the governors is held twice a year, viz.

" on the 25th of March, at which board the president for the year, auditors, and deputy receiver,

" are annually chosen ; the accounts inspected and settled ; an abstract of the same laid before

" t'.iem ; together with the number of patients received and discharged in the preceding year, and

" printed for the satisfaction of the public ; and sometime in October, of which timely notice will

" be given, and which is considered as the general anniversary meeting of all the friends of the

^' general hospital, and of the lunatic asylum, a sermon is preached before them at St. Mary's

" church, a collection made for the two cliarities alternately, and the friends of both dine together.

" The governors think it highly necessary to request the subscribers to be particularly cautious

" not to recommend such as are improper, either from the nature of their complaint, or from their

" circumstances. As to the former, the governors wish to admit only such as there is a proba.ble

" hope of curing, or at least of relieving ; and therefore in all doubtful cases, they desire that the

" subscribers will consult some apothecary as to the propriety of sending such patient, or let the

" case be briefly represented by some judicious person, in a letter to the secretary, before the

" patient is sent, to prevent the expense and fatigue of a fruitless journey. As to the latter, it is

" but justice to the physicians and surgeons, who generously attend the infirmary gratis, to exclude
" all such as are not able to subsist themselves and to pay for medicines. That the intention of
"" contributors may be directed to this very important particular, it is judged proper to re-publish

" the 14th rule, for the admission of patients, (viz.) "No domestic servant or other, shall, merely
" on that account, be excluded the benefit of the hospital, but it shall be left to the determination
" of the committee how far the servant recommended is, or is not, a proper object ; which committee
" will also consider that it is contrary to the intention of this charity to relieve those who are able

" to pay for relief; and it is reasonable to suppose that all masters (whether subscribers or not)

" who are in affluent circumstances, will not desire them to be relieved at the public expense, to the
" detriment of more necessitous objects, and to the disadvantage of the surgeons, who give their
"" attendance gratis."

" Benefactors of one hundred pounds, and upwards, or subscribers of five guineas or more,
"' annually, shall have the power of recommending six in. and twenty out-patients annually ; but
*' shall not have more than two at any one time in the house.

" Subscribers of two guineas annually, or benefactors of fifty pounds, shall recommend two in-

" patients, and three out-patients in a year, having only one in-patient at one time • allowing also

" a proportionable privilege to those who are both benefactors and subscribers.

2 S
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" Subscribers of. one guinea atihuhlly, or twenty guineas i« benefactior>, shall recommend two
" out-patients in a year, and during; the term pf ten years for the benefaction of ten guineas.

As this establishment cannot be eonducted without adhering to the rules and orders made for
the goverHfrie'nt of it, which have been printed and published for the general information of

all persons whatsoever ; the subscribers and contributors to this hospital are desired to take

particular ndtice of the following Rules and Orders :

" 1st. That na person can reddmmend a patient whilst his subscription is in arrear, nor any persons be admitted

" patients who are able to su?)sist themselves, and pay for medicines ; and that every person will be discharged of

" course by the committee, within two. months after admission, unless the physicians and surgeons have reason to

" believe the patient may receive some considerable benefit by a further trial.

" 2d. That no person can be admitted a patient (except in cases of accidents, which are taken in at any hour of

" th« day or night, beds being always kept ready for that purpose) without a recommendatory letter, signed by a

" subscriber or benefactor, in the following manner :—
" To the Governors of the General Hospital, near Nottingham.

" Gentlernen,..-! recommend to your examination A. Z. of the parish of , whom I believe to be a real

" object of charity, and desire he may be admitted an out (or in) patient of the hospital, if duly qualified.

Age, disease, how long ill, I am, your humble servant, &c."
" N. B. This letter under the hand of every person who recommends a patient, mnst be delivered to the weekly

" committee on Tuesdziy morning, between ten and eleven o'clock; and in case of death, the person, &c. who
" recommended the deceased, must either remove the corpse, or defray the burial expense, which will be reduced to as

" small a sum as decencj will permit ; and if a distant patient be not removed on his discharge, the governors will

" send such patient home at the parish expense, by an order from a justice of peace.

*' Governors who recommend patients at a distance from Nottingham, are desired io send before hand a letter

" directed to the secretary, with a short statement of their case, drawn up by some physician, surgeon or apothecary
" that some judgment may be formed whether they are proper objects of the charity ; and likewise to enquire if the
'' beds are all occupied : an answer will be rctuined when they can be admitted.

" 3d. No persons to be admitted who are able to subsist themselves, and pay for their cure; no woman big with

" child ; no child under six years of age, except in extraordin.ary cases, as fractures, or where culling for the stone
" or any other operation is required ; no person, disordered in their senses, suspected to have (he small.pox venereal
<' disease, itch, or other infectious distempers; having habitual ulcers in their legs, cancers not admittincr operalion
" consumptions, or dropsies in their last stages, epileptic or othor fits, that are apprehended to be in a dyincr condition
" or incurable, shall be admitted as in.palients, or if inadvertently admitted, be suffered to continue • and no one shall

" be admitted, or suffered to remain as in-patient, who is capable of receiving equal benefit as an out. patient
" N. B. As no person suspected to have any infectious distemper can, by the above rule, be admitted, the governon

" desire all persons to give directions that the patients they recommend, be sent to the hospital- in decent cloathin"
" free from vermin, and with proper change of linen, that they may be kept clean.

"4th. That no patient discharged for irregularity or disorderly behaviour, be received again into this hospital upon
" any recommendation wliatsocver.

" 6th. That no person related to the hospital, do at any time presume (on pain of expulsion) to give or fake of any
" tradesman, patient, servant, stranger, or other person, any fee, reward, or gratuity of any kind, directly or

" indirdctly, for any service done, or to be done, on account of this hospital.

" 6th. That a letter be sent to all subscribers whose subscriptions are in arrear ; which it is hoped, none will be

" offended at, as they may forget to make their payments regularly

" 7th. When there are more patients recommended than can be admitted, preference is given in the first place to

" those who come from the greatest distance ; in the second place, to those who have not recommended within the

" year ; and in the third place, to such as arc recommended by the greatest subscribers, and whose admission the
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" committee are of opinion will most eflFectiially answer the end of tlie charity ; and the rest, if proper objects, ar«

" admitted out-patients till they can be received into the hospital.

All such as are disposed to contrijbiite to the support of this infirmary hy their last will, are desired to do it in the

manner foUomng—for want of due attsntion to which several sums bequeathed to charities of this kind have been

lost.

" Item,... I gire and bequeath to A. B. and C. D. or the survivor of them, the sum of — , upon trust,

" that they, or one of them, do pay the same to the treasurers of a society who call themselves the governors of the

" General Hospital, near Nottingham ; which sum I charge on my personal estate, and desire it may be applied to the

" charitable uses of the »aid hospital , for which, on payment, the treasurer's receipt shall be a suffieient discharge."

BENEFACTIONS.
His Grace the Duke of Newcastle, and the Corporation of Nottingham, two acres of land for building the hospital

upon, the garden, Sfc.

21

10 10

10 10

10 10

100

100

100

50

50

Arkwright Richard, Esq. Willersley j£200

Archbishop of York, His Grace the - 100

AUlrich Dr. Cockglode, near Ollerton 50

Acklom Jonathan, Esq. Wiseton - 25

Ditto, a second Benefaction . - 25

Bainbridge Mrs. Eliz. Woodborough . 1000

Birch J. Esq. M. P. Ilasle Hall, Lancashire 105

Bentinck Lord Edward, R. H. - - 100

BoothbySlrW. Bart. Mansfield Woodhouse 60

Barry Pendock, Esq. RoclaVeston . 105

Bury Mrs. Nottingham . . . 50

Bingham Rev. James, Wartnaby . . 30

Bristowc Samuel, Esq. Twyford . . 31 10

Barnard Rev. Mr. Cortlingstock . 21

Barnes David, Esq. Chesterfield . .210
Bourne Rev. L. Dronfield, Derbyshire 21

Biothers Mr. (an acknowledgment accep-

ted by him on waving a prosecution)

Nottingham - - -

Burnell Mrs. South.well

Buxton Mr. John, Nottingham -

Bolton Mr. Samuel, Nottingham

Buck Mr. Samuel, Hoi well, Leicestershire 10

Cavendish Lord Charles

Chawordi, W. Esq. Annesley

Crync Dr. Kenelworth, near Coventry

Carrlngton Right Hon. Lord

Coke Daniel Parker, Esq, Derby

Coke Rev, D'Ewes, Brookhlll Hall, near

Mansfield 50

Crofts Mrs. (after her decease, by Mrs.

Hunt) 50

Clifton r Gervas, Bart. Clifton Grove 21

2518 G

Brought forward - ^2
Ditto, a second Benefacton

Cheslins Miss, Nottingham

Devonshire, His Grace the Duke of. Chats-

worth - . - - -

Denison John, Esq. Ossington -

Dashwood Cha. Vere, Esq. Stanford Hall

Denison Robert, Esq. Ossington

Emmerton John W. Esq. Thrumpton -

Elliott William, Esq. Nottingham

Elliott William, Esq. Nottingham

Eyre A. H. Esq. Grove . - -

Edge Thomas, Esq. Strellcy

Evans Francis, Esq. Lenton Grove

Evans Rev. Mr. - - . -

Evans Miss - - - - -

Franks Mrs. Elizabeth ...
Fellows John, Esq. Nottingham -

Gregory G. D. L. Esq. Hungerton Hall

Gregory Mrs. Susan, Nottingham

Gisborne Rev. T. Yoxhall Lodge, Staf.

fordshire . . - . -

Gawthern F. Esq. Nottingham -

Green Rev. W. Hardingham, Norfolk

Gregory Rev. Mr. Langar

Hayford Mrs. Oxton - - -

Hayne Richard, Esq. Nottingham

Holden Robert, Esq. Darlcy, near Derby

Huisk Mark, Esq. Nottingham

Heathcote Rev. Edward, East Bridgford

Hall Rev. Robert, Stubton

Infirmary, a Friend to the

Jcrom Mrs. Nottingham . . -

518
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Brought over . . j£4075

Knight John, Esq. Langold . . 50

Kayo Rev. Sir R. Barf. Dean of Lincoln

Kirkby Rev. Richard, Gedling .

Lovet Mrs. Nottingham ...
Launder Cornelius, Esq. Nottingham

Launder Rev. A. C. Nottingham

Lupton Mr. Nottingham ...
Lady unknown (by the hands of Mr.

Hoskins) .....
Mo^•^is Joh-D, Esq. Nottingham .

Manrers Right Hon. Earl, Thoresby

Middlcton Right Hon. Thomas Lord,

WoTlaton ....
Middleton Henry Lord, Wallafon

Middleton Henry Lord, Wollaton

Mantagu Right Hon. Fred. Papplewick

Musters John, Esq. Colwick Hall

Mundy Edw. Miller, Esq. M. P. Shipley

Mellor Abijah, Esq. Nottingham

Mason Mr. J. B. Nottingham

Menteath Rev. Mr. Closcburn Hall,

Dumfrieshire ....
NewcastleHisGrace the Duke of,Clurabor

Newark Right Honble. Lord Viscount,

M. P. Holme Pierrepont

Nevill Langford, Esq. Nottingham

Newton R. Emj. Norton, Derbyshire

OxtonTown of (by Mrs. Shcrbrooke)

Portland his Gr. the Duke of Wei beck

Portland his Grace the Duke of

Plumptre J. Esq. Fredville, Kent

Pierrepont Hon. John Evelyn, Thoresby

Penalties, arising from conviction of per.

sons, for having bought goods of

embezzled materials (by the magis.

trates) - _ - . .

PiaxtoD Parish of (by the Rev. D. Coke)

Pocklington Roger, Esq. Winthorpe .

Poole John, Esq. Nottingham

25

21

100

SO

25

20

10

SCO

100

200

100

100

50

50

50

21

10

10

300

100

21

10

loa

200

105

100

100

O

O

10

O

10

94
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Brought forward - <ei4,]59 12 10

Williams Rev. Mr. Nottingham

Williains Rev. Mr. (2d benefaction)

Wright John, Esq. Nottingham

Wright Thomas, Esq. Nottingham

Williams Mrs. Nottingham

- 100

- 60

- SO

50

50

14.459 12 10

Brought forward - ^14,459 12 10

Walter Rev. J. Bingham . . 21

A fine (by the Magistrates) . . 10

14,490 12 10

Benefactions under ten pounds 294 7 9

Total 14,785

LEGACIES.
Key Mrs. (her Executrix) Fulford jf500

Key John, Esq. Fulford . . 500

Harris Miss, Nottingham . . 100

Smellie John, Esq. Nottingham . 100

Copley Mrs. Nottingham . . 20

Tye Mr. Thomas, Nottingham . 6

Immyns George, Esq. Nottingham - 21

Needham Mr. (surgeon) Nottingham 21

Thompson Charles, Esq. Mansfield, 100/.

stock in the three per cents.

Frost Mr. William, Nottingham - 100

Coulson Mrs. Nottingham . .^0
Tayter M'r. John, Nottingham - 50

Parnham Mrs. Mary, Nottingham . 20

Williams Rev. Edward, Nottingham . 100

Wolley Mr. James, Codnor, Derbyshire 60

Dotham Mr. Thomas, Nottingham - 20

Revill Thomas, Esq. - . . 100

Chadwick James Mansfield, Esq. . 500

Lockitt Mr. Henry, Nottingham - 40

Leaver Mrs. Mary, Nottingham . 50

Mollor Abijah, Esq. Nottingham - 42

Strelley Mr. Joseph, Colwick - . 5

Welby William, Esq. Denton, . - 50

Carruthers Mr. Alderman, Nottingham 100

Stacy Mr. William, Farnsfield - - 200

2725 6

Brought forward

Warren Mrs. Elizabeth, Risley.

Jerrom Mrs. Mary, Nottingham

Pearsall.Mr. John, Nottingham

Storer Mr. John, Nottingham

Elliott William, Esq. Nottingham

Morris John, Esq. Nottingham

Mettam Thomas, Esq. Nottingham

Reddish Mr. Simon, Overstone

Hall Francis, Gent. Nottingham.

Caunt Mr. Alderman, Nottingham

A Lady (per Mr. Holdsworth)

Smith James, Gent. Nottingham

Hawlcy Mr. John, Ilkeston

Kelsall Mrs. Elizabeth, Nottingham

Dakeyne Mrs. Christian, Nottingham

Dakeyne Mr. Robert, Nottingham

Launder Cornelius, Esq. Nottingham

Ugnall Mrs. Ann, Nottingham

Ellis Mr. Thomas, Nottingham

Tomlinson Rev. William, Beverley

Pocklington Mrs. Mary, Newark

Harwood Mr. William, Bilborough

Pidcock Mr. William, Nottingham

Needham Mrs. William, Nottingham

.^2725
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Bcardmore Mr. Joseph, London - ^2 2

Brodhurst William, Esq. Mansfield . - 2 2

BettisoD Jonas, Esq. HoimcPierrepont - 2 2

Beresford Joiin, Esq. Ashborne . - 2 2

Blaydes Hugh, Esq. Ranby Hall . - 2 2

Beecher Rev. William, Southwell . - 2 2

Beecher Rev. John Thomas, Southwell - 2 2

Barrow Rev. Dr. Southwell . . - 2 2

Bristoe Rev. William, Southwell . - 2 2

Brown Rev. J. H. Eakring . . - 2 2

Brown Rev. J. H. Cotgrave . . - 2 2

Broughton Rev. Mr. Tunstal, Salop . -22
JJrcttle John, Esq. Thurgarton - - - 2 2

Bromley Sir Robert Howe, Bart. Stoke Hall 2 2

Bourne Gervas, Esq. Bramcote . - .22
Braithwaites Messrs. Nottingham . ^33
*Bolton Mr. Samuel, Nottingham . -22
Bigsby Rev. Thomas, Nottingham . - 2 2

Bardsley Mr. Nottingham - . . -22
Bates Mr. Alderman, Nottingham . -22
Bott Mr. George, Nottingham . . - 2 2

Blathcrwick Mr. Nottingham ...
Barwick Mrs. Nottingham ...
Brocksopp Mr. Nottingham ...
Brough Mr. John, Nottipgham

Chesterfield Rt. Hon. Karl of, K. B. Bradby

*Carrington Rt. Hon. Lord, Wycombe Abbey

*Clifton Sir Gervas, Bart. Clifton Grove

Craufurd General, BIyth ....
Chaworth John, Esq. Annesley Hall

Coape Lieutenant Colonel, Sherwodge Lodge

Charlesworth Rev. John, Ossington

Canterbury his Grace the Archbishop of,

Lambeth Palace - . . - 2 2

Clifton Rev. William, Clifton . . .22
Cleaver Rev. J. C. Holme-Pierrepont - .22
Ctiamberlin Mr, Richard, Leuton . -22
Cox Humphry, Esq. "South Scarle . - 2 2

Coleman Mr. Nottingham . . .33
Chatteris Mr. Edward, Nottingham . - 2 2

Collishaw John, Gent. Nottingham . - 2 2

Cox Mr. George Lissant, Nottingham .22
Coldham George, Gent. Nottingham .22
Cole, Huddlestone^ and Co. Messrs. Nottingham 2 2

*DashwOod C. V, Esq. Stanford Hall, .55
DoDston George, Esq. Worksop - - 2 2

Deverill Mr. William Hooton, Newton -22
Drewry Mr. Alderman, Derby . ' . .22

Dinsdale Rev. Owen, Wilford - - ^£2 2

Dashwood Rev. S. F. Stanford, near Longhbro' 2 2

Dickonson Thomas Lacy, Esq. West Retford 2 2

Davy and Roberts, Messrs. Druggists, London

Deakin Mrs. Bagthorpe ....
Dale Mr. James, Druggist Nottingham

^Emmerton J. W. Esq. Thrumpton

*Eyre A. H. Esq. Grove ...
Eyre Rev, Archdeacon, Babworlh

*Edge Thomas Webb, Esq. Strelley

*Evans Francis, Esq. Lenton Grove

Elliott W. E. Esq. Gedling House

Elliott John, Esq. Nottinghata

Elliott Mr. Thomas, Nottingham

Enfield Mr. Henry, Nottingham

Evans Walter, Esq. Derby ...
Evans William, Esq. Derby ...
Fo-ljambe Francis,, Esq. Osberton

Fountayne Miss, Papplewick ...
Frank Frank Admiral, M. P. Kirklington

Fynes Rev. Dr. Cromwell ...
Flamstead Rev. Dodsley, Spondon

Fillingham George, Esq. Syerston

Foster Rev. Robert, Sutton Bonington St.

Michael's

Fisher Thos. Esq. Beaconfield, near Newark
Fowler Miss, Southwell ....
FoxcroftMr. Lenton Firs ...
Foxcroft Mrs. C. Nottingham ...
Freeth Daniel, Gent. Castle Hill, Nottingham

Frost Mr. Nottingham ....
Fellows J. M. Esq. Nottingham

*GisborneRev. T. Yoxall Lodge, Staffordshire

Girardot J. C. Esq. Allestree, near Derby

Gregory Rev. Mr. Langar ...
Grecu James, Esq. Lenton Abbey
Greaves R. C. Esq. Ingleby, near Derby

Godfrey E. S. Esq. Newark ...
Gawthern Mrs. Nottingham ...
Goodacre Mr. Standard Hill, Nottingham

Grist Mrs. Nottingham ....
Hayne William, Esq. Nottingham

Holden Robert, Esq. Darley, near Derby

Hall and Son, Messrs. Basford ...
Hollins, Oldknow, and Co. Messrs. Pleasley

Works 55
Hayne Thomas, Esq. Nottingham . .65
Haddens Messrs, Nottingham • . .55

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

10

5

5

2

2

2

2

,2

2

2

2

2

2

2

5

5

3

2

2

2

2

2

10 10

6 5

5 6
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Huish Mark, Esq. Nottingham

Hojt Rev. George, Boughton . . .

Haiidley W, F. Esq. Newark . . .

Hall General, Park Hall, near Mansfield

Hall Rev. Jj H. Risley - . . .

Hall Thoinas, Esq. Nottingham

Ha*t Francis, Gent. Nottingham

Hardwick Mrs. Nottingham . . .

Hooley Mr. Nottingham

Howitt Mrs. Nottingham . . .

Hancock John Gent. Nottingham

Hopkinson Mr, George, Nottingham

Hind Mr. Thomas, Nottingham

Hopper Mr. Richard, jun. Nottingham

Holmes Rev. Mr. Normanton . . .

I]o!mts John, Esq. Retford . . .

Hodgkinson George, Esq. Southwell

Jackson and Manly Messrs. druggists. Pater.

Nostcr Row, London . . .

Jordan Rev. John Thomas, Hickling

Jamson Mr. Burton.Joyce . . .

Knight H. G. Esq. M. P. Langold

Kirkby Rev, John, Gotham - . .

Kewney Mr. Nottingham . . .

Killingley Mr. T. O. Nottingham

Lowe \Vm. Drury, Esq. Locko, Derbyshire

Longden John, Esq. Bramcote Hills

Leaver Richard, Esq. Mansfield

Lowe Robert, Esq. Southwell

Lowe Mr. J. High Field . . .

Lowe Mr. William, Nottingham

Lacy Mr. Charles, Standard Hill, Nottingham

Launder Miss, Nottingham . . .

Lawson Mr. Joseph, Nottingham

Lawson Mr. George, Red Hill Lodge

Lawson Mr. James, Red Hill Lodge

*Middleton Right Hon. Lord, Wollaton Hall

Musters John, Esq. Coiwick Hall

Mundy E. M. Esq. M. P. Shipley, Derbyshire

Morris Mrs. Nottingham . . .

Maltby T. and W. B. Messrs. Nottingham

Molyneux Henry Howard, Esq. M. P. Wellow

Meynell Francis, Gent. Derby

Moore Thomas, Esq. Lowdhara

Martin Rev. Samuel, Warsop

Martin J. N, Esq. 'Wollaton

Morewooi Mrs. Alfrcton Hall, Derb) shire

Maltby Gilbert, Esq. HoTeriogham

£5
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Smith John, Esq. M. P. London . £1
Smith Mrs. Lncy, Chelsea . - -2
Smith George, Esq. VVilford - - -2
Siietchlty Satniiel, Esq. Newark . -2
Stanton Messrs. G. and C. Mansfield - 2

Story Rev. Philip, Lockington . - 2

Smelt Rev. VV. Gedling .... 2

Staunton Rev. Dr. Staunton . . .2
Striitt William Esq. Derby . . .2
Strutt Joseph, Esq. Derby . . -2
Strutt George Esq. Belper . . .2
Stubbins Nathaniel Esq. Holme-Pierrepoat 2

Sanders Rev. George, Wollafon . .2
Saiiday Mr. William, Ilolme.Pierrepont - 2

Sanday Miss, N^ottingham . . - 2

Strctton Mr. William, Lenton Priory . 2

*Smith Mr. Thomas Carpenter, Nottingham 2

Smith Mr. W. jun. High-pavement, Nottingham 2

Smith Mr. W. St. Jamcs's-street, Nottingham 2

Smith Mr. J. St. James's.street, Nottingham

Society of Woolcombers, Nottingham

Society for the Prosecution of Horse Stealers

Nottingham .....
Swann Mr. Alderman, Nottingham . '.

Stuart Rev, J. B. Standard Hill, Nottingham

Sykes Mr. Robert, Nottingham

Shilton Mr. C. D. Nottingham

Simpson Messrs. Thos. and John, Nottingham 2 2

Severn Mr. James, Nottingham . - 2 2

Shuttleworth Mr. Nottingham

Stone Mr. John, Nottingham

Sutton Mr. Charles, Nottingham

Trent Navigation Company

Twisleton I. C. FIsq. Osbaston Hall, Leicestershire 3

Topott John, Esq. Lamcote - . -2
Thoroton Thomas, Esq. Flintham Hall . 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

6

Thompson Mrs. West Bridgford

Trentham William, Gent. Nottingham

Turbutt William, Esq. Ogston Hall

Unwin Mrs. Mansfield . - - -

•Vernon Rt. Hon. Lord, Sudbury, Derbyshire

Vernon Hon. George V. Nutthall Temple

Vezey Mr. Nottingham . . . .

Warren Right Hon. Sir John Borlase, K. B.

Stapleford Hall . . . .

Wilmot Sir R. Bart. Chaddesden, near Derby

Wright John, Esq. Lenton . - .

Wright Ichabod, Esq. Mapperley

Wright Edmund, Esq. Nottingham

Wakefield Messrs. Francis and S. Nottingham

Williams George Gregory, Esq. Rempstone

Walker Mrs. Thomas, Berry Hill

Wright Samuel, Esq. Gunthorpe

Wright Thomas, Esq. Norwood Hall

Wright John Smith, Esq, High ShcriflF, Wilford

Hodse ......
Wright Mrs. Mary, Sion Hill . . .

Wright Mrs. Nottingham , . . .

Wright Mrs. H. Nottingham

\V right Miss, Long.Row, Nottingham

Webster Mr. John Sutton, Nottingham

Wilson Mr. Alderman, Nottingham

Wakefield Mr. Thomas, Nottingham\

^
Wells Mr. Nottingham

I
Wyldo Rev. Dr. Nottingham

i

\

X

\

X

X

X

£2
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Parish of Colston. Basset

Parish of Bulwell ....
Parish of Arnold ....
Parish of Snenton ....
Parish of Ruddington, by Mr. Breedon

Parish of Wollaton ...
Parish of Hickling ....
Parish of Beeston ....
Parish of Trowell ....
Parish of East Leak, by Mr. Woodroffe

^2
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Brought over . . j€2919

Annual subscriptions (including arrears

and new subscriptions) from the 25th of

March, 1814, to the 25th of March,

1815 . ^ . -

Interest allowed by Treasurers

In the Matron's hands

4 2

- 922 10

- 13 13

- 21

3876 7 11

LEGACIES TO THE GENERAL INFIRMARY,
TESTED OR CONTINGENT.

A legacy of jglOOO, 4 per cent, government secu.

rities, vested in the governors, by the last will of the

late Edward Bennett, Esq. sugar baker, in Sheffield,

and payable at the decease of his widow, who is alive.

A legacy of 1400?. vested in the governors, by the

last will of the late Rev. Creed Turner, of Treeton,

in the coonty of York, payable at the decease of his

sister, married to Dr. Storer.

A legacy of 100?. to the use of the infirmary, by

the last will of the late Richard Milford, Esq. in case

his daughter, who is married, shall have no child who

shall live to attain the age of 21 years.

JOHN STORER, M. D.

THOMAS SMITH, M. D,

JAMES CLARKE, M. D.

Brought over . - j£132S.12 10

Joiners', whitesmiths', braziers', and

coopers' bills, with various articles of

furniture, 27?. 15s. I0d..-Wh;te.wash-

ing, and bricklayers' work, 30?. 17s

Glazing windows, repairing water-

closets, and plumbers' bill, including

expenses on account of the steam en-

gine, 23?. 125. - - - - 82 4 10

Repairing and regulating clocks, 2?. 16s.

6d.—Water rent, 4?. 4s Two pigs,

and feeding ditto, 6?. 10s. lOd —Shav.

ing patients twice a week, 6? Car-

riage of goods, &c. 3?. 9s. 2d. - - 23 6

1430 18 2

SALARIES AND WAGES.

The Chaplain - . ^^31 10 o'

House apothecary & secretary 60

Matron . - - . 30

Deputy receiver - -550
Porter - - - - 20 4

Ditto, a coat, hat, jacket, &c. 5 4 10

Nurses - . . - 34 13

Cook and house-maid . 16 16

Night wakers - . -4160
Washer.woman . - 1 6

Casual Expenbiture,—Repairing gar.

den wall, making a sewer, and the sla.

ters' bill for damage by high wind - 24 10 6

Insurance . . . . -300
Expenses at church on anniversary . 42 7

Expenses at assembly on anniversary . 25 18

By purchase of 1000?. 3 per cent, consols 677 10

By purchase of 1300?. 4 per cents. 1079

In the treasurer's hands, March 26, 1815 362 14 11

In the matron's hands . - -2100

! 209 9 4

3876 7 11

VHonorary Governors for life.
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General account of patients admitted and

to

In. Out.

Remaining on the boolis March

25th, 1814 ... 40 350

Admitted since, of which 169

were accidents ... 324 970

discharged since the first opening, September 19th, 1783,

March 35th, 1815.

Ont.patients made in. patients

In.patients made out.patients

Cnred . . . .

Relieved . . . .

At their own request

For irregularity ...
Non-attendance, (most cnred) .

Without relief ...
Dead

Remain on the books, March

25th, 1815

Out.patients made in-patients

In-patients made out.patients

364 1320

3 —
— 60

Total.

390

1594

1684

3

60

Patients admitted and dis.

charged since the first open.

ing, Sept. 19th, 1782, to

March 25th, 1815

Out.patients made in-patients

lo.patients made out.patients

In. Out. Total.

9922 25941 35863

991 — 991

— 3013 3013

10913 28954 39867

367 1380 1747

197

36

4

12

13

794

58

6

146

45 373

307 1377

60 —

991

94

10

12

146

13

418

1684

3

60

367 1380 1747

Cured ....
Relieved ....
At their own request and for

irregularity ...
Non-attendance, (most of

whom were cured) -

Without relief ...
Dead ....
.Remain on the books March

25th, 1815

5715 21585 27300

809 1615 2424

598 422 1020

— 3863 3863

154 105 259

579 — 579

45. 373 418

7900

Out.patients made in.patients —
In.patients made out.patients 3013

27963
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CORRESPONDENTS AND RECEIVERS.
For the County of Derby, - - - Mr. Alderman DREWRY, Derby.

For the Hundred of Newark, - - - Messrs. GODFREY and HUTTON, Bankers, Newark.

For the Hundred of Bingham, . . - Rev. THOMAS BEAUMONT, of East Bridgford.

For the Hundred of Broxiowe, ... Mr. CHARLES STANTON, Mansfield.

For the Hundred of 7'Aargar/on, . - Rev. WILLIAM BECHER, Southwell.

For the Division of SoM/A C/rtj/, - - JOHN HOLMES, Esquire, of Retford.

Messrs. SMITH, PAYNE, and SMITHS; Messrs. ROBARTS, CURTIS, and Co. ; and Sir RICHARD
CARR GLYNN, and Co. Bankers, London.

*,s* The Governors will be glad if such gentlemen and clergymen as approve of this undertaking would trouble

themselves to inform their neighbours of the nature and utility of this hospital, and promote subscriptions to support it.

Old Linen is always considered a valuable preseiU to the charity.

KITTY HUDSON.
We will close our account of this institution by giving the particulars of the most extraordinary

case ever recorded in the medical annals^ as extracted by Dr. Hugh Moises from the minutes of the

hospital^ and afterwards published in the Medical and Physical Journal. And Mr. Attenburrow,

Mr. Wright, and Mr. Thompson, are still residing in this town as living witnesses of the truth of

the case. Thinking, however that the reader would be gratified by every iota of information which

could be collected on the subject, I sent for the woman herself (who is now living at Arnold in this

neighbourhood) to come to my house, which she did, on the 23d of July, 1815, from whom, in

the presence of several neighbours, I learnt the following particulars—She is now a hearty,

communicative woman, and very pleasant in conversation.

She said she was born at Arnold on the 9th of March, 1 765 ; and that at six years of age she

was brought to her grandfather, Mr. White, then sexton of St. Mary's parish Nottingham,

where a girl resided, in the capacity of servant, several years older than herself, who used to say to

her, " Kitty, if you will get me a mouthful of pins by such, or such a time, I will give you so much

" tuffy." Kitty used to be employed in sweeping the church several times a week, and was always

very careful in picking up pins and needles, which she regularly stored in her mouth, for she received

alike for both. She followed this practice, as she says herself, till she could neither eat, drink, or

sleep without pins or needles in her mouth, having got out of bed many times to supply herself with

them, in order to get some sleep. Indeed to such a pitch had she carried this strange habit, before

the mischief was discovered, that her double teeth were worn almost to the gums by constantly

chewing these little instruments of torment. At length she began to feel a constant numbness in

her limbs, and a great disinclination to sleep, which, after various medical applications, was the

cause of her being removed to tiie general hospital, where, as she says, she vras the ninth patient.

For the account of her extraordinary sufferings and her not less extraordinary cure, the reader is

referred to the extracted minutes below.

On asking her respecting her marriage, &c. she stated that John Goddard, a youth of her native

village, who had sweethearted her from a child, to use her own expressions, was an out-patient in

the hospital, for a complaint in his head, of which he lost an eye, when she was an in-patient, Avho

used to cheer her by saying he would marry her if she lost all her limbs, providing her life was
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spared. And she still says, she believes that it was the cheering of this young man^ and her

attachment to him, which enabled her t. bear up against h'^r sufferings. In about six months after

her cure ishe was married to this faithful lover, by whom she has had nineteen children, eighteen of

which lived to be christened, and she 'iad three of them living at one time, though only one now

remains, a girl of seventeen years of age; and she has been blind near two years, but, at the time

this account was given, had received a little sight of one eye. Kitty says, from the loss of both her

breasts, and a variety of other causes, the doctors used to tell her she would never rear a child; but

she says God has enabled her to falsify their predictions. On being asked if she at any time felt

any inconvenience from her past sufferings, she replied, nothing material, except that a pin or needle

still remained in one of her left ribs, which, when she vyas heavy with child gave her great pain,

and now hurts her sometimes. Her husband died in the present year, for whose memory she

expresses the utmost attachment. And it is not a little remarkabiC, that somewhat less than four

years ago, she was in our hospital with a broken leg, when she miscarried of her last child. She

travelled as the Arnold post from that village to this town about four years, sometime ago.

The remarkable case of Kitti/ Hudson, of M)ttinghaTn, who voidedfrom different parts of her

body many needles, fins, and pieces of bones, in a letter from Dr. Hugh Moises to Dr.

Bradley. Extractedfrom the Medical and Physical Journal, Vol. VII.

Dear Sir—In giving thL- following case, I faithfully transcribe tie minutes taken by the physicians and surgeons

of the General Hospital, Nottingham, under whose immediate care the patient (Kitty Hudson) was received at her

different admissions. As at some periods of her disease, frequent consultations were held, the minutes were

more carefully made and preserved at those periods; while at others, when the symptoms w«re considered as less

urgent, little, or very unsatisfactory, notice is taken of them. To this may be added, the unfortunate loss of one

of the books, to which I was in consequence excluded a reference at the time I collected the case in my place-book.

I had formerly mentioned the outlines of the ease to many professional men, who held deserved rank in the medical

world ; and of whom I might say, with Cicero, that they were

Interiores et reconditee Uteris.

I, however, found that the tide of scepticism might hurry me into endless controversy, without a prospect of any

practical advantage being derived from the discussion. With these impressions I hesitated' to make the case public,

(as it was my intention to have done at the Lyceum Medicum, in 1792,) well knowing that

Pkilospphi CBtafem in litibus conterunt.

In respect to the facts of this remarkable case, Dr. Storer, Mr. Wright, Mr. Bigsby, Mr. Attenburrow, Mr.
Thompson, and every other professional man in th^ town of Notlingham, who were resident there at the time, are

in full possession of, and are at liberty to confirm or contradict any part of my statement, according as I may be

found correct or otherwise. I believe it was the intention of Doctor Snowden White, then senior physician to the

Hospital, to have published it j but his premature death from phthisis haemoptoi'ca, I suppose, prevented his carrying

his iatention into execution.* It has, therefore, hitherto been but lamely commnnicated to a few practitioners; nor

can I detail it in the manner I could wish, for reasons already given. The preserved facts of the case are befor«

you, and for their being facts, I might pledge myself to you in the language of 'f'erence.

Liquet mihi dejerare.

16th November, 1801. I have honor to be, &c. HUGH MOISES, M. D.

* The unfortunate sufferer told the author of the History of Nottingham at his interview with her, that Dr. White afterwards told"

h^r he would publish the account for her benefit.

ax
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Kitty Hudson, a single woman, was admitted into the General Hosjvital, XotttnghaiB, od the 4th of August

1783, for an inflammatory aflTeclion of the right arm ; her usual oceupatiun had been that of sweeping the pews and

aisles of a church...-On inspection of the arm two needles were discovered in the skin, a little above the dorsal side

of the wrist. They lay- in a transverse direction, and were readily extracted by pushing the points tlirough the sliin

and laying hold of them with a pair of forceps. Upon a more minute examination, some more needles were felt about

three inches higher up the fore arm, but farther back than the others, and more over the flexor muscles ; these lay

longitudinally, and appeared to have their heads downwards. These needles were extracted as before, a small punctare

with a lancet having been previously made. (Of the number of the last.mentioncd needles 1 find no mention.)

Aug. 6th. Another needle is felt very plainly a little below the former place.

7. The nurse, in attempting to extract one from her leg, has broken it, and left part of it in. A large needle has

been taken away from her foot, which was laying across her instep, and among the tendons.

Oct. 11 A very large darning needle was this day extracted from her right breast, seemingly buried within a part

of the gland ; thinks she feels another needle very deep seated under the gland in the middle of the breast; complained

of great pain in the breast after the removal of the needle, which in about an hour afterwards became so escessive as

to throw her into convulsions.

Nov. 1st. The convulsions have continued at periods till now ; the needle still appearing to lie very deep within the

breast; and about three days ago her jaws became locked; very weak and low
;

pulse small and weak; made an

incision quite through the breast, and extracted a large needle which adhered to the tendinous fascia covering the

pectoral muscle ; afterwards brought the lips of the wound together by adhesive plaislers. (From this last report I

find none other until)

Jan. 12th, 1784. Has now very severe pains in the breast; apply Goulard's fomentation sprinkled with laudanum.

15th. Took her purging medicine last night, which had do effect; fomentation increased the pain ; omit it. Touch

the fungous ulcers with the weak solution of lunar caustic.

Feb. 3d. Passed a pin yesterday by urine, which was not coated, or particularly corroded : and this day, with the

same excretion, passed a needle. Had much pain in the sphincter vesica; before and during the passage, and the urine

bloody, -though less so to-day.

5th. Passed another needle yesterday by urine; is faint and low,

11th. The breast healing fast, less pain, and the needle not easily distinguishable; has had pain in the throat and

vomiting, which brought up blood ; feels still an obstruction in swallowing.

12th. Brought up a needle by vomiting.

14th. Had a needle extracted from her breast.

16th. Complains of pain in the lower part of the thorax, betwixt the ribs, but nothing to be felt.

19th. Pain now in her breast, as when a needle was there before, that between the ribs gone off.

26th. Two days ago the whole of the breast began to be inflamed, and the infiamaiatioa continues.

March 3d. Inflammation gone off,

8th. Still complains of pain deep seated in her breast, which prevents her resting.

19th. The needle in the breast to be extracted.

22d. It passed into the thorax during the operation
; part of the gland, which was schlrrous, was removed.

26th. No pain from the needle ; breathing easy,

29th. Felt the needle in her stomach, and threw up a considerable quantity of congealed blood.

April 5th. Has had no pain from the needle since last report; breast healing.

8th. Continues mending ; no symptom of any more pins or needles.

26th. Quite well ; dismissed cured.

May 7. Is re.admitted; about a week since was taken with a pain, a pricking sensation at the stomach, and vomited

a matter which consisted of a solution of a pin similar to what she passed by urine, with some streaks of blood,

attended with external inflammation, with two small ulcers, which are now much better,

10th, Last night took tinct, theb. gt. Ixxx. Procured no re^t; complains of great pain in the stomach, and thinki

she feels two or three pins or needles, and that they change their position.
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11th. Brought up three pins, two csrroded, one not much so.

17th. Plaister taken off; pain was relieved by it ; but the part sore and a little ulcerated ; stomach yet sore.

2lst. Yesterday threw up matter similar to what came from her stomach when the pins were there; complains of

much pain in her stomach, but no pricking feel, except when pressed ; feels as if matter discharged from the part

into the stomach
;
jaw locked, and a little subsuitus tendinum. Ordered milk, whey, butter.milk and water, and

weak broths frequently for diet.

22d. Had very little rest during the night; early in the morning got up and took three tea-spoons full of tinct. theb.

without any sensible effect ; had frequent spasms in the course of the day; went into the warm bath this evening;

was very faint and much convulsed on coming out, afterwards considerably better ; took a bolus about eight o'clock.

23d. Has had a tolerable night's rest; thinks herself much easier; no relaxation of the jaw; has much pain and

subsuitus tendinum.

24th. Somewhat freer from pain this morning ; has had several stools from the bolus ; went into the warm bath, and

was much better after it ; has taken the tinct. theb. three times.

25th. Has brought up a considerable quantity of matter since last night ; much relieved from pain, but no relaxation

of jaw.

29th. Feels more pain at her stomach, as if there were pins and needles ; sickness and vomiting
; jaw looser.

June 2d. Yesterday brought up a pin ; still feels pain and pricking at her stomach ; costive.

3d. Brought vp four pins together, and one singly before these Drink warm gum water.

6th. Feels no pain but soreness.

9th. Complains of a pain in left breast: apply linen dipped in Goulard's water, and sprinkled with laudanum
Stomach much swelled and hard.

17th. Much pain in her stomach; two pins or needles to be felt on each side of her stomach. One needle takea
put this day.

29th. Dismissed relieved.

Aug. 11. Re-admittcd. On Friday last threw up a pin from her stomach; since easier there, but bad a pin in

right breast. One needle taken ont from the surface, but has continued pain from one deep seated in the same breast

with spasms, and jaw stiff. Warm bath this evening,

16th. Spasips have been severe, and has taken the laudanum to the amount of 500 drops. No pain except in breast.

Warm bath whenever the spasm or pain increases.

20th. Great pain in breast, and in jaw, which was locked ; general convulsions and violent.

22d. Took a bolus on Friday, went into the warm bath, and was much relieved; repeated bolus twice on Saturday
and one last night, using the warm bath. A splinter came away from the inner angle of the lower jaw on the right

side ; body open and jaw quite relaxed ; no spasm, but violent pain in the breast.

26th. For sefveral days has complained of great pain in her breast; and describes it to be as if several pins were
lodged in the mamma and pectoral muscle, aud lying between the two ribs.

Aug. 30th. The right mamma was extirpated this day, in the middle of which a needle was fou^d closely iliipacted
;

an haemorrhage taking place in the evening, the dressings were removed, and a small artery was taken up ; a pin was
found in the dressings.

Sept. 4th. Complained of pain ; the dressings were partially removed ; another pin was sticking to the dressings;

four other pitis were also discovered in the wound, which were removed without difficulty. One of the pins havino-

lost the head, her perception was so accurate as to distinguish it before removing the dressings.

9th. On removing the dressings two pins were found adhering to them. She rested well, and has lost every symptom
of spasm or pain, except what is in consequence of the operation.

7th. Two more pins were found lodging on the dressings this day, together with a plumb stone which she swallowed

two days ago. No fever, but her stomach rejects what ever medicine is offered.*

* This took place after her second breast was taken off, while the wound was still open, as she informed the author.
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8ih. The food taken, came away from the wound in the form of poultice.

9th. Complains of slight degree of pain in different parts of the breast. The wound is in a healing state.

10th. No material alteration.

11th. The food swallowed still continues to work out at the wound, issuing from' a sinus vi ry small, and covered

with granulations acting as a Talve to it. Ordered to cat no animal food, or dry bread, but live only on milk diet ia

different forms, with sago and rice. Port wine half-a.pint per diem.

12th. Complains of much pain, which she thinks is owing to a piece of bone working its way along the sinus to

make its exit at the wound. The piece of bone she imagines is about half an inch long, and rather thick.

13th. This morning it came away exactly as she had described it, and appears to be part of one of the ribs ; she stilt

complains of much pain, and thinks there is another piece of bone making i(^ way to come out. This evening the

other piece of bone came away, covered as she had described it; and appears to be the end of one of the ribs, covered

with a vast number of insects of the grub kind.

14th. A great number of grubs came away with the dressings this day.

15th. A small piece of bone came away with the dressings ; complains of much pain, as if there were several more'

pieces to come away.

16th. This morning another piece of bone came away, rather larger than that of yesterday.

17th. Complains of much pain and prickings in the part; food passes through the sinus.

18th. Two pieces of bone came away covered with a cartilaginous substance; from the kind of pain she fecU

thinks there is another Urge piece of bone that will soon come away.

I9th. This morning the large piece of bone came away as she had described it ; is ranch easier ; almost every thiog

she eats or drinks still escapes through the sinus.

20th. The wound looks well ; no food has passed the sinus to-day.

2lst. This morning four small pieces of bone came away, and there was also a considerable quantity of food on the

dressings ; not so faint and low.

22d. Five small pieces of bone and a quantity of food came away with the dressings.

23d. She is much easier to-day, and very little food has passed through the sinus.

24th. Passed no food through the sinus since yesterday, and takes it freely; thinks the rib, from which the

exfoliatation has taken place, is now detached from the back bone.

27th. Does not take food so easily ; it is heavy at her stomach, and occasions nausea, but does not pass through the

sinus ; the rib feels to her as though it were broken into several gieces. One piece of carious bone came' away this

day.

30th. One piece of bone came away on the 28th ; could take no food; was ordered nutritive clysters of milk and

broth. Yesterday two bones came away, portions of rib ! feels as if more were lodged at the oesophagus ; feels as if a

gathering was coming on lower on the ribs ; chilliness and shivering at times ; clyster came up in part at her mouth,

and gave her pain ; lessen the quantity, and repeat them. Three pieces of carious rib came away this morning.

Oct. Ist. This morning thirty.four pieces of bone were working their way through the sinus. Took a small

quantity of bread and wine last night, which greatly refreshed her ; eat some bread and milk for supper with some

degree of appetite.

2d. This morning was considerably better ; was got up, and walking about the ward in good spirits. After the

wound was dressed, was seized with spasmodic affection of the lungs, almost producing suffocation, which was succeeded

by rigor and fainting. No bone or aliment came away with the dressings, lo the afternoon and evening was much

better.

3d. Continues nearly the same as yesterday.

4th, The food she takes passes off by stool soon after she has taken it ; ordered to eat rice gruel as her principal

diet; take from 20 to 80 drops of laudanum half an hour before she eats any food.

5th. Food continues to pass undigested, almost as soon as taken. The laudanum has not had any sensible effect.

6th. This morning a portion of bone, about three quarters of an inch in length, of a curved form with points, wai

discharged by stool, since which she has been free from pain, and breathing easier.
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7th. Took 80 drops of tinct. (hob. without the least eflfect ; complains of frequent rigors, succeeded by heat, several

times a day.

8th. Last night and this morning has taken 90 and 100 drops of tinct. theb. without any effect whatever. Can get

but little rest, from a universal soreness of the right side, which she describes as if her ribs were falling out of their

sockets.

i'ith. Had nothing come away from sore till to-day, a few pieces of bone, (no number specified in my minutes);

has had cough, and expectorated dark foetid matter, but not to-day; complains of great pain in the stomach, as if a

large piece of bone was there ; food passes off quick as before.

14th. This morning brought up a large piece of bone ; complains of great soreness of the oesophagus ; food

continues to pass unaltered, and almost immediately after being swallowed.

19th. Feels now as if pins, or a piece of bone, were penetrating the bladder, or the right side near the neck of the

bladder.

21st. This day passed a piece of bone by urine.

25th. On Saturday and yesterday she threw up blood, liquid, not congealed, she thinks aboot a tea.cup full.

—

Complains of pain in her stomach, but not as if any extraneous substance was lodged there.

28th. Constant nausea and vomiting on taking food ; feels something thick and long, which seems to come to her

throat, afterwards returns to the stomach, and lies heavy on the left side of her stomach.

Nov. 1st. Symptoms as before, only yesterday morning, a red spot or two on the right breast, very sore and

inflamed ; has now the appearance of an eschar, and covers the upper part of the breast; no sensation as of pins or

needles, or any irritatijig substance in the breast ; frequent chilliness and heat. •

9th. Breast healing on the outside, but yet feels pain internally, as though there was bones in it; takes food better,

and it stays with her.

11th. Compkins greatly of the heart-burn ; a thin discoloured matter discharges from aq ulcer in the breast.

15th, Felt as if a bone rose from her stomach ; she thinks the bones came from the left breast; which is now healeii'

excepting a small ulcer.

18th. Still complains of heart.burn. Breast almost healed. Brought up two small bones yesterday.

20th. Complains of rib on the left side, under the breast, feeling as if it was splintered ; heart-burn continues,

23d. Had pain in her jaw, and stiffness ; went into the warm bath, which relieved her.

Dec. 1. Breast very painful ; no cardialgia ; ulcer on the breast ; food stays; body open.

8th. For the last seven days has had almost constant ichorous discharge from the breast, with the usual erysipelatous

appearance, attended sometimes with great sickness.

9th. Yesterday diarrhoea came on with discharge of matter.

J7th. Purging ceased ; still complains of much pain in the breast, and acid on the stomach.

23d. Complains of much pain in her arm and shoulder.

26th. Complains of pain in her breast, but much easier since the application of the blister. Dismissed cured.

March 8th, 1785. On re-admission she complains of great pain in her left eye, that she describes as proceedin"- from

her breast on that side. The eye-lid much swollen and inflamed, and one part of it has put on the appearance of

eschar, that has been observed in other parts of the body to terminate in excoriation.

11th, The right eye is now in the same state as the other, and equally painful.

14th. A considerable quantity of blood was taken by the leeches. The swelling and inflammation is nearly gone.

21st. She has complained of pains in the right side for several days, extending along the course of the right ureter,

and this morning says it has stopped the discharge of the urine. On examination, a piece of bone was found lodged in

the upper part of the vagina, on the right side of the os uteri, and was extracted.

30th. To this time the symptoms have remained much the same, and live pieces of bone have been extracted at

different times, since the 21st instant. N. B. One of the pieces was found making its passage into the vagina, at the

part above mentioned, and after extraction the aperture was large enough to admit the point of a finger.

(From Ibis report I do not find any minute until)

2 Y
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Oct. 18th. Dismissed, cured.

Jan. 3d. Readmitted; fell down stairs; head and side muoh bruised; ordered to hare the head shaved about the

part aflfected, and coTered with empl. neutrale.

Feb. 3. Extracted four bones from the vagina, the whole about an inch long, to appearance exfoliations of the ribs.

Complains of great pains in the side, as if more bones were making their way downwards. Cutaneous ulcerations of

the legs.

4th. Extracted three bones laying across, and considerably farther within the vagina. The last bone seemed to be

retained about half its. length, within the sinus, from which they are supposed to make their exit at the lower part

between the os uteri and rectum. Great pains of side and stomach ; alternative chilis and flushing ; tongue white and

furred : no appetite.

17th. After making water complaints of lacerating pain of the right side, as if pieces of bone were still moving

downwards to the vagina, and' having alternate symptoms of pyrexia, sickness, pain at the stomach, &c. with hardness

and swelling externally, where she supposes another needle to be deep seated ; she thinks she can fully distinguish its

form and points. Several pieces of bone of unequal sizes, some one inch in length, and half an inch in breadth, (about

twelve in number) in their appearance like a divided portion of rib, putrid, blackish, and covered with offensive matter,

some of them partially remaining within the sinus, betwixt the rectum and uterus, others loose within the vagina, have

been extracted at different times since the 4th.

Upon examining the matter brought up by vomiting, some small insects were observed in the ntass, which was of a

darkish colour, very low and weak.

18th. Still complains of violent pain, as if more bones were passing. Extracted three pieces , within the middle of

one portion (to appearance rib) of about a quarter of an inch in length and half an inch in breadth, a large pin was

found running longitudinally through part of its substance, and firmly impacted. She thinks more bones are woikiog

downwards the same way.

19th. Extracted a very small needle from the fore part of the leg, near the outer ancle; and from the deep-«cated

pain near the same part, she fancis a pin is lodged. The erysipelatous ulceration, which affected the greatest part of

the leg, has entirely gone off".

20th. Have extracted another portion of bone, nearly one inch in length and half an inch broad, from out of the

vagina, having two pins running parallel to each- other, in the same manner as in that of the report of the 18th.—

Feels more bone. The former symptoms still continue ; ancles oedematous at night ; cannot sleep for pain, or retain

any solid food whatever,

25th. Complains of very lacerating, pricking pain all last night. Have removed a portion of bone, having a pin

running through its substance longitudinally ; and another portion three-quarters of an inch in length and half an inch

in breadth, with a pin running transversely through it, forming a right angle. Had a stool, which was streaked with

blood; a continued discharge of pus, black and fetid, from the vagina; still complains of pain in the side, stomach,

&c. with sickness as before.

March 3d. Removed two narrow portions of bone, about one inch in length and three-quarters an inch in breadth;

one portion having two pins impacted longitudinally, the other only one. Thinks the whole of the loosened bones

from the ribs arc discharged, as she is fiee from lacerating pains; other symptoms continue; gets little or no

sleep.

5th. Complains of pain in the bowels, as if a bone was passing through them ; stools very black ; several of them

in a day, with grubs, the same as in the matter vomited before. The stools ordered to be saved for oxamination.

8th. Upon examination the stools were found very black, and a pin was discovered at the bottom of the vessel,

discoloured, and seemingly in part dissolved by a menstruum.

10th.. Shortness of breath when lying; the legs, thighs, and skin of the breast o3deroatous'; great distention and

hardness of the stomach and abdomen ; has passed no urine these three days.

14th. Feels very great fulness with load at the stomach ; thinks no urine is secreted into the bladder ; has not made

water these three da>s, nor has any inclination ; has chilly fits succeeded by heat two or three times a day ; has stools

daily, of a dark colour.
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18th. CEdema, and (ightness about praecordia not so considerable ; complains of great pain in the bladder, especially

during the excretion of urine, which is now more frequent; pain of the right leg from a pin.

22d, Has complained for three days past of pain in her bowels, with purging to the extent of nine, ten, or eleveo

stools a day, with great pain in making water. The urine deposits a copious earthly sediment, mixed with mucus of a

greyish cast.

24th. Purging continues ; makes very little water, and then with great pain ; in the night of the 22d had a very

strong convulsion fit, which threw her out of bed, and bruised her very much ; has had frequent vomitings, as before;

complains of great pains in the bones of the sacrum and loins ; the stomach not so much swelled or hard.

April 20th. Violent pain in her bowels with continual purging ; has discharged two pins with some fragments of

bone by stool ;
pain as usual in her right side.

21st. Extracted some portions of bone (no number mentioned) from the sipus in the vagina, through one of which

a pin was driven.

May 1st. Great pain in her right breast, pricking as if several pins were buried deep ; the glandular parts enlarged

and hard; can feel two or three seemingly buried in the middle of these indurated glands; takes six or seven tea

spoons full of tinct. theb. two or three times a day without any effect either in producing sleep or mitigating pain ; had

several convulsion fits this night, which were only relieved by large doses of opium. (N. B. Each tea spoonful held

100 drops.)

4th. Pain this evening intolerable in her breast ; took at eleven in the morning, eleven tea spoons full of tinct

thebaica, and this morning twelve, which have not yet (eight o'clock) either alleviated the pain or produced any eflfect,

excepting exciting nausea.

(From this day we find no report until)

June 12th. Dismissed, cured. /

July 26th, 1792. I have this day been credibly informed by a neighbour and relation of Kitty Hudson, that she is

married, has two fine children, and enjoys better health than for several years past.

At present I shall make no comment on the case; I feel it, however, a duty 1 owe to myself, (and to anticipate the

attack of puny criticism) that I should here observe, that the language of the case throughout, is strictly that of the

minutes preserved in the Case Books of the hospital, as taken thence by myself upwards of ten years ago.

HUGH MOISES, M. D.

When the reader reflectfs^ that nearly thirty-six thousand of his suffering fellow niQrtals, either

as in or owf-patients^ have been entered on the books of this hospital within the space of thirty-

three years ; and that upwards of twenty-seven thousand of that number have been restored^ in a

state of convalescency, to the fond arms of a husband, a wife^ a child^ a parent, or a friend, he will

rather approve of, than censure the author's conduct in giving so minute a detail of an institution

which dispenses so many benefits around. With what pleasure and inquiry will those pages be

looked over, which contain the naiTies of the benefactors, donors, and subscribers ; and with what

rapture will many hereafter point to this or that name, and exclaim to the conversing friend, "such
" an one, whose name you there behold, and who ennobled human nature by being charitable to

" the poor and distressed, was a relation, or an ancestor of mine! !" The physicians and surgeons

too merit our highest commendation and praise, for devoting their time and exercising their talents

in alleviating the sufferings of those who are daily falling victims to accident and disease. The life

of man, like the earth's vast surface, is replete with flaws and irregularities ; and the question will

not bear disputing, whether he is the most commendable who seeks to remove the asperities, and

smooth the rugged passage ; or he whose conduct tends to make its irregularities still more
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coospiicuyus aiultroublesome, by punishing misguided mortals for errors, the commission of which

they had but half the pawei" to avoid ; or whicb^^ under other circumstances, they would most

'cautidtisly "have shunned;

'The frieiids of this excellent institution, and the public at large, will excuse me for observing,

that there is one rule in the interior management of the establishment which is very liable to be

abused, viz. that \vhicli excludes a patient /or ever, for irregularity of conduct. The language and

behaviour of a captious and an over-bearing matron may so far irritate the mind of a patient

(sickness always contributing to mental disquietude) as to produce words, which wounded pride

and an ignorant consequence of office may construe into insolence ; and, thus an unguarded

expression, flowing from an independency of soul, may be the cause of very great misery to, and

perhaps the death of a useful member of society.—It requires great circumspection and impartiality

of conduct in the house visitors to iruard against this evil.

GEJS'ERAL LUJVATIC ASYLUM.
The, foundation of this extensive and well-constructed public building was laid on the 31st of

May, 1810, and it was opened for the admission of its unfortunate tenantry on the 12th of February,

1813. It is situate on the declivity of a hill in the parish of Snenton, facing the Carlton road,

and a few hundred paces without the boundaries of Nottingham liberties.

The gentlemen who generously took upon themselves the general management of the infirmary,

very early saw th^ necessity of an asylum for the wandering, half lost, and sometimes wholly

neglected in;iniacs—they contributed very much, in their collective as well as individual capacities

towards the accomplishment of an object so desirable ; and, till 1809, they regularly annexed a

statement of the funds designed for its erection to the annual report of the state of the General

Hospital, at which time the asylum fund was converted into a separate establishment. These

humane and praise-worthy gentlemen, could not see their fellow creatures, clothed in rags, or half

naked, when deprived of their reason, parading the streets, the sport of coxcombs and thoughtless

boys, without being painfully struck with the sight ; and they endeavoured to provide a remedy for

the evil.—As man is the noblest work of God ; and as his mental powers are given to him, as the

grand palladium of moral happiness, the restoring one to the enjoyment pf the faculties of

ratiocination must be paying a tribute of gratitnde to the Deity, and conferring a benefit on society,

independently of performing a duty to the sufferer as a fellow .man. Besides, the life of every

passenger lies in the hands of the wandering maniac—or, if only a wound be inflicted by him, to

whom can the injured person apply for redress? he may procure the imprisonment of the offender;

and what then! the sympathizing pity the misguided oftender, wliile the only recompence the

other receives, is the painful reflection, that his ovvn misfortune has added to the misery of another,

whose loss, of reason loas his only crime. To which may be added, w hen men labouring under

this dreadful malady; fall into the hands of the keepers ofworkhouses (which is uniformly the case

when asylums are not to be had) they generally become worse, rather than better—To RrsTORE

INTELLIGEXCE TO ^THE HUMAN MIND, INTELLIGENCE AND HUMANSTV ARE REQUIRED.
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The following short article, which appeared as an advertisement in the Nottingham newspapers,

will give the reader an insight into the nature of the institution :

—

In pursuance of an act of parliameot passed in the 48(h year of his present majesty, intitled "an act for the better

" care and maintenance of lunatics, being paujiers or criminals in England ;" we do hereby give notice, that the

General Lunatic Asylum, near Nottingham, has been declared to be completed, and in a state fit for the reception of

lunatics, and otjier insane persons; and that the same will be accordingly opened for that purpose, on Wednesday the

12tK day of February next, and (on account of the fast-day) not on the 5th as before advertised. And for the

information of overseers of the poor, notice is also given, that if any lunatic, or dangerous idiot, be chargcabfe to any

parish within the county of jVottingham, or the county of the town of Nottingham, the overseers of the poor of every

such parish, are by the said act required to give information of every such insane person, to a justice of the peace

acting in and for that county wherein the parish to which such pauper belongs is situated, on which occasion the justice

will make such orders concerning every such pauper as the law directs. And if any overseer of the poor shall wilfully

delay or neglect to give information as above mentioned, he is by the same act of parliament rendered liable to the

forfeiture and payment of ten pounds.

N. B. If the patient be not a pauper, printed forms (necessary to be obtained for admission) may be had of Edward

Smith Godfrey, Esq. treasurer, Newark ; or of the director at the asylum. Dated the 6lh day of January, 1812.

EDWARD SMITH GODFREY', Clerk of the peace for the county of Nottingham.

GEORGE COLDHAM, . . Clerk of the peace for the town and county of the town 9f Nottingham.

THOMAS MORPiIS, - . Secretary to the voluntary subscribers.

The reader will have observed from the abovCj that there are three parties to this institution,

viz. the voluntary subscribers, the town of Nottingham, and the county of JVottingham. The
property of the institution is divided into twelve shares or parts, as are also its expenses and

connective presentation ; seven of which parts or shares belong to the voluntary subscribers, ybwr

to the county of Nottingham, and one to the county of the town of Nottingham.

A report from the committee, appointed to superintend the erection of the General Lunatic

Asylum, near Nottingham, delivered at the first anniversary meeting of the Governors, held

at the Shire-hall, in Nottingham, on the \Qth day of October, 1811, his Grace the Duke of
JVewcastle, President, in the chair :—

My Loro Duke,

The committee appointed to superintend the erection of the General Lunatic Asylum, near Nottingham, have

agreed upon the following report.

Your committee have endeavoured to discharge their duty, by conforming without deviation to the working drawings

approved at a general meeting, and by exerting their utmost circumspection to prevent any unnecessary expenditure;

your committee however, have been compelled by circumstances, not within their control, to exceed the sum which was
originally supposed to have been adequate for the completion of the buildings. This increase has not arisen from any
inattention, or error in the part of the surveyors, but from the unforeseen inequality of the rock upon which the

foundations of the walls have been laid, which has rendered the removal of the ground unavoidable, and has added one
story beneath the basement of the north-east wing, which however has afforded increas(:d accommodation to the

establishment.

It is also stated by your committee that the fitting.up and furnishing, for which no estimate could have been made at

the commencement of the undertaking, are likely to impose upon the funds of the institution, a demand much beyond
what was generally expected, so that the voluntary subscribers will require from the public bounty, a very considerable
sum, for the performance of their engagements with the two counties.

Your committee present the following abstract of the accounts, and beg leave to refer those governors who feel

desirous of inspecting the particulars, to the secretary at the General Hospital.

2 Z
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Work and labour of difFurent kinds, partly executed by contract, and partly by measurement and ^g s. d.

valuation, according to the original plans and estimates - , . . . . . 11783 6 1

Extra work and labour in the subbasemcnt, drains, &c. measured and valued - . jBi35% 13

Extra earth, and rock digging and cutting in the subbasement, yards, courts, and founda.

tions, by measurement, valuation, and daily labour ...... 963 19

Amount of the two preceding charges ............ 2316 12 o

Fitting.up and furnishing, partly ascertained and partly estimated ....... 1705

Furniture and contingencies, not included in the above charge, together with the surveyors' fees, esti.

mated at 1760 q

Amount of the expense for completing, fitting.up, and furnishing the asylum with the courts, gardens,

and contingencies as above specified ...>....... 17564 18 1

The lodge and stable 500

The purchase of the land, planting trees, and setting down hurdles ...... 1755

Total amount of expenditure ...-.-.- 19819 18 1

Without running through every minutia of this account, suffice it to say, that there was a

deficiency of £4031 18s. of which sum the subscribers had to raise by further contributions

£1673 14s. 2d.—The report then proceeds :

—

In submitting this statement, your committee feel no doubt in resppct of the means of supplying the deficiency, they

entertain a well grounded confidence in the good will of the public towards a charitable institution, which in this county

has never been solicited in vain, when a proper claim to it has been made out. The report concludes in the follotr.

ing words—Your committee, in putting a period (o this report, beg leave to approach your grace, and this assembly,

in the language of congratulation, that their labours are thus brought to a close, by the completion of an object in

itself so important, and which has well deserved the attention, so long and earnestly bestowed upon it. The general

outline of the interior constitution and proper classification of patients in a public establishment of this nature, which

was delivered in this place, and to a similar assembly, three years ago, has from a conviction of its correctness been

uniformly kept in view, both in the construction of the public building, and in every other measure which has been

adopted; and your committee venture to express a confident hope, that the expectations then held out to the public,

are now in a fair way of being realized.

The collections annually made in St. Mary's church and the assembly rooms, at the hospital

anniversaries, are now divided between the two institutions, that is, those of one year are

appropriated to the General Hospital, and the succeeding one to the General Lunatic Asylum.

Doctor CHARLES PENNINGTON, Physician to the Instiiulion.

Mr. HENRY OLDKNOW, . . Surgeon.

Mr. THOMAS MORRIS, . . House Director and Secretary,

Mrs. ANN MORRIS, . . . Matron.

OTHER CHARITIES AND BENEFACTIOJVS.
The most important and distinguishable subject under this head, is the benefaction of Sir

Thomas White, which is further distinguished by the appellation of the Coventry-mono/. This

great phylantropist was an eminent merchant in the city of London, and belonged to the company

of Merchant Tailors ; and was Lord Mayor in the year 1553, the first of bloody Mary's reign.

In 1542, Sir Thomas placed fourteen hundred pounds in the hands of the Mayor and Corporation

of the city of Coventry, to be laid out in the purchase of an estate, the rent whereof to be applied
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for ever to charitable purposes ; and the Corporation on the 19th of July in the same year^ bought

as much of the dissolved priory lands at that place of Henry the Eighth, as cost them £1378 10s.

6d. which, a few years after, was valued at £70 a year. And on the 6th of July, 1551, an

indenture was executed between the Mayor, &c. on the one part, and the master and wardens of

the Merchant Tailor's company in London on the other part, which stated in what manner the rent

of the said estate should be appropriated. During the remaining part of Sir Thomas' life, the

Corporation of Coventry were to appropriate the whole proceeds of the estate to the re-edifying

the city, in some degree, which was then in a very decayed state ; and during the next thirty-one

years after his death, which happened in 1566,* they were to dispose of forty pounds a year by

way of loan out of such proceeds, to certain young men of good name and thrift, during various

periods of from one to nine years, who had served apprenticeships in the city. The indenture

goes on to state, that the said Mayor shall, in the second year next ensuing the term of thirty-one

years aforesaid, deliver or cause to be delivered the sum of forty pounds to the Corporation of

Northampton, to be by them immediately delivered, by equal portions, to four young men,

inliabitants of the said town, to have the occupation of the same for the term of nine years, on

finding proper security for the re-payment of the same. The third year Leicester, the fourth year

Nottingham, and the fifth year Warwick were to receive the same sums, to be disposed of in like

manner ; then the same to be disposed of to the said five cities and town alternately for ever.

—

The indenture further states, that the money shall be delivered without charge, and enjoyed during

the time without interest ; that the four towns shall give security to the Corporation of Coventry,

for the punctual delivery of the money ; and that the money so lent shall be repaid within one

month after the nine years are expired, or within one month after the death of any person to whom
it has been lent.f

The history of the " Benefactions and Charities" of Coventry then goes to state, that " according

" to the tenor of this indenture, £70 per annum out of this charitable benefaction was disposed of

" near 130 years ; and this city quietly enjoyed the surplus of the said estate, as their own right

* Pennant, in his History of London, informs os, that Sir Thomas White was born at Woodstock, and that he died in 1566, at the age of

seventj'-two. The following document is the last production of his pen, the oiiguial of which is kept among the archives in the tower of

St. John's college, Oxford, and a transcript of it, with a facsimile of the author's hand-writing, is preserved in <t farm-house at Fafield,

Bcrki, formerly the mansion of Sir Thomas. It was first printed in the Gentleman's Magazine in 1794, and considered a great rarity.

" To Mr. President, the Fellows, and Scholars of St. John's, Oxon.

" Mr. President, voith the Fellows and Scholars,

" I have me reeommended unto you even from the bottoHie of my heaite, desyringe the Holy Ghost maye be amongste you until! the
" ende of the worlde, and desyiinge Almightie God that everye one of you maye love one another as brethren ; and I shall desyre you all

"to applye your learninge: and soe doinge God shall give yon his hlessinge, both in this worlde and the worlde to come. And further-

" more, if any variance or strife does arise amonge you, I shall desyre you, for God's love, to pacify it as much as you maye; that doinge,

"I put noe doubt but God will blesse everye one of you; and this shall be the last letter that ever I shall sends unto you, and

"therefore I shall desyre everye one of you to take a coppye of that for my sake Noe more to you at this tyme, bnt the Lorde
"have youe in his keeping untill the ende of the worlde. Written the 27 of January, 1566. I desyre all to praye to God for me
" that I maye ende my life with patience, and that he maye take me to his mercye. By me Sir Thomas White, Knight, Alderman
" of London, and founder of St. John's college, Oxford."

f It may be proper to state, that the person rec v,iis the loan invariably pays the expense of the bond in this town—a contrary practice

was once adopted, but was immediately given up, on the ground, that by taking the money Irom the charity, the numerical benefits thereof

would be materially lessened.
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" and property, till about the year 1692, when the members of the Corporation differing among
" themselves about the division of the said surplus, Mr. S, Troughton, bailiff of the said estate, and

" Mr. E.,0 ^^n (who 13th January, 1691, had been dismissed from his office of clerk of the

" council-house) made discoveries to the other Corporations, who are concerned in this charity, of

" the improved value of the said estate ; of the city's leasing to one another at low rents, and of

'' the many large fines, which from time to time had been taken."

In consequence of this discovery the Corporations of Nottingham, Northampton, Leicester, and

AVarwick, in hilary term, 1695, filed an information in the court of Chancery, in order to obtain

an account of .the surplus profits, and an augmentation of their respective shares of the charity.

—

The information remained undecided upon till the 13th of January, 1700, when it was dismissed

by the Lord Chancellor and four of the Judges ; though certainly not without strong suspicion of

" evenhanded justice" having been sported with ; for, on the plaintiffs appealing to the House of

Lords, in February, 1702, the house ordered, that the court of Chancery should give such relief

on the information as should be just ; the Peers, at the same time, declaring it to be their opinion,

that the increase of the value, of the estate in question ought to be applied towards the several

charities and appointments. In consequence o£ this order, the court of Chancery, on the 12th of

June, 1703, decreed, that the full improved value of the said estate should be applied according to

the order of the House of Lords. Directions were tlierefore given by the court for ascertaining

the yearly value; and further directions reserved till the master had made his report. Accordingly,

on the 9th of July, 1705, the master reported, that the clear yearly value was £612 12s. 2d. and

that the fines taken on granting leases amounted to £750. A short time proved, however, that the

Corporation of Coventry still possessed sufficient influence with the master to induce him to conceal

the truth ; and, on the 10th of June, 1708, he was ordered to amend his report, which he did on

the 9th of July, 1709, when he certified the clear yearly value of the estate to be £988 13s. 2d.

On the 14th of October following the court desired, that the Corporation of Coventry should

account for what they had received since the order was made by the House of Lords ; and a

receiver of the rents of the said estate was appointed. And the master reported, that the sum of

£2241 Is. 3d. was due from the said Corporation.

When this immaculate Corporation found their power of corruption had failed with the higher

authorities they applied its baleful influence to the members of the other four Corporations, and, as

far as the icill of the latter went, they succeeded ; for, on the 2d of Januuary, 1705, the parties

met by appointment at Lutterworth in Leicestershire, and agreed upon the following division of

tbe property, namely, that Coventry should give £825, to be divided among the other Corporations;

and that, from the 10th of March, 1703, each Corporation should have sixty pounds a year. The
imfamy of this contract soon became notorious ; and the court of Chancery recommended to the

Attorney-General to bring an information ex-officio against the aggressors, in behalf of the

inhabitants of the several cities and towns, a?, paupers, to set aside the said agreement, and enforce

the former decree. Accordingly, in the JVIichaelmas term, 1709, such information was preferred,

accompanied with a request, that the trust of the charity might be transferred. And, on the 27th

of February, 1710, th^ court declared the Lutterworth agreement to be very vile and corrupt, and
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entered into with an intent to evade the order of the House of Lords ; and decreed that the same

should be set aside, and also that the Corporation of Coventry should pay the costs of the present

application out of their own pockets. At the same time the former cause standing to be heard on

the master's report, for further directions as to the £224:1 Is. 3d. the Corporation were ordered

to bring the same before the master in three months ; and, in the mean time the' consideration of

transferring the trust was suspended. After various shufflings on the part of the Corporation, the

court decreed, on the 4th of March, 1711, that the trust should be transferred to a William

Brumley, Esq.; and, on the 22d of May, 1712, a sequestration was issued against the Corpoi'ation

estates for the recovery of the said £3241 Is. 3d. ; but, though the rental of these estates amounted

to upwards of £700 per annum, the Corporation contrived to prevent the sequestrators from

obtaining more than about £284, in the course of seven years. In consequence of aflSdavits

presented to the court on the 22d of July, 1718, by the Corporation, the sequestration was

suspended ; and, on the I3th of July, 1720, they paid the whole money, and obtained a discharge

of the sequestration. Afterwards the Corporation applied to the House of Lords and to the court

of Chancery for a re-occupation of the trust ; and, on the 24th, 25th, and 26th of October, 1722,

this long litigated canse was finally argued by counsel on the part of the several Corporations and

the Merchant laibrs' company, before the Lord Chancellor, and his lordship delivered a decretal

order, and which restored the charity to its original purpose, and tiie trust thereof to the

Corporation of Coventry, under some very wholesome regulations, one of which was, that, when a

lease was to be made belonging to the charity lands, the common cryer should proclaim it round

the city. It was also decreed, that there should be from time to time two books kept, one by the

Corporation, and the other in the restry of SL Michael's church ; and therein be entered copies of

the schedules of the securities ; and the names and places of abode of the several persons, and

their sureties receiving any part of the loan-money And that two other books be kept in the like

manner, wherein shall be entered abstracts of the several leases, then in being, or afterwards to be

granted, expressing the parcels of land so leased, and the names and places of abode of the lessees.

The Lord Chancellor concluded his decretal order, by inviting the inhabitants of any of the cities

or towns interested in this charity, in case the rent of the estate be not properly divided, to apply

to the court of Chancery for redress. His words are, " and any of the parties or of the inhabitants

" of the city of Coventry, or of the towns of Northampton, Leicester, Nottingham, and Warwick,
" or any of them, or the magistrates or clerks of the council of the city of Coventry, are to be at

" liberty, from time to time to resort to this court for such further orders as occasion shall require."

Though taxed costs were finally awarded to the defendants in this suit, it must naturally be

inferred, that much expense would be incurred which would not be refunded; and to defray the

whole or a part of such surplus, or to enable them to prosecute the suit while pending, I am
credibly informed, that the Corporation of Nottingham sold a piece of land in Derbyshire, called

Mansil Park, which belonged exclusively to their chamber estate. There is another circumstance

extremely honorable to our Corporation respecting the distribution of this charity, which is,—there

is an order of hall, which precludes any member of their body from enjoying any part of it.

—

3 A
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Compare this with the conduct of a neighbouring Corporation, and the contrast will be found most

conspicuously honorable to one party, and dishonorable to the other.

sS I. d.

"the net amount of the rents of this estate for the year ending at Lady-day 1813, was ... 1661 9 7|

Four-sevenths of which were appropriated to loans for Nottingham . * . ^949 8 4

Four-fifths for alms to one hundred and forty-two poor freemen of Coventry . . 569 13

Twelve.eightcenths to the Mayor, Recorder, and ten Aldermen of that city - . 94 18 9

Three-eighteenths to the Merchant Tailors 23 14 8?

Three-eighteenths to the clerk of the trustees - - - - - - - 23 14 8^

Fraction 2|

1661 9 7|

The sum thus brought, increased the total amount of Sir Thomas White's loan money in this

town to £9850, which is let out in fifty pound shares to burgesses during nine years, free of

interest ; and the Corporation make it a rule of not letting the same person have a second loan,

while fresh applicants can be found.

Deering mentions two other bequests as being left for distribution in loans in like manner to the

foregoing, namely, " Mr. Perks (Lottery 13th July, 1620) at his going from this town, gave 5/. to

" the poor, and £30 more to lend to six young men, burgesses of this town at £b per man, by way

" of free loan for seven years, and so after seven years are expired, to six others, to have the said

" money as before for seven years, and so to six others from seven years to seven years for ever ;

" they putting in sufficient security for payment thereof accordingly." The other is a bequest of

£40 which our author says was left by Robert Staples, on the 8th of February, 1631, which was

to be lent in eight five pound shares, to young burgesses, for the term of six years, and so on for

ever. He also gives us a list of six persons who received Perks's loan in 1641, and a list of eight

persons who received that of Staples's in 1636 ; the account of the whole of which bequest our

author says he found among Mr. John Town's papers, then in the possession of the Kev. Mr.

Chappell, rector of St. Peter's. Now, as Deering wrote his antiquities more than a century after

the last of these dates, he had no occasion to have mentioned the'se persons as having received the

loans in question, if he could have found any authority for their having been received at a subsequent

period ; and, as I cannot obtain any intelligence of these charities at the town clerk's office, it is

fair to conclude, that they have never been distributed since the dates given by Deering.

Lady Grantham, wife of Sir Thomas Grantham, in 1671, deposited two hundred pounds in the

hands of the Corporation, the interest whereof was to be applied in perpetuity to the putting out

poor burgesses' boys apprentice. The money annually arising from this deposit is divided into

three, three pound shares, and the remaining pound is given for filling up ihe three indentures.

John Barker, g-ent. of this town, in 1732, left £50 to be put out on good security, the interest

to be applied once in two years to the putting out apprentice a poor boy belonging to St. Peter's

parish ; the rector and churchwardens of that parish for the time being to be perpetual trustees for

the charity. But, when the present workhouse was built, this charity, as the author has been

informed, was most improperly applied to that purpose A mural monumental stone, the inscription

on which is nearly obliterated, at the end of St. Peter's chancel, notices this benefactor.
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Sir Thomat. Mannors, by his will, dated the 30th of June, 1562, left a rent charge of £5 per

annum upon a house in Wilford, to be distributed among the poor of the three parishes of

Nottingham, at the discretion of the respective incumbents and churchwardens. This money was

paid by the late Samuel Newham, Esq. of Wilford ; and is now by his widow.

Roger Mannors, Esq. in 1601, granted a yearly donation of £5 to be distributed in like manner

as the last named charity.

—

Lost.

William Willoughby, of Nuneaton in the county of Warwick, by his will dated the 3d of

October, 1587, appropriated a property sufficient to buy four frize gowns once in every five years

to be given to the same number of poor women of this town ; and £6 to be divided among six poor

men at the same time. He likewise left an annual donation of 6s. 8d. to be given to a godly

preacher for delivering a sermon on Whitsunday. He was buried, according to Deering, at

Normanton-upon-Soar. This charity is received by the churchwardens of St. Mary's.

Henry Martin, of this town, baker, in 1689, settled a rent charge of £S per annum upon a

house in St. James's-street, to be equally divided among the three parishes, and applied, with the

approbation of the mayor, for the time being, towards apprenticing poor boys. This charity is

paid by the mayor's sergeant in equal parts to the overseers of the three parishes. He also pays

six shillings a year from the same charity to the overseers of Lambley.

Robert Sherwin, alderman of this town, by his will dated the 28th September, 1638, directed

that one half of the rent of a house in Angel-row, now the Bell inn, should be divided among the

three parishes; and the churchwardens are enjoined to distribute the same to the poor in twopenny

shares every Michaelmas and Lady-day. Mrs. Lart owns the other half of this house ; and, in

1807, she obtained a lease of the charity half for twenty-one years, at the rent charge of 15^. per

annum, and on condition of expending a certain sum in repairs.

Robert Sherwin, son to the above, by his will, dated the 19th of June, 1660, left a rent charge

upon his estates generally of twenty-six shillings a year, with an order of distrainer upon any of his

estates, in or about Nottingham, if such charity was not paid, for such money to be given weekly

by the churchwardens of St. Peter's to six poor widows who should attend the church on Sundays

to hear divine service. This is the charity which was withheld a few years ago, and which would

have been lost, had it not been for the gentlemanly and humane conduct of Dr. Staunton.

Anthony Achman, or Acham, as Deering gives the name, gentleman, of Holborn, London, by

his will, dated the 27th of June, 1638, left a rent charge of five pounds per annum upon some lands

within the manor of Asterly in Lincolnshire, to the poor of Nottingham, to be distributed in bread

by the mayor at six several times in the year; but it has long been customary for the mayor to

deliver the same to the churchwardens of the several parishes for their distribution. This charity

was withheld from 1811 to 1814, when it was recovered from the lord of the manor of Asterly by

the praise-worthy exertions of Mr. Thomas Roberts, churchwarden of St. Mary's.

" Sir George Peckham," says Deering, " late of Denham in the county of Bucks, Knt. who out

" of his noble disposition to works of charity and piety, by his last will and testament, gave to the

" town of Nottingham one hundred pounds of lawful English money, the use and benefit to be!

" yearly distributed to the poor inhabitants there, by discretion of the mayor and aldermen of the
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" said town for the time being, and departed this life the 23d day of July, 1635. This well

" meaning gentleman for some time practised physic in this town, he was a mighty man for

"judiciary astrology, as far as relates to the discovery of distempers to which the human fabric is

" subject. He was a Roman catholic and an implicit believer of the Romish legends, with relation

" to the miracles wrought by saints and the power of intercession, which in a great measure

" appears by his death, which happened to him by too eager an act of superstitious devotion. This,

" Lilly the astrologer in his own life, gives us an account of, after his rough manner.—" In the

" year 1634, I taught Sir George Peckham, Knt. astrology, that part which concerns sickness,

" wherein he so profited that in two or three months he would give a very true discovery of any

"' disease, only by his figures. He practised at Nottingham, but unfortunately died in 1635, at St.

" Winifrid's Well, in Wales, in which he continued so long mumbling his pater-nosters and Sancta

'J Winifreda orapro me, that the cold struck into his body, and after his coming forth of the well

" he never spoke more."^-Whence this gentleman's charity should come, or of its distribution at

any time I cannot learn any thing ; therefore conclude it to be lost.

William Robinson, of Hull, gent, by an indenture made the 14th of October, 1703, agreed with

the Corporation of Nottingham, that, in consideration of his depositing in their hands one hundred

pounds, they should pay six pounds a,year for ever, that is one half of that sum to the vicar of St.

Mary's, and the other half in equal proportions to the rectors of the other two parishes, to be by

them distributed in bread to the poor.

Mart/ Wilson, in 1647, left a rent charge of thirty shillings upon a close, called TVough-elose,

to be laid out in gowns, to be given to two poor women of St. Mary's and St. Peter's parishes

alternately ; but the proprietor of the close had rather cloath himself with the money than the poor

females, according to the donor's will ; and the charity has not been paid during a considerable

length of time,

"Mr. Thomas Saunderson, gent, by his will, dated February 2d, 1711, left to the poor of

" Nottingham 40s. per annum for the space of seven years, one moiety to the parish of St. Mary,

" the other to be equally divided between St. Peter'§ and SL Nicholas's, and after the expiration

" of that term, he left the rents and profits of his two messuages or tenements in Pilcher-g-ate in

" Nottingham, together with the stables and gardens thereto belonging (except 40s. per annum) to

" poor housekeepers of the three parishes, to be distributed in like proportion as above said."

—

Deering.

These houses are large and substantial brick buildings on the south side of Pilcher-gate, and are

respectively occupied by Mr. Salthouse, hosier, and Mr. Johnson, sexton of St. Mary's. The

testator's will directs that there shall be constantly three trustees, and that, on the demise of one,

the other two shall fill up such vacancy by their united choice. The present trustees are, John

Elliott, Esq. John Topott, Esq. and Mr. Martin Roe, draper in the Poultry. To them belongs

the distribution of the charity, which, except in case of deduction for repairs, takes place once in

three years ; and it is presumable, that their characters are a sufficient guarantee for such

distribution being conformable to the donor's will. The £2 excepted by Deering, is annually

paid into the hands of Samuel Smith, Esq. and Co. bankers, for the use of the Blue-coat School
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Abel Collin, the worthy founder of the hospital in Friar-lane, bequeathed £20 to St. Mary's^

£20 to St. Nicholas's, and £15 to St. Peter's as a perpetual fund, to be laid out in coal, by the

respective churchwardens, in the summer seasons, which were to be sold to the poor during winter

at the summer prices. This practice has long since ceased to be followed ; and, probably, the fund

was absorbed in the general expenses of the parishes.

William Gregory, gent, and John Gregory, his son, in 1650, settled a rent charge of two

shillings a week upon four houses on the north side of Barker-gate, to be given in bread to the poor

of St. Mary's parish. The houses are now uniform substantial buildings, adjoining the estate of

Mr. Thomas Burton.

Hannah Metham, by will dated the 17th of December, 1687, left a rent charge of twenty

shillings a year upon a messuage and bakehouse in Spread Eagle yard. Long-row, to be given in

bread, baked at the said bakehouse, to the poor of St. Mary's parish^ on Christmas eve.

And Elizabeth Metham, by will dated the 24th of May, 1695, left an additional rent charge of

thirty shillings per annum upon the same premises, to be disposed of in the same maaner on the

11th of November. The churchwardens received the bread, and distribute it.

William Thorpe, of Blidworth, by his will dated the 26th of May, 1721, left ten shillings per

annum, to the vicar of St. Mary's, on condition of his preaching a sermon on the 29th of May, in

commemoration of the restoration of Charles the Second.

William Burton, gent, of Hallam in Derbyshire, in 1726, bequeathed £100 to the poor of St,

Mary's parish, for the legal interest of which the overseers stand accountable to the parishioners at

large. This money is given away in bread, on St. Thomas's-day, at the workhou«e, to such poor

persons as apply,

William Frost, farrier of this town, by his will dated the 20th of September, 1781, left £500,
the interest of which to be given, by the vicar and churchwardens of St. Mary's parish, to such

poor housekeepers within their jurisdiction as do not receive parochial aid.

Henry Locket, gent, of this town, by his will dated June the 12th, 1790, left £55 the interest

of which to be intrusted to the same hands, and disposed of in the same manner as the last named

bequest. The capital of both is in the three per cent, consols, and, in 1808, was transferred to the

Rev. Dr. Bristow, vicar, and to Mr. Tollinton and Mr. Cullen, churchwardens.*^ When Mr.
Thomas Roberts (who was chosen churchwarden by the parishioners) received the accounts from

Mr. George Stretton, his immediate predecessor in office, at Easter, 1814, he found no account of

the receipt or distribution of these two charities; nor did he receive any information on the subject

till his going out of office. He then applied to the vicar, and found that he had regularly drawn

the interest, and that the principal part of it was disposed of. The vicar, however consented to

give eight pounds a year out of the interest to the churchwardens, for them to distribute, retaining

the rest to be given to such poor persons as he might select ; and he accordingly paid to Mr.

Roberts sixteen pounds for two years. Mr. Roberts likewise applied for, and obtained from the

* As this money canuot be drawn without the consent of the churchwardens they will always hare the power of seeing it properly

distributed ; and, in so doing, they will have performed an essential part of their duty,

3 B
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sexton a satisfactory account of the distribution of the remainder of the two year's receipts. This

was an act of justice, and not of suspicion !

Thomas Roberts, fellmonger in Narrow-marsh, left a rent charge of fifteen shillings a year upon

liis house on the south side of that street, now possessed and occupied by Mr. Thomas Roberts, of

whom we have just been speaking, and who pays the bequest in question ; ten shillings of which is

given to the churchwardens for their distribution to the poor, and five shillings to the Blue-coat

School. It is proper to observe, that, till Mr.. Roberts became churchwarden, the ten shillings was

regularly entered into the churchwarden's accounts as public property ; but he caused it to be given

to the poor in bread, and thus fulfilled the will of the donor.

Robert Staples, who has been mentioned before as a friend to the poor, left a rent charge of

twenty shillings a year upon two shops in Shoe- booth, to be paid to a godly and learned divine for

preaching one sermon on the Sunday before Whitsunday, and another on the previous Sunday to

Christmas-day ; the subject of each to be, to exhort the congregations to acts of charity to the

poor. The shops stood about the centre of the north side of Shoe-booth, on the site of which stands

the house now occupied by Mr. William Gaskill, broker—the property has lately been purcha.sed

by the Corporation. The rent charge used to be paid by the Rev. Dr. Haines ; but since his

death, I believe it has been discontinued; at least it has not been paid since that time to the vicar

of St. Mary's.

Luke Jackson, of the city of London, in 1630, bequeathed two-thirds of the tithes of Horsepool

in the county of Leicester, to the rector and poor of St. Peter's parish, Nottingham, forever; viz.

forty shillings a year to the rector, on condition of his preaching a sermon on the 28th of July, that

being the anniversary of the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588, and one on the 5th of

November, in commemoration of the gunpowder plot, in 1605 ; and the residue to be given to the

poor. In 1793, the income of this bequest was valued at £45 per annum.

William Greaves, rector of Nuthall in this neighbourhood, in 1639, settled a rent charge of

twenty shillings a year upon a house in Bridlesmith-gate, to be paid to the churchwardens of St.

Peter's for the use of the poor of that parish. Deering says, that the house was in the occupation

of a person of the name of Cartwright Shaw, a glazier, at the time the bequest was made ; and

closes his remarks with observing, " this was never paid." I liave made every inquiry in my.power

to ascertain this house, but in vain.

William Skiffington, Esq. in 1634, left a rent charge of twenty shillings a year upon a house

at the north-east corner of Bridlesmith-gate to be distributed in bread to tiie poor of St. Peter's on

the Tuesday before Easter. This house is the property of Mr. Charles Sutton, printer, stationer,

&c. and here the Nottingham Review is printed. The money is regularly paid by him to the

churchwardens.

John Burrows, in 1639, directed twenty shillings a year to be paid out of the rent of some

property in Basford, to the rector of St. Peter's for preaching two sermons, the one on Easter and

the other on Whit-Monday.

Mary Laioton, by her will dated January the 24th, 1632, left a rent charge of twenty shillings

a year to the poor of St. Peter's, upon three small houses in Lister-gate. The houses stood at one
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corner at the upper end of the street ; and^ some years after the death of the donor, was in the

possession of one Robert Nichols ; but the money never was paid.

William Drwry, of this town, in 1676, left a rent charge of twenty shillings upon two leys of

ground on the Rye-hills in the meadows, then of the annual value of thirty-five shillings, to be

distributed to six poor widows of St. Peter's parish ; with this proviso—if his heir neglected or

refused to pay the donation, the minister of the parish to seize upon the property—to pay the

money as directed, and have the remainder for his trouble.

Jonathan Paramour, gent, the same, I presume, that Deering alludes to as having been an old

servant in the castle, in 1730, purchased an acre of land in the meadows, and settled it as a property

upon the rectory of St. Peter's, in consideration of the rector preaching a sermon on Ash-

Wednesday, and one on the Ascension-day for ever.

Thomas Trigge, alderman^ gave fifty pounds, in 1704, to buy land with, the rent whereof to be

given to the poor of St. Peter's on Christmas-day and Good-Friday, by the minister, churchwardens,

and overseers of that parish.

There is a charity belonging to the last named parish, known by the name of the Lenton-charity

,

which consists of a parcel of land within the liberties of that village, called Duck-meadoio ; and is

held by a person of the name of Hollingworth at the yearly rent of ten pounds, which the church-

wardens dispose of among the poor according to their own discretion. The close is bounded on

two sides by the estate of John Wright, Esq.

The author has an old manuscript by him which says, " 1759, Mr. William Parnham left

" pounds to the clergyman of St. Peter's, to read prayers on the first Sunday of the five summer
'• months at five o'clock in the morning, and to give the sacrament on Easter and AVhit-Sunday

" at six o'clock in the morning." What the sum is ^I have not ascertained ; but, the prayers are

read as directed, and the clerk and sexton have six shillings a year each for their attendance.

Dr. Grey, who, according to Deering, was a physician here, and died at Bilborow in 1703, left

twenty pounds as a charity, the interest of which to be given, at Christmas and Easter, to the poor

of St. Nicholas's, at the discretion of the rector and churchwardens. This charity was increased to

£30 per annum by the Rev. Mr. Abson.

Anthony Walker, a traveller, in the year 1714, devised the rent of a copyhold estate at Matlock,

in the county of Derby, consisting of six acres of land and two cottages, to the poor of that parish

where he might chance to breath his last, which happened to be in a house near the bottom, and
on the west side of Lister-gate, in the parish of St. Nicholas in this town, about three years after

the will Vvas made : the house stood at the south end of that part of the Brid"-e estate which lies in

Lister-gate, and has lately been taken down, and hitherto, not rebuilt. It is related of Walker,
that hp was left an orphan when young, and that he had to encounter the cutting adversities, too

often the portion of that class of unfortunates—that, when he arrived at manhood, he saved as

much money as enabled him to buy a pack-horse, and after that others, with which he travelled

till near the day of his death
; and that he carried his will in his pocket. In 1720, Francis

Newdigate, Esq. and Mr. John Else, churchwardens, obtained a surrender of the estate to ihem
and their heirs, for the use specified by the testator.
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" Jacob Tibson, by indenture bearing date March the 13th, 17S9i did give to the poor of the

" parish of St. iNicholas, a messuag-e divided into two or more tenements, with cellars, &c. situated

" in Lister-gate, the rent thereof to be distributed half yearly to a number of poor housekeepers as

" shall be judged proper objects by the said minister and churchwardens, not exceeding five shillings

" to each. N. B. The premises are but in a bad condition, and therefore not extraordinary well

"tenanted; the present rent is £4 lis. almost one half of which goes in repairs." Deering.

This " messuage'' occupied the ground on which are the two southernmost of those three very

high houses, and the entry between the second and third, which stand on the west side of Lister-gate

the third being erected on freehold land, and also forms the boundary, in that direction, of St.

Nicholas's parish. In contempt of the donor's will (if Deering's account be true, and I have no

reason to suspect its accuracy) these premises were divided into nine apartments and converted

into a kind of hospital for the reception of such poor persons belonging to the parish as the officers

chose to put in. But this is not the worst, part of the business : for, Some twenty years ago, the

parish officers advertised the estate for sale ; but, for reasons which then appeared, no purchaser

could be found. About the year 1803, however, the parish contrived to sell the estate to the late

Mr. James Harrison, butcher, in Castle-gate, who about that time served the office of churchwarden,

the money, as I am informed, being appropriated towards paying for the additional burying ground^

which had been bought on credit of the late Lamuel Lowe, Esq. The poor occupiers of the

premises, who were principally far in years, before they could be prevailed on to quit, obtained a

pledge from the parish for the payment of their rent in other habitations so long as they lived.*

This Mr. Tibson, about three years before his death, gave £40 to the rector and churchwardens,

the interest of which to be given, at their discretion, to poor housekeepers of this parish.

Elizabeth Bilhy, formerly wife to the last named benefactor, gave £20 to the Corporation, the

interest of which to be paid to the churchwardens and overseers of St. Nicholas's parish, for them

to distribute to their own poor at Christmas and May-day for ever.

John James, an eminent tanner in this town, and who served the office of mayor in 1646, left a

little property at his death, the rent of which to be applied to charitable purposes. It consists of a

small plot of ground and a cottage, called the Wine Tavern, at Ashover, in Derbyshire, and a

parcel of land at Basford, in this neighbourhood, which unitedly produce about £22 per annum.

A certain portion of this is ordered to be given to two godly ministers, and the rest to be distributed

at the discretion of the trustees, who have the power of filling up vacancies in their number by

election among themselves. They at present consist of John Fellows, Esq. N. Stubbins^ Esq. Mr.

T. C. Smith, and Mr. John Stone, hosiers, and Mr. H. Enfield, solicitor.

* The author waited upon one of the executors of Mr. Harrison, to inquire what sort of title had been given with this estate; but

all information was refused.
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As it must be the wish of every man, that has any regard to character, to promote the distribution

of charitable funds according to the will of the respective donors, the author hopes it will accord

with public approbation, to close this highly interesting chapter with the following act of parliament,

with the annexed head from the 3d volume of the Philantropist, from which it is extracted ; the

author having been furnished with the document, in consequence of his own remarks on the subject

of public charities, which appeared ia pages 156, 7, 8, and 9, of the 8th number :

—

'^ Remedy for Abuses of Trusts created for charitable Purposes.

" TO THE EDITOR OF THE PHILANTHROPIST.

" Sir—To the unwearied exertions of Sir Samuel Romilly, society is indebted for the act of

" parliamerit I now send you. Heavy expenses and the law's delay haVe hitherto deterred men
" from any attempt to rescue property from the hands of wealthy corporations or interested

"^ individuals, though large estates have been lost to the public, which piety and benevolenco^

" originally devoted to purposes of charity, for the succour of the aged and the instruction of the

" young. The right now given to any man, of proceeding by petition, ensures dispatch, and
" exonerates from loss.

" I hope the knowledge of this right will stimulate many to active exertions.

" I am your's, &c.

" Cap. CI.—4.n Act to provide a summary Remedy in Cases of Abuses of Trusts created for

"charitable Purposes."
[9th July, 1812.]

Whereas it is expedient to provide a more summary remedy in cases of breaches of trust created for charitabls

purposes, as well as for the just and upright administration of the same; be it therefore enacted by the King's most

Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and Commons in this

present parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, that, from and after the passing of this act, in every

case of a breach of any trust, or supposed breach of any trust created for charitable purposes, or whenever the

direction or order of a court of equity shall be deemed necessary for the administration of any tru-it for charitable

purposes, it shall be lawful for any two or more persons to present a petition to the Lord Chancellor, Lord Keeper,

or Lords Commissioners for the custody of the Great Seal, or Master of the Rolls for the time being, or to the Court

of Exchequer, stating such complaint, and praying such relief as the nature of the case may require ; and it shall bo

lawful for the Lord Chancellor, Lord Keeper, and Commissioners for the custody of the Great Seal, and for the

Mastijr of the Rolls, and the Court of Exchequer, and they are hereby required to hear such petition in a summary

way, and upon afUJavits or such other evidence as shall be produced upon such hearing, to determine the same, and

to make such order therein, and with respect to the costs of such applications as to him or them shall seem just : and

such ordi'r shall be final and conclusive, unless the party or parties who shall think himself or themselves aggrieved

thereby, shall, within two years from the time when such order shall have been passed and entered by the proper

officer, have preferred an appeal from such decision to the House of Lords, to whom it is hereby enacted and declared

that an apjical shall lie from such order.

2. Provided always and be it further enacted, that every petftion so to be preferred as aforesaid, shall be signed by

the persons preferring the same, in the presence of and shall be attested by the solicitor or attorney concerned for

such petitioners, and every such petition shall be submitted to and bo allowed by his Majesty's Attorney or Solicitor

General, and such allowance shall be certified by him before any such petition shall be presented.

3. And be it further enacted, that neither the petitions, nor any proceedings upon the same or relative thereto, not

the copies of any such petitions or proceedings, shall be subject or liable to the payment of any stamp duty whatever.

3 C
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CHAPTER VIII,

TRADE.

The most unpardonable error in the historians of our country is, the slovenly manner in which

they have treated on tradej in the earlier ages : even the masculine genius of Hume either sunk

under, or he overlooked this important t^sk. We read the history of British^ Saxon^, Danish, and a

number of Norman kings, and the principal subjects we find are—that they were born in such or

such a year—that they ascended the throne by means of murder, intrigue, or permission at such or

such an age—that such and such women became their wives, and others their concubines—that

they begot so many children, some lawful, and others not so—that they engaged in so many wars

—

that they were brave, cowardly, hypocritical, merciful, or just—and, that they died at such a time,

either by the hand of violence, or by nature's unerring laws.

It is an almost universal maxim with people, when trade and commerce are under discussion, to

speak of them as being exactly the same thing. If trade be spoken of as a general principle, the

conclusion is proper; but still, trade and commerce maybe fairly separated. Trade may be

carried on without commerce ; but commerce cannot be carried on without trade. The dull

plodding practice of home traffic, such as a huckster's buying a cart load of peas, and carrying-

them to the next market town for sale, constitutes trade in a limited sense ; whereas it requires an

exchange of merchandise between nation and nation to constitute commerce. A shoemaker, a draper,

a joiner, &c. is a tradesman, and many in those classes are most respectable tradesmen too; but a

man must be a merchant, before he can be called a commercial man. Trade, in the limited

application of the word, never can, with propriety, assume the name of commerce, though commerce

may thatt)f trade; for, properly speaking, it is the trade of nations ; in which sense I wish to be

understood while speaking of it as a general operative principle on this interesting subject.*

Trade brushes off the rust of barbarism, and supersedes, by politeness of behaviour, the rude

customs of seclusion, the consequent attendants upon those who inhabit mountains and woody wilds.

It sunders the benumbing chains of feudalism ; softens and harmonizes the passions of, otherwise

The distinguishing, and often disgusting, pomposity with which some men attach the appellation of trade to certain mechanical and

handicraft occupations, merely because certain monarchs have grat'fied one part of their subjects at the expense of the other, is too

preposterous to mprit a serious discussion. These and such like booas, as they were called, were granted by wily or wicked monarchs, in

hopes of gaining some important object, while the public opinion was divided about a name. Tyrants sometimes fatten on the folly of their

subjects, as a knave does on the credulity of a religious devotee—Charters granted under the pretext of protecting particular businesses

were so many phantasmagorias exhibited by the cunning to deceive the weak. Charles the Second granted by charter to his brothtr,

afterwards James the Second, the exclusive right of carrying on the slave trade on th« whole coast of Africa during a thousand yeart.—

See Parliamentary Chronicle for HSa.
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unconquerable originality ; socializes the jarring interests^ attempers the prejudices of mankind.

Trade engenders new desires in the human breast—new desires in the human heart—new desires

beget refined wants, which propel the hand to industry, and foster in the brain the germs of

invention—invention gives new impulse to rivalship and exertion, and spreads the banners of envied

and inspiring prosperity far and wide ; while these in their turn become the fountains from which

the meandering streams of labour and wealth flow with fertilising rapidity through the land : hence

the spurs of emulation force into activity the dormant faculties of the body and the mind. Trade

speaks the language of all nations, and thereby becomes the interpreter of the wishes, and the

explainer of the interests of those who inhabit the most distant regions of the earth. It enables

the rich to glitter in their gold, to sparkle ia their diamonds, to be clad in their ermines, and to

indulge in all the delicacies of fancy and of taste ; while it also enables the poor to obtain many

enjoyments which would otherwise be denied to them in their humble sphere of life. Trade is the

fountain of prosperity, and the sinew of action in war, particularly in a country like ours, that is

isolated from the rest of the world by the rude and surgy deep. It cloaths the land with towns and

cities, instead of wilds and forests; and with men, instead of savage and devouring beasts; and

thereby gives wealth to the landed interest, and comfort to the labouring poor; and, if that comfott

be withheld by artificial means, to trade the fault is not to be attached.

The Economists^ or those men who contend that the trade of nations is not necessary to the

support and greatness of any particular country, may exclaim, " this is all mere rant and ipse

" dixit; you give us no proof of the truth of your assertions ; whereas we can name China, that

" is great, powerful, and rich, and this too without commerce, comparatively speaking, or any

" external relations " Very well ! all this is granted to exist in appearance ; and if you would

condescend to reason a little on the subject the cause would appear very plain.

The empire of China, as long swayed by her present race of emperors, is about 1800 miles

long and 1600 broad ; consequently it embraces (as we know it does) as great a variety of climates,

and brings forth as great a variety of productions as all Europe together ; nay more, for it produces

some of those articles which we call luxuries, and which we find ourselves impelled to fetch from that

and other distant countries : the extremities of that vast empire producing articles of directly

opposite qualities ; and the country abounding with canals and navigable rivers, by which means

the trade carried on between the different provinces is equal to that of all Europe. The internal

trade of China stands in the same point of view as the external trade of other countries. But

because China possesses within itself the means of gratifying its numerous population with the

luxuries as well as the necessaries of life, it is made an object of contention with the economist*

against the commerce of other nations. As well might they say, because a farmer can obtain a

basin of milk by calling upon his milkmaid, that a poor man, without cow or servant, can do the

same—the one has the means within himself—the other has them to seek !

Supposing all Europe was under one governn.- nt, would that alter the natui'e of its productions,

or the connections of its different parts, relative to the demand for the productions ? certainly not 1

That trade, which is now called commerce, as carried on between its different states, were the

whole consolidated into one vast empire, would be called internal traffic; and thus the true
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principle of trade would exist the same, only the manner of transacting it would be known by a

different name.

We will now state a few propositions^ which the enemies of trade will have more difficulty in

answering than the foregoing-.

Let the reader turn his attention to Phoenicia, to Ti/re, to Egypt, to Carthage, to Palmyra,

to Venice, to Genoa; states and kingdoms that sprung from trade; that were matured by its

fecundating springs ; and that gradually fell to decay when its mellifluent streams were turned into

other channels. In these places^ where once beamed every comfort^ every enjoyment, every art;,

every refinement, and every luxury, which owe their birth to industry, the cold blooded economist

will find his dogmas answered by the howling of wild beasts, the depravity of man, the sterility of

the soil, and the half stifled and solemn language of settled misery and despair. Ghent, Bruges, and

Antwerp, though merely single cities, were abounding in arts and refined enjoyments, by means of

trade, while London and Paris, which knew little of its advantages, were mere sinks, their

inhabitants not possessing, or even knowing the use of a chimney. These are facts which defy

the petty arts of sophistry to overturn, or even to shake their foundation in the public eye. There

are millions, however, that enjoy the blessings of trade, who know not how to use the pen in its

defence ; but once take it from them, and they, will answer all the wily sophisms of the economists

in these few words :

—

t" Give us bread

!

—-give us employmetit for our rusting spindles, our

" deserted benches, and empty looms !" The sophist might tell them in reply, that they were

quite happy ; and that the reason why they did not know it, was wholly owing to their own stupidity

they would hear him with amazement, and answer him by showing him their tattered garments,

and their bodies WQrn to the bone for want of the necessaries of life

!

Louis the Fourteenth, once asked Monsieur Colbert, what could be the reason why Prance, with

all her power, was baffled in her endeavours to conquer the diminutive United States of Holland?

—

The reply of that great statesman was long, circumstantial, and unreserved, the substance of which

is as follows :—Monsieur Colbert said, that, as France possessed thirteen millions of people, with

eight acres of land to each person, while Holland had only three millions of inhabitants, and no

more than three acres to each, it could not of course be for want of land that France was not more

powerful, rich, and happy than the republic; and yet, that such was the miserable fact, was too

well known to be denied. That the rich people of France were compelled to pay nearly the whole

of the national imposts, because, for want of due encouragement being given to trading pursuits,

the poor were reduced to a state of absolute want, and were therefore unable to bear their just

proportion of taxes. That the country abounded with beggars ; and happy indeed was the peasent

that could obtain a pair of wooden shoes as a covering to his feet, and plenty of black bread and

onions for his food. That the mechanics and artizans were carrying their ingenuity and industry

to a foreign, because a better market, which not only deprived Louis of his most useful subjects,

but likewise added strength and riches to his eneftiies. That the Dutch were in every respect in a

directly opposite situation—Tliat the imposts npon their trade nearly supplied the whole revenue

of the state ; and, consequently, that the land, by being unfettered with taxes, rose in its value,

was well cultivated, and thereby produced provisions in abundance, which could be afforded at
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reasonable prices; therefore industry every where smiled^ and there were no beggars to befound

!

And that the Dutch, having something worth defending, fought in defence of their country, not

like machines, but as men who know the value of what they possess.

The consequence of this honest and judicious reply was, the advancement of Colbert by Louis

to the important situation of minister of finance and the arts. The mighty, the comprehensive

genius of Monsieur Colbert was now let loose : he soon filled the empty coffers of his master, not

so much by laying on new taxes, as by enabling the people to pay the old ones. He made them a

trading nation ; and they rose from beggary to comparitive opulence, as the fabled phoenix rises

from its ashes, in consequence of those ashes receiving new life by the fructifying dews of heaven.

In the course of little more than a century, France doubled her population, which had been rendered

stationary by the application of the sterile doctrine of the economists ; her land became cultivated,

in proportion as her manufactories increased ; and, instead of not being able to cope with the'

Dutch, she has made all the rest of Europe tremble at her arms.

Englishmen, more than any other people on the earth, ought to offer up their devotion at the

altar of trade, as they not only enjoy the benefits arising from it, which other nations enjoy, that are

engaged in commercial pursuits, but they likewise owe to it the inestimable possession of their

civil and religious libertv, the truth of which we will endeavour to make appear.

Britain was famed among the Phoenicians and Greeks, long before the birth of Christ, for the

excellency of its Cornish tin ; the knowledge of which fact is worth more than a million of volumes

composed of monkish legends, as it proves that the whole of the ancient Britons did not consist of

ignorant barbarians, till instructed by their conquerors, as is too genei'ally believed ; there being

no possibility of men worming ore from the bowels of the earth, and preparing it for use, without

some knowledge of the mechanical or chymical arts. Some circumstance entirely fortuitous might

cast the first load^ of tin in the way of the Cornish natives, lumps of which, from its ponderosity

and peculiar appearance, they might preserve ; and which would probably be shewn as articles of

curiosity to the first friendly adventurers that set their feet upon the shore. These, doubtless, were

the Phoenicians, who, from the knowledge they possessed of the value of metals, and the means of

preparing them for the use of man, would instruct the Cornish natives how to give them malleability

by means of fusion, probably conditioning, in the best manner they could, for the exclusive privilege

of the traffic. An art once implanted in the human mind, naturally begets others; and a slender

progress in the refinement of manners is a natural consequence. Thus by little and little the

understanding becomes expanded, and receives new ideas of human polity, and of the necessity of

forming associations for mutual defence and congregated independence, unknown to the inhabitants

of any country in nature's rudest state. This will account for the marked distinction which is

always found to exist, between the manners of those that inhabit the skirts of a country, and those

who dwell in the interior, before the nature of civil government is generally understood. And here

the powers of trade shew them.selves to the humblest capacity, upon the habits and manners of

mankind. Immediately on emerging from the original state of society, those who are ever so little

* This is the name which the Cornish miners apply to a stratum, or bed of ore.

3 D
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practised in external traffic will see the necessity of wearing some kind of cloathing, not so much to

screen the body against the incleryiency of the weather, as to conceal certain parts of it from the

eye of curiosity, in order to prevent the rising blush—Whenever shame has found a seat in the

human mind, it is evident that civilization has been there to mark the outlines of its own foundation.

When the Phoenicians and the Greeks had bowed their necks to the Roman yoke, it is natural

to suppose that the conquerors would obtain a knowledge of the trading intercourse of the conquered.

They would soon learn from the trembling captive that Britain abounded with well timbered

forests, with rich pastures, with immense herds of cattle, and with ores ; which circumstances, so

inviting to the sons of rapine, would operate more powerfully in the breasts of the lordly Romans,

than a mere thirst for empty martial glory, to induce them to attempt the conquest of our island.

They made the attempt, and succeeded in the undertaking; and they converted the British forests

into ships, in which they exported the metal, the cattle, and the men, to other parts of their

empire ; and in return they imported their vices, their crimes, and their arts. So much too did

the Romans improve the culture of the land, that Britain soon became the imperial storehouse
;

and her forests and harbours furnished them with the means of making her the depot of the imperial

navy. ThiSj in the end, proved the bane of the Roman authority here ; for, in the third century,

one Carusius, a Fleming by birth, obtained the command of the fleet, with which he bade defiance

to the threats and the power of Maximian, the Western Emperor—he was declared Emperor of

Britain, and maintained her independence some years ; till he fell by the hand of an assassin, and

Rome recovered the shadow of sovereignty in the land. This is the first time we find Britain

protected by a British fleet.*

Notwithstanding the dreadful contentions and massacres, which almost amounted to extermination,

between the British, Picts, Saxons, Danes, and Anglo-Saxons, during several generations after the

evacuation of the island by the Romans, yet trade always bore its head above the storm ; for a

proof of which we have only to turn our attention a few moments to the accounts given by historians

of the vast sums of money raised by the Anglo-Saxons, at sundry times, on the spur of the occasion,

wherewithal to purchase the forbearance of the Danes. Nature having denied to this country the

means of obtaining the precious metals, except through the medium of plunder, or that of trade

;

and the inhabitants, at the periods alluded to, not being capacitated to practice the former to any

considerable extent ; therefore the latter must have been carried on by them very largely, or they

could not have complied with those numerous exactions; nor could the vacuums, occasioned in the

circulating medium by such exactions, have otherwise been filled up.

We have two circumstances op record, which prove what importance was attached, by two of

our greatest Saxon monarchs, to trading pursuits. Alfred refused to taste any delicacy except it

had been brought from the xMediterranean, or the Indies ; and Athelstan passed a law, which

specified that a merchant who should make three long sea voyages on his own account, should

be admitted to the rank of Thane, But the Norman ruffian and his myrmidon followers, by

* Lord Cork, speaking of this hero, says, " It is to him we owe the first dawnings of our naval power: a power which has since appeared

•' ID all its meridian glory. From bis conduct we were apprised uf our natural strength as an island."
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exterminating the greater part of the people, but more particularly by riveting the chains of

feudalism upon the miserable remnant, broke every social tie, and laid trade in a long and dreary

sleep ; and with it slept the embers of English liberty. A solemn silence, like the curtain of night,

expanded over the land; and was only interrupted by the groans and reproaches of the vanquished,

the hoarse shouts and triumphant arrogance of the victors, the clarion's discordant sound, and the

clang of martial arms. The country was now parcelled out among the conqueror's captains, and

with it the wretched inhabitants as their vassals ; and whose chains were rendered still more 2:allin£r

by the struggles which afterwards ensued between chieftain, and chieftain, and between chieftains

united and their superior lord. The successors of William found to their cost, though the barons

delighted in seeing their own vassals wreath under the lash of slavery, that they spurned at the idea

of being vassals themselves—their resistance to unbridled domination frequently overturning, or

endangering a throne, which they were originally intended to protect. The necessity of an interest to

counterpoise the power of the sturdy barons soon appeared manifest to the monarch, which sometimes

induced him to cast himself into the arms of the clergy; but this was flying from Scylla to fall into

Charybdis ; for the craft of the one party was as dangerous to the independence of the crown, as

the unruly disposition of the other. At length prudence directed the monarch to foster the trading

interest, which was almost extinct, in order to counterbalance the power of the factious barons,

and the dangerously growing ascendency of the clergy. Hence charters were granted to cities and

boroughs, to secure to the inhabitants thereof certain privileges and immunities (dependent upon

royal favor) as a sure mean of gait\ing partizans to the interest of the crown, by exciting a spirit

of emulation among the vassals and retainers of the barons. The maxim was a good one ; and,

from the moment of its adoption, trade again reared its fructuous head; and with it its rose-cheeked

handmaid—liberty. The king became the protector of trade, and trade the protector of the king.*

The circle in which trade had to move, during a considerable length of time, was very

circumscribed ; owing to various causes, such as a want of capital in those whose inclinations led

them to its pursuits ; a want of confidence ; the dormant state of literature and of mechanical

genius ; the discountenance it received from those who dreaded the effects its renovating influence

could not fail to have upon the human mind ; and the murderous contentions, so long maintained

between the houses of Lancaster and York. But, notwithstanding the feuds between the two royal

houses, (independent of the other obstacles) for a time retarded the progress of trade, they finally

established its importance, and laid the barbarous system of feudalism prostrate at its feet. Henry

the Seventh had seen one nobleman (the Earl of Warwick) make and unmake kings at his will

;

he had seen first one house and then the other triumphant, always by means of caballing with

the barons : he had seen himself raised to the throne by a faction that he knew, upon receiving the

slightest disgust, would not scruple to pluck the gorgeous diadem from his brow. Two attempts

of this sort being actually made, in one of which the very man joined,f to whom Henry principally

* Though comraoice may exist, in a small degvee, without civil liberty, yet civil liberty was never known te exist without commerce •

except that sort of libsrty which is enjoyed by the most uncultivated savages.

f Sir William Stanley. »
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owed the posses3ion of the crown, and wl\o was decapitated on the occasion. These things being

well known to Henry, he determined, if possible, to ward off any unfavorable result; which purpose-

he accomplished by giving to trade every encouragement in his power. He excited in the breasts

of the barons a passion for foreign delicacies-;—for costly show, and entertainments. Many of them

became embarrassed in their circumstances ; and consequently compelled to give up their numerous

retainers and many of their vassals; or their new enjoyments—the former was the smaller sacrifice,

because in making it at the shrine of their newly begotten, vanity they. could glitter in the

gew-gaw fashions of the court, and thereby preserve a greater share of- domestic concord. Their

embarrassments, however, continued to grow upon them—they applied to the king for leave to

dispose of parts of their estates, free of the capite tenure, which would sell the better, in consequence

of the crown sacrificing its feudal claim.* The requests were granted, because nothing could be

more agreeable to the royal will. Numbers of tradesmen, who had acquired a money capital, now

became possessed of freehold estates, which, along with the consideration they had already obtained,

gave to the trading interest an imposing attitude in society, while the feudal system gradually sank

before it, as the snow-ball melts in the face of the mid-day sun.

Like cattle escaping from a pound, the poor va.ssals fled from their masters ; and took shelter in

trading towns, or on board of merchant ships.- They soon reaped the fruit of their own industry

—they became better fed and better clpathed than what they had been accustomed to be; while

their bosoms glowed v^'ith the soul-cheering fire of independence, till then by them unknown.

—

Contentment, mirth, and glee sat perching upon their brows, instead of despondency and gloom.

Heaven seemed to have given them new life; and the slave suddenly found himself exalted

INTO man !

!

As to our religious liberty, it is a branch springing from the proud stock of our civil independence;

for had not trade previously diffused the enlightened rays of the latter among society, Henry the

Eighth might have blustered against the pope ; but he would have fallen a sacrifice in the tempest

of his own raising ; and the people, in all probability, would have groaned at the present day

beneath the papal yoke.

As there are some men, that push their notions into society, who contend that trade has never

added one sixpence to the wealth of England, we will conclude these observations with a simple

statement of facts, and a few deductions naturally arising. therefrom, which will put the assertions

of the self-wise economists to the blush. From the year 1700, to 1800, the value of our

exports, over that of our imports, amounted to £348,000,000. But it is the practice of the enemies

of our trade, while they examine the question itself, to overlook all its consequences and bearings;

else why do they tell us, because the duties upon exports and imports are paid by one Englishman

into the hands of another, that those duties add nothing to the wealth of the country, or to the taxes

of the state ? They assert, that duties paid this way, is nothing but borrowing and lending; or to

* Though Edward the First, according to the records of parliament, permitted the barons to sell their land, such land still remained

subject to the feudal law, which was an almost insuperahle har to the transfer of domains in parcels, as the expense of a transfer was nearly

tqualto the settler's share of their value. Therefore the right of sale was almost a nullity under such circumstances.
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use a common adage, " it is robbing Peter to pay Paul." If the inhabitants of the moon would

have the condescension to pay us a few duties for our goodness in permitting them to enjoy the

light of the sun, the economists^ perhaps, might acknowledge the utility of such payments. LeV
usj however^ state the case fairly ; 'and then try the argument by its own sterling merit.

Suppose the government demands forty millions of taxes annually ; and that nine millions of that

sum be paid in duties upon exports and imports to and from our own colonies, independently of

foreign trade, which was the case in 1808 ;* and suppose that these duties were entirely withdrawn ;

would not that sum be levied additionally upon the land ; or upon our traffic vvith foreign nations ?

and, if levied upon the latter, it would amount to an annihilation of the whole. Land and trade

being the only sources of taxation, tholigh the products thereof are collected in many different

ways. Then supposing the land proprietors were compelled to pay this additional sum, without

being permitted to levy it upon their tenants, would they not have that sum less to expend in giving

employment to industry in a thousand various ways ? and would not this deduction from the

empJoying fund cause additional misery, and a consequent increase of poor's rates? But supposing

the land proprietors should not be compelled to pay this additional sum out of their rentals, would

not the farmers be compelled to pay it ? certainly they would, or it would not be paid at all! in the

latter of which cases a national decrepitude and a yielding to external enemies must ensue ; and in

the former, an advancement in the price of provisions, corresponding with the additional sum

demanded, must ensue. Here, then, view the question which way we will, it brings with it its

consequent calamities to the working class, and to the nation at large. W e might enlarge on this

subject, by calculating on the trade with other nations ; but it is presumed to be unnecessary to

conviction, on a subject so very clear.

That Britain owes her civil and religious liberty, her independence as a nation, and a considerable

share of her enjoyments to trade, is a position, I flatter 'myself, pretty clearly proved. And, as

many persons, who are enemies to those liberties, have sought the accomplishment of their wicked

object by an insidious attempt to shew the inutility of trade, I hope that will be an excuse with the

liberal minded for this long digression in its support; conceiving as I do, that every patriot, who
can convey his thoughts to the world through the medium of the press, ought to step forward in

its defence, as a son would to preserve the life of his parent.

TRADE OF JVOTTINGHAM.
MALT AND ALE.

Fortune ^id much for Nottingham in placing it in a situation to command an extensive share of

inland traffic ; and the ingenuity and industry of its inhabitants have finished what fortune left

incomplete. Shortly after the conquest, many Normans settled in this town, probably at the

instigation of Peverel, to re-people his newly acquired domains ; and finding it to possess a highly

advantageous situation for trade, by means of the majestic Trent ; and finding too that the fertile

* See Parliamentary Debates for that year.

3 £
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v^le of Belvoir furnished plenty of grain, they soon turned their attention to the making of malt,

and the brewing of ale. Probably these businesses had been followed here by the Saxons and other

inhabitants of the place, long before the arrival of the Normans, some of whom might communicajte

to the latter the utility of carrying them on, as well for exportation as home consumption.*

—

Various causes might operate to secure to this town a superiority in the malting business, which it

enjoyed during many centuries, and which still exists in a partial degrpe ; among which we may

reckon the excellency of the barley produced in its neighbourhood, and particularly the facility

with which fuel could be obtained. Nor would the excellent character which its ale always

possessed through the country fail to add to the anxiety for the obtainment of its malt. The

malting business seems to have been at its height in the time of Cromwell and that of Charles the

Second, as Dr. Thoroton gives it as his opinion, that the inhabitants were making more profit of

that business, at the period alluded to, than they by the wool trade had previously done.

Nottingham ale has been characterized by the following poetic effusion, which we will give foe

the amusement of those who still delight in making "the good creaCure" subservient to their

gratification. The occasion of its being written was this:—A person of the name of Gunthorpe,

who, within the memory of persons now living, kept the Punch Bowl public-house in Peck-lane,

sent a barrel of ale of his own brewing as a present to his brother, an officer in the navy ; and

who, in return, composed the poetic epistle, and sent it, under the title of,

" JsrOTTINGHAM ALE."
Fair Venus, the goddess of beauty and lore.

Arose from the froth which swam on the sea :

Minerra leapt out of the cranum of Jove,

A coy sullen slut, as most authors agree :

Bold Bacchus, they tell us, the prince of good fellows,

Was a natural son—pray attend to my tale
;

But they that thus chatter, mistake quite the matter

—He sprung from a barrel of Nottingham ale.

Chorus—Nottinghajn ale, boys, Nottingham ale
;

No liquor on earth like Nottingham ale !

And having survey'd well the cask whence he sprung,

For want of more liquor, low spirited grew
;

H§ piounted astride, set his a—se on the bung,

And away to the gods and the goddesses flew
;

But, when he look'd down, and saw the fair town,

To pay it due honors, not likely to fail

;

He swore that on earth, 'twas the place of his birth,

And the best—and no liquor like Nottingham ale.

CAoruf—Nottingham ale, &c.

* Deering states, that the Normans introduced malt liquor into England ; whereas the common Chronicle of the country states there to

have been " ale-houses" in it su early as the year 128.
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Ye bishops and deaoons, priests, curates, and vicars,

When once you have tasted you'll own it is true,

That Nottingham ale is the best of all liquors

;

And who understands the good creature like you ?

It expels every vapour... saves pen, ink and paper j

And when you're disposed from the pulpit to rail,

T'will open your throats you may preach without notes,

When inspired with a bumper of Nottingham ale.

CAorMS."Nottingham ale, &c.

Ye doctors, who more execution have done.

With powder and bolus, with potion and pill
;

Than hangman with halter, or soldier with gun
;

Than miser with famine, or lawyer with quill
;

To dispatch us the- quicker, you forbid us malt liquor,

Till our bodies consume, and our faces grow pale
;

Eut mind it, what pleases, and cures all diseases,

Is a comforting dose of good Nottingham ale

!

CAoru*".Nottingham ale, &c.

Ye poets, who brag of the Helicon brook,

The nectar of gods, and the juice of the vine
;

You say none can write well, except they invoke

The friendly assistance of one of the nine—
Here's liquor surpasses the streams of Parnassus,

The nectar ambrosia, on which gods regale
;

Experience will show it, nought makes a good poet,

Like quantum sufficit of Nottingham ale !^

CAoru^.—Nottingham ale, &c.

That there is ale in Nottingham which merits the praise here bestowed upon it, is beyond dispute;

but the universality of its character is not so pure as formerly, owing to the heavy duty upon it,

and the other imposts, upon publicans, who are taxed more than proportionably, when compared

with any other class of tradesmen ; and the frequent irksomeness of whose situation is ill

compensated by the profits of their business. In London, Nottingham ale still retains its pristine

character ; and were it not for the distance between the two places, and the almost unavoidable

adulteration it receives on the road, much more of it would be sold in London than is at the present

time. It is partly owing to the excellent quality of the coal in this neighbourhood, that Nottingham

owes the superior flavor of its ale.

Three wholesale brewhouses have been erected here within the last twenty-four years ; but the

strong prepossession of the inhabitants against what is termed brewery ale has rendered the

projects abortive, as far as respects heal public-house consumption, in the article of ale ; but, in

the article of porter the case has been very different ; for the porter brewed by Deverill and Co.

is equal to what is generally met with in London; and, indeed it is superior to much of the city

* One rerse is purposely omitted, on account a{ its immodesty.
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beverage. From the year 1800, to 1804, the Newark brewers made a bold attempt to force their

inferior liquor upon the inhabitants of this town, by means of purchasing all the public-houses, or

the leases thereof, which they possibly could—the complaint against this measure became general

;

and the magistrates at length came to a determination of stopping the licences to such houses

;

and thus the monopolizing project ended in the discomfiture of the projectors.

The first wholesale brewhouse was opened in Goose-gate, in 1792, by Mr. Thomas Simpson
;

and, after about thirteen years pursuit in the concern he brought it to a close.* The next wholesale

brewhouse was erected on a most extensive scale, where now stands Poplar-place, and was opened

in 1794, under the firm of Henry Green and Co. but the concern by no means answered the

expectations of the wealthy part of the firm ; and it was shortly given up. ' The third and last

concern of this sort was opened in 1807, at the north end of the Leen-bridge, under the firm of

Deverill and Co. and promises to be a lasting establishment ; for, independently of the porter

brewing, they do much in the brewing of ale, with which they serve many private houses both in

town and country, and also many public-houses in the villages, at a less or a greater distance from

the town.

JVOOLLEN CLOTH TRADE.
It is not a little singular that our best writers, on the subject of manufacturing of cloth, should

insist that such and such countries are beholden to such and such other countries for the art thereof;

and in particular that England is wholly indebted for it to our continental neighbours. This

notion must have originated in inattention or ignorance, and have been followed merely from habit,

or a fear of combating established prejudices; for, though it is very true that one nation has been

beholden to others for many of the improvements in this, as in most other arts, it is not the less

certain that the manufacturing of cloth may have been an indigenous invention of every people,

distinct and abstracted in the original formation of society. To prove this, we have only to consult

the natural faculties of the human mind.

When man, urged by the instinct of hunger, had killed an animal, whereon to satisfy his

cravings, reason would instruct him that the skin would be a proper article to screen his body

against the inclemency of the weather, as well from the resistance it would offer to his teeth, as

from its pliability, and the facility with which he might separate it from the flesh— a stone ground

against another stone till it had acquired an edge, Would enable him to perform the latter operation,

as well as that of shaping the skin into a garment. If it happened to be a sheep which he had

slaughtered, the felting of the wool, by the heat and moisture exuding from his body, would display

to him its superior utility, providing it could be converted into an extended substance, as the

wearing the woolly side of the skin next his body would convince him of the nourishing- quality of

the wool. And the most trifling circumstance would convey to his imagination the ease with which

r '

^

.

~ -^

* About the year 1805, an ingenious mechanic of this town, of the name of Rv water, im'entert a machine for cloathing of windmill sails ,

while in motion, according to the power of the wind. For the furtherance of this invention Mr. Simpson found capital, as well as »n

iddition of ingenuity ; and thi; partners obtained his majesty's letters patent lor the exclusive application of the discovery, They also

obtained a patent fur the rigging and unrigging of vessels at sea by the s i.iie means ; and also one for giving additional facility in tie

weighing of ships' anchors; the whole of which produced more fame than protit to the patentees.
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the harls or filamentSj by giving them a twist, might be converted into yarn ; even an accidentally

twisting of a few filaments together between his fingers and thumb would be sufficient ; while the

intertwining of the twigs or briars of a bush, or the art with which he would discover that the

birds of the air made their nests, would unfold, to his naturally inquiring fancy, the means whereby

he might form the threads into cloth. Circumstances, equally simple, would instruct men in the

art of making cloth of the hair of other animals, and the filaments of bark. Thus we see, that

nature, in her most rude and infant state, would instruct mankind in the art of the manufacturing

cloth, without one nation being indebted to another for the original contrivance.*

This simple and natural view of the question considerably lessens the importance which is

usually attached to the two Brabant weavers who settled in Yorkshire in 1331, and those that

settled at Canterbury, Norwich, Sandwich, Colchester, Maidstone, and Southampton in 1567.

—

That these foreigners introduced many most useful improvements in the art of manufacturing cloth,

there can be no doubt ; but that cloth was wrought in this country long before their arrival, we
have the clearest proof, independently of the foregoing observations.

It is stated in the Notitia Imperii (as appears from the British Encyclopedia) that there was an

imperial manufactory of woollen and linen cloth, for the use of the Roman army then in Britain,

established at Venta Belgarum, now Winchester. And we have a very curious and substantial

proof of the degree of perfection, which the art of weaving was at in this country during the

seventh century. It is to be found in a book written by Aldhelm, bishop of Sherborne, on the

subject of " virginity,'' about the year 680, and is contained in a simile illustrative of chastity.f

The bishop says, " chastity alone forms not a perfect character ; but requires to be accompanied

" and beautified by other virtues. It is not a web of one uniform colour and texture, without any
" variety of figures, that pleaseth the eye, and appears beautiful ; but one that is woven by
" shuttles, filled with threads of purple, and many other colours, flying from side to side, and

"forming a variety of figures and images, in different compartments, with admirable art."

Here is a proof, that figure-weaving, as well as the simple process of the art, was in use in England

at that time ; or the bishop would not have so aptly applied it to the subject he was treating on.

King John, among other immunities secured to the- people of Nottingham by his charter, dated

the 19th oi March, 1199, granted to the town a merchant's guild, to whom he gave the exclusive

privilege of manufacturing dyed cloth, or cloth which was designed to receive a dye, within ten

miles round the town. This proves that the business of manufacturing cloth had been carried on

here before that time ; for the inhabitants of a town would scarcely be so extravao-ant as to solicit

or the monarch to grant them a charter for the enjoyment of a certain business, to which, and to

* Many most useful discoveries have been made by persons merely observing the simple operations of nature—The use of a ship's

rudder was discovered in consequence of a person's observinf; an eagle direct its course in the air by the motion of its tail. The first idea

of a steam engine was conceived, from the steam in a kettle blowing off the lid. The discovery of electricity was occasioned by two "lobes

of brimstone being accidentally brought into contact. To which we might add the invention of glass, gunpowder, and telescopes bv
accidental circumstance.

f The bishop died in 709, and the S«e of Sherborne, with that of Wilton, was translated to Salishnry about the. middle of the

eleveath century.

3 F
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its utility, they were strangei-s. Prom the year 1347, in which Edward the Third took Calais, to

1558, in which, under Mary, it was wrested from the English, that city was the principal staple for

the wool market • it being the centre point of communication between the English and Flemish

merchants. It was during this period that the woollen trade was at its highest glory in Nottingham,

by the means of which, Deering states, the following famihes, among others, to have risen to opulence

and fame; namely, the Bugges, the Singhams, the Willoughbies, the Tannesleys, the Mappurlcys,

the Thurlands, the Amyases, the AUesstrees, the Samons, the Plumptres, and the HuMs. But

the surrender of Calais gave a stab to this trade, from the effects of which it never recovered.*

This business soon after gaVe way to that of

SMITHS,
Such as blacksmith, whitesmiths, &c. which was partly owing to the plenty and excellency of the

coal in this neighbourhood, partly to the unshackled encouragement given to the woollen trade in

Yorkshire, and partly to a cause, which is interwoven with the independency of the human mind.

The cloth trade being carried on by a company of merchants, that possessed exclusive privileges

and the power of making bye-laws for the internal government of such trade, they would have the

means of compelling the workmen to labour on principles alike inimical to their interest and

independence, so long as no other employment offered itself to the notice of the latter ; thereby

producing a system, which, in point of practice, would be little better than that hateful feudalism,

from which the working class had so lately emerged ; while Vulcan, by introducing his anvil and

hammer, the management of which would require but a comparatively small capital, would offer to

the sons of industry a rivalship in execution and an independency of action, unknown to them

before ; and which they would not fail to embrace.

The anonymous author, so often quoted by Deering, resided here in the reigns of James the

First and Charles the First, makes the following observations, when speaking of Bridlesmith-gate.

" It was so called," says he, " by reason of the great number of smiths dwelling there, who made

" bitts, snaffles, and other articles for bridles, of which trade there are some still inhabiting this

" street, though the major part of them is now worn out by smiths of a rougher stamp, such as

" make plough-irons, coulters, shares, stroake and nayles, harrow teeth and the like, of which trade

" there are at this day such store in this street, and other parts of the town, as serve to furnish, not

" only the county of Nottingham, but divers other bordering shires, as Leicester, Rutland, and

" Lincoln." Smithy-row is, no doubt, one of the other places here alluded, as may be gathered

from the name, as well as from the thick concretions of smithy-slack having been found of late,

considerably below the present surface of the Market-place, when the earth has been removed for

the purpose of buildings being erected, which the author hereof has seen and examined. The

same author concludes, and in my opinion very justly, that Gridlesmith-gate (now Pelham-street,)

* Voul-hall, or Vault-hDll, at the north-west corner of Drury-hill, njiere now stands the bouse of Mrs. Gawthorn, took its nasoe from

the vaults under it, in which the wool naed to be stored, when the cloth manufacture was carried on in this town.
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took its name from a provincial corruption of girdle into gridle; and therefore gave as his opinion,

that this street had been inhabited by smitlis who made girdles and their appendages.

Considering the period at which our anonymous author wrote his narrative, which, Deering

states to be in 1641 ; and considering that the makers of Jight articles had nearly left the town, we
may conclude that these businesses gradually retired, in the latter end of the sixteenth century,

when Birmingham and Sheffield were taking the lead in the Vulcanic arts. Notwithstanding this,

Nottingham continued to supply the neighbouring towns and counties with the rougher kind of

materials, till almost every village could boast a smith of its own.*

FOUNDERIES.
In the casting businesses Nottingham has long held an eminent station, though they have never

been carried on to an extent equal with what has been done at Birmingham, Rotherham,

Chesterfield, &c. As may be seen by referring to the account of the benefactors to the Free-school,

bell-casting was followed here at an early date ; and the bell at St. James's church was cast by

Hedderly as late as the year 1791, soon after which that person went to America, and the business

has not been followed here since ; except as small bells are cast by Mr. Tatham, at his brass and

cock foundery at the corner house in Bridlesmith-gate, leading into Peter-gate : this business has

been carried on in the town at least a century ; and in the present premises about sixty years, f

—

This concern was previously settled in Castle-gate, a few yards above the meeting-house ; at

which time there was also another brass foundery in the same street, a little way above Jew-lane;

but it was given up.

A small iron-foundery was erected in 1773, by Mr. Foljamb, in Narrow-marsh, which has given

the name of Iron-yard to the spot. It has ceased to be worked several times, and has several times

changed its masters ; and is now in full use again. The iron-foundery erected in Granby-street,

by Mr. Alderman Ashvvell, in 1803, is a concern of considerable magnitude, which is worked by

one of the most complete steam engines in the kingdom, of five-hOrse power.
;{: Dispatch and

execution of workmanship are found here, in an equal degree, to what are produced at any other

foundery in the country. A few years after the commencement of this concern, Mr. Ashwell

introduced brass-casting also, which is pursued with flattering success.

TAJVJVERS.
At what time the tanning business, which was founded on one of the earliest wants in society,

was introduced into this town, is unknown, though, very probably, it was at an early stage of our

history, from the great quantity of oak in the immediate vicinity of the town, the bark of which is

still so essential to the production of the tan, notwithstanding the chymical improvements of M.

* Framesmilhs will be spoken of in another place.

f Mr. latham was the first to introduce gas-light into the town, which he did iii the winter of 1814.

X In March, 1815, a person of the name of George Harrison was killed by the ensine, at the moment be had clandestinely introduced

himself, for the purpose of carrying to another foundery the improved application of its powers.
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Seguin and others. And, there is little doubt biit this business had its share in driving the cloth

trade away, for the reason stated under the head " smiths." Deering has preserved the date of a

transaction, which proves that the tanners possessed considerable influence, soon after the close of

the fifteenth century. Our author says, (and of the truth of which there is no doubt) that, on the

18th of February, 1546, a deed was executed by the Corporation, on the one part, and the tanners

on the other, whereby "the mayor and burgesses oblige themselves to WiUiam Sharpington, James

" Mason, John Renell, John Gregorie, and Thomas Sibthorpe, tanners, to pay to them and their

" successors, tanners of Nottingham, for ever, an annuity of forty shillings."

An opinion was very prevalent some years ago, and is not now wholly eradicated, that this money is

paid as an acknowledgment by the Corporation to the tanners for an old building, on the south side

of Narrow-marsh, called Tanners'-hall, as they had no occasion for it after their business fell to

decay. The truth seems to be, that the Corporation originally made a grant of this stipend to

provide an annual dinner for the tanners, as an inducement to them to form themselves into a

company, that their business Inight thereby be kept in the town ; and, as a further encouragement,

the Corporation gave the company the use of the building in question, as a general storehouse for

their goods, and as a place of general sale—hence its»present name.*

From an old manuscript book, lent me by the late Mr. John Henshaw, formerly a master tanner

here, which contains the bye-laws of the trade, I will give the following extracts :—Extract the

first:
—"Anno Dom. 1646. Mr. John James, alderman, chosen masters of the tanners' trade;

" John Townrow and Thomas Truman, wardens for the year. Monday after St. Andrew's-day,

" we the company of tanners, being met according to custom, do order, that all apprentices that

" are not free-born shall pay to the wardens of the trade, for their recording, five shillings ; and

" for their upsets ten shillings and sixpence. And we do also ©rder, that such as are free-born of

" the trade shall pay for their recording two shillings ; and for their upsets six shillings and

" eightpence."

Alderman James served the office of mayor this year, which shews that the tanners were then in

high repute, or the chief magistrate would not have condescended to become their master in an

association. At this time Alderman James was performing a still more conspicuous part—he was

the principal enemy among the magistrates to the tyrant Charles the First, whose power was now

nearly at an end.

Extract the second—" December 5, Anno Dom. 1664. It is this day ordered by the master and

" wardens and company of tanners, that if any person of the said company, duly elected by the said

" company, and chosen master for one year according to the atinual custom, shall at any time

" hereafter refuse to accept and execute the said master's office as usual, then every such person

" or persons shall forfeit and pay the sum of twenty shillings, to be disposed of at the discretion of

" the said company for their use"—subscribed by forty-seven master tanners.

In pursuance of the above order, William Fillingham paid the stipulated fine in 1716,

* This old building has been supposed to have been a court of justice : this opinion is erroneous, except as the Msizes might b«

held in it when the plague r-iged in the townj and from which Narrow-marsh waa free.
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Extract the third—" September 8, Anno Dom. 1668. Upon a meeting of the company of

" tanners, at the master's house of the trade, Thomas Hardmeat, it was agreed and concluded upoa

" that the particular persons, tanners, whose names are under-written, shall buy such proportion^

" of hides affixed to their names under-written for a month next ensuing, under the penalty of

" forfeiting sixpence for every hide neglected to be bought, to be paid to the wardens of the trade

" for the present year ; and it is intended that these hides shall be bought of the butchers of

" Nottingham. And it is ordered by the company under-written, that no tanner, nor journeyman,

" nor apprentice shall buy any hide, kep,* or calf-skin, above the price of ninepence, nor tan them

" at any rate for them nor the fellmongers, under the penalty of such hide or skin so bought or

" tanned to be paid to the wardens for the promoting of the feast. It is further agreed, that he

" that brings in a hide to the hitl,f shall have the privilege of buying it ; or, if any other buy it

•' he shall pay the first chapman one shilling."

[These resolutions were signed by twenty-five masters, and the number of hides to be bought

was affixed to each name. Indeed it appears, that none but masters were considered as belonging

to the company.]

" It is agreed and concluded upon by the tanners above-said, that he that buys any hide or hides

" of the butchers at their houses or slaughter-houses in the week-day (if it can be proved by any

" two persons of the same trade,) shall forfeit two shillings and sixpence for every hide so bought

" to the wardens of the trade for the year."

It appears pretty evident that some dilference had existed between the tanners and butchers

respecting the mode of conducting the sale of hides, &c. and that the above resolutions among the

former were the consequence or the cause of a reconciliation. But it is not so easy to conceive

why the tanners enjoined, that they should give only ninepence for a hide, &c. while with the same

breath they awarded a shilling to a person who might have a hide or skin bought out of his hands.

In 1673, it was agreed by the company, that any person who bought a hide within six miles of

Nottingham, except in the open market, should forfeit five shillings for every hide so bought.

Extract the fourth

—

" Anno Dom. 1744. Memorandum. The mayor and burgesses this year

" first refused to make good their ancient payment to the company of tanners."

From this time the company received only twenty shillings a year from the Corporation, nor is

the circumstance afterwards noticed in their book.
,
Indeed their number appears to have been

rapidly on the decline, which naturally lessened their consequence ; for, their number had risen

from 36 to 47 between the years 1641 and 1664; yet at the end of the four succeeding years it was

reduced to 25. From this time to 1701, the declension had been but small, as in that, year there

were 21 masters; while in 1750, only three remained; and during the last ten years, or

thereabouts, there has been but one. ' Therefore this company must now be considered as

at an end, since it is impossible for one master to form a company ;
yet, the three or four

journeymen, along with a few fellmongers of the same class, continued till very lately to keep up

* Kep, means the skin of a calf that dies io its second year.

-(• It appeals to have been Beastmarket-hill where the bides, ke. -were exhibited for sale; as I find in another place in this n\i

manuscript, an account of business being done near the top of the Corn-market.

3 G
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the annual feast with the money paid by the Corporation. And, it is not a little singular that, in

181% when Mr. Thomas Roberts, the present and only master tanner in the town, applied for the

annual stipend, the Corporation, unsolicited, gave him the old allowance of forty shillings, and

continue to pay that sum, notwithstanding only twenty shillings had been paid during so many

years ; and it is now divided by Mr. Roberts among his journeymen, without attending to the old

custom of holding a feast. The tanners kept up the old farce of electing a master till the year

1808, when the late Mi'- Henshaw, then out of the business, thinking himself the only legitimate

offspring of thetrade, and considering it a degradation to be elected to the ofSce by fellmongers,

not only refused to attend the annual feast, at which time the officers used to be chosen, but

withheld the book, that no sham master might be recorded. Thus the very shadow, as well as the

substance of the company vanished.

The tanners, like many more of Adam's spns, on whom fortune has sometimes lavished her

favors, were made giddy and overbearing by prosperity. In 1661, they began to shackle the trade

by combining to prevent each other from taking apprentices, except on extravagant conditions ; a

system which is sure in the end to injure the business it is erroneously intended to protect; because

nature is regular in her proceedings, and therefore requires a succession of youth to fill up the

chasms occasioned by incidents, old age, and death.* The tanners likewise by combining to keep

down the price of hides, skins, and bark, drove the owners thereof to seek other markets ; and thus

completed the ruin of tlieir trade in this town, while they vainly fancied they were securing the

golden fleece of Colchis.

Froni the great number of horn snuffs and old vats which have been frequently found, it is

pretty evident, that near the whole of the ground between Turncalf-alley and Bridge-street, has

been occupied by tanners and fellmongers, the vats appertaining to both. Deering conjectured,

and no doubt rightly, that the tanning business had been carried on, on the east side of St. Peter's-

churchyard, there being visible marks of the fact in his time, in a house then occupied by a Mr.

Coates, attorney-at-law, at the louver end of Peppei'-street, and now the property of the Rev. Dr.

Staunton. And, in lately examining the premises of Mr. Tatham, brass-founder, which lead

down Peter-gate, I found tan vats and other necessary appendages for carrying on the tanning

business.

In 1?69, William Henshaw and William Haigh were chosen wardens ; since which time none

have been elected to that office ; the latter of whom was the last that paid a fee as an upset, which

was in 1766. And in 1739, Ralph Peet paid the last fee which was ever paid for recording an

apprentice. It was customary likewise, till 1769, for the company to have a sealer, whose duty it

was to examine all tanned goods, and declare them fit, or unfit for the market. And, as he was

likely rather to be a bar to their rapacity than a guarantee to their imaginary benefit, which

seems to have centered in a short-sighted policy, it is a wonder that they employed one so long.

—

Thomas Radforth was the last person who held this office. This subject naturally leads to an

* The plan of apprenticing in Lancashire, which has been so injurious to the calico printers, is excepted against in the aboie allusion;

because it is alike at variance with nature's laws and with uprightness in human policy.
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inquiry into the practice now in use of examining and marking every liide^ skin^ or pelt by public

sealers, or inspectors, before they are sold to the tanners and fellmongers.

In 1604, the second of James the First, an act was passed to regulate the conduct of butchers,

tannersj curriers, fellmongers, and shoemakers^ as far as the public interest was concerned in the

use of hides, skins, and pelts ; and to prevent horse-leather from being used by shoemakers.

But, by the granting of a patent for converting horse-leather into boot legs (known by the name

of cordovan,) one essential part of the act became perverted ; and the remainder was suffered, by

common consent, to lie at rest. In process of time, however, an evil sprung up which called aloud

for public interference. The butchers, by their careless and avaricious conduct, rendered the

hides, &c. of far less value than they ought to be : they not only flayed the carcases down to the

hoof, and thereby added too much of the shank to the hide, but they frequently gashed the hides^

&c. so much in the act of flaying, as to render them of comparatively little value ; which, besides

casting a dead loss upon the shoemakers (they buying their ware by weight,) was a serious loss to

society at large. In consequence of which the shoemakers, Aided, I believe, by the curriers and

saddlers, petitioned parliament, in 1800, for a redress of grievances, and obtained an act to that

.effect. But that being found deficient, they again petitioned in 1801, when another act was

obtained, which answered their expectations.

This act enjoins the chief magistrate, or head officer of any city, town corporate, borough, &c.

to point out a proper place or places, wherein shall be examined and inspected, on pi'oper days,

all the raw hides or skins of oxen, bulls, cows, heifers, steers or stirks, calves, hogs or pigs, sheep,

lambs, horses, mares, and geldings, killed, slaughtered, or flayed within such city, &c. and all

such hides, &c. which are brought to be disposed of at such place or places. The act also

provides that the shoemakers and others engaged in leather businesses shall send a list of the names

of persons, from among whom they wish the public inspectors to be chosen, to the chief magistrate;

and the latter is enjoined to select, such inspector or inspectors from such list ; to whom he

afterwards administers the following oath —" I, A. B. do swear, that I will faithfully and diligently

" execute the office of inspector of hides and skins, according to the tiue intent and meaning of an

"act passed in the fortieth year, &c. intitled, &c. without fear or affection, prejudice, or malice, to

" any person whomsoever ; so help me God."

The inspectors here are Robert Lineker, a shoemaker, and John Bailey, a fellmonger ; and the

place directed by the magistrates for the examination of hides, &c. is a small distance above the

fish-stalls on the north side of the Market-place. They are compelled to have two stamps each ;

viz. one with the4etter S. denoting sound, and the other with the letter D. denoting damaged.

When they have examined the hides, &c. they stamp them near the tail with that stamp, which, in

their opinion, the quality of the articles requires ; and if the articles be damaged the law authorizes

them to levy the following penalties upon the owners :— For gashing or otherwise injuring, in the

act of flaying the hide of an ox, bull, cow, heifer, or stirk, or for flaying the carcase of such

animals more than two inches below the knee, five shillings—for the skin of a calf, and the hide of

a horse, two shillings and sixpence ; and for the skin of a sheep, lamb, or hog, sixpence. The
magistrates and inspectors have the power of mitigating these penalties as they may consider
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circumstances to require.—For their trouble the inspectors are entitled to one penny for the hide

of an ox, bull, cow, heifer, stirk, horse, mare, and gelding; for every calf, and hog skin a

halfpenny ; and for every sheep and lamb skin a farthing.

THE CURRIERS AND FELLMONGERS,
There is little doubt, may boast an antiquity in this town equal to that of the tanners ; but their

numbers do not appear ever to have been great. In 1641, there were nine master fellmongers,

and six master curriers—in 1739, there were only two of the former, and four of the latter. And,

at the present time, there are six curriers and four fellmongers, with one of the latter at Lenten,

who may be classed with his fellows in this town.

SHOEMAKERS.
" The Tablet of Memory" gives the incorporation of the cordwainers' company in the year

1410, while the " Picture of London" for 1803, gives the date a century later—an error in the

press has probably occassioned the difference. As the influence attached to incorporated companies

was very considerable, and continued so till within the last century ; and as we know the

Nottingham 'company of cordwainers is of long standing, we may therefore infer that the master

shoemakers here were not long ere they followed the example of their metropolitan brethren,

particularly as the Corporation of Nottingham, for a small annual stipend, were ready to second

their views. Accordingly a company was formed here, the principal conditions in whose union

were, to prohibit any journeyman from being employed that had not served an apprenticeship to a

master belonging to some company ; and to prevent any master from setting up in the town, or

keeping a stall in the market that did not belong to the Nottingham company. To give to this

combination the appearance of legal -authority, the company paid the Corporation twenty shillings

a year, in consideration of which that body sanctioned them in the maintenance of their exclusive

privileges. And thus things continued till about the year 1747, when a master shoemaker of the

name of Hancock refused to enter the company—a trial at law was the consequence, and the

company was cast, and consequently lost all authority. Another conflict between clashing interests

now ensued : the Corporation still demanded their annual tribute, which the shoemakers refused to

pay, because the former had lost the power of protecting them. The officers of the company used

to consist of four masters, two stewards, and two wardens, the latter always paying the Corporation

their fee ; but, after Hancock had cast the company, no more wardens were elected, that the

Corporation might not have any one to fix their claim upon. A member of the company, of the

name of Hart, had some property seized upon for the tribute; but, as I am informed, the Corporation

yielded without the question being brought into court ; and thus this paltry dispute had an end.

The company is still in existence, though it consists of only five members, four of whom are

elected masters, and the other a steward ; and they hold their annual feast on the .^)th of November,

or old St. Crispin's-day. When in their time of prosperity, they bought a plot of ground, containing

about an acre, near Kennel-hill, which the members of the company still possess, and which i»

called Shoemakers'-close.
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BONE-LACE.^
This article, which is likewise called bobbin-lace, had long been manufactured in this town to a

considerable amount till it was superseded by the different branches of business attending the

framework-knitting trade, such as winding, seaming, sizing, and chevining, which drove the

bone-lace manufacture away. Buckingham and Northampton, with their connective counties, are

the principal seats of this business in England; though the wives of militia-men belonging to those

counties have a good deal scattered the art about the country by following the fortunes of their

husbands within the last twenty years ; and even in this town we find a few cushions again in use.

It is worthy of remark, that an ounce of Flanders thread, when manufactured into lace, has beea

sold in London for £40. Here the folly and ingratitude of the British ladies are conspicuous

—

they encourage foreign artizans, while those of our own country can produce articles of a similar

quality and possessing superior beauty to those imported of a corresponding description, and which

carujae sold for less than a tenth of their cost, while our own artizans and their families are often

starving for want of employment.

We are now about entering upon the description of a branch of business the most important to

Nottingham of any which was ever carried on within it confines ; and, to a Nottingham man, it i*

unnecessary to say we mean the

FRAMETVORK-KNITTING BRANCH.
Indeed, so much is this town dependent upon tlie engine, known by the name of the stocking

frame, and its appendant machines, that, if it stood still, all other businesses must stand still also.

The town may in fact be compared to one vast engine^ whose every part is kept in motion by this

masterpiece in the mechanic arts.

The inventor of this curious and complicated piece of machinery, which, in many instances,

consists of more than six thousand parts, was one William Lee, M. A. of St. Jt)hn's college,

Cambridge, and was heir to a small freehold estate in Woodborough, the place of his nativity,

which lies about seven miles from Nottingham. Mr. Lee being deeply smitten with the charms

of a captivating young woman of this village, he paid his addresses to her in an honorable way ;

but, whenever he waited upon her she seemed much more intent upon knitting stockings and

instructing pupils in the art thereof, than upon the caresses and assiduities of her suiter ; he therefore

determined, if possible, to mar the prospect of her knitting, under an idea, no doubt, of thereby

inducing her to change that for pne more congenial with his views. The former part of his project

Mr. Lee accomplished in the year 1589, by the invention of an engine or frame for the knitting

of stockings, which possesses six times the speed of the original mode, and which has admitted of

an almost endless variety of substantial and fancy articles being wrought upon it. After the

accomplishment of so great an undertaking, it seems other notions than those of gaining the fair

* Sone-lace is so called either from the bobbins which are used in its formation b^ng generally made of bone, or from the French word

ton, which signifiei good, excellent, &c. the article being originally made in France.

3 H
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and fickle object of his former pursuit attached themselves to the mind of Mr. Lee—ambitious of

being the inventor of so useful a machine, he immediately adopted measures which appeared to

jiirn the most likely to secure wealth and future fame.*

The known partiality of Queen Elizabeth for knitted silk stockings, which she had worn since

the year 1560, would naturally induce Mr. Lee to think that the production of an article so superior

in quality, and wrought with such superior facility, could not fail to procure the royal patronage as

a reward for his invention : an idea which every speculative genius is justified in fostering ; but

which many have fostered in vain. Flushed with this honorable expectation, Mr. Lee hastened to

London, presented his frame to the Queen, and worked in it in her presence. But, whether she

was too much engaged in enjoying her triumph over the Spanish Armada, or in dalliance with, and

in cajoling her different admirers, cannot now be determined; this, however is certain—she treated

Mr. Lee and his invention with neglect, if not with contempt. Stung with the ingratitude of his

sovereign, and meeting with no better treatment from his countrymen in general, he therefore

sought encouragement at Roan in Normandy, under the protection of the celebrated Henry the

Fourth of France. Here, with nine frames and so many workmen that accompanied his fortunes,

he met with the encouragement of an enlightened monarch and an applauding nation ; but

misfortune, the usual attendant on merit, was determined to haunt him through all bis earthly

pursuits. The stroke of an assassin, which brought the good King Kenry to the grave, made way

for the misrule of Louis the Ihirteenth, whose bigotry and persecution swallowed up every virtue,

which beamed in the court of Henry, and, consequently, every encouragement which the latter had

given to the mechanic arts. Mr. Lee, finding himself neglected at Roan, applied at the foot of the

royal fountain in Paris ; but the streams of that fountain were stopped when merit applied for aid;

therefore he meet nothing in his application but disappointment and chagrine. Finding his merits

thus neglected both at home and abroad, he gave up his mind to the empire of grief, which soon

gave him rest from his sufferings in the grave. Seven of his workmen, with their frames, returned

to England, leaving two behind at Roan with theirs. Thus England owes the return of this useful

art, to the hand of an assassin and the ignorance of the French king, after her ingratitude had

driven it away.

One Aston, of Thofotonin this county, having been taught the art of framework-knitting by

Mr. Lee, before the latter left this country, and, being a person of considerable genius, had

retained a tolerably correct knowledge of the frame, notwithstanding he had followed the business

of a miller during the time his fellow workmen had been in France ; and, still having a desire to

further the invention, he joined the workmen on their return ; and they, in conjunction, soon

* Tradition informs us, that the first frame was almost wholly made of wood—that it was a twelve gauge—that there were no lead

linkers : and that the needles were stuck in bits of wood. We are likewise told, that the difficulty Le? met with in the formation of the

«titch for want of needle-eyes, had nearly prevented the accomplishment of his ohjei^^t, which difficulty was at length removed by bis

forming eyes to bis needles with a three-square file. We have information too, handed in direct succession from father to son, that it was

nottill late in the seventeenth century that one man could manage the working of a frame : the man who was considered the workman,

employed a labourer, who stood behind the frame to work the slur and pressing motions i but the application of traddles and of the feet,

rendered the labourer unnecessary.
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restored the disorganized frames to a working state. But whether they carried on the business in

Nottingham^ or in what other part of the county thereof^ is uncertain : probably, after they had

brought the frames to a tolerable state of perfection, they sought different directions, according to

their several inclinations and views. It appears certain, however from the information handed to

us by Deering, that there were but two stocking frames in Nottingham in 1641 ; nor was the

increase very great during the next hundred years, as appears from the following state of the trad?

in 1739 :—
Framework-knitters .......50
Framesmiths ........14
Needlemakers ........13
Setters.up .........8
Sinkermakers ........5

At this period we find none ranked in the profession of a hosier ; consequently we have a right

to conclude that the business of a hosier had not then assumed a distinct shape; and also that every

framework-knitter disposed of his own goods in the best manner he could. This will account for

the slowness of the progress made by the trade during the period alluded to ; for it is very unlikely

that any serious number of workmen would be able to furnish themselves with frames to work in,

and then have to depend upon the precariousness of a sale for subsistence for their families.

For a considerable time after tlie revival of this important art in England, its principal nursery

was London, which was partly occasioned by a want of country hosiers, and partly by the rage in

those days for what was called /as/w'on work: the custom then being to wear stockings of the same

colour as the other outward garments, which caused a continual demand for small and immediate

orders. But when this custom declined, and country hosiers began to exert themselves, the London

dealers found their account in depending upon the country manufacturers for supplies. Hence it

is that, within the last sixty years, the manufacturing of stockings in London has been on the

decline, while in those places more congenial to the interest of the trade, it has been more rapidly

on the increase. So that, at the present time, a few fancy frames and those used as decoy ducks

in retail shops, are nearly all which the metropolis can boast of

Shortly ,after the return of Mr. Lee's workmen from Prance, the Venetian ambassador in London

eng'aged one Henry Mead, for £500 to go to Venice and take a frame with him, for the purpose

of establishing the framework-knitting art in that country ; but it appears that Mead had not merit

equal to the expectations of his employer, for the project failed for want of mechanics to keep the

frame in a working state ; in consequence of which it Avas sent back to England for sale, along

with some wretched Venetian imitations. An attempt was also made by one Abraham Jones to

carry the invention to Holland ; and, the ingenuity of the adventurer, in all probability, would have

enabled him to carry his scheme into execution, had not the plague, which then raged with violence

in the low countries, hurried him and his connections to the grave. His frame was afterwards

sent to London for sale.

In the hope of preventing a recurrence of these dangers to the country's interest, in this now
much-sought-after business, and likewise to guarantee it against the mischiefs arising from persons

being engaged in it that had not served an apprenticeship to the trade, and thereby, for want of
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experience, introducing badly wrought articles into the market, to the manifest discredit of the

rest, the framework-knitters in London petitioned Oliver Cromwell, as protector of the common-

wealth of England, to grant them a charter, and to constitute them a legal company. This

petition was complied with ; but, whether the granted instrument was thought insufficient, in its

re"-ulating and guaranteeing powers, or whether the company thus constituted, thought a charter

from Cromwell improper to be acted upon after the restoration, we are not informed
; be this

however as it may, the company petitioned Charles the Second, soon after he obtained the diadem,

for a constituting charter, which was granted them in 1664, and which incorporated them under

the name of " The Worshipful Company of Framework -knitters ;" to be governed by a master,

wardens, and assistants, who are directed to be chosen annually on the 24th of June. These

officers had power vested in them by virtue of the charter, to make bye-laws from time to time for

the o-overnment of the trade, as, in their estimation, its interests might require; which bye-laws,

if signed by the Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief Justice of the court of King's Bench, and the

Chief Justice of the court of Common Pleas, are valid in point of law, if not in direct opposition to

the statute law of the land, or when they run counter to the interest of the country ; the latter

question being left to the decision of a jury.* The body of bye-laws now in existence was framed

in 1745, and was signed by Philip, Lord Hardwick, Lord Chancellor, by Sir William Lee, Knt,

Lord Chief Justice, and Sir John Willes, Knt. Chief Justice of the Common Pleas.

Deerin«^, when speaking of the framework -knitters' company, has the following remarks :
—" In

" process of time, when the trade spread further into the country, they also in proportion stretched

" their authority, and established conmiissioners in the several principal towns in the country where

" this trade was exercised ; there they held courts at which they obliged the country framework-

" knitters to bind and make free, &c. whereby they for many years drew great sums of money, till

* some person of more spirit than others in Nottingham brought their authority in question, and

" a trial ensuing, the company was cast, since which time the stocking manufacture has continued

" entirely open in this country
"

The want of date, and the disingenuous manner in which the above paragraph is written, have

left the reader's mind in doubt, as to the nature and consequences of that trial, particularly when

he considers the subsequent conduct of the company. It would be fair however to conclude, from

our author's statement, that no circumstance had taken place from the time of the trial to that in

which he wrote, by which the validity of the charter had been ascertained. But, by recurring to

recorded facts the truth will best appear. In an old printed document, refered to in the last note,

entitled, " Case of the Framework-knitters," we find the following :
—" Some short time before

" the year 1734, a dispute arose between the members of the company in London and some

" manufacturers in Nottingham, which occasioned a law suit ; but the merits of the question in

" that suit were not fully tried ; the company being nonsuited for want of legal form in the

* It is the duty of these great law officers to give notice to chartered companies, if an act of parliament be in agilation inimical to their

interests. '

Deerine says that Cromwell refused to grant a charter to the framework-knitter! ; but here our antiquary it mistaken, fori have »

printed document by me which proves to the contrary.
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" bye-laws produced at the trials which appeared to be confirmed by the Chancellor and Judges,

" but could not be proved to be the act of the company, which was the reason the court did not

" try the merits. The result of this dispute was, that the artists in the country were for having the

" bye-laws amended, and till that was done, would not comply therewith ; nor could the company
" get any deputies to act for them in the country,"

Here then we see that the merits of the charter were not tried ; and that it was the incongruity

of the bye-laws, which brought on the dispute. Notwithstanding this however, as a new code of

bye-laws was not formed till 1745, it is no wonder if so long a lapse of time brought the charter

into disuse in the country; though the sanction of those bye-laws by the three greatest law

authorities in the nation, about twelve years after the trial, proves that the validity of the charter

was then considered as unshaken.

We are now arrived at a period in the history of these affairs in which the company and the

trade at large may be considered in different points of view—the company may be compared to a

man in the decline of life that principally depends upon the toil of others for support, and whose

every effort serves to betray his own weakness ; while the trade may be likened to a blooming

youth that has just learnt the value of his own strength, and who considers every farthing drawn

from his toil, under pretence of supporting him, as an unjust tax upon his industry. The company

now endeavoured to enforce payment from the country workmen, finding that persuasion and low

cunning had lost their effect; and the trade threatened them with annihilation if they persevered. In

1751, the company commenced actions against two workmen at Godalmin for not paying their

quarterage ; and the trade threatened, if they proceeded in the actions, to apply to parliament for

an act to unshackle it from the company's trammels and break up their body—the company took the

hint, and let the matter drop ; and the trade found its advantage in their imbecility.

Various attempts have been made since that time to restore to the charter its pristine authority,

under the idea of stopping colts* from working at the business, who, it is contended, have been

the cause of many goods being introduced into the market of an inferior quality, from their not

possessing a competent knowledge of the art. Without entering into the merits of this question,

which in truth do not belong to history, the reader may rest assured that the charter, as far as

respects the prosperity of the trade, is for ever laid at rest.

In 1805, a most extensive association was formed among the framework-knitters of Nottingham,

Derby, and Leicester, and their respective counties, where the business is principally carried on,

for the purpose of raising money to enable the company to prosecute a man of the name of Payne,

.

of Burbage, in Leicestershire, for following the business and learning others without his having

served an apprenticeship, on the issue of which prosecution the future prospects of thousands,

similarly circumstanced, depended. Payne was supported by the Leicester and Leicestershire

hosiers, who, being the principal manufacturers of coarse and inferior goods, felt themselves

peculiarly interested in pushing the trade among those workmen that, from their little knowledge

of the art, were the least likely to contend for regulated prices, and for properly fashioning the

•''' A nams given to persons that work at the business who have not served a regular apprenticeship to it.

3 I
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goods. After a world of liligation and expense on both sides, the matter- was brought, to a final

hearing in Westminster-hall, in February, 1809, lohen, though the charter was admitted to be as

good in law as other charters of a like description, it was forbidden to be put in force, any

further than as relates to the internal government of the company, such as chusing masters,

tcardens, 5fc. ; and for the purpose of spending the money-which the members of the company

may think well to contribute ; providing such money is not applied to purposes contrary to the

statute law of the land*

As a proof that the legislature has thought the framework-knitting business of some importance

in its own abstracted merits, we have only to mention the act passed in the 7th and 8th of William

and Mary, which inflicts a penalty of forty pounds, with the loss of the frame, upon any person

caught in the act of sending one to a foreign country; In 1766, an act, commonly called the

Tewksbury act, was passed, the object of which was to prevent the fraudulent marking of

framework-knitted goods; a practice having been long pursued by some hosiers of ordering their

workmen to mark the goods vyith more oilet-holes than corresponded with the number of threads in

the material of which such goods were made, except those wrought of silk ; and except such goods

were wrought of a material of less than three threads. But the salutary provisions of this act are

now rendered nugatory by flaxen stockings being nearly disused, and by the invention of machinery

to spin cotton and worsted yarn, which, generally speaking, renders more than two thread*

unnecessary. In the 28th of his present majesty, an act was passed which constituted it felony to

break or wilfully injure a stocking frame; and it likewise directs that the holder of a frame shall

give it up to the owner after he has received from the latter " the customary and usual notice
;"

which customary and usual notice, from long established practice, consists of fourteen days. In

consequence of the crime of frame-breaking being so extensively pursued in 1811, an act was

passed which made it death to break or wilfully injure a stocking or lace frame, or the machines

thereunto appended ; but this was shortly superceded by another, which placed stocking, lace, and

other frames under one common protection, and reduced the crime of breaking them to the

punishment of transportation, according to the act of the 28th of the kin"-.

It is unnecessary to enter into a particular description of the various and numerous parts which

con.stitute a stocking frame, since it is not like those productions of fancy, whose existence may be

measured by a month, and a description of whose component parts might gratify idle curiosity

during an hour. No, the frame is the offspring of profound genius and nice discrimination, has

been brought to its present high state of perfection by the united talents of man'y ; and is become

a staple article in the complex system of' our national manufactories, as well as a great supporter

* As a proof of the folly of working men being persuaded by attornies to expend their money on such occasions, I will relate the

following circumstance :-Being in London on s.me public business, along with Mr. German Waterfall, shortly after the above question

was decided, we called on Mr. Laudington, the company's solicitor, to make some inquiries about the business, when he complimented the

people of Nottingham for their superior penetration and understanding, in consequence of their backwardness in paying contributions in

supporting the company on this occasion, because, considering the altered state of trade from the time the charter was granted, the cawie

wai horeUna; notwithstanding this very man had used his influence to persuade them to contribute while the.trial was pending, from an

epinioo given on his part that they would be ultimately successful. Mr, Laudington received about £300 !

!
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of our prosperity and fame ; nor will it ever be laid aside so long as stockings, and a great variety

of other articles of dress, are considered necessary to the customs of society. But with respect to a

description of the various additions to the stocking frame, the case is otherwise, some of which are

nearly forgotten, and others may share the same fate ; therefore of them a more particular

description should be given. Deering states, that, in his time, no essential article had been added

to the original machine ; the last sixty years, however, have made ample amends for the lack of

early invention. And, it is worthy of remark that almost every improvement which this complicated

piece of workmanship has received, has owed its birth to the genius of Nottingham or its

neighbourhood. To be able to do justice to the memory of every one that has made discoveries

and applied them to the stocking frame, would be highly gratifying ; but this is impossible, since

almost every invention has had several claimants. Where the claim stands supported, however, by

fair testimony, the name of the inventor shall be duly honored.

TUCK RIBS.
The additional machine for producing this work, consists of a tucker-presser, and was first

known in Nottingham about the year 1756.* Some people pretend that we owe its origin to the

brain of an Irishman in Dublin^ while others assert that the invention came from a French refugee

in London ; but, as we have no direct authority in support of either of these claims, it is very

probable that the name of the inventor will never be known.

The simplicity of the tuck-presser, and the numerous and diversified patterns which can > be

produced by its means, renders its invention far more admirable : it consists merely of a thin bar of

iron attached by screws to the frame presser, so as to admit of its being moved to and fro, the

space of one, twoj or three needles, according to the pattern required ; there being grooves cut in

the lower edge to admit of the needle or needles passing up, during the pressing motion, on which

the tuck loops are wrought, while the teeth press down the other needle-beards to admit of the

stitches passing over the needle-heads. And thus by moving it this way one course and that way

another, while different coloured threads are worked, a diversity of shades is produced in a strait-

down line, which gives to the stocking the appearance of party-coloured ribs. This kind of

stockings is now out of fashion, but the tuck-presser has been applied to the manufacturing of

other articles, as will be seen in the course of this chapter.

DERBY RIBS.
Long before the invention of the stocking frame, our fair knitters had introduced the plan of

reversing the stitches in straight lines down the stocking ; and, from the wales thus reversed lying

lower than those knitted in the ordinary way, the stockings so knitted were called ribs. Hence

sprang a desire in the breast of many of those engaged in the framework-knitting business to

produce an imitation. In this the tuck ribs failed, as they bore no resemblance to the original ribs.

* That part of the frame called apretaer might more properly be called a pressing bar ; but the former phrase is prefered because it it

tiniversally adopted by the trade.

\ ' }
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except in their different shades. The practice of making turned clocks in plain stockings first

suggested the plan of making, what have since been called Derby ribs ; and, indeed, many plain

stockings were actually converted into ribs, by the tedious process of letting down alternate stitches,

and turning them up on the rough side of the stocking, long before the invention of the rib

machine *

In this, as in almost every other invention, public opinion has been divided respecting the object

on whom to confer the honor : an old stocking-maker of the name of Bowman, who resided at

Dale-Abbey, it has been said by many, was the original projector of this machine ; but, knowing

that the claim was a divided one, I wrote to William Strutt, Esq., of Derby, on the subject, and

from whose answer I will give the following extract :

—

" It was Jedediah Strutt, my father, who

" invented the Derby Rib machine, in the year 1758, or thereabouts. About that time he settled

" in Derby for the purpose of carrying on the manufacture of ribbed stockings in conjunction

" with his brother-in-law, Mr. W. Woollett, who was then a hosier, in that place, and which

" partnership continued till the death of my father in the year 1797. A great part of the time

" during which the patent was in force, Mr. Samuel Need of Nottingham was a partner, under

" the firm of Need, Strutt, and Woollett. The patent right was tried twice in Westminster

" Hall ; first with the hosiers of Derby, and afterwards with those of Nottingham, from which

" time it was enjoyed quietly to the end of the term." Mr. Strutt did not give me the date of the

patent, which I understand was in 1759 ; and common justice demands me to say, that, next to Mr.

Lee himself, the country owes more to Mr. Strutt, the inventor, than to any other man that ever

engaged in the framework-knitting or hosiery businesses, as from the application of his machine,

the invention of every other machine, which has been appended to the stocking frame since that

time, has progressively emanated. And from this slender, though fortunate beginning of an

industrious and ari ingenious workman (for I understand Mr. Strutt was a wheelwright,) hav

several most extensive fortunes been realized ; and, what is still more honorable, the names of the

Strutts, as patriots, stand second to none in the kingdom.

DESCRIPTIOJ^ OF THE DERBY RIB MACHIJs^E.

The sole-bar of the machine being screwed lengthwise upon that part of the frame woodwork

called a rafter, along with a standard at each end of it, the lower arms, which range horizontally,

with a bar between them to keep them steady and separate, are fixed upon the pivot ends of two

centre-screws which pass through the standards in a direction approaching each other. The

lower arms, about seven inches long, present their ends towards the workman, while the upper

arms, about nine inches long, are attached to them by means of compact joints : these ai'nis being

ranged in an inclined position against the frame hand-bar, to answer the movements they have to

perform, have the lead-bar hung between them on centres near the top. Thus three rolling

motions, which operate in different directions, are obtained by the same means. The leads, which

* A stocking-maker of the name of Wright at llkiston, in Derbyshire, about 1730, made a pair of ribs this way, and sold them to a

tinker for half-a-guinea.
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are each an inch broad^ and into the upper end of which the needles are cast, are screwed to the lead-

bar; and by putting the machine in motion, the needles are made to pass backwards and forwards

between the needles in the frame, the latter ranging in an horizontal, and the former in an upright

direction ; and when there are as many needles in the machine as there are in the frame, a

stocking is prpduced called a one and one rib. If there be two needles in the frame for one in

the machine, the stocking is called a two and one rib. There are some which have from four to

twenty frame needles, and from two to sixteen machine needles working alternately and distinctly in

those particular numbers : and the stocking so produced is called a broad rib.

Upon the top edge of the lead-bar, and behind the leads, is a thin plate of iron called a slide,

which the workman pushes up with his fore fingers in order to force the stitches over the needle

heads when the machine coarse is pressed ; there being an additional presser, with a curved edge,

screwed to the frame presser, which acts upon the machine needles by a second motion of the foot.

And, when any rib is made broader than a two and one, the pressing motion is used three times in

one course—once for the frame and once for the machine, for the completion of the stitches, and

once to press the stitches off those frame needles which are connected with them in the act of

gathering the loops, and which have short beards for that purpose. Hence the broad ribbed

stockings are called by the workmen press-off ribs. The machine, in its working position, is too

high, when the frame is over the arch, to admit of the jacks falling sufficiently low, except the

sinker arches fall upon the needle heads. To remedy this inconveniency a spring catch, fastened

to the rafter, confines it down, from which it is disengaged at a proper time by a lever, called a

knee-kick* striking against the spring-catch ; and it is then raised by a mainspring to a proper

height, where it is stopt by a regulating star-screw, which is affixed to the top of the spring-catch.

There are likewise two articles called thumb-plates, by the leverage p ower of which, the workman

holds the machine in a forward position while he presses the machine course. This well-finished

combination of parts and motions, required an extensive mechanical genius for its accomplishment;

and if Mr. Strutt really received some original hints in the business, which is not improbable, as

he was not himself a stocking-maker, yet that is no detraction to his merit.

The first addition to this excellent piece of workmanship was an instrument called a hand-shackle,

which was applied to the purpose of putting up the slide, witliout the workman being necessitated

to apply his fingers to that article as above stated. The reader will discover the form of the hand-

shackle by figuring to himself two light angular instruments, connected by an iron rod, with

circular joints in the curve of each to admit of their extremities being extended or contracted ; the

lower limbs of the angular instruments being considered much shorter than the upper ones. Now
by affixing the ends of the lower limbs upon pivots to the elbow-joints of the machine, and the ends

of the upper limbs to the ends of the slide, the workman, by grappling the connecting rod along

with a fixed one, which passed from arm to arm of the machine, could thereby raise up his slide.

Theug-h this contrivance added little or nothing to the workman's speed, yet it gave him a certain

degree of ease, and it furnished the idea of a superior discovery for the same purpose, since called

* So called from the early practice of pushing it up with the knee : it is now put in motion by aieaas of a pulley affixed to the presser.

3 K.
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a foot-shackle, and which is still in universal use. This consists of a kind of compound leverage,

the centre movement of which rolls upon its own axis in the star-boxes at the top of the frame.

Across this rolling bar^ two levers are fastened, the front ends of which are, connected with

the ends of the slide by means of small links ; while to the back ends, wires are hung which reach

down to a foot-paddle, the axle of which rolls in thimbles, which are driven into, or otherwise

fastened to the foot-piece of the frame. Thus while the workman uses one foot to press the

machine course, he applies the heel of the other to draw up his slide.

Fancy stockings, called royal ribs, used to be made upon the Derby rib machine. The workman,

by making a course of blue cotton and one of white alternately, and by pressing the stitches over

on the machine needles only every other course, produced a stocking with a clear blue rib and a

white ground. This, however, can only be done on a frame calculated to make the one and one

rib.*

OILET-HOLE WORK.
Common fame ascribes the invention of the first machine to make this work to one Betts of

Mansfield ; but we should not be adding much to the interest of society or to the character of the

inventor by inquiring further into the business, since the raachine^itseif was little else than an unity

of the principal parts and movements of the tuck presser and the Derby-rib machine ; and further,

it was shortly superceded by one far more proper for the purpose. But, notwithstanding this,

Mr. John Morris of Nottingham obtained a patent both for the machine and the work, about the

year 1763.

To make this work, according to Mr Morris's specifications, the tuck-presser was used to enable

the workman to bring those stitches in a proper state to the needle-heads which were intended to

be shifted, in order to make the holes. The stitches were shifted by short pointed ticklers, which,

being cast in leads in the usual manner, were fastened to the tickler-bar, which passed from arm to

arm of the machine, and moved in the same manner as the needle bar of the Derby-rib machine,

with this addition :—in the working motions it was raised horizontally for the purpose of the

tickler points being brought in a parallel direction with the needle-heads, and then by a side motion

of the hand, which the workmen call a shog (and which name will be applied hereafter to that

motion,) after the stitches were caught by the ticklers, such stitches were put upon the needles

intended to receive them.

It was not long before this patent was invaded by Mr. Arthur Else of this town, a man well

known at that time for his genius and misfortunes. Notwithstanding he was justly punished, for

invading the patent right of Mr. Morris, in the loss of an action brought ag-ainst him for that

offence, yet he did more good in acting wrong, than his prosecutor did in acting right ; for his

invention introduced a new principle of action into the machines attached to the stocking frame,

which has rendered immeasurable benefit to many thousands, From it the knotted, twilled,

stump, wire, and mesh machines took their rise. The principle of this machine consists in two

* Breeches-pieces, of cotton and worsted, are now in making by the same means.
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armsj or dogs, screwed stationary upon the needle-bar between the star-boxes and the needle-leads

;

and upon the interior plane of these arms, the horizontal bar, to which the ticklers are affixed,

slides on its own axis, to answer its requisite motions. Near the far end, and in the hollow of the

arms, nuts are screwed, which, by being slotted, regulate the space over which it is necessary for

the ticklers to extend upon the needles ; and cheeks are screwed to the ends of the tickler-bar to

regulate the shogging motion, while the stitches are shifted from needle to needle. Thus when

the workman had finished his frame course, and had got his work back to the sinkers, by covering

his needle beards with his ticklers, and bringing his hand-bar forwards to force the stiches upon

the needles intended to receive them, he sunk his sinkers down between the ticklers and needles,

while the one covered the other; and by taking the frame over the arch the course was finished,

and the machine disengaged. After Mr. Morris had cast Mr. Else, he adopted the latter's

invention, and the machinery which he had previously used was laid at rest for ever. He was

enabled to do this from his having obtained a patent for the work.

In 1767, two men of the names of Ross and Dorrella, obtained a patent for the manufacturing of

VELVET
upon the stocking frame. This business was chiefly carried on at London and Edmonton, though

some little of it was done at Nottingham ; but, in consequence of the pile not being fast, the

whole soon fell to the ground. The manner of making this species of velvet was as follows :

—

After the plain course was wrought, a slack course, in an unpressed state, was brought to, and left

at the needle-heads ; and then, by means of a tuck presser (the grooves of which were uncovered

for the purpose) every second needle was pressed down, and, while they remained in this position,

the workman passed a wire between them and those which continued in their natural situation,

Avhen the wire was brought forwards from among the needles, and the presser was permitted to

rise. The wire being thus connected with the loops, another stiff course was wrought while it

remained in that position ; and then a slack one and a stiff one alternately to the end of the piece.

When ten, twenty, or any given number of wires were thus inwrapped in the work, the workman,

with a sharp edged instrument, cut the loops in the centre—let out the wires, and thus formed the

pile of the velvet.

In a short time both the tuck presser and the wires were laid aside, and the pile was produced

by the workman simply leaving the slack course at the needle-heads, and working the stiff course

upon it ; and by the piece being shaved in like manner as are the Manchester'velveteens. I have

the more readily given a description of the making of this article, from a persuasion that it will

hereafter be produced with ultimate success ; for conscious am I that our mechanics have

surmounted greater difficulties than that of fastening the velvet pile.

BROCADE.
Two persons of the names of Crane and Porter obtained a patent, in 1768, for making this

work upon the stocking frame ; and it was the most beautiful article ever wrought thereon. Here
all the variegated colours of the rainbow were cast into captivating shades : all the tints and curves
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of the full-blown carnation were displayed in their diversifying splendour ; and the twigs and

branches of trees were represented in all their intertwining forms.

To enable the workman to produce these pleasing varieties^ a more than ordinary share of

Ingenuity was necessary. The needles, instead of being secured in leads by the usual mode of

casting, iiad small bits of iron affixed to them, which were placed in grooves in the needle-bar,

with a string to the end of each, which strings passed over a cylinder placed between the slur-wheel

and the frame iron work. A boy, that, from the performance of this duty, was called a draw-boy,

stood by the side of the frame, and was instructed to draw such needles back, by means of the

strings, as were necessary to produce any given pattern, while the workman connected a variety of

coloured threads of silk with those needles which remained in their working places. Query—
Might not the same fancy patterns be produced by having them pricked upon the cylinder, as a

tune is pricked upon the cylinder of an organ ; and, by the workman turning it with his foot, save

the expense of a draw-boy, and give facility to the operations.

After the loss of this branch of business, which was chiefly occasioned by the high price of the

goods, another description was made, called inlaid, or shot-brocade. This was made by means of

a twilled machine with a tickler to every other needle ; and when the plain course was wrought,

and every second stitch taken off its respective needle, and the tickler points were turned upwards, a

thread of coloured silk, or of gold or silver twist was laid in, by means of a thread-carrier, betwixt

those stitches already on the ticklers and those which remained on the needles ; after which the

removed stitches were replaced upon their respective needles, and the course was finished by the

ordinary twilling motion. And, by applying the ticklers to the needles alternately, or changing

such application as fancy might direct, the most beautiful waistcoat pieces were made which the

imagination can conceive. A rising bar was afterwards added to this machine, which held as many

ticklers as the former; and, by applying it when required, the common twilled work could be mixed

with the shot-brocade. But framework-knitted brocade, like the velvet, is now only known by its

name, and even that is almost forgotten.

TWILLED WORK.
The invention of the projecting arm, or dog, the covering tickler, and the horizontal sliding-

bar opened a new and a most extensive field to the genius of those connected with the stocking

frame. The machine, thus contrived, was not only used as has been stated, but it was applied to

the making of wlfat were called twilled waistcoat pieces and stocking-s, which gave ease and

opulence to many families in this town.

The reader will have ajready learnt tlie conformation of the twilled machine : he will have learnt

that it embraces as many long covering ticklers as there are needles in the frame to which it is

appended—that these ticklers are cast into leads, which are fastened upon the tickler-bar, by means

of plates and screws—that the axis of this bar slide on the plane of the projecting arms—that nuts

stop it in its progress towards the needles ; and that cliecks, screwed to the ends of it, regulate the

side shog in the twilling motion, by their coming in contact with the arms.

In making the waistcoat pieces, a backing-thread, a Uoilling-thread, and am inlay-thread were
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Used. 'A'lilkin course of the backing-thread being wrought; a twilling course was then brought to

the''needle-headsj when, instead of the stitches being pressed over the loops, the ticklers were

placed ui56n the needles and every stitch bi^ought upon theta, when their points were turned

upwards: the irilay-{hread was ihen passed between the stitches of the backing course and thfe

loops of ihe twilling one : the machine then being shdgged one needle or two according to the

pattern, then replaced iipon the needles, and, by the sinkers being chocked down between the

ticklers, the work was thken back, and the complicated course thUs finished. ,The same process is

pursued in making twilled stockings, except that no inlay-thread is used. And, by varying the

patterns by different movemfents of the machine, and using various colotired threads, most exquisitely

beautiful articles were prdduced.

While the backing consisted of ^obd double cotton, arid the twilling of the same material, or of

silk, every day gkve extension to ihe demand for the goods ; but when knavery ftnd cupidity had

introduced single cotton into the' articles, for the purpose of defrauding the customers, (perdition

to the memory of the wretch that first caused single cotton to be used on a stocking frame) the

credit of twilled goods soon w'eiit" to decay, and their consequent extinction shortly followed.

—

Attempts have been made to revive this business, but with little success, as there is scarcely a

twilled frame in being, except there may be a few in Leicestershire, where eve!^yjhing which is

base, deceptive, and dishonorable in the fram^^work-Iniitting business is patronized arid encouraiged.*

Whenever the demon of war shall permit peace to destroy the odious military costume, by the

introduction of her tasteful fashions, twilled work will revive, if honesty should fortunately be the

guide of those that undertake its restoration.

In 1776, the guardian genius of Nottingham ag^Jn opened her cabinet of curiosities, and
presented to the children of iridastry a hew source of wealth, and to the amateurs of dress the most
beautiful and durable stockings ever made by human hands. It is unnecessary to inform those

who are acquainted witli the trade, that I allude to a patent granted, on the 16th of March in the

above year, to Hort'on, Marsh, and Co. for the making of

KJSrOTTED WOZIK
Upon the stocking frame, and for the machine with which such work was to be made.

This machine too has a horizontal bar, whose axis slide on the plane of projecting arms, similar

to what has been described. It is also stopt in its forward progress by nuts, and has cheeks to
regulate its motion from side to side. But, instead of tiie long covering ticklers of the twilled
machine, a short shouldered point is applied to every needle; and, after a plain slack course is

wrought, and the work is taken back to the sinkers, the points are set in under the needles, in eyes
cut for that purpose

:
then, by a motion of the frame, which is performea by the hand or the foot,

at the option of the workman, the machine is forced backwards sufficiently for the shoulder of the
point to be level with the head of the needle, and by which means the points are also driven into

* Leicester stands m the same point of view, vlth respect to the stocking business, as Birmingham does to tiie current coin of the realm
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the stitches ; aftei' which, J3y a judicious motjion of l,^e hand, and at the same ti^e by the turning a

fack which moves the point-bar sideways just half a needle, the points are brought up between thp

needles, and every stitch is knotted by being put upon l,he next needle to that on which it wag

originally wrought. And thus, by turning the j-ack one way a given number of courses, and then

the same number the other way, a ribbed stocking, waistcoat or breeches-piece is produced, which

for lustre sets comparison at deiiance. Or, by varying the motion of the rack each succeeding

course, which makes the shiftings alternate, and by adding a variety of colOjUra to the threads, the

most exquisitely beautiful shades are produced.

To produce the rack motion, a sliding bar, on which the point Jead^ are fastened, is laid

lengthwise upon the bottom bar whose axis slide on the arms ; and the extent of the motion is

regulated by a bit affixed to the point-bar, and which moves between the gauge-screws, which

screws pass inwarrds in an opposite direction .through the sides of what is called a horseshoe, jbhe

latter being screwed to the bottom bar. To the point-bar are fastened horns which regulate the

setting-in motion by their fitting against sjc?e-s<ays that are screwed to the needle-bar end of the arms.

The horns and side-stays are necessary to direct the points into the under eyes of the needles.

So great was the demand for these beautiful and durable goods, that, in 179'J, a thousand silk

knotted frames could furnish but a scanty supply ; but the breaking out of the Spanish vrar much

injured the foreign demandj and, by t,he introduction of ^he barbarous military fashions from

Germany, the home trade soon went to decay ; so much so, that in 1804, there were scarcely fifty

frames of this kind in employment. Since that time the ladies in high life have taken to weanng

silk knotted stockings, which has given new life to this branch of business. From the time the

patent was obtained, to within the last ten or fifteen years, many worsted and cotton knotted hose

'were made ; but by the vile practice pursued in JLieicestershire o,f cutting this kind of stockings out

of piece.s, instead of ma.king them sound, by shfiping theni on the frame, that branch of business

has been lost.

Tjbree, attempts succeeded in producing ijUiitations of knotted work, by means of a tw'illing

machine and some additional apparatus; and imitations thev on,ly were; for, to compare them

with the orig-inal, would be like comparing .the fugitive caricature prints with the fine paintings of

Rubens, Reynolds, and Hogarth. ' The first was called loire-work, from a wire being passed

between the loops anJ stitches, after the latter had been gathered by the ticklers, in the same

•manner as the inlay thread was laid in, in the twilled waistcoat-pieces. When the wire was laid

in, the course was twilled, the frame brought over the arch, and the jacks drawn for a succeeding

course wfiile the wire lay behind the sinker-nibs. The work being then brought to the needye-

heads, the wire was drawn out, and, the far end of it being broad, by that mean the backing was

forced over the needle-heads, while (he plating, which was of silk, was left upon the needle-beards;

and thus, if the silk happened to be of a tolerable size, the cotton backing was concealed.

This was the invention of a person of the name of Ash ; but, as the wire, by so frequently

coming in contact with the needles, produced many inconveniences to the workmen, tlie invention

of stumps, by the ingenious Samuel Hague, drove the wire out of the field, as Uie stocjiings thereby

produced were of the same description.
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Thi§i vyorji jiow qhanged its name from wir^ to stump-work, and was produced by there being a

^t\imp, consjstjbff of a bit of wire, which was cast into the leads over each needle, and extended

abpilt the eighth of an inch oyer the ends of the needle-beards. In making the ordinary course a

presser was not used ; for when the course was twilled in the usual manner it was put upon the

stumpg with the ticklers, when the workman, in the act of sinking his next course, brought his

|rame sufficiently forward to let the loops slip from the ends of the stumps, while the last ifinished

course remained upon them : he then had to move his frame backwards, so as to bring the loops

Tipder the needle-beards, and then by bringing his frame forwards in the usual way, the stitches

were brought over the loops. In making the twilling course the stumps answered the same purpose

as the broad end of the wire did in the last named contrivance, by letting the backing slip from

jthem upon the needles, while the plating remained; so that the silk was connected with and plated

every course. This plan, in a short time was succeeded by one called, a mesh-machine, the united

invention of William Green, a setter-up, and the before mentioned Mr. Hague ; hence the goods

wrought thereby bore the name of mesh-work.

In this description of frames, too, the presser is unnecessary, the use of it being supplied by the

ticklers, in the following manner :—When the twijling operation of the course is fini^ed, and the

frame is brought over the arch, instead of the machine being taken off the needles, as is usual in

making the ordinary twilled work, it is taken forward by the last mentioned motion of the frame,

so as to keep the stitches on t.he ticklers ; and in this situation it remains while the thread is laid

and the jacks are drawn for the backing course ;
(the ticklers being cranked, and the machine

being raised sufficiently high to admit of the thread being laid across the needles w'hile it remains

in this position,) jthe frame being then brought forward, the machine, with the last wrought course

on the ticklers, is brought along with it; so that while the loops are brought under the needle-beards,

the stitches are brought over them ; and thus the pressing motion is dispensed with. Iii the

performance of these operations the Plating course is left behind the backing, and thus every course

.becomes Pjlated. The number of these frames was very great wi,thin the last twenty years ; but,

by the introduction into the branch, of that deadly cankerworm, single cotton, the number soon
became reduced extremely low,
.'.•1

, \,-: i; jr.
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• From the wire, stump, and mesh stockings possessing more elasticity than the twilled ones, they

P.t^tained the general aij^ellatiqn of elastics. And i^ ought to be observed, >hat knots, twills, and
all their imitations are made sideways ; consequently the frames must be from twentv-ei°-ht to

thii;ty-four inches wide.

A ,p,-erson of the name of Ball attempted to make the elastic plates by means of hooks, instead of

tictler* ; but the bare mentioning of this ephemeral plan is more than it deserves.

WARPS,
.-i , ,-

In 1.775, ^Ir. Cran^. of ^dnionton, whom we have already noticed, made a machine, which
fo™ed another epoch in the history of framework-knitting, since it united the stitch of the stocking

franie with the warp of the weaver's loom,
'
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There have been three compeutors for the honor of this invention, viz. Mr. Marsh, dhe of the

Ttnbtted patciitces, Mr. Crane, and llr. James Morris^, then of Nottingham, but n^w of I)oncaster,

if living-. The state of the fact, as I had it from Morris himself, ig as follows—Crane, as has

been already stated, vras the inventor, and, like most other geniuses not being overburdened with

money, lie communicated to Marsh the import of his discovery, who gave hiin an hundred guineas

for the secret, arid for the privilege of using it as his own. Marsh, at the instigation of bis partner

Ilorton, came to Nottingham, for the advantage of superior workmen to put his scheme in practice,

when Morris got some insight into the business^ and being himself an expert mechanic, he

immediately set about making a warp frame. The credit of Marsh being herieby brought to issue,

and doubts being raised as to the probability of a patent being obtained, Mr. Horton caused him

and Mr. Morris to be brought before himself, to display their several pretentions to the honor of

the invention ; when, in fact, neither of them had any more claim to its originality than had the

man in the moon, and this, Morris, was honest enough to tell me, though many years after the

transaction.*

It still remains a matter of dispute, among those concerned in the Nottingham trade, whether the

invention of the warp frame is a good or an evil : one party contending that it is a good, from its

having furnished thousands with the means of subsistence ; while the others contend that this is not

strictly the fact, " because," say they, " the warp frame has not caused a demand for framework-

" knitted goods, which would not otherwise have existed, except in the article of sailors jackets

;

" and, that it is an evil because the warp work in general has diffused a principle of disgrace upon

" the greater part of tbe framework-knitted branch of the national trade." When warp work is

made into stockings, from the necessity there is of shaping them with scissors, it is impossible to

consider it in any other than a spurious atid coptaminating point of view : the event, however, has

proved that the evil carries with it its qwiC5;^dpte ; for, to the honor of the trade, there is scarcely

a warp stocking manufactured at the pf®&^fc^me, or has been for some years, except it be in

Leicestershire, that eternal sink of disgraice to the stocking business. As a preventive against

imposition, the most superficial observer may distinguish between warp and other stockings—if the

former be party-coloured, from the zig zag manner in which the colours are intermixed they are

immediately to be distinguished ; and when made of a solid colour there is no fear of imposition,

except they are mistaken for knotted ribs. On this score much damage was done some years ago

to the sale of knotted breeches-pieces, from the close imitation which silk warps bore to those

excellent articles. The loarps, in a great degree, destroyed the credit of the knotted-pieces, and then

fell victims to their own imperfections, as a murderer gets hanged for taking the life of a valuable

member of society. Another distinguishable defect in the warp stockings is, their possessing little

more elasticity than a piece of common linen ; consequently, if they be made to fit the leg, they

will tear in the act of drawing them on. Notwithstanding the native and irremoveable defects in

these stockings and breeches-pieces, there were 300 frames at least, employed in manufacturing

them within the last sixteen years ; and probably the number would still have been considerable.

* Much merit is also due to Mr. James Tarrat, of this town, for early improvement, if not for the original inventisn of th« warp framsi
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on account of the extremely low price at which they were sold, if the cupidity of the manufacturers

had not caused them to be made of single cotton, which in a short time drove them out of the

market. Indeed, after this, for a man to be seen with a pair of warp stockings on, it was sure to

cause him to be pointed out as an object incapable of obtaining a better pair. Here one pest

destroyed another, as the crocodile destroys the noxious reptiles which fall within its grasp.

In the year 1796, John Barber, Esq. of Bilborough, in this neighbourhood, obtained a patent

for making double-lap stocking stitch-work upon the warp engine or frame. From the

article produced by this invention being as stout as a blanket, when made of good worsted, and

being without the property inherent in that article of contracting in size after being wet, Mr.

Barber conceived the idea of converting it into sailors' jackets ; which, in his opinion, would be

warmer and more pliable than those in general use.* With this view he applied to the Lords of

the Admiralty, petitioning their lordships to have the experiment made under the eye of one of our

naval commanders. To this proposition they agreed, and Lord Nelson was pitched upon for the

purpose. The event surprised Lord Nelson and the Lords of the Admiralty, and justified the

expectations of Mr. Barber—the project was adopted; and the sailors were cloathed in the

manufacture of Nottinghamshire, that gained the glorious victory of Trafalgar, on the 21st of

October, 1805, when Lord Nelson lost his life. The double-lap, v.hen made on fine frames and

is wrought of good worsted, forms an excellent article for gentlemen's pantaloons.

Since the failure of warp stockings, many of the frames have been employed in making lace
;

but more of this hereafter. The stocking and warp frames differ essentially in their powers, as

well as conformation: the former being a complete engine of itself, and is capable of- having
articles of the finest texture wrought upon it; while the latter is nothing without its conjunctive

machine.

NOTTINGHAM LACE.
The discovery of the mines of Potosi, in the year 1545, was of far less value, and far less

honorable to the cruel and merciless Spaniards, than the discovery of making lace on the stocking-

frame has been to the people of Nottingham—the mines sink in value by application, and diffuse

eternal disgrace on the iniquitous nation that discovered them ; while framework-knitted lace will

be a spring of never-ceasing wealth to this town, if avarice does not destroy it by unfair dealinos,

as its source receives a constant replenish from the genius of those it employs; thus stamping upon
it the images of gratitude and growing vigour, which brighten by comparison with every source of
ill-gotten store.

The facility with which oilet-holes could be made by the covering tickler, gave the first idea of
manufacturing lace upon a stocking frame. The different sorts made with the twilled machine
were, the Valenciennes, the tioo-plain, the flowered, or joining-net, and the spider. The
Valenciennes was made with a tickler to ev^ry other needle, with which, when the plain course was
wrought, every second stitch was shifted to the next needle but one ; then, by another motion of

* This gentleman, it is generally understood, spent a fortune of ieiO,000 in mechanism, and in permitting knaves to impose on his
«redu1ity.

3 M
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the machine^ the stitch remaining untouched was removed the same distance, and in the same

tlirection. The same process was pursued the next course, pnly the stitches were shifted the

contrary way; and thus a double cross-stitch net was produced, which was well calculated for mits,

gloves, and purses. When this net was made with only shifting once in a course, it was called

single cross-stitch. And the two-plain was so called from there being a tickler only to every third

needle, consequently two needles remained plain every course ; though by moving the ticklers with

a rack handle, any of the stitches could be shifted, as the werkman was directed by his pattern or

his whim.

The flowered, on joining-net took its name from certain parts of the work being left plain in the

shape of flowers, which in some patterns were joined by intertwinilig branches. Instead of the

ticklers being cast into leads in the usual manner, they were made of thick wire, and had the bottom

ends battered broad, through a hole in each of which, a wire passed lengthwise on the tickler-bar, in

the form of a spindle, upon which the ticklers moved in a leverage motion as they were acted upon

for that purpose. When it was necessary to leave any particular space plain for the purpose of

forming a flower, a branch, or a sprig, the ticklers, which would otherwise have acted upon these

parts, were turned upwards by means of a roller on which the patterns were set, in like manner as

tunes are pricked on the cylinder of an organ. The invention of this net is attributed to Mr.

Robert Frost. Two other plans were attempted for raising the ticklers— one by means of slides

and the other with strings and puUies : but with very indifferent success.

Spider-net received its name from the figure of an insect of that name being wrouo-ht in the

work, which was done by making the ticklers act upon appropriate needles. In fact, wildworms

diamonds, and an almost endless variety of other devices can be formed by the same means. Li

1806, there was a great demand for this net, for ladies' habit shirts, &c. ; but its own imperfections

soon reduced the consumption of it to what was used by women, whose reputation was little better

than its own ; and they used it for no other purpose than that of giving a bewitching appearance

to the bosom, while they falsely assumed its concealment.

SqUARE-JVET,
This net possesses a greater degree of lustre and durability than any other, and is therefore bettef

Calculated for mits, gloves, purses, and shawls, of any yet produced. Mr. Robert Frost obtained a

patent for the making of this net by a machine, the conformation and principal movements of

which were founded on the Derdy-rib machine. During the existence of the patent, attempts were

made to invade it, by making the net with the knotted machine, but this never succeeded till the

year 1798 ; and the reader, by refering to the knots, will see the principle of this improvement,

while we describe the practice in shewing the formation of the net.

A tuck-presser is made use of, which presses the stitch over the loop on every other needle, after

which the work is put back to the sinkers by means of a pushing-bar, which is affixed to the

machine ; which machine is like a knotted one, with the exception of its having a point only to

every other needle, and having an additional bar, which lies between the bottom bar and the point

bar, and to which the'horns are affixed ; so that by means of an additional rack handle, the point
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bar is moved to and fro, to enable the workman to apply the point to this or that needle, without

altering the position of the horns, which was the movement so long unsuccessfully sought for.—

•

The pressed stitches are now knotted upon the unpressed ones both ways, the machine being used

twic(? every course for that purpose. Thus by varying the presser and the points one needle every

course, square fast meshes are produced, which form a net, as has been stated, superior to any other

for certain purposes.*

JVARP-LACE,
About the year 1784, a Mr. Ingham, of this town, discovered the art of making net upon a warp

frame; but for reasons, which I am not fully acquainted with, the scheme was given up. In 1787,

William Dawson, an ingenious needle-maker, contrived a warp engine for the making of lace, the

different parts of which were set in motion by a wheel, which was turned by the hand. In a short

time after he got a factory built in Turncalf-alley, which contained a considerable number of

these machines ; but his grinding of lace, as his plan was sarcastically called, succeeded very

indifferently, as the net cost nearly as much mending as it did making. He afterwards took to

manufacturing a different description of net, which answered well for officers' sashes, window

curtains, braces, &c. And, in 1800, he removed with his machinery to Islington near London
;

his factory in Nottingham being afterwards converted into a silk mill.

Various patents have been obtained, by persons of this town, for making warp lace ; but so

numerous are the pretensions set up for the invention of difl^erent movements and variously formed

meshes, that it would be no easy matter to enumerate them : suffice it to say, on that head, that the

patentees and other inventors mutually laugh at, and invade each other schemes.

POIJVT-JVET,
This branch, which more than any other has contributed to the prosperity of Nottingham, had

various competitors for the honor of its discovery. Thomas Taylor and son, James Morris, and
one Flint, all Nottingham men, have all a share in the credit. The Taylors laid a separate claim

to the honor, and so did the other two individually; but the most probable state of the case is,

that the world is indebted for it to the genius of the whole. Flint first conceived the idea,

and his necessities induced him to communicate it to the Taylors for twenty pounds, who were
framesmiths and good mechanics, consequently they could work by his instructions, and add
something from their own stock of ingenuity. Still, however, the thing was not complete, and
Morris was called in, who gave the finishing ideas to the formation of the mesh; and all he ever got

* A few stockings were made with a stripe of knotted work anS stripe of net alternately, the latter being made of stouter silk, and th«
machine being applied only once in a coarse, ^ hands jme three-square hole was produced; the grooves in the tuck-presser being covered
vith a slide while the knotted rib was wrought. These stockings, from their superior beauty, it was thought would have had a ready sale ;

but the cupidity of one or two persons destroyed the scheme in its bud.

In 1808, a great improvement was made in the tuck-presser, by casting stumps, with grooved ends, into leads of an inch broad, which are
screwed upon a slide which moves on the surface of the common presser. These stumps answer the purpose of teeth in tlK' pressinsr slide;
and are in every way better calculated to suit the intended purpose, particularly at lli« workmcD are not subject to half the misfortunes,
ii they are with the teeth in the pressing slide.
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for his services was the satisfaction arising to an honorable mind from having added something to

the stock of human benefits. About the year 1773, the Taylors obtained a patent for the

manufacturing of this net, which they sold to Mr. Morris, the oilet-hole mit patentee, and he sold it

to John Hayne and Co. to whose determined perseverance the net owes much of its importance

in the fashionable world.

For lightness and beauty of texture, and for regularity of mesh, this net had no parallel ; nor

have the subsequent inventions in the art of making lace, apart from the point-net machine,

produced a parallel, in all the various purposes to which fancy has applied it. StiH, during the

first twelve or fourteen years of its existence, it could not establish that sort of credit which is

necessary to ensure to a newly introduced article of fancy an extensive sale, which was owing to

its not possessing a sufficient degree of fastness in the mesh to prevent it from roving when a thread

should happen to be broken. Various trials were made both in Nottingham and Mansfield, (a few

frames of this description having been set to work in the latter place) to fasten the stitch upon the

frame ; and many are the claimants to the honor of its accomplishment ; but if we are to credit the

history of Mansfield, the object was attained by John Rogers of that place, in the year 1786,—

Shortly after the completion of this desirable object the net changed its name, from loose-point, or

single-press, to fast-point, or double-press ; and experience soon proved that it merited public

approbation ; as a proof of which we need only name, that, at the time the mode of fastening the

stitch was discovered, there were few more than twenty point-net frames in existence, and some of

them not more than eighteen or twenty inches wide; whereas in 1810, there were at the least

fifteen hundred frames employed in this manufacture, and many hundreds of them more than thirty

inches wide ; Avhich, taking the business in all its branches, gave employment to, from ten to fifteen

thousand persons, including women and children. It is worthy of remark too, that great numbers

ofwomen and children, in the counties of Derby, Leicester, York, Stafford, &c. received employment

in whipping, running, and tambouring this net, when other work could not be obtained.

DESCRIPTIOJV OF THE POINT-NET MACHINE.
This machine, like the Derby-i'ib, is screwed upon the rafter, and its motion -. too, in general are the

same. The standard-bars, about thirteen inches long (four inches of which are bent down, so as

to admit of a slot, and one inch of the parts thus bent down is turned up for a screw to pas^

through in a perpendicular direction) being laid on the rafter, a back-bar. as long as the machine

is wide, and having upright ends which will admit of strong centre-screws passing through them,

is then screwed to the standard-bars, and .rests upon the perpendicular screws, which are called

gauge-screws ; and thus the foundation of the machine is laid. The bottom, or horizontal arms,

which are about ten inches long, being connected by two cross-bars, are then fixed between the

centre-screws, upon which they move in a leverage direction ; and thus the first movement is

produced. The extent of this motion is determined by top and bottom standard-screws, which

are affixed to the near end of the standard-bars, and between which the bottom arms move. The

ends of those arms (which are brought out sufficiently to give the machine an inclining position

when in its working motions) have circular sockets, in an inward direction, in which the axis of the
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spindle-bar roll. From the spindle-bar rise the side-arms, near the upper end of which the

top centre-screws pass through^ and on the points of the latter the centre-hits, to which the tickler-

bar is attached^ perform their half-circular motions. To the hand-bar of the frame are screwed

two cranked bits of iron called temporary-levels, against the inclined surface of which the tickler-

bar restSj as well when the frame is over the arch as when the second pressing motion is performing.

To the tickler-bar are screwed leads of an inch broad each^ into which the ticklers are cast^ each

of the latter having an eye sufficiently broad to cover two needles^ while the blades of the ticklers

are thin enough to pass between the needles without driving them from their natural position. A
thin side-bar lies behind the leadSj and is confined in its proper sphere of action by long end-bits

screwed thereto^ and which pass in their rising and falling motions between the tickler-bar and

iron-loops, which are screwed to the last mentioned bar. These being the great essential parts of

the machine, the lesser ones will be described when we are speaking of their motions and utility.

While the jacks are drawn^ the blades', of the ticklers lie between the needles and behind the

sinker-nibs, which causes them to become connected with the loops when the plain course is

wrought. W{]en this is done, the workman puts the frame back with his right hand, while with

his left he takes hold of the machine handle, which is screwed near to the centre of the tickler-bar.

and by its means he turns the latter bar, and consequently the ticklers also, from a perpendicular

to an horizontal direction, at the same time rolling the machine upon its back centre-screws and

raising the body of it from the bottom to the top standards, so that every tickler, by coming in

contact with the needles, embraces two in its eye ; at the same time the half circular motion of the

tickler-bar, causes the cranked ends of the slide-bar to strike against the pushing-springs, which

are screwed to the side-arms ; and thus by the slide-bar being forced upwards, it drives the loops

upon the needles, from which the ticklers are then drawn ; and thus the loose-point, or single-press

course is finished. And by working the next course with the tickler-blades between the contrary

needles, which is done by the spindle-bar being shogged the space of one needle in the sockets in

which it rolls, the point-net mesh is completed.

To produce the fast-stitch, the workman, instead of drawing the ticklei-s off the needles when
both are connected with the loops, he draws the machine towards him sufficiently for the tickler-

eyes to quit the needle-heads ; at the same lime a bolt, which slides up and down in sockets which
are screwed into the off side of one of the side-arms, stops the motion of the machine by coming in

contact with a gauge-screw, which projects towards the frame in an horizontal direction for that

purpose, and which passes through the cranked end of a piece of iron screwed to the needle-bar.

The machine is now dropped down to the bottom standards, and thereby the tickler-blades are

brought between the needles and put back to the sinkers, while both ticklers and needles are

involved in the loops. The lower edge of the tickler-bar now rests against the temporary-levels,

while the upper edge, to which the tickler-leads are screwed, is brought sufficiently forwards for

the ticklers to bring the loops under the needle-beards, in which motion it is arrested by a cranked
tumbler laying hold of the top of the bolt. The slide-bar, by means of a tongue descending from
its centre, which js connected by a string with a thumb-bit, that rolls on a swivel in the centre of
the tickler-bar, is put up in order to divide the stitches from the loops, so as to admit of the needle-

3 N
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beard ends being pressed down between them. The presser is now put down—the bolt is drawn

down from behind the tumbler—the course pressed a second time—the stitches are again forced

over the loops^ and the latter are again put upon the needles, as described at the conclusion of the

single-press operations ; and thus the double-press course is completed.—The pressure upon the

left handj in the act of raising the machine, is in a great measure taken away by a mainspring

which operates from the rafter againt the front cross-bar of the machine.—The bolt is drawn from

behind the tumbler by a lever which connects it with the locker of the frame, and is raised to its

steady position by a small spring.—There are also guard-screws, projecting from the needle-bar,

for the purpose of preventing the ticklers from touching the needle-heads when the former are in

a perpendicular direction.

Many ingenious workmen have applied their inventive powers to the simplifying several of the

motions, by changing or adding to the machine a variety of articles ; but as these depend more

upon the whim and caprice of the workmen, than upon real utility, I shall not trouble the reader

with their names, or the purposes to which they are applied.

A feeling of grateful respect to a branch of business, to which Nottingham owed a great part of

its support from 1797 to 1811, will account for the minute description given of this machine.

—

When the French war, the Spanish war, and a change of fashions attendant upon a war system

had nearly destroyed every branch of the fancy trade in stockings—when want and starvation were

shaking their whips at the industrious inhabitants of this town, the point-net branch blazed forth

like a great luminary to guide their steps from the path of sorrow. And, whatever may have been

the foibles of Flint, to whose inventive genius the town owes so much in the discovery of this

machine, it is a pity that abject poverty should be his companion in his old age ; and, if he should

outlive the publication of this article, I hope it may induce a subscription for his support—the

money might more than repay the benefactors, by inducing others to exert their powers of mind for

the public good.

The extreme fineness of the frames, on which point-net is wrought, formed an obstacle to the

making the net of any other material than that of silk, till the year 1804 ; which, in consequence

of that material being incapable of receiving a perfect whiteness, a substitute had long been called

for by the public. Pine cotton and flaxen yarn, the latter of which cost forty guineas a pound,

had been tried with a thread of silk to each ; but let the silk be doubled with which it might, the

threads always cut or discoloured each other. Notwithstanding repeated failures, the lace

manufacturers urged the cotton spinners to proceed in their endeavours to spin yarn sufficiently

fine to admit of its being worked double. This they accomplished in the above-mentioned year,

and at a time too when silk was so very scarce, that, otherwise, numbers of workmen must have

•tood still for want of employment.

The introduction of cotton net into the market soon produced a most extensive sale, not only

from its preserving a perfect whiteness, but from its answering almost every purpose of the bone,

or cushion lace, at a much cheaper rate. In 1808, cotton point-net was at its zenith of glory, at

which time more than six hundred frames of the first quality were employed in manufacturing it;

but it was doomed to fall a sacrifice to the evil genius of the trade—cupidity introduced single
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cotton, that eternal pest, and even single-press, made of that worst of all materials, was also

re-produced—single cotton, sometimes wrought into single and sometimes into double-press,

was foisted in cargoes upon foreign merchants for the genuine double cotton net—shoals of

speculators, or rather peculators issued from the town with robbery in their eyes, deceit in their

hearts, falsehood on their tongues, and boxes of spurious net on their backs, with the latter of which

they soon inundated the country, till in a short time no person of respectability could be found that

would buy the good cotton point-net, for fear of being imposed upon by the bad ; and at the

present time (1815) scarcely a yard of it is made, except a little single-press at Mansfield, The

more reputable among the manufacturers adopted the plan of distinguishing between the genuine

and the spurious by printed labels, which had a good effect for a time ; but the infamous soon

found the means of playing upon this plan, for they labelled too, but took care to label the bad for

the good; and thus the ruin of this valuable branch of business was completed. It is some

consolation however, to know, that the radical quality of silk is a preventive to the infamous arts

;

and to this may be attributed, that point-net lace is still, and I hope will ever be in repute. It is

proper to observe here, that cotton net is still made upon warp frames to a considerable extent.

It has been too much the practice, particularly some years ago, with the manufacturers of fancy

goods in this town, to endeavour to abate the workmen in their prices, which could answer the

object of avarice only for a time, because the circumstance of a reduction in the manufacturing

price cannot be long kept from the ears of the consumer. And the practice is still more

inexcuseable (and I know I shall be borne out in the assertion by the testimony of every honorable

manufacturer in the trade) because a corresponding depression, in the estimation of the rich, in

articles of fancy dress, always accompanies a reduction of their prices. To repel these attacks

upon their prosperity, the workmen, in gome of the branches, were in the habit of clubbing their

mites to enable them to support the hands of any particular employer, for the purpose of stopping

his business when he made an attempt to reduce their prices. An act, called the Combination Actj

was passed in the year 1799, which compelled the knotted and point-net workmen to break up

their funds, which they did on the 12th of October the same year. But, as an object of torture

always loses part of its terrors by becoming familiar to the eye, so this has been the case with the

Combination Act in many instances in this town, particularly when the workmen have had justice

on their side, which is always considered so by the public when attempts are made to reduce their

earnings/except a reduction in the prices of the necessaries of life has previously taken place. The
Combination Act is marked with such direct partiality as to make it odious in the eyes even of those

who seek to further their own views by taking advantage of its provisions ; and even the barristers

that accept briefs founded upon it will generally hesitate in their declamations. The facilities it

affor^ls for punishing the employed, over what it affords for punishing the emplot/ers is the cause

of its being held in general abhorrence. Hence it is that the workmen employed in the point-net

branch, by cqnducting their opposition to the individual attacks of their employers in peace have

universally linked public sympathy to their cause, and have generally been successful.
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The mode adopted formerly of measuring the lace pieces by the employers was the most

preposterous vvhrch the imagination can conceive. The standard of calculation was for a piece

to measure twelve long yards, which were paid for as twelve common yards ; and the understanding

in the trade was^ that a piece of this length should measure eighteen stretched yards, on account

of the elastic quality of the net. But an unprincipled heart in the measurer always unnerved his

arm in the act of admeasurement; and to such an excess did impositions creep upon the heels of

each other in this practice, till many workmen were actually compelled to make twenty-four yards

for twelve, and even then they had no guarantee against further imposition. In 1809, a plan was

proposed to remove this intolerable grievance, by adopting a mode of admeasurement founded on

calculation, which was universally approved of by the workmen, and warmly supported by every

honorable employer ; and the dishonorable were put to the blush. The following handbill, which

was published on the 24th of August, in the above year, will throw much light upon the business :-^

Jh the Gentlemen Lace Manufacturers, asserribled at the Punch Bowl, Peck-lane, for the

purpose of adopting 7neasures pursuant to the good of the trade.

Gentlemen, the workmen, presuming on your condescension, think it would argue an otter indifference on their part

to the general interest of the trade, were they to suffer a crisis so momentous as the present is to its future welfare to

];ass without their notice. Your professed objects are, the removal of two evils, whose consequences, although not

equally di'structi^e in appearance, yet, by suffering them to exist, they will be found so in the sequel. You will easily

perceive, that we allude to the making of single cotton net, and the measurement of pieces. The means of removing

iho first of these evils, wc conceive you to be in full possession of; if not, all our endeavours shall be turned to the

aii'ing you in the laudable pursuit : while on the latter subject, we beg leave to offer a few observations.

It is well kno'.<. n to you, Gentlemen, that the nature and contexture of the net are such as to preclude the possibility

of establi'hing a standn,:-J mode of measurement, so as to prevent those disquietudes and jealousies which constantly

exist between the employer and employed, and even among the employers themselves ; each one having his particular

mode of measuring, which he can vary at his will, or as it may suit his purpose; that is, each one considers himself

justified la obtaining the greatest possible length, that he may be enabled to go to market and sell cheaper than his

neighbour; thus a cr.:n;,elition is produced which engenders ill-blood among the employers...reduces the article in

public estimation, and eventually bring a continual abatement upon the workmen, by continually adding to the length

of their pieces ; which, considering the never-ceasing advancement in the prices of the necessaries of life, and the

increase of hoase.rcnt, taxes, &c. is likely, even in this respect, to produce consequences too serious for comtcmplation.

And furthermore, this fortuitous competition so reduces the value of the article, that every contrivance is adopted to

make net pf inferior materials, and of inferior quality, to ensure individual sale. Thus by deceiving the public for a

time, public faith is lost, and with it the trade itself must perish, to the inevitable ruin of thousands of workpeople,

and fo the serious detriment of those gentlemen who have embarked their property therein. And we beg leave to give

it as our opinion, that no plan will effectually put a stop to the evils resulting from the present distracting mode of

measuring, bnt that of paying hy count.—z, plan, which wants nothing but your concurrence and injunction to put it

in practice ! !

Objections may be started to it, we know ; but those objections, we flatter ourselves, we can obviate. For instance,

it may be supposed that some workmen will be so vile as to filch from the numbers of holes agreed upon to be

between the marks; but, it being understood that detection in this respect would not only cost the defaulter hit seat

of work, but likewise his character in the trade, so that he would not be able to obtain employment elsewhere

—

coinmon fear would keep the designing honest; for who would employ such a wretch ? and who dreads not obtaining

the character of a vagabond ? Thus the manufacturer would have nothing to do, after seeing that the net was brought

in agreeable in quality, but to count over the number of marhs^ and to gWe orders to have his pieces made with a
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number of marks to correspond with the length required. And, if in the act of counting over, he suspected foul play,

one of his warehouse girls would quickly determine the question ; and the consequences of fraud would be immediately

felt in the displeasure of the employer.

The plan here alluded to, we flatter ourselves, is pregnant with many benefits to the trade, inasmuch as it would

cause happiness to exist between the employer and the employed, in their transactions with each other— -it would

prevent that destructive competition between the employers themselves, and all the consequences attendant thereon.

Gentlemen, we have forborne to enter -at large into a minute detail of the plan in question, under an idea that it

might be too tedious for immediate discussion...zYj benefits struck us as its most prominent feature ; but any

information on the subject, we shall at all times be ready to submit.

This was signed, on the part of the workmen, by German Waterfall, John Blackner, Samuel

Peace, and Thomas Brooks.

This bill, as was expected, produced a great sensation in the meeting of manufacturers : Mr.

William Hayne, the greatest manufacturer in the town, who had been returned from France about

twelve months, after seven years' captivity, most warmly espoused the cause of the workmen, in tha

professed plan of paying hy count, as also did many more honorable characters among the

employers—they did more—they immediately adopted means for carrying it into execution, by

ordering an instrument to be made, called a rack, which consists of several small tooth and pinion

wheels, a hammer, and a bell ; the whole being cased in a box and affixed to some part of the

frame, so that the wheels can be acted upon by the rotary motion of the slur ; and when as many

revolutions have been performed as are required for the production of an agreed number of holes

or meshes lengthwise between the marks, the hammer strikes the bell, which is the signal for the

workman to weave into the selvage of his piece a bit of coloured silk.*

This plan, though founded on the principles of eternal justice, was warmly opposed by Mr.

William Nunn, a first rate manufacturer at that time, and an exotic, and a tyrant in the trade
;

nor was he wanting of a few others to support him in his nefarious opposition ; but they soon

yielded to the weapons of public disapprobation and shame; and before the close of the year 1810,

he was left to support the contest in favor of injustice himself. The following extract from a

hand-bill, published by the workmen on the 9th of July, 1810, will illustrate the above remarks.

—

It is necessary however to state, that the gentlemen that had adopted the rack had also agreed to

reduce the rent of lace frames, to destroy the inducement which high rents held out to persons not

in the trade to buy frames, a practice which had been much pursued, and which was considered

materially injurious. These manufacturers had therefore given public notice, that, on a given day,

they would abate the price of making the point-net piece, in their own defence, except the non-

complying manufacturers adopted their system ; and, in the sequel, both plans were successful.

The workmen were therefore necessitated to bestir themselves in support of their own interest.

—

Extract :

—

The committee, Immediately upon their being elected, applied to the manufacturers above alluded to, to suspend the

notice "of abatement, to give them tfme for a display of their endeavours, to induce the non-complying manufacturers

* Several woikm^n have been found vile enoii;;h to violate the rack contract; but the workmen at large have rejiularly taken cognizance

of the criminals; some have been compelled to ask pardou in the newspapers, and otlieis have been refused permission to work at the

branch for a given time,

3 O
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lo adopt the rack and reduce the rent, of whom Mr. Nunn is chief; notwithstanding that he did himself propose one

.hilling a week, as the standard rent, to one of the above gentlemen, in May, 1809. Mr. Nunn was applied to last

March, by two deputies from the workmen, to comply with the adoption of the rack, and the redaction of the rent;

and the reason assigned by him for his non-compliance with their request was, that, as his own workmen did not

complain, he had a right to suppose they were satisQed. The workmen of this gentleman were accordingly called

together, when 128, out of 144, signed a petition to him, praying that he would comply with the above regulations, for

the salvation of the trade, and for their own peace and comfort in their transactions with his warehouse; since

without the rack to regulate the length of pieces, the situation of a workman is deplorable indeed. This petition was

taken to London by two of Mr. Nunn's own workmen, and was backed by their arguments and their prayers; but

without any other effect, than that of his admitting the principle of their arguments to be just, and turning a deaf car

lo their prayers.

No language of mine can do adequate justice to the characters of the regulating manufacturers;

and, in 1811, Mr. Nunn yielded to the force of public opinion; and the rack has happily been

applied to other species of lace work.*

STATISTICAL

ACCOUNT OF THE FRAMEWORK-KNITTING TRADE.
The materials for this article were several years collecting, with care and industry rarely

surpassed, particularly by one ingenious and indefatigable individual, for the general use of the

trade ; and, in 1812, they were brought into arrangement; and to each city, town, and village, the

particular number of frames therein contained was attached. In the more immediate framework-

knitting districts, the frames were actually counted by persons going from house to house—for

instance, Nottingham was found to contain 2600, Leicester from 1600 to 1700, Derby near 400,

Ilkeston and Heanor 350 each, Hinckley 1500, Sheepshead 900, Radford, Old and New, 350, and

Mansfield 400 ; but, on a subject of such difficulty in coming at correctness, it is judged improper

to commit the credit of this work upon an arrangement so liable to quibble and dispute. The

names of most of the towns and villages where frames are found, will be given in alphabetical order

in their respective counties, with a summary number of the frames in each county ; and an

interesting division of the trade into its several branches will be found in the sequel The state of

the trade in foreign countries may be depended upon as bordering on correctness, particularly iu

France, Spain, and the Netherlands. On the statement.respecting America the least dependence

is to be placed, in consequence of the infant state of the trade in that extensive and rising Republic

being subject to so many contingent fluctuations, stoppages, and migrations, which render accuracj

in the obtainment of information almost impossible.

J^OTTINGHAM,
AND THE COUNTY.

Awsworth

Annesley

Altenborough

Arnold 5 Brinsley

Beeston I Bradmore

Beggarlee < Basford (Old and New)
Bingham X Bulwcll

Bramcote i Blidworth

* It was intended to enter into the particulars of the twist-net manufacture in this chapter; but, at the present time, insurmountable

obstacles have been cast in the way to an obtainment of the necessary information, which will be removed in a few months; therefore it

has been judged the most adviseable to postpone the whole account to the appendix, rather than give it io detached parts.
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Barton

Burton Joice

Balderton

Calverton

Cossall

Caythorpe

Carlton

Cortliastock

Cofgrave

Clifton

Cropvfell Bishop

Chilwell

Eastwood

Epperstone

Farnsfield

Farndon

Gedling

Gotham

Gunthorpe

Hticknall Torkard

Hucknall Dirty

Hickling

Iloveringham

Kirkby Woodhouse

Kirkby

Keyworth

Kimberley

Linby

LovFdham

Leake (East and West)

Lambley

Mansfield

Mansfield Woodhouse

Market Warsop

Nottingham

Newark

Newthorpe

Normanton

Over BroughtoQ

Oxton

Oxton Grange

Papplewick

Radford (Old and New)

Ruddington

Ratcliff

Snenton (Old and New)
Stanton

SuttoQ.in.Ashfield

Skegby

Shclford

Selstoa

Stapleford

Southwell

Sutton Boniflgton

Thnrgarton

Thrumpton

WooliatoQ

Wilford

Widmerpool

Willoughby

Watnall

Woodborough

Total S285

LEICESTER,
AND THE COUNTY.

Ashby-de.la.Zouch

Ansty

Asfordby

Aston FlenviUe

Astley

Ayleston

Bolgrare

Birstall

Bark by

Barkby Thorpe

Bagworth

Belton

Barrow

Bottesford

Blaby

Brnntingthorpe

Broughton

Barwell

BurbagG

Cossington

Courtsthorpe

Cosby

Coleorton Moor
Cadeby

Castle DooingtoB

Desford

Diseworth

Dalby-in-the-Would*

Dunton Basset

Eoderby

Earl Shiltoa

Frisby

Frolesworth

Foston

Glenfield

Gaddesby

G rooby

Humberstone

Hathern

Hether •,

Hemmington

Hoton

Hinckley

Huglescote

Ibstock

Knighton

Kegworth

Kilby

Long Whatton

Leicester

Loughborough

Little Dal by

Little Thorpe

Lutterworth

Market Bosworth

Mountsorrcl

Melton Mowbray
Markfield

Nailstow

Nether Broughton

Norborough

Newton Linford

Newbold Garden

Osgathorpe

Oadby

Peckleton

Quorndon

Queneborough

Ratby

Ravenstone

Reorsby

Rotheby

Swaniiingtoa
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Shecpshead
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COUNTY of DEVOM. \

Barnstaple I

Exeter
|

Plymouth Dock !

Total . . 38 I

COUNTIES of WILTS,

SURRY and BERKS.
Croydon

Crompton yt.-

Farncomb , , „

Godalming

Salisbury

Wanborough

Windsor

Total i 130

COUNTIES of MIDDLE-
\

SEX, ESSEX, and KENT.
Canterbury

Colchester

Dover

Deptford

Faversham

Greenwich

LONOOH

Total - .137

COUNTIES of OXFORD,
,

and NORTHAMPTON. \

Althorpe .

I

Banbury (Oxon)
|

Chacomb I

Daventry

Flewer

Meadford

Middletoncheyney

Pattashall
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CUMBERLAND, NOR-
THUMBE'RL.4J^D, and
WESTMORELAND.

Alnwick

Berwick ''' '

Carlisle

Cockermouth

Kendal '
'

Newcastle

Wigton.

Woaler

.;j\v> . Total' *i -

Lim^oLj^r
AND THE COUNTY.

!Bostoa

Grimsby

Horncastle

Keelby

Lincola.

Loceby

Marton

50
*

'\.ij

Total - -27

WARWICK, '->

AND THE COUNTY.
Bedworth

Coventry _ r ,

Kineton

Nuneaton

Warwick .

'iUJ' \ '^AL^-' ^'"-^ vu

,

X J BarafT

I
; Bathgate

I
Biggar

Cupar

Coupar

Coldstream

Diinse - '

Dunholme

Dundee

Dymfri^s'

Edinburgh

Falkirk

Glasgow

Galashiels" '

Hawick

Haddington

Hamilton

Irving/"]' "

Jedburgh

Kelso

Kincardine

Killardy

Lanark

LinlithgoTT

Moffatt

Mussellburgli

Montrose

Peebles

Polsby

Perth

Renfrew

Selkirk

Stanrawen

Stirling

5

5

5

5

\

\
i :

\ :

V-
X

X
'

\\

\\
X '.

X

X

X ;

? j

X

X̂

X

X

X

X

X

\

X

'Total :"'."-"50
_

I.iVa'/: i.,>-.liL

;r.') irj'/L

SCOTLANIX,,,''rt-
Aberdeen -.ij;!,'!;

Air i'))-,/,.irj

Airdray ,,„, .,.,;,i . , ...'oV,'

Airbtooth

;:t. . . '.r.in'Y

:! ^<:f,'T
I

Bajvlpn ' 'KI

I
Belfast

I
' Balbriggen

I
Bulruddering

I
Cullon

I
Clowni«

I; Couthil

I
Coleraina

I
I
Garvon '

\tj '.( 'i'/J

;" i-rt.I-') 'i

Lll'IOti.l

Total 1449

IRELAND.

: :a;i-!;

} i Arma'gh

}
' Animalley"

I Athlone

I Ballynasloe

Cork

Clonmell

I
Carlow

DUBLIN

I
Drogheda

I ;
Dungannon

I
Donaghadee

I
Galway

I ; Inniskjllen

•,
f.

I
Lurgaa .

,,j': 5 Londonderry

- ? ; Longford

,
•; 5

;

Lisbi^rne

i Limerick

\ ' Monaghan

5 .
Newry

I Newton Stewart

\ Omagh

\ Rathcoal

\ Strabane

Sligo

Tanderagee

Total

I

.

Ainiens

5

,

Abbeville

I
Arras

\ Besancon

^
Cast res

I
. Chartres

I
Clermont

FRANCE.^

. 97C

(U.

f,.

* The notion so generally entert^ineij of ihere being many thousands of frames' iu ^-y/jnsjs etrofio«sj|.|ther« iV^eing oijily aboiit J^OOitii

that city, and about 1 100 in Pai-is aad its vicinity.

'I !.
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Dij,„ § SPAIN AND PORTUGAL. § GERMANY.
Havre de Grace

|
Barcelona §

Berlin

Lisle I
Cordova § D^'^ea

Lyons § Cadiz |
Koningsberg

Morieul I
Coimbra(P.) |

L«pz.c

Montdidier |
Lisbon (P.) §

Magdeburg

Nismes § Madrid |
Wirtemburgh

Orleans
|

Oporto (P.)
^ Total - - 2340

PARIS
^

Seville §

Passjr § St. Roque §

Houen ^ Talavera-de-la-Reyn* |

Rheims |
Valencia

§

St.Quentin | ' Total - - ml § PETERSBURGH, &c. -209

St Omers - § - ^ STOCKHOLM .... 30

Strasburgh - | |
COPENHAGEN ... 38

Troyes
| ITALY.

|
Valenciennes

|- gologna
'

|

Total . - 6855 § Leghorn § .,^t.t,t.^.
§- Mahtua

-

§ AMERICA.
" §' Messina f Essex Town

& §

I
MiFan t German Town

NETHERLANDS. | Naples § New York

Arendok (near Antwerp) § Palermo > § Princes' Town

Brussells | Rome
'

| St. Martha's Vineyard

Ghent & Turin § „, . ,„ I ^r • - I Total . . 268
Tournay § Venice 9

§ - §

„-, Total . - 620 §_ Total - . 985 . §

1^ . _ GRAND TOTAL.
Great Britain and Ireland, - . . 29588

France _..-.... . .-.-..-. . . 6855

Netherlands - ...... ... . .-. . . 520

Spain and. Portugal -- .-.....-. . . - , 1955

, ; Italy -. -. -- .- -- . . 985

Geripany. - -. . - 2340

Petersburg, Stockholm, and Copenhagen ... . . . . 265

America . -, -- - .- -- -- -- -• -- .• . . 260

To the foregoing iable the. following subdivision .of the framework-knitting trade into its

manifold and diversifying -branches- will; it ishoped^ be highly gratifying to those readers that are

least acquainted with the trade of Nottinghani ; and to those that are acquainted with it, it cannot

fail to be entertaining. But to guard all persons against being led astray by it, in their connective

concerns and immediate calculations^ it is necessary to state, that these branches or divisions are

ever oh the fluctuation, and frequently too to an amazing extent. It is necessary to state further,
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that the calculations were made in 1812, from information collected by persons who took an actual

survey of the trade, or from persons that had incidentally resided in the various places where it

is carried on in the British empire, the relative divisions of the foreign part of the trade not here

being taken into the account. But, notwithstanding every possible attention was paid to come at

the truth, this table is not professed to be correct, because correctness on such occasions is not

attainable, even by government itself The table will be found of the most use in ten, twenty, or

fifty years to come, when some of the branches may be extinct, or nearly so, and when the incpiiring

mind will find some satisfaction by comparative investigation. The number given to each branch^

is what were supposed as therein employed.

SUBDIVISIONS.
Plain cotton hose, from 14 to 22 gauge --.._.. 1600'\

Plain cotton iiose, from 24 to 28 gauge ....... 2600t
Plain cotton hose, from 30 to 36 gauge ....... 2289i

'^°''

Plain cotton hose, from 38 to 64 gauge ....... HOo3
Gause cotton hose ........... 360
Plain cotton pieces . ......._.. 250
Plain cotton gloves ........... 350
Drawers and pantaloons .......... 530
Sandals, gaiters, &c. ........... 370
Socles (ancles and feet) ........... igo
Angola and Merino hose . . . . . . .. . . 350
Plain worsted hose, from 12 to 20 gauge ....... 2600"^

Plain -worsted hose, from 22 to 26 gauge ....... 2100 v 5R50
Plain worsted hose, from 28 to 34 gauge ....... 950j
Gauze worsted hose ........... 250
Lambs' wool hose ........... qqq
Thread hose* ............ 35Q
Plain worsted apd double-loop pieces f ........ 1500
Cotton caps............. 2qq
Worsted caps ............ j^O
Petticoats, shirts, &c ........... jqq
Fleecy .-... HO
Plain silk hose, from 23 to. 26 gauge ........ 1150)

Plain silliL hose, from 28 to 36 gauge ........ 260>

Silk gloves ............ 330
Silk purses and pieces ........... 20

Silk ribbed hose ........... gg

Cotton ribbed hose - .......... 750

Worsted ribbed hose ........... 2750

* It should be stated, that these frames are principally employed in Scotland

f This double-loop work must not be mistaken for the double-lap varp work, it being a very different tiling. This is produced' upon a

plain frame, by the simple operation of pressing two courses over the needle-heads at once—every second course being l«ft in ao

unpressed state at the needle-heads while the jacks are drawn fer the next. Thus a double-loop work is produced.
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Ribbed (common) pieces --.-..-.... goO

British ribbed pieces* - ...-.-.. 1800

Silk spider and shammies ----.--..-. 70

Cotton spider hose and pieces -----..... 340

Silk knotted hose -- -- 260

Elastic hose ............. 30

Square-net ............. 3

Double-lap warp pieces ------.-... 320

Jack'warp piecest ------•-.-.. 39

"Warp sashes and braces --.--.-.... gg

~Warp net, from six to eight course inclusire, and inechlin - . , . 190^

Two course ------------- 35 v, 240
Silk ,

- 15 I

Point-net double silk ».. 700")

Single silk 320 V 1040

Single and double press cotton --.--.--. 203
Twist.net 140

Total in Great Britain and Ireland ... 29588

There is an old proverb whiph says. '^The little smith of Nottingham that does the work which

no man can do." The etymon of which has been attempted to be discovered by various ways .

but its origin is now of no importance. Suffice it to say^ that no proverb was ever supported

better^ if we refer to the smiths of this town in general^ but particularly if we refer to the

framesmiths ; for to their mechanical judgment and dexterity in workmanship, it is owing, in a

great degree, that the stocking frame and the various machines which are appended to it, have

been brought to such perfection.;];

The setters-up too merit no small share of praise for their inventive skill, and their nicety in

adjustment. The declension of the various branches of the trade, within the last few years, hag

driven many of these practical mechanics from this town, and to other businesses ; and not a fe\t

have sought refuge in America.

COTTOJV YARJV.
The name of Nottingham will ever be coupled with the invention of manufacturing this article

with the greatest pride, as will shortly appear, though the business has not been prosecuted here to

* Under this head are comprehended those frames employed in making ribbed pieces, which double the ordinary stoutnei-s in their

maBufacturing operations, by doubling the loops on the machine in pressing only every other course. Some Germanized Englishman
gave to these pieces the name of German-ribs, when attempts were made to barbarize English manners by the introduction of the German
military costume, in the same manner as the native tendersess was sought to be extracted from the bosoms of our ladies, and bloody notions

jUfused therein, Ijy decorating their heads with Smcarrow bonnets, in commemoration of that savage monster's deeds—Britain must not thus
be robbed of her fame ! !

f These articles are so called from the warp machine being applied to a plain frame—the jacks make the common loops, and the
machine laps the vork upon tlie nredle-heads ; and thus double work is produced, with an imitation of ribs.

I In ISC'?, there were 47 master framesmiths (the highest number ever known) ma-ny of whom had large establishments of journeymea
and apprentices—in 1815, there were but 29, and these generally with small establishments.

3 Q
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any thing like the extent which it has been at Manchester and various other parts of Lancashire,

as well as in Derbyshire. And, as many persons may read this history that are strangers to the

great importance of which cotton wool is to this country, a few words on the subject of its

production may not be unacceptable to them, and may not be considered obtrusive by those who

possess more general information.

In China, Abyssinia, and the East Indies, cotton wool is produced from an annual shrub, about

the size of a currant bush, called g'ossypium, and which unfolds the cotton from a pod about the

size of a common hazle nut ; though in the latter country the arboreum or cotton tree is well known;

and it is now cultivated in America and the West Indies to great advantage. The pod of this tree,

which grows to the size of a hen's e^^, informs the cultivator of tfie proper time of plucking by

the bursting of the shell ; and after it is gathered, and the wool is separated from the husk, in a

mill calculated for that purpose, the wool is put into bags which contain from 300 to 320 pounds

weight, and is trodden down in the same manner as hops are when bagged in this country.—The

best cotton wool in general use is brought from Tobago in the West Indies, Demerara, in the

province of Surinam, and the Brazils. Thei-e is a species of cotton wool produced in the West

Indies, principally as an article of curiosity, called Siarn cotton, from the seed having been brought

from the country of that name ; but the filaments are so exceedingly fine and soft, as to make

articles manufactured of it more costly than silk.

The method of spinning cotton yarn, previous to the invention of Jennies, was by plying at a

domestic machine, well known among the provincial housewives by the name of a long or one-

thread icheel. But, as the demand for our cotton goods increased, the ingenuity of our countrymen

was set to work to devise means for expediting the various processes in the manufacturing of such

goods. About the year 1737, a person of the name of Paul, in London, contrived an engine, with

which he fancied he could spin a number of threads at one time, and for which be obtained a

patent; but the scheme proved altogether abortive. Various other persons made similar attempts,

and with like success, till James Hargrave, a weaver in the neighbourhood of Blackburn, in

Lancashire, contrived a machine, in the year 1767, which he called a jenny, and upon which he

.spun eight threads at once. Mr. Hargrave obtained a patent for this machine, and he caused a

building to be erected at the north-east corner of a street in Nottingiiam, which from that

circumstance obtained the name of Mill-street, wherein his machinery was first set to work in a

proper manner. The jenny is the best contrivance hitherto discovered for spinning the yarn used

in the woof; and it was soon constructed for spinning 84 threads; and with it one person can

spin 100 hanks in the day, each hank measuring 840 yards.

Mr. Hargrave also improved the art of carding cotton wool, by affixing two or three cards to a

stock or stool, with which one woman could do as much work as three by the ordinary means of

carding on the knee—these cards obtained the name of stock-cards. A still more expeditious mode

of carding was shortly after invented, in the application of cylindric-cards ; but the inventor's

name seems to be forgotten, except the matter could be traced to the unfortunate John Hayse, of

whom we are about to say a few words. And, as what I shall state on the subject as connected

with this man, will clash with what appears on the subject of cotton spinning in some of the
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Encyclopedias and other publications, which give all the praise to the late Sir Richard Arkwright,

it is necessary for me to premise, that I had the account from a person of credit, tliat was many

years employed as a practical mechanic in the cotton spinning business in Lancashire, and who

was personally acquainted with Hayse ; and further the testimony is supported by every person

with whom I have conversed on the subject, that knew the parties at the time.

John Hayse and Richard Arkwright, the former a turner of wood, and the other a barber,

resided as neighbours at Preston, in Lancashire, Arkwright, from the nature of his business, liaving

much loose time on his hands, would frequently spend a few hours in Hayse's shop, and who, very

probably, had a taste for mechanism himself. During these hours of conversation, Hayse informed

Arkwright, that he felt confident he had discovered the art of spinning cotton by means of rollers,

and shewed him the instruments he had made for accomplishing his object. Arkwright noio began

to think for himself, but, not having the means of applying his acquired knowledge to any

prosperous purpose, he opened his views in part to a person of the name of Smalley \vho had some

money, and who encouraged him, though quite unnecessarily to glean every particle of

mformation on the subject from Hayse, without giving the latter any suspicion of their intention.

Arkwright repeated his visits to the shop of his unsuspecting friend, and never failed, though

frequently lightly and jocosely, to make the subject of cotton spinning the burden of their

conversation. Hayse sometimes urged by motives of vanity to display his superior skill, and

sometimes by irritation at being contradicted by Arkwright, frequently exhibited his little

machinery, till the latter obtained a correct knowledge of its movements and application. He then

obtained money from Smalley with which he proceeded to Nottingham, there being much cotton

yarn consumed by the hosiery business in that town—there being many capitalists for the

encouragement of genius in mechanical invention and its being also known that Nottingham

contained some excellent practical mechanics. Arkwright had also another object in view for

coming to Nottingham—he Avas fearful lest Hayse should hear what he was about, and find a friend

to push his previous claim at the patent office. Our adventurer succeeded in all his views at

Nottingham—from the ingenuity of one Hallam, a cabinet-maker, his machinei-y received much of

its perfection ; and the monied men of the town found him the means of prosecuting the new
inventions ; and in 1769, he obtained a patent in his own name for spinning cotton yarn according

to the specifications which he had then produced. Mr. Arkwright now took up his re^-ular

residence in Nottingham, and he soon found the means of erecting a cotton mill, which he did on a

piece of ground between Woolpack-lane and Hockley in this town, and which was the first cotton

mill erected in the world.* In 1773, the validity of this patent was tried and found to be good.

In 1775, Mr. Arkwright obtained another patent, which, from its being represented of a general

nature, very probably comprehended the operations of carding and roving ; but its validity was

tried in 1781, and a verdict was given against him. In 1)8.5, Mr. Arkwright brought the question

of this patent again into court, and gained a verdict in its favor ; but his opponents did not long

* The mil! was burnt down in a few years after it was built, and another was erected upon the site
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suffer him to enjoy its benefit in quiet, for they once more brought the matter into courts and

he finally lost on the ground of his not working according to his own specifications.

On the 29th of June, 1791, the foundation was laid of Mr. Robert Denison's cotton mill, on a

plot of ground between Pennyfoot-lane and Poplar-place ; and on the 10th of October, 1792, the

machinery was set to work. It contained 3024 spindles, and gave employment to 300 persons;

and was altogether the most handsome and largest manufactory ever erected in Nottingham. The
war carried on against the French Republic caused this great concern to be shut up from the 8th

of March, 1794, to the 2d of June, 1801, when it was re-opened by Messrs. Oates, Stephens, and

Co. and during the night of the 28th of November, 1802, it was discovered to be on fire, and such

was the fury of the flames, that the utmost exertions of an anxious and sympathising population

that crowded around, aided by engines, were unavailing ; and the entire machinery with the greater

part of the shell were consumed by the devouring element. And the ground on which it stood was

afterwards cleared and converted into gardens. A fine engraving was made from a drawing of

IMr. Barber's whiqh exhibits the terrific grandeur of the awful scene.

George Oldfield Needham, a native of, and now a resident in Nottingham, by dint of a strong

mechanical genius and from information obtained by being many years employed in cotton mills,

in 1813, brought to perfection several machines for improving and simplifying the arts of carding,

roving, and spinning cotton wool. He offered his machinery to some of the great cotton

manufacturers in Lancashire ; but they scouted it, on the ground of their present machinery being

rendered useless, if they adopted Mr. Needham's, and the great expense which must be occasioned

by the change. He then applied to the Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and

Commerce in London ; and the following recommendation will shew the manner in which he was

received.

London, 23d February, 1815.

To the Eight Honorable Lord Sidmouth, Secretary of State for the Home Depart7nent.

\fa the undersigned members of the committee of mechanics, of the society for the encouragement of Arts,

Manufactures, and Commerce, earnestly recommend to your Lordship's notice, the cotton carding aud spinning

machines, invented by Mr. Nsedham, which have undergone a minute and laborous examination by the undersigned,

who have brought under their view the various machines now employed in this important branch of British manufactures.

By their examination they have ascertained that Mr. Needham's machines are not only highly ingenious and simple,

but decidedly superior to any of the kind now in use, and promise to be ofgroat public utility in the manufacturing of

cotton. The very limited funds of this society, together with its established regulations for rewarding of meritorious

inventions, could only procuie for Mr. Needham a pecuniary vote of forty guineas and the honorary gold medal.—

These rewards, although small in their amount, mark in the highest degree the opinion of the undersigned, and the

general body of (he society on the subjoct of Mr. Needham's inventions. The undersigned have been induced to make

this application to your Lordship in behalf of Mr. Needham, not only because he is in very reduced circumstances,

occasioned by his exertions in bringing his machines to perfection ; but because they feel it to be their duty to express

the distinguished sense in which they hold his invcndons, and to rerommend to your Lordship to procure him the

countenance and reward of government, conimensurato with the importance of his inventions for the manufacture of all

denominalioBS of cotton.

This application was signed by Thomas Cill, chairman of the committee, residing at No. 83,

St. James's-street, London, and by twenty-six others, many of whom added their professibns, such
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as ineclianistartd engineer, mathematical instrument-maker^ mechanical draughtsman, &c. And on

the subject being laid before the Lords of Council forming the Board of Trade, one hundred pounds

was presented to Mr. Needham, as a temporary relief. Notwithstanding the application says,

that Mr. Needham received only forty guineas from the society, we find the two following items in

the statement printed by the society on the 30th May, 1813, in which the rewards are all named

and numbered :
—" 57. To Mr. George O. Needham, Bishop's-row, Nottingham, for improved

" carding and Spinning machinery, the gold medal, and forty guineas. 58. To Mr. George O.

" Needham, of Nottingham, for an improved roving machine, twenty guineas.''

There is another gentleman that has added much to the mechanical fame of Nottingham, in the

manufacture of cotton yarn^ or ticist, and also much to the credit, as well as to the interest

of the kingdom, by rendering it independent of foreign nations for the thread of which bone-

lace is made, an article which used lo be imported from Flanders. Mr. Samuel Cartledge,

a native and constant resident of this town, by applying his genius to mechanical pursuits, in 1805,

brought to perfection the spinning of cotton yarn sufficiently fine, and possessing a sufficient

degree of twist, .of which to manufacture bone or bobbin-lace. But, before he could get it

properly introduced into the trade, he had to contend with the long established prejudices of

Buckinghamshire, &c. and with the interest of the importers of and dealers in Flanders thread,

which was invariably made of flax. In one instance he sold a quantity to a Buckinghamshire
manufacturer, without the latter knowing it was made of cotton, and, though he highly admired the

lace produced from it, when he afterwards learnt the nature of its composition, he condemned it

altogether, and gave all his interest against its sale. Mr. Cartledge, however, much to his credit,

persevered
;

and the following resolution, unanimously passed at a general meeting of the
Buckinghamshire lace-manufacturers, held at the Swan inn, Newport-Pagnell, the 20th of
February, 1815, will prove the sense in which they now hold Mr. Cartledge's merits, though he
has many competitors to contend with in the business.*

" Resolved. That it is the opinion of this meeting, that Mr. Samuel Cartledge, of Nottingham,
" is entitled to the thanks of the lace-manufacturers for his invention of cotton thread, used in'

" the manufacture of British lace; and for his introduction of the same to the trade on hberal
" terras. And that the chairman do communicate this resolution to Mr. Cartled"-e "

Upon a very moderate calculation it is presumed, that Mr. Cartledge's invention has added thirty
thousand pounds annually to the productive labour of the country.

WORSTED MILLS.
In the year 1788, Mr. Robert Davison and Mr. John Hawksley erected a worsted mill in this

town, on the north bank of the Leen, where now stands Navigation-row. It was burnt down in
1791

;
and shortly afterwards these gentlemen erected another mill, on a very extensive scale, the

works being driven by an engine of sixty-horse power. The site of its erection was on a plot of

* Newport-fa,nell m.y be considered in the same point of view with re.pcct to the bone-lac, as Nottinghao, i. in the fram.,ort-
kntttius business,

"j«'>wi».
busjness*

3 R
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ground, contiguous to the east side of the road leading into Arnold frotn Nottingham, and which,

in the old writings belonging to the estate^ is called Arnot Hill. The death of Mr. DavisoHj and

some heavy losses in 1809, added to the already incumbered state of the concern, caused the final

stoppage of this manufactory, the materials of which, to the very foundation, were sold and taken

away ; and, on the 5th of February, 1810, Mr. Hawksley laid the foundation of another mill, which

required an engine of twenty-horse power, in Butcher's-close, Nottingham ; and he left the

delightful habitation at Arnot Hill, surrounded with plantations, gardens, and hot-houses, and

removed with his family to Snenton. On the 8th of October following, the mill in Butcher's-close

was set to work ; and, for a time, it was thought that the concern would enable Mr. Hawksley to

rise above the pecuniary difficulties which bore heavy upon him ; but in this expectation his friends

were disappointed ; for his difficulties increased—he died suddenly in January, 1815—the mill was

stopt ; and, in the succeeding November, the works were sold by public auction for the benefit of

the creditors.*

In 1809, the works belonging to Arkwright's cotton mill in Hockley were sold ; and in two

years after it was converted into a worsted mill, with an engine of fourteen-horse power, by the

firm of Cole, Huddlestone, and Phipps.

SILK.
This article is certainly of very great importance to Nottingham, and as such it might be expected

that I should enter into its natural history ; but, as that subject has been so often and so ably

handled by various writers, I shall confiue myself to the giving a few dates when this admirable

production vras introduced from one country to another.

We find silk first mentioned as the production of China, vvhence it was introduced into Persia

at a very early period; and from Persia it was brought into Greece, about 330 years before the

birth of Christ. It seems to have been little known in Rome till the time of Heliogabalus, who died

in the year 220, as that emperor was the first person that wore a robe made entirely of silk, which

robe was then called Holoserica. Silk was exchanged for its weight in gold in the reign of

Aurelian, who died in 275, as appears from the answer of that emperor to his wife when she asked

permission to wear a silken robe, which favor he refused by saying, " that he was far from valuing

"thread and gold at the sahie price. ''f In 555, some monks brought a quantity of s.ilk-worm's eggs

from India to Constantinople, where raw silk was soon produced in abundance, which, for a

considerable time, was manufactured into garments at Athens, Corinth, and other Grecian cities.

In 780, Charlemagne sent two silken vests as a present to Offii, king of Mercia, which appears to

have been the first time that silk was seen in England. In 1 130, Roger, king of Sicily, introduced

* The Rev. ErlmuncI Cartwrijiht obtained the followirt(r patents for combing .iheepa' wool, via. one on the 3d of August, 17S9, one on the

nth of December, 1790, one on the liih of May, l'19t, and one on the 4th of July, nPT ; and Mr. Hawkslev obtained one for the same

purpose on the 8th of June, 1793. Mr Hawksley assigned the right of his patent to Mr. Cartwright lor n fourth share of the profits of tlie

whole ; and, on the 2d of Jnly, 1801, the latter gciitleinan obtained an act of parliament for extending his right to the above patents,

consolidated and improved, fir fonrtcen ve.irs longer, Mr Hawksley still reserving his sh«i;f as, before.

j- See Manners and Customs of the Roinans.
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silk-worms, and silk-manufacturers also into his dominions from Greece, and settled them at

Palermo
; whence the arts of producing- and manufacturing the silk soon found their way info

Italy and France. Silk mantles were first worn in England by some ladies at a ball, held at

Kennelworth castle in Warwickshire, in 1286 ; and silk was first manufactured in this country in

1504, but it was not brought to any thing hke perfection till 1620. James the Fir.4 and Second
expended great sums of money in attempting to propagate the silk-worm ; but the atmosphere of
our climate was found to be too changeable to admit of so great a national advantage. About the

year 1716, Mr. John Lombe brought the plan of an organzine silk mill from Italy at the risk of
his life

; and in 1718, he obtained a patent for the organzining of raw silk, and about the same
time he erected a mill for this purpose at Derby. He afterwards petitioned parliament for a
renewal of his patent, on the ground of his not having obtained a sufficient remuneration for his

imminent risk for his country's benefit and the great expenses he had been at ; but this was
refused, and, as a compensation parliament voted him £14,000, and his brother Thomas received
the honor of knighthood, as a partner in the concern.

There have been various silk mills erected in Nottingham, viz. Elliott's, in Sheep-lane, Bolton's,
on the Low-pavement, Watson and Nelson's, in Fletcher-gate, &c. but the only one now of any
importance is that belonging to John Fellows, Esq. in Turncalf-alley, and in which 2800 swifts
are employed.

The silk of which Nottingham lace is made, is brought in an organzined state from Italy

;

while that of which stockings are made is principally brought from China and the East Indies; the
latter, from its size and softness, being the best calculated for stockings, while, for the same
properties, it is not calculated for lace The silk of which black stockings are generally made is

known among the workmen by the name of Novi : hence many of them conclude it to be Italian
silk—the mistake arises from its being reeled after the Novi manner.

Pljy AND WIRE-DRATVIJVG MANUFACTORY, ^-c.
Mr. Henry Redgate carries on an extensive concern of this sort in Hounds'-gate, the wire-

drawmg business being carried on by his father ; to which, in 1807, he added that of pin-makin-
and he erected an engine of six-horse power to drive his works. He also pursues the business of
wire-weaving and wire fender making, to a considerable extent ; as likewise does iAIr. Samuel
Wood, at the Leen-side

; though the latter gentleman has all his work done by the hand.

Formerly there were two glasshouses in this town; one at the east end of Snen ton-street of
very large dimensions, and one between Charlotte-street and York-street, near the end of
Glasshouse-lane; but within about the last fifty years they have both disappeared, nor has glass
ware of any consequence been made in them during that time. There were likewise two potteries
within the last thirty years, one on the ea«t side of Milton -street, and the other near the bottom of
Beck-lane. But the clay was principally brought from a considerable distance, which added somuch to the cost of the pots, as to prevent the proprietors maintaining a competition with the
btatiordshire dealers.
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BAJVKS,
The bank of Samuel Smith, Esq. and Co. was in Being in 1702, and John Smith, Esq.

the patron of this history, informs me, that the family have reason to believe, that it was established

in 1700, though the precise date was not to be found. The bank of John and Ichabod Wright,

Esqrs. and Co. was established in 1759.* The bank of Moore, Maltby, Evans, and Middlemore,

was established in 1802.f The bank of Fellows, Mellor, and Hart, was established on the 1st of

January, 1808 ; and that of Rawson, Inkersole, Rawson, and Co. on the 10th of November in the

same year.

As to physicians, surgeons, apothecaries, and solicitors, their numbers will always be regulated

by the population, the misfortunes, the follies, and the vices of mankind.

CHAPTER IX.

THE CIVIL AND ECCLESIASTICAL GOVERNMENT OF THE TOWN.

This town is governed, in its civil department, by seven aldermen, one of whom is annually

chosen mayor, twenty-four councilmen, a recorder, who holds the office during life, two sherifis,

two chamberlains, and two coroners ; all of whom, as a matter of course, must be bui^esses of the

town. But, before we speak of the power of these constituted authorities, we will drop a few

words on the origin of a burgess, and on the town's prescriptive and chartered rights.

Camden calls Nottingham a city, which Deering supposes he does from its having been a walled

town. Deering is here mistaken ; for it was a city, in the English sense of the word, in Camden's

time, in consequence of its then having a suffragan bishop, the office of which was last filled by

Richard Barnes, who was consecrated in 1558. Nottingham with 25 other towns, was created a

bishopric in 1 534, all of which have ceased to be so ; but when Nottingham lost that distinctive

appellation, it resumed its ancient title of borough, which it holds by prescription, that is,

antecedently to the existence of its charters.§

' * The mansion of John Wright, Esq. at Lenton, was erected in 180*.

f This firm was dissolved at the close of 1815, in consequence of the death of three of the partners ; arid on the 1st of January, 1916, ths

banking business was proceeded in, under the firm of Moore, Maltby, and Robinson ; the present Moore being son of the former.

\ Blackstone, however, asserts, that a town's once having been a bishopric gives it the right to continue the titl« of crty ever after, as a

riioiif of which he names Westminster,
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Borough springs from the Saxon Borhoe, or Bond, which arose from a number of families

uniting in a bond of mutual protection, and living in a congregated body ; and the spot which they

inhabited, whether they were migrative or stationary, was called Borhoe, or Borough, as our

orthographers have long since rendered it. When the Saxons invaded this country they naturally

imported their language and manners—hence the word borough took its rise in England ; and

every adult male that resided in a borough, vassals excepted, was a burgess ; i, e. a freeman of a

borough.

The abject eflFeminacy which came from the east, and insinuated itself into the habits and

manners of the Romans, very probably would have reduced the political state of Europe to the

standard of Asiatic slavery, had not thousands fled into the wild and bleak regions of the north,

where necessity made them brave, and where liberty became the dearer to them, from their having

to defend it with their toil, their privations, and their lives. Though each of these hordes, or

clans, was governed by its respective chief, his power, except in certain cases, was subordinate to

the public will; for, as plunder and reprisal formed the principal source of his revenue, soldiers

became necessary to his support ; not to enable him to plunder his own people, for the moment a

chief ceased to be the protector of his people they deposed or murdered him, and chose another;

no, his soldiers were for the defence of his clan, and to enable him to levy contributions upon those

that he chose to call his enemies. Then, as an inducement for his adherents to arm in his and

their own defence, every one thus enrolled was called a freeman of the clan, and as such enjoyed

certain privileges. Their masculine limbs being thus furnished with weapons, and their minds

with notions of independence, they found the importance of their congregated strength, and

therefore often imposed terms upon their chieftains; nor need we wonder that one of these terms

generally was, that of being heard by themselves, or through the medium of their representatives in

the loittena-gemote or parliament, without the consent of tchich as Blackstone j ustly says, no new
laio could be made, or old one altered. The freemen had likewise the right of electing the

subordinate magistrates, &c. which rights and customs they bound themselves by oath at the altars

of their deities to defend. Thus while the lordly Romans, the boasted civilizers of the world,

were burying the noblest principles of the human mind in the sloth of Asiatic effeminacy, the

hardy children of the north, that had fled to regions of frost and snow to avoid the conqueror's

poisonous embrace, preserved the genuine spark of liberty from destruction, and carried it with

them in their conquering excursions to foreign countries. An'd though the feudal system long

smothered it, yet the extension of commerce, as has already been shewn, soon wafted it, in this

country, again into a blaze. Our Saxon ancestors that settled in Nottingham would establish

therein their own system of civil polity ; and hence the origin of our prescriptive rights, which

form the basis of the charters afterwards obtained.

The charter of king John, which was dated at Clypston, the 19th of March, 1199, expressly

declares, " If any person, in time of peace, whencesoever he comes, shall abide in this borough a
" year and a day, without being claimed by his lord, no one shall afterwards have legal claim of
'" him, except the king himself." The first sight of this passage naturally impresses tlie mind with

an idea, that Nottingham was privileged by royal charter to be " a city of refuge ;" a rallying

3 S
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point against the galling manacles of slavery. May this honorable appellation long continue its

due ! But has not the passage a meaning, as applicable to the local privileges of the town at the

time the charter was granted ?—does it not imply, that every man that should reside a year and a

day in the town, unclaimed by his former lord, whose service it presupposes he had quitted without

permission, should be a freeman or burgess of the borough f It certainly appears evident that

this is the literal import and meaning of the passage ; though if we take the words freeman and

slave, according to their present application, we shall not be borne out in the interpretation
;

because all Britons are free, in the limited sense of the word, though few, comparatively speaking,

are freemen by elective franchise ; but this was not the case when the charter in question was

granted, as the feudal system then displayed the whole of its monstrous vigour, with distinctive

appellations of freemen, socmen, villains, borderers, and slaves.* By a reference to the last note

it may be seen, that every class in society were more or less in a state of vassalage, except the

freemen, who alone were entitled to the distinction of citizen of a city, and burgess of a borough.

And, as every species of subjection which depends upon caprice, for an extension of or a

diminution of its severity, is diametrically x)pposed to freedom, the comparison certainly give»

weight to the opinion, that every man, whatever his previous condition, who resided a year and a

day in Nottingham, after the granting of the charter in question, without being claimed by his

late master, became a burgess of the borough, and was thereby freed from all feudal subjection.

When the declension of the feudal system in some degree, equalized the political state of the

people, and they were permitted to settle where fancy or interest directed, the easy manner of

becoming a burgess of this town, with its influence of general enfranchisement, would induce

many to make it the place of their abode, particularly as the burgesses enjoyed certain immunities,

which will shortly fall more directly under our notice. To prevent an extensive deterio ration of

the burgess immunities, by sO general an admission of participants, a plan would naturally suggest

itself to those in power, of narrowing the means by which strangers became possessed of the

freedom of the town ; and hence the following rules were adopted :—First, the eldest son of a

burgess to have his freedom as his birthright, if born within the town ; secondly, all the younger

sons of a burgess, if born in the town, providing they have served a regular apprenticeship in any

part of England ; thirdly, all those persons to have their freedom, that serve a legal apprenticeship

to a burgess within the liberties of the town ; fourthly, those to whom the corporation chose to

* Soc, from the Fiencb, mc, a ploiighsliare, or service due from tenants to their lords.

Socage, from soc, an ancient tenure by whicli tenants, i. e. socmen, were obliged to cnltivatr the land of their lords —Dr. Ash,

Villains. These were persons of servile condition, bound to perform unlimited sci vices. Their landlords could deprive them at pleasure,

of their lands, goods, and chattels, and compel them to pay redemption money before they could give their daughters in marriage.

N. B The copyholders of the present day are the remains of this class of subjects.

BoRDAR. borderer, or bordarii, from the French hardier. These were cottagers who supplied the lord of the manor with poultry and

ejrgs.—Bider's History of England.

Slaves. These were people that occupied the lowest and most servile station in life: they, in f&ct, were slaves to other «/a»e«, and were

strangers to the native dignity of man. They were sold like cattle in the market, like Africa's sun-burnt hopeless tribes, " whom christian*

' buy and sell." On them the scourging lash could be exercised with impunity to gratify the savage lust of revenge, or the silly vaoily

of superiority ; and, in the midst of their sufferings, it was a crime to heave the heart-rending sigh.
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sell the freedom ; and fifthly, those that have their freedom given to them by the corporation, as a

mark of honor, or for services performed.*

BURGESS OATH, AS TAKEN IN 1716.

This hear ye—Mayor of this borough of Nottingham, recorder, sheriffs, and all other worshipful men, that I, A. B,

shall be loyal and true to the king and to you, and to this town of Nottingham bear faith and truth, and to be

obedient, and justifiable of my body and goods, and my chattels; and to the officers and ministers of this town of

Nottingham, and for the time of ministration of their officesj inaShmuch as in me lies, I shall be attending, helping, and

supporting ; and the counsel of the said town of Nottingham, I shall truly keep, and to no man shew it ; and the

franchises of the said town I shall maintain and sustain with my body, my goods, and my chattels, to the utmost of

my power, and that not let, neither for love nor dread, without regard of any man, but that I shall maintain the laws

and good customs and franchises abovesaid, and truly bear and do duties and customs that I ought to do..—So help

me God. .;

BURGESS OATH AS TAKEJV AT THE PRESENT TIME.
I, A. B. do' swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to his majesty king George, and that I will be true

and faithful io the mayor and burgesses of this town of Nottingham, and to my power maintain and defend the

franchises, privileges, jurisdictions, and charters of this corporation, and perform, execute, and do all such duties,

offices, and things, as I ought to do as a member of the same So help me God.t

LAJVDS AND OTHER IMMUNITIES BELOJYGING TO
THE BURGESSES.

The general opinion of well informed people is, that the charter of Henry the Second, which ii

dated in 1154, was the first charter which was granted to Nottingham, because it is the oldest

extant, and because what it professes to grant, or rather to confirm, it calls " free customs," and

admits their existence long before. This charter secured to the burgesses Tol, Theam,

Infangentheof, and Theolonia. Tol, or Tholl, is a power to tiake, and a right to be free from

toll. This, however, must be here taken in refei-ence to the burgesses of this town only, as

connected with this charter; as they are still exempt from paying toll for bringing their goods to,

and taking them from our fairs and markets, which other, people are, bound to pay to the

* Fees paid by burgesses on being admitted to their freedom, by birthright. £. s. d.

Stamp duty ..- -. . .. __ -100
To the town clerk ~ - -_. ._.. -...016
For parchment containing the oath ----------.._ 006
To the mayor's sergeant --- - ""------012
To the common sergeant - --. .;"-' _ _ _ _ _ Olo
To the churchwardens of St. Mary's towards keeping the church in repair --'- . _ 001
To the bridgemasters towards keeping the Trent bi'idge in repair - - - - 1

To the mayoress -- ------- -. _ -''oOfi
To the two pounders, the town cryer, and the keeper of the house of correction, 3d. each - - ^

I

To be spent "by the new made burgess -- - --...gofi
. . 16 6

By those entitled from servitnde, the same, with the addition to the chambprlains of 6s. 8d. . 1 1' 2

The honorary bui-gesses and those that obtain by purchase 40s. additiopal stamp duty - - . . 3 13 2

f In 1806, aclause was added expressive of the trade, calling, or occupation of the persen sworn ; and also by what means he obtained
his right.
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corporation.* Theam. The jurisdiction held by the lord of the manor in his court over the

bondmen and villains within the boundaries of his manor. Infangentheof, or Infangthefe, is a
phrase in the Saxon language which implies a privilege in the lord of the manor of passing

judgment upon any theft committed within his jurisdiction. It would really seem, from the then

application of this ancient Saxon word, and the " free custom" incorporated by charter under its

name, that the burgesses of Nottinghartj enjoyed the right of manor from the formation of the

town into a Saxon borough, and that this right never was wholly abrogated, though the title of

Lord of the Manor of Nottingham was enjoyed by various feudal lords. And, as a compromise

between the burgesses on the one part, and William Peverel, their first feudal lord on the other, it

is not unlikely that the latter, in consideration of reciprocal cessions, gave the burgesses the right

of hunting and hawking on his forest manors ; and hence the traditional opinion, that the burgesses

of Nottingham had a right to hunt and hawke to the extent of the forest of Shirewood. Theolonia

implies a right enjoyed by certain persons to be free from particular tolls. This charter freed the

burgesses of Nottingham from toll or rather secured to them the said right as one of their " free

" customs," which might then have been disputed, from Thrumpton to Newark, and from all

things passing over the Trent, from the brook beyond Rempston to the river at Retford and

Viewer's Dyke, This privilege was afterwards extended by king John to all the fairs and marts in

the kingdom.

f

This charter of Henry the Third, which was signed at Westminster the 24th of February, 1229,

granted to the burgesses the right of taking toll of all merchandize brought into the town ; and

likewise the right of choosing coroners from among themselves. The charter of Edward the First,

bearing date at Lincoln the 11th of February, 1283, granted to the burgesses the right of electing

a mayor and two baihffs fromamon^ themselves, the chief magistrate having previously been

called Reeve. By the charter of Henry the Fifth, which was signed at Leicester the 24th of

May, 1414, the office of recorder was instituted ; the mayornnd four others, whom he had the

power conferred upon him of nominating, were constituted justices of the peace ; and the county

magistrates were forbidden to interfere in the affairs of the town. The charter of Henry the

Sixth not only confirmed the grants of foregoing charters, but it furnished the mayor and

* Until 1799, all grain brought to market was subject to * corporate toll ; but in that year the question was contested in court, and the

corporation lost the suit.

f A Nottin|gh!i,ni burgess, as I am informed, by having his oatli with hirn, is sfill freed fiom all city, borough, or corpora'e tolls in the

kingdom, except, the borough of Beverley and the town of Gainsborough, when going to or coming from fairs or market : how these two

exception^ have crept in is not for m_e to say. We will here mention a circumstance of rather a singular nature, as connected with

borough tplls :—Xhe inhabitants of IlkistonLin Derbyshire, pay only half toll for tollable articles which they carry to or from the boroughs

of Noitinjham and Derby, which immunity is guaraijteed to them so long as they keep a gallows standing within the precincts of the

village. The v^^gar opinion is, that this privilege was granted to them by John of Gaunt, to whose memory a wooden figure is preserved

in the chancel of that chHrch, which represents a man of extraordinary size. But the more probable opinion is, that this privilege was

obtained in consequence of a circumstance thus related :—During the space of time when the assizes were held at Nottingham for the two

counties, a contagious distemper is said to have induced the JAidge to cause the court of assize to be hild at llkiston, as being free frpm

the distemper and as a point of medium between the two boroughs, at which time a man was condemned and executed at the village. And,

in commemoration of the event, it was ordered, that as long as the inhabitants thereof should keep a gallows standing they should enjoy

the immunity above named. This circumstance might happen in the days of John of Gaunt, and he might interest himself in procuring

the grant ; and thus tradition may have interwoven it with his name.
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burgesses with a number of other privileges. It incorporated the town by the title of " Mayor

" and Burgesses of the town of Nottingham/' and, from the 15th of September, 1449, separated

it for ever from the body of the county, except the castle and its appendages, and the shire-hall

and prison, with the additional title of " The county of the town of Nottingham.'' The bailiffs

were changed into sheriffs, and the mayor was constituted the king's escheator. But what makes

this charter of more importance is, that it gave the burgesses the power of choosing seven aldermen

out of their own body, (one of whom to be annually elected mayor) who may hold the office during

life, except some notable cause be assigned to the contrary : they were also authorized to wear

scarlet gowns, &c. after the manner of the aldermen of London.*

It is a singular circumstance that no writer has yet attempted to prove how the burgesses of

Nottingham became possessed of the land, which, at certain times of the year, they inherit as their

own. But, without rambling among probabilities for the cause, which could only involve the

character of the departed in suspicion, I will submit my humble efforts ; as the real cause of others'

silence on the subject is alike indifferent to me and harmless to the interest of the burgesses—they

possess the Ig-nd, under certain regulations and restrictions, and nothing but a national convulsion,

or their own imprudence, can wrest it from their hands.

The only charter which mentions these lands, is that commonly called i\\e restoring charter,

granted by William and Mary shortly after the revolution in 1688. The words which relate to

this subject are as follows :
—" And of our abundant grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion,

" we have given, granted, restored, confirmed and ratified, and by these presents, for ourselves, our

" heirs and successors, do grant, restore, confirm and ratify, to the mayor and burgesses of the town

" of Nottingham and their successors, all manors, messuages, mills, revenues, lands, tenements,

" tithes, meadows, grounds, pastures, common-rights, feasts, fairs, markets, together with all

" powers, prescriptions, liberties, privileges, franchises, immunities, jurisdictions, charters, letters

" patent of incorporation, customs, profits, offices, officers, exceptions, acquittances, unclaimed lands,

" wastes, easements, emoluments, goods, chattels, and hereditaments, and all such things as by the

" letters patent of the said king James the First, bearing date 12th of February in the 20th of his

" reign over England, France, and Ireland, and the 56th over Scotland, and all others kings and
" queens of England, our ancestors, to the said mayor and burgesses were given, granted, and
" confirmed."

In this extract the reader will not find any mention made of new grants ; but simply a

recapitulation of rights, immunities, and privileges long enjoyed, and which had been partly

abrogated to suit political purposes in the infamous reign of Charles the Second. And the

principal things named in this extract, have reference to the chamber estates, of which the burgesses,

in their individual burgess capacities, are nothing but nominal proprietors, and to the property of

* In 1803, an act was passed which militates much against the chartered rights of the town; but more of this in a properer place.

3 T
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which the corporation are the guardians for the maintenance of the Free-school and the Trent

bridges. IS'Oj we must seek etsewliere for the original tenure of the burgess lands.

It iSj I know, maintained by many, without any slievv of authority or reason, that the burgess

land was given by James the First. This, however, could not be the case, for James had no lands

to give: in this neighbourhood, except Shirwood Chase ; and from this description of land the

property we are speaking of had been long separated.

Others again are willing to believe, as no charter extant mentions the original grant, that the

supposed one of Henry the First contained this important bequest; and this too, merely because

king John's charter confirms to the burgesses all the free customs their predecessors had enjoyed

in the reign of the First and Second Henry. This opinion is as vague as the one just noticed; for

the charter of Henry the Second expressly names the privileges and " free customs" it alludes to,

the principal of which had been held by prescription; and were now secured by charter. Besides,

it is impossible that the land in question could be disposed of by Henry the First, since it was in

the possession of the Peverels till the reign of Henry the Second. Camden says, " William

" Peverel, lord of Nottingham, had a son of the same name, who died during his father's life-time,

" and he had likewise a son William deprived of his estates by Henry the Second, for combining

" with the wife of Ranulph, Earl of Chester, who was youngest daughter of the Earl of Gloucester,

" to poison the said Earl her husband." As an atonement for his crime, and to ward ofiF the

vengeance of the injured husband, the amorous and hypocritical Peverel put on the garb of a

monk, and took shelter in Lenton Abbey. But the justice of the king shone most conspicuous on

this occasion, for he deprived Peverel of his estates in this county, and gave them to the Earl of

Chester); but this ungrateful nobleman did not enjoy them long, for, joining the rebellion of young

Henry (whom his over indulgent father had caused to be crowned as his successor,) he justly

forfeited those wreaths of royal munificence, which compassion for his wrongs had bound on his

brow. On this subject Dr. Thoroton speaks as follows :
—" Howbeit the said Ranulpb, Earl of

" Chester did not enjoy any long possession of those places in this county, for the sheriifs answered

" to the king for the profits of the lands of William Peverel, and the scutage of the tenants of fee,

" as in the pipe rolls of Henry the Second.''

From the time of this unnatural rebellion, till John, Earl of Morton, had the earldoms of

Nottingham and Derby conferred upon him by Richard the First, the lands in question continued

in the possession of the crown. And there can be little doubt that Richard behaved thus bountifully

to his capricious brother, partly from affection, and partly to secure him to his interest while he

went on his intended crusade to Palestine. And though the perfidious John sought to seize upon

the crown in his brother's absence, and thereby lost the command of our castle for a time, yet

Richard, as generous as brave, restored him to favor soon after his return. Thus it appears, that

the lands we are speaking of were in the possession of John at the time of his elevation to the

throne ; and from this and other circumstances we will endeavour to prove how they became the

property of the burgesses. - -

John's attachment to the people of Nottingham has been noticed already, in consequence of the

aids he received from them in his attempts to obtain the crown. It has also been stated that he
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bad granted to the town a merchant's guild. Now, as John owed so much to the people of

Nottingham, and possessed such ample means of rewarding their fidelity when he came to the

throne, can it be supposed that he would grant them, a merchant's guild, and not furnisli the body

so constituted with the means of appearing respectable in their congregated capacity, as^ soon as he

saw it right so to do ? The property which he possessed as Earl of Morton, Nottingham, and

Derby, must have been immense, independently of the revenues of the crown ;
consequently he

could well spare a part of it as a reward to his friends for past services ; and, to secure their fidelity

in future, common policy too would dictate the measure, lest they should treat him as they, at his

instigation, had treated his brother Richard, and lest they should remember him for the murder of

his nephew Arthur. Hence it is fair to conclude that John gave the lands within the liberties of

Nottingham, which had formerly belonged to the house of Peverel, to the merchants' guild. The

circumstance too of the title of Earl of Nottingham lying dormant more than a century after John's

accession to the throne, gives material weight to this opinion ; for if the title had retained its

appendages of wealth, it would not have lain so long without some favorite having obtained it as a

grace to his dignity and fame.

Against this hypothesis, however, two objections may be stated, namely, if John gave the land

to the fraternity of merchants, how came the burgesses by it .? and why not give it to them rather

than to a few men forming a select body ? To which it might be hastily replied—if John gave

the land to the burgesses, why is that important circumstance omitted to be named in the charter

which he granted them ? Here is question opposed to question ; and perhaps,a little argument on

the subject will obviate the obstacles to their solution.

John granted the charter which constituted the merchants' guild, and ensured to the burgesses

at large the " free customs" and privileges they had previously enjoyed, in the first year of his

reign ; therefore, when the precarious tenure on which he held the crown is considered, it is no

wonder that he did not part with his personal estates till he saw which way the tide of afl'airs was

likely to flow. Having cast the dye for the throne in murder and usurpation.. he well knew, if he

could not maintain it, he must pay the forfeiture of his crimes with his life ; in the event of which

taking place he would conceive a possibility of his family inheriting his estates, providing he had not

disposed of them himself. The same policy would direct him to be bountiful to his friends when the sun

of prosperity beamed upon his brow. And if we considered that the burgesses had already been

flattered as a body, and benefited a little, as individuals, by John ; that trading bodies were the most

useful class in society in supporting the monarch against the barons ; and that it is the general

policy of kings to be the most bountiful to those who have the greatest influence among the people,

particularly if their names stand high on the list of their friends, we shall see at once, the reason

why .John would prefer giving the lands to the merchants' guild.* It now remains to be accounted

for how the burgesses at large came by the estates.

The encouragement given by several subsequent monarchs to the incorporated merchants

of this town, and their having officers of their own, and a hall (the time of that hall's being

* These lands, in great likelihood, wfie granted to the Guild by a Eeparatc deed, which may have been lost, or intentionally destroyed

in Eome one of the political convulsions whirh ha\e agitated this town.
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erected corresponds with the institution of the guild) wberiein to transact their business^ would

give them an importance in society superior to that possessed by their brother burgesSes (there

being no'dOH'bt of the members of the guild being themselves burgesses) which would naturally

induce them to seek for, and obtain every 'post of honor and emolument in the borough ; and their

consequence would not be a little heightened by Henry the Fifth's forbidding the county magistrates

fo interrneddle with the government of the town. But when Henry the Sixth incorporated the

town by a new and more honorable appellation ; when he gave the burgesses the privilege of

electing seven aldermen out of their own body ; and authorized suth aldermen to wear distinctive

decorations^ similar to those worn by the magistrates of London, the common burgesses would feel,

and be proud of their own importance ; and in proportion as the members of the guild exhibited a

desire to fill these new offices, the body of burgesses would raise their own importance, with a view

of making a profitable bargain for themselves—the one party having the power of conferring

substantial benefits, and the other of conferring trusts of honor ; and both being desirous of

receiving !*

Under these circumstances it is natural to conjecture that the wealthy tradesmen, who would also

be the employers of the poor men, would address their fellow burgesses to the following effect :

—

" Brother burgesses, new honors have just been conferred upon us by our gracious monarch, which

" we wish to render of some essential benefit to those of our body on whom fortune has not shed her

" favors of wealth. Give, therefore, to our company the power of choosing the aldermen (a power,
"^ the exercise of which, if you retain in common with ourselves, it will not bring any real benefit

" to your families) and you shall become partakers with us in the enjoyment of the lands which

^' belong to bur company. We will allow you to turn a given number of cattle in, at proper times

" of the year; by which means, along with your industry, you will be enabled to live both

" comfortably and respectably. We will also allot certain portions of land to you and your widows

" after you, which shall be called burgess parts,f and for Avhich you shall only pay a small

" acknowledgment ; and you shall likewise have the privilege, not named in the charter, of

" choosing the members of our council from among those that have served the office of chamberlain

" to our company."!

* By referring to the article under the head " Population" it will be seen, that at this time the qumber of inhabitants in this town was

Tery small, owing to the internal convulsions whirh had inundated the country with blood ; and the cause which had reduced the number

would not fail to make the greater part of those remaining very poor; consequently there need be no surprise excited at those so

circumstanced commuting their newly acquired privilege of choosing the aldermen by popular election for more substaotial benefits »ilh

the rich.

''
f The burges? parts upon the Bridge Estate, of course cant.ol be here alluded to ; but it is very probable that the allotment of parts on

this estate was in exainpleof a previously adopted measure.

J Deering, after recapitulating various charters down to that of James the First, observes, " In all these, charters nothing is ailded or

" altered, (meaning the charter of Henry the .Sixth) neither arr tlie burgess(:s, by the charter of Hpnry the Sixth, nor any other before,

" confined to any number of counsellors to represent them ; so that the council of a select number of men takes tts original beginningfrom

•' tite consent and choice of alt the burgesses, for the belter management of the reoenue of the corporation and dii^atch of ordinary business."

Thns Deerin^'s opinion is fixed as to the election of conncilmen being a bye-law of the body, though he does not attempt to give an

opinion as to the immediate occasion, or the time of its enactment, which fact, so clearly established, is a strong supporter of my hypothesis.

The charter, however, of William and Mary, orders the choosing of eighteen councilmen, as an acknowledged custom previous to the

surrender of the charter in the reiiio of Charles the Second.
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The, prospect of obtaining family comlorfc M& such an effect on the human mind, that it is

natural to suppose the poor burgesses would chime in with a measure which held out such flattering

prospects; in particular when it is considered that most of them would be obliging their immediate

employers; and when it is considered also that, though they gave up the direct election of the

aldermen, they would have the choice of tboSe meny thougbfrom a contractedilist, from whom the

aldermen would be finally <?hosen> -^n^ Uius the two bodies would become, consolidated into one

;

and as those businesses fell off which- supported the members of the guild, the corporation of

buro-egges would enjoy what the corporation of merchants had enjoyed before; and the merchants'

hall, became the hall of public justice and the depository of the burgesses' records, while it retained

.its name of g'MtW. i! ,
, • '

:

Various other , reasons tend to prove tnost clearly, that the- burgesses obtained their land by a

compact with the merchants' guild. First, their paying, rent for their i burgess, parts, which, from

its disproportion in point of value, may be considered more as an' acknowledgment ; but this they

never would have agreed to had the land been a roy8(1 boon. direct to themselves.* ;
Secondly, if

jthe burges.ses had at any time possessed the entire property of these lands, ttieyi would not have

permitted private individuals; to Jiave ,obtfeined a legal: inheiritance therein, viithout displaying a

strong opposition toisuch an infrirjgment ©f their rights ; a/ ciB^uniistance \vhich .we^.hear nothing

of, either from record or tradition. -.And, as [political bodies; are generally pretty tenacious of their

jights and privileges, if the burgesses jof Nottingham had been! so plundered oftheifi.land, as that

nearly the whole of it had fallen 4nto privat& hands; with ;the excep,tion:of its bpiiBig -open at certain

titnes Qfthe year, the circumstance wouMvhaive been ihandei downifrom&thier to siitiv^sa legend

sacred to their ; sufferings, and,,a$ a bad-ge of idisgrace uponitjie imenHbry of.ithose that had thus

plundered them of their rights.- Thirdly, the .plot of ground called fMansd Park,'aS'in,bticed when

speaking of Sir Thomas White's; charity, no dOubt was part of: one of iPex^rel's forfeited estates,

and obtained at the same time and in the same maanier :as.theiother-l'dnd.was jobteinedj; yet, over

this, the burgesses at large never assumed any authority. But the most weighty'Teasori:may i be

found, in th^ mofl^ of the election of senior councilmen.—A political right or privilege, which ihas

ever
i

been- exercised' independently , of prescripifcioii or chaFteit,'must have sprung from boon ot

commutation, -^ ,Aji4:theriqh;have ever been too fond of power to suffer > the poor to j^rtieipate

with them in it^ ex;ercise, as a matter of, choice, except on i condition of receiving some notable

honor in return. ApA :^^ ^^^^imon couaieiljneri are not named in thc>'xharter.Gf Henry the Sixths

* There goes an opinton that the torporation receive these vents as an understood compVniatlSrrfor draining the land, keeping footpaths

&c. in repair. That they do these things is very true ; but that they do them as a consideration for valu^ receitiei i^ one of those popular

errors onwhioh mistaken claims and false theories are often built*
.

As a proof that the corporation hold a dispensing power in tjie disposal of these parts, and that too independently of the ajmos); irresistable

influence of custom, it is only necessary to state, that from time immemorral it was the invariable practice fqr thp,widow of a |)jtirg^S8 to

succeed her husband in the possession of apart, if he. h^ld one at his death, ^qd to. claim it in his stead, did sb.B;,,Uve, a(id cpntinue in a

widoned state till his name appeared at the head of the list of claiments. ^ut, about tw^ years ago, ap ordfr of i hail annulled this cu^tojn

with respect to those women who may happen to marry burgesses,, after the latter have had their p*rts allotted, to them. ,,,,
, ,(

f According to the statute of limitations, which was passed in 1541, undisturbed possession of p50iperty or privilege must hftve beeo
enjoyed sixty years before the right by prescription can be pleaded with effect. ,.- ,

'
'

' 3U '
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or any jii'evious one, it' is evident tiiat no such officers' existed at that time, except what might be,

and most probably were chosen by the corporation of the merchants' guild for the general

management of their business—as we know that these officers were elected by the burgesses long

before such elections were guaranteed by charter in 1693, is it not fair and natural to conclude that

the right of electing the common councilmen was first obtained by commutation ? And what

had the burgesses to give or surrender for this privilege, except the right of electing the aldermen, as

granted by Henry the Sixth ? Therefore, what can appear more reasonable than the burgesses

(when pinched with poverty, and to oblige their employers) should give up the immediate right of

choosing the aldermen, when the bait of gain was set in their way, accompanied with the privilege

of electing the second class of officers in the corporate body ? The rich would not fail too lo

represent to the poor the necessity of drawing some line of distinction in the choice of the

aldermen, with respect to station in life, in order to secure justice from being overbalanced, in its

administration between man and man, by ignorance and pecuniary rewards ; and also to convince

the king, that they were not disposed to make an ill use of their newly acquired privilege.

The man whose mind Is overshadowed by prejudice, may carp at the custom which narrows

down the internal elective franchise of a city or borough ; but still, upon mature reflection, few,

very few, 1 think, will be found, who will not allow that some criterion should befi xed whereby the

election of magistrates should be regulated, lest the exercise of such right should become a

burlesque upon the electors as well as upon the elected. If, in the event of an indiscriminate

choice, a blustering shoe-black, an ostler, or a bill-sticker^ in some capricious moment, should

obtain the suffrage of his fellow burgesses, and thereby become chief magistrate ; what a figure

would he cut, adorned with the dignity of his high office!, and clad in scarlet and ermine, by the

side of the judge on the bench of justice ! and not to mention the strong probability of his acting

with a low minded partiality towards the faction that gave him power, the office itself would fall

into disrepute^ and the chartered right* into disgrace, which would be a just pretext for government

to take them away.*

This conclusion, respecting the election of aldermen, naturally brings under notice a very

important trial on the same subject, which took place at Leicester, on the 28th of July, 1809,

before Sir Simon le Blanc and a special jury. It was instituted by the king ag'ainst John Ashwell,

Esq. for exercising the functions of alderman of Nottingham, without his having been elected to

that office bi/ the burgesses at large according to the letter of the charter granted by Henry the

Sixth, and on the issue of which public expectation was at a very high pitch.

f

* A few years ago, when the queslfon of right of popiilai election was in dispute, the lowest character in the town was put in noniinaiiou to fill

the office of mayor, by the next in rank with himself. This circumstance, wiihout tlie partes iiiiendln{r it, had a very good eSVct. We may meniioii

too as a historic fact, that some of Ihli most dreadful convulsions which agilaied the Roman Uepublic were occasioned fur want of a system lo rrguUi*

the public opinion in the election of the magistrates.

f-
According to an express law, all corporate trials nnist be held, either in the shire-hall of the appertaining county, in a contiguous county, or lit

the court of King's Bench, London, for the purpose of preventing all undue influence in packing the jury, or otherwise. And, because no burgess can

be plainlilT in a suit against tlie corporate body of which, by virtue of his oath he is a member, the king is made nominal plaintiff; the complaining

party having first given security for the payment of all expenses which may occnr, in case of a loss of the suit, or otherwise. The latter law was

paued (0 preveut a train of litigious actions by one party agnintt auuther in corpotute bodies ; therefura the loking party pays the costs as in the coart
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The defence set up by Sir Thomas Plomer, the king's solicitor-general and leading counsel for

the defendant, was, that the present manner of electing the aldermen from among the senior

council, had been pursued from the year 1577, which was proved by a number of corporate

records; which custom, he said, was founded upon a bye-law passed by the burgesses at large, or

with their consent. " To state the true grounds on which the jury will have to decide the merits

" of the case," said Sir Thomas, " the charter of Henry the Sixth, gave to the burgesses at large

" the right of electing the aldermen

—

in this body was the inherent right too of transferring the

" power, thus vested in them, to a select body, for the purpose of better obtaining the principal

" object of the body politic, which is the good government, the peace, and quiet of the town."

Though this bye-law is not now in existence, nor any record to prove that it ever had a being, yet

the Lex non scripta, or what is now called the common law of the land, maintains its existence,

from the long usage which rests upon its supposed authority.*

In the course of a most luminous and argumentative speech, Sir Thomas said, " The question

" stands decided by the highest tribunal in the country. In the reign of Elizabeth, attempts were

" made in various parts of the kingdom to overturn usages like the present. The question in

" itself important, was become more weighty from the disorders occasioned by those disputes.

—

" The Lords of the Privy Council therefore referred the matter to the chief justice and chief

" baron (men of high authority in the law,) who called in the rest of the judges. The question

" underwent great deliberation, and the result distinctly and solemnly promulgated to regulate and

" determine the point in all future times. It has become the law of the land, and has never been

" controverted."—The case alluded to is to be found in Lord Coke's Reports, 4tli vol. page 77,

and is as follows :—
St. Michaelmas Term, In the 40th and 4lst of Queen Elizabeth. The case of corporation.—In this term, at

Serjeants' inn, in Fleet-street, it was demanded of the chief justices Popham and Anderson, Periam, chief baron,

and the other justices, That where divers cities, boroughs, and towns, are incorporated by charters, some by the name

of mayor and commonalty, oir mayor, and burgesses, &c. or bailiffs and burgesses, &c. or aldermen and burgesses,

&c. or Provost, or Reeve and burgesses, or the like; and in the said charters it is prescribed, That the mayors,

aldfrmcn, provosts, &c. shall be chosen by the commonalty, or burgesses, &c. If the ancient and usual elections of

mayors, aldermen, bailiffs, provosts, &c. by certain selected numbers of the principal of the commonalty, or burgesses,

commonly called the common council, or by such like name, and not in general by the whole community of burgesses,

nor by so many of them as would come to the election, were good in law, for as much as by the words of charter!

the election shonid be indefinitely by the commonalty, or by the burgesses, which is as much as to say by all the

commonality, or by all the burgesses, &c. Which question, being of great importance and consequence, was referred

by the Lords of the Council to the Justice* to know the law in this case, because divers attempts were made of late in

divers corporations contrary to the ancient usage to make popular elections :—-And it was resolved by the justices,

upon great deliberation and conference had among themsclvei, That such ancient and usual elections were good and

of Common Pleas. Tlie reason why this action was brought against Mr. Ashwell was, because he was the nearest of having served the office of

alderman six years ; as a gentleman having served that time can hold the office forwards, notwilhstariding bis election was illegal, except a legal

process has been commenced against him previous to the expiration of the time. And if a verdict had been given against Mr. Ashwell, all the junior

aldermen would have been liable to the loss of office by writs of ouster.

• The law maintains the existence of such bye-laws upon the ground, that usages which have long existed independent of statute law or charter

would not have otherwise obtained ; and from a suppotition that such bye-laws may have been purposely or accidentally destroyed.
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well warranted by their chartei-s, and by the law also ; for in every of their chart, they havft power giveo them to

make laws, ordi.naqces, and copstitufions for t|ie better government and order of their cities or boroughs &c. by force

of which, and for avoiding of popular confusion, they, by their common assent, constitute and ordain. That the

mayor or bailiffs or other principal officers shall be elected by a selected number of the principal of the commonalty

or of the burgesses as is aforesaid, and prescribe also how such selected number, shall be chosen, and such ordinance

and constitution was resolved to be good and allowable, and agreeable with the law and their charters for avoiding of

popular disorder ai)d confusion c And although now such constitution or- ordinance cannot be shewed, yet it shall be

presumed and intended in respect of such special manner of ancient, and continual election (which special eleetion

could not begin without common consent) that at first such ordinance or constitution was made, such reverend respect

the law attributes to ancient and continued allowance and usage, although it began within time of memory : Mos

retinendus est fidelissimm vetustatis ; qum prceter consuetudinem Sj tnorem majorum Jiunt, neque placent, neque

rectavidenlur ; Sf frequehiia actus mullUm operatur. And according to this resolution the ancient aud continual

usages have been in London^ Norwich, and other ancient cities and corporations, and God forbid they should now

be innovated or altered, for many and great inconveniencies will therefore arise, all which the law has well prevented,

as appears by this resolution.

This article, the records produced, and the learned counsels' pleading were conclusive ; andthejury

gave a verdict for the defendant. Thus we see a bye-law for which there is no foundation, except

supposition, supported by the grave authority of a bench of judges, by the venerable opinion and

the prayers of the learned Lord Coke, by the brilliant eloquence, the commanding diction, and

convincing arguments of one of the first civilians of the present age, and, what is still more, by

the unanimous and unbiased decision of a British jury.*

The reader will have seen, that the hypothesis advanced respecting the manner by which the

burgesses came by their right in their l^nds is entirely unconnected with the evidence produced at,

and the result of this trial ; nay, if the presumed bye-law, with its supposed date, had been forth-,

coming, and it had confined itself to the mere point in dispute at this trial, it would have overturned

my hypothesis altogether; and we should have been left in the same labyrinth of uncertainties as

when we started on the difficult investigation ; but, as that date and the assumed nature of the

bye-law are only supported by record of a corresponding date, it does no such thing. For, if that

record, on which alone the bare supposition of the bye-law rests, had been dated in 1500, instead of

1 577, the bye-law would have had the same authority and have been supported by the same authority
;

and so on to the year 1442, the date of Henry the Sixth's charter, and the time at which my hypothesis

supposes a real, and far more important bye-law to have been made. Therefore the latter

supposition is stronger, as a historic deduction, than that of the bye-law's having been passed in

1577, though not so in point of law; because the proof of the practice founded upon it bears the

latter date. Besides, by looking at the parenthesis in Lord Coke's Reports,*we find that such

specmZ e^ec^ion (meaning the election of an alderman by the common council only) could not

begin without common consent. And, as the record of 1577, says nothing about common consent,

but merely confines itself to the fact of the election of an alderman having taken place at that

time contrary to the letter of the charter, this circumstance is of itself a signal, and, we may fairly

• At llie Michaelmas Term after the trial, llie Attoriiej -General obtained a rule to shew the unreasonableness of the supposed bye-law : but wlien

the case came to be argued, on the 25th of January, IS 10, Lord EUenborough, Mr. Justice Grose, and Mr. Justice Bailey, gave their opiaioD that (be

bye-law was reatonabk and just ; consequently the rule was distharged, and the question for ever laid at rest.
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say, a Zeg-aZ. proof, that theJjye-law which recorded the common consent of the burgesses was of

an anterior date; the mode of electing the aldermen at the date of the confirmatory record (for

it is nothing else) being then the customary mode ; or the record would not have barely confined

itself to the fact of an election being thus made. And is it likely, that the common consent of a

body of needy men could be obtained for the giving up a signal control and authority, which at

least would, flatter their vanity, without a co:mpensation ? .
Those who think so, can know little of

the passions which govern the great mass of mankind ! Another very striking proof is, that there

is no record in existence, or even traditionary report, of an alderman ever having been elected by

the burgesses at large; nor is there any authority to prove how the burgesses obtained the privilege

of electing the senior councilmen. Therefore the very circumstances disclosed at this trial, tend

most materially to support the hypothesis of the . burgesses having obtained the right of

possession in the lands, and the privilege of electing the senior councilmen, in consideration of

giving up the right of electing the aldermen ; and that too. immediately after the charter of

Henry the Sixth, was obtained. i . ,

I have thus given my opinion freely, as to the way by which the bargesses obtained their lands ;

and, though some may differ from me on the subject, I think none will a:ccuse me of, partiahty

—

the question merited investigation, and as such I have done my duty.

COMMOJV COUJVCIL.
This body, as has already been observed, consists of eighteen senior and s\xjunior counsellors

;

to whom are annexed, in their deliberative capacity, six aldermen and the mayor. To constitute

a hall for the ti'ansacting of business, the mayory three aldermen; and nine senior counsellors must

be present. The junior counsellors are summoned the same as the other: members of the hall, and

they have now the privilege of voting in all questions ; but still their presence is not necessary to

authorize the body to transact corporate business.* Upon questions relating to the chamber

estates, the chamberlains have a right to vote : on other occasions they act as officers in waiting to

the corporate body. The aldermen are cho-sen by the common hall oiit of the senior counsellors ;f

and the last elected alderman generally serves the office of mayor the ensuing year ; otherwise this

office goes by rotation, except some Jfjarticular cause, connected with the alderman the next in

succession, be assigned for deviatingfrom the pi'actice. The senior counsellors are elected by the

burgesses at large out of those that have served the offices of chamberlain and sheriff, though tiiey

having served the office of chamberlain alone constitutes the necessary qualification ; vvhile the

junior-Counsellors are elected in the same popular way, without any other qualification than that of

being a resident burgess. • ^
'-

* Till 1722,, al wliicli time lUe junior counsellors cease^ to lieej.ected, they were neitlier suffered to vote in the hall, or sit at the table ; there being

a, bench set apart for tliem to sit upon at a distance from the rest.
, •,,

,

t We must observe, however, that this custom has been twice dispensed with, once in 1733, at tlie election of Thomas Langford, wlio went in to

tlie church aieri',^, and catne^ut mayor. In tin? majoiality a, person of|tUeDame of Ward was made burgess at the age of 106. In Mr. Langford's

second m.iyoraliiy, 1740, he serv^cl the office of. high sheri^'^for the county. The spcond time the custom was dispensed with was in ISiO, Mr. Joint

Bates being then elected to the office of alderman without having been a member of (he council.

3 X
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On the subject of the corporate council, Deering; speaks as follows :
—" Promi the time of Henry

" the Sixth, the burgesses enjoyed in peace all the advantages which the!y had bestowed upon them
" by the crown, tilt the reign of king James the First, w:ben a dispute arose between the aldermen

"and fhe council, because the former had lately taken upon thenij without the consent of the

" burgesses, to sit in the hall as members of the council, and to give their vote in settling and
" disposing of the cofporation, bridge, and school lands ; which encroachment caused the burgesses

" to apply to the Lords of the King's Privy Council, who referred the affair to the judges*

" examination : these, after mature consideration of the charter and other matters in dispute, gave

" in certificates of their opinion, which produced an order of the Privy Council, whereby the

'•' aldermen were excluded voting as counsellors, and the number of these last was limited to

" twenty-four, of which six were chosen by the burgesses at large out of themselves, who had not

" served the office of chamberlain and sheriff." "And this, he observes in a note," "^ vms theirfirst

" sanction for chusing six junior counsellors."

For this rare piece of information, Deering was beholden to Mr. Sacheverell's " case of the

" corporation of Nottingham," to which our author refers us for clear and satisfactory information

on the subject, and which was written while the person whose name it bears was writhing under

the pressure of a fine of 600 marks for having been deeply involved in a riot in guildhall; and

while under a bond for his good behaviour. A little investigation into this matter will prove how

dangerous it is for a historian to commit his credit on board so crazy a bark.*

Now Deering well knew, that the aldermen did sit in the hall, arid vote on all occasions, at

the time he was writing his work ; therefore, if at so recent a period as the reign of James the First,

they had been expelled the hall, he ought to have informed us at, vvhat time, and on what authority

they resumed their seats; but this he has not attempted to do. Were this the only reason for

rejecting the account of the aldermen's expulsion from the council, we should be justified in so

doing ; but the source whence Deering drew his information, will furnish others still more

conclupive.f It is true this " case of the corpotajLion" informs us, that some objections were made

to the aldermen's sitting in the council, and one reason assigned by the writer is, "because there

" were no aldermen in the town before Henry the Sixth's days" . Now did not Mr. Sacheverell

know, that the burgesses were first authorized to elect aldermen by the charter of this very

monarch ? which charter says not a word about the adoption of a corporate council ! This council

could only originate from necessity and a combilyation of interests ; and is, as has already been

proved, the offspring of the merchants' guild and, the corporation pf tnrgesses united. And is it

not reasonable to suppose, as soon as the guild ,ha,4 compromised with the burgessegs for the

election of the aldermen, that the latter would have the privilege of sitting in the council of the

• The only palliative which justice can point out for the erroneous statement given by Mr. Sacheverell is, the necessity he felt of justifying himself and

friends, in malfin; one, of th.f boldest struggles which ever was made by a Iiandful of men in a local capacity, to prevent tyranny from rearing its

hideous power upon the ruins of prescriptive at5d chartered rights.

+ The Privy Councrl of the king has no such power as is attribrfted to it by Deering and Sacheverell, if we are to credit the first law authorities ; tlie

Lords of the Council having no judicial authority, escept in cases where the khig is admitted Ihe feudal lord f therefore the tale of,expulsion is founded

«u igtloranc a nd falsehood.
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guilds of which body they would be conspicuous members ? and thus, by consolidating- the two

bodies into one, they would act another very dignified part in the political compact—they would

become the guardians for the due performance of the contract between the two parties.

In support of the opinion that the aldermen have sat in the common council from their first

election, we have only to refer to the trial which took place in 1775, respecting the right of the

burgesses to choose six junior counsellors ; and to the surrender of the charters in 1681.

From some old deeds produced in evidence at the trial, there can be no doubt of the aldermen

having sat in the council chamber from the time of their first election, since those deeds were

signed by the mayorj three or four, aldermen, and six common counsellors ; and were the regular

transactions of the corporate body as far back as the reigns of Henry the Sixth, Henry the Eighth,

and Elizabeth. And when the charters were attempted to be surrendered (the account of which

is given us by this very Sacheverell) Gervas Wyld, mayor, Christopher Hall, John Parker, Gervas

Rippon, William Toplady, and William Greaves, aldermen, voted on the occasion. And although

a petition, signed by nearly four hundred burgesses, was presented to the Lord Chancellor against

the surrender, not a word is found therein against the right of the aldermen to vote in the council,

which certainly would have been the case had they been so recently forbidden to exercise the right of

voting on corporate business, particularly as all those named above, except Greaves, voted for the

surrender; and, more particularly still, as without the mayor and aldermen, there would have been

a majority of three against the surrender, which would either have prevented the transaction froaa

having taken place, or have rendered it illegal in itself, and therefore would have been a proper

subject of complaint.*

• Though this petition does not call in question the right of the aldermen to vote in the hall, yet it contains other matter of oonsitierable interest.

—

The petitioners distinctly assert, that the lands which the burgesses enjoyed were not obtained by royal bounty; and the argument which they dwell

mainly upon against a surrender of the charters is, that as lliese lands were given by " divers persons to the corporation," the surrender of the

charters would cause siKh lands to be lost to the burgesses, if heirs to the original doners could be traced. It may be proper to observe here, as the

distinction is not made under the last head, that the Coppices, which contain 190 acres and a few roods, are to be considered as an exception- ta the olliet

lands, with respect to the manner of obtainment; as it was the opinion of the late Mr. Coldham, town clerk, to whose memory I here pay a grateful

tribute of respect for the satisfactory and gentlemanly manner in which he always treated me when I applied to him for information for tlvis history,

and whose name is mentioned in the preface, that the Coppices were given to the corporation of burgesses by James the First, as a mark of respect for

tlie handsome manner in which he was treated, when enjoying his carousal at St. Ann's, as noticed in a foregoing chapter; these Coppices, which are

now converted into excellent arable and pasture lands, being then overspread with limber and underwood, and forming that portion of the Royal Chace

which lay within the liberties of the town. In 1809, tlie corporation advertised a part of the Coppices for sale, towards discharging a debt of upwards

of five thousand pounds, which had been contracted, partly for repairing the town prisons previously to the collecting of the " town rate," and partly in

defending themselves in certain law suits, which were stated to have been commenced again.st them by individual burgesses from captious and political

motives. Before the day of sale arrived, a meeting of a number of burgesses was held in guildhall to oppose the sale of the land, on the ground of its

consisting of burgess-parts ; and that the corporation had wantonly and unnecessarily squandered away the fnnds of the body. The town clerk rebutted

these accusations by asserting, that there were no burgess-parts upon the Coppice lands, but that the corpotation paid to thirty burgesses thirty shillings

a year each, out of tlie rental thereof ; which custom, he said, might be supposed lo have orioinated from this money being paid as a compensation in

lieu of converting that land into burgess-parls when it lay in an uncultivated state, as when it lay in that stale, if it had been divided, it would not have

answered any good purpose to the burgesses individually, the corporate body thereby becoming the legal disposers of the land in question, as the

compact of paying and receiving inferred the general consent of the burgesses at large to a bye-law to that effect [It appears hoVvever that the

payment to tlie burgesses has been increased within the last century, as a small record wliich I possess, written in 1113, states the payments then to be

twenty shillings a year to taenly burgesses each.] The town clerk also stated, that the corporation had not wantonly expended a shillTng of the money

resulting from their estates during the last twenty years. To prove the truth of this assertion, Mr. Alderman Ashwell propose^!, that a committee of six

should be immedi»tely didsen, three to be elected by the burgesses then present, and three by the corporate body, to examine the chamberlains' accounts

;

and (be result of such ioTestigation <o be aftertrards published in any way the burgesses iu full meeting should determine ; which proposition wa&
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Let us now try Deering's account of the origin of tlie junior counsellors, which he founded upon

the authority of Mr. Sacheverell's testimony, by the test of seijeant Hill's declaration, who was

leading counsel against the corporation at the trial in 1775. This gentleman stated, "that it had

" been the ancient constitution of the town of Nottingham, to elect eighteen senior and six junior

" counsellors, so far back as the year 1663, when the corporation was regulated by the act of

" parliament of the 13th of Charles the Second, and from thence to the year 1681, at which time

" the charters of the town were surrendered to king Charles the Second. That king William and

" queen Mary, by their charter, granted to the mayor and burgesses of this town in the year 1693,

" had restored to them the ancient constitution they enjoyed before the surrender of their chartersj

" which consisted of eighteen senior and six junior counsellors; and that the corporation understood

" such charter to be so, because, immediately after tlje granting thereof, they elected eighteen senior

'' and six junior counsellors, and continued such custom to the year 1733, (being thirty years after

"the charter), when the corporation, for reasons best known to themselves, refused to elect any

" more junior counsellors." In support of this declaration, several entries (says my account) in the

years 1663, 1693, and 1693, were read from the corporation books, when it was admitted to have

been the invariable custom of the town to have eighteen senior and six junior counsellors, the latter

alone being chosen from among those burgesses that had not served any office in the corporate

body, from 1663 to 1733, with the exception of about ten years, when the corporation subsisted

under the charter of Charles the Second.

Sacheverell and Deering inform us, that the circumstance which gave occasion to the chusing

of a junior council took place in 1605, while serjeant Hill, upon this important point never refers

to their authority^ but, on the contrary, asserts (and supports his assertion by legal records) that

this branch of the corporate constitution was instituted in 1663, making a difiFerence of 57 years.

—

The reader, I presume, will Tiot hesitate to decide between the two authorities ; for, though they

were alike produced in opposition to the corporation, the one was the effect of spleen, disappointment,

and chagrin, while the other is founded upon argument and record, and adduced to support an

important point of law, a point of law on which rested that branch of the corporate constitution

which forms the subject of the opposing testimonies. And, as we are justified in rejecting the

date given us by these writers of the original election of the junior council, so we are justified (if

no other reason had been adduced for so doing) in rejecting the ground-work of the date also;

namely, the expulsion of the aldermen from the common hall.

On the 13th of April, 1776, the six following gentlemen were elected members of the junior

council, after a trifling opposition of one day by a Mr. Statham, who polled about 70 votes, while

the others polled upwards of 300 each ; viz. Cornelius Launder, Esq. Mr. Thomas Frost, Mr. John

suppor(e(I by llie mayor and Mr. Alilermftn Allen. Tliis honorable proposal was neglected to be embraced, through the folly of a few iiidividiials, who

seemed to sink under the weight of Hieir own darhig, and whose object appeared more to excite clamour, than to obtain justice and information ; the

truth of which may be inferred from the leading man in the business being, at the very time, subject to a prosecution for infringing upon the burgesses

land.

In consequence of a want of due decorum in some persons present, the mayor, aldermen, and their friends retired, as also did other respectable persons

that came to the meeting with a view of opposing them, when the few that remained passed a resolution to petition the Lord Chancellor against the

sale of the laud ; but the corporation proceeded no further in the business.
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Morris, Mr. Thomas Ravvson, Mr. Charles Brown, and Mr. John Sterland—Mr. Brown dying in

1781, was succeeded by Mr. John Aleyne, who dying- in 1792, was succeeded by Mr. John James,

Mr. Frost dying'in 1798, was succeeded by Mr. kichard Hooton, Mr. Morris dying in 1799, was

succeeded by Mr. James Lee, Mr. Rawson dying in 1801, was succeeded by Mr. Charles Twells,

Cornelius Launder, Esq. dying in 1807, was succeeded by Mr. Lewis Allsopp,* Mr. Twells dying

in 1809, was succeeded by Mr. Martin Roe, Mr. Sterland dying in 1815, was succeeded by Mr.

James Dale.

The principal object which induced the suing parties to seek for the re-election of junior

counsellors was grounded on an opinion, that the corporation would be compelled to elect their

chamberlains out of that body, which would have given them tlie exclusive privilege of rising to the

highest offices of the corporate body, and would have caused an election of two junior counsellors

annually, independently df what might have been occasioned by death. Nor was it long before

this question was brought before Lord Mansfield, who had presided at the previous trial ; but his

lordship informed the junior counsellors that they must be contented in their present stations, as

the mayor, like every other independent gentleman, had a right to choose his own chamberlains

or stewards

• After Mr. .\ll»0]ip was declared duly elected, and U was expected that he was going to be sworn, in tiie manner as all the members of the common

council are, he refused to take that oath or part of an oatli whicli forbids the members of the council to divul^Je the secrets thereof; he was

therefore refused permission to enter the council chamber, and he declared his intention to seek his remedy at Mw. In this he was partially supported

by popular opinion, under an impression that all oaths of secrecy in corporate bodies were so many guarantees for ma- ing an improper use ©f the

property entrusted by charter or common law to their care; and, as Mr. Alfsopp was air attorney-at-law himself, great expectations were eDtertained

from his resistance to the usual custom ; but, among ihe more reflecting part of the community, his being an attorney, and' making the attempt,

excited all the astonishment, as it was thought that the knowledge which he was supposed to possess of the common law of Ihe land, would have

prevented him from thus committing himself, aaa few observations will make plainly appear. And it will also plainly appear, that the burgesses have

BO more cause to dread the oath of secrecy, as taken by Ihe members of the common council, than they have to dread Ihe decrees of the Turkish divan
;

na} . 1 have no doubt that this oath will appear to liie unprejudiced rather as a benefit than an evil.

It is known that parliament, immedialely on its re-election, among other things, demands of the king the privilege of .speech, that its members, in

their parliamentary capacity, may be protected against prosecution for Iheir declarations and animadversions upon persons and Ibings, except as they

are amenable to the bye-laws of the lionse. And does not every man of common sense say that this is a good custom.—a proper protection ? certainly

he does ! And ouglit not the members of a. political body corporate (o have the same privilege of speech, in their corporate capacity—ought not they

to have the same protection ? And, as this privih;ge cannot be obtained in the way it is obtained for members of parliament, it is sought for and

procured under the sacred guarantee of an oath. For the oath of secrecy lias no other nieaning, nor affords no other protection, as is manifest, from any

auiuorilive act of the corporate body being subject to legal investigation, by the king's becoming prosecutor, if properly applied to for that purpose;

and from the congregated members of the- corporate body being amenable to offended justice, if they have been found to adopt proceedings contrary to

the rule of right. "The oath, in question has no other effect, nor is any other inienlion coupled with it, than that of emboldening every member of the

council to canvass freely and without exposure the characters of persons put in nominition for certain offices, and to give their opinions frankly and

honestly upon any subject brought under their consideration. For, were it not for this protecting oath—was every observation, made in the hall,

liable to exposure, animadversion, and common tale-bearing distortion out of the hall, where is the gentleman that would chuse to give his sentiments

freely upon, and state liis private objections to another's becoming an ostensitle officer to the body, who, in point of property and influence, might be far

his superior; and perhaps have the power of doing him very great injury? For instance, suppose an alderman is wanted, and some purse-proud

ruffian who has not served the office of chamberlain, is put in nomination—^and such men frequently have their friends in public bodies— is it right that

he should be opposed on the ground of public character and decorum, and, indeed, on the ground of public justice, or is it not ? And few gentlemen, it

must be allowed^ would chuse to run the risk, if they were not protected against exposure, and, consequently, against private and combined vengeance.

The oath in question has this effect ; and it is therefore held good in point of justice and equity, as well as in law ; and such Mr. Allsopp found, for, when
the question was brought before Lord EUenborou^h, his lordship informed him that the oath was a very proper one ; and therefore if h e chose not to

t^ke it he was at liberty so to do, asd some other burgess might be elected in his stead. But Mr. Allsopp chose rather to take Ihe oath and his seat in

tbe council.
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LIST OF THE SENIOR COUNCIL.
Mr, John Collishaw

Mr. Robert Summers

Mr. William Huthwaite

John Fellows, Esq.

Mr. Edward Chatteris

Mr. Thomas Pepper

Mr. Joseph Heath

Mr. Thomas Wyld

Mr. Nathaniel Need, jun.

Mr. Thomas Carpenter Smith

Joseph Hurst Lowe, Esq.

Mr. Cornelius Huthwaite

Mr. John Houseman Barber

Mr. Henry Enfield

Mr. Jonathan Dunn

Mr. John Stone

Mr. William Hickling

Mr. William Morley

THE ALDERMEJV AND THEIR RESPECTIVE TVARDS.
CHAPEL WARD.

This ward^ to which Alderman Allen succeeded in 1804, begins at the north-east corner of

Friar-lane ; thence passing across the Market-place and up Sheep-lane, the west side of which it

embraces ; then crossing Parliament-street and going along Shaw's-lane till it reaches the

Mansfield-roadj which it follows to the extremities of the town's liberties in that direction ; then it

skirts those liberties till it arrives at Radford ; thence it passes on to the Park, and skirts the fields

till it reaches the Infirmary gardens ; then leaving Standard-hill to the right, and passing down

Park-street and Friar-lane, taking in all the intermediate building to the place where it begins.

CASTLE WARD.
Alderman Swann succeeded to this ward in 1804. It begins at the top of Wheeler-gate, and

runs up the south side of Friar-Jane and Park-street; then turning obliquely from the Castle-lodge,

it passes down by Brewhouse-yard and over the Leen opposite the Castle-wharf, the latter of which

it leaves to the right ; it then goes by the engine-house and passes over the newly erected bridge at

the bottom of Greyfriars-gate, taking in the west side of that street and of Lister-gate. It then

proceeds across the Low-pavement, througli Church-lane, up the south, and down the north side of

Pepper-street; then taking in the building in St. Peter's-church-yard, and embracing the porched

house opposite the outlet from the latter place, it proceeds down St. Peter s-gate to Peck-lane,

comprehending both sides of the latter street as far as the Punchbowl coffee-house ; tlien proceeding

down St. Peter's-square, and up the east side of Wheeler-gate, and ending at the corner of

Timber-hill,

MARKET WARD.
Alderman Coldham succeeded to this ward in 1808. It proceeds from the west to the east end

of Timber-hill ; then passing over to Middle-row, and proceeding up Cheapside, it passes through

and takes in both sides of High-street. It then courses up the west side of Clumber-street and

Milton-street ; then proceeds up the same side of IMansfield-road, and turns on Shaw's-lane to

Parliament-street, which it crosses, and goes down the east side of Sheep-lane, and then over

the Market-place to the point where it begins, and comprehending all the building within its

circuit.
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NORTH WARD.
To this ward Alderman Wilson succeeded in 1810. It takes its course from the west end of

Pelham-street ; then passing up the east side of Clumber-street and Milton-street, it proceeds up

the same side of the Mansfield-road, and skirts the town's liberties in a direction which comprehends

the Clay-fields, the Coppices, St. Ann's-well, &c. as far as the Carlton-road and Snenton, still

skirting the town till it arrives at the end of Barker-gate, up the north side of which it passes into

Stoney-street, the whole of which it comprehends. It then takes in Short-hill, and St. Mary's-

church-side as far as the Long-stairs ; it then embraces the whole of St. Mary's-gate, from the

north end of which street it proceeds down Warser-gate, and passing up the north side of Carlton-

street and down Pelham-street to where it commences ; consequently it comprehends Hockley,

Coalpit-lane, and all the masses of new buildings in that direction.

BRIDGE WARD.
Alderman Ashwell succeeded to this ward in 1803. It begins at the top of Garner's-hill, whence

it passes down the east side of it and through Middle-marsh. It then takes in the whole of Broad-

marsh, and passes down the east side of Greyfriars-gate, a:t the bottom of which it crosses the Leen,

and, after having compassed the town's liberties in the direction of Le'nt6n,Wilford, Col wick, and

Snenton, it enters Barker-gate in the same direction as the north ward does, taking in the south

side of that street. It passes through and embraces the whole of Belkr-gate and the Hollow-stone

;

then turns up Malin-hill, and out at the top of the Long-stairs ;' then comprehending the whole of

the High-pavement, it ends at the Blue-coat school

MIDDLE WARD.
To this ward Alderman Morley succeeded in 1814. It proceedfS from the Black Moor's-head

in Higli-street, taking in the building to the end of Bridlesmith-gate, then up Chahdler's-lane,

down the south side of Carlton-street, and round by the Stoney-street end thereof, it passes up the

north side of Warser-gate till it arrives opposite the end of St. Mary's-gate, when it embraces both

sides of Warser-gate and Bottle-lane. It then passes along the east side of Bridlesmith-gate, turns

back on the west side, and, after directing its course down the Poultry, it ends at the Punch-bowl,

in Peck-lane.

MONT-HALL WARD.
This ward proceeds down the west side of Garner's-hill, and up DrUry-hill. It takes the whole

of the Middle and LoW-pavements, as also Halifax-lane, Pilcher-gate, Fletcher-gate, Market-street,

and Byard-lane; and, when at the bottom of'tlie Low-pavement, it proceeds down the east side of

Lister-gate, and ends near the bottom of that street, where it meets the cattle ward. The late

Alderman Bates was elected to this ward in 1810 ; nor has a successor to him yet been

elected.*

• We must here observe, that the jurisdiction of the aldermen is not confined to their respective wards, as each holds jurisdiction over the tcu-n,

which was diviJed into wards for the couveniency of the coustables in the performasce of some part of their duty.
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CORPORATE SERVAJSfTS.
These officers consist of two bridge- masters, two schodTward^nSj two coroners,* two chamberlains,

two sheriffs, a town clerk, who is also clerk of tfjiei peace, a sheriflfe' clerk, who is steward of the

mayor's and sheriffs' court, and clerk of the sheriffs' county court, a surveyor or town's husband,

two bailiffs,vvto are Serjeants at mace, the mayor's serjeant^ the cojnmon seije^nt, who is also

called the mayoress's serjeaivtj the; keeper of the gaol, the keeper of the house of correption, a town

cryer, a field pounder; a meadow pounder, and the keeper of the fields and woods. ^

The bridge-masters and school-wardens are chosen annually, though it is customary, and, I

believe, confor.mable to an order of hall, for the same gentlemen to be twice or three times

successively re-chosen, that they may advantage the trusts committed to their care in the subsequent

years by the experience obtained in the first year ; and, in consideration of the high importance

attached to these trusts, these officers generally are aldermen. The chamberlains and sheriffs are

also, ^hosen annually j and,. th^i chamberlains for one year are generally chosen sheriffs for the next.

These two latter .officers wear Jblack silk gowns, as do the bailiffs^ who are their serjeants at mace.

The town clerk likewise wears a black s^lk gown. The mayor's serjeant is also a serjeantat mace,

he carrying the mayor's massive,and distinguishable gold and silvjer mace at all public processions;

the present seirjeant apd on,e of, his predecessors in office also holding tlie situation of high

constable. And the common serjeant -is keeper of the fields and woods. These two officers have

one and the same livery, which consists of a dark blue cloak trimmed with gold lace, and hats

trimmed with the same" material, and encircled with a gold band.f The town cryer and the

keeper of the house of correction wear a red livery with blue cuffs and trimmed with silver lace,

and hats trimmed and banded with the same material; and the two pounders wear a green livery,

with similar trimmings to the two ofj&cers just named. Formerly there was a scavenger and a

purveyor ; but the duty of the former is performed by the chamberlains, and the latter has ceased

to be necessary, since hot entertainments went out of fashion.

Deering, when speaking of the corporate servants, observes, " The mayor and sheriffs had

" formerly an officer called a bill-bearer^ at present that office is unknown." As neither our

author nor tradition have furnished a hint, as to the nature of this office, we are left entirely to

conjecture. The only duty performed by any of the servants at this time, which can bear any

affinity to the appellation of bill-bearer, is that of carrying out summonses from the mayor to the

common council, &c. on. corporate business, which is performed, as seems very natural, by the

mayor's serjeant. Is it not reasonable to suppose, that the corporation, shortly after their judicial

inauguration, would employ an officer to carry the securis or axe, and the fasces before them at

' '

'

' « —
* The coroners are elected by what are called the Hvery or clothing, i. e. all tliose who have served the office o! chamberlain j the distinctiveness of

which name or names clearly imports, as indeed is the fact, that the gentlemen serving the latter office wore the livery or clothing of the corporation,

which consists of a black silk gowu, except the under servants, whose dresses will be described presently. Neither the chamberlains nor the coroners

have worn llie gown of some time.

f Ti'ie duty of the keeper of the fields and woods has censed ; and so have bis perquisites, except a tree be blown down within the liberties of tbt

t«wo, which, according to custom, becomes his properly.
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their public processions, in order to impress their authority with additional awe upon the multitude,

in the same manner as the Roman magistrates were preceded by their lictors ; these instruments

being the natural appendages of justice? And supposing this practice to have been pursued (and

there would be great propriety in it now) the name of the axe or halberd might provincially be

converted into bill, a circumstance nowise uncommon ; and hence the bearer thereof would obtain

the name of hill-bearer. '

ANCIENT CUSTOMS OF THE CORPORATIOJV.
Deering in page 124 has preserved an account of an ancient annual procession of the corporate

body to Southwell, which he says was copied by the Rev. Samuel Berdmore from the register of

that town. " It runs thus :—" The maitire of Notlirigh. and his brethren and all the clothing in

" likewise to ride in their best livery at their entry into Southvill, on Wytson Monday, and so to

" procession Te Dewm, without the maior and oder thick the contrary'because of fouleness of way,

" or distemperance of the weder. Also the said maiore and his brethren and all the clothing in

" likewise to ride in their livery when they be comyn hpme fiom Southvill on the said Wytson

" Monday through the town of Nottingh. and the ^a,id justices of peace tp have theii- clokes born

" after them on horse^-^ack at the same time through thp town,

" This is copyed out of the leiger of

" Nott. town by me Fran. Leek,

" Preb. de Woodborough."

From the observance of this custom in times gone by, Deering conjectured that the church of

Southwell (Southvill, i. e. the vill or town to the south) was acknowledged by Nottingham as the

mother church. Without entering into controversy with our author on the subject of this notion

of his, which appears so absurd, when we consider the relative connections and importance of the

two towns, particularly since Nottingham has been honored with a mayor, I will just observe, that

the custom we are speaking of seems to have savoured, more of ostentation than of submission ;

and which might be practised for the purpose of impressing the country people with awe and

admiration by a display of grandeur and formality ; the rustic simplicity of those times giving full

scope to ^uch notions of parade; but which the intercourse of trade, that naturally affiliates the

different orders in society, has long since rendered ineffectual.

Deering, from his anonymous author, has also given us the fpllowing ancient custom :
—" By a

" custom," says he, " time beyond memory, the mayor and aldermen of the town and thejr wives

" have been used on Monday in Easter /week, morning prayers ended, to march to St. Ann^-well,

" having the town waits to play before; them, and attended by all the clothing and their wives, i. e,

" such as have been sheriffs, and ever after wear scarlet gowjis, together with the officers of the

" town, and many other burgesses and gentlemen, s.ach as wish well to the wO;Qdward,t\m meeting

'• being at first instituted, and since continued for his benefit."

That it is not necessary for a gentleman to have served the office of sheriff, in order to his being

a member of the clothing, and consequently tq qualify him for the situaition of senior counsellbr, I

have before stated; the office of chamberlain qualifying for both; while on the subject of the

3 Z
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clothing's. scarlet gowns, Deering has the follbwing
. remarks ;—r-" By, this; it seems the sheriffs (by

" which, Mkiag the text of his authpr, he means tb& wh<de clothing), used to .wear scarlet as well as

"the aldermen; and aa old person iijifortias/ me, that Mr. John Sherwin, in king Charles the

" Second's reign, claimed, when sheriff, the wearing of a scarlet gown, but gave offence in having

"it made, not like the sheriffs ; but in the fashion, of an alderman's gown."

That the mayor, aldermen, and common counsellors have a right to change the livery of their

officers, must be readily granted; but, if their officers ever did wear scarlet gowns, my opinion is,

that it was a castym handed down frorhUhfe merchants' guild, and practised by the members of their

council before they became connected with the political body cor[n)rate ; and that the latter, when

they had completely enveloped the fornjer, changed the livery of their superior servants to a more

hunible colour, for the purpose of, greater distinguishment between them and the mayor and

aldermeti. ,

^ ,, „;,, ^..S,,.,
.,

ELECTION OF THE MA FOR, ^-c,

Deering has given lis a detailed account of this ceremony ; and, as it corresponds with the

practice of the present day, except in a few particulars which will be noticed, we will give it in

our author's own words.—" On the 29th of September in the morniiig, the aldermen and all those

" who are upon the clothing assemble at the old- mayor's h6«se, who entertai-ns them, besides tea and

" coffee, with a cold collation, (formerly "with hot roasted ^eese) about ten of the clock they go in

" their formalities to the church of St Mary, the waits with scarlet cloaks laced with silver, marching

" and playing before them, where they attend divine service, and hear a sermon preached upon that

^"occasion by onfe' of the ministers Of the thi'ee parishes, who take their turn as chaplains of the

" corporation, each of theWr r^^Cfeiviug annually, a free gift 6f £20,by the hands of the chamberlains.*

" EHvine service (ended,'the whole body goes into the vestry; where the old' mayor seats him^lf in

" an elbovv^chair, at a table covered with black Cloth, tiie mace being laid in the middle of it,

" covered with rosemary and sprigs of bay, (which they t6rm burying the mace,) then the mayor

" presents the person before nominated to the body, andaftfef it has gone through the votes of all

" the dothing, the late mayor takefe up the liiace; kisses it, arid delivers' it into the hands of the new

" mayor, with a suitable compliment, who p^bposes tvvo persons for sheriffs, and two for the office

" of chamberlairtsj these having also gone thrdugh the totes; the mayor and the rest go into the

" chancel, where the senior coroner adrpinisters the oath to the new mayor, in the presence of the

" old one; next the town clerk gives to the sheiriffs and chaniberlains thfe oath of their offite.

—

" The ceremony being thus ended, they march in order as before, to the netv hall, [the Exchange-

" hall] attended by siich gentlemen and tradesmen as hav6 been incited by the new mayor, &c.

" In theii' way at the -Week-day-cross, over Against the ancient guild-hall, the town clerk proclaims

" the mayor and th6 sheriffs, and the next ensuing market-day, they are again proclaimed, in the

" face of thb 'whole market at the Malt-cross."f

,J
-• ,;

>•
I ly.:' -/' i,

• This donation,, as has nlready beep nojiced, has be«n discontiniieid.

f Tliis, and every oilier proclamation promnlgated in tills tovrn, are noW made by the town cryer from a window in tbe front of the Exchange, tM

«wn cie^kBtatidWe' near him to direct him what Uel» to say. '<]'
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" In former times, as I am credibly informed," continues our author, " hot entertainments, very

" expensive to the mayor and sheriffs, used to be made, and each at his respective house, used to

" feast his friends, the one striving to out do tlie other in splendour ; but of late years those

" extravagancies are laid aside, and the guests, at the joint expense of the mayor and sheriffs, are

" welcomed in the long room over the shambles, with bread and cheese and fruit in season, pipes

" and tobacco, with plenty of wine, punch, and ale if called for. At last the sheriffs present every

'' guest with a large piece of rich cake, made for that purpose."

The mayor's feast, as this entertainment was called, on the 29th of September, is now laid aside,

with the exception of his friends being invited to breakfast with him before he goes to church for

inauguration. It is customary, however, for the mayor to give four sessions dinners, to two of

which it would be considered ungentlemanly on his part, if he did not invite all the resident clothing

of the body corporate. To enable him to meet the expenses of these dinners, and otherwise to

support the dignity of his office, it was usual for him to receive from the hands of the chamberlains

one hundred pounds, and likewise the fines levied by the Middleton jury, &c. which generally

amounted to fifty pounds more; but, in 1804, these fines were either abrogated, or applied to other

purposes, and the mayor's salary was advanced to two hundred pounds. There is likewise an

annual meeting in the exchange-hall on the king's birth-day, to drink his majesty's health, the

expenses of which are defrayed out of the chamber purse. To this meeting the mayor, who
presides, with the livery servants in waiting, has the exclusive privikge of issuing invitations, which

generally extend to all the gentlemen and respectable tradesn^en in the town.*

SHERIFFS COUNTY COURT OF THE TOJVJV,
The words in the charter of Henry the Sixth, which appertain to this court are the following :—

" And that the sheriffs of the said town, and the precincts thereof, and the other sheriffs for time to

" come, shall, in future, hold their county court on Monday in every month within the said town,

"for the said town, and the precincts of the same, in such manner as other sheriffs, at other

" places within our kingdom, or as other sheriffs of us, our heirs and successor's hold, or ought to

•' hold their county courts in other parts of our kingdom." And, as this subject has an influence

upon the interest of many who may read this history, we will give Blackstone's statement of

county courts, which embraces this among the rest.

" The county court," says our civilian, " is a court incident to the jurisdiction of the sheriff f
" It is not a court of record, but may hold pleas of debt or damages under the value of forty

* A salary of £200, for llie chief magistrate ot a town, which is generally so profuse in its other departments of public expenditure, and which is so

populous and important, is insignificant and paltry in the extreme
; particularly when it is considered that that money is barely sufScient to defray the

expenses of the sessions dinners. Even Doncaster has a mansion-house, with banquet-room, <Sc. in give dignity lo the ofRce of its chief magistrate.

It is true, that the new room fitting up at the Exchange will make one of the first banqueting-rooms in the kingdom ; but where are the necessarily

appended cellars, &c. and tlie means of supplying them with requisitss? It is therefore seriously to be wished, that the dignity of the mayor was properly
supported

;
for, the cost attending a judicious display of the first magisterial dignity would be more than compensated by the awe and admiration which

official power would inspire in the prevention of youthful deprasity.

t Two sheiiflfs and two coroners were originally elected in Nottingham, to officiate respectively in the English and French boroughs ; and though 111*

latter distinction has ceased, the officers are still elected.
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" shillings. Over some of which causes these inferior courts have, by the express words of the statute

" of Gloucester, a jurisdiction totally exclusive of the king's superior courts. For in order to be

" entitled to sue an action of trespass for goods before the king's justiciars, the plaintiff is directed

" to make affidavit that the cause of action does really and bonafide amount to 40s. which affidavit

" is now unaccountably disused, except in the Court of Exchequer. The statute also 43. Elizabeth,

" c. 6. which gives the judges in all personal actions, where the jury assess less damages than

" 40s. a power to certify the same and abridge the plaintiff of his full costs, was also meant to

" prevent vexation by litigious plaintiffs ; who, for purposes of mere oppression, might be

" inclinable to institute suits in the superior courts for injuries of a trifling value. The county

'' court may also hold plea of many real actions, and of all personal actions to any amount, by

" virtue of a special writ called a justicies ; which is a writ empowering the iheriff, for the sake

" of dispatch, to do the same justice in his county court, as might otherwise be had at Westminster.

" The freeholders of the county are the real judges in this court, and the sheriff is the ministerial

" officer. The great conflux of freeholders, which are supposed always to attend at the couuty

" court, is the reason why all acts of parliament at the end of every session were wont to be there

" published by the sheriff; why all outlawries of absconding offenders are there proclaimed ; and

" why all popular elections which the freeholders are to make, as formerly of sheriffs and

" conservators of the peace, and still of coroners, verdurers, and knights of the shire, must even

" be made in plena comitatu, or, in full county court. By the statute 2, Edward the Sixth,

" c. 25. no county court shall be adjourned longer than for one month, consisting of twenty-eight

" days. And this was also the ancient usage, as appears from the laws of king Edward the Elder.

" In those times the county court was a court of great dignity and splendour, the bishop and the

" ealdorman (or earl) with the principal men of the shire sitting therein to adniinister justice both

^' in lay and ecclesiastical causes. But its dignity was much impaired when the bishop was

" prohibited and the earl neglected to attend it. And, in modern times, as proceedings are

" removeable from hence into the king's superior courts, by writ of pone or recordare, in the

" same manner as from hundred-courts, and courts-baron; and as the .«ame writ of false judgment

" may be had, in nature of a writ of error; this has occasioned the same disuse of bringing actions

" therein." The Nottingham county court is held in guild-hall every fourth Wednesday.*

MAYOR'S AND SHERIFFS' COURT
FOR THE TOWN AND COUNTY OF THE TOWN OF NOTTINGHAM,

Sometimes also called the King's Court of Record.

It is held by charter from the crown of ihe 27th of Henry the Sixth, in the following words :

—

" And that the said burgesses of the said town and their successors for ever, hold a court, at their

• An application wa» made to parliament by the tradesmen of this town, in February . 1785, for a bill lo establisli a court of conscience for the easy

recovery of small debts, which was refused on the ground of the existence of th corporate court above named, and its application to the object

petitioned for; and on the ground of such a bill interfering with Ihe chartered rights of the tovrn. A court of conscience would not only b«

unconstitutional here, but it has nothing of conncience in lis practice but the name.
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" pleasure, of all and singular contracts, covenants, and trespasses, as well against the peace as

" otherwise, and of all other things, causes, and matters whatsoever, arising within the said town

" and the precincts thereof, except as before excepted, to be held from day to day in the guild-hall

" of the said town, before the mayor of the said town, or his deputy, and his sheriffs of the same

" for the time being. &c."

But, as this court is of such importance to a very considerable part of the inhabitants of this

town, and not unfrequently so to non-residents; and as its rules of practice are so little known, even

to attorneys themselves, except those that receive instructions from the steward of the court, I will

give a copy of the instructions thus furnished, with which I was favored by a gentleman connected

with the law, which runs as follows :

—

COPY
This court is held on the Wednesday every fortnight before the mayor and sheriffs, who are its judges. It is a court

of record, and holds pleas of all actions whether real, personal, or mist, to any amount, arising within the county of

the town of Nottingham. It is of infinite service in the easy and speedy recovery of small debts, and in the recovery

of possession's when withheld from the owners, and who othervvise could have no redress, except at the expense of

nearly one-fifth of the value of the property withheld. The judges depute a steward, for the purpose of issuing writs

of capias,* the only mesne process of the court on the requisition of any person, and for filing its proceedings, and

recording its judgments. There are two Serjeants at mace, who attend the court and execute the process, and who are

considered ministerial officers. To them it belongs to take bail or pledges for the appearance of any debtor when

arrested; and they and the sureties, which they give to the sheriffs annually, are answerable for the responsibility of

the pledges. These pledges are in the nature of special bail ; and the same proceedings are had against them as against

the persons who are special bail in the courts above. The steward is the under sheriff of the town ; and, on the

election of the new officers by the body corporate, at Michaelmas annually, he is appointed by the mayor and sheriffs,

and takes an oath which is admiaistered to him by tha town clerk. All the attorneys who reside in Nottingham have

a right to practice therein ; but none who reside at a distance have been suffered so to do, as a matter of right

;

although attorneys are not admitted and sworn in this court, as in some others. All attorneys administer oaths of a

debt, service of process, &c. but they ought regularly to have a commission so to do, although that is always dispensed

^vifh. The rules for conducting the proceedings in this court are as follows, viz.-

—

That, whenever any debtor shall be arrested and taken to gaol, on process of this court, the plaintiff shall be obliged

to file a declaration against him at the next court day after his being taken to gaol, and shall enter with the steward a.

rule for the debtor to plead thereto; providing four days shall have passed between such debtor's going to gaol, and

such court day (the day of going to gaol and the court day excluded ;) and if four days shall not have intervened, then

at the first court after such four clear days shall have passed. And such plaintiff shall proceed, at the first court after

such declaration is filed, to enter in the steward's book a peremptory rule for the defendant to plead; and at the

second court, after the declaration is filed, shall sign his interlocutory judgment ; having first given the defendant

personally, or left with the gaoler for him, a notice in writing in the usual form, of the declaration being filed eight

days previous thereto, the day of giving the notice included, and- the day of signing the interlocutory judgment

excluded. And, on such judgment being signed, shall enter into the steward's book a notice of executing the inquiry

the next court day ; and shall give to such prisoner persoTially, or leave with the gaoler for him, a notice in writing ia

the usual form, and the time and place of such inquiry being intended to be executed eight days previous thereto, the

• TliK literal meaning of tins word is, " You lake to satisfy." It is a writ authorizing tlie capture or seizure of a Jefeudant ; but in practice it is

divided into two sorts. First, Capias ad respondendum, " You take to answer."—A writ issuing to take the defendant for the purpose of making

him answerable to the plaintiff. Secondly, Capias ad satisfaciendum, " You take to satisfy."—A writ of execution after judgment, empowering the

oilii-er to take and detain tlie body of the defendant until satisfaction be made to the plaintiff,— TAe Aulhor.

4 A
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day ofgiving notice intituled, and.theday of inquiry being excluded ; aad sliall. proceed to execute bis inquiry accordingly

after such next court after interlQcq^oi;y judgment signed; and shall proceed to jsign final judgment and charge the

defendant in execution oil the next succeediqg court day after inquiry executed, otherwise the defendant, in fault of

any one of such proceedings, at the above times, shall be discharged at the court day, after such neglect made, on

motion, and entering a common appearance to the action. That no notice of declaration or inquiry shall be of any

effect, unless the declaration shall be previously lodt ed with the steward, and the judgment regularly signed in 'the

steward's book. That, in case a prisoner shall plead a demurrer to any declaration or othar proceedings, the plaintiff

shall, proceed to reply, or join in demurrer at the next court after such plea or demurrer is filed ; and, 'if sucliiprisoner

£hall rejoin, the |)IaiDtiff shall file his rebutter at the next court day after the rejoinder is filed; and that whenever any

issue of law or fact is tendered to the plaintiff he shall join therein at tJie next court after it is offered in any proceedin»

by any prisoner ; and that such plaintiff shall give to such prisoner personally, or leave with the gaoler for him, a

notice in writing in the usual form (issues not being delivered in this court) of the cause being intended to be tried, or

demurrer argued, at the next court after such issue is joined eight days previous thereto, the one inclusive, and the

other exclusive ; and shall not afterwards countermand such notice of trial or argument. And that, if the verdict be

given for the plaintiff, he shall sign final judgment thereon, and charge the defendant in execution on the next court

day after such verdict given. And that if any plaintiff shall neglect any one of the above proceedings at the above

times, the defendant shall, on motion to, and order of this court, entering a common appearance to the action, be

discharged. That in all actions, where the defendant shall be served with a copy of process of this court, or shall

have given pledges for his appearance, the plaintiff shall be allowed as much time to proceed as he thinks proper, so as

not to exceed one year from the time the action is commenced, providing the defendant does not object thereto. But

the defendant shall always have it in his power to nonpros* the plaintiff in any stage of the cause previons to issue

being joined, and having given two rules in the steward's book for him to declare, reply, + surrejoin, surrebut, or join

issue on two several court days, previous to the court at which such judgment of nonpros is signed. That before anv

plaintiff shall be permitted to sign interlocutory judgment against the defendant he shall have first entered in the

steward's book two rules to plead, rejoin, or rebut, at two several court days previous to such judgment being signed,

and given to, or left for the defendant at his last, or usnal place of abode, if he shall not have entered an appearance;

but if he shall not have entered such appearance then with his attorney, or at his place of abode, eight days notice of a

declaration having been filed against such defendant in the action, in the usual form, the day of giving such notice to

be considered inclusive, and the day of signing the judgment exclusive ; and, before any inquiry shall be executed in

any cause, a like notice shall be given. That in causes where the defendant is not in custody, the plaintifl^s attorney

shall give the defendant's attorney eight days notice of trial in the usual form, (issues not being delivered in this court)

ths one of such days to be accounted inclusive, and the other exclusive. And that, if the plaintiff shall not proceed

to trial, nor countermand by notice in writing, to be left with the defendant's attorney, or al his place of abode, four

days before such intended trial, one of such days inclusive, and the other exclusive, the plaintiff shall pay unto the

defendant the like costs as if such notice of trial had not been countermanded, to be taxed by the steward; and he

shall not be permitted to proceed to trial until such costs are paid. That upon any issue being joined, if the plaintiff's

attorney shall not within two court days then after give notice of trial, and within three court days proceed to try the

same, the defendant's attorney may, the third court, enter a rule for the plaintiff to try such issue the fourth court dav
and in the mean time to give the usual notice of eight days thereof. And if the plaintiff's attorney shall not give such

notice, then, at the fourth day, or any subsequent court, notice of trial by proviso may be entered io the steward's

book by the defendant's attorney, who may proceed to give the plaintiff^s attorney the like notice of trial for the fifth,

• On the meaning of this compound, and yet abbreviated word, Blackstone speaks as follows, under the head, " Private Wrongs :"— For, if the

plaintiir neglects to deliver a declaration for two terms after tlie defendant appears, or is guilty of oilier delays or defaults against Uie rules of law in

any subsequent stage of Ibe action, he is adjudged not to follow qr pursue his remedy as he ought to do, and therefore a nonsuit, or non prosequitm;

is entered ; and he is said to be nonprossed. And thus deserting bis complaint, after making a false claim or compUinl (pro falsa elanure smj h»

•ball not only pay costs to the defendant, but is liable to be amerced ta the king.

f Surrejoin—k reply to a rejoinder

—

Smrehut—k reply to a rebutter.
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or any sabscqwent <;ourt, as he himself was entitled to btefoi*e the plaintiff ctould have tried such cause; and having

ghren 'such notice, may-proceed totrial thereon, at such fifth, or anysubsB4u^ent court accordingly. That if a defendant

surrender himself in discharge of the pledges, or his attorney ehall give notice thereof utito the plaintiff's attorney,

from which time the proceedings must be carried on, conformable to the rules for proceeding against a prisoner.—^

That no scire facias* shall issue against any pledge or pledges untilafter a capias ad satisfaciendum has been issued,

and lodged eight days inclusive in the hands of one of the Serjeants at mace previous to the return thereof. That a

copy of such scire fitcins shall be served on each of such pledges, at least six clear days, both exclusive, before the

return thereof, and before it shall be returned scire fesi. And that if the defendant is surrerideried in discharged of

his pledges, at -any time before the return of the second scire facias, and before the return of the first, if returned,

(cir.e facias, or on the return day cedente curia, -^ the pledges be discharged. That, in causes in ejfectment, only one

rule shall be entered to plead, reply, &c. before judgment shall be signed. That no longer time be allowed to a

plaintiff or a defendant than is specified in the above mentioned rules, except by leave of the court, on sufficient cause

shewn. That before final judgment shall be signed lipon ahy cognovit actionem,^ or on confession of the damages

which any plaintiff has sustained, an affidavit shall be filed with the steward of this court of the due execution of such

confession of judgment and damages, together therewith. That no plaintiff be permitted to discontinue any action,

but on motion to, and by leave of the court. That no declaratory plea, or plea in abatement be admitted to be filed

after an imparlance. § That no rule be made for bringing 'up any insolvent debtor on his petition for receiving the

benefit of the Lords' Act within less than six weeks of such petition being filed. ,

TOWJY JVAT€H.
^Vhen we consider the vast sums of money annually expended in the internal government of the

tovYHj which are exacted under the name of county or town rates, astonishment is naturally excited

at seeing the watch, pitiful in point of number, under the necessity of being maintained bv

voluntary contribution ; while the great bulk of the inhabitants, whose situations in life prevent their

uniting in this necessary measure of self-defence^ are exposed to the depredatidfts of those misguided

mortals whose guilty purposes induce them to set the vengeance of the laws at defiance, for want

of nocturnal guardians. And^ without, in the slightest degree, intending to impugn the conduct,

views, intentions, or pursuits of the magistracy, I feel it a duty incumbent upon me to give it as my
opinion, as an impartial observer an<i narrator, that there is more money expended in detecting,

supporting, securing, and prosecuting delinquents and supposed delinquents, than, if partially

otherwise applied, would prevent a great part of the robberies from being eommifted. My opinion

may be founded in error ofjudgment; but that error ofjudgment (supposing it to be so) never can

be made manifest without practical application. And, it is an axiom, founded on the broad principles

of moral justice, that every crime which is committed, that might have beeft prevented by a

judicious management of the means commensurate with the necessity of the case, is a breach made

in the moral system of society by those whose duty it is to keep the fabric in repair. For crimes

not only contaminate youth by example, in tlie divergency of their baneful allurements, as the

• A writ which orders a defendant to shew cause why execution shall not be made out of a judgment which has passed against him.

f During the silting of the court.

I This in law is where a defendant confesses the plaintiff's cause of action against him to be just anitrue; and, after istne, suffers judgnrent to b*
entered against him without trial.

§ Imparlance, in this case, means a motion for respite to put in an answer.
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ignls-fatuus, oxfoolishfire, leads the inexperienced into its native quagmires^ but they add greatly

to the weight of local taxation ; and they swell most materially and fatally the masses of human

misery and disgrace> by partially involving whole families and unsuspicious connections in their

'consequences. They also prevent their perpetrators from performing that duty in society which

nature intended them to perform.

But, supposing that a well-regulated nightly watch would prevent the commission of many

crimes, and their appalling consequences, in this town, the magistrates are not to be blamed for

not having enforced the measure ; for, as it would be attended with considerable expense, the

captious and illnatured would attribute to them motives of oppression and unbridled authority, if

they enforced it, and carefully keep back, as far as their means afforded, all investigation intb the

happy consequences likely to result. Therefore, it is the duty of the housekeepers at large to

petition the bench at the quarter sessions on the subject ; in which case, there can be little doubt

of such petition meeting with due attention.

The reader will judge for himself, whether this town is properly watched during the night,

when he considers that about 35,000 inhabitants are scattered through upwards of 400 street s

lanes, &c. and that nine or ten men, four of whom watch the market-place, are employed to walk

almct,i twenty streets. In 1815, in consequence of the numerous depredations committed in

several streets, ichere no tvatch was kept, the housekeepers therein obtained permission to be

sworn in the capacity of special constables, and, by taking their turns as watchmen of the night,

have preserved the neighbourhood in security.*

;
The anonymous author, to whom Deering so frequently alludes, gives the following account of

a watch, which was anciently kept here, and continued till the troubles in the reign of Charles the

First :—" In this town," says this writer, " by an ancient custom, they keep yearly a general

'' watch every Midsummer eve at night, to which every inhabitant of any ability sets forth a man,

"as well volunteers as those who are charged with arms, with such munition as they have;

" some pikes, some muskets, calivers, or other guns, some partisans, halberts, and such as have

" armour se,nd their sei^vants in their armour. The number of these are yearly almost two

"hundred, who at sun-setting meet on the Row, the most open part of the town, where the

" mayor's Serjeant at mace gives them an oath, the tenor whereof folioweth in these words." To
" wit. " They shall well and truly keep this town till to-morrow at sun-rising

; you shall come

" into no house without license or cause reasonable. Of all manner of casualties, of fire, or crying

" of children, yoij. shall due warning make to the parties, as the case shall require you. You shall

" due search make <jf; all manner of affrays, bloodsheds, outcries, and of all other things that be

" suspected. You shall due presentment make of the same, either to Mr. Mayor, the sheriffs, or

" other officers. If any strangers come to the town, well and demeanably to behave yourself to

" them courteously, and to entreat them, and to bring them to their Inns, and well and secretly

" keep the watch, and other things that belong to the same watch, well and truly do, to your

"cunning and power."

* In (lie Bridlesmitli-gate round (here is a timepiece, called a superintcnder to which, if the watclmmn do not apply a key every half hour, it will'

inform its keeper in the morning, that the nightly guardianJias pot done his duty.

^
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This farcical display of nocturnal guardianship,which, annually, had its inauguration, amplification,

and quietus during the course of one of the shortest nights in the year, is further illustrated by the

writer in question in the following words :—" One reason, besides the points of the oath

" rendered for this custoni is^ to keep their armour clean and fair, with all their accoutrements, fit

*' and ready to use upon any sudden occasion. I^i this business the fashion is for every watchman
" to wear a garland, made in the fashion of a crown imperial, bedecked with flowers of various

" kinds, some natural, some artificial, bought and kept for that purpose, as also ribands, jewels, and

" for the bettei;' garnishing whereof, the townsmen use the day before,to ransack the gardens of all

" the gentlemen with sjx or seven miles about Nottingham, besides what the town itself affords

" them, their greatest ambition being to out do one another in the bravery of their garlands."

This custom seems to have been lost in the regular military watch during the conflict between

Charles and the people, and that, in its turn, having ceased with the troubles which gave it birtb,|

the corporation subsequently employed four watchmen, who, for want of some superior active

power to watch' them, became so remiss in their duty, that they were discontinued. And, in

consequence of the numerous depredations committed, after the conclusion of the' American war.

the inhabitants in g'eneral, in the year 1788, formed themselves into associations for mutual defence,

They accordingly agreed that every housekeeper should, in pei'son or by deputy, watch a night in

rotation, in such parties as the respective associations agreed upon This system, however, soon

fell to the grpijnd, as the poor found it a task frequently violatory of their necessary avocations:

—

And thp more wealthy adopted the plan which Is now in use ; and which is so iniadequate to the

general security of the inbabitaftts.

MAYORS,
An imperfect list of the mayors of Nottingham from 1284 to 1589, the first five I having been

enabled taadd to the lists hitherto published, and which, of course embrace the first mayor; for

though the charter of fidwafd the First, that grants the privilege of choosing a burgess to that

high office, was signed in 1383, yet the first mayor was not elected till St. Michael',s-d^y in ISS*.

1284 Roger de.Cr!ophil^

1286 Hugone Je ;Fleming

1294 Johaapes, Je Ea^nier

1296 Joljaanes de ^l,e,m,ing-

1296 Randujphus Hufton ,

1302 Johaanes^^r de le Paumer

1314 Robert Ingram ^ . •

1330 Nicholas- deShelfordi
,

1332 Lawrgnpe le Spicer]
, „

1334 William d^iAmyas .
,

1335 Roger de Protchal ,,

1340 Ralph de Wolaton

1367 John Samon

isrOJoRB'Saiimoti -

1379 John de Ehimptre

1382 John'Samon

1384 John Samon

1389 John de Crowshagh

1390 John de Croweshawe

1391 Henry de Normanton

13S3 William Huntsman

1394 John de Plumptre

1399 John de'Tannesley'

1404 Robert'Glade
''-''

1412 Robert Glade

1415 Thomas Kay

1422 Thomas Poge
'

1425 William Stokes

1427 John de Plumptre

1429 William Bpoadhelm

1437 John, de Plumptre

1438 William Webster

4 B

1441 William Halifax

1444 Thomas Alastre

1447 Gualfrid Knyvetoo

144« Thomas Thurland

1458 Thomas Thurland

1467 John Hunt

1469 Thomas Alastre

1470 Robert. Englishe

1471 Thomas Locktoa

1475 Thomas Hunt

1486 William Hyggyn

1487 Richard Ody

1506 Richard Mellcurs

1507 Richard Eykerde

1522 Thomas Mellors

1544 John Plumptre
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1548 Robert Lovat

1551 Thomas Cockayno

1557 William Atkjnson

1571 John Gregory

1574 Robert Burton

157fi Henry Newton

1577 Richard James

1578 William Scot

1580 Robert Alvey

1581 Robert Burton

1584 Peter Clarke

1 585 William Scot

'

1586 John Gregory

1587 Robert Alvey

1588 Robert Marsh

A
1590 John Brownlow

1591 Peter Clarke

1592 William Scot

1593 William Trott

1594 Robert Alyey

1595 Richard Hurt

1596 Richard Morehaghe

1597 Peter Clarke

1598 Anker Jackson

1599

1600 Humphrey Bonner

1601

1602 Richard Hurt

1*03 Richard Morehaghe

1604 Richard Welsh

1605 Anker Jackson

1606 William Freeman

1607 Humphrey Bonner

1608 Robert Staples

1609 Richard Hurt

1610 Richard Morehaghe

1611 Richard Welsh

1612 Anker Jackson

1613 William Freeman

1614 Marmed Gregory

1615 Robert Staples

1616 Thomas Nix

1617 Leonard Nix

1618

1619 Anker Jackson

1620 Marmeduko Gregory

1621 Richard Parker

1622 Robert Staples

1623 Robert Sherwin

1624 Leonard Nix

1625 Stephen Hill

more perfect

\ 1626

list, from 1590 to

Peter. Parker

1627 John James-

1628 Richard Parker

1629 Alexander Staples

1630 Robert Sherwin

1631 Leonard Nix

1632 William Gregory

1633 Robert Parker

1634 John James

1635 Richard Hardmeat

1636 William Nix

1637 Robert Sherwin

1638 Robert Burton

1639 William Gregory

1640 William Drury

1641 John James

1642 Richard Hardmeat

1643 William Nix

1644 William Nix

1645 Thomas Gamble

1646 John James

1647 William Drury

1648 William Richards

1649 William Nix

1650 Thomas Gamble

1651 Richard Dring

1652 William Drury

1653 Francis Toplady

1654 John Parker

1655 Thomas Huthwaite

1656 William Richards

1657 Thomas Gamble

1£58 Richard Dring

1659 William Drury

1660 Francis Toplady

1661 John Parker

the present time.

I
1662 Christopher Hall

I

1663 William Greaves

I
1664 Ral^ph Edgfc

I
1665 WilHam Jackson

I
1666 Richard Hodgekint

I
1667 Joseph Wright

I
1668 John Parker

\ 1669 Christopher'Hill

\ 1670 William Greaves

I
1671 Ralph Edge

* 1672 William Jackson

I
1673 Righard Hodgekins

I
1674 Joseph Wright

I
1675 John Parker

I
1676 Christopher Hall

1677 William GreaveB

1678 Ralph Edge

1679 John Parker

1680 Gervas Rippon

1681 Gervas Wyld
1682 William Toplady

1683 Christopher Hall

1684 William Petty

1685 Robert Wortley

1686 John Parker

^Gervas Rippon

1687*-? John Sherwin

.(_George LangFord

1688 George Langford

1689 Charles Harvey

1690 John Hawkins

1691 Joseph Turpin

1692 William GreaveS

1693 Thomas Trigge

1694 Arthur Richards

1695 John Hoe

\

X

X

\

X

1
5

5

X
X

X

X

X

X

\

X

X

X

>

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

\

\

X

• Gervas Bippon and five aldsrmen were this year excluded from the corporation by a qtui warranto of James the Second, for opposing, his infractions

opoD the people's liberties ; John Sberwin and George Langford were twe of tbeir successors ; the fortntr was made mayor, but dying, he was succeeded

}iy the latter io that office, and continued In il the fallowing year.
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1696 Francis Samon

1697 Samuel Leland

1698 William Greaves

1699 Thomas Collin

1700 Samuel Watkinsoa

1701 John Rickards

1702 John Peake

1703 Samuel Smith

1704 William Barke

1705 John Shipman

1706 Francis Samon

1707 William Drury

3 708 Samuel Watkinson

1709 John Peake

1710 Samuel Smith

1711 Benjamin Green

1712 William Barke

1713 John Collin

1714 John Shipman

1715 Thomas Hawksley*

Samuel Watkinson

1716 John Sherwin

1717 Thomas Trigge

1718 Marmaduke PenneJ

1719 Richard Beam

1720 William Bilbie

1721 Benjamin Green

1722 Alexander Burden

1723 Thomas Trigge

1724 Marmaduke Pennel

1725 Richard Beam

1726 William Bilbie

1727 Joseph Walters

1728 Benjamin Green

1729 Alexander Burden

1730 William Trigge

1731 Thomas Trigget

1732 John Huthwaite

1733 Thomas Langford

1734 William Bilbie

1735 Benjamin Green

1736 Alexander Burden

1737 William Trigge

1738 John Newton

1739 James Huthwaite

1740 Thomas Langford

1741 Alexander Burden

1742 William Trigge

1743 John HornbuckU

1744 John Burton

1745 Henry Butler

1746 James Huthwaite

1747 Thomas Langford

1748 William Trigge

1749 John Hornbuckle

1750 John Burton

1751 Henry Butler

1752 James Huthwaite

1753 Thomas Langford

1754 William Trigge

1755 Samuel Fellows

1756 John Burton

1757 Cornelius Huthwaite

1758 Henry Butler

1759 1^"""" ^y^^
(Thomas Langford

1760 Robert Huish

1761 James Hornbuckle

1762 Humphrey Hollins

1763 Cornelius Huthwaite

1764 Henry Butler

1765 William Cooper

1766 Robie Swann

1767 James Hornbuckla

1768 William Fanlds

1769 Humphrey Hollinj

1774 Richard Butler

1771 Cornelius Huthwaite

1772 i^^"^7 Butler

(Richard Butler

1773 Thomas Oldknow

1774 John Carruthers

1775 John Fellows

1776 Thomas Sands

1777 Richard Butler

1778 Thomas Oldknow

1779 William Huthwaite

1780 John Smellie

178! John Carruthers

1782 John Fellows

1783 Richard Butler

1784 William Howift

1785 William Huthwaite

1786 John Carruthers

1787 Joseph Lowe

1788 William Howitt

1789
5^'"'*'" Smith +

(Richard Butler

1790 John Fellows

1791 William Huthwaite

1792 Joseph Oldknow

1793 Henry Green

1794 Thomas Caunt

1795 Benjamin Hornbuckle

1796 William Howitt

1797 Joseph Lowe
1798 Thomas Oldknow
1799 Joseph Oldknow

1800 Samuel WorthingtoB

1801 John Davison

1802 Benjamin Hornbuckle

1803 Stokehara Huthwaite

1804 John Ashwell

1805 Edward Swann

1806 John Allen

1 807 Joseph Lowe
1808 William Howitt

1809 Wright Coldham

1810 John Bates

1811 William Wilson

1812 Edward Swann

1813 John Allen

1814 John Ashwell

1815 Charles Lomas Morlejr

• The canse of Mr. Hawksley's expulsion will be noticed in a more proper place.

f 111 one of the Mayoralties of Thomas Trigge, he, according to tradition, caused a woman to be placed in the Cnckstool for prostitution, and left

her to the mercy of a foolish mob ; through which she lost her life, and he was prosecuted, and the Cuckstool taken down.

X Mr. Smith resigned to avoid the coosequences of a prosecution for holding the office, without having taken the Test Oath.
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LIST of SHERIFFS for the TOJVM of JVOTTIJ^GHAM
FROM THE EARLIEST RECORDS NOW EXTANT.

1574 Robtus Phjrpps

1576 Edws Burton, Thomas Donycliffe

1577 Humfcus Bonar, Georgius Hutchinson

1578 Georgius Widowson, Johes Cursoa

1579 Thorns Reve, Ricus Tomlynson

1580 Robt. Torke, Simon Pyckerd

15S1 Willius Pyggen, Roger Wood
3582 Willius Greves Ricus Hurte

1583 Robtus Small, Robtus Hallame

1584 Thomas Huthwayte, Anker Jackson

1585 Johes. Hall, Thomas Wallys

15S6 Ezachias Newhold, Hen Donne

1587 Johes Noden, Nichus Sherwyn

15B3 Edvrardus Goodwyn, Robtus Stables

15S9 Ricus Parlcbye, Radus Shawe

1590 Willius Freemane, Niehas Baguley

1591 Edws Jowctt, Leondus Nixe

1592 Johes Johnson, Ricu» Welche

1593 Tho. Drurie, Ricus Recklesse

1594 Martinus James, Willius Widdoson

1595 Willus Langhford, Willius Wylson

J 596 Williui Koyveton, Georgius Stockley

1597 Henricus Scott, Willius Pynder

J598 Franciscus Rollston, HenriuiK A.llvey

1599 Jacobus Hobson, Ricus Parker

1600 Jacobus Wolfe, Johes Parker

1601 Thomas HUlj Marmaducus Gregory

1602 Robtus Sherwyn, Jacobus P>otherhara

1603 Willius liittlefare Willius Hynde

1604 Thomas Nyx, Robtus Parker

1605 Robtus Freeman, Antonius GambU
1606 Ricus Rechlesse, Georgius Ryley

1607 Thomas Morley, Robtus Heald

1608 Niehas Sherwyn, Johes Dalton

J609 Jacobus ,SBele, Ricus Hare

]6ia;LtodoTicu9f Oxl©y, Stephus Ilill

1611 Georgius Walker, Henr. Bingley, or Bagttley

1612 Willius Clarke, Percivallus Millington

1613 Ricus Jowett, Joseph AUvey

1614 Jo. Perrye, Willius Ludlam

1615 Willius Rockett, Willius Hunt

1616 Samuel Borrows^ Willius 'James

1617 Michael Coke, Hugo Verdon

1618 Willius Grcgorle, Johes James

1619 Willius Mastyn, Willius Nyxe

1620 Robtus Bugge, Edwdus Morrice

1621 Gabriel Bateman, Cuthbert Vayn

1 622 Willius Parker, Rogerus Derbyshire

1623 Willius Hopkyn, Willus LuptoB

1 624 Thomas Cooke, Willius Littlefare

1 625 Richus Collishawe, Johes Dodsley

1626 Willius Stainey, Robtus Egginton

1627 Alex Staples, Robtus Graves

1628 Richard Hardmett, Robtus Harris

1629 Edws Richards, Johes Poynton

1630 Richus Dringge, Willius Frost

1631 Francis Toplady, Richus Hare

)632 Gabriel Groves, Jacobus Beardsley

1633 Edwas Bampton, Willus Wattson

1634 Homfridus Greaves, Ranulphiis Millner

1635 Willius Richards, Willius Drewrie

1636 Thomas Wolley, Richus Turpyne

1637 Thomas Malen, Thomas Millner

1638 Josephus Winfield, Thomas Jackson

1639.Henric James, Thomas Gamble

1640 Johannes Cooper, Willus Parker

1641 Johes Sherwin, Willius Sherwin

1642 Johes Tomlyn, Georgius Allsebrook

1643 Richus Hyder, Paulus Hooton

1644 Thomas Smyth, Willius Bayley

I64.5 Johes Fillingham, Adiian Garner, or Canner

\Gi6 Jphes Parker, Thomas Huthwaite

1647 Ricus Whitby, Willius R>leye

1648 Thomas Green, Robert Smylh

1649 Johes Reckless, Ricus Watkinsoa

1650 Joshuah Hill, Willius Hall

1651, Edmund Richards, Robert Malyn

1652, Robert Saxton, Barnaby Wartnabye
1653 '^Thomas Cqoper, Brownlowe Egginton

1654 t)anie) Sulley, Francis Cocke

1655 Roger Riley, Richard Smith

1 6*6 Richard Crampton, John Smalley

1657 William Pettye, VVilliam Lealand

1658 William Parker, John Toplady

1659 William Drewrie, Isaak Malyn

1660 Adrian Cooke, Samuel Ryley

1661 Ricus Hodgskjn, Willius Burtoa

1662 William Tpplady
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1663 Xtoferus Hall, Gervasius Rippon

1664

!665

1666

1667 Robtus Kirkbye, Johcs Rawsoa

1 668 Jos Clay, Edus White

1669 Gervasius Wilde, Samnel Richards

1670 Benjaminus Richards, Radus Bennett

1671 Artliurus Reccards, Willus White

1672 Ricus Smyth, Robtus Coulson

1673 Willus Wilde, Johes Parker

1674 Samnel Smith, Francis Salmon

1675 Hugo Walker, Adrian Gamble

1676 Thomas Muslow, Robtus Worthely

1677 Willus Coulton, Harroldus Smyth

1678

1679 Willue Woolhouse, Franciscus Sumner '

1680 — Shir (supposed) John Shirwin, Saml. Lealand

1681 Robert Green, Jo Malyn

1682 Robtus Peache, Johes Whitby

1 683 Johes Peach, Johes Huthwaite

1684 Thomas Lee, Johes Shipman

1685 Willius Jackson, John Unvpyn

1686 H. Hardy, S. Partridge

1687 Johes Scattergood, Rich. Wright

1688 John Huthwaite, George Cooke

1689 Samuel Watkinson, William Cockle

169^ William Orme, William Bains

1691 Jacobus Huthwaite, Benjamin Green

1692 Johes Hoe, Edrus Hickling

1693 Samuel Smith, Fr. Armstrong

1694 John Kitchin, William Barke

1695 Roger Radforth, Robert Linley

1696 Robert Harrison, John Grcvas

1697 Thomas James, Robert Allicock

1698 Thomas Lovet, John Richards

1699 Francis Metham, George Frith

1700 Joseph Cooke, William Bilby

1701 Richard Beam, Alexander Burden

1702 John Reynolds, John CQllin

1703

1704 William Johnson, Thomas Hawksley

1705 William Drury, Rob^ert Brentnall

1706 William Rippon, Francis Smith

1707 Lionel Lamb, Thomas White

1708 Jacob Tibson, Thomas Fillingham

1709 Alvery Dodsley, Matthew Hoyland

1710 Robert Hoyes, Thomas Trigge

1711 John Sberwin, John Sweetapple

1712 Gervas ;Pilkinton, Joseph Hemus

1713 John Huthwaite, Bartholomew Hallam

1714 Marmaduke Pennell

1715 Robert Egginton, Lawrence Burn

1716 John NeW-ton, Wm. Shepherd, John Radforth

1717 Joseph Walters

1718 Jonathan Truman, Ricus Smith

1719 Willus Garton, Samuel Poe

1720 William Robenson, Edmund Wildbore

1721 John Burton, Robert Egginton

1722 James Hoe, James Huthwaite,jM782or

1723 Nathaniel Charnell, John Hornbuckle

1724 Samuel Harris, John Poe

1725 John Morley, WilHato Bilbie, y^mor
1726 Richard Wheldon, Roger Radfarth

1727 John Harnill, Joseph Inglesant

1728 Jonathan Freeman, ^Mwzor, Henry Butler

1729 John Wood, Samuel Fellows

1730 Stephen Egginton, Cornelius Huthwaite

1731 John Foxcroft, Joha Bilbie

1732 Thomas Langford, Leavis Sherwin ,

1733 Isaac Wylde, Joseph Finch

1734 Francis Parkyns, Joseph Smith

1735 Joseph Wright, Joseph Bilbie

1736 James Dymock, Robert Huish

1737 Charles Morlej^, James Hornbuckle

1738 Thomas Shaw, Joseph Wright

1739 Humphrey Hollins, Samuel Wood
1740 William Cooper, John Sherbrook, ^uflior

1741 Alexander Burden, Junior, Benjamin Bull

1742 James Huthwaite, Junzor, Robie Swann
1743 William Goodwin, William Foulds

1744 John Killingly, Jjwu'or, Thomas Haywood
1745 John Oldknow, John Sands

1746 Thomas Cotes, Thomas Oldknow

1747 John Plumpfre, jMmor, William Cotton

1748 John Eggerton, Humphrey Cox
1749 Benjamin Mather, Richard Butler

1750 Jonathan Dodson, William Seagrave, foww cUrk
1751 Thomas Worthington, John Carruthers

1752 John Black well, Thomas Spibye

1753 John Fellows, Thomas Sands

1754 W. Huthwaite, R. Scagrare, town clerk in 1758

1755 John Smellie, John Inglesant

1756 Mark Huish, Alexander Foxcroft

1757 John Wilson, Robert Foulds

1758 Robert Hall, John Wells

4 C
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1759 John Foxcroff, Joseph Stubbins

1760 James Foxcroft, George Dodson

1761 John Padley, William Howitt

1762 Benjamin Foxcroft, Matthew Whitlock

1763 Isaac Wylde, Joseph Lowe

1764 Benjamin Hornbuckle, John Sands

1766 William Bettison, Benjamin Mather

1766 John Doncaster. William Smith, ^umor

1767 Henry Holliiis, George Sands

1768 Thomas Oldknow, ywrn'or, Michael Hayes

1769 Joseph Heath, Joseph Oldknow

1770 Samuel Eaton, John Oldknow

1771 William Wells, Henry Green

1772 John Wells, Robert Cox

1773 George Burbage, John CoWishAvr, junior

1774 Ralph Newham, William Heath, junior

1775 Edward Chatteris, Samuel Newham

1776 Smith Churchill, Tertius Dale

1777 Sir George Smith, Baronet, Samuel Statham

1778 Samuel Heywood, Robert Summers

1779 Samuel Worthington, Samuel Green

1780 John Buxton, jumor, John Ball Mason

1781 John Fellows, junior, John Hancock

1782 Thomas Caunt, Thomas Wright Watson

1783 Henry Keyworth, John Need

1784 Edward Swann, Alexander Strahan

1785 John Heath, George Dodson, junior

1786 Stokeham Huthwaite, Thomas Hawkslcy

1787 John Davison, Thomas Nelson

1788 Timothy Fellows, William Huthwaite, junior

1789 Joseph Hurst Lowe, Joseph Heath

1790 John Whitlock, Elihn Samuel Fellows

1791 William Doncaster, John Stone

1792 Thomas Wilde, Thomas Pepper

1793 Nathaniel W'hitlock, Thomas Carpenter Smith

1794 Thomas Richards, Henry Green, ^MMJor*

1795 John Allen, John Ashwell

1796 Thomas Richards, Nathaniel Need, junior

1797 Cornelius Huthwaite, William Dawson

1798 Wright Coldham, William Wilson

1799 Robert Hall, >»zor, Jonathan Dunn

1800 George Nelson, Henry Enfield

1801 John Allen, Thomas Whiter

1802 William Howitt, William Hickling

1803 George Nelson, Thomas Williams

1804 Charles Loraas Morley, John Houseman Barber

1805 Charles Mellor, Edward Staveley

1806 Octavius Thomas Oldknow, Alexander Strahaa

1807 John Bates, Wright Coldham

1808 John Carr, Francis Wakefield, jumor

1809 Kirk Swann, William Morley

1810 Charles Wakefield, John Stevens Howitt

1811 Isaac Woolley, Samuel Hall

1812 Edward AUatt Swann, Alfred Lowe

1813 Charles Lomas Morley, John Michael Fellow*

1814 John AWea, junior, William Soars

1815 Richard Hopper, Thomas Wakefield

In the foregoing list of sheriffs, which to the year 1808, is taken from the town clerk's book, I

have not altered a single letter, or changed a figure, or shifted a name, except in the following

instance, which I did utider an impression that a mistake had crept into the record, though it is

pdssible that T may have been mistaken. The year 1714 was a blank, and Marmaduke Pennell

was placed to the year 1715, and the five succeeding names to the year 1716, which the reader

will see I have altered.

• The names of Tliomas AieliardSi, John Allen, and Wright Coldliam occur twice ; the reason is, that they served for other persons. For inslance,

Mr. Coldham served for Gtorge Coldham, his brother, toir» clerk.
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The following' lists of recorders and town clerks, I have likewise been favored with from the

town clerk's books, as they appear, with the exception of two alterations of dates in the list of

recorders, which were done to correspond with the dates in,(he British Peerage.

LIST of RECORDERSfor the TOJVJVof JVOTTUYGHAM.
1500 Tliofflaiff Babyngtofl, Aimiger v

1574 Radus Barton, Armiger

Richard far^yns, Armiger
^

1603 Sir Henry Pierrepont, JCnight

1616 Wills Fletcher, Armiger

1642 Johes Comes de Clare

1668 Henrieus, Marchoi Dorchester

1680 Henrieus, Dux Newcastle

1690 William, Earl of Dfjvdnshire, created Duke 1694 .,\

1707 Evelyn, Marquis of Doirchester, created Duki

of Kingston, 1715 i, ,

1726 TJionias H^llfis,, Duke p;£ Newcastle ,-

,1768 Henry F^ynesPelham Clinton, Duke of Newcastle

1794 W'i'lliam. Henry/Cavendish Ben'tinck, Duke of

' Porilknd
•'•'' '' '•'

' ' •

1809 ^TheRlipt ^Honorable Henfy Richard Vassall

Fox, Lord Holland* .•

LIST of TOWJV CLERKSfor the TOW>r ofJV6TTINGtiAM,
1574 Nichus Plumtre, Gent.

1597 Willus Gregory, Gent.

1617 Robtus Greaves, Gent.

J 644 Willus Flamsteed, Gent.

1653 Robtus Greaves, Gent.

1661 Radulphus Edge, Gent.

1684 Carolus Bawd^Sj Gent.

1692 Edward Althorpie, Gent.

1696 Lawrance Althorpe,Gent]

Henry .Morris^ Gent.

'

1731 Richard Smith, Gent.

1744 William Seagrave, Gent.

1758 Robert Seagrave, Gent.

1791 Richard Enfield, Gent.

1791 George Cfaldbam, Gent.

1815 Henry Enfield, Gent.

* In the speech which Lord HnlUnd made at his inauguration into office,! he attributted the distinguished honor whichthe corporate body, had

conferred upon him to the high esteem in which they held the venerated nanie of his uncle, the, lati ^ight Hon. Charles.James Fps, Andlhe foUowing

letter, which was addressed to H. Green, Esq. Mayor, and which I have ^iven from the letter Itself, in Mr. Fox's hand-writing, will shew on what that

high esteem was founded :— , • _

TO HENRY GREEN, eSq.^MAYOR OF NO'TflNGHAM,
Sm,—I hate received your letter of the ith instant, for which I return you mj/ mosi'sincere'ttianka. It is certainly true fhat I was asked ahetber

1 would accept of the recbrdtirship of Nottingham, and at the same time fairly informed, that it was an honor which had been designed to be

offered to the Duke of Portland, but that the different systems of eondtict 'in.public affairs, ]which his Grace and I had tespectively adf^ted,

induced several persons to think that the ei/mpCiment might with greater propriety -^e.paid to mf. /n answer to this inquiry I said tliat it was my
opinion, that in the present situation of things., the circumstance of^itshaBiifg^ bem /intmded for, the Duke of- Portland previous to the late

differences in politics, did not appear to me to be a reason why I should refuse a compliment whijh so much faltered me. At the same time I

stated that the honor inquestion was one which I should never have thought of 'soliciting. 7 was induced to give this answer, not from motives

of personal vanity, but because, in the present very critical state of affairs,.! thought that a declaration of so respectable a body as the corporation

of Nottingham, in favor of the principles and conduct of the minority in both houses ofparliament might be eminently serviceable to the public.

I now midersland that there is still a disposition to choose the Duke of Portland, possibly in the majority, but certainly in a considerable and
respectable number of the electors, and that if I were to succeed inieiHg elected recorder,'ii could only be by a personal contest with his Grace.

And I will fairly eatress to you, that in these circumstdMeh tdy dislike to a contest of this nature, with a person for whom I have such real.esteem

as I entertain for. the Diike of Portland, howenef I mayUment (as I certAinly do.J^tlita part he has lately taken in public affairs, is such that I

wish by no means t» engdge in it If there exists the least doubtin the corporation, with resfect tO' ^hqse public conduclat thisjuncture is to

bepreferred, the Duke's or mine, I am .sure that in every point of view he is amUck.mire proper person to fill the office in Haitian than I am,
who have no otlier connection with you than what arisesfrom having already received from you an unmerited and distinguished honer. With
respect to the apprdunsian which you state of disuniting the body of the whigs, J am sorry to say that Ifear liUle mischief remains to be done
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ECCLESIASTICAL GOVEnj^MENT OF THE TOWM.
This town is dnder the eccle:^iastical jurisdiction of the See of York, and the head of an

Archdeaconry; over which the Iteverend John Eyre, rector of Babworth, and on« of the

residentiaries of York Cathedral, now jjresides. The Diocese of York was divided into five

Arebdeaconries by Archbishop Thomas, in 1090. To that of Nottin^am there is no endowment;

atid .the dignity is subsisted -Wiiiodly by the peaxjuisites of the office, which, in 1534;, were valued at

jgei Os. lOd.

Formerly, the archbishop |>aid the town a triennial visit, for the purpose of confirtmng the

offspring of those, \vho were adher^jnts to the national establishment; his visits of late yean

however, have been uncertain. The archdeacon, either by himself, or by his official, holds an

annual visitation in St. Majry'sGhurch, at whjch iivae the churchvvardens of the several parishes

are sworn into office.

The Spiritual Court of the Archdeaconry has beien held in St. Peter's Church, for ages ; but

the jjid^cial power is now removed lo Yprk. Tli.e Reverend Cliarles Wylde, D. D. rector of St.

Nicholas's, in this town, is the official of the Archdeaconry, and surrogate for proving of wills:

Mr. Bigsby, attorney-at-lftw, is t*(e registrer ; and John Cauntof this town, and a Mr. Pifgriai of

Bingham, are apparitor's.
.

LIST OF ARCHDEACOJVS,
FftOiii 1174 Tp THE PRESENT TIME.

1174 John .]. 1351 Ji|)hi:\\de Brin'kelow

1353 Richard de Derby

1397 John de Nottingham

1415 John de Wadekam

1418 Simeon de Gaunstede

1419 Robert Bower

1433 Nicholas Wymbish

1461 Thomas Byron

1476 William Worsley

1499 Thomas C^fossley

1506 John Hatton

1516 William Fell

1528 Cuthbert Marshall

1649 Robert Silvester

1560 William Day

1181 William de Thaney

1188 Robert Fitz William

1190 William Jestand

1219 William de Rotherham

1224 William de Bodeham

1240 Thomas de Wynton

1262 Henry do Shipton

1286 Thomas de Eadbury

1290 William de Pickering

1310 John de Grandison

1328 Gilbert de Hebervick

1330 Manuel de Flisco

1331 Ambaldus Cardiwo^

1361 Robert d? Kildesby

1565 John Lowthe

1690 Jpbn King,

1611 Joseph Haa
1627 Richard Bayley

1635 William Robinson

1660 Vere Harcourt

1683 Thomas White

1685 Samilel Crowborongh

1689 William Pearson

1715 Robert Marsden

1748 Hugk Thomas

1780 Sir Richard Kaye, Bart.

1810 John Eyre

on that head, and I hafe you mill excuse my frankneit, wheal say withmit knowing your particular sentiments on these subjects, that I caatuit give

the appellation of whig to persons who support not only the present detestable war, frut the infractions of the constitution, and ^irit of o^retsimt

and persecution which has distinguished the executive government during these last two years. I have been thus particular in order that my

declining the contest with the Duke of Portiani may be clearly imputed to its true moHvei, nty private and personal regard for his Grace, a»d

not to any thing like an approbatiqn of thepublie conducti<which I dare say With the beat motives, but I fear with the vrorst consequences, he has

thought proper to pursue. I «ni, Sir,

Your most obedient and moii humble aervaut,

South-tlrett, Ttt April, IT94. C. /. fOX.
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In the above list there appears to be an omission of one archdeacon, since we find that Robert

Purseglove, who was consecrated suiFragan bishop of Hull in 1553, held the Archdeaconry of

Nottingham, as is evident from an inscription to his memory in Tideswell Church, of which place he

was a natiye. He died May the 2d, 1579; and, in 1560, he was deprived of the Archdeaconry

of Nottingham and other spiritual dignities, by Queen Ehzabeth, for refusing to take the oath of

supremacy.

It is presumed, that the following list of high sheriffs for the county, from the commencement

of the seventeenth century, may be acceptable to the generality of readers; and also the following-

observations on the power and duty of that high office.

The sheriff (originally denominated shire reeve) is an officer of very great antiquity in the

kingdom, and called in Latin Vice Comes, as being the deputy of the Earl or Comes, to whom
the custody of the shire is said to have been committed at the first division of England into counties

or shires; but the Earls in process of time, by reason of their high stations and employments, and

attending on the king's person, not being able to transact the"^ business of the county, were delivered

from that burden, reserving to themselves the honor, but the labour was laid on the sheriff, who
does the king's business in the county of which he is sheriff; the King, by his letters patent,

committing to him custodiam comitatus (or safeguard of the county,)

Sheriffs were formerly chosen by the inhabitants of the several counties (except in Westmoreland
where the sheriff is hereditary; and the city of London has the inheritance of the sherievalty of
Middlesex invested in its charter) : But by the 9th of Edward the Second, the sheriffs are chosen

by the juclges and great officers of state in the Exchequer Chamber at Westminster, yearly, on the

morrow of All Souls, who propose three persons to the king, who afterwards appoints one of them
to be sheriff for the succeeding year; but the day of choosing these officers is now altered to the

morrow of St. Martin.

The sheriff has great power and authority, judicial and ministerial.—In his judicial capacity he

is to determine causes in his county court; to decide all elections of knights of the shire, coroners,

verderers, Sgc. to decide the qualification of voters, and return such gentlemen as he shall determine

to be duly elected.— A.s keeper of the king's peace, he is the first man in the county, and superior

in rank to any nobleman therein, during his office. He may apprehend and commit to prison any
who break the peace, and bind any one in recognizance to keep the king's peace; he is also bound
-to pursue, and take, all traitors, murderers, felons, and other misdoers, and commit them to prison

for safe custody : also to defend the county against the King's enemies ; and for that purpose, as

well as for keeping the peace, to summon the people of his county to attend him ; which is called

posse comitatus^ and which all above 15 years old, must obey on pain of fine and imprisonment.

In his ministerial capacity the sheriff' appoints the gaoler, bailiffs, &c. who execute all processes

issuing from the king's courts of justice. In the commencement of civil causes, his officers arrest,

and lake bail, and summon the jury previous to any trial or inquiry, &c.—In criminal matters he

also arrests, and imprisons, has custody of the delinquent, and executes the sentence of the court,

though it extend to death itself.

4 D
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N. B. Prior to the act of parliament of 24th of George II. (1751) intitled " An act for

regulating the commencement of the year, and for correcting the calendar now in use/' the yea?

commenced on the 25th of March, but by that act all succeeding years were fixed to commence

on the 1st of January; and in the interval between the said 1st of January and 25th of March,

the sheriffs are usually appointed.

SHERIFFS FOR THE COUJVTF OF NOTTIJVGHAM,
FROM THE YEAR 1700, TO THE PRESENT TIME.

1700 Richard Hacker, of Newark.upon.Trent, Esq.

1701 Joseph Harbord, of Gringley, Esq.

1702 William Barnell, of Winkburne, Esq.

1703 Henry Sherbrooke, of Arnold, Esq.

1704 Borlace Warren, of Stapleford, Esq.

1705 Patricius Chaworth, of Annesley, Esq.

1706 Mu'ndy Musters, of Colwick, Esq.

1707 Sir George Savile, of Rufford, Bart.

1708 William Levinz, of Burton, Esq.

1709 Richard Edge, of Strelley, Esq.

1710 John Simpson, of Babworth, Esq.

1711 Jonathan Acklom, of Mattersey, Esq.

1712 Henry Sherbrooke, of Oxton, -Esq.

1713 Francis Lewis, of Stanford, Esq.

1714 George Sharpe, of Barnby, Esq.*

1715 John Collin, of Elton, Esq.

1716 Julius Hutchinson, of Owthorpe, Esq.

1717 Joseph Hellish, of BIythe, Esq.

1718 Isaac Knight, of Warsop, Esq.

1719 Lionel Copley, of Plumptre, Esq.

1720 William Hallows, of Cortlingstock, Esq.

1721 John Sherwin, of Bramcote, Esq.

1722 John Grundy, of Bleasby, Esq.

1723 James Banks, of East Stoke, Esq.

nZi John Richards, of Normanton, Esq.

1725 George Langford, of Conlston, Esq.__

1726 Beilby Thompson, of Bole, Esq.

1727 Richard Brown, of Gunthorpe, Esq.

1728 Anthony Eyre, of Rampton, Esq.

1729 Samuel Peake, of Farndon, Esq.

1730 William Shipman, of Mansfield, Esq.

1731 John Nevill, of Nottingham, Esq.

1732 John Neale, of Mansfield Woodhouse, Esq.

1733 John Disney, of Flintham, Esq.

1734 Thomas Porter, of Arnold, Esq.

1735 Thomas Lister, of Bawtry, Esq.

1736 William Burnell, of Winkburne, Esq.

1737 William Challand, of Wellow, Esq.

1738 Joseph Clay, of Lambley, Esq.

1739 John Gilbert Cooper, of Thurgarton, Es^.

1740 Thomas Langford, of Basford, Esq.

1741 John Story, of East Sloke, Esq.

1742 William Cartwrighf, of Marnham, Esq.

1743 Jiancelot RoUeston, of Watnall, Esq.

1744 John Linley, of Skegby, Esq.

1745 Henry Donston, of Worksop, Esq.

1746 John Thornhagh, of Shire.Oaks, Esq.

1747 Sir Charles Molyneux, of Teversall, Bart.

1748 Thomas Stowe, of Newark.upon.Trent, Esq.

1749 William Chaworth, of Annesley, Esq.

1750 William Wcstcomb, of Thtumpton, Esq.

1751 John Borlace Warren, of Stapleford, Esq.

1752 Darcy Burnell, of Winkburne, Esq.

1753 Mnndy Musters, of Colwick, Esq.

1754 Jonathan Acklom, of Wiseton, Esq.

1755 Sir Thomas Parky ns, of Bunny, Bart.

1756 Robert Sutton, of Scofton, Esq.

1757 John Hall, of Mansfield Woodhouse, Esq.

1 753 Sir George Smith, of East Stoke, Esq.

1759 John Whetham, of Kirklington, Esq.

1760 Ralph Edge, of Strelley, Esq.

17<5I Samuel Gordon, of Newark.upon.Trent, Esq.

1762 John Newton, of Bulweli, Esq.

1763 Daniel Gach, of Balderton, Esq.

1764 Charles Mellish, of Ragnall, Esq.

1765 William Ellis, of Newark.upon.Trent, Esq.

1766 George Brown, of Ordsall, Esq.

1767 Sir Gervas Clifton, of Clifton, Bart

1768 John Bell, of Colston Bassgt, Esq.

1769 Robert Foster, of Newark.upon.Trent, Esq.

* Tbis gentleman paid £9, for the Judges' expenses while in this town.
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1770 Urban Hall, of Warsop, Esq.

1771 George Donston, of Warksop, Esq.

1772 George Ne¥ille, of Thorney, Esq.

1773 John Emerton Westcomb Emerton, of Thrump.

ton, Esq.

)774- Joseph Pocklington, of Carlton-on-Trent, Es^,,

1775 Cornelius Launder, of Hickling, Esq.

1776 Abel Smith, 'theyounger, of Bulcote, Esq.

1777 John Musters, of Colwick, Esq.

1778 William Bilbie, of Berry Hill, Esq,

1679 William Denisonj of Ossington, Esq.

1780 Charles Vere Dashwood, of Stanford, Esq.
'

1781 Lancelot Rolleston, of Watnall, Esq.

1782 John Litchfield, of Mansfield, Esq.

1783 John Gilbert Cooper, of Thurgarton, Esq.

1784 Pendock Neale, of Tollerton, Esq.

1785 Sherbrooke Lowe, of Southwell, Esq.

1796 Anthony Hartshorn, of Hayton, Esq.

1787 Thomas Waterhouse, of Bcckingham, Esq.

1788 Richard Stenton, of Southwell, Esq.

1789 John Chamberlain, of Sutton Bonington, Esq.

-J 790 George Chaworth,*of Annesley, Esq.

1701 George De Eigne Gregory, of Lenton, Esq.

1792 Edward Thoroton Gould, of Mansfield Wood.
house, Esq.

1 793 Richard Lumley Savile, of RufFord, Esq.

1794 John Simpson, of Babwortb, Esq.
'

1795 Jonas Bettison, of Holme-Pierrepont, Esq.

1796 John Wright, of Nottingham, Esq.

1797 John Gaily Knight, of Warsop, Esq.

1798 Nathaniel Stubbins, of Holme-Pierrepont, Esq.

1799 Samuel Bristowc, of Beesthorpe, Esq,

1800 William Gregory Williams, of Rempston, Esq.

1801 William Elliott Elliott, of Nottingham, Esq.

1802 Robert Lowe, of Oxton, Esq.

1803 William Sherbrook, of Arnold, Esq.

1804. Thomas Webb Edge, of Strelley, Esq.

1805 Christopher Rolleston, of Watnall, Esq.

1 806 Sir Thomas Woollaston White, of Walling-

Wells, Bart.
' '

f807 John tiongdon, of Bramcote, Esq.

-1808 John Manners Sutton, of Kclham, Esq,

1809 Thomas Walker, of Berry Hill, Esq.

1810 John Musters Chaworfh, of Annesley, Esq.

1811 Thomas' Ml''right, of Norwood Park, Esq.

I81S Hugh Blades, of Bamby Hall, Esq.

rei3 John Need, of Mansfield Woodhouse, Esq.

1814. William Fletcher Norton Norton', of Elton,Esq,

1815 John Smith Wright, of Wilford, Esq.

1816 Sir R. H. Bromley, of East Stoke, Bart.

1549

1559

1566

1587

1589

1616

1625

1676

1688

1690

1714

1763

1765

1768

1795

1809

LORD LIEUTEJSTAJVTS FOR THE COUJVTY,
This is the first appointment I can find upon record; in which Edward Clinton, first Earl of Lincoln, and

Thomas Manners, first Earl of Rutland; were appointed joint Lord Lieutenants of the Counties of
Nottingham, Lincoln, and Rutland ; since which time the following noblemen have held the Lieutenancy
of Nottinghamshire, from the dates annexed to their several appointments, distinct from the Lieutenancy of
any other County.

- -

Henry, second Earl of Rutland.

Edward, third Earl of Rutland,

John, fourth Earl of Rutland. r
.

-

Gilbert Talbot, seventh Earl of Shrewsbury.

William Cavendish, first Earl of Devonshire..

William Cavendish, first Duke of Newcastle.'
"

' '

Henry Cavendish, second Duke of Newcastle.

William Pierrepont, fourth Earl of Kingston.

John Holies, Earl of Clare, afterwards Duke of Npwc^stle.

Thomas Pelham, Earl of Clare, afterwards Duke of Newcastle.
Evelyn Pierrepont, second Duke of Kingston,

Thomas Pelham, Duke of Newcastle.

Henry Fiennes Pelham Clinton, Duke of Newcastle.
William Henry Cavendish Bentick, third Duke of Portland
John Pelham Clinton, Duke of Newcastle.
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THE

When
Elected.

1294

1296

1297

129ff,

1299

1299

1301

1301

1304

1305

1305

1306

1307

1308

1310,

1311

1311

1312

1313

1314

1314

1315

1316

1318

1318

1321

1323

1324

1325

1326

1326

1326,

1327

1327,

1327

1329

1329

1329

BURGESSES AJ^D KJSTIGHTS OF THE SHIRE,
WHO HATE REPRESENTED

TOWN AND COUNTY OF THE TOWN OF NOTTINGHAM, AND THE COUNTY THEREOF,

i.ii .
•• '

.

FROM THE TWENTYi-THIRD OF EDWARD THE FIRST, TO THE PRESENT TIME.

Where 'i>
'

,

Held. BURGgSSES OF THE TOWN. KNIGHTS OF THE SHIRE.

Westminster, Johannes de Fleming, Wlllielmus deHardby, Gerrasius de Clifton, Johannes de Anneslejr

London, .......... Willielmus de Stanton, Willielmus de Colewyk
,

York, . . Johannes le Fleming, Adam de le Flemin g, - Tlichardus de Bingham, Richa.rdus de Furnen .

Lincoln, -....-«.... Ranulph. de Waldesby, Will, de Chaworth. Miles

London, ........^. . Will, de Chanorth. Miles, RandulphdeWandsley

Westminster, Johannes de Crophiil, Gualterus de Thprnton, Randulphus deWandsiey, Will. deChedworth

London, . Adam Fleming, Johannes Ingram, . - Phllippus de Lasseys, Robertus de Ecclesball

Westninster, . . -. . .... . Johannes de Lysbers, Robertus de Ecclesball

Westminster, John Fitzadam deMorter, WalterdeThbrnton, Thomas Malet, Hago de Hersey

Westminster, Johannes Lambocks, Robertus Ingeham, . Robertus de Jorts, Robertus deSamby

Westminster, ......... Robertus de Standely, Robertus Jourz

Karl. . . Johannes de Nottingham, Ji^annes Ingram, Thomas Malet, Johannes de Viilers

Northampton, Johannes de Beston, Johannes de Bere, - Waltertus Gouslc, Petrus Pycot Milites

Westminster,, ., - . .... . . . Johannes de Grey, Willielmus de Cbaworth

Westminstei^ Willielmus Gilham, Johannes Lambok, - Walterus de Gaushill, Thomas Malet. Milites

London, . Johanne.s Lambocks, Richard le Curzun, . Willi6lm,us Farwcll

Westminster, Johannes Lambocks, Ricbardus de Brumby, Thomas Makt, Hugo de Hercy. Milites

Wind. . 7. . . , . ~ .' - i . ' _ . '. Petrus Pycot,. Pelrus Foun-., Milites

Weslminster, Hugo Stapleford, Richardus Palraere, . . Petrus Pycot, Petrus le Fown

York, . . Johannes Bryan, Robertus de Brundby, . Johannes deCharvelcys, Ger. fil.Gervasii. Milites

Westminster, Willielmus Gotham, Bartholomcus Cptgreve,

Lincolh, .. - . - . - . . - Johannes de Lysorus, Petrus Fenn

Lincoln, .......... Laureiitius de Cbaworth, Hugo de Hercy

York, . . Willielmus Buck, Johannes de Palmere, . Thomas de Longcvillers, Petrus Foun. Milites

York, ... . . . . . . . . Richardus Willoughby, Petrus Foun

York, . - Galfridus Ic Flemyng, Simon de Folevill,

Westminster, ......... Robertas dc Jortz, Richardus.de Willoughby

London, .......... Reginald de As lactpn, Robertus de Jortz ;

Westminster, Robertus de Brunuby, Alanus Cardoun, . Jqhannes Bary, .Robertus Ingram

York, . . Ricbardus Curzin, Johannes de Cupper, Randulphus dc Burton, Petrus Foun. Militos

Lincoln, . Johannes Bally, Johannes Widmerpoole, . PertusFouii, Robertus Ingram. Milites

Westminster, ......... Johannes de Annesley, Williohnus de Gotham

N. Sar. . Nicholas Shclford, Willielmus (^e Shelfprd, - Philippus de Calfetost, Petrus Foun

York, ........... lip nricMS dc Faiombcry, Robertus Ingram

Northampton, Johannes Peruwyke, Petrus Briflicld, - - Robertus Ingram, Petrus Fen. de Markhani

Westminster, Lawrcntius Spicer, Robertus Moorwood, • Robertus. Jortc, Johannes Byks. Milites

Winchester, Johannes Fleming, Alanus Cardop, -. , - Petrus. Foun

Westminster, ... ...... Pag^»us de Villcrs, Petrus Fotin
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When
Elected.

1330,

1331,

1331,

1331,

1332,

1333,

1333,

1334,

1334,

1335,

1335,

1336,

1336,

1336,

1337,

1337,

1337,

1338,

1338,

1339,

1339,

1339,

1340,

isn,

1343,

1 1345,

1346,

1347,

1347,

1349,

1350,

1351,

1351,

1352,

1353,

1354,

1356,

1356,

. 1357,

1358,

1359,

Whore
HiiU. BURGESSES OF THE TQWN.

Nottioghaa**, - .- - - -..,,-
Westniinsjter, WilliMmtiSi Golham, Rob§rtus Moorwood, -

WestmJsstcr, - . - - -.-.-

York, - . - . .. . - J- J. .,., -

Westminster, Johannes de WidmBrpoole, Johaancs Fiemjng,

Westminfrtor, ftobertusMoonwood, Johaones de Crqphiil,

York, - . Johannes WldmerpBole, JohaHoes Fleming,.

Westminster, Johannes deForihy, VVjUielmus de Thorpe, -

'York,, . - Johannes de Feriby, RicJiacdus de Curzia, .

Westminstir, Johannes, de Fciiby, Wiljielmus de Thprpe, -

NoKiugham*, . . . . . ^ ^ - -

Westminster, 'Willielflius de Gotham, Rad. le Taverner,

Wcstfmnster, i'Rogenus Bothay.Ie, WilUfeJraus de. Colsjton, .

^Westminster, WiliLielm'JS de Golhajn,: Rob^-rtus JVIoor.wood,.

York, - - Nicholaus' Ingram, Simon. F.oleviie,

Westmiaster, Rogeru& de Bothayle, ,WiUi(Jmus de Colston, _

Nottingham*, Johannes de Feriby, Rad. le Tavijrner,

Westminster, -

Westminster, . Johannes Colier, Willielmus de Jlodetham, . -

Westminsiter, Robertus Moarw,ood, WillLelmus de Rgderhara

Westminster, Galfridus Fleming, Willielmus Tovy

Westminster, -

Westminster, WillLelmus de Loderham, Simon Wodeburgh,

Westminster, Robertus Ingram, Richacdas Newthorp,

Westminster, .,- . - . . .- ._

Westminster,. Rad. Taverner, Riehardus le Tawrner,

Westminster, Rad. Taverner, Hugo le de.. Spenser, ,-

Westmijister, Rad. le Taverner, J, de Widmerpoole ..

Westminster, . . . . -„. ,.

Westminster, Hugo le Spicer, Johannes de El,ngfofd, -

Westminster,, - . . . .. ...
Westminster, - - . . .... ...
Westminster, . . . . .,. ..

WestminBter, Willielmus Findern, Thomas Mootwood,

Westminster, 1 Robertus Burnby, -Thomas. Mooirwood,

Westminster, Thomas Moorwood, Johannes Ipgram,

Westminster, "Kogep Hoppewell, sen. Roger Hoppew€ll,.juD

Westminster, Thomas.de Moorwood, Johannes Ingram,

Westminster, .......
. . . Johannes Ingram, Robertus Burnby,

KNIGHTS OF THE SHIRE.

Johannes. de Monteny, Willielmus de Eland

Joha,nnes Byks, Rpgerqs de Verdon

Johannes Ingram, Johannes de Oxen

Johannes le.Bretty Richardus de Strelley

Willielmus de Eland, Thomas de Rade. Milites

Richardus de Strelley, Jc^annes de Oxen

Wiljielmus de Eland, Thomas de.Radcliff

Johannes de Brett, l^fchardus de Strelley

J,()h.annes de Oxenford, ^Richardus de Strelley

Thgrnas de Dekering, Richardus de Strelley

rWilJiplmus tje.Ejand, Richarijvs de.Strelley

Joharines.de Osenford, Richardus de-Strell^jr

WiUielmijs de E'and, Richardus de StreUey

Wiljfelmus de Eland, Johannes 'de Osenford

Righardus de Willoughby, Petr,us Foun

Johannes de Y^us, .Willielmus de Gotham

Egidus de Mejgnill, Rog^rus deEgington

,J,o^anncs I)arcy, Johannes Deyncpurt

Robertus Jort, Thomas de Asheburne

Johannes Barry, Rpbertys Jorce

Galfridus. de Stauntqn, Johannes de.Vaus

Robertus. Jorte, Richardus de Willoughby

Reginald de Aflactdo, Rpbertus le Jortz

Thomas JVewnjarsh,. Johannes Kineton

Johannes de Yaus,; Gervasius de Clifton

Willielmus Trjissbut, Nicholas Bernack

Johannes de Yaus, Gervasius de Clifton

Thomas de Bykering, Johannes de Wadesworth

:ThQmas de Bykering, Jphapnes de Wadesworth

Willielmus de.Wakpbrigg, Willielmus del Ken
Richardus de Grey. Miles

Richardus de Grey. ; Miles

RLchard|is Grey de Landeford,Will, deWa^ebrugg

Richardus de Bingham, Rogerus de Hopewell

.Richardus de,Grey, Johannes Bozoun

Rich..de Grey de Landeford, Johannes ^Bozoun

Thomas Malett, Hugo de Herty

Richardiis de £rrey, Willielmus Wakebrugg

• The three marks attached to Nottingham, are to correct the like number of errors fallen into by" Prynflfe, and followed by Deering ; the two
former are said fcy them to be held atWestminster, and the latter at Northampton. Deering says, all -historians agree, -that a parliament was held

at Nottip^ham.in 1330; therefore the error o{.placiiigit at Westminster has arisen, I suppose, {roin liis.pI»ciDg ibe Jtb of Edwaitd the IMd.,in 1%29-,

wbick I have corrected accerding to the pociet peerage,

4 E
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When Where _ „„,„„
Elected. Held. BURGESSES OF THE TOWN. KNIGHTS OF THE SHIKE.

1359, Westminster, Roger lloppewell, jun. Willjelmus de Findern, Rlchardas de Grey, Willielmus Wakebrugg

1359, Westminster, Willielmus Soliere, Tliomas Moorwood, - Richardus de Grey, Robert de Marlon

1361, Westminster, Willielmus de Waggbrug, Thomas Moorwood, Simon de Leek, Willielmus de Wakebrugg

1362, Westminster, Rogerus de Hoppewell, Henry W-ard, .. - Richardus de Bingham, Thomas de Nevil

1363, Westminster, Hugo Spiccr, Willielmus Prior, ... Simon de Leek, Robertns de Marton

1364, Westminster, Hugo Spicer, Rogerus Hoppewell, - - Simon de Leek, Robertas Marton

1 365, Westminster, Simon de Leek, Robertus de Martoa

1367, Westminster, Hugo Spicer, Henricus Chamberlain, . - Simon de Leek, Sampson de Strelley

1368, Westminster, Thomas de Marewode, Petrus Mason, - - Robertas de Marton, Willielmus de Strelley

1370, Westminster, Rogerus de Holm, Henricus Bradmere, - Rogerus Belcr, Robertus de Marton

1370, Westminster, Rogerus de Holm, .... - Rogerus Beler

1371, Westminster, Johannes Cropshull, Johannes Bond, - . Simon de Leek, Richardus de Grey

1372 Westminster, ....-..-- Simon de Leek, Johannes de Gateford

1375, Westminster .-.------ S. de Leek. Chivaler, Johannes de Birton

1375, ... Robertus German, Willielmus Copper, - Johannes Annesley, Johannes de Beckyngham

1376, Westminster, Robertus Germayn, Willielmus Capper, . Johannes Annesley, Johannes Beckyngham

1377 Westminster, - . - - - - - - -S.de Leek. Chivaler, Johannes Annesley

1378, Gloucester, - J. de Annesley. Miles. W. de Nevil. Milei

1378, Westminster, J. de Annesley. Miles. J. de Beckyngham

1378, Westminster, Robertus Germayne, Thomas de Bothale, . Johannes de Annesley, Johannes Parker

1379, Westminster, Henricus Cook, Robertus Germayne, - - Sampson de Strelley, R. de Marton

1380, Northampton,- ... ..... Johannes do Gaytford, Robertus Basely

1381, Westminster, ----..--- Thomas de Rempston. Miles. Simon de Leek

1381, Westminster, ..... ... . Sampson de Strelley, Thos. de Rempston. Miles

1382, Westminster, - - - - . - -. . . Simon de Leek. Miles. Johannes de Burton

1382, Westminster, ......... Sampson de Strelley. Miles. Johannes de Burton

1383, N. Sar. - Thomas Bothale, Johannes de Tammesley, . Bert, de Bolynbrok, Thomas de Annesly

1383, Westminster, -...-.-.-- Robertus de Basely, Thomas de Aonesly

1384, Westminster, Richardus Mllford, Robertus Germain . . Johannes de Annesley, Richardus de Bevercote

1385, Westminster, Johannes Crawshavre, Willielmus Hunston, Johannes de Annesley. Miles. Johannes de Birton

1386, Westminster, Willielmus Bottiler, Robertus de Hcnden, -. Johannes de Annesley, Johannes de Leek. Milites

1387, Westminster, . . - » --. . . . Johannes de Leek. Milites. Johannes do Annesley

1388, Cambridge, Thomas. Meverley, Willielmus Gottiler . . Johannes de Annesley, Robertus de Cokfield. M.

1389, Westminster, Willielmus Bottiler, Robertus Gerney, . Johannes de Leek, Johannes de Gaytford. M.

1390, Westminster, . . . Johannes de Burton, Hugo Cressy

1391, Westminster, Thomas Mapperley, Willielmus Bottiler, . Robertus Cokfield. M. Thomas Hercy

1392, Westminster, Willielmus Bottiler, Nicholas Allestre, . Thos. de Rempstone. M. Johannes Gaytford. M.

1393, Westminster, - Willielmus Nevil. Miles. Nicholas de Strelley

1394, Westminster, Robertus Gerniaine, Thomas Mapperley, •- Thomas de Rempston. Miles. Nicholas Burden

1396, Westminster, Robertus Germaine, Thomas Mapperley, . Thomas do Rempston. Miles. Hugo Cressy

1397, Westminster, . . Thomas de Rempston. Miles. Robertas de Marton

1399, Westminster, Johannes de Plumptre, Johannes Tauntstey, . Johannes Gaytford, Willielmus de Leek

1400,............ Johannes de Burton. Miles. Johannes Knyvcton

1402, Winchester, ........ . Richard Stanhop. Miles. Johannes Cliftou. Miles.

1403, Westminster, ......... Richard Stanhop. Miles. Simon de Leek

1406, Westminster, Walt'Orus Stacey, Thomai Fox, ... Thomas Chaworth. Miles. Rich. Stanhope. Miles
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When Where
Electei- Held. BURGESSES OF THE TOWN, KNIGHTS OF THE SHIRE.

1407, Gloucester, Johannes Rothell, Johannes Jorne, • . Johannes Zouch. Miles. Hugo Hussey. Milet

1410, Westminster, Thomas Map perley, Johannes Hoddings, . Willielmus Regioaydon, Thomas de Staunton

1412, Westminster, Johannes Tannesley, Thomas Mapperley, . Robertus Plimpton, Henricus de Sutton

1412, Westminster, Robertus Glade, Johannes Tannesley, Aid- > Johannes Zouch. Miles. Thos. Rempston. Milef.

1413, Leicester,.......... Robertus Plumpton, Miles. Henry de Sutton

1413, Westminster, Henricus Preston, Walterus Stacey Hugo Husye, Radulphus Malcerell

1414, Westminster, Johannes Allestre, Johannes Bingham, . . Thos. de Rempston. Miles. Will, de Crompton

1416, Westminster, Henricus Preston, Willielmus Burton, . Thomas Chaworth, Henry Fierpoint

1418, Gloucester, Willielmus Stacey, Thomas Fox

1419, Westminster, Thomas Page, Johannes Bingham . . Johannes Zouch, Hugo Husye

1419, Westminster, ......... Thomas Chaworth, Radulphus Makerell

1420, Westminster, Thomas Page, Richardus Samon . -~ . Richardus Stanhop, Henricus Pierpoint

1422, Westminster, Thomas Page, Johannes Allestre, Alderman . Johannes Zouch, Richardus Stanhop

1423, Westminster, Johannes Wilford, Thomas Page . . Thomas Chaworth, Henricus Pierpoint

1424, Westminster, Johannes Allestre, Johannes Wilford . . Henricus Pierpoint, Willielmus Merings

1425, Westminster, Willielmus Burton, Willielmus Bradmere, . Gervasius de Clyfton, Norman Babyngton

1427, Leicester, . Thomas Pogg, Alderman, Johannes Manchester,Hugo Willoughby, Radulphus Makerell

1428, Westminster, Johannes Manchester, Johannes Etewell, . Richardus Stanhop. M. Johannes Berweyg

1429, Westminster, Johannes Manchester, Johannes Etewell, - Richardus Stanhop, Miles. Johannes Bowyl

1430, Westminster. Johannes Plumptre, Aid. Johannes Manchester, Richardus Stanhop. Miles. Norman BabyngtoR

1432, Westminster, Willielmus Halifax, Aid. Galfridus Kenton,

1434, Westminster, Johannes Manchester, Robertus Rcsyn - Richardus Willoughby, Johannes Gower

1436, CambriJge, Johannes Plumptre, Aid. Will. Halifax, Aid. Thomas Chaworth, Willielmus Plympton

1441, Westminster, Thomas Allestre, Aid. Thomas Thurland, Aid. Johannes Zouch, Willielmus Merings

1446, Cambridge, .-...-... Nicholas Fitzwilliam, Richard lUingworth

1446, Westminster, Thomas Babyngton, Robertus Resyn

1448, Westminster, Thomas Thurland, Aid. Thomas Allstre, Aid. Johannes Roos. Armig. Richard Estlyngwortt

1449, Westminster, Thomas Thurland, Aid. Thomas Allestre, Aid. Johannes Stanhop. Miles. Henry Bosom. Mile«

1450, Westminster, Thomas Thurland, Aid. Thomas Babington Johannes Wastnesse, Richardus Illingworth

1452, Reading, - Richardus Delwood, Johannes Squyer . . Robertus Clifton, Johannes Stanhop

1454^ Westminster, Ricliardus Illingworth, Johannes Watnesse

1459, Coventry, ....w... . Robertus Strclley. Miles. Johannes Stanhop. A r.

1459, Westminster, Robertus Stable, Johannes Serjeant

1460, Westminster, Robertus Strelley. Miles, Johannes Stanhop

1466, - . Elected, but lost ..... Elected, bat lost

1471, Westminster, Thomas Nevill, Johannes Hunt - . - Henricus Pierpoint, Johannes Stanhop.

Here ends Pryne's list^ to whichj with a few slight alterations, I have adhered.

1476, Westminster, John Mapully, John Clerk, . . . . John Byron, Esq. William Meryng, Esq.

The writs, indentures, and returns from this time to the first of Edward the Sixth, are all lost,

except an imperfect bundle of the 23d of Henry the Eighth, which wants for the county, but

those fot- the town are,

Robert Lovat

Richard Hasyligg
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Prom this time the, parliaments always held their sittings at Westminster^ with the exception 6f

three being held at Oxford; the first by Mary, in 1554, and the second by-Gharles the First, in

164S/and the third by Charles the Second, in 1680; therefore it is of no use to continue the

column of places, where held.

BURGESSES OF THE TOWN.
1546, John- Pastell, Nicholas Pdwtrell

1551, Robert Hasiligge, Francis Colman

1553, Humphrey Quarnbye, Thomas Markham

1554, Humphrey Quarnbye, Francis Colman -

1555, Nicholas Powtrell, Esq. William Markliam

1656, HughThornhill, Esq. J. Bateman, Gent.

1558, Francis Colman, Gent. Edward Brown, Gent. -

1558, Elected but lost - -

1562, Homphrey Quarnbye, Gent. J. Bateman, Gent.

1570, Ralph Barton, Gent. William Balle, Gent.

1571, Thomas Manours, Knt. John Bateman, Gent.

1584, Richard Parkvns, Esq. R. Bateman, Gent.

1585, Robert Constable, Knt. Richard Parkyns, Esq.

1588, George 'Mannors, Esq. Richard Parkyns, -Esq.

1592, Humphrey Bonner, Gent. Richard Parkyns, Esq.

1596, Humphrey Bonner, Aid. Anker Jackson, Aid.

1600, William Gregory, Gent. William Grayes, Gent.,

1602, Richard Hart, Alderman, Anker Jackson, Aid.

1613, Elected, but lost . . - -

1619, Michael Purefoy, Esq. John Lascells, Esq.

1622, J. Bryan, Esq. Francis Pierpoint, Esq.

1625, Robert Greaves, Gent. J. Martin, Gent.

1825, Gerv. Clifton, Knt. and Bart. J. By ran, Esq. -

1627, Charles Cavendish, Knt. Henry Pierpoint, Esq.

1639, Chs. Cavendish, Esq. Gil. Bonn, Serjeant.at-Law

1640, Gilbert Millington, Esq. Francis Pierpoint, Esq,

1 646*, Gilbert Millington, Esq. William Stanhop, Esq.

1653*, None elected . . . - .

James Cbadwick, Esq. John Mason, Esq.

1654*5 - - - - ...
1656*, Col. James Chadwick, William Drory, Aid.

1659*, John Wballey, Esq. John Parker, Aid.

KNIGHTS OF THE-SHIRE,

Michael Stanhope, Knt. Joho Markham, Knf.

Elected, but lost

Jo'hn'Hcrry, Knt. John HoHis,Knt.

John Constablu, K-ot. Elizeus Matkham,. Esq.

Richard Whalley, Esq. Elizeus Markhamj-Esq.

Richard Whalley, Esq. Anthony Foster, Esq.

John Markham, Knt. HughThornhill, Esq.

Elected, but lost

John Mannersj Esq. John Mollineux, Esq.

Robert Markham, Esq. Edward Stanhop, Esq.

Henry Pierpoint, Esq.- Edward Stanhop, Esq.

Thomas Manners, Knt. Robert Constable, Knt.

Thomas Manners, Knt. Thomas Stanhop, Knt.

Robert Markham, Esq. Brian Lascells, Esq.

Charles Cavendish, E^q. Philip Strelley, Esq.

Elected, but lest

Charles Cavendish, Knt. Robert Pierpoint, Esq.

John Hollis, Knt. Percival Willoughby, Knt.

Elected, but lost

Gervase Clifton, Knt. George Chaworth, Knt.

Gervase Clifton, Knt. and Barf. Robert Sutton, Esq.

Gervase Clifton, Knt. and Bart. Henry Staohop, Esq.

Henry Stanhope, Esq. Thomas Hutchinson, Knt.

Gervase Clifton, Knt, and Bart. John Byran, Knt.

Thomas Hutchinson, Esq. Robert Sutton, Esq.

Thomas Hutchinson, Knt. Robert Sutton, Esq.

John Hutchinson, Esq.+ Gervase Pigott, Esq.

John Odingsells, Esq. Edward Cludd, Esq.

William Pierpoint, Esq. Edward Whalley, Esq. Edward

Neville, Esq. Charles White, Esq.

Edward Neville, Esq. Edward Cludd, Esq. Edward

Whalley, Esq. Peniston Whalley, Esq.

Edward Neville Esq. Thomas Bristonr, Esq.

All the returns marked thus *, I have been enabled to add to the lists of representatives hitherto

published : Deering acknowledges he could not obtain them, and Throsby, I presume/ never

attempted. The first parliament which Charles summoned in 1640, met on the I3th of April ;

•f-
Mrs. Hutchinson informs us, that ber husband was strongly solicited to sme for tbe town, but Mr. Francis Pierpont intreated him to stand for

the county, and nse bis influence for him in the town ; which be did, notwithstanding the many unkind returns he had received from that genttaman..
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and the second, which proved so fatal to him, on the 3d of November. The four succeeding

ones, as well as that which was summoned to meet on the 35th of April, 1660, called the Restoring

Parliament, were called during the Interregnum. Deering informs us, that he could not find

the names of either our town or county members, belonging to that parliament which Charles

summoned to meet at Oxford in 1643; nor was he likely, since there were no elections on the occasion.

Charles merely, after the battle at Edghill in Warwickshire, summoned that parliament to meet him

at Oxford which had been elected in 1640 ; but, besides those of the blood royal, there were only 43

lords and 1 17 commoners attended to his call. To the honor of Nottingham^ however, its members

continued at Westminster, firmly attached to the people's liberties.

The Barebones, or Little Parliament summoned in 1653, was so called, from a conspicuaus

character of that day, of the name of Praise God Barebone, and from the- paucity of its numbers,

it consistino- only of 144- members ; and not as Deering has it, of 139. Our author conjectures,

that Edward Cludd, Esq. of Southwell,* was retui'ned by the town of Nottingham to this parliament;

but, aa maybe seen by looking at the list, he is mistaken. He is likewise wrong in stating Gervase

Pigott, Esq. to be a member of this parliament; that gentleman was never returned after the year

1646. But to set the matter at rest respecting Mr. Cludd's being returned for tiie town in 1653,

we have only to analize that parliament and we shall find, there was not one borough member in

the house. The members stood as follows :

—

County Members

London

Scotch

Irish

Welch -

Field Officers

115

7

5

6

144

BURGESSES OF THE TOWN. KNIGHTS OF THE SHIRE.

1660, John Hutchinson, Esq. Robert Pierepoint, Esq.+ William Pierepoint, Esq. Gilbert Lord HoughtoB

Arthur Stanhope, Esq. .... ......._
1661, Robert Pierepoint, Esq. Arthur Staohope, Esq.

1678, Robert Pierepoint, Esq. Richard Slater, Esq.

1679, Robert Pierepoint, Esq. Richard Slater, Esq.

1680-1 Robert Pierepoint, Esq. Richard Slater, Esq.

Sir John Clifton, Knt. John Eyre, Esq.

Sir Scroop Howe, Knt. Sir Francis Leek, Rat. and Bart.

Sir Scroop Howe, Knt. John White, Esq.

Sir Scroop Howe, Knt. John White, Esq.

Sir Scroop Howe, Knt. John White, Esq.

• Mr. Cludd resided at Norwood Park, near Southwell, and during tiie interregnum, he acted as a civil magistrate; and, according to the custom of

the commonwealth, he had to perform the ceremony of uniting those persons at the hymeneal altar, that chose to enter into the married state ; such

union being then considered purely as a civil contract. This ceremony, we are intormed ty tradition in that neighbourhood, he used to perform under

tlie umbrageous shelter of an oak tree, not far from his house, around which benches were erected for the conveuiency of the parties ; which tree is

preserved by the Buttons, the present owners of the estate, with a religious veneration, il Ireing capped with lead and otherwise taken care of; and is

to this day called Cludd's Oak. When the author of this work visited this altar of hymeneal devotion in the summer of 1815, the happiness of its

former youthful visitants danced in his imagination , and he put up a silent prayer for its pieservalion.

t Colonel Hutchinson and Mr. Stanhope were elected for the town in 1660, to serve in that parliament which met on the 25th of April ; but in June

following the Colon«l, and every other member that had signed the king's deatii-warrant were expunged, and Mr. Fierpoint was elected in his stead.

4 F
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II I 11.

BCRGESSES OF THE TOWN. KNIGHTS OF THE SHIRE,

1685, John Beaumont, Esq. Sir William St»nhope, Knt. Sir William Clifton, Bart. Reason Mellish, Esq,

1689-90 Hon.Fra. Pierepoint, Ed. Bigland, serj.-at-law John White, Esq. John Lord Houghton, created a Peer

i
- - - • and succeeded by Sir Scroop Howe, Knt.

1690, Charles Hutchinson, Esq. Richard Slater, Esq. Sir Scroop Howe, Knt. William Sacheverel, Esq. died,

1695, Richard Slater, Esq. Charles Hutchinson, Esq. John White, Esq.

died, William Pierepoint, Esq. . . - Sir Scroop Howe, Rot. John White, Esq.

1698, William Pierepoint, Esq. Richard Slater, Esq. Sir Thomas Willoughby, Bart. Gervase Eyre, Esq.

died, Robert Sacheverel, Esq. .............
1700, William Pierepoint, Esq. Uobt. Sacheverel, Esq. Sir Thomas Willoughby, Bart. Gervase Eyre, Esq.

1701, William Pierepoint, Esq. Robt. Sacheverel, Esq. Sir Thomas Willoughby, Bart, Sir F. Mollineux, Bart.

1702, William Pierepoint, Esq. George Gregory, Esq. Sir F. Mollineux, Bart. Gervase Eyre, Esq. died, Joha

Thornhagh, Esq.

1706, Robt. Sacheverel, Esq. Wm. Pierpoint, Esq. rf/erf Sir Thomas Willoughby, B rt^ John Thornhagh, Esq.

John Plumptre, Esq. .....
1708, John Plumptre, Esq. Robic Sherwin, Esq. . Sir Francis Willoughby, Bart. John Thornhagh, Esq.

1710, John Plumptre, Esq. Robert Sacheverel, Esq. R. H. Scroop Vise. Howe, William Levinz, Esq.

1713, Robert Sacheverel, Esq. Borlace Warren, Esq. The Hon. Francis Willoughby, William Levinz, Esq.

1714-15, John Plumptre, Esq. George Gregory, Esq. The Hon. Francis Willoughby, William Levinz, Esq.

1722, John Plumptre, Esq. George Gregory, Esq. - R. H. Scroop Vise. Howe, Sir Robert Sutton, K. B.

1727, Borlace Warren, Esq. Hon. John Stanhope . William Levinz, Esq. R. H. Scroop Vise. Howe, office,......... Thomas Bennett, Esq.

1734, John Plumptre, Esq. Borlace Warren, Esq. . The Hon. John Mordauot, Thomas Bennet, Esq. died,......... William Levinz, Esq. junior

1741, John Plumptre, Esq. Borlace Warren, Esq. died. The Hon. John Mordaunt, William Levinz, Esq.

Sir Charles Sedlcy, Bart. ..............
1747, R. H. Geo. Vise. Howe, Sir Chas.Sedley, Bart.* R. H. Lord Robert Sutton, John Thornhagh, Esq.

1754, R. H. Geo. Vise. Howe, Sir Willoughby Aston, R. H. Lord Robert Suttop, John Thornhagh, Esq.

BsLvt. Lord Hozee d^ing in 175S,TheUon. Cu\. ..........
William Howe ................

1761, The Hon. Col. Wm. Howe, John Plumptre, Esq. R. H. Lord Robert Sutton, John Thornhagh, Esq. mj/

. . .. Lorrf afj/»i^ zn 1762, The Hon. Thos. Willoughby

1768, The Hon. Col; Wm; Howe, John Plumptre, Esq. John Thornhagh, Esq. The Hon. Thomas Willoughby

1774, The Hon. Gen. Howe, Sir Charles Sedley, Bart. Hcury Earl of Lincoln, The Hon. Thomas Willoughby,

Sir Oharles dying in 1778, Abel Smith. Esq, who succeeded to the title of Lord Middleton in the

jun. was elected; but he dying in 1779, his same year ; Lord Ed. Bcntinck rcv/s e/ec^erfin 1775,

tro/Aer Robert Smith, Esq. ... and the Eurl of Lincoln dying in France in 1778,

... . - . •. - . The Hon. Charles Meadows

1780, Robert Smith, Esq. Daniel Parker Coke, Esq. Lord Edward Bcntinck, The Hon. Charles Meadows

1784, Robert Smith, Esq. Daniel Parker Coke, Esq. Lord Edward Bcntinck, The Hon. Charles Meadows

1790, Robeit Smith, Esq. Daniel Parker Coke, Esq. Lord Edward Bentinck, The Hon. Charles Meadows

1796, Dan. Parker Coke, Esq. Robt. Smith, Esq. aeo/eti The Hon Evelyn Pierepoint J.,ord W. C. Bentinck, Mr.

a Peer in 1797, Sir John Borlasc Warren, K. B. Pierepoint died in 1801 , Hon. C. H. Pierepoint

• 1 violi'.nt contest took pkcp at this electioti between John P'.unipire, Esq. supported by the whig*, and Sir Cliarles Sedley, supported by the lories

the latter party succeeding, for tlie first lime from the year 1T15 ; in consequence of which, Sir CImrles gave his partisans Iho finest fir in his park at

Nuthall, which they erect«d as a Maypole, where now tlie pump stands in Parliament-street, between Clumber-street and Milton-slreet. It was ordered

town by the Ult Mr. Thonnas Wy«r when hi; was ovur-eer of the highway in 1T88.
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BURGESSES OF THE TOWN.

1802, Sir John Borlase Warren, Joseph Birch, Esq,

whose return was declared void in 1803

Daniel Parker Coke, Esq.

1806, Daniel Parker Coke, Esq. John Smith, Esq.

1807, Daniel Parker Coke, Esq. John Smith, Esq.

1812 John Smith, Esq. Rt. Hon. Lord Rancliffe

KNIGHTS OF THE SHIRE.

Hon. C. H. Pierepoint, Lord W, C. Bentinck, who

vacated in 1803, Anthony Hardolph Eyre, Esq.

Anthony H. Eyre, Esq. Hon, C. H. Pierepoint, Lord

Newark by courtesy

Anthony H. Eyre, Esq. Lord Newark

Rt. Hon. Lord Newark, Lord W. C, Bentinck, who vacated

in 1814, and was succeeded by Frank Frank, Esq.*

ELECTIOJVS FOR MEMBERS OF PARLIAMEJVT,
FOR THE TOWN.

The following table shews the number of electors that polled at the different stated periods ; and

though it does not embrace every election from the year 1713, yet it will satisfy the reader'.?

curiosity, as to the number of electors.
'

no Poiied.

1710, John Plumptre, Esq. .....--.- 728

Robert Sacheverel, Esq. ...----.. 703"

Robie Sherwin, Esq. ....---.- 675

Borlase Warren, Esq. ....---.. 674

Total

1722, John Plumptre, Esq. . . . -

George Gregory, Esq. ....
Borlase Warren, Esq. . . , .

Total

-
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Plumptre had long been the favorite of the whigs, but he having accepted an office under

government, the}r were highly offended at his conduct ; depending; however, upon his influence,

he not only thought of stepping into the seat, but of bringing in Sir Uilloughby Aston likewise ; this

the whigs couW not bear, therefore, they made sure of their own champion, and split as many of

their votes in favor of Sir Willoughby Aston as placed him second on the list; thus Mr. Plumptre

was lost in a fog of his own raising. The number ofonly votes vvhich polled on this.occasion were

—

For Howe ....... 901

For Plumptre ....... 26

For \ston ....... 3

1774, Sir Charles Sedlcy, Bar

Honorable Colonel W. Howe
Lord Edward Benlinck

Total
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party^ many of his old friends determined to oppose him ; and Dr. Crompton was prevailed upon

to be the instrument in their hands. Many of the electors, who polled on this occasion, made

sacrifices which will ever endear their conduct to the lovers of independence. It was not Mr.

Smith, properly speaking, that they opposed, but the war; and time has proved, that if the nation

in general had followed their notion of things, we should now have been a happy people.

No. Polled. Only Voles.

1802, Sir John Borlace Warren ...... 987 . 48

Joseph Bfrch, Esq. ....... 928 . 591

Daniel Parker Coke, Esq. ...... 636 . 10

ToUl - - - 2651 - 649

Total number of Electors thai polled 1600

Mr. Coke had become an object of popular dislike, in consequence of his having given his

support to the war, to which was attributed the excessive high price of provisions. It was very

remarkable rn this contest, that Mr. Birch was a total stranger, was then standing a contest at

Liverpool, and that he did not arrive here till the 4th day of the poll. He was unseated in

consequence of a petition to the House of Commons from Mr. Coke ; but the circumstances which

took place in consequence of this affair, more properly belong to the political events of the town ;

and the relation of them shall therefore be reserved for that place.

On Monday, the 30th of May, came on the memorable contest between Mr. Coke and Mr.

Birch , and to give the account of it clearly to posterity, we will set down each day's poll.

1803, First day, May 30th ....
Second day, May 31st ....
Third day, June 1st .

Fourth day, June 2d •

Fifth day, June 3d > . . .

Sixth day, June 4fh ....
Seventh day, June 6th ....

Total

Number of town burgesses

Number of county burgesses

Number of freeholders ia the town

Number of freeholders in the county

Total number of burgesses that polled for each

Total number of freeholders that polled for each

Total number of freeholders that polled on this occasion .

Total number of burgesses that polled on this occasion .

Grand total

The next contest was carried on between the friends of Mr. Birch on the one part, and those of Mr.
Coke and Mr. John Smith on the other, with an ardour scarcely ever exceeded in the history of

electioneering; the two latter gentlemen having joined interests, though of opposite political

4 G

(Coke.
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opinions ; Mr. Smith being a whig of strict constitutional principles; but^ though a native of the

town, he had resided very little in it, and his politics were as little known ; many of the whigg

therefore split their votes in favor of Mr. Coke, and thus placed him at the head of the poll ; while

if each candidate had stood upon his own interest and had taken the chance of split-votes^ in

all probability he would have been at the tail. Mr. Smith, however, by his manly conduct in the

house, in advocating the rights of the people, soon acquired the esteem of every lover of his

country.
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nomination, and by public handbill, endeavoured to transfer the party influence which had long

supported him in his political capacity, to Mr, Arkwright; but in many instances, he had mistaken

personal attachment for party principle; and therefore his more intimate connections were

mislead. This was clearly understood by some of his more penetrating political opponents, who

thought it a fair opportunity of bringing in two members opposed to the war party, the effect of

whose counsels Nottingham had so wofully felt. But how to find a proper character to oppose

Mr. Arkwright was the difficulty. Lord Rancliffe had been named, but had been induced, by the

advice of a few of the more timid of the whigs, to make a public declaration of his intention not to

stand the contest. Mr. Birch, who had previously maintained three contests, was put in nomination,

without his knowledge or consent ; but this measure was considered more vexatious than prudent,

and, of course, received but little support. Dr. Crompton made his appearance, and was put in

nomination ; but his system, though purely honest and constitutional, was not calculated to prpduce

the wished for success; therefore he received little support; and the first day of the election passed

away in this, to one party, hopeless, and to the other triumphant condition. In the evening

however, about eight or ten common working men determined upon a desperate effort ; and, at

their own expense, sent three of their company, in a post chaise to Bunny-hall, to solicit Lord

Rancliffe to permit Tiimself to be" put in nomination the next morning, and to press his personal

attendance ; -while another of the company had previously prepared an answer to Mr. Coke's

address, which was immediately printed at the company's expense. Lord Rancliffe met the

application with promptitude and decisioA; and this determined measure of a handful of poor men

roused all the latent energies of the party that were friendly to peace and parliamentary reform,

many of whpm had previously .voted for Mr. Coke from prineiples of gratitude or personal

attachment, he never having made party motives an-object of distinction when applied to for the

exercise of his influence in behalf of tho^e persons that were in difficult or distressed circumstances.

The state of the poll at the conclusion will fully explain the rest :

—

1813, John Smith, Esq. . . . ' .

Lord Rancliffe . . . ' .

Richard Arkwright, Esq.

Peter Crompton, Esq. ...
Joseph Birch, Esq.*' ....

Total number of Electors that polled 2781

* Mr. Birch's name was withdrawn on Lord Ranclifie's npmiyation, fis^ Dr. Crornpton's tlie third ^a; of the poll.

t The last contested election we have any knowledge of for the county of Nottingham was conducted on the 4th and 5th of April, 112?.-.

The candidates with their respective numbers polled were as follows:

—

No. PoUed.

Sir Robert Sutton, Baronet ----....^ 3349

Scroop, Lord Viscount Howe ' -" -".. ". . .'.
5333

William Lerinz, Esq. -- — --.-. -. . . , IZ&s
Honorable Francis WillBUgbby -•...... U^^

Total nuiJIber of Fftebolders that polled 2624

Tie tsro eentteiMB tetvroed w«!te of the whig party,

No. Polled.
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CORPORATE COJVTESTS,
SENIOR COUNCIL.

No. Polled.

577'

475

1747, Roger Radforth ........
Benjamia Bull . . . . ....

Total number that polled 1052

,

Mr. Radforth was a butcher by trade; therefore it was sarcastically said, the butcher had killed

the bull.

1780, Joseph Oldknow - . . . i . .

Samuel Eaton .......
Henry Green . - . . ^ . .

George Bnrbage . . . ...
Total

Number of Burgesses that polled 1639

1787, Captain John Collishaw .......
Samuel Heywood, attorney.at.law .....

Uo. Polled.
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,, . ;,,l' -I !

..
, "ii • No, PoUed.

. 179,9,, James Lee
;

. -
^.^^

. . .,. .. . . . 467

• Joffen Croslaod --....-... 279

Total 746

No. Polled^

1801, Charles Twells, attorney-at.law . - - .- - - - - 172

, Joseph Harvey, :
- . . , . ,- . - - - . 125

:!';"v Total ...... 297

No. Polled.

1807, Lewis A.llsopp, attorney-at l&W -' - . .: . . . - . 244

James Ellis - - - -.-- - - - - - 133

Total . - - - 377

The reader will' find the particufers rdsitivfi to the last election in the foregoing partof th's

chapter; as also of the election for the reinistafement of the junior council.

,,
/" No. Polled.

1810, Martin Roe .'''-. .'.'. : . . . . 95

Edward Stevenson . , - . . - . i ,
' . . . - 13

John Lomas Darker . ; 1 -. - - r . ,. . . , . . . 4

Tbfal ... . . 112

On *the 26th of April this election was'Brougftt on; and it- was brie of thoge scenes which excite

little else than laugMer and contempt: Mr. Stevenson, an industrious framework-knitter/ was a

inost'cortvenient instrument in the Hands bf the 'pbpiilace to discharge the arrows of railery at Mr.
Darker, Hvhi'eh was hi^' declared motive for permittmg hittiself to be put in nbminatiori:

During the 1 7th,' 18th, 21st, S2d, '23&', 24th, and. 2% of August a veryspirfted, yet most
good-naturedly conducted contest was carried on between Mr. James Dale,;and Mr.' Richard
Bonington. ' ' < j .

'' -. . ;i
; : *: J';iKI' ../

'

.'
' Iv'-.' •

."!.[
No. Polled',

.,,1«15, Jaines-Palp.; .,,.;;,, ,, .j . ,^. ^
.:^u,^ -. ...

; ^, ^^ ,. -1207
; Richard Bonington , . . ,.*,. ^ . ^ iita

.'•
I ; ,, ^1'.' '. a ii • .li '; . J : .

,- . * ' ", m^
.. .

' <'.':._ !•; ;:^ Total '' :,. , . :. ' . :
^ . ^. . gggj , .! •

'[
''

\;'?\'^';/',.|' ".^CI^AMJ^EHLAIN ,'-^',..'J""' .,
.':

'.

r ,' ,..;'.", ,'*''
' ''

' '

""'
'' "

" '" '''"'
' " ' * '' " No. pollecU-

1789, John Wh.tlock - - - .
';.>: 0-;^,- ^.:' :-. ,.j,,'> ,;

,.- , 26..:.
Elihu Samuel Fellows - - - - . ' . . . . 25
Thomas Hunt --------- .32

On this occasion there were two contests, the first between Mr. Whitlock and Mr. Hunt, and
the second between Mr. Fellows and Mr. Hunt; the same number polling for Mr. Hunt both times.

A contest for chamberlains, is a thing quite unusal, as the mayor elect has a right to chuse his

own stewards to manage the estate of the burgesses, whose collective body he represents;
consequently, when the clothing are permitted to control such choice, it must be the result of an
act of courtesy on his part.

4 H
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Were I to pass over in silence two of the contests for the office of junior counsellor, namely.

Brown opposed to Hooton-, and Ellis opposed to Allsopp, the reader would justly fcharge me 'with

gross partiality ; it Is not "on this' ground however, biit on that of duty, that the following remarkg

are made. - - -

Brown and Ellis were both journeymen stocking-makers, and as such were equal in point of

ranfr, as far as circumstances constitute an equality; yet, how different were their pretensions ^ Mr.

Robert Brown possessed acaptivating address," with the manners of a poUshed gentleman, entirely

free froiji affectation: he had been favored with a liberal English education; and his talents were

of the elevated kind, without that too often accompanying, and disgusting appendage, pedantry.

He was therefore an acceptable companion to the liberal minded rich ; and, his having advocated

the cause of his fellow workmen, for which he had -been prosecuted and persecuted, had placed

him very high in popular estimation. And, there is great reason to believe, had he been successful

ih the contest, that an intelligent majority of the corporation would have been glad to have seen

him thus elected as a member of their body.—In him,, talent supplied the place of wealth ; and the

civic crown would not have been sullied by the sweat of the brow that might have worn it

!

But how different was the case with James Ellis ! He had nothing to distinguish him from the

lowly class to which nature had assigtjed him—among which, ia Nottingha«»,.many enKghtened

characters are to be found; and-from which fortune-had made a vain efforfcto exalt him—he had

nothing to distinguish him, but a prodigal abruptness of manners, and a coarseness of behaviour,

which had no. other effect, except that of sometimes affording amusement to little minds. And,-the

only excuse for his presumption, in putting up for the office of junior counsellor, can alone be

found in a species of insanity,, to which thefajcultjy has not yet given a name. Therefore, if this

person had been elected, his success would have brought manifest disgrace upon those that elected

him, and on that body, of whom the late Rigbt Hon. C. J. Fox spoke so highly, and with whom,

by the force of authority, he vvould have mixed.

The evils resulting from bodies of electors supporting persons like this, are far greater than is

generally imagined; two of which we will name. First, it excites the rich to exert every possible

effort to narrow down the elective -franchise of the people, which, in Nottingharti, 'may be narrow

enough in thirty years to come, by the military interference with apprenticeships, if the

corporation do not adopt some corresponding remedy in the qualifications for the obtainment of the

town's freedom; and secondly, that very body are brought into disrespect, that have the

guardianship of the burgess's interests in' their hands ; and therefore those interests must be

deteriorated in a corresponding degree,

liui a
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CHAPTER X.

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE NOBLEMEN THAT HAVE BEEN DIGNIFIED WITH THE TITLE
OF EARL OF NOTTINGHAM, FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NORMAN POWER
IN THIS COUNTRY TO THE PRESENT TIME.

Henry de Perrariis, son of Walcheiin de Ferriers or Ferrariis^ a Norman, was made Earl

of Nottingham by William tiie First, who gave him also I'utbury castle and other possession*

in Staffordshire; and likewise large estates in the counties of Berks, Oxon, Wilts, Lincoln, Bucks,

and Gloucester. This Henry founded the priory of Tutbury.

He was succeeded by Robert, his third son, his two elder being dead. He was one of the

witnesses to the laws made by Stephen in the 1st of his reign ; and, on account of the signal

services he performed at the head of the Derbyshire men in the battle of Northallerton, or what is

frequently called the battle of the standard, in 1138, Stephen presented him with the Earldom of

Derby. But he died the following year, and was succeeded by his son

Robert de Ferrers, Earl of Ferrers and Derby. He stiled himself, according to Dugdale,

Robertus comes. Junior de Ferreriis, and likewise comes. Junior de Nottingham, as appears by a
charter of his dated 1141, by which he confirmed to the church of St. Oswald of Nostell, whatsoever
Henry de Ferrers, his grandfather, Engenulph de Ferrers, his uncle, Robert, his father, or any of
their wives had previously given to that church. He was also a benefactor to Tutbury in

StaflFordshire, the canons of Nostell and other religious institutions in Yorkshire, Leicestershire, and
Cheshire. He also founded the priory of Derby, which was afterwards translated to Darley.

He died in 1165, and was succeeded by his only son

William de Ferrers, Earl of Ferrers and Derby. He certified, in the reign of Henry the

Second, to the holding of seventy-nine knights' fees. He confirmed the grants of his ancestors to

the monks of Tutbury ; and was bountiful to the knights hospitallers. He married Margaret,
daughter and heiress of William Peverel, (according to Glover's Catalogue of Honor) whose
grandfather was natural son to William the First ; the marriage ceremony of which couple was
performed at Canterbury by the celebrated Thomas a Becket. He died in 1 173, and was succeeded
by his son,*

Robert de Ferrers, Earl of Ferrers and Derby. He, along with the Earls of Chester, Leicester,

• It appears that the Peverels were not Earla, but Lords of NottiDgham ; for Camden says, " William, sutnamed the Conqueror, made his natural
" son William Peverel, ruler of thU county, not by the title of Earl, but Lord of Nettingham." It also appears that the property of the bsrosy
fceloDged to the Lords of the town, till tome time after Peverel was ousted of it by Henry the Second.
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Norfolk^ &c. joined young Henry against his father and sovereign, who, from a thoughtless

indulgence, had caused his unnatural son to be crowned in his life time. Our Earl, on this

occasion, garisoned his castles of Tutbury and DufReld, and entered Nottingham, which he partly

destroyed, with a hostile army, because it adhered to the interest of the old king. When fortune,

as well as justice, had declared in favor of the injured monarch, Robert made his peace with him,

on condition of surrendering the above named castles, which the king, very prudently, demolished.

To make peace also with heaven, according to the ^fashion of those days, Robert founded the

,
priory of VVoodham-Ferrers in Essex ; and died in 1 189.

William de Ferrers, his son, succeeded him in his titles of Earl of Ferrers, Nottingham, and

Derby ; but was afterwards deprived of the two latter earldoms by Richard the First, who gave them

to John, Earl of Morton, his brother, and afterwards king of England. Our dispossessed Earl,

however, followed Richard in his wars into Palastine, and lost his life at the siege of St. John de

Acre ; nor were any of his family possessed of the earldom of Nottingham from that time,

whatever some writers may say to the contrary.

John Planiagenet, already governor of Nottingham castle, and in possession of the honor of

Peverel, with the property of t!ie barony, had the earldoms of Nottingham and Derby conferred

upon him by his brother Richard ; which favors he requited by endeavouring to usurp the throne

in the absence of the latter, for which the faithful Longchamp, bishop of Ely, deprived him of his

honor's and commands. The generous Richard, however, restored to his ungrateful brother his

dignities and power, which he held till he became king himself in 1 199. From this time the title

of Earl of Nottingham lay dormant till it was conferred upon

John de Mouhray in 1377, by Richard the Second on the day of his coronation. This young

gentleman was honored with the title of Earl of Nottingham at twelve years of age ; nor was it

long before he g'ave an open instance of his manhood, for, though he died before he had attained

the age of eighteen, he obtained the title of Lord Maubray of Axholm, by Elizabeth Seagrave his

loife, daughter and heiress of Margaret Brotherton, Duchess of Norfolk. At his death, Richard

bestowed the title of Earl of Nottingham upon

— Thomas Mouhray, his younger brother, who was immediately after created Duke of Norfolk.—

But he did not long enjoy these distinguished honors ; for he died in February, 1381.

Thomas Mdubray, or Morbrai/, was created Earl of Nottingham in 1382, and 'hereditary

Marshal of England and Duke of Norfolk in 1398. He used to stile himself Duke of Norfolk,

Earl' of Nottingham, Marshal of England, Lard of Moubray, Scgrave, Gqwer and Brews.

This gentleman' did not, however, long enjoy his estates and high dignities in peace ; for, shortly

after his being ci'eated Duke of Norfolk, he was banished the realm by the king ; the occasion of

which is thus related by histori&ns :
—^The Duke of HerefortI charged the Duke of Norfolk with

having spoken words to the dishonor of the king, which he positively and indignantly denied : tlife

affair became serious, and, according to the custom of those times, Avas to be decided by single

combat ; the victor in such cases always being supposed innocent. But the king interposed his

authority, just as the combatants were about to engage, and, by the force of his arbitrary power,

he banished Hereford for ten years, and Norfolk for the term of his natural life. HeffePord retired
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to PariSj and his father^ the Duke of Lancaster^ dying shortly after^ who was also uncle to the

king, he assumed the title of Duke of Lancaster, and afterwards deposed the arbitrary Richard, and

was crowned king of England by the name of Henry the Fourth ; and thus laid the foundation of

those destructive wars between the houses of Lancaster and York. Fortune dealt otherwise with

the subject of this memoir; for he died of grief at Venice the first year of his rival's reign. His

first wife, who died without issue, was Elizabeth Strange, daughter of Sir Thomas Strange, who

was son and heir to Lord Strange, of Blackmore. His second wife was Elizabeth, sister and

coheiress of Thomas Fitz Allen, Earl of Arundel by whom he had three daughters and two sons,

the eldest of whom,

Thomas Mouhray, enjoyed the title of Earl of Nottingham by courtesy from the time of his

father's elevation to the dukedom of Norfolk. He also enjoyed the marshalsbip of England by

inheritance. He married Constance, daughter of John Holland, Earl of Huntington and Duke of

Exeter, and Elizabeth, daughter of John of Gaunt Duke of Lancaster ; but left no issue ; he

died in 1405, and was succeeded by his brother

John Moubray, who, in 1435, had the dukedom of Norfolk restored to him. He married

Catharine, daughter to Ralph, Lord Nevil, the first Earl of Westmoreland ; and died in 1432.

John Moubray, Duke of Norfolk, Earl of Nottingham, Earl Marshal of England, Lord

Moubray, Segrave, and Gower, succeeded his father. He was created Knight of the Garter bv

Henry the Sixth, by whom he was employed to negociate a peace with France ; and in the first of

Edward the Fourth, was constituted Justice Itinerant of all the royal forests south of Trent ; but

died in 1461, and was buried by the high altar in the Abbey of Thetford, in all probability in

consequence of his having made two pilgrimages to Rome and one to Jerusalem, &c. His wife

was Eleonora, daughter of William Bouchier, Earl Ewe in Normandy, by whom he had

John Lord Moubray, who, in hi« father's lii'e time, was created Earl of Warren and Surrey by

Henry the Sixth, came by inheritance to the titles of Duke of Norfolk, Earl of Nottingham, Earl

Marshal of England, and baron Segrave and Gower. At his death, which happened in 1476, the

Moubray family became extinct in the male line, he leaving no issue except an only daughter,

whom Edward the Fourth married to his son

Richard Plantagenet, Duke of York, who inherited all the Moubray titles and estates in right

of his wife. • This match was made by Edward for the purpose of casting wealth and consideration

into the hands of this his son, since his extreme youth, for years to come, must prevent the

consummation of the marriage ; and which anticipated felicity was finally prevented, by the Duke
of Gloucester, afterwards Richard the Third, for he murdered the young prince, along with his

hapless brother, Edward the Fifth, while the latter was under thirteen years of age, for the purpose

of clearing his way to the throne.

The vast inheritance of the Moubrays now descended to the Howards and Berkleys, throu«>-h

Margaret and Isabel, daughters of Thomas Duke of Norfolk. Sir John Howard, son of Sir

Robert Howard and Margaret, heiress of Thomas de Moubray, created Duke of Norfolk by Richard

the Third in 1483 ; in a few days after that savage had so foully stolen the crown ; and the same
year was presented with the title of Earl Marshal of England by the same hypocritical tyrant. Aiid

4 I
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William, Lord Berkley of Berkley castle in Gloucestershire^ son of James, Lord Berkley, and

Isabel, daughter of Thomas, Duke of Norfolk, was created Earl of Nottingham ; he having

previously been raised to the dignity of a Viscount by Edward the Fourth. This nobleman, we

are told, had such an aversion to the usurpation of Richard, that he entered into conspiracy to

dethrone him, which being brought to light before the plot was ripe for execution, he was

necessitated to quit the kingdom, and he fled to the Duke of Richmond in Brittany, who after

becoming king, by the name of Henry the Seventh, created him Earl Marshal of England. He

had three wives, but left issue by none of them ; and disapproving of the matrimonial choice of hig

brother Maurice, his heir-at-law, on account of his wife's plebeian parentage, he disinherited him of

the greater part of the family estates, particularly, of the castle and barony lands of Berkley, and

gave them to the king, a great part of which continued in the possession of the crown till the death of

Edward the Sixth ; and the title of Earl of Nottingham, it seems, lay dormant, till it was confered

upon

Henry Fitz Roy by Henry the Eighth, a natural son of that monarch's by Elizabeth, daughter

of Sir John Blount. This love-begotten branch of the royal stock was but six years of age when

he was dignified with the above title, as well as that of Duke of Richmond, at which time he was

also constituted Lieutenant-General of the king's forces north of Trent, and Warden of the Scotch

inarches. Shortly afterwards he was made Admiral of England ; and, in the 22d of Henry the

Eighth, the Lieutenancy of Ireland was given to him. Sir William Skeffington being constituted his

deputy. He was also created Knight of the Garter in two years afterwards. He married Mary,

daughter of Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, she brought him no issue ; he died in 1536.

Charles, Lord Howard of Effingham, son of William Howard, head of the eldest collateral

branch of the Howards, was, during his father's life, one of the persons commanded by Elizabeth,

in the I3th of her reign, to conduct the lady Anne of Austria, daughter to the Emperor Maximilian,

from Zealand to Spain; and three years afterwards was installed Knight of the Garter. He was

likewise made Lord Chamberlain to the queen, which situation his father had previously held. In

the 28th of Elizabeth he succeeded the Earl of Lincoln as Lord High Admiral of England ; and is

stated to have been the idol of the sailors, which, coupled with his known valour, was of the utmost

importance to his country in 1588, when he defeated the professedly invincible Spanish Armada.

For this, and other services performed against the Spaniards, he was created Earl of Nottingham ;

and he caused a representation, in tapestry or needle-work, of the engagement with the Armada to

be wrought and hung up in the House of Lords, where it hangs at the present time. In the

preamble of the patent by which he was created Earl of Nottingham, it was represented that this

dignity was conferred upon him, partly on account of his services in taking Cadiz in 1596, which

very much enraged the Earl of Essex, who conceived ihe merit all his own ; and he offered to

assert his claim against the Earl of Nottingham, or any of his kindred in single combat. Preparative

to the coronation of James the First, this nobleman was Lord High Steward, wiiose duty it is to

precede the king on such occasioHS with a drawn sword. To his first wife this nobleman married

Catharine, daughter of Henry (Gary) Lord Hunsdou, by whom he had two sons, William and

Charles, the former dying in his father's life time, but not before he had married Anne, daughter
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and sole heiress to Lord St. John of Bletsoe, by whom he left one daughter, who was married to

John, Lord Mordaunt, in Bedfordshire, afterwards Earl of Peterborough. His second wife was

Margaret, daughter of James Stewart, Earl of Murray in Scotland, she being naturalized by act

of parliament in the first of James the First. By her he had two sons, James who died young,

and Charles, who was afterwards knighted by James the First. He died in 1635, at the advanced

age of eighty-eight.

Charles, his second son by his first wife, seems to have inherited little of his father's greatness,

except his titles and hereditary estates ; therefore we will pass him over with observing, that this

branch of the Howards became extinct in 1681, the barony descending to Francis Howard of

Great Buckham in Surry.

In the succession of the Earls of Nottingham hitherto I have followed Deering ; and parth/ so

in the circumstances; but the account of the two next great characters is given from the supplement

to the Biographical Dictionary.

Heneage Finch, Earl of Nottingham, was the son of Sir Heneage Pinch, Knight, sometime

Recorder of London, and, in the first year of Charles the First, Speaker of the House of Commons;

who was a fourth son of Sir Moyle Finch, of Eastwell in the county of Kent, a younger branch of

the noble family of Winchelsea. He was born in the year 1621, educated in Westminster school,

and became a gentleman commoner of Christ-church-College in Oxford, 1635. After he had

prosecuted his studies here for two or tliree years, he removed to the Inner Temple, where, by his

diligence and good parts, he became a noted proficient in the municipal laws, was successivel/

barrister, bencher, treasurer, reader. &c.

Charles the Second, on his restoration, made him his Solicitor-General, and advanced him to the

dignity of a Baronet, by the name of Sir Heneage Finch of Raunstone in Buckinghamshire. He
was reader of the Inner Temple the next year, and chose for his subject the statute of 39 Eliz.

concerning the payment and recovery of the debts of the crown, at that time thought very seasonable

;

and he treated it with great strength of reason, depth of law, and admirable sense.

In April, 1661, he was chosen a member of parliament for the University of Oxford ; but, says

Mr. Wood, he did us no good, when we wanted his assistance for the taking off the tribute

belonging to hearths. In 1665, after the parliament then sitting at Oxford, had been proroo-ued,

he was in full convocation, created Doctor of civil law ; he being at that time one of the four

members that had communicated the thanks of the House of Commons to the University, for their

reasons concerning the solemn league and covenant, negative oath, &c. made in 1647. The*

creation being over, the Vice-chancellor, in the presence of several parliament men, stood up and
spoke to the public orator to do his office. The orator made an admirable harangue, and said,

among other things, to this effect. That the University wished they had more colleges to entertain

the parliament men, and more chambers, but by no means more chimnies ; at which Sir Heneage
was observed to change countenance, and drew a little back.

When the disgrace of the great Lord Chancellor Clarendon drew on, in 1667, and he came to

be impeached in parliament, for some supposed high crimes. Sir Heneage Finch, still Solicitor-

General, shewed himself very active and forward against the noble Earl, and very frequently

spoke in those debates, which ended at last in the banishment of that greatly unfortunate man. We
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should have taken notice before^ that he shewed himself in like manner, very busy though but

according to the duty of his place, at the trial of the late king's judges, on which occasion he made

several speeches and discourses.

In the year 1670, the king was pleased to appoint him his Attorney-General ; and about three

years after upon the removal of the Earl of Shaftsbury from being Lord Chancellor, he was made

Lord Keeper. Soon after he was advanced to the degree of a baron, by the title of Lord Finch of

Daventry, in the county of Northampton (he being then owner of that manor) by letters patent

bearing date the 10th of January, in the 15th year of Charles the Second, and upon the surrender

of the great seal to his majesty, on the 1 9th of December, 1675, he received it immediately back

again, with the title of Lord High Chancellor of England.

• He performed the office of Lord High Steward at the trial of William Lord Viscount Stafford

who was found guilty of high treason by his peers, for being concerned in the popish plot. In

1681 he was created Earl of Notting-ham, as a reward for his many faithful services ; and in the

year following, he died at his house in Queen-street, in the 61st year of his age, being quite worn

out with too much business, which his station and office required. Though he lived in very

troublesome and ticklish times, yet he conducted himself with so regular, exactly poised, and such

even steadiness, that he still retained the good opinion both of his prince and of the people. He
was distinguished by his wisdom and eloquence, and was such an excellent orator, that some have

stiled him the English Roscius, the English Cicero, &c. Bishop Burnel, in the preface to his

History of the Reformation, tells us that his great parts, and greater virtues were so conspicuous,

that it would be a high presumption in him to say any thing in his commendation, being in nothin"-

more emirient than in his zeal for, and care of the church of England.

His character is excellently described by Mr. Dryden, in his Absalom and Achitophel, under

the name of Amri, thus :

—

Our list of nobles next let Amri grace,

Whose merits claim'd the Abethdio's high place ;

Who, with a loyalty that did excell,

Brought all the endowments of Achitophel.

Sincere was Amri, and not only knew,

But Israel's sanctions into practice drew ;

Our laws that did a boundless ocean seem,

Were coasted all, and fathom'd all by him.

No Rabbin speaks like him their mystic sense,

So just, apd with such charms of eloquence:

To whom the double blessing does belong,

With Moses's inspiration, Aaron's tongne.

Under the name of this worthy person, are published, several speeches and discourses in the

trial of the judges of king Charles the First, see in the book entitled. An exact and most impartial

account of the indictment, arraignment, trial, and judgment (according to law) of twenty-nine

regicides, Sgc. London, 1660, qu. 1679, Oct.

Speeches to both Houses of Parliament, 1th Jan. 1673, \3th of April and \3th of Oct. 1675,

15th of Feb. 1676, 6th of March, 1678, and 30th of April, 1679. These were spoken while he

was Lord Keeper and Chancellor.
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Speech at the sentence of. William, Viscount Stafford, 7th December, 1680, printed in on^

sheet, folio ; and in the trial of the said Viscount, p. 213, 213.

Answers hy his majesty's command, upon several addresses presented to his majesty at

Hamptophcourt, the I9th af May, 1681, London, 1681, in.one sheet, in folio.

His arguments ; upon which he made the decree in the cause between the Honprable Qh^vle%

Howard, Esq. plaintiff, Henry, Lord Duke of Morfplk, Henry, Lord Mouhray his so%i, U^nry

Marquis of Dorchester, and Richard Marriott, Esq. defendants ; whevem the several -usay^

and methods of limiting a trust for terms ofyears, are fully debated, Lond. 1685, in nine

sheets, in folio.

He also left behind him, written with his own hand. Chancery Reports, MS. in folio.

Daniel Finch, Earl of Nottingham, was the son of the foregoing, by Elizabeth, daughter of ]VIr,;

Daniel Hervey, merchant of London. He was born about the year 1647, and educated in ChristT

church, in the University of Oxford, and entered early into the world, serving in several parliaptientq

in the reign of king Gharlea the Second, for the city of Litchfield, and for the borough of Newton,

in the county of Southampton. In 1679, he was constituted first commissioner of the Admiralty,

and sworn of the Privy-council; and, in the lattet end of the year following, spoke with great

vigour in the House of Commons, against the bill for the exclusion of the Duke of York, deplaring,

" that the kings of England do not rule by virtue of any statute law," a^ had been suggested by.

some persons on the other side of the question, " since their right was by so ancient a prescriptioni

" that it might justly be said to be from God abne ; and such as no pqwer on earth ought to dispute."

Upon the decease of his father, December the 18th, 1683, he succeeded him in his titles and

estate ; and on the death of Charles the Second, was one of the Privy-council who signed the orderj

dated at Whitehall^. February 6th, leS^-B, for proclaiming the Duke of York king of England.—

r

In that reign, his lordship and the lords HaUifax and Mordaunt, afterwards Earl of Peterbprough;^

were the chief arguers, among the temporal lords, ag'ainst abrogating the test act, which they

considered the strongest fence of the Protestant religion. Upon the trial of the seven bishops,

he was present in the court with several other noblemen ; and his brother, Mr. Heneage Finch,

afterwards Earl of Aylesford, was one of the counsel for these prelates. His lordship was likewise

among those noble patriots, who, from a true zeal for their religion and their country, often met to

concert such advices and advertisements, as might be fit for the prince of Orange to know, that he

might govern himself by them. But it being proposed to him, to invite that prince into England,

he <lid not think proper to agree to it. The secret had.been disclosed to him by the advice of the

Earl of Danby and Doctor Compton, bishop of London ; and the rather, as his lordship had great

credit with the whole church party, being pos6e|S8ed, says Bishop Burnet, with their notions, and

grave and virtuous in the course of his life ; besides, he had stood at a great distance from the court

all this reign ; for though his name was still am^png the privy counsellors, yet he never went to the

board. He, upon the first proposition, entertained it, and consented to it. But at their next

meeting-he said, he had considered better of that matter ; and that his conscience was so restrained

in these points, that he could not go further with them in it. He confessed indeed, he should not

have suffered them to go so far wifli him in such aseeretj till be had examinjed it better. However^

.4. K ,
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though his principles would not permit him to proceed with them, his affections would make him

wish well to them^, and be so far a. criminal, as ^Concealment could make him one.

Upon the prince of Orange's landing in the west, he, was one of those lords, who drew tip a

petition, presented to the king, on November the 17th, advising, hfin to call a parliament, regulaf'

and free in all respects ; to which his lordship was for having added, " that the peers who had

"joined the prince, might sit in that free parliament." But this, by the other lords, was thought

unnecessary. He afterwards-was one of the commissioners sent by his majesty to treat with, the

prince.
. ,

When the convention was opened, he was the principal manager of the debates in favor of a

regent, ag-ainst those who were for setting up another king; supporting bis opinion by many

arguments, drawn from the English history, and adding a late instance in Portugal,: where Don

Pedro had only the title of regent conferred upon him, while his deposed brother lived. HoWever,

he owned it to be a principle grounded on the law and history of England, that obedience and

allegiance were due to the king, for the time being, even in opposition to one, with whom the right

was thought still to remain. He likewise told Bishop Burnet, that though he could not argue nor

vote, but according to the notions which he had formed concerning our laws and constitution, he

should not be sorry to see his own side out-voted ; and that though he could not agree to the making

of a king, as things stood, yet if he found one made, he would ibe more faithful to him, than those

who made him, could be, according, to their own principles.

When king William and queen Mary, therefore, were advanced to the throne, he was offered

the post of Lord High Chancellor of England, which he excused himself from accepting, alledging

his unfitness for an emptoyment, that required a constant application ; but was appointed one of

the principal secretaries of 'State. In 1690, he attended his majesty to the famous congress at the

Hague; and king James the Second, took such umbrage at his services, that in his declaration upon

his intended descent in 1692, his lordship was excepted out of his general pardon.

In March, 1693-4'i hiB resigned his place as principal secretary of state ; and the year following,

had a public testimony given to the integrity of his conduct, in a very remarkable instance ; -for.

Upon an examination in parliamentj into the bribery and corruption of some of their own members,

in order to obtain a new charter for the East India company,; it appeared, by the deposition of Sir

Basil Firebrace, that his lordship had absolutely refused to take 6000 guineas for his interest in

promoting that charter, and £5000, on passing the act for that purpose.

Upon the accession of queen Anne, he was ag-ain appointed one of the principal secretaries of

state, and ip that station, had a .vote of the House of Commons passed in his favor, " that he had

"highly merited the trust her majesty had reposed in him.;" and the like sanction from the

House of Lords. However, on April the 17th, 1704, he resigned that employment, and accepted

of no other post during all that reign, though large offers were made to engage him in the court

interest and measures, upon the change of the ministry in 1710 ; his refusal of which so exasperated

the opposite party, that he was attacked with great virulence in several libels, both in verse and

prose. He continued therefore to give his opinion upon all occasions with great' freedom, and in

December, the same year, distingilished himself by a vigorous speech in the House of Lords,

representing, that no peace could be safe or honorable to Great Britain, if Spain and the West
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Indies were allotted to any branch of the house of Bourbon ; and had so much weight in that

house, that the clause, which he offered to that purpose, to be inserted in the address of thanks, in

answer to hei" majesty's speech^ was, after a warm debate, carried. He soon after moved likewise

for an address to the queen, that her majesty would not treat except in concert with her allies.

When his majesty king George the First succeeded to the crown, his lordship was one of the lords

justices for the administration of affairs till his arrival ; and on September 24th, 1714, was declared

Lord President of the Council. But on February 29th, 1715-16, he retired from all public business

to a. studious course of life ; the fruits of which appeared in his elaborate answer to Mr. Whiston's

letter to him upon the subject of the trinity; for which, on March 22d, 1720-21, he had the

unanimous thanks of the University of Oxford in full convocation. He died January 21st, 1729-30.

By his first wife, the Lady Essex Rich, second daughter, and one of the co-heirs of Robert Earl

of Warwick, he had issue one daughter; and by his second, Anne, only daughter of Christopher

Lord Viscount Hatton, he had five sons and eight daughters. He was remarkably skilled in

the whole system of English law, as well as in the records of the parliaments ; and these

qualifications, joined to a copious and ready eloquence, of which he was master, gave him great

weight in all public assemblies.

Dardel Finch, Earl of Nottingham and Winchelsea, son 16 the foregoing, was elected one of the

Knights of the Shire for the county of Rutland in 1711, in which capacity he served until he came

to the peerage. On the accession of George the First, he was appointed a gentleman of the Bed-

chamber to the prince of Wales, and, in October, 1715, was constituted one of the Lord§.

Commissioners of the Treasury; but shortly after resigned his employments. In May, 1725, he

was made Controller of his Majesty's Household, which office he resigned on the death of his father.

In the year 1729, his lordship married Frances, daughter of the Right Honorable Basil Fielding,

Earl of Denbigh, by whom he had a daughter ; but, her ladyship dying in 1734, his lordship, in

January, 1737-8, married Mary, daughter and co-heiress to Sir Thomas Palmer, Baronet, of

Wingham in Kent, by whom he had seven daughters. His lordship died in August, 1769, and was

succeeded in his titles and estates by

George Finch, his nephew, who, in 1777, was appointed one of the Lords of his Majesty's Bed-

chamber ; and, in 1779, he was constituted Lord Lieutenant and custos rotulorum of the county,

of Rutland. His lordship's titles are. Earl of Winchelsea and Nottingham, Viscount Maidstone,

Baron Fitzherbert of Eastwell, Baron Finch of Daventry, and a Baronet. His chief seats are,

Burley, in the county of Rutland, Raunston, in the county of Buckingham, and Eastwell in the

county of Kent.*

* This nobleman, together with the late Duke of Dorset, the present Sir Horace Mann, &e. were members of the famous Hambledon Club, and
these three, assembled at the Star and Garter, Pall Mall, for the express purpose of settling a new code of laws by which the game of cricket has ever

since been regulated. His lordship however, has of late cultivated a taste for an amusement of a nobler nature, that of agriculture. He keeps in hi»

own hand an extensive farm at Burleigh, and according to the report of the Secretary to the Board of Agriculture, of which he is a member, this peer

" is a great grower of Swedish turnips." His lordship is author of » humane letter " on the Advantages of Cottagers renting Land." This peer

never having been married, the heir^presumptive is George Finch Hatton, Esq. of the county of Kent. In 1788, the Earl of Winchelsea divided with

ministers on the question of the Regency. On the 22d of January, 1789. this nobleman, then a Lord of the Bedchamber, rose to vindicate his owii

independedce'^ an officer of his Majesty's Household, and considered all insinuations to tlie contrary " as merely meant to answer the testporar;

" purpases of faction aud party." On the trial of Viscouut Melville in 1808, his lordship voted him " guilty" on the second and third charges.
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CHAPTER XI.

NOTTINGHAM WORTHIES.

liViTHouT ranking them indiscriminately with the worthies, it may not be improper, at the opening

of this chapter to name those characters of note, that, at different periods of our history, have chosen

this town as an occasional place of residence, and who are frequently more remarkable for the

exalted station in which fortune has placed them, than for refined susceptibility and sensibility of

the heart, or for exalted endowments of the mind. Of this description we can name, William the

bastard, commonly, though improperly, called the conqueror, king Stephen, Henry the Second,

Richard the First, king John, Henry the Third, Edward the First, Edward the Second, queen

Isabella and her paramour Mortimer, Edward the Third, Richard the Second, Henry the Fourth,

Edward the Fourth, Richard the Third, who marched hence to meet his fate at the battle of Bosworth,

Henry the Seventh, Henry the Eighth, James the First, the elector Palatine and his brother prince

Rupert, queen Anne, and William the Third. Among the noblemen and gentlemen of fortune

that have resided here are the following :—Lord Edward, Earl of Rutland, Sir Thomas Manners,

brother to this Earl, Sir William Courtney, son to Lord George, Earl of Shrewsbury, Sir Thomas

Stanhope, Sir Thomas Willoughby, Sir Anthony Strelley, Sir Edward Stanhope, Thomas, Lord

Scroope, Sir Henry Pierrepont, Sir John Byron, Sir John ^ouch. Sir Philip Strelley, Sir Henry

Cavendish, son to the celebrated countess of Shrewsbury, Henry, Lord Stanhope, Sir Edward

(Osborne, Sir Thomas Peckham, Sir Thomas Hunt, the Earl of Clare and his son. Lord Houghton,

Sir Thomas Hutchinson, and Sir Thomas Walmsley.

The only authors of early note, whose names have been handed down to us are, William de

I^oitingham, a provincial of the Augustinian order, who died in 1336. Among other things he

v^rote a Concordance of the Evangelists, which was in high repute among the religious during ages.

Johannes Plough, rector of St. Peter's, Nottingham, for defending with his pen the right and

necessity of clergymen marrying, against Hoggard, who asserted the necessity of celibacy, was

forced to seek shelter at Basil in Switzerland to avoid the persecuting harpies ; he however had the

good fortune to die in peace in 1550. And, William Bright-more a native of this town, who wrote

an illustration of the Book of Revelations, and died in the early part of tlie seventeenth century.

COLONEL JOHJy HUTCHIJVSOJV,
In reading over the Memoirs of this great man's life, so exquisitely written by his amiable widow,

we find, whether we view him as a warrior, a patriot, a moralist, or a christian, that he is alike

worthy the imitation of mankind. As a warrior he was provident, patient, sagacious, merciful,

and a stranger to fear : he loved his soldiers with the tenderness of a fatlier; and was by theai
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beloved, while they dreaded his frown more than the weapons of the foe As a patriot, his

attachment to his country and the liberties of the people surpassed every other earthly consideration:

for those two objects he sacrificed his property and his beloved retirement; and as such he became

the butt of the pai^asites of corruption and arbitrary power. Asa moralist he possessed all the

virtues of a Seneca or a Plato, without the avarice of the one, or the self-sufficiency of the other.

Like Socrates he taught benignity by example and the precepts of philosophy; and, like him

despised the scoffs of traducers and the allurements of wealth. As a christian, he was devout

without bigotry, and sincere without affectation^—his cheeks would have crimsoned at the practice

now so generally pursued by professors, of seeking to conceal hypocrisy with the assumed mantle

of holiness; the consequence of dishonesty in some, and of ignorant self-sufficiency in others.

—

" To number his virtues," to use the language of his sublime memoirist, " is to give the

" epitome of his life, whicii was nothing else but a progress from one virtue to another, till in a

" short time he arrived to that height, which many longer lives never reach; and had I but the

" power of rightly disposing and relating- them, his single example would be more instructive than

" all the rules of the moralists." And again, " as he never regarded his life in any noble and just

" enterprise, so he never staked it in any rash or unwarrantable hazard. He was never surprised,

" amazed, nor confounded with great difficulties or dangers, which rather served to animate than

"distract' his spirits; he made up his accounts with life and death, and fixed his purpose to^

" eiitertain both honorably."*

John Hutchinson, the subject of these remarks, was the eldest son of Sir Thomas Hutchinson,

of Owthorp, in this county, and Margaret his wife, daughter of Sir John Byron, of Nevvstead,

and was born in Nottinghanr, September 1616, his parents having removed from Owthorp to their

house on the High-pavement a short time before, on account of a scarcity of food for their cattle^

which was occasioned by a preceding dry season. He received the rudiments of his education at

the Free School, in Stoney-street, under Mr. Tibbalds, from which he was removed to a school,

at Lincoln; but was afterwards brought back to Nottingham to have his education perfected. He
married Lucy, the daughter of Sir Allen Apsley, Lieutenant of the Tower of London, by whom

* How much it adds to the Colonel's fame and judgment in having male choice of such a woman for his wife! The following extracts from the

Corporate Records may be accuptable to the reader :
— 23d, November, 1645—Thomas Gimble, Maior.— Quest. If the Governor (Col. John Hatchinson)

shall be sworne Burges payinge his xlb.— Resolved upon the Quest, (null contradic) that hee shall, and thereupon hee beinge then at the hall was

sworneand sent for and paid xlb. accordingly.— Question. How this xlb. shall bee disposed of.— Resolved upoB the question that it shal bee given hym
againe and his burgesshipp given, (and this to bee noe president nor example.)— 1st. Because the company desired him to accept of it.—2d Because hee

is not of any trade or profession to hinder any other Burgesses.—3dly. Bf cause hee bath done faithfuU and good service in his ptaceto the state and

garrison His xlb. beeinge given hym againe, in thankfulness, hee gave 51b. of it to the poore, whereof iOs. was delivered to Mr. Hooton for Marie'*

parish, and 50s. to Mr. H. James for the other two parishes.

3d September, 1645—Willus Nixe, Maior.—This eompanie are agreed (null contradic) that Captin Mason shall bee sworne burgess, freely, payinge

nothinge for the same, (it to be noe prejudice nor example for the future)' to any other, for theis reasons. Because 1st. Hee is Captain of many towns-

men volunteers for defence of the lowne, and hath performed that place faithfully wijt great paines and charge—2d. Hee is of the committee and
therein hath and may doe the towne good service— 3d. He is of noe trade or occupation mauuall or other that will hinder or prejudice any former

Borgess in any respect, neither witl he (if any occasion bee) hinder but doe what he can for the good of the Corporotion »nd the members of it.

From this it appears, that the corporation, so late as 1645, continued to designate tlieir body by the appellation of company, an appellatioa

tonsequent upon their eoianation from the guild oi comfang of merchants.

4 L
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he had four sons and four daughters ; the latter of whom we know nothing of, except that Adeliza,

the youngest, had the honor of being buried in her father's vault, and that another of them was

married to a gentleman of the name of Orgill.

Concerning the sons, the Rev. Julius Hutchinson, editor of the memoirs, speaks thus, when

tioticing the pedigree of the family, " This pedigree shews that Colonel Hutchinson left four sons,

"of which the youngest only, John, left issue two sons; and there is a tradition in the family, that

"these two' last descendants of Colonel Hutchinson emigrated, the one to the West Indies or

" America, and the other to Russia ; the latter is said to have gone out with the command of a

" ship of war, given by Queen Anne to the Czar Peter, and to have been lost at sea. One of the

" female descendants of the former, the editor once met by accident at Portsmouth, and she spoke

"with great warmth of the veneration in which his descendants in the new world held the

" memory of their .ancestor Colonel Hutchinson."—And happy it is that there is a new world to

appreciate such transcendent virtues !

To attempt an illustration of the virtues and abilities of the Colonel's lady, after seeing them

ghine forth in so eminent a manner in her inimitable, I had almost said, divine writings, would be

like attempting to give whiteness to the snow, or brilliancy to the sun. Though she was of a

tender and delicate frame and constitution, yet, while she retained all the endearing virtues of the

one and the habits of the other, she laid aside the feminine qualities of the mind, and embarked

with her husband on the stormy sea of contending politics and bloody warfare, because she

considered the liberties of her country in danger. She deemed it not beneath her to dress the

wounds of the bleeding warriors when in the midst of the battle's hottest rage—she administered

styptics with her hands, and sweet consolation with her tongue; and while she assuaged the

anguish of the wound, she expelled fear from the mind.

The circumstance which brought Mr. Hutchinson into public notice, when faction was about to

distract the nation and to deluge the soil with native blood, was Lord Newark's attempting to take

the ammunition from the Guildhall, in 1641, and apply it to the king's use, which was the

property of the county trained bands. Mr. Hutchinson having been at York* to present a petition

to the king in behalf of the freeholders and middling class of the county, praying him to return to

parliament, and, on his return to Owthorp, he called at the house of Mr. James, mayor of this

town, merely to learn the news of the day, when Mrs. James informed him that Lord Newark and

Sir John Digby, high sheriff of the county, were at that very time preparing the means of taking

the ammunition from Guildhall. In consequence of this information he hastened thither along with

his brother, Mr. George Hutchinson, to inquire into the affair. On this occasion a very interesting

dialogue took place, which, as the subject of it is so intimately connected with the remarkable

events which took place in this town shortly after—as the dialogue itself shews in so striking a

manner the duplicity of the king's agents, and the mild, yet determined disposition of our

Nottingham hero, we will give it at length.

* This was probabl; in NoTember, at tlie king pnued from Scotland te London during (hit montU.
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DIALOGUE
Between Mr. John Hutchinson and Lord Newark^ afterwards Marquis of Dorchester.

Mr. H. My lord, hearing- that there was some question concerning the county's powder, I am

come to kiss your lordship's hands, and to beseech you that I may know what your desires and

intents are concerning it.—L. N. CousiUj the king desires to borrow it of the county, to supply

his great necessities.—Mr. H. I beseech your lordship, what commission have you to demand this ?

—L. N. Upon my honor I have a commission from his majesty, but it is left behind me ; but I

will engage my honor it shall be repaid the county.—Mr. H. Your lordship's honor is an

engagement which would be accepted for more than I am worth ; but on such occasions as this, the

greatest man's engagement, in the kingdom cannot be satisfaction to the county !—L. N. The
king's intents are only to borrow it, and, if the county will not lend it, he will pay for it.—Mr, H,

My lord, 'tis not the value of the powder we endeavour to preserve ; but in times of danger, as

these are, those things which serve for our defence are not valuable at any price, should you give us as

many barrels of gold as you take barrels of powder !—L. N. Upon my faith and honor, cousin, it

ehall be restored in ten days.—Mr. H. My lord, such is the danger of the times, that, for ought

we know, we may in less than four days be ruined for want of it ; and I beseech your lordship to

consider how sad a thing it is, in these times of war, to leave a poor county and the people in it,

naked and open to the injury of every passenger ; for, if you take our powder, you may as well

take our arms, without which we are unable to make use of them ; and I hope your lordship will

-not disarm the county.—L. N. Why ! who should the county fear ? I am their Lord-Lieutenant,

and engaged with my life and honor to defend them ! What danger are they in ?—Mr. H. Danger,
yes my lord, great danger ! There is a troop of horse now in the town ; and it hath often happened
so, that they have committed great outrages and insolences, calling divers honest men puritans

and rogues, with divers other provoking terms and carriages. I myself was abused by some of
them as I passed on the road. I chanced to meet some of these gentlemen, who, as soon as I past,

inquired my name, and, being told it, gave me another, saying among themselves, that 1 was a
puritan and a traitor ; as two or three honest men that came behind told me. Besides, your
lordship may be far off, and we rained before you can come to us, being unarmed and not able to

defend ourselves from any body ; and this county being a road through which, under the name of
soldiers, rude people daily pass from north to south, and terrify the county ; which, if they knew
to be naked and unarmed, they would thereby be encouraged to greater violence and mischief.*

—L. N. The king's occasions are such and so urgent, I cannot dispense with it for any reasons,

but must have it I—Mr. H. I hope your lordship will not deny, that the county hath a rio-ht

interest, and property in it!—L. N. I do not deny it.—Mr. H. Then, my lord, I hope his

majesty will not command it from them.—L. N. No, he doth but desire to borrow it. Mr. H.
Then, 1 hope, if he do but desire to borrow it, his majesty hath signified his request to those that

have interest in it, under his hand.—L. N. Upon my honor he hath, but I have left it behind me.

* We liere find (lie old English notion of self defence fully explained—resistance to tbe insolence of soldiers by force of arms was vpliat (he peopia
were prepared for, and Uiooglit lavpful to execute; for the Lord-Lieutenant of the county admits the position, by not denyine or cjuMtioning ii.
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—Mr. H. I beseech your lordship thenj that you would not take it away, till you have acquainted

the county with it, who only have power to lend it ; and if your lordship be pleasted'to do this, I

will engage myself, that, by to-morVoW at twelve o'clock, that part of the county wha have an

interest in the powder shall wait on your lotdship and give you their resolution.—L. N. Thie king's

occasions cannot admit of that delay.—Mr. H. I beseech your lordship, yet be pleased to cotiSidei'

the dang'erous consequences of taking it without the couhty's consent ; and be pleased but-to stay

till they come in.—L. N. That time is more than his majesty's necessities can di'sp'ense withal.

" With that," says Mrs. Hutchinson, " Mr. Hutchinson went down stairs, where by that time a

" good'company of the county were gathered together, to whom he told what my lord had said to

*' him ; and they desired him that he would but stand to them, and they would p^rt with the last

" drop of blood out of their bodies before he should have the powder ; and said besides, that they

" would go up and break my lord's neck and the sheriffs out of the windows ; but Mr. Hutchinson

" desired them to stay below, till he had once more spoken to my lord ; and' tliten, taking-oMy one

" or two more with him, went up and spoke to my lord ;"

—

Mr. H. My lord, I am again, at the request of the county, that are below, come to yiour lordship,

and do once more humbly beseech you, to consider the business you are about, before you proceed

further in it, for it may prove of dangerous consequence if you goon.—L. N. Cousin, I am

confident it cannot, for the county will hot deny this to the king.—]Mr. H. Its very probaMe they

will not, if your lordship please to 'have patience till they can be called in, that they rrt^y be

acquainted with his majesty's desires.—L. N. His majesty is very well assured of the willingness

and cheerfulness of the greater part of the county to it.—Mr. H. I do not know what assurances

his majesty hath of it, but if you please to look out of this window, (pointing to the countrymen

below in the streets) you will see no inconsiderable number gathered, who, I fear, will not be

willing to part with it.—L. N. Those are but some few factious men, not to be considered.—Mr.

H. My lord, we have been happy yet in these unhappy differences, to have had no blood shed;

and I am confident your lordship is so noble, and tender of your county, that it would very much

trouble you, to have a hand in the first man's blood that should be spent in this quarrell-^L. N.

Cousin (speaking contemptuously) it cannbt tome to that : fear it not, his majesty's occasions are

urgent, and fnust be served.—" Here," continues Mrs. Hutchinson, " the county came very fast

" up, which, when the cavalier captains saw, they slunk down."—Mr. H. Why then, my lord, I

must plainly tell you, not one here but will lose every drop of blood out of his body, before he will

part with one corn' of it; without your lordship can shew either a command or a request for it

under his liiajesty's hand and seal ; or that the county be called together to give their free consent

to it; for we bave all property and interest in it, being members of this county, and it being

bought with our money, for the particular defence and safety of the same.

" My lord," observes our memoirist, "desired to borrow part of it; but, that being denied, he

" turned to Sir John Digby, and took him to the window, where^ after he had whispered with him

" a while. Sir John laid down his pen, ink and paper, with which he had been taking an account

" of the powder, match, and bullets. The countrymen desired my lord aloud, that he would not

" take away their powder out of the county ;" upon which, turning to them, he spoke thus :

—
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Gentlemen, his majesty was assured by some, of the cheerfulness of the county's affections to him,

which I am very sorry to see so much failing in, and that the county should come so much short of

this town, which hath cheerfully lent his majesty one barrel of powder ; but it seems he can have

none of you ! I pray God you do not repent this carriage of yours towards his majesty, which he

must be acquainted withal* " A countryman standing forth/' says Mrs. Hutchinson. " asked bis

" lordship this question"—" Whether, if he were to take a journey into a place where, probably,

" he might be set upon by thieves and robbers, and having a charge about him, if any friend

" asked him to lend his sword, he would part with it, and go himself without ? My lord, the case

" is ours—our lives, wives, children, and estates, all depend upon this county's safety ; and how

" can it be safe in these dangerous times, when so many troops and companies pass through, and

"' commit outrages and abuses amongst us, if we have not arms and powder wherewith to defend

« us ?"—" My lord," s^ys Mrs. Hutchinson, " made no reply ; but bade the men, whom he had

" employed to weigh the powder, desist ; and so went down the stairs. Mr. Hutchinson followed

" him ; and, as he went, an ancient gentleman, who was with my lord, whose face and name were

"both unknown to him, came to him and said these words :

—

Stand to it ! I'll xoarrant yow
" gentlemen, it is tcell done ! And, as they walked through a low room, my lord took Mr.

" Hutchinson aside and said :—Cousin, I must acquaint the king with this!"—Mr. H. My lord,

its very likely you must, being employed upon his majesty's service—give him an account.—L. N.

Nay cousin, (smiling) I mean not so, but must acquaint him, and I am sorry I must, that you are

the head and ringleader of a faction, whereby you hinder his majesty's service.—Mr. H. My lord,

I do not conceive how this can be a faction, I speaking only, out of the noble respect and honor I

bear your lordship, in private to you, to prevent a mischief, the sense of these men, who, I

perceived were come to know by what authority, and why, their powder, which is their proper

goods and only means of safety, in these times of danger, should be taken from them ; and, if it

were a faction, I am not at the head of it ; I accidentally coming to town from Sir John Byron's

last night, and neither knowing nor imagining any of this business, was this morning importuned

to wait on your lordship, at the Town's-hall, by many countrymen, who informed me you were

taking away their powder out of the county.—L. N. Cousin, if you can answer it, I shall be glad

of it ; but I'll assure you I must let his majesty know.—Mr. H. If his majesty must know it, 1 am
very happy I spoke to none but your lordship, who, I am confident, is so noble, that you will

neither add nor diminish any thing to my prejudice; and then I am confident the justness and

reasonableness of what I have said, with my innocence in speaking it, will bear me out.—L. N.

Cousin, but your name is up already !—Mr. H. It may be so, my lord ; and I believe those that

set it up had no good wishes to me ; and as it rose, so in the name of God let it fall : for I know

my own clearness and innocence in any thing that can be objected against me.—L. N. Well,

<ousin, well, I am glad of your good resolution.

In a note, at the close of this interesting dialogue, the editor of the Memoirs observes, " How

• It ajipears, from wial fell fiom bis lordship, that tlie town kept a separate depSt of ammunition. \Tliidi was probablj held in the E.^change-

fcsi!

4 M
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" my lord may have reported this matter to the king signifies little ; but he probstbly remembered
" as a kindness^ Mr. Hutchitison's interposition between him and the more rough arguments of the

" countrymen ; for there appears to have existed, on alt suitable oceasionSj an intercourse of

" friendship during the remainder of their lives."

Notwithstanding Mr. Hutchinson was young in years, aad his residing at Owtborp, ever after

his manly conduct on the above occasion he was looked upon by the people of Nottingham as

their champion, when their liberties and property were in danger. Thus, in 1643, just before the

king set up his standard here, on some of bis troops, under the command of the high sheriff, being

sent to seize the ammunition they had been balked of the preceding year, and also to plunder the

inhabitants of their arms, the mayor sent immediately to Owthorp to acquaint Mr. Hutchinson;

which, probably, tlie freebooters got a hint of, for they deCampt with the ammunition before be

had time to arrive. Shortly after this event, Mr. Hutchinson came to reside at the family mansion

in this town, which the quarter-master of the king's forces attempted to take possession of for the

use of Lord Lindsey, who had the command of them ; but Mr. Hutchinson shewed him the door,

which so offended the coxcomb, that he obtained a warrant to apprehend him as a traitor,

notwithstanding Lord Lindsey was satisfied as to the propriety of his conduct. To avoid the

consequences, however, Mr. Hutchin.son retired into Leicestershire, and subsequently into

Northamptonshire, in the latter of which counties he persuaded two gentlemen of considerable

fortunes to make a present of their moveable property to ^parliament, instead of giving it to the

king, for whose use they had gotten it together ; and thus compensated for his late failure at

Nottingham respecting the ammunition.

Towards the close of this year, Mr. Hutchinson returned to Nottingham, and there joining with

the most respectable of the inhabitants in raising troops for the parliamentary service, he gave his

plate and horses towards accomplishing the object. About this time Sir John Digby endeavoured

by means of treachery, to get Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Francis Pierpoint, third son of the Earl

of Kingston, into his hands ; but, through the sagacity of the former, he failed in his attempt.

—

This circumstance however was not without its effect ; for the people of Nottingham saw, from

this act of perfidy, the taking away of their ammunition, &c. that neither the promises^nor oaths

of the king or his agents were to be depended upon ; they therefore set seriously about arming in

their own defence ; about seven hundred of whom formed themselves into regiments, and chose

Mr. George Hutchinson to command them pro tempore, he being well known in the town, from

his having almost constantly resided in it, and being well beloved for his condescension and

liberality. Thus was this important place secured to the parliamentary interest. Mr. Francis

Pierpoint was appointed commander of the Nottingham troops, with the rank of colonel; and Mr.

Hutchinson and his brother George were constituted his lieutenants. A committee was also chosen,

consisting of gentlemen of the town, with whom the commander was to consult on particular

occasions, and who, of course, would have some control over his actions. Colonel Pierpoint,

perhaps not being over pleased with his delicate and, in some degree, restrained line of action,

delegated his authority to Mr. Hutchinson, as second in command ; and the lady of the latter

insinuates, that his motives in so doing were not over honest towards her husband.
'
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The first act in which our hero signalized himself as a military man^ was in the attack upon

Newarkj in 1643, where he acted in the capacity of lieutenant-colonel under the command of one

Ballard, at the head of some Lincolnshire men. But, Ballard was a traitor, or coward, or both;

and, all the glory which Colonel Hutchinson could gain, was that of being the last to retreat

;

ane, by keeping the Newarkers in awe, as a lioness retreats growling vengeance to her pursuers,

while her young obtain a place of safety, he succeeded in bringing away his cannon and his brave

Nottingham men in triumph from the scene of action. The queen being shortly after at Newark,
aad endeavouring to join the Earl of Newcastle, in order to surprise Nottingham, Colonel

Hutchinson was sent to London to acquaint the parliament with the perilous situation of the town;

and he so effectually executed his mission, that he obtained an order for Lord Grey, Sir John Gell,

and Colonels Cromwell and Hubbard to rendezvous at Nottingham, which completely frustrated

the designs of the queen. On the 29th of June, this year, our hero was inves'ted with the

command of our castle by Sir John Meldrum and the town committee, in preference to Colonel

Pierpoint, who had fallen under suspicion, in consequence of his father's having declared for the

king. Nor had he been long invested with this authority, before he was constrained to exercise it

with some severity ; for, on Sir John Meldrum's being ordered, in July, to draw the forces from
Nottingham to the relief of Gainsborough, he found it necessary to draw the ordnance, consisting
of fourteen pieces of cannon, up to the castle, leaving the extensive works which had been
constructed about the town in a defenceless condition; because by attempting to defend them,
which he could not do effectually for want of men, he must have left the castle, which was the only
place he could fully depend on, without a garrison. In consequence of this proceeding, cabals
were formed against him by thie royalists, who had hitherto bjeen kept in awe, and plans for giving
up the town were in contemplation, a knowledge of which coming to his ears, he seized Alderman
Drury and fourteen others, whom he sent prisoners to Derby, under the command of Major Ireton.
The colonel now set about putting the castle in a state of defence : he had three hundred chosen

men under his command; and he obtained from London forty barrels of powder, and a
proportionate quantity of ball. He hkewise invited the committee and other respectable
inhabitants of the town into the castle, where he maintained them, and the garrison too at his own
expence, until some time in August, when he received a small supply of cash from parliament—
During this month, the Earl of Newcastle sent a flag of truce by a Major Cartwright, to demand
the surrender of the castle; but the colonel returned for answer, that the fortress should never
he yielded to a papistical army and an atheistical general; and if any lard would have that
poor castle, he should wade to it in blood. The Earl took the hint, and never more souo-ht to
put the colonel's courage to the test. His courage being thus established, his ^delity was
immediately after put upon its trial, by an offer from the royal party to give him indemnity for the
past, and security, honors and command, if he would consent to betray his trust; but they found
his fidelity equally proof against their allurements, as his courage was against their threats The
first attempt was made upon his honor by Sir Richard Byron, under the most flattering and friendly
testimony; and the second by a Mr. John Wood, a magistrate of the county, who made many
flattermg professions and promises in the king's name. For these proofs of the eolonel^s courage
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and fidelity, parliament, on the 20th of November, 1643, constituted him governor of the town,

as well as of the castle ; and accompanied the investiture of their authority with an honorable

acknowledgment of his great services in the cause of the people. An event, however, was

destined to prove, that a mortal can be incorruptable.

The royal forces had been sufficiently successful in the neighbourhood to enable a party thereof

to take a station very near the town, among whom was a Colonel Dacre, who had lived on terms

oif the closest friendship with Mr. Hutchinson ; he therefore sent to ask permission of the latter

to admit him to make a friendly visit to the castle. The colonel sent the necessary protection,

when an interesting interview took place, which ended in Colonel Dacre's soliciting Colonel

Hutchinson, his brother George Hutchinson, lieutenant-colonel, and Captain Poulton to return the

visit to his quarters. And, as the brave take pleasure in rising superior to suspicion, this solicitation

would have been complied with, had not some person.? in the castle raised objections to it after the

departureuof Colonel Dacre. Colonel Hutchinson therefore sent Captain Poulton to excuse the

absence of himself and brother, when Colonel Dacre produced a commission, signed by the Earl

of Newcastle, in these words :
—" These are to authorize Colonel Dacre to treat with Colonel

" Hutchinson,.and Lieutenant-colonel Hutchinson, for the delivery of Nottingham castle and the

" bridges ; and to make them large promises, which shall be performed by W. Newcastle."—
These promises were, that Colonel Hutchinson should be received into royal favor, have the castle

conferred in perpetuity upon himself and heirs, have ten thousand pounds in money, and be created

a peer of the realm. To Lieutenant colonel Hutchinson, for delivering up the bridges, three

thousand pounds, and what command he should choose in the army ; and two thousand pounds to

Captain Poulton, if he negociated the business with effect. In order to settle this affair with the

greater secrecy, Colonel Dacre proposed meeting the party at St. Ann's-well. But, instead of

attending to the appointment, the three gentlemen sent indignant letters by a drummer to Colonel

Dacre ; and thus ended a business which was dishonorable to the royal cause, and shed am eternal

lustre upon our hero, his brother, and their cousin Captain Poulton.

Noble, the writer of the lives, or rather the defamer of the character of the fifty-nine gentlemen

that tried and condemned to the block Charles Stuart, king of England, makes the following

remarks on the above circumstance. " Colonel Hutchinson hereby lost a fine opportunity of

" aggtandizing himself and his family, which doubtless they must regret." This very honorable

writer here informs the world of the value of his fidelity, if fortune, in one of blind freaks, had

put him in a place of trust ; and to whose ig-Noble observation the Rev. Julius Hutchinson thus

replies :
—" Every discerning gentleman is here informed that the editor of this work, (Memoirs

"of the Colonel) who is the only representative of Colonel Hutchinson in these kingdoms, is

" much more proud of his descent from so virtuous a man, than from the most illustrious traitor."

This declaration is worthy of a Hutchinson !

When we consider that the colonel had seldom more than three or four hundred men under his

command in this important station, notwithstanding, like the lord of the forest, he kept the country

in awe for miles around, it is not to be supposed that many opportunities would' occur wherein he

could display those traits of personal courage which rendered so conspicuous some of the heroes" of
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antiquity./ The event, however, which we are abOut to mentiony will shew, that he was not inferior

to Alexander himself in personal courage, when circumstances required its display

In the autumn of 1645, when the king, after the memorable battle of Naseby, had retired io

Newark with the shattered remains of his army. Major-general Poyntz was ordered to harrass the

neighbourhood of that town, preparative to its being besieged by an army of Scots, then proceeding

from the north ; when our colonel informed Poyntz, how prejudicial it would be to the general

interest to suffer Shelford to remain injthe enemy's hands, At the' same time Colonel Hutchinson

solicited and oTatained permission to, write tO; Coloneji; Stanhope,* commander of the garrison, to

surrender his charge on honorable conditions, but the valiant colonel returned a scornful answer,

and observed, among other eZeg-anf expressions, that he would lay Nottingham castle as flat as a

pancake. It was then determined to storm the garisonat Shelford ; and Colonel Hutchinson, at

his own solicitation, had
,

permission, given, him to lead on the attack at the head of his brave

Nottingham tipoop. Having obtained possession of the town, he was, during the. night, most

terribly annoyed by some Shelford soldiers that had secured themselves in the church, and from

thence played violently upon his men. In vain he fired at, and threatened them with immediate

death, when taken, if they did not surrender; but they alike derided his fire and his threats; being

secured against the former by the walls of the church, and having, as they thought, obtained

protection against the latter by barricading the belfry doqr, and drawing up the bell ropes. The

colonel, however, collected a quantity of straw, and set fire to it below them ; and these fellows,

who had laughed at his fire, were obliged to yield to his smoke. A regiment of Londoners

received orders to commence the attack upon the garrison on, one side, while the colonel and his

men scaled the walls on the other, he having first, amidst a shower of bullets, to fill up a ditch

over which he was obliged to pass. This work completed, the difficulty of escalading was very

great, on account of the ladders being twenty stavestoo short; and on account of the men on the

walls casting down destructive materials upon the assailants. But nothing could withstand the

ardour and impetuosity of the colonel—:he was the. first that scaled the walls, and, " with his

" trenchant sword," cut through whole ranks, and Fskjlied the captain of a celebrated regiment of

papists belonging to the queen, after which the men gave way.: The Londoners being repulsed,

the whole weight of the garison fell upon the bfave Hutchinson and his not less brave Nottingham

followers, who, notwithstanding, the invincibility of their conduct, must have been overwhelmed

with numbers, had not Lieutenant-colonel Hutchinson, the colonel's brother, forced down a draw

bridge for the admission of General Poyntz, who, on his entry, ordered that no quarter should be

given to the besieged.f The slaughter was now continued with the most rancourous fury, until

the colonel made his way over heaps of dead to beg of the general the lives of the then surviving,

which amounted but to one hundred and forty persons. Among these was the boasting pancake

Colonel Stanhope, who bad hidden himself during the assault: but, being now found, was dragged

• Colonel Slanliope was related to Colonel Hutchinson, oa account of the father of the latter having married, to his second wife, Stanhope's aunt, the

sister of his father the Earl of Chesterfield.

f The colonel, on this occasion, divested himself of bis casing armour, that he might be the better enabled to use his svord.

4 N
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out of his concealment, stripped naked, woanded, and' cast upon a dunghill. In this deplorable

condition he was found by the colonel ; but, instead of triumphing over a fallen enemy, whose

vain boastings had only excited his pity and contempt, the circumstance afforded him an opportunity

of displaying the generosity of his heart—the lion became a lamb at the sight of human woe—he

ordered the bleeding soldier to be conveyed to his own quarters—directed his own surgeon to dress

his gaping wounds; while he attended his bed side and poured the conciliating language of

friendship into his ear. With his tears he bathed the pallid cheeks of the sufferer, and sent up his

prayers to the Father of Mercies for his recovery; but fate bade defiance to his balsams and

anodynes, and heaven, on this occasion, disfegarded his prayers ; and Colonel Stanhope learnt in

the hour of death how to appreciate the advice and friendship of a brave and virtuous man.*

The year following Colonel Hutchinson was returned to parliament by the county, but did not

attend his duty therein until after the fall of Newark, the capitulation of which he signed on the

part of parliament, after havings during the siege, experienced many " hair's breadth escapes,"

—

Many other circumstances, worthy of notice in the military career of our hero, will be found under

the heads " Trent Bridges, Castle, &c." which of course we shall not recapitulate.

Were we to enter into the minutia of his political connections during the great struggle for

liberty, in which he performed so conspicuous a part, it would be to write the history of our

country during that eventful period. We must say, however, that he was constantly beset by a

nest of wretches, with whom he was necessarily leagued, who were ever watchful to complot his

overthrow, because his integrity was a constant barrier against their knavery ;
and because, on

every investigation into the conduct of the separate parties, their characters suffered by comparison

with his. He likewise frequently befriended many of them in their necessities ; and, certain it is,

that friendship conferred upon a knave is sure to excite his most inveterate hatred ; because, from

the want of principle to be honorable, and of courage to be jnst, he seeks for the ruin of his

benefactor, as a cover to his own ungrateful and disgraceful conduct. Colonel Hutchinson was

obli°-ed to arm his declared enemies in his own defence, against his professed friends, because he

concluded that his own honesty, frankness, and good nature, would act upon the candour of the

former, as the loadstone does upon metallic substances, which he found to be the case ; while the

outward shew of friendship from the latter was like a dagger suspended over his head by a hair.

His conduct, like gold in the chymist's laboratory, always came out of the crucible of faction with

increased lusture ; while an increase of contempt was the wages of those that sought to deteriorate

his fame. When he surrendered the command of the castle to Captain Poulton, his services were

rewarded by parliament with a grant of five thousand pounds, the whole of which he distributed

among those that had served under him, notwithstanding he was so poor, from having borrowed

money to supply the exigencies of his party, and from his lands having lain uncultivated, that

he could not afford for some time to rebuild his mansion at Owthorp, which had been ravaged by

• Shelfovd Manor-house, according to Collin's, was taken on tlie 8TtU of October, 1645. Most writers on tliis subject have charged the republicans

with wantonly setting fire to this mansion; but Mrs. Hutchinson asserts, that it was burnt by the country people to prevent its being a trouble l»

them any longer, Wiverton-house submitted to the victors tlie next day.
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the royalists. In short, by the mildness of his disposition, the conspicuousness of his virtues, his

manly courage, and incorruptability of heart, he raised a shrine for the incasement of his

immortality, at which the most exalted may look with envy, and the envious may gnash their teeth

in the bitterness of despair ; while the truly noble hearted will drop the tear of admiration.*

As a proof of Colonel Hutchinson's determined spirit to oppose arbritrary power, in whatever

person it might appear, and of the truth of the concluding circumstance in the last note,

Cromwell withdrew his commission for the government of the Isle of Jersey the very day he was

constituted " Captain-general-in-chief of all the forces raised, and to be raised, by authority of

" parliament within the commonwealth of England," notwithstanding that commission had been

granted by Lord Fairfax, at the earnest solicitation of the inhabitants of Jersey. It is true, that,

prior to this, Cromwell had endeavoured to procure for the colonel the command of Hull, which

he positively refused to accept of; first, because he thought that that crafty general wanted to

attach him to his ambitious views ; and secondly,/because the commission was to be obtained by

intrigue, and at the expence of the man who then held it, without any charge of dishonor being

brought against his conduct : the colonel therefore undertook to plead his cause to prevent his

commission from being taken clandestinely out of his hands ; and thereby kept him in his

command. Another remarkable instance of Cromwell's dread of Colonel Hutchinson, as a military

man, is to be found in the following circumstance. When it was thought that Cromwell's situation

was dangerous, and the country's still more so, through that general's permitting Charles the

Second, to enter England with a powerful army of Scots in 1661, a short time previous to the

battle of Worcester, the council of state gave a commission to the colonel to raise two troops in

Nottingham and the county, with an order for him to join Cromwell with all convenient dispatch.

He soon raised three troops among his old soldiers, who wished for an opportunity of serving

under him again ; but, when they arrived at the army, Cromwell dispersed them among his broken

regiments, and left the colonel no men to command; therefore his commission ceased to be of any
use. And we have Cromwell's own words for the bravery of these men in the battle of Worcester;
for, in his letter to parliament, which contains an account of the victory, he says, " Your new

* The beautiful passage we are about to give from Mrs. Hutchinson, respecting the death of Colonel Thornhagh at the battle of Preston,

Lancashire, when Cromwell defeated the Scots under Duke Hamilton on the ITth of August 1648, will plead in excuse for our thus stepping a little

out of the way. Colonel Thornhagh owned the delightful seat at Fenton, in the north of this county ; was chosen representative for the borougli of
Retford, in 1646; and was tlie particular friend of Colonel Hutchinson. The passage alluded to is as follows:—" In the beginning of the battle, the
" valiant Colonel Thornhagh was wounded to death. Being, at the beginning of the charge, on a horse as courageous as became such a master, he
" made such furious speed to set upon a company of Scotish lancers, that he was singly engaged and mortally ivounded before it was possible for his
" regiment, though as brave men as ever drew a sword, and too affectionate to their colonel to be slack in following him, to come time enough to
" break the fury of that body, which shamed not to unite all their force against one man ; who yet fell not among them, but being faint and aU
« covered witli blood, of his enemies as well as his own, was carried off by some of his own men, while the rest, enraged for the loss of their dear
" colonel, fought not that day like men of human race : deaf to the cries of every coward that a.sked mercy, they killed all, and would not a captive
" should Irve to see their colonel die

;
but said the whole kingdom of Scotland was too small a sacrifice for that brave man. His soul was hovering

" to tai-e her flight out of his body, but that an eager desire to know the success of the battle kept U within, lill the eud of the day, when the news
" being brought him, he cleared his dying countenance, and said, I now rejoice to die, since God hjiih let me see the overthrow of this perfidious
•

'
enemy— I could not lose ray life in a better cause ; and 1 have the favor from God to see my blood revengnd ; he then e.tpired.

After the death of this brave man, his soldiers petitioned to have Colonel Hutchinson for their commander, as Ihe only man worthy to supply his
place

;
but Cromwell feared the honesty of the latter too much to tmst him with a command, which he had the power to prevent ; he therefore

eontrolled the proposed appointment.
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" raised forces did perform singular good service, for which they deserve a very high estinaation

" and acknowledgiDent." , r

The commission which authorized the colonel to sit in judgment upon Charles the First, he

received with great reluctance ; nor would he act under it, until, by prayer and supplication, he

considered himself called upon by a povs^er, superior to kings and parliaments, to take part in that

novel trial. And as a proof i\\9.i justice, and not blood, was his object, he never could.be induced,

either as member of parliament or counsellor of state, to consent to the death of any other

state criminal, however notorious his actions had been against the parliamentary interest; always

advancing this noble axiom on such occasions

—

that mercy and gentle admonition will create

friends ; while the blood of one of our countrymen but fosters the seed of real enemies !

As a counsellor of state, which station he occupied two years, he possessed ample facihties of

enriching himself by compounding with the unfortunate royalists for their forfeited estates, or by

taking bribes to support their fallen interests ; practices which some of his colleagues weje

dishonorable enough to pursue. But Hutchinson, instead of thus acting, made it part of his

business to seek out supplicants, whose causes he pleaded before the council, with all the warmth

of a settled friendship ; and the only recompence he ever received, resulted from the approbation

of a good conscience, and from an honorable ambition in having stood between poverty and many

of those persons that had been marked as victims to be sacrificed at its cruel altar. He likewise

rescued several from an ignominious death by his kind interference ; one of whom we will

mention :—Duke Hamilton, the Earl of Holland, Lord Capell, Lord Goring, and Sir John Owen,

had been condemned to death by a second high court of justice, of which the colonel refused to

be a member; and great interest was made in parliament to save the lives of the peers, when he

observed, that no one spoke in behalf of the poor knight, which partiality so moved his generous

soul, that he told Colonel Ireton, who sat by him, if he would second him, he (Mr. Hutchinson)

would make a motion in favor of the neglected man, to which the other assented. On inquiry

they found that Sir John Owen had sent a petition to the clerk of the house, accompanied with a

desire for him, to prevail upon some member to present it ; but he declared that he had not been

able to find one who would undertake the task. With this, these two generous relatives* presented

the petition, and supported it so effectually, that they obtained the unhappy man's liberty as well

as his life : the others vvith the exception of Lord Goring, were executed. And not the least

remarkable part of this business is, though these gentlemen had thus acted towards a friendless

stranger, he never gave them thanks for their pains. Ingratitude, Avhat a monster thou art I

and yet how many cherish thee in their bosoms! Mr. Hutchinson alike detesting tyranny in

whatever shape, or in whose conduct soever it might appear, when Cromwell assumed the reins of

power, he retired to his estate at Owthorp, where, in the sweets of domestic felicity, he endeavoured

to forget the crimes of other men, and his own former dangers, his watchings and his toils. He
now rebuilt his mansion, and stored it well with good old English hospitality. He planted

woods, and laid out gardens, lawns, and vistas ; and nursed the rising objects of his solicitude

Colonel, afterwards Geueral Ireton, was a native of Attenborrow in tliis neigbbourhood ; and was cousin to Colonel Hutchinsoo.
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with a njother's care. He became the principal preceptor to his children^ and the patron of the

fine arte; As a magistrate he was indefatigable—he caused hordes of beggars to disappear, by

giving them employment ; and he restored harmony and comfort to a divided and disordered

peasantry, more by example and persuasive eloquence, than by the corrective hand of power,

—

After this, it will be needless to add, that he was bountiful to the poor.*

Mr. Hutchinson's felicity was not interrupted till the year 1659, when Richard Cromwell, after

the death of his wonderful father, pricked him for the office of high sheriff for the county, for the

pitiful purpose of preventing his being elected a knight of the shire, in the parliament then about

to be chosen. He therefore hastened to London to resent this act of preclusion ; but Richard,

by exonerating MmseJf from the intrigue, and by representing the service the colonel might

perform in the county, if he consented to accept the office of high sheriff, so wrought upon his

good nature, as to cause him to yield. But Richard/finding the government too heavy for his tame

and unambitious spirit ta bear up against ; and, what is very probable, he might receive at

compensation to resign, wbieh would be no difficult ask to furnish, as his parliament was held hy

great contempt ; it was therefore found necessary to call in those members that had been turned

out of the house by Cromwell in 1648, of which number Mr. Hutchinson was one, who took hi?

seat accordingly. Having occasion to come home shortly after, to settle some domestic business,

he heard, when about to return to London, that Lambert had dissolved the parliament by force.—
Lambert and Fleetwood, the latter of whom had married Iretoh's widow, knowing his irreconcilable

hatred to tyranny, and dreading his lion^ike courage, his great influence and the inexhaustabl^

resources of his mind, thought themselves unsafe in their assumption of power so long as he was

at large ; they therefore determined, if possible, to ^ei him into their toils. But, before their

artifices could get the better of his sagacity, the army deserted them ; and the twice excluded

members were again called upon to take their seats in parliament. This event took place on the

36th of December, 1659.

Things being now considered desperate on the part of the republicans, many of the royalists

made overtures to Mr. Hutchinson to join their party, under the most impressive promises of

forgiveness for the past, and honors and rewards for the future. To such overtures he always

presented a stern inflexibility of soul', being determined not to hasten the ruin of a cause which he

had exerted all his virtues to support. He was also solicited to join Lambert against Monk, after

the treachery of the latter was no linger doubted; but he gave an absolute refusal, on account of

the former's manifest intention to ape Cromwell in power, without his genius to direct it. This is,

perhaps, the only instance in which the sternness of Mr. Hutchinson's virtue stood in the way of

his country's good. For, being idolized by the army, and reverenced by the people, he might have

joined Lambert for the overthrow of Monk ; and, when the latter object had been accomplished.

* We will relate an anecdote liere, which would have broken the thread of the text :—At the death of Ireton, to whom Hutchinson was most

sincerely atiacheil, Cromwell, in order to mortify the republican stiSfness of our hero, neglected to invite him to tlie funeral, nor did he send hinj.

mquTning, the doing of which was the custom of those times. In consequence Mr. Hutchinson, by way of innocent revenge, appeared among lh«

monrners dressed in a suit of scarlet laced with gold. Cromwell, in confusion, apologized, and Hutchinson treated him with sontempt t

4 O
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which, with the invincibility that Hutchinsoh's fame would have drawn around the republican

standard, would not have been a very difficult task, he might have caused Lambert and Fleetwood

to have been impeached for their violation of the sanctity of parliament ; and thus by one stroke

have rid the nation of three men, that, after having been the defenders of its liberties, were seeking

by different means, to enslave it. But Hutchinson missed this opportunity: and the nation was

again doomed to be cursed with the rule of the Stuarts.

Notwithstanding the gloom which now seemed to overshadow his future fortunes, new honors

still avvaijed the hero of our narration. Very early in 1660, a general election took place, when

the freeholders of the county strongly solicited Mr. Hutchinson to become again their representative;

but he, out of courtesy to Mr. Wm. Pierpoint, gave way to Lord Houghton, his son-in-law ; and so

great was the disappointment when he could not be found in the town, that many of the freeholders

refused' to give their suffrages, particularly fifty from Newark, a town ag-ainst which the colonel

had carried on such bitter warfare. About the same time, such violent animosities took place

between the soldiers quartered at Nottingham and the inhabitants thereof, that lives were lost and

many were wounded on both sides : nay, the soldiers absolutely formed in the meadows for the

purpose of storming the town ; and most likely the two parties would have come to the most

dreadful extremities, as they weie alike determined, had not Mrs. Hutchinson, who carried in her

character the charms and influence of her husband's name, and who happened to be in the town,

prevailed upon them to desist, until such time as each party could send up their complaints to

General Monk. An agent of the army, however, got the start of the deputation sent by the

inhabitants, and he obtained an order from the general, with which he posted down, to sack the

houses of those that had rendered themselves obnoxious to the soldiery. But Mr. Hutchipson, no

doubt being made acquainted with the circumstances of the case by his lady, called upon Monk
the same day in which the order had been issued against the inhabitants ; and, by his persuasive

reasoning, he obtained a counter order, and sent a messenger with it with all possible speed ; but

still the counter order did not arrive until the soldiers had rifled some of the houses ; so eager were

these protectors of the people's lives and fortunes to shew that they were not destitute oi courage.

This timely stoppage of a crying mischief went not without its reward ; for when the day came

for electing members of parliament for the town, Mr. Hutchinson, Mr. Arthur Stanhope, and Dr.

Plumptre were put in nomination, the latter violently opposing the former, though he owed his

preferment in life to Mr. Hutchinson's father ; but his ingratitude could not induce the freemen of

Nottingham to be ungratetul also ; they being determined to convert their preserver into their

protector, by constituting him their representative in parliament.

A period was now fast approaching which was to finish the glorious career of Colonel Hutchinson's

active life, by the investiture of the crown into the hands of Charles the Second—by the obscenities

of a libertine court, and the miseries attendant upon misrule. The presbyterians, as they were

called, to be revenged on the independents, for not following their religious dogmas, joined with

the high tories in parliament, in voting for the restoration, which, as is generally known, took place

on the 39th of May, 1660 ; and in June, all those members that had been concerned in the late

king's death, were called upon to speak for themselves ; when Mr. Hutchinson, the moment this
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intimation was given, said; "That for his actings in those days, if he had erred, it was the

" inexperience of his age, and the defect of his judgment, and not the malice of his heart, which

" had ever prompted him to pursue the general advantage of his country more than his own ; and

" if the sacrifice of him might conduce to the public peace and settlement, he should freely submit

" his life and fortune to their dispose. That the vain expence of his age, and the great debts his

" public employment had run him into, as they were testimonies that neither avarice nor any other

" sinister interest had carried him on, so they yielded him just cause to repent that he ever forsook

" his own blessed quiet, to embark in such a troubled sea, where he had shipwrecked all things,

" but a good conscience. . And, as to that particular action relative to the king, he desired them to

" believe, he had that sense of it, which befitted an Englishman, a christian, and a gentleman."

After this short, but unpremeditated address, which was much applauded by, and made a deep

impression upon the house, he retired to a private lodging near Westminster Abbey, there to wait

in calm resignation the bursting of the threatening storm.* Shortly after out comes a proclamation

which enjoined all those that had sat in judgment upon the king to deliver themselves up to royal

clemency, except seven, against whom the door of mercy was shut. Mr. Hutchinson was among

the former ; and, at the solicitations of his friends, had yielded to surrender up his person, in the

hope of preserving his estates to his family ; but his lady prevailed on him to retract this resolution,

being dfesirous rather to sacrifice her last shilling than her husband's liberty, much more the

endangering his life. And, in making application for his pardon, she disobeyed his orders for

thefirst time in her life. But where is the man that glorieth not in this act of disobedience,

since it sprung frorn the tender emotions of the heart, triumphing over the dictates of duty

engraven on the mind? This amiable soother. of her partner's woes secretly wrote a letter, in the

name of her husband, to the speaker of the House of Commons, pleading indisposition on his part,

and intreating the house to permit him to remain at his lodgings until they had decided on his case.

This letter, aided by Sir Allen Apsley's and several other gentlemen's interference, had the desired

effect-—Mr. Hutchinson was that day voted free from all engagement, on account of the part he

had taken in the troubled state of the country; and the judgment upon him was, that he should

never be employed in any capacity under, his majesty's government. On his returning a petition

of thanks to the house, they also voted, his estates to be free from any mulct or confiscation ; and

to the honor of the members be it recorded, not a voice was raised among them on the occasion,

but what sounded Hutchinson's praise. Attempts were made shortly after by some court

sycophants to get si. heavy fine passed upon his estates, and a bill actually passed the House of

Peers for that purpose, but it was rejected by the Commons, though some historians have ignorantly

stated to the contrary. But this parliament was too honest for Charles, who therefore dissolved it,

and called another the May following, that he hoped would be more congenial with his views ; and

to the misfortune of the nation, he was not disappointed in his expectations.

f

The reader will no doubt have concluded, from the relation of the last circumstance respecting

• T(ie following is copied from the Journals of the House:—June 9lh, 1660. " Resolved, that John Hutchinson. Esq. one of the judges of the

"late king's majesty, be discharged from being a member of this House."

t The Kev. Julius Hutchinson says, this pariiament was priucipaUy.composed of the high church party.
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ColoHel HJutcfeinsoii^ that his political troublea were now at an end, and that he was, making his

way in all liasfe© to Owtboicp, there, to. end his days in domestic felicity' aiad in the pleasHFe of doing

good-j—No aach thing. ! Hutchinson was expCfcted to boiW the bead, as well as the kneCj to the newly

raised idoi^ as an acknowledgHtent for bis pardon ; but he had: not been accustomed to worship-

raoftals, nor would he do it now; particularly one whose immorahty was as detestable, as the

exercise of his power was aojust. Besides, the colonel was.unchangeably honest, as inflesible irtjbis-

prineiples as the mountain: cedar, a steady friend to the people, from whoim he; thoftgbt all pow<r

ought to emanate, and wa& still powerful in the veneration paid, to bis name ; wbicb, in the

estimation of Charles and his flatterers, were qualities too dangerous for a subject to possess.

—

And, for these quailities, we have yet to exhibit the hero; of our narration as a vi<;tiia siowl^ scwr^ed'

at the altar of broken faith, violated justice, and guilty fear.* It is true his bad^ was suffered to

be at large until the llth of October, 1665, but his mind was attempted. to be kept continually oa

the rack ; though in this expectation his enemies were miserably disappoint^ for his pbilosotpby

and religioH reniiered him proof against their shafts. Nor did they arrest him then without

viedaiting Magna Charta ; bat Charles and his ministers, like some modem statesmen, knew kow^

tO' exert a vigour beyond the ^aw.f

The trouble the ctrfonel had about his estates, prior to his arrest, was very great, no*witiistandiflg

they bad been declared free by p>arliament ; but the resolution he invariably displayed^ put his

enemies often to the blush, and gave him repeated triumphs of the mind. To add to the number

ofinsults offered to his feelings, he was required to give evidence against some of his old associates;

but he never could be induced to swear to any of their writings, except such as beJonged to persons

that were dead. On this account, Charles was heard io say, " I have been prevailed upon to spare

•' a man, who wouM do the same thing for me, as be did for my father, if opportunity offered ; fo?

" he is still unchanged in his principles, and is readier to protect than accuse, his old associates."—^

What a compliment was Charles paying to Hutchinson, without designing it ! If any thing good

now happened to our hero, it was doubly sweet, because wholly unexpected ; for how was he to

expect any good from the fa<;tion tliat then governed the land ? and if evil came, he was doubly

fenced; beeatise he was neither alarmed nor deceived. Mrs. Hutchinson was also urged to

betray the associates of her husbahd, sometimes by the threat of the ruin of her family, and again

with the most flattering promises; but threats and promises were alike ineffectual. Against Sir*

Henry Vane, whose life was sacrificed to the man^s of Lord Strafford, and against Mr. St. John,

arid Mr. William Pierpoint, her evidence was particularly sohcited ; but she proved, what is oftei*

disputed, that a woman can keep seci*ef9, even at the risk of the ruin of her family. What a

valuable woman ! ! What a glorious pair ! !

The first insult which the papist, and then government faction, offered to the colonel, after he

had defeated the wretches that lusted for his estates, was by a Captain Cooper, who, by authority,

ordered the plundering of his house at Owthorp of all his arms and armour, amounting to about

• Charles, in bis declaration from Breda, had promised indemnity to all, except those that were excepted against bj parliament.

I-
Charles once observed to Lord Clarendon, that there were ways, besides the aommon course of law, to deal with the factious spiritt.
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an hundred ^OQ^nds value. Soon after this violehcfe had been committed upon an Englishm'arlfg

dearest privilege, an order arrived from Bennett, secretary of state, (afterwards thejustly disgraced

Earl of Arlington) to seize upon all the pictures, &c. in the colonel's house, which he had bought

out of the late king's collection, and for which he had paid from £1000 to £1500. About this

time too a coxcomb of the name of Golding, with a gang of knaves at his heels, was permitted to

lord it over Owthorp and the neighbouring villages; and in one of his freaks, he beset the colonel's

house, and threatened destruction to the whole of the family, notwithstanding his amiable lady was

near her time of childbirth ; while he applied in vain to the constituted authorities for protection

—

his own courage and character, though himself was unarmed, formed his best means of defence.

Guilt and cowardise are as nearly allied, as are innocence and intrepidity*

The night of the 11th of October, 1663, presented one of those awfully tempestuous scenes,

Mrbich superstition, in its most innocent shape, supposes the Deity to display for the purpose of

awakening repentance in the breasts of thoughtless mortals to a sense of future prospects aad

apprehensions. It was Sunday night; and Colonel Hutchinson, though very, unwell, had just

finished prayer, after having expounded to his family some part of Paul's espistle to the Romans,

when he was informed of the approach of unwelcome visitants by the trampling of horses and the

rude voices of men. With a rudeness, truly characteristic of the cause in which they were

employed, they ransacked the housie of this pious and just man, under pretence of seeking for

arms; but they found none, except four fowling-pieces which hiing up in. the kitchen. The party

were commanded by one Atkinson of Newark, who, probably, had felt the effects of the colonel's

courage, without knowing how to appreciate the vii'tues of an honorable enemy ; and who having

-failed in his endeavours to ruin him in parliament, now obtained an opportunity of exercising the

petty revenge of a coward. This fellow, after he had exercised his bayonet authority as long as

he pleased, m frightaiing the women and children, produced an order from one Francis Leke, a

deputy lieutenant of the county, for the seizjure of the colonel's person. He pleaded the ill state

of his health, with the offer of accommodation for the party till morning, and also that this was one

of those nights in which tM voice of heaven, in the raging of the tempest, might be supposed to

say, at least foy the present let- the an^ry passions of the human breast lie still

!

Oh, no ! these executioners of the rankling vengeance of the tyrant, were alike deaf to the voice

of humanity and of heaven ! They hurried their victim away to Newark, in the midst of tlie

pelting fury of " the pitiless storm," and placed him close prisoner in the worst room at the

Talbot inni which was kept by a person of the nam^ of Thompson, whose inhuman treatment of

the 'colonel was not put an end to until the latter had inflicted upon him a severe corporeal

chastisement. After eight days' imjirisonment the colonel was carried before the Marquis of

Newcastle, who, when Earl, as the reader will recollect, having put his honorable mind to the test,

now treated him with that distinction which his virtues merited ; and, being fully satisfied of the

purity of his conduct, and having no charge against him, except a letter of suspicion from the

* In the vvinter of 1861, whieli is about the lime afcove alluded to, the papists attempted to burn several towns, &c. in this neighbourhood

;

particularly they attempied to burn Nbttinghajn, by setting fire lo some buildings; but tlie design was frustrated, after aboiit £200 worth of

property had been destroyed.

4 P
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dishonorable Duke of Buckingham', he liberated him on his own honor, which he knew was the

compleatest safeguard of his person, while he wrote to the privy council for instructions. The

colonel now retired to Owthorp, but, in a few days, he was again conducted to Newark by a party

of horse. The next day Mr. Leke brought him a letter from the Marquis of Newcastle, in which

that nobleman expressed, in very lively language, the mortified feelings of an honorable mind, at

being compelled by circumstances to act contrary to those feelings. This letter contained a copy

of one from the Duke of Buckingham to the Marquis, commanding the latter to keep Mr.

Hutchinson close prisoner, without pen, ink, and paper, and which likewise contained the following

remarkable sentence. " That though he (the Duke) could not make it out as yet, he hoped he

" should bring Mr, Hutchinson into the plot."* On the 39th of October the colonel was removed

from Newark ; he arrived in London on the 3d of November, and was sent to the Tower under

a diarge of treasonable practices, by authority of a warrant signed by Secretary Bennett, and

dated »H the 20th of October. If the reader should be unacquainted with the practice of a tyrannic

court, he will be a little staggered at this warrant being dated about the same time in which

Buckingham's letter was written to the Marquis of Newcastle. The following examination of the

colonel by Secretary Bennett, which was the only one ofany consequence he underwent, will shew

the futility of the charge brought against him; and prove that the malice of the reigning faction,

and his sterling virtue, were the only charges against him ; and that, as the wretch Clarendon said,

when speaking of the family of the colonel about the same time, " We must keep their family

down."

Examination of Colonel Hutchinson at Whitehall, on the 6th of November:—Q. Where liave

you lived these four or five months ?—A. Constantly at my house in Nottinghamshire. Q. What

"company have resorted to your house ?—A. None ! not so much as my relations, who scarcely

ever see me. Q. What company do you frequent ?—A. None ! for I never stir out to visit any.

That is very much, replied Bennett! Q, Do you know Mr. Henry Neville?—A. Very well I

Q. When did you last see him ?—A. To the best of my remembrance, never since the king came

in. Q. When did you write to him ?—A. Never in my life. Q. When did Mr. Neville write to

you?—A. Never! Q. Have any messages passed between you?—A. None at all! Q. Have

none moved any proposition to you concerning a republic ?—A. I know none so indiscreet. Q.

What children have you ?—A. Four sons and four daughters. Q. How old are your sons ? k.

Two are at men's estate, and two are children.—^Q. Have not your sons done something to injure

you?—A. Never, that I know of; I am confident they have not. Q. Do you go to church to hear

divine service and the common prayer ?—-A. No ! for I stir not out of rhy own house, Q. Do you

not hear them read >—A. To speak ingenuously, no ! Q. What then do you do for your soul's

comfort ?— A. Sir, I hope you will leave that account between God and my soulf

.

* Tliis is what bisloriansciU the BoWfternpZot; into wliich it was hoped by those monsters, Clarendon, BuckiDgham, and Secretary Bennett,

Uiat some of thf ir trepannera, (as court spies were then called,) and who were the promoters, under the management of the three knares just namei^

vould be able to connect the name of Hutchinson by false swearing ; but none were found wicked enough for the task.

f On this subject, tlie Rev. Julius Hutchinson remarks, " What will the reader think of this geutlemau, when be is ioformedt tbat be w»»

himself a concealed papist, and privy to the king's being so tooT'
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Mr. Hutchinson was now ordered back to the Tower ; and while he was continued there, he was

subjected to every insult, which the petty instruments of tyranny could invent, to harass his placid

and undaunted mind* When he was sorely troubled with a corroding flux, he was even denied

the use of a night convenience/, and of the privilege of going out of his room, in which he was

compelled to abide night and day ; and all this without any charge ever being exhibited against him,

or his being able to obtain a copy of the warrant by which he was arrested and detained. Mrs.

Hutchinson was of opinion too, to add to the rest of their cruelties, that they attempted to poison

him, under the shew of kindness made to him a short time previous to his leaving the Tower.

Timeo danaos et dona ferentes : (^.rust not the fraudful present of a foe.) The reasons in support

of Mrs. Hutchinson's opinion are, first, it is certain, that the person who presented the colonel with

a bottle of wine, had administered poison to Sir Henry Vane, by similar means : secondly, this

was the only act of kindness ever shewn to the colonel by his vile keepers, while in the Tower ;

and which was done under pretence of reconciliation : thirdly, an innocent warden, who drank

part of the wine, died shortly after : and, fourthly, the colonel himself was taken very ill cm the

occasion. At length an order was issued for his removal to Sandown Castle, in Kent, where the

last scene in the tragedy was to be performed by his murderers, and where he was doomed to the

care of a set of wretches, if possible, more despicable than those from whose hands he had escaped.

The walls of this mansion of misery and death were four yards thick; and yet so crazy withal, a*

not to be proof against a shower of rain. The room in which the colonel was confined was

unglazed, and had five doors opening into it, the principal one of which opened for the cold sea

breeze to enter unobstructedly. Here his very clothing became mouldy every day, and impregnated

with saltpetre. Beds and provisions he had to procure at a great expense for himself and friends,

and for a fellow prisoner, confined in the same room ; or, what would have been more intolerable to

his susceptible mind

—

to have seen him perish through want.f He divided his time, in this sad

abode, between conversation with his friends, the polishing and arranging of shells into mosaic

work, which they gathered for that purpsse on the sea shore, and the reading of his Bible ; from

which sources he drew a sweet consolation which rendered his situation enviable even to the tyrant

and his minions, who were racking their inventions for new means to torment him, while he smiled

at, and treated their cruelty with contempt. But, notwithstanding the dignity and serenity of his

mind, the damp and noxious atmosphere of his inhospitable mansion, soon began to shew its effect

upon his body, by wasting it away, while his spirit, depending upon the retributive justice of the

Deity, as well toiiis persecutors and the nation at large as himself, remained unsubdued—unshaken.

It was evident, however, that his dissolution was fast approaching; and fortune, in, one of her

capricious whims, contrived that his beloved wife should be denied the sad satisfaction of closing his

* The wretcb that was employed to tormegt him, was a Sir John Robinson, Lieutenant of the Tower, and was the same monster that was

employed as tormenter of the celebrated William Penn. But, in both cases, it was nothing more than the tooth of the snarling wolf applied to stuff

of marble texture—the minds of the patFiots were invincible— the tormenter alone received tlie torment. And we have merely mentioned the name of

the monster, that it may have another ciia-nce of liviBg to eternal infamy ; and as a liint to otjiers in like situations, what they have to expect, if theii

practice should be of a like description.

f This persoa, whose name was Gregory, bad been a captain in the parliamentary army ; and bad now notlung to subsist on but the colonel's

bounty, or what a luioed and distressed wife could send him from LoodoD.
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dying- eyes, whicb, to use the words of Campbell's celebrated ballad, had " melted in love, and

" kindled in war !" she Ijaving been called away to Owtborp for the purpose of settling some

family business, and with the fond hope of procuring her husband additional cofmforts. A short

time previous to his being confined to his bed. Sir Allen Apsley, his lady's brother, who was high

in the interest of the court, had procured an order for him to have the privilege of walking on the

sea shore with a guard ; but this rather hastened than retarded his approaching end ; for, having

been accustomed to much exercise, his constitution had become much impaired by his close and

cruel confinement, (to say nothing of the noxiousness of the prison) so that he could not support

the cold unbroken breezes which blew upon the coast of Kent. On the 3d of September, he was

seized with pain and shivering in his bones, like an ague fit, which caused him to go to bed. On

the second day after he kept his bed, and the succeeding night was the last in which he slept ; for

he never slept more till death closed his eyes, which was on the 11th of the said September.

Shortly after his attack on the 3d, his brother, Mr. George Hutchinson, who had attended him

during his confinement^,_sent for a medical man from Deal ; but he, distrusting his judgment,

desired the aid of Dr. Jachin from Canterbury, which was accordingly obtained ; bat he, though

he complied with the request, said his journey would be of no use, when he was informed in what

room the colonel had been kept ;
" for," said he, " that chamber has killed him ;" which testimony

be gave upon oath when the coroner's inquest sat over the body. What mercy, in sending this

great and good man to Sandown ! This was one of Charles's " ways besides the law, of dealing with

" the factious spirits !" A remarkable instance of the colonel's strength of mind in contending

even with death itself, was manifested on this occasion. After being told that he was dying, as his

pulse was nearly gone, and his head deadly cold, he rose up in bed and exclaimed, " Doctor, I

" would fain know your reason why you fancy I am dying ; for I feel nothing in myself, my head

" is well, my heart is well, and I have no pain or sickness any where 1" The doctor was still more

amazed to find him cheerful when his pulse was entirely gone, and advised the calling in additional

aid ; but as they were about writing for Dr. Ridgely, the colonel exclaimed, "/Tis as I would have

" it! 'tis as I would have it !" and immediately expired without a groan. By his own particular

desire his body was brought to his own village of Owthorp, and was there interred in the church,

nearly adjoining his mansion. His widow raised a mural monument to his memory, on which is

engraven the following inscription, supposed to be of her writing :

—

Quosque Domine !

In a vault under this wall lieth the body op

John Hutchinson,

OK OwiIIORP, IN the county OF NOTTINGHAM, EsQ.

ELDEST SONNE AND UEIRE OF SiR ThOMAS HuTCHINSON BY HIS FIRST

WIFE, THE Lady Margaret, daughter of Sir John Biron,

OF Newsted, in the bayed county.

This monument doth not commemorate

Vainc ayrie glories, titles, birth, and state;

But sacred is to free, illustrious grace,

Condiicling happily a mortal's race ;
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To end in triumph over death and hell,

When, like the prophet's cloake, the fraile flesh fell

Forsaken as a dull impediment,

Whilst lore's swift fiery chariot climb'd th' ascenl^.

Nor are the reliques lost, but only torn.

To be new made^ and in more lustre -Vfota.

Full of this ioy he mounted, he lay downe,

'.jii! n.; Threw off his ashes, and took up his crowne.

' Those who lost a|l their splendor in his grare,

Ev'n there yet no inglorious period hare.

He married Lucy, the daughter of Sir Allen

Apsley, Lieutenant of the Tower of London,

by his third wife, the Lady Lucy, daughter

of Sir John St. John, of Lidiard Tregos,' in

* the county of Wilts,, who dying at Ow.
thorpe, October 11, 1659, lieth buried in the

same vault.

He left surviving by the sayd Lucy 4 sons

;

Thomas, who married Jane, the daughter of

Sir Alexander R'adcliffe, buried in the same

>•.•
' -

- vauljtj and E^ard, Lucius, and John : and

,,
'i

4 daughters ;_ Barbara, Lucy, Margaret, and

Adeliza ; which last lies buried in the, same

vault.

He died at Sandowne castle, in Kent, after

11 months harsh and Strict imprisoninent,

''
' —without crime or accusation,..-upon the

J,.; llthday of Sept. 1664, in the .4Stfa yeare of.

his age, full of ioy, in assured hope- of a

.

glorious resurrection.

,To sum upfthe.^Ip3!racter pf this great andjgood man: He sat in judgment over his prince,

[l)ecaus&|ie4hQught^^he violated fights of his courier}!: demandedpublic justice; because he thoughtthe

man, that had placed himself without the pale of, the law, ought to be made .to feel the consequence

of his own daring, as a warning to others; and because he thought such prince ought to ansyver

to the people for the numerous crimes committed in his name. But, had the king acknowledged

the sovereignty of ihe people, by putting himself on his trial, or have cast himself upon the nation's

clemency, Hutchinson would have been the first to have seen justice duly administer.ed—to havp

expended tlie hand of mercy ; or,ion honorable conditions, to have restored the crown to the royal

captive. Fate, however, ordered it otherwise, perhaps for the wisest of purposes.—He, with much

reluctance,,signed the fatal instrument; and, during the course of his political life, tins was the

only act, which he, thought justifiable, that he hesitated to perform. He was a friend to Cromwelj,

so long as Cromwfell was a, friend to the liberties of the people, after which he became his foe.

—

But, notwithstanding this, he forewarned Cromwell of a plot vvhich was laid to take away his life,;

because private vengeance was so foreign to his nature, that he wpuld not purchase even thp

4 Q
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liberties of his country at the expense of public justice; When he could no longer serve his

country^ and^ at the same time, preserve his honor unsullied- he retired, like Cincinnatus, with his

family^ and lived in the grandeur of rustic simplicity, and on the iiiexhaustable stock of his own

virtues. These virtues, which have given immortality to bis name, and which ought to act as a

beacon to patriots in every age, at length became the source of his ruin, as they had been, and

continue to be that of his glory, because, likfe so many upbi^aidirtg spectres, they haunted the wicked

pursuits and obstructed the disgusting pleasures of the reigning debauchee, who therefore determined

to destroy the object of his daily' and nightly dreaid ; vainly thinking to destroy a Hutchinson by

the entombment of his mortal frame. The sycophantic instruments of the cruel tyrant seized their

victim in his hallowed abode, while pouring forth in prayer the fervency of his soul, amidst a

kneeling and adoring family, and, dragged him to a place where iafamy and death were set as his

attendants. The ZaWer, while he, heaved a,ma^rjly^ sigh over the misfortunes of his country, and

gloried in the actions of a well spent life, rfelieved from the troubles occasioned by the former.—
His obsequies were performed by his family • (I need not say with affection) while his tenantry, to

whom he had been a father, sung a requiem over his tomb, and moistened the soil with -their tears.

GILBERT MILLIJVGTOJV.
At the suppression of monasteWeSj-Pelly-priory; in the vicinity of Annesley, with the messuages,

bouses, orchards, gardens, &c. thereunto belonging, besides forty and a half acres of arable land,

twenty of meadow, and three hundred and fifty-six of pasture, with the appurtenances in Felly and

Annesley, Felly mill, &c, were granted by Henry the Eighth, to William Bolles and Lucy his wife,

at the annual rent of £17 3s. And James the First, in the 7th of his reign, granted the reversion

of this property to Anthony Millington and his heirs, which property descended to Gilbert

Millington, the subject of this memoir, who, frditi his acting a conspicuous part in the interest of

Nottingham during the time of Charles the First, merits notice here. This gentleman bought an

estate at Brinsley, in this neighbourhood, of Gervase Brendesley in the early part of the seventeenth

century, which estate had been in the last named family from the time of William the First. Mr.

Millington was chosen to represent Nottingham in parliament in the years 1640, and 1646, and

the most conspicuous part he performed in that capacity, was that of sitting as one of the judges at

the trial, and signing the death warrant of Charles the First. He was one of those mistaken and

unfortunate gentlemen that surrendered to the mercy of Charles the Second, after having been

excepted from capital punishment by proclamation ; and who, to use Mrs. Hutchinson's words,

"were now giveti up to trial, both for their lives and estates, and put into close prison, where they

" were miserably kept, brought shortly after to trial, condemned, all their estates confiscated and

" tak^n away, themselves kept in miserable bondage under that inhuman bloody jailor the

*' lieutenant of the Tower, who stifled some of them to death for want of air and when they had

" not one penny, but what was given them to feed themselves and their families, enacted

'f abominable rates for bare unfinished prisons ; of some forty pounds for one miserable chamber,

" of others double, besides undue and unjust fees, which their poor wives were forced to beg and

" engage their jointures and make miserable shifts for : and yet this rogue had all this while three
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" poundsawteek paid out of the Exchequer for every Oneof'them. Atla^t, \*hen. this would not

" kill/tbetn'fefet eMagHt^.axid when some alms werfe privately stolen into them, they were sent away

" to remote' and jdisrttaHslandsy where relief cauld not reach them, nor any of their relations take

" care of them !" "And these," continues she, " are the tender mercies of the wicked ! Among

" which I cannot forget one passage that I saw. Monk «nd his wife, before they (the prisoners)

" were':tnbved to thfi^Tbwer, while theylwehe,yet prisoners at Lamberth-house, came one eveping

« to the garden, and caused them to be brought down, only to stare at them. Which was such a

" barbarism for that man>.wl^had betrayed vso.many poor men to ^esjth and misery, that never

" hurt him, but hacl honored him, and trusted tbeir lives and interests Svith him, to glut his bloody

" esyes with beholding thelm in their bondage, as no story can pairallel the inhuiiljanity of."*

Whetheir Mr Millingtpn was one of the unfortunate objects of Monk's insulting curiosity we

are not told ; beft certain it is, that, after his pardon had been glinted, he was one of the victims

sacrificed to the tyranf-s fury.f
ArtS^\

;: r6b)ert THonoTON, M. D.
This gentleman .,was born m ,1633, and was ^ native of this county, his family having resided

during ^ev^r^l centuries ^t, the villages of Thorotpn, Scr^yetpp, and Car-Colston. After having

p^ss^d through the usual course of educjation, and, had taken up his degrees at one of the

Universities, be settled, aticl practised in bis native county, where, at Car-Colston,, he erected a

family residence. He parried Anne, daughter of Gilbert Bonn, seirjeant-at-law, of Hockerton,

near Southwell, by whom he had two daughters, Anne, and Elizabeth ; the former was married to

Philip Sheracd,.secor^ son pf the second. Earl of.F^arborough, Elizabeth was married to John

Turner of Swanwiqk, Esq. Derbyshirej^and^ in 1740, when in the 86th year of heV age, she

erected a school in the said village, for. the instruction of twenty poor children, and endowed it

with five hundred pounds. •

The Doctor was a great stickler fqr the arbitrary proceedings of Charles the First ; and was

therefore ;(f?^.stitut^d commissioner for the royal «ids and subsidies, and a magistrate for the

county of Nottingham. .. His father-in-law^, serjeant Boun, had been at great expense and labour

in collecti^ig materials for a history of Nottinghamshire ; but had not properly arranged them for

the press. These fell into the hands of the Doctor, and he very soon set about completing them

for the public. For this purpose he visited almost every town and village in the county, searching^

every
:

parish, register and family J^pcord within, .his reach. When he bad given the utmost

perfection iii his power t,Q jhis ardupus undertaking, he dedicated his work to Sir William Dugdale,.

and sent it from the press in; 1677. , But though he lived to see his labours nieet a favorably

• This double traitor, tliis inbaman monster, who could thus feast his saVage eyes upon, and 'indulge the deW^acjil of liis wife with the sight of tlje

Euffbrings of those men, with -whom he had heen proud to act,' and by i*hoBe iH-j^faced ffivor lie bad been raised to eminence jn^cprnmand, sought ta

baty hjs o^ii^ns name and traitorous deeds in tlie title of Earl oj Alhermarle. But he was mistaken ; for the name of Monk, and those of

moas<er;and"tra«or will be linked together to tlie end of time: •

f Mr. Miiling'ton left a soit EdwarJ, wliosfe son, Gilbert, dieJiin. 1703, leajijng,'!$letil}ei&, aB«iily,da'uglit^i5'Who>niairie4 Charles SavUe of Methley,,

Yorkshire,: Esq. from whom are. descended the pipseut noble family of Mexborough.
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"recie^idh from the public, he did 'noitrJopg 'eojoynhe 'pks^inres tiieieof ;. for, the. register of

Car-Cdlstdn ififoriris us, ih*t he waii burifed on the®3dof lioveinber, '1678.. .>His Hiatcary caritains

the best list of gc^efck)gies, of this/ or perhaps ofanytothercoantye^'er-wtitteni iand^' of; course,

will ever be held in high estirnatfoii by antiquaries, asawork of easidsity; and by the aftoraies «f

the county and its vicinity as an article of utility. -I i^i.
. - _, , lOf??, ;

His estate at Gar-Colston vvenit/ by theiflaawpiageof WreldeB!d8uigirtei?,iat6 theifarftily «f Shcrards.

Of the family or country of thjs gentleman we know nothing, except as tradition informs us,

,t]iat he was ^ native of Gerraaqy ^ and his jpijyp^tipn proves him to have been, the offspring ofj or

.,^sitj^ed by highly respectable ,cfinnections, . On this subject it \»^oui(^. be enough fo,'^y, that he

was often heard to exclaim, with'^apparent feelings of poignancy, ^"^ Every petty schoot-master can

maintain himself in comfort, which I am unable to do, though master of nine t'anguages."

He took up his degree^as ^octor-^f^ Medicige^ at I^yden, in -HQlb^, the seal and diploma of

wjiich were i^ffij^ed by JVlr. Ayscough, printer, to a copy of his cafflZog^we of plants growing

about Nottingham.' Soon after his arrival in London he was appointed secretaiy to the British

embaissy to" the court of Russia, dn his rettirn 'from Russiai he married,' in London, as wH are

informed, and shoj-^ly afterwards came and siettled in Nottingham 'as^^ fegiilar prdctttHihier; where

he met with due encouragement. But his domestic felicity was 'of short duration, as his wife died

soon after ; and lie again became a stranger in a foreign land; without a 'femily companion to

parlake of his enjoyments, or,- what is of ten tlnies more consequence, to shkre and eccse the

troubles of Ms inind.—^A woman partaking largely of tn6 latter virtue is of TnoreTaltie'lb'a man

possessing refinement of soul, than are^the mines of ^otosi oi*'Golconda—without If ^e ' is little

better than a pest! Whether the loss of his wife wrought deeply upon his mind," or from

whatsoever cause the effect might arise, (but, from a feeling of the most unaffected' sympathy, I am

willing to attribute the cause to the loss of his partner,) certain it is that his temper became so

remarkably sour, as to cause alienation of almbsl every sf)ark of attachmeht itfivards fcim ; andlfte

caprici'ousness of hi^ palate made him very freqlientiy^find fatilt with the farfe of the' table at Which

he boarded, or to' which he was casually invitfed. Or.'at least, these are' the reasons wWtih tradition

has assigned for the desertion of Deering by many of those that
'
had previously espouseii him

as a friepd.'
i

'^

Thus, deserted^ and reduced to alinost the last stage of poverty^ heaptplPed to John 'Plutt2>ffe,

Esq. of Piumptre-house, for assistance to enable him tO Write k HistOr^ of Nottingham ,* aiiiJ

in that gentleman he' ^ouiid both a friend and a patron, for he rtot only- countertaneed' the

undertaking, b»t fufnisbed the principal materials for the compilation of his Antiquities. But as

the completion of this work required much time and industry, and a minuter inquiry and closer

attention than suited thd turrt Of Deering's mind, he died of poverty and a broken heart before it

was finished, on the 25tii of February, 1749, in a ctiambpr ovier a sfio^ on the south side of St.

Pet^'r's-sqoare, lately 'occupied by Mrc 8ih}th, hatter and hairdresser. This will account for- the

unfinished and interpolated state in which many of his articles appear; and for the work itself not
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possessing the advantage of an index. The interpolations in pages 84 and 85 of the Antiquities

have brought the laugh upon Deering from many a man, whose understanding soared above the

ridiculous belief in ghosts and hobgoblins ; but from the obloquy cast upon our author, on this

account, I am happy in having it in my povi^er to rescue his character. The tales alluded to relate,

that Langford Collin, Esq. who, resided at York in 1727, heard the ghost of his cousin, Thomas

Smith, Esq. of Nottingham, strike his door as " with a great sledge-hammer" three times, (a

ghost's n,nmber)just at the moment the said Mr. Smith expired in London. And, on another

occasion, Mr. Collin heard his brother's ghost hard at work making a cofSn for its own body, just

twelve hours before such brother drew his expiring breath. Now I Jiave a note before me in the

hand writing of Mr. Ayscough, printer of Deering's posthumous Antiquities, of which we are now
speaking, which note relates to the ridiculous subject in question, and says, " Langford Collin, Esq.

" insisted I shonld print this account, or he icould resent it : because, he said, it was absolutely

" true, and ought to be known." Thus has the character of a poor and friendless author been

sported with nearly seventy years, because it was dishonestly made a shield of to cover the childish

folUes and interpolations of men, that had not sufficient generosity to relieve him when living, or to

do him justice when dead.

Our author was so poor when he died, that his effects would not furnish the means for his

interment, which induced the corporation, as a public body, to offer their services to pay this last

tribute to departed talents; but Mr. Ayscough, just named, and Mr. Thomas Willington, druggist,

to whom Deering was a little indebted, administered to his effects, seized upon his manuscript, and

buried him in St. Peter's-church-yard ; but their generosity could not afford a tombstone or slab to

point out the particular spot of his interment. These two gentlemen published his Antiquities of

Nottingham in 1751, being at the expense of all the plates, except the view of Plumptre-house,

which was given by the owner of that mansion.

The following circumstance will enable the reader to form a pretty correct notion of the

disposition of Deering's mind, even under the rod of affliction ;—A lady of the name of Turner*
passing through the town, and hearing of the doctor's indisposition and his poverty also, she paid

him a visit at his lodgings, and, after conversing with him some time, left him half-a-guinea by the

mistress of the house; and, when the latter presented it, and told him whence it came, he exclaimed,
" If you had stabbed me to the heart, I should have thanked you ; but this I cannot bear .'"

We will conclude these few remarks with the relation of two circumstances which occurred while

our author was in good health. A short time before his last illness, a few friends presented him with

an electrical machine, under a hope of thereby furnishing him with the means of subsistance.

And with the same laudable view a commission was obtained for him in a foot regiment, that was
raised in and about Nottingham to oppose the rebels in 1745 ; but on these, and several other
occasions he expressed himself to this effect :

—

All my helps injure me, as they are attended
with more cost than profit. At the close of the rebellion he wrote an account in Latin of the
achievements of the Duke of Kingston's light horse, which is placed over the entrance into the

* It is fair to presume, that this was Mrs. Tamer of Swanwick, daughter to Dr. Tboroloa.

' 4R
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grand jury room in our County-hall, His publications, besides his Antiquities of Nottingham,

which he wrote while in this town, were, An Account of an Impartial Method of treating the

Small-pox ; and A Catalogue of Plants growing about Nottingham ; the former was printed in

1737^ and the latter in 1738.

From feelings of respect to the talents of our author ; but more particularly to the misfortunes

which long attended his progress in life, and, in the end, bore him to the grave, I am desirous of

attributing the errors in his Antiquities to the clouds which surrounded him ; and to the base

interpolations and perhaps erasures after his death. The latter misfortune I have the prospect of

escaping ; but, as to the former, 1 shall leave it to the man, that may think it worth his while, if

any one should do so, who writes a few anecdotes of my life.

JOHJSr THROSBY
Was a native of Leicester, of which place, Nicholas Throsby, his father, was mayor in 1759.—

John, the subject of these few observations, was born about the year 1737, and died in 1803. He

was many years parish clerk of St. Martin's, Leicester ; and the only reason for noticing him

here, is his re-publishing Thoroton's History of Nottinghamshire, and a volume of extracts from

Deering's Antiquities of Nottingham, with continuations of his own : the observations made

upon his writings in the course of this history, in his capacity of a continuator of Deering, shall

form my only commentary thereon—the subject deserves no more !

In early life Mr. Throsby enjoyed a considerable share of what the common voice of mankind

pronounces happiness; but, having a numerous offspring to provide for, and his means being

inadequate to meet the end, according to his wishes, he had recourse to his pen, hoping thereby to

find the necessary means of supply. This plan, however, instead of relieving him from his

embarrassments, only added to their number and magnitude ; for the sale of his publications, which,

principally, were very expensive to him, was extremely confined. The reason is very plain ; for

nature, in the formation of his intellextual faculties, placed a barrier against his advancement in

literary fame.

As a copyist, to the best of my knowledge, he is correct, as he would sooner preserve an error

in the original, than seek to correct it. As an original writer, he is replete with errors ; his ideas

are vague ; and his language either offensive or servile, and generally ineleg'ant. In his writings,

as a christian, he is uncharitable ; and, as a politician, he was such a bigot to the high church

party, that even the tory corporation of Leicester laughed him to scorh. When a man o\^r acts

an improper part, his conduct alike displays a want of knowledge, and a dereliction of principle.—

His works are, independent of his re-publication of Thoroton and Deering, first. History of

Leicestersliire, six volumes, duodecimo. Secondly, History of Leicester, one volume, quarto; and

thirdly. Select Views of Leicestershire, with descriptions and historical relations, two volumes,

quarto.

THE REV. AJVDREW KIPPIS, D, D,
This highly respectable and learned divine was born at Nottingham, on the 28th of Maretr,

1725. Botii by the father's and mother s side he was descended from ejected ministers. His
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falher^ Robert KijppiSj was one of those^ that, in the infant state of the framework-knitting business,

obtained a competency by selling the stockings which he manufactured, which avocation has long

been distinguished by the appellation of hosier. This gentleman died when his son was only five

years of age, which caused the latter to be placed under the care of his grandfather, Andrew

Kippis, of Sleaford, in Lincolnshire, who died 1748, at the advanced age of 84. At an early age

considerable pains were' taken to instil the principles of Calvinism into the expakiding mind of

young Kippis ; but the very means employed to ensure success had a contrary effect, as he himself

observes, in the fourth volume of the Biographia Britannia, when speaking of Elisha Cole's treatise

on the sovereignty of God. These are his words:—"The author stated the objections td his

" opinions concerning absolute election, reprobation, and other points, and endeavoured to remove

" them ; but to me his objections appeared stronger than his answers : sO that I ciwe to Colia ori

" God's Sovereignty my first renunciation of Calvinism."

Young Kippis received the rudiments of his education at Sleaford, and made such a rapid

progress in his studies, as to excite the particular attention of the learned Mr. Merrivale, tninister

of a dissenting congregation at that place ; and it was chiefly owing to this gentleman, that h is

attention was directed to those studies which, are necessary qualifications in a minister of the gospel ;

but the task of giving completion to these studies was reserved for the great Dr. Doddridge to

perform. In 1741, the rising student was placed under the care of that eminent divine, at the

academy for the education of Protestant dissenting ministers at Northarnpton. At the close of

Doddridge's life, in the Biographia Britennica, Dr. Kippis observes, "I esteem it no small felicity of

" my life, that 1 have been preserved to give this testimony of duty, gratitude, and affection, to

" the memory of my benefactor, my tutor, my friend, and my father."

When Mr. Kippis had been five years at Northampton, he received invftations to undertake the

pastoral duties of two dissenting congregatiotvs, one at Dorchester, and the other at Boston, in

Jbineolnshire : he preferred the latter, and Entered upon his important functions in September,

1746, being then in his 22d year ; a proof of the fame of his education, and of his early piety.

In four years afterwards he was preferred to the head of a congregation, at DoYfcino- in Surry;

and in 1753, on the death of Dr; Obadiah Hughes, be was chosen pakor of the congregation iii

Prince's-street, Westminster, in his stead ; in which situation he continued till the day of his death.

In the last named year he married Miss Elizabeth Bott, daughter of a respectable inhabitant of

Boston, who survived him a short time.

The extensive learning, profound genius,- and highly polished Aianners of Mr. Kippis, soon

procured him a largie circle of literary connections in the toetfopoHs ; and; in proportion as the

trumpet of his fame was heard to sound, his congregation increased, by whom he was equally

admired and beloved-. His first publication appears to have been a sermon ori the advantages of

religious knowledge, which he preached, for the benefit of the school, in St-. Thomas's mefetino--

hoase. Gravel-lane, Solithwark, in 1756. The following year he published a discourse, containing

a concise account ef the doctrine of the New Testament, concerning the tferd^s pupper, whicii

went tbrajigb severaj editions. Soon after the commencement of the Monthly Review, he becajjie

a writer for that literary publication, and continued to enrich its columns many years. In 1761, a
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periodical publication was commenced, entitled, " The Literary, or Moral and Critical Magazine/'

in the composition of which Mr. Kippis took a considerable share. This work, however, did not

meet a sufficiency of public patronage to justify its continuance ; it was therefore given up in

about eighteen months from its commencement; and Mr. Kippis re-published his labours therein,

with additions, in the New Annual Register.

In 1763, Mr. Kippis was chosen to succeed Dr. Benson as trustee to Dr. Daniel Williams's

library in Red Cross-street, London : the latter gentleman died in 1716, after having founded this

library, and willed a considerable portion of his estate to various charitable purposes, under the

direction of trustees. The celebrated Dr. Rees, when speaking of this appointment of Mr. Kippis,

observes, " This appointment aflForded him an additional opportunity of being eminently and
*' extensively useful in a variety of respects. His connections with the general body of Protestant

" dissenting ministers belonging to the cities of London and Westminster, and with many charitable

*• institutions, which the liberality of dissenters has established, gave him frequent occasions to

" exercise his talents for the honor and interest of the cause to which, both by his sentiments and

" profession, he was zealously attached.*

On the death of Dr. Jennings, in 1763, Mr. Kippis was elected classical and philological tutor to

the academical institution for the educating of dissenting ministers in London, supported by the funds

of William Coward, Esq. In 1766, he published an introductory discourse, which he delivered at

the ordination of the Rev. Samuel Witton ; and the year following the University of Edinburgh

conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of Divinity. In 1769, he published a sermon on the

character of Jesus Christ, in his capacity of a public speaker, which he preached at Bridport, in

Dorsetshire, at the ordination of Mr. George Waters and Mr. William Youat. The same year he

published the funeral sermon of Mr. Timothy Laugher, minister of the dissenting congregation at

Hackney, who was succeeded by Dr. Price. Mr. Laugher had been the intimate friend of Dr.

Kippis, who expresses himself thus on that occasion, " I have been connected with him, in close

" and endearing friendship, between twenty and thirty years ; I have shared every secret of his

*' heart, and been acquainted with almost every transaction of his life ; I have seen him in the

*' unguarded moments of youth, and in the various situations of riper age ; and^ with this knowledge

" of him, I can assert, that he hath always appeared to me to be animated by a genuine, fervent,

" and uncorrupted principle of piety, integrity, honor, and benevolence."

In 1773, Dr. Kippis published " A Vindication of the Protestant Dissenting Ministers, with

" regard to their late application to parliament." This application was intended to remove the

obligations dissenting ministers were under ; for as the law then stood, they were enjoined to

subscribe to the greater part of the articles of the established church. In this pamphlet, the Dr.

says, " Religion, in every form of it which is consistent with the safety of the state, has an unlimited

" title to indulgence. I do not, therefore, think that liberty of conscience ought to be confined

" to Christianity. I am of opinion, that the magistrate hath no right to interpose in religious

" matters, so as to lay any restraint upon, or to prescribe any test to, those who behave as
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" peaceable subjects." And towards the close of the pamphlet he says, " When biography shall

" relate, in future ages, the learned labours, and the eminent virtues of some of the present bench

" of bishops, she will at the same time record it with surprise and shame, as a strange inconsistency

" with their great abilities, and an astonishing blot in their characters, that they were capable of

" pleading for the continuance of laws which are repugnant to every dictate of wisdom, every

" precept of the gospel, and every sentiment of humanity."

The celebrated Dean Tucker took up the pen against him on this subject; and at the same time

that he controverted his positions, he admitted him to be an able advocate, an honest man, and a

candid and impartial researcher after truth. And it may here be added, to the honor of Dr.

Kippis, and the town which gave him birth, that he laboured not in vain; for, a few years

afterwards, prejudice gave way to reason, and an act was passed for the relief of dissenting

ministers in the matter of subscription.

In 1777, the Doctor undertook to edit a new edition of the Biographia Britannica, which work
engaged much of his time and attention, and which he was extremely solicitous of rendering truly

valuable. His liberal ideas on this subject are found in the preface to the first volume, where he

says, " We mean to rise above narrow prejudices, and to record with fidelity and freedom, the

" virtues and vices, the excellencies and defects, of men of every profession and party. A work of
" this nature would be deprived of much of its utility, if it were not carried on with philosophical

" liberality of mind. But we apprehend, that a philosophical liberality of mind, whilst we do full

" justice to the merits of those from whom we differ, either in religious or political opinions, doth
" not imply in it our having no sentiments of our own. We scruple not to declare our attachment
" to the great interests of mankind ; and our enmity to bigotry, superstition, and tyranny, whether
" found in Papists, Protestants, Whigs, or Tories, Churchmen, or Dissenters." This conduct is

the certain result, and fs truly worthy of a great mind !

AVhen the Doctor had been engaged some time in this great work, he found the task too heavy
for his exertions ; and Dr. Towers was therefore selected as his fellow labourer. All the new
articles and the additions to old ones, written by Dr. Kippis, were subscribed by the letter K. and
those from the pen of Dr. Towers had the letter T. affixed to them. In 1783, our illustrious

divine published, « Considerations on the Provisional Treaty with America, and the Preliminary
" Articles of Peace with France and Spain." And, in the same year also " Six Discourses/'
delivered by Sir John Pringle, Bart, to the Royal Society, on account of six annual assignments of
Sir Godfrey Copley's Medal ; to which was prefixed the life of the author. The Doctor had lived

on very friendly terms wilh Sir John Pringle, who frequently added to the number of his
congregation. On the 26th of April, 1786, he preached a sermon for the encouragement of a new
academical institution for the education of Protestant dissenting ministers. From an anxious
solicitude to give stability and celebrity to this institution, the Doctor became its principal preceptor;
but, for reasons unknown to the writer hereof, he declined this office ; and, shortly afterwards, the
institution died away. As a tutor, Dr. Rees speaks of him thus :~" His lectures, and his general
" conduct, conciliated the esteem, and promoted the improvement of his pupils. They all honored
« and loved him : for he had a happy talent of attaching their attention and respect," In 1788, he

4 S
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published the life of our celebrated and unfortunate circumnavigator^ Captain James Cook ; and

the same year also the life of Dr. Nathaniel Lardner, though the latter was done with the express

disapprobation of Mr. David Jennings, grand-nephew to Dr. Lardner, and Dr. Dickens,

prebendary of Durham, who had married a niece of Dr. Lardner's, The rodomontade 'of these

two gentlemen had no other effect upon our author, than to induce him to expose their nonsense to

the world, and to give additional celebrity to the publication. In 1791, he published a volume of

sermons ; and, the same year, a funeral oration, delivered at the interment of the justly celebrated

Dr. Price. He likewise made many valuable additions to the lectures of Dr. Doddridge on etliics

and pneumatology, or the doctrine of spiritual existence.

Dr. Kippis was equally a friend to civil and religious liberty, a fact which manifests itself in his

writings, and which receives great illustration from his having been a member of the Society for

Constitutional Information—of the Society of the Friends of the People ; aiid of the Revolution

Society ; before the latter of which he preached a sermon on the anniversary of that memorable

event in 1788, which was afterwards published. The Doctor wrote the preface to Edwin and

Eltruda, a legendary tale by Miss Helen Maria Williams, whose character, for sentimental literature,

stood so very high, until she blasted it by her subsequent apostacy in supporting arbitrary power

;

when the full tide of fortune set in against the rights of mankind, in the advocating- of which she

had acquired Universal fame.* This, since versatile lady, was at Paris when Dr. Kippis breathed

his last, in the full bloom of literary glory, a misfortune which happened rather unexpectedly, on

the 8th of October, 1795, and to whose memory she wrote an elegant poem, from which are

copied the following lines :

—

" For him, his country tvfines her civic palm,

" And learning's tears his honored name embalm;

" His were the lavish stores, her force sublime,

" Thro' every passing age has snatch'd from time

;

" His the historian's wreath, the critic's art,

" A rigid judgment, but a feeling heart;

" His the warm purpose tor the general weal,

" The christian's meekness, and the christian's zeal;

" And his the moral worth, to which is given

" Earth's purest homage, and the meed of heaven." +

GILBERT WAKEFIELD, B.A.
Had not ample justice been done to the memory of this giant in classical literature, so as to place

the relation thereof within the reach of the generality of readers, the author would have felt himself

in duty bound to have overstept the limits, naturally prescribed in local history to biographical

labours ; the gentleman we are speaking of being one of those transcending luminaries, that the

Almighty, in the plenitude of his wisdom, sometimes favors the world with for a season, for the

purpose of unfolding to mankind the obtruse operations of nature ; and to instruct them by

* It Is now publicly statpd, tliat this woman was in the pay of the British ministry as a spy upon the French government, during the last sU ot

eight years of Napoleon's imperial auUiority. This accounts for her aposlacy !

f 111 sket«bing the life of Dr. Kippis, the author has received much aid from Phillip's Keerology

.
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example how to suffer honorably in the cause of violated virtue, honor, liberty, and truth. But,

as the subject has been so ably handled by Mr. Wakefield himself, and by the editors of the second

edition of his life, I shall content myself with merely sketching an outline of the life of this great

and extraordinary man.

Mr. Wakefield was born on the 22d of February, 1756, in tht parsonage-house of St. Nicholas's,

Nottingham, of which parish his father was rector ; and he died, while his faculties were still in

their bloom, at Hackney, the 9th of September, 1801. His father, by the mother's side, was

connected in blood with the celebrated family of Russels, and the great lawyer. Sir Edward Coke.

His mother was of an ancient Nottingham family, and her grandfather, Mr. William Barke, was

an eminent tanner in Narrow-marsh, and was mayor of this town in 1704, and 1712.

Our hero was sent very early to school to an old lady in this town ; and, when little more than

three years old, he gave astonishing proofs of a strong and superior mind. He was next placed

under the care of the Rev. Samuel Beardmore, at the Free-School, Stoney-street, whence, at the

age of nine, he was removed to a school at Wilford, kept by the Rev. Isaac Pickthall. In 1767,

his father obtained the vicarage of Kingston- upon-Thames, which parish, in two years after,

comprehending its dependent chapels of K-ichmond, Moulsey, Thames Ditton, Petersham, and

Kew, was divided by act of parliament into two vicarages and two perpetual curacies.* At

Richmond, our young hero was placed under the tuition of his father's curate, whom, in his

writings, he stigmatizes as a " pedagogical Jehu," and concludes, that, under these successive

teachers, he literally learnt nothing ; but this neglect, or want of ability, in his tutors, was amply

compensated by the exemplary care of an excellent mother, the strength of his own mind, and

the intuitiveness of his talents. At the age of thirteen, we find him under the tuition of the Rev.

Richard Wooddeson, at Kingston, who was preceptor to many other literary characters, particularly

Mr. Lovybond, a writer for the World, Mr. Stevens the editor of Shakespeare, Mr. Keate, author

of Sketches of Nature, Poems, &c. Mr. Gibbon, the historian, Mr. Harley, the poet, &c. We
next find Mr. Wakefield at Cambridge, where, in 1772, he was entered of Jesus College ; and, in

1776, he took the degree of Bachelor of Arts, soon after which he was elected a fellow of the said

College. The same year he published, at the University press a collection of Latin Poems, partly

originals and partly translations, with critical notes on Horace by way of appendix. In 1778, he

was ordained deacon by Dr. Hinchliffe, bishop of Peterborough ; but was afterwards so dissatisfied

with the nature of, church subscription, that he stigmatized his acceptance of the last named

dignity a§ the most disingenuous act of his life. He soon after left the University, and entered

upon the curacy of Stockport, in Cheshire, under the Rev. John Watson, whose brother's daughter

he afterwards married ; but he did not long remain here, as a few months subsequently, we find

him at Richmond decidedly averse to the renewal of subscription, and embarrassed at the idea of

ecclesiastical functions. It is worthy of remark, that the great Milton left the same University

under similar embarrassments, and adopted the same resolution ; and who said on the occasion,

" Whoever becomes a clergyman, must subscribe slave."

* See Capper,
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Disappointment in other pursuits induced Mr. Wakefield to accept of the curacy of St. Peter's,

Liverpool ; and, in March, 1779, he vacated his fellowship by marriage ; about which time he

shifted to the curacy of St. Paul's, in the same place, under an idea of establishing a day school ;

but was diverted from that object by an offer of the tutorship of the classical department at

Warrington academy, Lancashire, whither he removed in August following. In addition to the

labours attendant on the academy, he set about perfecting himself in the Hebrew, the Syriac, the

Chaldee, the Samaritan, the Syro-Chaldaic, the Ethiopic, the Arabic, the Persic, and Coptic

languages ; being already, as the reader may suppose, in possession of the Greek and Latin, and

modern European tongues. Feeling himself now fully at liberty from clerical obligations, or

restraints, he commenced his career in theological controversy, during the course of which, in the

opinion of many of his friends, he displayed an improvident degree of warmth, which sometimes

gave his opponents a shew of triumph, that his mighty genius would never have permitted, had it

been directed by a more modei'ate temperature of the passions. He continued, after this time, to

publish the various productions of his pen, the most important of which are, A Neio Translation

of the First Epistle of St. Paul to the Thessalonians, and, A J^eio Translation of St. Matthew's

Gospel, with notes. These he published while at Warrington ; but, on the dissolution of that

academy in 1783, he removed to Bramcote, four miles from Nottingham ; at all of which places

his object was to support his family by the instruction of pupils. While thus employed he published

An Inquiry into the opinions of the Christian Writers of the three first centuries, concerning

the person of Jesus Christ, with an intention of a continuance of the same subject ; but, his first

volume not meeting with the expected success, he proceeded no further in the work. In 1786,

Mr. Wakefield was seized with a violent spasmodic affection in one of his shoulders, the acuteness

of which, during two years, deprived him of the balmy comfort of sleep, except as that kind

dispeller of our cares was called to his aid by the soporific power of opiates. But an active genius,

that lights its way into life by the aid of that internal fire, which man has not in his power to

bestow, is not very soon to be subdued by tho.«e diseases which lay the rest of mankind helpless on

their beds ; therefore Mr. Wakefield, during this severe affliction, wrote " Remarks" on the poems

of Gray, and prepared a new translation of Virgil's Georgics. In 1789, he began a work called

Silva Critica, the first part of which was published at the University press of Cambridge. And,

on the opening of the new College at Hackney, he was chosen classical instructor; and left

Nottingham in the summer of 1790, to enter on his new functions; but he left the institution in

June the following year, and it did not long survive his loss. He now wholly employed himself as

a man of letters, and in the education of his own children. His Translation of the New
Testament, loith notes, now made its appearance ; and soon afterwards two more parts of his

Silva Critica. These were followed by another edition of the Translation of the New Testament

enlarged, and his reply to Mr. Paine's Age of Reason, entitled Evidence on the Christian

Religion. This was followed by the first volume of The Works of Alexander Pope, Esq. with

remarks and illustrations :—The softly flowing versification of this Nightingale of the Muses,

as well in his original works, as in his translation of Homer, has erected a monument to his

memory in the breasts of the literati, which will hold duration with time itself. Mr. Wakefield
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edited some selections from the Greek tragedians^ and editions of Horace, Virgil, Bion, Moschus,

and Lucretius, with many otlier occasional publications.

Our author had now arrived at the highest pinnacle of literary fame ; and by arraigning the

justice of the slave trade and the war against France, he had procured for himself a considerable

number of enemies, particularly among those classes that possess the greatest means of gratifying

the hateful propensity for revenge. Mr. Wakefield had described Mr. Pitt, the leading state

minister of the day, as the minister of darkness ; and Mr. Wilberforce, who always professed to

propose his measures in parliament, whether of peace or war, in the spirit of religion, as a

politico-theological satyr, who at one time blew the breath of emancipation upon the scorched

hack of the African, and at another the pestilential breath of war, which blasted the spring

from the year, by destroying the youth of Europe with the sword. In 1798, Mr. Wakefield

furnished his enemies with the means of obtaining revenge. Dr. Watson, bishop of LandafF, who,

as a man of letters and as an eminent divine, in early life had ranged himself on the side of the

people, had now taken up the pen against popular rights, inasmuch as he attempted to justify the

war against the then ripening liberties of France, in a pamphlet, addressed to the people of Great

Britain ; and, what is not the less singular than true, Mr. Wakefield had an answer to it in the

printer's hands twenty-four hours after he had read it ; and, as he read it as soon as a copy could

be obtained, the bane and antidote would therefore have an opportunity of circulating together.

Two convictions, upon the printer and publisher of Mr. Wakefield's pamphlet, soon followed its

publication, the expenses of which he had too much honor to permit them to bear ; and a

prosecution was shortly afterwards commenced against himself, as the author.—Conviction followed

almost, as a matter of course ; and, on the 18th of April, 1799, he was brought up to the court

of King's Bench, Westminster, to receive judgment. This, however, from motives which are
clearly inferrible, was put off until the next term, during which interval of time he was confined in

the King's Bench prison, and was charged the moderate sum offifty pounds for his accommodation
therein in a single room. In the end, bis sentence was. That he be confined in the gaol of
Dorchester for the space of two years; and, at the end of that time, to give security, in the sum of
£500 himself for his good behaviour during five years, and two others in the sum of £250 each.

His own distinguished merit, and the severity of his sentence, caused sympathy to step forwards to

the aid of his slender income ; and the sum of five thousand pounds (in the raisin"- of which his

native town took a part) was speedily advanced, and was settled upon him as an annuity. And, in

November following, Michael Dodson, nephew to the great Judge Foster, bequeathed him five

hundred pounds. How consoling to the wounded heart are these drops of balsamic juice, which
exude spontaneously from the uncorrupted tree of patriotic admiration and gratitude !

On the 4th of June, 1801, Mr. Wakefield left his dreary cell at Dorchester, where the iron hand
of relentless severity had been his constant attendant, and returned with his family to Hackney.
But, though he came out in apparent good health, he did not long enjoy the .sweets of liberty ; for
his confinement had engrafted a complaint upon his constitution, which brought him to the <^rave
in about three months ; thus gratifying the most savage wish of his persecutors ; and robbing the

4 T
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world of its brightest classical orrmment^ and of the embryo fruit of his refined studies, which time

cannot restore.

The author fancies he cannot conclude this sketch better, than in the words of one of Mr.

Wakefield's friends, and doubts not but the sentiments therein so honorably expressed, will be

admitted by every candid mind to be correct :

—

" His talents were rare—his morals pure—his

" virtues exalted—his courage invincible ; and his integrity without spot."

His brother, Francis Wakefield, gent, of this town, has long been distinguished for the liberality

of his sentiments, as well political as religious ; for the suavity of his manners; for his conciliatory

powers in reconciling jarring interests ; and for generally standing in the foremost list of those

that promote and support public charities.

PAUL SAJVDBY.
Having endeavoured to do justice to the character of Nottingham's renowned warrior, statesman,

and patriot, whose memory and merits were rescued by accident from the obscurity in whicii

prejudice had involved them-—to the memory a«d merits of her own and her county's historian,

one of whom stands unsurpassed for his industry in local research, and the other for his misfortunes

as an author—having endeavoured to unfold, with epitometic brevity, the mighty genius and

profound erudition of her scholars, the pride of her name, the admiration of the country, and the

ornaments of the world's literati ; having done thus much, it remains to say a few words on another

of her sons, whose name stands as high in the fine arts, as does her Wakefield's in polite and

classical literature.

Thomas Sandby, the father of the subject of these memoirs, was a native of, or sprang from a

branch of a family of Sandbys at the small village of Babworth in the vicinity of Retford in this

county ; but whether he was born in Nottingham, or came here to reside in early life, seems not

now easy of ascertainment ; nor is the question of any importance. Nor have we any knowledge

of his avocation in life, except that he has left undoubted proof behind him, that he was no novice

in the art of drawing, as several plates in Deering's Antiquities, which are by far the best, bear his

name as draughtsman, particularly the east prospect of the town, which is dated 1741 ; and, very

probably he was dead before the publication of the Antiquities, as most of the other plates are from

very inferior designs, and are dated in 1750.

Paul Sandby was born in Nottingham in the year 1733; and, in 1746, we find him making his

way into the Tower of London, by means of the notice which had been taken of him by tliose who

had the superintendance of the various drawings therein kept. Probably his father had died about

this time, from whom having obtained a slight knowledge of the art of drawing, and, probablj',

from being a younger child, and lusting after that art, in which he might have no prospect of

obtaining a proficiency at home, he might thus make a bold effort to seek his fortune in London,

as many other geniuses have done, without any calculation as to consequences. of disappointment

and distress. Be this as it may, our young hero had sufficient address, doubtless from a display of

precocious talent, to obtain a subsistence in the Tower ; and, when he had been there about two
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years his Royal Highness William, Duke of Cumberland, who had previously taken a cursory

viewo^ Scotland, thought proper to have an actual survey made of the Highlands, and young

Sandby was appointed draughtsman, under the inspection of Mr. David Watson, a North Bnton

of talent who, in 1747, had also sought his fortune in London. ^Vith this gentleman young

Sandby kisurely viewed the bold and romantic objects in the northern and western parts of

Scotland a^d made many sketches from the stupendous and terrific scenery with which they

abound * Here he saw nature in her wildest and most fantastic mood ;
and, the advantage and

stren-th of imagination with which he inspected the delectable scenery, added much to that power,

which he so eminently possessed, of delineating those broad and striking masses of light and shade,

which have distinguished all his productions. These drawings, excellent as they were, when his

juvenility is taken into the account, could he considered only as the amusements of a precocious

mind, during the hours of relaxation ; for drawing of plans abounding in straight lines, was the

ostensible object of his tour ; and so dry and uninterestiag a study being neither congenial with

his refined taste, nor worthy of his superior talents, he in 1753, quitted the service of the survey,

and went to reside with his brother, Mr. Thomas Sandby, at Windsor, of whom we shall speak

hereafter. During his residence here, he took more than seventy views of Windsor and Eton ;

scenes which afforded such ample scope to his powers. This exercise of his genius unfolded his

taste for that beautiful style of architecture denominated Gothic ; and the superior manner in

which he treated it, gave so picturesque an effect to these landscapes, that Sir Joseph Banks

purchased them at a very liberal price. Mr. Sandby, soon after, had the honor of being one of a

party that made a tour with this gentleman through north and south Wales, where he made a

great number of sketches from remarkable scenes, such as castles, gentlemens' seats, &c. under

the patronage of Sir Watkin Williams Wynne. He afterwards took many more views from

scenes in the same romantic country, which, with the choicest of those he had previously taken, he

transferred to copper-plates, and made several sets of prints in imitation of drawings in bister.—
It has been said in the social circles of the Hon. Charles Greville, that that gentleman gave

Sandby the first hint of this art; but, be this as it may, certain it is, that he carried the captivating

art of aquatinta to a degree of perfection never before known in this or any other country. An

article which conveyed an account of his death to the public had these words :—" He was the

" father of modern landscape painting in water-colours, which he carried as far as that kind of

" painting could, or, with propriety, ought to be carried. He was also the father and protector of

" merit wherever it was found."

On the institution of the Royal Society of Arts, in 1768, Mr. Sandby was chosen royal

academician ; and, the same year, at the recommejidation of the Duke of Grafton, he was appointed

drawing master of the Royal Academy at Woolwich, which situation he held, with credit to himself

and advantage to the institution to the day of his death, in November, 1809.

The features which distinguish the works of every eminent landscape painter, necessarily milst

* From these few lines ot a bold and original genius our young draughtsman made a ntuuber of etchings, which, on his return to Loudon, he

to Messrs. Ryland and Bryce, who published them in a folio volume.
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receive a streng tincture from the place where he made his early studies ; hence it is fair to conclude,

though our hero left Nottingham at an early age, that the bold, the romantic, and constantly

beautiful and diversified scenery which surrounds it, made those happy impressions upon his mind,

which he afterwards so much improved, to the honor of his country and the fame of the arts. In

the pictures of the celebrated Watteau, the self-taught French artist, there is much to admire
;

but as he framed his taste from viewing the gardens of the Thuilleries and the regularly, dipt

hedges, or rather green walls about the villas, which, at that time surrounded the French

metropolis, he has sometimes given us nature in a masquerade habit ; which most certainly would not

have been the case, had the early impressions been made upon his mind in Switzerland, or the country

of the Grisons ; but, being a native of Valenciennes, where little else than an uniform flatness in

the landscape is to be seen ; and proceeding to Paris in quest of patronage, in the surrounding

scenery of which, art has been so profuse in giving variety to a long sameness in the works of

nature, that Watteau's early impi'essions, and, consequently, his future labours, bore evident marks

of a similarity ; therefore, in order to give the necessary diversity to his paintings, he was

sometimes driven to an imitation of the would-be fashionable belles in their dress: he was

necessitated to' make the robing subservient to a display of nature's shapes.

But with what a contrast are we presented in the works of our Nottingham artist ! whose studies

have embraced the whole circle of picturesque nature, from the shrub which blossoms in the hedge-

row, to the poplar that glitters in the sunbeams and waves its lofty head in the glade—from the

nodding beech, which wreaths aloft its odd fantastic roots, to the majestic oak that towers on the

summit of the mountain—from the cultured vale, waving with golden harvests, spangled over with

flowerets, and adorned with grazing beeves, to the stupendous and tremendous rock,

" Whose lofty brow

" Frowns o'er the foaming flood below."*

THOMAS SAJVDBY,
Brother to the above celebrated artist, was born in Nottingham in the year 1721 ; and, though we

know nothing of the habits of his early life, yet they must have been of an industrious and liberal

kind, as he was a celebrated architect, and was many years professor of that science in the Royal

Academy of London : He died in 1798.

SAMUEL AYSCOUGH,
This gentleman was son to Mr. George Ayscough, printer in this town, and, no doubt, was born

while his father resided in Bridlesmith-gate, probably about the year 1740, for we have no correct

knowledge of the year of his birth. At a proper age he was sent to the Free-School, Stoney-street,

which was then confined to the instructing the pupils in the classics. Lempriere states Mr.

Ayscough to have been put under the care of a schoolmaster of the name of Johnson, which, if

• It is somewhat marvellous, that the merits of tliis great man should hitherto have remained unnoticed, except in Phillip's Public Characters, t»

which work the author acknowledges himself indebted.
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correct, cannot mean the Johnson that was master of the Free-School ; for he left the school in

the year 1718, which would make Mr. Ayscough about forty years of age when his father's

misfortunes prevented him from completing his education, a circumstance which Lemprierc

notices ; we shall therefore proceed with the short narrative without any regard to the name of his

schoolmaster ; such master probably being the Rev. Timothy Wylde.

Mr. George Ayscough being unfortunate in business, he retired, about the year 1755, to Bramcote,

where he died ; and his son Samuel was not only deprived of the completion of his intended

education; but he was necessitated to apply himself to manual labour for his support. He therefore

engaged in the capacity of servant to a miller, and seemed doomed to bury his talents in the meal-

tub and to feed on the tell and the sweat of his brow to the end of his days. But fortune, though'

she never blessed him with much wealth, a common practice with the capricious goddess to men of

superior talents, yet she had pursuits in store for him more congenial to the formation of his mind.

And, about the year 1770, an old school-fellow, whose name I have not been gratified with, rescued'

him from his drudgery, and obtained an employment for him in the British Museum. Here, as his,

abilities unfolded themselves, he received encouragement; but the principal circumstance which

ensured him repute in this national establishment, was his making a correct catalogue of the

numerous collection of manuscripts, which had been many years collecting, and which were of

comparative little value, for want of arrangement, classification, and direction; and for this, among
other things, he was appointed assistant librarian to the institution. He was also employed in the

difficult arrangement of the numerous papers in the Tower. He likewise wrote an index to the

first fifty-six volumes of the Gentleman's Magazine, to the Monthly Review, and the British Critic.

But his most difficult task in this kind of labour was, his index to the works of Shakespeare, by the

aid of which every sentiment in that extraordinary and sentimental author is immediately traced to

its source. He also appeared as an original author by answering, " Letters of an American
" Farmer."

Mr. Ayscough took orders, and obtained the curacy of St. Giles's in the Fields ; and, in 1790,
he was appointed to preach the annual Fairchild ]ectnre before the Royal Society on Whit-
Tuesday, in Shoreditch Church, which he continued to do during fourteen years. In 1804, the

Lord Cliancellor gave him the benefice of Cudham, in Kent; but the appointment was of little

use to him, for he died the year following.

THOMAS PEET (an eminent Mathematician,)
It is a common opinion, that mathematicians are the most unsocial of mankind. This notion, I

am inclined to believe, is founded on error and prejudice ; for the mathematicians with whom I

have had the honor of being acquainted, I have found possessingJvery social habits ; and if working
men, their manners have always displayed the polish of superior minds. Jt is true that the great
Emerson, who died in 1782, at the age of eighty-one, was one of the most ut.couth and uncourteous
of human beings, not only in his dress, but in his manners also, one instance of the latter of which
will suffice. The Duke of Manchester was very partial to Emerson, and would frequently ask him
to take a ride in his coach, when the other would generally reply, " Damn your whim-whams, I

4 U
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" had rather walk." It must be admitted also, that many mathemiaticiaivs, wiping tfi become

Emersons in fame, have only succeeded in aping the rildeness of his behaviour ; and hence public

prejudice has censured all the class. Some of them too, by an afFectatious pretension to a knowledge

in the silly and justly exploded art of astrology, have exposed themselves to public ridicule, vvbile

they could only obtain admirers among the most stupid and illiterate, which adds little of value to,

or rather subtracts from a scholar's fame. And it appears that Mr. Peet, or Peat, was amoing the

number of astrological mathematicians.

In a Nottingham newspaper, of the 26th of February, 1780, I find the subject of this memoir

thus noticed :
—" On Monday last, died in Greyfriars'-gate, aged seventy-two, Mr, Thomas Peat,

" land surveyor, a skilful astronomer, mathematician, and schoolmaster. He was the oldest

" almanack writer in England, having wrote the Gentleman's Diary and Poor Robin, upwards of

" forty years ; during which time he was never behind hand with his competitors at prognosticating

" future events. He was the ablest public teacher of mathematics in this town ; and, many who

'.' have shone in that intricate science, laid their first foundation under his inspection. Arithmetic

" has numbered his days, and geometry measured out his grave : his body is now at rest, and his

" soul has soared beyond those stars, whose revolutions he so often contemplated. He was

" concerned with the late ingenious Mr. John Badder of Cossal, in drawing out a new plan and

" map of this town, which was published, November the SOth, 1744, dedicated to the late Right

" Hon. Francis Willoughby, Baron Middleton, in the county of Warwick."*

The following particulars concerning this gentleman I had from his son^ who possesses little to

brighten up the evening of a long life, except the reflection of having descended from the celebrated

Thomas Peet.

The father of our mathematician occupied a farm in the township of Ashley Hay in the parish

of Wirksworth, Derbyshire ; and, at a proper age, was sent to school in the neighbourhood, where

he was taught the rudiments of the English and Latin languages. But, unhappily for him, before

he had made much progress in any particular branch of learning, his mother, who was very much

attached to the principles of whiggism, discovered that his master was a tory, and a high-churchman,

which rendered him so abhorrent in her estimation, that young Peet was immediately taken from

school, and compelled to drudge with a servant man at the plough and dung-cart.—This drawback

upon the powers of an active mind, need not be described ; and the only necessity for alluding to

it, is to add to the merit of the " Ploughboy," the industry of whose genius was not to be overcome

with difficulties. Peet had now no books congenial with his wishes, or money wherewith to

purchase them ; but his attention to labour, as far as his power went, supplied the lamentable

deficiency. He had already learnt, that there was such a science as mathematics ; and, nothing

but drinking deeply at the fountain-head, could quench his thirst for becoming a mathematician.

He carefully stored up every trifling sum of money which his parents gave him, and added to the

stock by striking with a heavy hammer at a blacksmith's shop, for a penny an hour, after he had

' The plate of tbis map; 4ivesteil of its ornaments, was afterwards sold to Mr. Ayscough for ten gviineas, wUo' attached it to Deering's Antiquities.
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done the daily work, wfrich his father required at his hahds. Bjf these means he obtained a small

libraryi consisting' principally of classical and mathematical publica:tidn8 ; and, froth the good use

be made of them, he shortly became the idol of the hamlet, and was looked upon by many as a

prodigy* His fatne soon caused an application to be made for him by a gentleman, on very liberal

terms, who wished to apply his genias to some advantage ; but his parents refused to^ part with

him frortn under their immediate care, for feafthat his active principles should be tinctured with

toryishi.^—How lamentable is political or religious prejudice, towards whatever party ii may lean,

particularly, as in the case before us, when it interferes with the instruction and developemenf of

native genius

!

If young Peet, however, had been perm.it!f>d to pursue, without unnecessary controlraent, his

favorite study, he would, in all probability, have remained contented under his parental roof; but

this privilege 'ivas, in part denied to him ; he t'tcrefore determined to break his bonds, though that

step of nioral disobedience, was accompanied vvith Keart-reiiditig" pangs to his fond and over careful

parents. He therefore fled to Nottingham, at the age of fourteen, and prevailed upon an elder

brother, then settled here in the capacity of a master joiner and carpenter, to take him as an

apprentice. Bat, here Peet's situation was not altered for the better; for his brother would not

permit him to earn any thing for his own free disposal, and his reading was restricted to religious

books. Happily however, it is for science and for the universal interest of mankind, that no

prison has yet been found strong enough to confine native talent within the encasing bounds of its

gloomy and noxious cells : Tyrants may enchain it, and poverty may enshroud it ; but its refulgence

bids defiance' alike to the cruel and controlling engines of both. It smiles at the impotency of

their power, while it Avrithes under the severity of their lash ; and, like the beams of heaven^ bursts

from behind the sable mantle which vainly seeks to involve it ih perpetual gloom.

Peet, by being a regular attendant with his brother at the Unitarian chapel, became particularly

noticed by Cornelius Wildbore, a master dyer, who had sufficient penetration to discover a hidden
genius in the youth, and sufficient generosity of heart to foster it and give it scope. By holdiu"-

frequent conversations with him he found that the bent of hi^ mind was a pursuit after mathematics;
and be furnished him with the necessary books on that science, and thus laid a firm foundation for

that superstructure which afterwards ensured fatiteless credit to Peet in the scientific world. Such
progress did Peet make in his studies, when his genius became fanned by the kind hand of literary

friendship, that he had not been long freed from the trammels of his apprenticeship before he
commenced his mathematical career;- a career which he pursued to the time of his death. For
conducting the twO' almanacks above named, he received twenty^three pounds per annum, with
complete sets of those publications, and the privilege of ordering every new mathematical book
which appeared, at the expence of his employers.

CHARLES WILDBORE (an intuitive Mathematician)
Charles was, born in this town in the year 1736; but whether he was related, though distantly,

to the Wildbores, dyers, is not for me to say; but certain it is^ that he' was left an orphan when
very young, and that he was confided to the care of (bose persons who had the charge of St.
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Nicholases workhouse. At a proper age he was recommended to, and placed in, the Blue-coat

School ; but who took charge of his maintenance I know not. In school he was remarkable only

for his extreme dullness and absence of thought, except when placed in contact with figures, at

which time he appeared quite another boy. Indeed,jlZgwres seemed not to have been made for

the use of Charles Wiidbore ; but Charles Wildhorefor the use offigures ! Arithmetic, to him,

was like shaking hands with an old acquaintance; and he seemed to be intuitively a mathematician.

While the boys in the streets were calling him silly Charley, he, regardless of their scoffs, would

be pondering on the infinity of fluxions, or solving a problem in geometry. At the age of fourteen

he was put an apprentice, by the trustees of the school, with the usual premium, to Mr. Warton

Partridgei in this town, apothecary, who was well known to the day of his death, which is but a

few years ago, by the appellation of Doctor Partridge. But Charles, with an increased propen«ity

for mathematics, could be taught little else. Were he employed in the shop to compound medicines,

the drugs were generally spoilt ; or were he sent out with the compounds already prepared, he

would frequently mistake the house of the patient. And, what was still more provoking, when

sent into the cellar to draw liquor for the use of the family, the spigot of the barrel was almost

always left in a wrong place ! When Charles was reproved for his neglect and forgetfulniess, he

would always promise not to commit the like faults in future ; but no sooner was he left alone, than

figures would chase i\iQ promises from his recollection, and the next day he would commit the like

faults again, and again make the like promises, if reproved.

From the time that Charles left Mr. Partridge we hear nothing of him, till we find him married

to a Miss Anne Lee, at Kirkby-Woodhouse, in this county, when he was twenty-four years of age.

Shortly after this period he discovered himself to be the legal heir to a comfortable little estate at

Kirton, about four miles from Boston, in Lincolnshire, which he recovered, and which is enjoyed at

the present time by his son, the Rev. Charles Wiidbore, vicar of Tilton-on-the-Hill, Leicestershire.

Mr. Wiidbore, finding himself in rather easy circumstances, now applied the powers of his mind

to his favorite studies ; and, at about the age of thirty, he took orders, and shortly afterwards

obtained the curacy of Broughtpn Sulney, commonly called Over Broughton, in this county, which

he held with high reputation to the time of his death, which took place in 1802. At the death of

Peet, Mr. Wiidbore obtained either the whole, or a principal share in the management of the

Gentleman's Diary ; and, at the same time, procured for

JOHN PEARSON,
Also an eminent mathematician and school-master of Nottingham, the conducting of Poor Robin's

Almanack ; which production he had the management of to the day of his death, which took place

in 1791, he being sixty-two years of age. Mr. Pearson was famous as a satirist, and few gentlemen

in this town or neighbourhood escaped his barbed shafts ; therefore, by that class, he was more

feared than beloved. Though satirists are necessary as correctors of those vices which the laws

cannot reach, yet it is a difficult task for one of that class to learn where corrective justice ends,

and where abuse begins ; hence it is, that their enemies always outnumber their/newds, at least

among men of property ; and hence it is, that they seldom receive the due reward of their merit,
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until death has rendered them insensible to its value. And tbofigh this may, in a great degree, be

cotisidei-ed the cal3e'wfth Mr. Pearson, yet his company was always courted by men of letters ; bnt

it couM^Wom be obtained without a handsome sacrifice at the shrine of Bacchus. When the

new burying-ground of St. Nicholas's parish was consecrated. Mi*. Pearson was heard to say, "It

" is not unlikely that My body may be the first corpse interred here," which supposition was

verified by the- fact. Had tMs sup-pofertion and its subsequent verification happened wheri

astrology and divinity were alike considered holy pursuits, and wtien, in fact, they were equally

profitable, the circtrmstance wotild'have'^ens'ared Mr. Pearson the character of a conjurer; but we

will do hint the justice to Say, that his good sense induced him to hold all rrotions of astrology in

contempt. Mr. Pearson left some property which is enjoyed by his son and his daughter, both

holding respectable stations in fife.

HEJVRY SHIPLEY
Was the eldest surviving son of Henry Shiplby, who was gardener to the late John Sherwin, Esq.

of St. Mary's-gate in this town, during a space of thirty-six years. Young Henry was born on the

27th of June, 1763 ; and, as he grew up, he displayed talents far superior to his years, which
along with an established attachment to his family, induced Mr. Sherwin to notice him in a
particular manner ; and, at that gentleman's instigation, he was placed in the Blue-coat School,

under the tuition of Mr. Pearson, whom we have just noticed, and whom Shipley, to the day of his

death, called his fathier. Pearson saw the talents in the boy, and gave those talents wings. At
the age of tWrteen he was articled to Mr. Wilkinson, conductor of the academy in Parliament-
street, for seven years ; at the end of which time, Mr. Blanchard, who succeeded Mr. Wilkinson,
is said to have declared him to be the finest English scholar that Nottingham had produced. After
having been employed in several schools as an usher, he opened one for himself in Hafifax-lane,

where now stands the Methodist Chapel. He likewise practised as a land surveyor and
draughtsman, particularly the latter, with no common reputation.

When the blaze of the French revolution burst forth to the astonishment of mankind, it was
impossible that a man of Shipley's strong empassioned mind and conspicuousness of character
should remain an idle spectator ; and he shewed himself strongly attached to the aristocratic side,

seeking daily for opportunities to impugn and condemn the presumption of opposing the actions of
hereditary kings, whatever might be their conduct. But Shipley was not long to remain in this

degrading state of mental blindness and subserviency : he began to reason upon the origin of human
right—upon the nature of man's individual and collective interests—upon his claim to tlie power
of abrogating odious laws and barbarous customs, and of substituting others in their stead ; and
he soon came to the conclusion, that the office of king had been created for the use of the people,
and not the people for the use of kings ; and that the right of changing or altering the government
of a country, rested exclusively with the national will. Our scholar was not long therefore ere he
changed sides ; and he carried into the ranks of his new associates all the vigour and energies of
his soul.

4 X
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As Shipley's ,gen,ius and education qualified him in so ample a manner to take a leading part in

political circles, it is no wonder that the friends of freedom considered the acquisition of him as an
host. Of every political society or party formed in the town, Shipley must be a member, to

instruct with his knowledge, and enliven with his wit, until company became as habitual to him as

his food. Numerous petitions, of which he generally was the writer, were presented to these

companies in behalf of persecuted persons, and others in distress ; and in the compliance with the

prayers of which he frequently set an example by his generosity. He was the authpr too pf many
fugitive political pieces, generally to his cost. To these numerous and regular drainings of his

purse, may be added the calls of an increasing family; no wonder then„that his coffer never

overflowed.

Shortly after the death of his first wife, he married the sister of Mr, Thomas Maltby, lace-

manufacturer, and now banker of this town. As Mr. Maltby had no family of his own—as he

possessed an ample fortune and a generous heart, and loved his sister with the tenderest affections

of a brother, there is little doubt but this connection would have afforded Shipley the means of

gliding down the stream of life pretty easily, could he have bent his lofty soul to have sought, yet

with manliness and an independency of mind, the friendship of that gentleman; and, for not doing

of which, many of his best friends frequently rebuked him, but in vain. Mr. Maltby liad strongly

opposed the match, partly from political motives ; but his heart was too good to contain a particle

of persecution within it ; and Shipley had sufficiently punished him for this opposition, by the

success of his suit ; but, whether our scholar really thought so, is not for me to say. He knew he

possessed talents of a very superior kind, to which, he thought, every thing else ought to give

wai/.—Pride is a most important ingredient in the composition of the human mind, when
accompanied with a due proportion of prudence ; and a man of talent without it would lose that

consequence in society, which nature, justice, and a conformation of habits proclaim his due; but

pride withowt prude?ice destroys its own purpose; and is infinitely less desirable than prudence

vVithout pride.

After this worthy woman had brought Mr. Shipley three children, he found himself a widower

a second time, and with circumstances much on the wane. That company to which he used to

resort for the purpose of giving and receiving information aiid for conviviality, he now flew to with

increased avidity for the purpose of therein finding a shield against those feelings which preyed

deeply upon his wounded heart. But, we will not pursue this subject further. Suffice it to say,

that he died, after a short illness, on the 14th of February, 1808, deeply lamented by a numerous

and respectable circle of friends. His brother John, a master framesmith, took charge of his, elder

boy, the only remaining child by his first wife; and Mr. Maltby took charge of the other three.

As a tribute to the memory of a departed friend and man of talent, the author of this work wrote

the following lines, which were intended to be engraven on a tombstone, but which object has

hitherto remained unaccomplished :

—

Stop, passenger, nor take report on trust,

Concerning him, whose cold and mouldering dust

Entombed lies, beneath this worm-fraught clay,

Untouch'd hy wiotcr's blast or summer's scorching ray.
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If boundlfess genins—if a giant mind

—

If piercing wit, with sentiment combined— ' t

If unfeigned kindness to his friends around...

If pouring balsam where distress was found...

If bidding science take her dae control,

And light unfolding to the clouded soul...

If these endowments ever formed a man,

Designed by nature on her happiest plan ?

Then such was Shipley.—though his faults notfetey

Which in successionfrom his virtues grew!

Then him surpass in virtue and in fame;

And leave to slander all his faults to name.

Mr. Shipley, at one time, had made considerable progress in preparing an English Grammar

for the press ; but when Mr. John Home Tooke's elaborate trealise on the same subject made its

appearance, Mr. Shipley burnt his manuscript, saying, he would not compete with so great a

man as Home Tooke.

HEJVRY KIRKE WHITE,
If, in portraying the character of this remarkable young man, who may be compared to a

carnation which might fortuitously bloom in January, only to excite admiration and then be cut off

by the next nipping frost, I were to give full scope to my feelings of smypathy, I might give

detraction occasion to charge me with begging a question too nearly allied with self ; I shall

therefore spare myself the pleasing task ; and will just observe, the youth has had an eugolist: he

shall now have a biographer.

Henry was the second son of John and Mary White of Nottingham, where he was bom on the

Slst of March, 1785. His mother keeps a boarding school for young ladies ; and his father, till

of late, was a master butcher. Henry, when very young, displayed his propensity for learning by

his ever seeking to be in possession of a book, not to play with, as is customary with other children,

but for the purpose of infantile contemplation. At the age of seven, it was discovered by his

parents, that he made a practice of secretly instructing the servant girl how to write, he having

then been about a year under Mr. Blanchard, at the academy in Parliament-street. At this school

he was taught writing, arithmetic, and French ; at the same time he was doomed to trudge one

whole day in the week and occasionally on others with the butcher's basket, until, at the intercession

of his mother he was rescued from the lask. Mrs. White having had a liberal education, and

possessing a tolerable share of penetration, thought she discovered a strong natural genius in her

son, which she wished to foster by every means in her power; but, what was her astonishment,

when told by one of Mr. Blanchard's blockhead ushers, that Henry was so dull and incorrigible

that it was impossible to teach him any thing. The disquietude occasioned to the family by this

declaration, equally ignorant and insulting, was soon done away by the removal of Henry from this

academy, and the placing him under the direction of a master that was capable of distinguishing

between " dulness" and intuitive talent. He was placed under the care of Mr. Shipley, of whom
we have just spoken, and, under whose' judicious direction, his genius shortly burst forth.
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To a correct knowledge of the Englishlanguagfe, ^hicft hfe soon leaifnt under this excellent master,

be added the Greek and Latin latiguages, Vvhich he Wa:s taught' by M'Cormick, the well known
author of the Life of Burke, and continuator of Hume and Smollet.*

When Henry was fourteen, it was determined to make him a hosier, preparatory to which, he

was consigned a year to the stocking. frame, to give proper ideas of the quality of a stocking, which

situation was as irksome to him, as being chained tey the bntch&t's basket ; because, he observed,

there was nothing about the frame to occupy his brttins. How rnuth mistaken was this ardent

youth ! and, how would he hiave Wushied, had he lived to have obtained maturity to his genius, at

having made use of such an expression ; for he would have found, upon judicious inquiry, of all

the pieces of mechanism ever produced by the skill of man, that a stocking frame is the most

complete, particularly if we add its numerously appended machines. Bat the mind of our yoting

scholar, if vve may be allowed the boldness of the 'figure, was like the world's vast surfece in its

first efforts to form itself from its original chaos : it assumed new shapes, and took new directions,

in proportion as it was acted upon by an agency which it had not sufficient solidity, to resist.

—

Hence the many changes which Henry is said to have made in his notions about religion, futurity,

&c. which would be doing an injustice to his memory to dwell upon ; and hence the numerous

theories, which transitorily existed in his fancy, and on which he proposed to erect the practical

pursuits of his life. His fancy was too fruitful for the imaginary dimensions of his mind ; and the

latter, like a caldron over heated, was frequently discharging its contents, without order or design.

Young White again found a powierful advocate in his mother, whose persuasions overcame his

father's logic ; and he was taken from the stocking frame and placed at the desk of Messrs. Coldham

and Enfield, attorneys-at-law. A new and most enchanting field of action now presented itself to

Henry's imagination. He had learnt that tlje practice of the law was a proper field for the display

of the most masculine intellectual powers ; he knew too that many had risen by its means from the

depth of obscurity to almost the highest stations in life ; and he already heard, by the most

captivating anticipation, his own powerful eloquence thundering at the bar ; nor did he lose any

opportunity to befit himself for the realization of his hopes. In his stated hours he applied himself

unremittingly to his duty at the desk of his employers; while his vacant hours and nearly the whole

of the night were occupied in mental improvement. He occasionally studied logic, theology,

mechanics, most of the modern European, and the dead languages ; but he particularly attended to

the statute and common law of England, in the knowledge of the latter of which a great many

attorneys are so miserably deficient. They learn the heads of the statute law by rote, as a butcher's

boy learns how to make skewers ; and, when to this they have added a tolerable knowledge of

conveyancing, they think themselves complete lawyers. It seems, however, that young White had

obtained a correct knowledge of what it was necessary for an attorney to learn ; and he therefore

applied himself particularly to "the common law—it is fair to presume, that he received this hint,

and the means of pursuing its directions, frotn the gentlemen whom he served. Master White also

• This profound scholar was then residing in Noliingliam, under the iinme of Caveniilsh, on exile from his native country (Ireland.) and oblained

a icauly pittance by teaching the learned languages He was the first editor of the Statesman London daUy newspaper ; but he died miserable is

l/ooioa ; and thelasi-articlea he soldfor stAaistence were his looka!
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attended closely to the study of oratory^ as on his success therein^ he justly concludedj his ulterior

hopes considerably depended ; but how was. he, alone, to regulate the melody and cadence of his

voice, and give to his person the grace of commanding action ? These were weighty obstacles for

a boy of fifteen to encounter ! After various attempts, rendered Unsuccessful on account of his

youth, to gain admission into a literary society, at that time held at Nottingham, he succeeded

;

and, the evening he was admitted, he equally charmed and astonished the members thereof, by

delivering an extemporary lecture, which lasted two hours, upon the powers of genius.—
Chatterton ! unfortunate and misguided Chatterton ! here was found a rival, even to thyself

!

and though, as thou hadst, he had not, while in his teens, borne the torch of literature blazing in

his hand through the proud metropolis of the British empire; yet, like thyself, he was snatched

from the society of men, before the bloom of manhood had mantled on his brow.

Thus passed on the days of this extraordinary youth, until his mother's forebodings respecting

his constitution, and whose admonitions he had disregarded, were too apparent in a regular decline

of his health. He was seized too with an unconquerable deafness, which unfitted him for the law.

The church was now thought of as a proper place for the display of his talents, and as a sanctuary

against the clouds of adversity; but how to obtain his introduction was a difficulty which

appeared almost insurmountable. At length, however, this difficulty was overcome, and he was

placed in the University of Cambridge in October, 1804, Messrs. Coldham and Enfield generously

giving up the articles of agreement ; and, at the same time they furnished him with a character

which did equal honor to his qualities and their own feelings. He now entered upon a new career;

but, to him, it was the career of death; for the complaint which had been brought upon him by

severe study, now received an increase of power from the same cause ; and he died on the 19th of

October, 1806, when the honors of the University appeared only to be waiting for an increase of

years, in order to their being placed upon his brow. Though but two years in this seminary he

was twice acknowledged the victor at the college examinations ; and, on one of these occasions he

was declared one of the best three theme writers ; and who was the best of these three, the

examiners declared their inability to determine. But the best and proudest trait in. this young-

man's character is yet to name : He jtossessed a constitutional irritability/ of temper ; which

potent enemy to the social virtues, he had the courage to attack, and the fortitude to

overcome !

At the age of seventeen he published a small volume of poems, which, since his death, has been
re-published along with a number of his other writings, consisting principally of letters of advice

to his friends, on moral and religious subjects ; and the chief value of which is, to shew lohat

might have been expected from his pen, if he had lived to mature his judgment, and regulate the

floating ideas of his mind. And it is fair to say, if his friends had consulted his reputation as an
author, they would have suppressed the principal part of his poems in the publication of his

papers after his deaths as they contain very few thoughts of value which are not borrowed from
Goldsmith, Milton, Bloomfield, &c. ; though it must be confessed that, in this plagiarism, there is

considerable ingenuity displayed. As it would be an act of injustice to write a critique upon the

4 Y
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writings of a deceased boy, I shall merely give one extract from his poem addreissed " To the

" Morning," as a> proof of the truth of what is stated above :

—

" And hark ! the thatcher has begua

" His whistle on the eaves,

>' And oft the hedger's bill is heard

'-' Among the rustling leaves.

''The slow team creaks upon the road,

'' The noisy whip r&sdunds,

" The driver's voice, his carol blithe,

'* The mower's stroke, his whetting scythe,

" Mix with the morning's sounds."

The following lines are from Milton's L'Allegro :
—

" While the ploughman, near at hand,

" Whistles o'er the furrow'd land,

" And the milkmaid singeth blithe,

" And the mower whets his scythe,

" And every shepherd tells his tale

" Under the hawthorn in the dale."

There is a passage too in our juvenile author's " Clifton Grove," that it would be an act of gross

injustice to the mechanics of Nottingham, therein alluded to, not to notice ; which is as follows :

—

" Or, where the town's blue turrets dimly rise,

" And manufacture taints the ambient skies,

" The po/e mechanic leaves the lab'ring loom,

" The air.pent hold, the pestilential room,

" And rushes out, impatient to begin

" The stated course of customary sin."

Were the author of this libel in a state of manhood, and did not retract it, he should receive that

chastisement which would be his due, if be had not previously received it at the hands of one of

these " pale mechanics'' with a horse whip. For, however poets are held in public estimation

—

and, most certainly, no man holds the bright luminaries of that cast in bigher estimation than does

the writer of these pages ; yet he has no hesitation in saying, that the mechanics of Nottingham

(whose paleness is a strong mark of their misfortunes) are of more real value to society, than

are all the poets that ever lived, or ever will live. Besides, for a boy of sixteen to assume the

censorship over the great mass of a large and an enlightened population, and condemning them in

one sweeping ban for following recreations, at the close of a long day's labour, which the iron-

eouled Cato the elder would have supported, as indispensable to health ; and when the industry of

these very " pale mechanics" had enabled his father, as a tradesman, to feed, clothe, and educate

him—for a boy of sixteen to do this, is such an outrage upon good sense, propriety, and decorum,

as to defy an apologist to find a palliative, except contempt concedes it to boyish pertness. And

there is too much reason to believe, that this superciliousness had taken deep root in his mind, as in

a letter addressed to his sister a few months before his death, on a probability being held out of his
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obtaining the situation of master of the Free-School in this town^ he says, " The place would

" scarcely be an object to me, for I am very certain, that if I chuse, when I have taken my degree,

" I may have half a dozen pupils, to prepare for the University, with a salary of £100 per annum,

" which would be more respectable, and more consonant with my habits and studies, than drilling

" the fry of a trading town, in learning which they do not know how to value." Here are the

sentiments of a Cardinal Wolsey, who, as report says, though perhaps more degradingly than truly,

was also nursed on the butcher's stall. But as none will attribute to me a desire to underrate

talent on account of the origin or calling of its possessor ; so none will attribute this remark to a

desire to lessen either the one or the other : no, it is the superciliousness of the young man which

called forth the comparison with the reported origin of the tyrant-slave Wolsey; and the most

unpardonable part of the business is, his friends permitting such sentiments to be published after

his death ; as, while they add nothing to his credit as a writer, they form such a serious drawback

upon the benignity and felicitation of his heart.

WALTER MERREY,
This gentleman was a native of York, but was put apprentice to a surgeon in Nottingham. His

master, however dying shortly after, he was then apprenticed to a gentleman who followed the

united business of hosier and woolcomber, a unity much practised in the early stage of the

ftamework-knitting trade; and which united businesses Mr. Merrey followed many years in

Castle-gate, where he died. He was remarkable for his knowledge in ancient medals and coins, a

large collection of which he made for his own curiosity. In 1794, he published a treatise on the

coinage of England, from the earliest period of authentic record to that time ; and assigned causes

for the great scarcity of silver : had he lived a few years longer he would have had opportunities in

abundance of assigning causes for the great scarcity of gold likewise. His book contained

observations on the ancient Roman coinage, and a description of some medals and coins found near

Nottingham ; and the whole was highly spoken of by the reviewers- He died, at an advanced age,

in the year 1799.
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CHAPTER XII.

ECCENTRIC CHARACTERS, &c.

WILLIAM SOMERS (the distinguished Impostor ofNottingham.)

The imposture of this youth, as connected with the infamous conduct of the Rev. John Darrein

minister of Mansfield, and, afterwards assistant mirhister of St. Mary's in this town, became so

much a subject of public interest at the time, that many of the circumstances attending it have

been handed down by tradition in a confused manner to the present day, though they happened

as early as the year 1597. I have therefore, along with my ever industrious, and, hitherto,

nameless friend, been at considerable pains to obtain a true relation of the affair. And, by happily

getting possession of a very scarce " Historical Essay concerning witchcraft," written by the Rev.

Dr. Hutchinson, minister of St. James's parish, St. Edmund's Bury, and chaplain in ordinary to

George the First, which was published in 1718, the object has been accomplished. And, 1 feet

the greater interest in giving the relation at some length, as there is little doubt the reader will take

in perusing it, from a sister of one of the aldermen of Nottingham being maliciously imphcated in

possessing the supposed demoniac—from the magistrates and other gentlemen iuteresting themselves

on one side or the other in the affair ; and from the judges of assize, and afterwards the archbishop

of Canterbury, the Bishop of London, the Lord Chief Justices of the courts of King's Bench and

Common Pleas, &c. being commissioned to inquire into and determine it.

It is wonderful to us of the present day, that the notions of witchcraft and demoniac possession

should have been permitted to make such havoc with the peace and happiness of societj',

particularly after the reformation was established ; for, from that happy epoch to the close of the

sixteenth century, about one hundred and fifty persons were hanged or burnt as zcitches or

wizzards, when these disgraceful scenes received their death blow, principally from the integrity

and enlightened understanding of Lord Chief Justice Holt.* It is not the less singular thiat the

established church and the legislature of England should have given importance to the disgraceful

notions of witchcraft bi/ attempts to regulate them : for instance ; the seventy-second canon was

principally occasioned by this very case of Somers's, now under consideration, which directs, that

any clergyman shall be subject to the penalties inflicted upon an impostor, who shall use prayers

for the casting out of devils, unless he first obtained a licence to authorize him to do so from the

* From the restoration of Charles the Second, to the year ITU, not less than twenty-one publications appeared in this country in favor of

wifchcraft, the names of which, with those of their authors, as far as depends upon the writer liereof, shall rest in eternal sleep.
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bishop of his diocese. And, about two years before, a law was passed by the English* government,

against feeding, and rewarding, or giving suck to evil spirits.

Dr. Harsenet, afterwards Archbishop of York, while he was chaplain to Bancroft, Archbishop

of Canterbury, who died in 1610, endeavoured to crush the notions of witchcraft by ridicule, in a

book which he entitled " A Declaration of Popish Impostures," and in which he gives the following

ludicrous description of a witch :—From a number of silly notions which he enumerates, he says,

" Out of these is shaped as the true idea of a witch—an old weather beaten crone, having her chin

" and her knees meeting for age, walking like a bow leaning on a staff, hollow-eyed, untoothed,

" furrowed on her face, having her lips trembling with the palsy, going mumbling in the streets:

" one that hath forgotten her pater-noster, and yet hath a shrewd tongue to call a drab a drab."

The same author relates an anecdote told by John Bodin; a Frenchman, who died in 1596, in

the following words :—" A witch sold an egg to an Englishman, and by the same transformed him

" into an ass, and made him her market mule three years to ride on to buy butter."—Perhaps

this Frenchman had a political allusion in his head, and wrote the anecdote for some offence lie

might have received when on a visit in England with the Duke of A^lencon, for he was great loit,

which Dr. Harsenet does not inform us of. Of Merlin, who lived in the fifth century, and who may

be considered the father of English mathematicians, it was almost universally believed, during

many centuries, that he was begotten upon his mother by the devil, under the influence or disguise

of an incubus. This deuiVisA origin is supposed to have given Merlin such devilish power, that

when Uther Pendragon fell in love with Igraine, wife of Garlois, Duke of Cornwall, he

transformed the said Pendragon into the likeness of the duke, who took this opportunity of

begetting upon the said duchess, in the castle of Tintagil, the celebrated king Arthur. Having

thus given a few instances of witchcraft and demoniac credulity, we will proceed with our

narrative.

William Somers, when we first hear of him, lived in the capacity of a servant boy with one

* The following is an exact copy of a licence granted in consequence of (lie promulgation of lliis canon ; and is the only one, I believe, upon record.

It was granted by the Bishop of Chester in the year 1603, concerning a bo) , twelve years of age, of the name of Thomas Harrison, whose parents

resided at Norwich;— Fir=t we think it fit, and do reejuire the parents of the said cLIM, thdt they sulTer not any to repair to their house to visit him,

saving such as are in aulliority, and other persons of special regard, and known discretion ; and io hav« special care, that the number always be small.

Further —having seen the bodily afflictions of the said child, and observed in sundry fits very strange effects and operations, either proceeding of natural

unknown causes, or some diabolical practice ; we think it convenient and fit, for the ease and deliverance of the said child from his grievous afflictions,

that prayer be made for him publicly by the minister of the parish, or any other preacher repairing thither, before the congregation, so oiten as the

same assembleth. And certain preachers, namely. Mr. Garrard, Mr. Massey, Mr. Coller, Mr. Harvey, Mr. Eaton, Mr. Pierson, and Mr. Brownhill,

these only, and none other, to repair unto the said child, by turns, as their leisure will serve, and to use their discretions fur private prayer and fasting,

for the ease and comfort of the afflicted; withal requiring them to abstain from all solemn meetings, because the calamity is particular, and the

aulhority of allowing and prescribing suoh meetings resteth neither in them, nor us, but in our superiors, whose pleasure it is fit we should expect.

—

Moreover, because it is by some held, that the child is really pofseased of an unclean spirit; for iliai there appeareih to vis no certainty, nor yet any

great proOahility thereof, we think it aI.so conveuiest, and require the preachers aforesaid, to forbear all forms of exorcisms, which always imply and

euppoie a real and actual possession. RICH. CESTRIEXSIS,

DAVID YATE, aiancellor,

GRIFF. V.\U<JHAN,

HCGH BURGHES.
4 Z
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Mr. Brakenbury, at Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch, wliere'dwelt one. John Darrel, apparently about twelye

years older than Somers, and who will be found acting a most conspicuous part in this imposture.

This Barrel yvas consigned, by his friends to the §tudy. of the law, but being of, a very indolent

disposition, and, pretending- to be called by the.Spuit^ he commenced preacher of the gospel among
what v\ere called Puritans in. that day ; and sliortly afterwards commenced exorcist, and obtained

the. appellation of Dr. Darrel. The boy, Spmers, while residing with.Mr. Brakenbury, affected

to be troubled with an odd kind of fits,, vvliich, it afterwards appeared, hq was instructed in the

exhibition of by Mr. Darrel. His master discharged, hjm,, and he very soon recovered ; for Darrel

had gone to settle at Mansfield in his capacity of divine.
' The boy was then sent to Nottingham,

where his mot,her had been married to a person,of the name of, Robert Cowper, and who bound

him apprentice to one Thomas Porter ; but yvhat business the .jatter followed, 1 find not, as it is

simply stated that he was ^' orie pf the town-music". The boy, however, fret^uently ran away,

and as frequently returned, when driven by necessity ; and^ when his time of apprenticeship had

expired, his master demanded him to. stay until he had made up the time which he had lost by

running away. The boy, now grown to man's estate, determined upon an expedient to weary

his master out. He therefor^iprjetended to bpivery ill; and, by having got the knack of puffing

up his belly, and by giving his face and body strange contortions, he excited the attention of idle

and superstitious persons, some of whorn declared him to be bewitched, and at the same time

brought him a bpokconqerning witchcraft, from which he obtain^ed some hints, very useful in his

new profession. He vyas induced also to declare, that an old woman was his tormentor, because

he had rt^fused to give her a hatband, which he had found. Among the rest of the idlers that

called upon and gave countenance to young Somers, was a sister of Dr. Darrel's, who said her

brother at Mansfield ha4 already cast devils out of nine possessed persons, and that there was no

doubt of his curing this youth, if applied to for that purpose. Somers, when in his fits, from this

time was constantly .calling upon '^Darrel! Darrel!" therefore Mr. Aldridge, vicai* of St.

Mary's, wrote to the doctor, desiring his assistance. The game now took a more important

direction: Mr. Darrel declared, in the youth's hearing, how he had seen others act—that he

was possessed by a devil—that he would be much worse, before he was better—that he was then

suffering for all the sins of Nottingham ; and that there must be a fast in the town, held specially

for the youth's recovery. It seems that some very large and respectable house was appointed for

service to be held in, on this solemn occasion ; and, in order to impress the people's minds more

powerfully, preparative thereto, he gave out, that all husbands must forbear to have carnal

connection with their wives the previous night, that they might see the signs of possession and

dispossession mo/e clearly. This is a new reCipe for the clearing of human sight; and one,

perhaps, which the ladies may not be very desirous of having recommended.

Ttie 7th of November was the day appointed for the fast and the grand exorcisation ; and, in

the morning, Somers was brought to the house appointed, kicking and struggling upon seven

men's shoulders. A Mr. Aldrid preached the first sermon, during which time the possessed lay

still
• but, when Mr. Darrel commenced^ and had distinctly described /owrfeen s%ns which the
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youth must pass through, a swelling ran from his head to liis legs ; he muttered strange expressions ;

Jjis tongue appeared to swell, and to roll down his throat ; he endeavoured to cast himself into the

fire; hisjoints became stiff; in short, he exhibited theybwrfeen si^ns of possession, which Mr.

Darrel had named. He had now three signs of dispossession to go through, which consisted of

crying, rending his garments, and lying as if dead. These were easily managed—out flew the

devil; but whether the men had obeyed Mr. Darrel's injunctions, or their wives' caresses and their

own desires,, the night before, seems rather doubtful, as we are not told that any of the company,

which consisted of an hundred and fifty, saw the devil in his flight. However Mr. Darrel, with

uplifted hands, called upon his hearers to confess their sins ; and two of them were silly enough to.

attend to his injunction. About a week after this holt/ man was induced to accept of the situation

of assistant minister at St. Mary's ; and, as ail this juggling would not induce the youth's master

to give up his indenture, Mr. Darrel bought his time out, cloathed him, and placed him under the

care of his father-in-law, to whom he made promises of recompence ; taking care first to obtain a

handsome collection from his congregation—such is trick and credulity.

Mr. Darrel gave out in his sermons, that Somers was still in great danger, as well as the rest of

the family ; for the devil generally assaulted more than one of a family, and that he sometimes came-

in the shape of a cock, a crane, a snake, a toad, a newt, a set of dancers, or an angel, which had

such an effect upon the servant girls in the town, that none of them could be induced to go into the

cellars to fetch liquors.

Somers again became possessed, and, having obtained the faculty of pointing out witches, he

named thirteen poor women as such, who were all committed to the gaol. Making so fortunate

a trade of it himself, and as Darrel prepared the public mind for such an event, Mary Cowpfer, the

half sister of Somers, declared herself bewitched, and pointed out Alice Freeman, sister to Alderman

Freeman, who was mayor in 1606, and 1613, as her bewitching tormenter, who was likewise

committed to prison. This was noble game to catch ; but it proved the ruin of the sport, and

likewise of Doctor Darrel, the huntsman. The girl had had one child, which was dead, and, from

the size of her belly, and, perhaps, from other reasons perfectly well understood by herself, she

thouo'ht she was with child again; but the holy Mr. Darrel said, " If she were with child, it was

" such a child, as God bless every good body from !" Companies of women got about her, expecting

her to be delivered of some horrid monster, at which ?he would laugh most immoderately, as she

afterwards declared at their folly ; and when she became exhausted by laughing, and lay still, the

conjurers about her would exclaim, " Lord have mercy upon us, she is in a trance !" But the

mayor, Mr. Alderman Freeman, and others, caused Somers to be removed to the workhouse, where

he confessed the whole to be imposture, and declared that Darrel had instructed him in all his

tricks, which he displayed before the mayor, &c. for their amusement ; and as we hear no more of

Mary Cowper, except that of her confession, it is probable that her brother's confinement had a

good effect upon her also.

It may be supposed by the reader, that the business would have ended here; but Mr. Darrel

was too great a hero in the field of glory to be thus cheated of his prize. He therefore thundered
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put in the pulpit, that Somers's confession was a stronger proof of his possession^ and that the devil

and he had made a compact to obscure the glorious work of God. Fanaticism flew to Barrel's

aid, and his friends were extremely industrious; and Sir John Byron calling to see Somers told

him that if he were found to have been counterfeiting he deserved to be hanged. Thus pressed on

one side and threatened on the other, the youth was left in suspense what to do ; the Archbishop

of York therefore issued a commission to a number of gentlemen and clergymen in the

neighbourhood, for them to inquire into and determine the business. The day came for the

investigation, and Somers had agreed to stand to his confession : he was to perform his tricks of

pretended possession at the call of the mayor ; but Barrel's witnesses made such an impression

upon the learned members of this commission, and the audience in general, that the mayor was put

out of countenance, and he neglected to call upon the youth, who, finding to his astonishment that

his confession was not likely to be believed, declared that he was possessed—the commissioners

declared themselves of the same opinion, and ordered him to be committed to the care of Barrel,

which gave the latter a triumph, though not a very complete one. Somers now played his

demoniac pranks with additional energy, and Barrel declared, as soon as the spring assizes were

over, which were fast approaching, another public fast should be observed in the town for another

dispossession ; but Sir Edmund Anderson, Lord Chief Justice of the court of Common Pleas,

who happened to come the circuit, determined the matter otherwise. The mayor and aldermen

stated the whole case, and its manifold mischievous consequences, to his lordship, whose mind was

of the proper cast for receiving the necessary impression ; he therefore ordered Somers to be

brought before him, who acknowledged the imposture throughout, and displayed all his tricks and

desisted from them at his lordship's bidding. Barrel foamed, and raged, and prayed, but all in

vain : Somers had got his fears removed : he therefore became well without an exorcist, and

continued well ; and the Judge represented the necessity of having a high court of commission

appointed to examine fully into the affair, and to determine upon Barrel's guilt or innocence.

—

Accordingly the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of London, the two Lord Chief Justices,

the Master of the Requests, the Bean of the Arches, &c. were appointed to this duty. Somers and

Barrel, with forty-four witnesses were taken up to London, among whom were the commissioners

that had previou sly tried the case ; and it must have been truly amusing to hear these reverend

and lay gentlemen admit, that their decision had been very much influenced by the appearance

of a black dog in the room at the time, which Somers happened to see, when he artfully called

out, a dog ! a dog ! and which belonged to one Claike, who happened to be one of the auditors.*

Suffice it further to say, that Somers stuck to the truth—his father-in-law, the vicar-of St. Mary's, &c.

declared their repentance for the parts the)' had taken—that Barrel was convicted of contriving

the whole imposture ; and that he was deposed from the ministry and committed to prison, there to

remain till the court had determined upon his furtlier punishment ; with the nature and extent of

which punishment we have not been informed by our author.

* Sir John Byron was one of ilicBe Golliamilis!
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JAMES OBURJVS,
lA celelwatedventriloiquistj was a native of Ireland, but^ from his having married and settled at

Shelford, a few miles Jience, ^nd other ciroumstanfces,' not worthy of notice, connected with bis

new localisation, he obtained, and Was generally known by the name of Shelford Tommy. He
passed from village to village, in his beaten circle of mendicity, always considering Nottingham

his hea&^veart^rs, beoaase here he 'met with considerable patronage from the common companies

in public-houses. The labouring, and, I'biay truly say, many of -the higher orders, were then

amused with dog-fancying, badger-baitings, cock-fightings, blackguard combats, ventriloquists,

mountebanks, &c.; but no7u the case is otherwise—in lieu of these amusements, which some

legislators have'been wicked enough to call good, and, disgraceful enough to caW national—in lieu

of these, the labouring classes of ]5^otti,ngham now think, reason, digest, and draw conclusions on

questions of human right pjnd political econonry, witli a precision which would have done honor to the

sages a century ago. These observations will account for the success he met with here, along with

his doll, which he used to pretend answered his numerous and silly questions. However, for the

sake of giving J.he reader an idea of Tommy's merits, we will state a few.of his pranks:

—

One ^^pdnesday's market. Tommy observed a girl standing with butter to sell, who looked

extremely innocent, and he therefore tfeought her Q. jfit object to make the laughing-stock of the

market, 1,0 Ais advantage. Cries, similar to those made by an infant in great dis;tress, seemed to

proceed from under the girl's feet : she jumped and screamed—the supposed cries of the infant

were increased with violence—the girl was seized with fits, very alarming—the market was cast

into great confusion ; and the squeaking hero was conducted to the house of correction, as a

reward fo^ his extraordinary merits ! .

Passing one day between Nottij^gham and Shelford, along with a mendicant companion. Tommy
proposed having a Viitlefun with a waggoner that was driving a team with a load of hay. The
screams of a child instantly seemed to proceed from the centre of the load, when the knaves
exclaimed, " you are murdering a child !" the man became dreadfully alarmed, and begged for

their assistance to help to unload the hay ; but they pleaded lameness and other inability, offering,

however, to stop with the team while the waggoner procured assistance; he therefore flew on the

wings of anxiety till he found some labouring men, who, on being told the circumstance, made
equal haste to relieve the infant; nor did they discover the imposition till the waggon was empty.
In the mean time the impostors had withdrawn, or, doubtless, they would have borne evident

marks away with them of their dexterity.

Tommy being in a public-house, in Nottingham, he observed the servant girl about to dress a

fish : and when she was in the act of taking oft' the head, (formerly a usual practice previous to

cooking-,) a plaintive voice seemed to proceed from the fish's mouth, saying. " Pray dont cut my
head off!" The girl shrieked, and, for a time, stood motionless ; but, at length resuming courage,

she made another attempt at the fish's head, when a voice, in the same plaintive tone, exclaimed,
" What, you loill cut my head off!" The girl fled, threw down the knife, and declared she

would never dress a fish more. Another time. Tommy being in a public-house where he was not

known, and observing the landlady preparing for tea, he thought that a favorable opportunity for

5 A
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ft little mischief; accordingly, when she masherl the tea in the pot, a sound like the croaking of a

toad seemed to proceed from the kettle ; she, therefore, emptied both kettle and teapot ; and when

no toad was to be found, she said, she was certain that voice had proceeded from the devil. Is

it not very probable, that the notions of witchcraft may have been very much encouraged by

ventriloquists ?*

Tommy died in January, 1796 ; and a daughter, that sought respectability by industry, had

the good sense to be ashamed of her father's course of life.

CHARLES OLDHAM,
Was born at Glapton, a hamlet parishing to Clifton, about the year 1727, and died in Nottingham

in 1803, where he had resided from his boyhood ; and where, during the last fifty years of his life,

he had been universally known by the name of Whistling Charley. It was always understood

that Charles was an illegitimate offspring of one of the Clifton family ; and when he was of proper

fege, he was apprenticed to one Daniel Watkinson, framework-knitter, in Butt-Dyke. Being,

however, of a very diminutive stature, and otherwise deformed, as well as being somewhat deficient

in his mental faculties, soon after he was out of his time, he took to wearing crutches, upon which

he paddled about the streets to excite the commiseration of the passengers. The better to obtain

this, by an excitement of public attention, he vvore fantastic habiliments, with a grenadier's cap on

his head, and a scrip by his side ; thus equipped, he was a constant parader of the streets and

visitor of public-houses ; and with his whistle, which he always carried about with him, he was

ever seeking to entertain those he approached with his inharmonious notes. He always bore with

him a piece of a cow's horn, which, in silence, he would hold out to the company in public-

houses for a supply of ale, and his grenadier's cap for their spare halfpence.

f

* It has been thought that ventriloquism was a nalural gift: it is now known to be easy of acquirement, like the knowledge of other jugglin"

tricks • nor was a respectable man ever known to practice it, except to expose it to its merited ridicule,

f There is a silly and very singular character now living in the town, who, like WhisUing Charlay. will be long remembered ; whose real name is

Benjamin Mayo, but who is only known by the reproadiful term of General Monk. This will serve to shew in what sort of estimation the name of

that traitor and socialized barbarian is held in Nottingham ; for, because thii silly creature was prone to mischievous tricks when a boy, and assumed, in

burlesque, the functions of a commander over other boys, he must, to be sure, be styled General Monk. Since the death of his niotlier his residence is

in St. Peter's workhouse ; and his practice, during many years, has been to go about the streets, without a hat, " regardless of wind and weather," in

quest of any trifle he can find. But on Midrtleton-Mondays he appears in his element : he then collects as many children as he is able to do, and

proceeds to every common day school in tiie town for the purpose of fetching out the scholars, at the head of whom be parades the streets ; and

notwitlistanding the lameness in his hips, he exhibits pranks whicli excite as much entertainment as tho.se displayed by a strolling mountebank. As »

contrast to this, is his conduct in heading every procession of gravity or solemnity which he can get near, even those of funerals, and the Judges goin;

to church. Here you will see him witli a grave countenance, his arms hanging loosely from his .stooping body, while he measures his steps with ilie

regularity of a soldier at exercise; and «very passenger will make way for the general. Several u.seless attempu were made to induce the general to

work, the naming of two of which .ihall suffice:—The overseers sent liim to turn a wheel for a person that ground knives. &c. hut when he Ijad

turned it one way about half an hour, he determined In turn it the other way, or give over ; and no means could he df vised to induce him lo altpr lii.

determination. On another occasion he was set to weed a flower bed in a garden
;
and, when hfl to himself, he plucknl up all (lie flowers .lud left

the weeds. How strikingly emblematic was tlie conduct of this idiot, on these occasions, to the political tergiversation of lijs n.imi?,-,ke. Omerot

Uonk!
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CHAPTER XIII.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL EVENTS.

W^ERE it to be attempted in this chapter to illustrate every event of magnitude, which has taken

place in Nottingham since the time in which we find it mentioned in history, it would be re-saying

much that has been said in the progress of this work, and swelling it out with the particulars of

most of the important events, which properly belong to the history of the country since the period

alluded to ; because Nottingham, as a station of strength, of manufacture and trade, and of a noble

independency of soul and of action, has stood so eminently conspicuous. We will therefore

content ourselves with merely recording the more prominent circumstance which have taken place

in a chronological manner, until we arrive at those events which more immediately connect

themselves with our liberties as Englishmen.

The intrepid resistance which Nottingham made to the cruel inroads of the Danes in the ninth

century has already been noticed. In 1068, William the First visited Nottingham ; and in 1 140,

the town was ravaged by the Earl of Gloucester, brother to the Empress Maud, and many of the

inhabitants were burnt in the churches, where they had fled for safety. In 1153, the castle and
town were taken by Duke Henry, afterwards Henry the Second, at whose death, which happened

in 1189, the castle was in the hands of Earl John, who, through his rebellion against his brother,

Richard the First, lost the possession, but obtained it again in 1193. But when Richard had

obtained his enlargement from the disgraceful confinement to which he had been subjected among
the barbarous Germans, he summoned a parliament to meet at Nottingham, to judge of the

conduct of Earl John and his accomplices, when John was deprived of his estates, and declared

unfit to succeed to the crown ; but, in 1195, the generous Richard granted him a free pardon, and
restored him to favor.

In 1213, king John, according to Rapin, was bent upon a war against the Welch ; and, as if to

put it out of the power of any man to question the baseness of his heart and the hostility of his

intention, he ordered the twenty-eight Welch hostages to be hanged at Nottingham, where they

had been confined ; and, at the same time and place, discharged his native troops, and engaged a

company of foreign archers.

In 1330, Mortimer, Earl of March, was apprehended in the queen's apartments in Nottingham
castle, at which time her son, Edward the Third, was holding a parliament in the town. In 1357,

a parliament was held here, when it was enacted, that whatsoever cloth-workers of Flanders or

otlier foreign countries would come and reside in England, might do so peaceably, and should have

convenient places assigned them accordingly, with certain privileges thereunto attached ; and, that.
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until they could provide for themselves,, the king would be surety for what they might want. It

was likewise enacted, that wool of English growth should not be exported ; and that none should

wear cloth of foreign manufacture, except the king and royal Tamily.—Is the monarch that thus

sets an example in his own person and family of attachment to foreign over domestic manufactures,

most worthy of a crown or an axe ?

1357. A gentleman who subscribes for this history, to whom the author is personally a

stranger, has sent the following article, which he says he copied from Astle's Records of the Tower,

which work, the author not having reference to, he gives tlie anecdote as he received it :
—" Ther*

" is a curious record of pardon in the Tower of London granted to Cecily Ridgeway, who refusing

" to plead guilty of murdering her husband, at Nottingham assize, A. D. 1357, was remanded

" back to prison, and remained forty days without sustenance, for which miraculous preservation

" she obtained this pardon, under the great seal of England."

In 1376, Sir Peter de la Mare, speaker of the House of Commons, was committed prisoner to

Nottingham castle by Edward the Third, for having made Alice Pierce, the king's mistress, the

object of his reproach for her overbearing and abandoned conduct, where he remained till the

beginning of the next reign. It is worthy of remark, that, about this time, a law was passed

forbidding any common whore to wear a hood, except it was of various colours, or any fur, except

upon garments worn the wrong side outwards.

This infraction upon Magna Charta, being suffered to pass with impunity, induced Richard the

Second, the succeeding monarch, to root up the whole liberties of the people at one stroke, and he

too chose Nottingham as the scene of action ; so dangerous it is for the people to wink at inroads

being made in their liberties.

In 1387, Richard having determined to establish arbitrary power, if possible, he tlierefore

summoned his council, composed of favorites and men imbued with the worst of crimes, to meet at

Nottingham for the furtherance of his wicked views. He summoned the judges to assist him with

their authority, and the sheriffs of the counties and principal citizens of London to wait upon his

orders. The judges were, Robert Tresilian, Lord Chief Justice, Robert Belknap, John Holt^

Roger Fulthorp, William de Burgh, and John Lockton, the king's serjeant-at-law. These

mercenary lawyers (and, notwithstanding their example, the bench is not always free from such

like) these worst of traitors drew up an instrument, and rendered it formal by their signatures,

which declared, that the fourteen commissioners appointed by the preceding parliament, to control

the public expenditure, had no right to exercise any authority, and that those who procured the

commission merited death ; that those who attempted to abridge the royal prerogative were traitors;

that the king had a right to assemble and govern parliaments at his will, and if any member thereof

attempted to contravene his orders, to be deemed guilty of high treason ; that the Lords and

Commons had no right to impeach any of the judges or officers of state in parliament contrary to

the king's will ; that the king was above the law, &c. As soon as this instrument was signed.

Judge Belknap exclaimed, " Now I want nothing but a horse, a hurdle, and a halter to take me to

" the gallows, which, after all, I could not possibly avoid ; for, had I not complied, I must have

" died here; and now that 1 have, I deserve to die for having betrayed my country." Richard
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commanded the sheriffs to cause such men to be returned to the ensuing- parliament as he should

name ; and likewise that they should immediately set about raising soldiers to act against the

opposing barons and the discontented people ; and of the citizens of London he demanded money

for the furtherance of his projects ; but the citizens and sheriffs disregarded what he said, while

the judges were shortly after convicted of high treason for having sacrificed the liberties of the

people to the caprice of a king. Tresilian was hanged at Tyburn, and the others were permitted

to exist in poverty and wretchedness, until their own guilt and degradation cut asunder the thread

of life. But, as the circumstances of this affair are to be met with in every good history of the

country, I shall only add, that the people, headed by the patriotic barons, were more attached to

their liberties, than to the arbitrary measures of a king, or the wicked counsels of his ministers ;

therefore the latter failed in their plans.

In 1393, the same thrifty monarch sent Sir William Standon, mayor of London, and William

Mansfield and Thomas Newington, sheriffs thereof, prisoners to Nottingham, for that the city had

refused to lend the said Richard a thousand poi(nds. He also removed the court of King's Bench
to York, and the court of Chancery to Nottingham, where they remained until the Londoners had

compromised the matter with the king, and regained their charter. In 1397, Richard summoned
the peers of the realm to meet him at Nottingham on the 1st of August.

In 1461, Edward the Fourth, after having had the crown conferred upon him by the public

voice, rendezvoused at Nottingham, and collected an army to support his cause, whence he marched
to Newark to attack the Duke of Exeter; but the latter retired at his approach, when the king

returned, and, according to some writers, marched hence previous to the dreadful battle of Towton,

where nearly 36,000 men were slain. On the 31st of March, 1470, the same Edward issued

a proclamation from his court at Nottingham, denouncing the Duke of Clarence, his brother, and
the Earl of "Warwick, traitors and rebels. In September following, Edward again Hastened to

Nottingham, to collect what army he could to act against Warwick, who had become formidable

through the king's numerous follies and vices. Warwick however being determined to allow the

king as little time as possible to collect means of defence, he therefore proceeded from Dartmouth
to within two or three miles of Nottingham, in hopes of forcing the king to an immediate battle

;

but, the latter being advised by Lord Hastings of his danger, set out the same night with a slight

attendance and proceeded to Lynn, where he embarked for Holland, and his army submitted to

Warwick the next morning.

Richard the Third, dnring his short reign, chiefly held his court at Nottingham, whence he
marched to meet the Earl of Richmond, afterwards Henry the Seventh, previous to the memorable
battle of Market-Bosworth, which was fought on the 22d of August, 1485. And preparative to the

battle of Stoke, which was fought on the 16th of June, 1487, in favor of the pretender, Lambert
Simnel, Henry the Seventh held a council at Nottingham to determine upon the proper steps to

be taken.

In 1643, the political events of this year, and their consequent termination, add much to the

character of Nottingham, as an important part of the kingdom ; and to the character of the

kingdom, as an important portion of the world : they were nothing less than that of the king's'o
3 B
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hoisting the standard of war against the people ; and the people hoisting the ensigns of war against

the king, which ended in the loss of his head, and the erection of a pdwerful commonwealth.

—

Charles the First arrived at Nottingham, on the 10th of July, where he attempted to strengthen

his interest by all possible means of artifice and influence. He summoned the nobility, gentry, and

freeholders of the county to appear before him at the castle, and to whom he made the same

profession and protestations as he had just before made to the citizens of York ; which were, that

he would not attempt to usurp any illegal authority ; and would support them against any such

attempts in others. But his audience were more disposed to credit their eyesight than their

hearing ; for, what he pledged himself not to do, they daily saw him doing; therefore he received

more promises than substantial helps. Indeed it seems singular how Charles could expect other

treatment from men that preferred rational liberty to oppression, for, the day after his arrival at

Nottingham, he made known his intention of reducing Hull by force of arms; which circumstance,

along with another which happened about the same time, namely, the Earl of Warwick's seizing a

ship laden with warlike stores from Holland for the king's use, left no doubt of hisho«tile intentions,

notwithstanding his profes^ions to the contrary, A packet of letters had been seized too by Sir

John Hotham, coming from the queen, the contents of which gave a full display of the plot then

carrying on against the liberties of the people. And in the following September, when the Earl

of Essex iutreated the king, by various messages, to attend to the petition of parliament, which

prayed to come to an honorable adjustment to prevent the pending miseries, he possitively refused

to receive the petition. The treaty, began at Uxbridge, in 1644, was broken off, because the king

refused to comply with parliament's propositions respecting the militia, the freedom of religious

worship, and the distracted state of Ireland. And the treaty proposed by himself the year following,

when he was blocked up in Oxford,was not brought to an amicable conclusion through a timely

discovery of his treachery ; for it was proved, by letters found in Lord Digby's coach at the battle

of Sherborne, and others found in the pocket of a mitred warrior, slain at the battle of Sligo, that

he was complotting with the monstrous authors of the Irish massacre for their services to be

directed against the people of this country ; and that the treaty set on foot was only intended as a

sham to lull the people into false security until he should find an opportunity of applying the sword

to their throats. Yet, this is the being that hypocrisy has canonized as a saint ! Thousands have

been imposed upon by false colouring and false statements respecting the views and conduct of

Charles; hence their notions in considering him a martyr may be traced to the honorable

sympathies of the heart; but the man that has made himself acquainted with his crimes, and then

laments his end, certainly cannot be considered a friend to political and religious liberty.*

Historians have not agreed respecting the precise time at which Charles erected his standard in

support of arbitrary power, some contending that it was hoisted on the 22d of August, and others

on the 25th ; and, as the question so immediately connects itself with Nottingham, I thought it

worth a little inquiry. The following quotation from St. Mary's register will set the question at

j-est;
—" On Monday, August 22d, 1642, king Charles set up his standard at the castle." A

lu the case of FeltOD, who killed BuckiDgham, Chailes wished la revive the system of torture, to which the judges refused to assent.
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maltster of this town, o^ the name of Samuel Lawson, stated, on the trial of Charles^ that he saw

the standard brought from the castle and set up in the Hill-close ; that the king was present; and

thatj when the standard was erected, there was a proclamation made at the sound of drums and

trumpets. Deering, without having seen the article in the register, very properly reconciles

the business in the following words :
—" This difference of time and place may easily be

" reconciled by the unquestionable traditiott of persons yet living, who heard their fathers say, that

" thef standard was first erected on the highest turret of the old tower ; but that after a few days,

" people not resorting to it according to expectation, it was judged, that upon the account of the

" castle being a garrison, wbiere every body had not so free access to the standard as if it'was

" erected in an open place, it might be more proper to remove it out of the castle, which was

" accordingly done on the 25th of August, into the close adjoining to the north side of the wall of

" one of the outerward of the castle, then called the Hill-close, and afterwards for many years

" Standard-dose."

Deering further informs us, that, as soon as the standard was erected in Hill-close, the weather

became so tempestuous as to blow it down and prevent its re-erection for several days, which

caused many people to consider that heaven had declared agaihst the 'royal cause. And Chaiiles

soon found, that the standard had no more charms of enticement in the close than it had on the

castle ; for, though he was very profuse in the distribution of promises and commissions, the people

came not near him, so that at a general muster he found his supporters consist only of eleven or

twelve hundred men, the far greater part of whom he had brouglit from the north. And had the

parliament, at this time, been as active in military affairs asthey were tenacious of the people's

liberties, Charles would either have been made prisoner,' or driven almost friendless out of the

kingdom, for they had an army of considerable comparative strength within about fifty miles of

Nottingham. This favorable opportunity they, however, lost ; and the king left this town about

the middle of September for Derby, Stafford, Leicester, and Shrewsbury, at the latter of which

places he erected a mint to coin the plate into money which had been sent from the University of

Oxford.

In 1643, Captain Hotham, son to Sir John Hotham, the celebrated governor of Hull, was

brought prisoner to Nottingham, being charged with carrying on a correspondence with the.

royalists ; and, after his escape, and the protection he met with from his father at Hull, they both

were arrested by order of parliament dnd conveyed to London, where they fell victims to their own
versatility. In 1645, parliament voted a thousand pounds to the Nottingham cavalry for their

gallant conduct at the battle of Chester. The same year the Scottish army was at Nottingham,

whence it was ordered to the siege of Newark, where it got the king into its power, and, after the

surrender of Newark, marched with him to Newcastle. At this place the Scots gave up the king

to the English commissioners appointed by parliament to receive him, consisting of the Earls of

Pembroke and Denbigh, Lord Montague, Sir James Harrington, Sir John Holyland, Sir Walter

Earl, Sir John Cook, Mr. Crew, and Mr. G. Brown, and received in consideration thereof two

hundred thousand pounds, as half of the arrears due to the said army for its services. I'his was in

1646, and the king was marched prisoner through Nottingham on his way to Holmby -bouse in
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Northamptonshire. Prom the time that Charles left Nottingham in 1642^ to the day of his death,

the civil authority of the town rested in the hands of a committee.

From the death of the king the events connected with Nottingham merit no notice here, except

those already related under other heads, until we arrive at that epoch, the mere mention of which

makes every patriotic heart palpitate with joy ; and in the events of which it was destined for

Nottingham to take so conspicuous; a part. The conduct of James the Second, facing truly

characteristic of a Stuart, had driven the people to the necessity of recurring to the first principles

of pohtical power, namely, that of choosing a government after their own liking ; and the first

open act for revolutionizing the state, took place at Nottingham on the 23d of November, 1688, by

the issuing of the following-declaration :

—

"We the nobility, gentry, and commonality, of these northern countries, assembled at Nottingham

"for the defence of the laws, religion and properties, according to the freeborn liberties and

" privileges descended to us from our ancestors, as the undoubted birthright pf the subjects of this

" kingdom of England, (aot doubting bnit the infringers and invaders of our rights will represent

" us to, the rest of the nation in the most malicious dress they can put upon lis) do here unanimously

" think it our duty to declare to the rest of our protestant fellow subjects, the grounds of our

" present Undertaking. : '

" We by innumerable grievances made sensible that the very fundamentals of our religion,

" liberties^ and properties, are about to be rooted out by a Jesuitical privy council, as it has been

" of late too apparent. 1st. By the king's dispensing- with all the established laws at his pleasure.

" 2d. By displacing all officers out of all offices of trust and advantage, and placing others in their

" room that are known papists, deservedly made incapable by the established laws of this land.

—

" 3d, By destroying the charters of most corporations in the land. 4th. By discouraging all

" persons that are not papists, and preferring such as turn to popery. 5th. By displacing all

" honest and conscientious men judges, unless they Would contrary to their consciences, declare

" that to be law which was merely arbitrary. 6th. By branding all men with the name of rebels

" that but offered to justify the laws in a legal course against arbitrary proceedings of the king, or

" any of his corrupt ministers. 7th. By burthening the nation with an army, to maintain (he

" violation of the rights of the subject, and by discountenancing the established religion. 8th. By
" forbidding the subjects the benefit of petitioning, and construing them libellers, so rendering the

" laws a nose of wax, to serve their arbitrary ends, and many more such like, too long here to

" enumerate.

" We being thus made sensible of the arbitrary and tyrannical g-overnment, that is by the

" influence of jesuistical counsels comjng upon us, do unanimously declare, that not being willing

" to deliver our posterity over to such a condition of popery and slavery, as the aforesaid oppressions

" do inevitably threaten ; we will to the utmost of our power, oppose the same, by joining with the

" prince of Orange (whom we hope God Almighty has sent to rescue us from the oppressions

" aforesaid) and will use our utmost endeavours for the recovery of our almost ruined laws, liberties,

" and religion, and herein we hope all good protestant subjects, will, with their lives and fortunes,

" be assistant to us, and not be bugbeared with the opprobrious terms of rebels, by which they
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'^ would affright us to become perfect slaves to their tyrannical insolences and usurpations ; for we
" assure ourselves that no rational and unbiassed person will judge it rebellion to defend our laws

" and religion^ which all our princes have at their coronation sworn to do ; which oath, how well

" it hath been observed of late, we desire a free parliament may have the consideration of.

" We own it rebellion to resist a king that governs by law ; and he was always accounted a

" tyrant that made his will the law, and to resist such a one we justly esteem no rebellion, but a

" necessary defence ; and on this consideration we doubt not of all honest men's assistance ; and
" humbly hope for, and implore the great God's protection, who turneth the hearts of his people

" as pleaseth him best, it having been observed that people can never be of one mind without his

" inspiration, which has in all ages confirmed that observation : Vox populi vox Dei.

" The present restoring the charters, and reversing the oppressing and unjust judgment given

" on the fellows of Magdalen college, is plain, are but to still the people, like plumbs to children,

" by deceiving them for a while ; but if they shall by this stratagem be fooled, till this present

" storm that threatens the papists be passed, as soon as they shall be resettled, the former oppression

" will be put on with greater vigour ; but we hope, in vain is the net spread in the sight of the

'' birds : For the papist old rule is, that faith is not to be kept with hereticks, as they term

" protestants, though the popish religion is the greatest heresy : And queen Mary's so ill observing

" her promises to the Suffolk men, that helped her to the throne, and above all the pope's dispensing

" with the breach of oaths, treaties, or promises at his pleasure, when it makes for the holy church,

" as they term ; these we say are such convincing reasons to hinder us from giving credit to the

" aforesaid mock shews of redress, that we think ourselves bound in conscience to rest on no
" security that shall not be approved by a freely elected parliament, to whom under God we refer

" our cause."

Among the exalted characters that signed this Declaration were, the Earl of Devonshire, the

Earl of Stamford, Lord Howe, Lord Delamere, and Charles Hutchinson, Esq. half brother to

Colonel Hutchinson, who bought the Owthorp estate of the Colonel's widow. Lord Delamere was

son to Sir George Booth, whose life had been saved by the generosity of our renowned Colonel, and

who had contributed to save the latter's life, in return, at the restoration.—Princess, afterwards

Queen, Anne, was among the worthies at this town on the memorable occasion we are speaking of;

she having made her escape from Whitehall for that purpose, and was conducted hither by the

Bishop of London, the Earl of Dorset, «&c.

The following postscript to a letter, written by Edward Roberts, secretary to James, and which

is: dated the 20th of November, and directed to George Langford, Esq. mayor of this town, will

shew the cowardly shifts a tyrant has recourse to, when he dreads the consequence of his crimes :

it is in the following words :
—" P. S. By the account from Salisbury, of this day's date, we are

" informed that upon the muster of the three regiments that were drawn towards the Prince of

" Orange, there wanted not above an hundred men ; we hear, likewise, that the Lord Delamere,

•' with seven other lords in confederacy, are raising forces to join the Prince of Orange, and that

*' they intend to rendezvous at Nottingham, of which I thought fit to advise you, and to desire

" you to use all your endeavours to prevent the dissenters concurrence icith the7n ; they have

5 C
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" hitherto kept them&elves free, and 'tis certainly their duty and interest so to do : it may be of

" very ill consequence if the magistracy of your town countenance them ; as any thing falls out
'' worthy of communication, le* me hear from you, as you shall from me, how matters go."*

Mr. Langford saw through James's fears and hypocrisy, as he had previously seen through his

crimes ; and, instead of attending- to his intreaties^ he contributed all in his power to his de-

thronement.

To shew the temper and disposition of the inhabitants of Nottingham at that time, we will give

the following quotation from Deering, which every man in the British empire, and particularly

every Nottingham man, ought to be in possession of, and hold in liigh veneration :

—

" There are men still living in this town who well remember, that above ten days before the

'• foregoing declaration was made public, the Duke of Devonshire^ the Earl of Stamford, the Lord
" Howe, and other noblemen, and abundance of gentry of the county of Nottingham, resorted to this

" town, and went to meet one another at their respective inns, daily increasing in number, and
" continued at Nottingham till the arrival of Lord Delamere, with between 4 and 600 horse; this

" nobleman quartered at the Feathers inn,f whither all the rest of the noblemen and gentlemen

" came to meet him ; and till this time the people of the town were unacquainted with the result of

" these frequent consultations, when the above-mentioned lord, after he had staid a while in the

" town, having a mind to try the disposition of the populace, on a sudden ordered the trumpets to

" sound to arms, giving out that the king's forces were within four miles of Nottingham, whereupon
" the whole town was itt'alarm, multitudes who had horses mounted and accoutred themselves with

" such arms as they had, whilst others in vast numbers, on foot appeared, some with fire-locks,

" some with swords, some with other weapons, even pitchforks not excepted ; and being told of

" the necessity of securing the passage over the Trent, they immediately drew all the boats that

" then were near at hand, to the north bank of that river, and with them, and some timber and

" boards on the wharf, with barrels and all the frames of the market-stalls, barricaded the north

" side of the Trent. My Lord Delamere and his party, well pleased with the readiness of the

" people to give their assistance, his lordship sent his men and some officers to the Prince of Orange,
" but himself, with a few officers, staid till the next day, being Saturday, which is the principal

" market-day, when he, the Duke of Devonshire, the Lord Howe, &c. appeared at the Malt-cross,

" and in the face of a full market, the Lord Delamere, in a speech, declared to the people, the

" danger their religion and liberty were in under the arbitrary proceedings of the king, and

" that Providence had sent his Highness the Prince of Orange, under God, to deliver them from

" popery and slavery, for which reason, according to the prince his declaration, they were for a

" free parliament, and hoped their concurrence ; this was seconded by a speech of the Duke of

" Devonshire, and also of the Lord Howe, which was followed by the shouts of the people, who
" cried out ' a free parliament ! afree parliament !' This done. Lord Delaware departed to

" follow his troops, whilst the duke, and Lord Howe, made it known that they were for raising

* If Roberts undel'stood poliiics do better than be did composition, no wonder at his having belonged to the losing sidt:

t The Fvatber's ion is now a private bouse, and stands near the top, and on (he west side of Wheeler-gate.
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'• horse in defence of their liberty, and would list such as were willing to be entertained, whereupon
" upwards of an hundred men, who offered themselves, were entered that same day."

How the heart gladdens, with the retrospect, when we contrast thfe conduct of the inhabitants of

Nottingham towards Charles, when he appealed to them in support of arbitrartf power, and

towards the above patriotic noblemen and gentlemen when they appealed to them against arbitrary

poicer, and in support of the primeval rights of man !—they were dead to the orders of

despotism, and alive to the calls of liberty !—the one stunned them with its senseless clatter and

somnolent hum^ and the other roused them to generous action by its charms and its cheers

!

Though the triumph of liberty was complete, as far as the people's right to change a bad

government for a good one was concerned, yet in Nottingham, as in many other places, prejudice

brooded over the embers of despotism, and in 1715, the nearly smothered flame burst forth here in

a very remarkable manner ; for Thomas Hawksley, then mayor of the town, was committed to the

house of correction by one of his brother magistrates, on the oath of one Mather, for having

drank success to the pretender, on his bare knees in his oton house .* he was also divested of his

magisterial authority, and another alderman, was immediately invested with the office of mayor.

—

This mad jacobite instituted three suits against the magistrate that signed his commitment, with

the hope of recovering damages for false mprisonment ; but the only recompense he got was that

of having to pocket the disgrace, and to pay the costs, which amounted to more than two thousand

pounds.

While Mr. Hawksley lay in durance vile he was visited by all the jacobite quality within many
miles, who congratulated him for having so boldly asserted the cause of their absent idol. The
bed whereon he slept in prison was made of green damask, and the curtains belonging to it were

afterwards partly converted into a flag, which was long after borne about by the high church party,

as they called themselves, on public political occasions. This circumstance^ however, gave a death

blow to the influence of that party in the corporation.

Mr. Hawksley was a descendant of a Norman family that settled here at the conquest, and durino-

ages followed the business of malting. His picture, as taken in his magisterial robles, was in the

possession of his grand-nephew, the late Mr. John Hawksley, whom we have previously had

occasion to mention : it was in a high state of preservation ; and the writer hereof, alon"- with the

gentleman that possessed it and from whom these particulars were principally obtained, have often

viewed it with a mixture of admiration and disgust.

In 1724, in the night of the 7th of February the office of Mr. Henry Morris, town clerk, in St.

Mary's-gate, took fire, when many original and otherwise valuable records were consumed belonging

to the corporation.

In 1736, during the month of May one hundred and four persons were buried in St. Mary's

parish that had died of the small pox, and proportionate numbers died in the other two parishes.

• Mr. Hawksley, at the time, was proprietor and occupier of a house, long known as the Eagle and Cliihl inn, at the north-west corner of Cbaf »T-

bar; and, to commemorate the event, the date of the year wa« engraven upon one of the stones whh which the building is embellished, and wMch is

to be seen at the present time.
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In 1739, a spirited address to the representatives of the town was sent from the electors,

instructing the former to vote against placemen and pensioners sitting in the House of Commons,

which article contained a well written description of the evils resulting to the country from such

vermin being permitted to sit in that house, and that too contrary to a positive law passed in the

reign of queen Anne.

In 174'5, /Nottingham took but little share in supporting the government against the rebellion

which was raised this year, under the immediate command of Charles Stuart, the pretender to the

throne, except that of furnishing recruits for the Duke of Kingston's light horse ; three butchers

among whom, it is said, slew fourteen of the enemy in the battle CuUoden.

From this regiment bearing the above distinctive name, it has been generally thought that it was

raised at the expense of that nobleman ; but the following list of the principal subscribers, with

the sums annexed, will shew the fallacy of such an opinion :

—

His Grace the Duke of Kingstoa ^£1000

His Grace the Duke of Newcastle 1000

His Grace the Duke of Norfolk 210

Right Honorable Earl Fitzwilliam 200

Right Honorable Lord Byron .-.--.-- 210

Right Honorable Lord Middleton - 400

Right Honorable Lord Robert Sutton -.-..- 200

Right Honorable Lord Howe ........ 200

Ladj' Howe, senior ......... lOO

Honorable John Mordaunt . .,. - . . . 200 O
Sir George Savile .......... 157 10

John Thornhaugh, Esq. ......... 157 10

Lord Charles Cavendish ......... 2OO

William Li?inz, Esq. ......... loO

Sir Charles Molyneus ......... 100

Right Honorable Countess of Oxford ...... 200

Abel Smith, Esq. banker, of this town, was treasurer; and the total amount of the subscription

he received was £8326 10s. 6d. ; and, when the whole expenses of the regiment were discharged,

there remained a balance in Mr. Smith's hands, which enabled the managers of tlve fund to make

a dividend of seven shillings in the pound to the subscribers.

In the Northampton Mercury of the 28th of October, 1745, we find the following letter:

" Nottingham, October 13, 1745.

" Last night came in here 72 carriages belonging to the artillery, 18 baggage waggons, 16

" cannons, 2 morters, 200 mattrosses, 500 Dutch, and 200 English foot, with Wade's regiment of

" horse complete. The artillery lay all night in the Market-place, where thousands flocked to see

" it. This morning thej set forward for the north. The horse marched with their scull-caps and
" breastplates on, their swords new ground, and every thing in order as if they were to have
" engaged the enemy directly."

In 1749, a remarkable storm of hail fell in this town and neighbourhood on the 15th of Mav,

which did considerable damage, many of the stones measuring four inches in circumference.
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In 1755, tlie northern lights, or Aurora Borealis, were first recorded as having' been seen

hereabouts. The first account we find of these meteorological phenomena is given by Matthew of

Westminster, in t'Wi' following words :
—"On the first of January, 743, certain fiery streamers

" were seen in the air, &uch as men, then living, had never beheld before." We read in other

authors of these phenomena appearing in 1574, 1707, 1716, and 1737. They were also seen

very frequently about the beginning of the American war, when superstition converted them into

forerunners of disastrous events. The height of these meteors from the earth has been computed

by the Marquis Polini and M. Marian to be 464 English miles.

Various philosophers have endeavoured to account for the appearance of these meteors ; but the

theory presented by Dr. Franklin to the Academy of Sciences at Paris in 1779, has been the most

generally assented to, and which is, that these meteors spring from the action of congregated

particles of electricity. The following extract from the Doctor's paper on this subject will tend

to illustrate the position :
—" The great quantity of vapour rising between the tropics, forms clouds,

" which contain much electricity ; some of them fall in rain, before they come to the polar regions.

" Every drop brings down some electricity with it ; the same is done by snow or hail, and the

" electricity so descending, in temperate climates, is received and imbibed by the earth. If the

" clouds are not sufficiently discharged by this gradual operation, they sometimes discharge

" themselves suddenly by striking into the earth, where the earth is fit to receive their electricity.

" The earth in temperate and warm climates is generally fit to receive it, being a good conductor.

" The humidity contained in all the equatorial clouds that reach the polar regions, must there

*' be condensed, and fall in snow. The great cakes of ice that eternally cover those regions may
" be too hard frozen to permit the electricity, descending with that snow, to enter the earth. It

" may therefore be accumulated upon that ice. The atmosphere being heavier in the polar

" regions than in the equatorial, will be lower, as well from that cause, as from the smaller effect

" of the centrifugal force : consequently the distance of the vacuum above the atmosphere will be
" less at the poles than elsewhere, and probably much less than the distance (upon the surface of the

" globe) extending from the pole to those latitudes in which the earth is so thawed as to receive

"ami imbibe electricity. May not then the great quantity of electricity brought into the polar

" regions by the clouds, which are condensed there, and fall in snow, which electricity vfould enter

" the earth, but cannot penetrate the ice ; may it not, as a bottle overcharged, break through that

" low atmosphere, and run along in the vacuum over the air towards the equator; diverging as the
-" degrees of longitude enlarge ; strongly visible where densest, and becoming less visible as it

" more diverges ; till it finds a passage to the earth in more temperate climates, or is mingled with

"upper air? If such an operation of nature were really performed, would it not give all the

" appearance of an Aurora Borealis f And would not the Auroras become more frequent after

"the approach of winter; not only because more visible in longer nights, but also because in

" summer the long presence of the sun may soften the surface of the great ice cakes, and render

" them conductors, by which the accumulation of electricity in the polar regions will be prevented,

'" in this season of the year." Admitting the Doctor's hypothesis to be a just one, (and it certainly

bears the strongest evidence which deduction from philosophical principles can produ.ce,). it will

5 D
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follow, as a natural conclusiorij that, in proportion as electric matter is borne down by elementary

concretions upon those vast fields of ice, which occupy so large a space in the polar regions ; and,

as they are rendered conducting bodies by the heat of the sun, or repellant otves by the intensity

of the frost, so the meteors we are speaking of will be more or less visible.

1761. Tuesday, the 22d of September being the day appointed for the coronation of George

the Third, and Charlotte, his consort, the inhabitants of Nottmgham joined in the national festivity.

The morning was ushered in by the ringing of bells; and at ten o'clock avast concourse of people

attended divine service at St. Mary's, where a coronation anthem (composed by Mr. Wise the

organist) was sung by a large choir of performers, accompanied by an excellent band of music.

—

Service being over, the company retired to the Market-place, when a large company proceeded from

the Exchange-hall, and paraded the principal streets, with music playing and streamers waving, at

the head of which were the mayor and aldermen in their robes, and the sheriffs, chamberlains,

and common council in their corporate habiliments ; these were followed by the clergy, in their

canonicals ; and these again by gentlemen of horseback, &c. The above were attended by a

distinct company, consisting of all the woolcombers in the town, then pretty numerous, who had

streamers and a band of music of their own. The members of this fuddling fraternity were

uniformly dressed in Holland shirts, black breeches, white stockings, and wool wigs, with sashes

and cockades also of wool ; and one of the order on horseback represented the famous Bishop

I31aze in his episcopal robes ; this right reverend mimic making occasional halts to display his

oratorical powers. About two o'clock the company divided into parties, some going to the inns,

&c. and others retiring to arbors which had been erected in the streets for the purpose of

convivial enjoyment ; collections having been made among the wealthy with which to regale the

indigent ; and several sheep were roasted whole on the occasion. At night the town was

splendidly illuminated, and there was an exhibition of fire-works in the Market-place.

NoTTiMGHAMSHiiiE MiLiTiA—The Loudou Gazcttc of the 20th of December, 1759, contained

an invitation, signed Holies Newcastle, to the gentlemen of the county to meet at Mansfield, on the

8th of January following, to receive commissions to serve as officers in the militia, then in expec-

tation of being raised ; and also an invitation to the gentlemen of the town to meet at Nottingham

the succeeding day for the same purpose. But the parties concerned chose to pay the conditional

fine rather than raise the regiment, which they continued to do till the year 1775, when the

Nottinghamshire militia were embodied. And they were first marched out of this town on

Whit-Wednesday and Thursday, being the 10th and 11th of June, 1778, their route being- fw:

Hull. This regiment first beat up for recruits in this town on the 16th of June,' 1809.

In May, 1762, a framework-knitter residing in the neighbourhood, bought a piece of veal in our

shambles, took it home, and ordered his wife to roast it for dinner by twelve o'clock, which she did

accordingly ; but, he not coming home at the time, she set it by untouched. At four o'clock the

husband came home and brought a beef steak, which he ordered to be dressed for his dinner, saying

he should prefer it to the veal at that time. This order the wife also obeyed ; but, when he had. eaten

part of the steak, feeling himself unwell, he inquired what she had fryed it in, to which she

answered, " the veal dripping." " Then," said he, " I am a dead man ; for, having a mind to
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" poison you, I rubbed the veal over with arsenic." The wretch, in the utmost agony of body

and mind, expired shortly afterwards. What a just retribution upon the monster that could

deliberately plan and covertly attempt the murder of the altar-consecrated half of himself ! What a

proof of divine interposition and justice ! What a lesson to the vicious hearted among mankind !

In June, 1764:, Nottingham and its vicinity were visited with the most tremendous storm of

thunder and lightning ever remembered by the oldest inhabitant then living ; and the succeeding

month was as remarkable for the heavy, and almost incessant fall of rain. But the most

distinguished local occurrence of this year was the riot which took place at the great October fair

about the high price of cheese, which to this day is called the great cheese riot. The farmers

asked from twenty-eight to thirty shillings per hundred, v/\nch, so exasperated the people that their

violence burst forth like a torrent—cheeses were rolled down Wheeler-gate and Peck-lane^, ia

abundance ; many others were carried away ; and the mayor, in his anxiety to restore peace, was

knocked down with one in the open fair. The fifteenth regiment of dragoons, or " Elliott's light

" horse,"* were sent for ; and, by their officious and mischievous conduct, they acquired the hatred

of Nottingham, the consequence of which many of them/eZf. One man, William Egglestone of

Car-Colston, while on his duty tending the cheese (as is customary for men to do on the part of the

owners after the close of day) was killed on the spot, and the lives of many more peaceable

characters were endangered by the firing of a party of these cowardly savages who were headed by

a corporal of the name of Rouse, a native of the town. But why such a laxity of command among

the officers ; or whether this wretch was ordered to parade about with a few men as a measure of

precaution, I cannot pretend to say ; certain it is however, that many men were imprisoned on

suspicion of being concerned in the riot, but who were afterwards liberated by the magistrates^

principally on the ground of clemency.

In 1769, died Mrs. Butler, aged 92. It is remarkable that this lady resided, during the whole

other long life in Narrow-marsh, her family giving the name to a conn in that street.

1770, in April, much rejoicing took place here on account of the liberation of the celebrated

John Wilkes, Esq. from the King's Bench prison, after the repeated prosecutions and persecutbns

he had undergone for having advocated the people's rights
;
particularly in having established the

illegality of general warrants, in a verdict which he obtained against Wood, under secretary of

state, with £1000 damages, for entering, or causing his house to be entered without a specific

warrant ; and by another verdict he obtained against Lord Halifax, secretary of state, with ^£4000^

damages, for having seized upon his papers by the same illegal means.

Many years previous to this time, the bakers of this town hac) been permitted by the corporatioa

to stack their oven fuel upon Tollhouse-hill^ where the Lambley hospitals, &c. now stand, which,

fuel consisted principally of gorse. During this summer, the whole range was set on fire and

consumed ; and, as the conflagration raged chiefly in the night, great alarm was excited many
miles around, till the truth was fully known.

* It is wortliy ofTemaik, tliat this regioieut Was formed out of the Dolie of KingslonTt liglU hors« in tbe jrear 1746..
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In June this year, onfe Dominick Lazarus walkfedtwenty^iive tittres round the race gitnmd in

ten hoars and thrfee qlijfrters for a vva'ger 'of four guineas; which was 'thdtfght an extraordinary

performant'e^ the distance being something rtibre thati 'fifty miles.

In 1777, as some workmen were digging on StAndard-hilJ, they found a 'number of butnah

bones, in a high state of prese'rvation, along with a dagger^ and a piece of silver and a piece of

-copper coin, the legend on the latter of which was, Thomas C/u shire, at the King's Head, For&-

'Street, 1669, his halfpennt/. By what fortuitous circumstance this to/cere found its Way into the

Sanctuary of these bones, it wouM be a folly now to attempt to conjecture, as from the name of

the street upon it, it was probably issued in London. As to the bones, along with others found

when Standard-hill was built upon, there is little doubt of their having lain there ever since the

trme when the admirable Hutchinson commanded the castle.

1783. In the summer of this year, a boy of thirteen years of age, whose name Was Thomas

Hudson, fell from a projectment of the castle rock into one of tlie gardens belo^, without receiving

any material injury, though he fell at least an hundred feet : he was gathering gilliflowers, which

used to grow plentifully upon the rock'.

On the 30th of July, 1784, a catastrophe took place which caused great mourning and

consternation : the Wilford ferry-boat was upset with eleven market-people on board, six of whom

were drowned.

In August, 1785, the large mace, borne before the mayor at ail corporate processions, was stolen

out of the house of the late Mr. William Howitt, (then mayor,) on Beastmarket-hill. The raaae

v/as suffered to hang in one of the front rooms on the ground floor, and therefore, as it could be

seen by the common passengers, it was pointed out as an object of cupidity by two wicked and

designing characters, one of whom was afterwards admitted evidence against the other. The

window shutters of the room were put together during the setting-in of the evening by one of the

depredators, as was very probably suspected, which caused them to remain unsecured in thc-inside,

because the circumstance escaped the notice of the servants. Therefore the entrance was quite

easy ; and so eager were the plunderers of their priae, that they omitted to carry off two hundred

pounds worth of plate, which was in a cupboard near to where the mace hunig. The thieves were

detected in consequence of their not knovVing how to separ'ate the gold from the silver, after tlie

whole had been melted down ; and James Shipley was subsequently convicted of the burglary, and

was sentenced to seven years transportation ; but he made his escape from the coach which was

conveying him to Portsmouth, and, after many adventures, made his way into -France, where he

staid till after the revolution, and then returned to Nottingham.

In 1788, on the 12th of May a serious riot took place, on account of the high price of butchers'

meat ; the doors and shutters in the shambles were taken into the Market-place and burnt, along

with many of tlie butchers' books ; and much meat was carried away. The temperate and

conciliatory interference of the magistrates soon put an end to these results of error and

despa.ir.

The 7th of June, Lieutenant Bright, of the Nottinghamshire militia, having spent the evening

with his brother officers, retired to his lodgings on the Long-row, when, having been in his sleeping
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room, as was supposed, some time, suspicion arose in the house that all was not right ; and^ on

some persons entering the room, he was found in a state of insensibility and enveloped in flames,

the misfortune having occurred, as was generally believed, from his having sat down, after he was

undressed for bed, by which means the candle and his linen came in contact. It was remarked at

the time, that he had recently introduced into the town the, since, universal fashion of wearing

braces to the breeches ; and tliat, probably, these obstructed his disengaging himself from the

flames.

1791, during the summer, was played, what is called, the great cricket match, which was

thus occasioned. A Colonel Churchill happening to be quartered here with his regiment, was

struck with the superior activity of the Nottingham cricketplayers ; added, to which, their fame

was already up by having won several matches. Tlie colonel sent a challenge to the Mary-Ie-

bonne club to play for a considerable sum j which challenge being accepted, eleven noblemen and

gentlemen, with the Earl of Winchelsea gt their head, came to Nottingham to play. But,

notwithstanding the Nottingham players excited the admiration and applause of their opponents^

they had no chance of success, as the system of playing adopted by the Mary-le-bonne club was

that which is now in use, and with which the Nottingham men were till then unacquainted.

In the autumn of this year, a riot took place in Nottingham, which would scarcely have been

worth notice, had it not been for the whimsicality of the result. Some measure being about to be

adopted by the principal hosiers inimical to the two-needle stocking-makers, about two hundred of

whom therefore met in the town, at an appointed time, from the neighbouring villages, some

coming twelve or fifteen miles. When they were assembled in the Market-place, deputies were

chosen to form a committee, and a party, consisting of four or five, was sent to wait upon Mr.

Mark Huish, in St. James's-street, he being considered the leader and director among the hosiers.

This circumstance drew many of the countrymen to the outside of his house and warehouse, in the

hope of hearing " glad tidings" announced from his door; but this conduct Mr. Huish placed to

a riotous and intimidating account, and accordingly applied to the mayor (Mr. John Fellows, who
died the succeeding year,) for military protection. At this time a part, if not the Avhole, of the

regiment then universally known by the appellation of Troopers, or Oxford Blues, lay here; a

party of which was accordingly sent to protect Mr. Huish's person and properly, a post which

these lubberli/ heroes of the trencher seemed very proud of. After their arrival, the conference

between Mr. Huish and the stocking-makers was soon ended, to the dissatisfaction of the latter

;

and while one of the persons, who had waited upon Mr. Huish, was detaihng the nature and result

of the conference to his fellow-workmen that listened to him from the steps of the Malt-cross, a

party of the blues assailed the people, thus assembled, with drawn swords, and rode over the steps

of the cross ; the riot act having been previously read. This circumstance, though no doubt

intended to prevent a riot, was the cause of immediately creating one ; for, though the countrymen

were dispersed, they were joined in every direction by groups of townsmen, who ran towards the

scene of action from curiosity ; and shouting and derision were heard on every side. Night closed

in with settled darkness— the lamps were lighted— the troopers dashed about well-armed

—

irritation increased on both sides—the lamps in Chapel-bar were all broken—the heroes were

5 E
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assailed with a shower of stones ; and, pursuing their flying assailants up Chapel-bar^ they found

themselves most unexpectedly arrested in their progress of victory by a waggon placed across the

top of that street. Suffice it further to say, that a few heads and windows were broken ; and

that the troopers ensui-ed to themselves the hatred and contempt of the working men, both of the

town and county, the consequences of which they /eZ^ most severely during the winter, for it was

customary to see them loith- their faces as dark coloured as their coats. At length an order

came for their removal ; and, as the time of their going became known, and as they had to go down

Hollow-stone, which was then very narrow, the people planted themselves on the top of the rock

well provided with night soil in vessels, from the privies, with which they plentifully supplied the

troopers as they passed below. Henceforth, wherever they went, they were called the *******

troopers.

We have now arrived at a period when it is necessary to detail circumstances in our local

transactions which will require a very great share of prudence to prevent the spirit of parly from

disfiguring the fair page of the historian. Truth, however, shall be given to the utmost of my

power in obtaining it; and if, in detailing the outrages committed against law and individual safety,

some expressions of warmth should escape me, the reader will bear in mind, that, in order to be a

faithful historian, it is not necessary that the man who assumes that character should give up the

principles of patriotism and many other noble passions of the heart.

The blaze of opinion, which sprung from the American and French revolutions^ had made a

great alteration in the poHtical disposition of the people of England ; and no where more so than

in Nottingham. The town was divided into two hostile parties, under the appellations of

democrats and aristocrats ; theformer considering delegated authority as the only legal power,

and titles of nobility as so many excrescences upon the body politic which ought to be cut ofiF;

while the latter abandoned their rights as brother members of a community, and made

unconditional submission to the will of the king, the nobility, and clergy the controlling article of

their faith. Patriotism, in the natural acceptation of the word, became extinct for a time ; for the

democrats prayed for the overthrow of the arms of royalty wherever they might be engaged, or to

whatever kingdom or empire they might belong; and the aristocrats prayed for the destruction of

the friends of democracy, without ever considering the cause in which they were engaged. Both

parties were guilty of treason against the English constitution, as far as intention can constitute

treason ; the one against the liberties of the people, and the other against the aristocrasy and the

crown. But, however much at variance were the principles of these parties, their local practice was

equally so ; for while the democrats sought by every persuasive means, and by the circulation of

political pamphlets to gain proselites, (in which they were very successful) their opponents became

proportionately angry and revengeful ; the latter of which passions manifested itself so early as

December, 1792, when an incendiary letter was sent to Mrs. Carter, who kept the Sun inn, in

Pelham-street, the principal resort at that time of the democrats, threatening' to burn her house,

&c. if she continued to entertain ihem. This letter had no other effect than that of exciting; disgust

and exertion, and the winter and spring passed with mutual recrimination and street squabbles.

The war against the rising republic of France had now been determined on by the British
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ministers—they dreaded the progress which republican opinions were making, because of their

ready commixture with the principles long entertained and industriously propagated by the most

enlightened part of the British public in favor of an equal representation of the people : they

therefore, with William Pitt at their head, who had long been considered the champion of Englfsh

reformists, now became the focus of a monarchial European combination, for the purpose of stopping

the growth of political opinions ; and the restoration to the throne of France of the long detested

family of the Bourbons was made their sine qua non. And ministers, in order to obtain public

opinion in favor of their project, caused the pulpits and as much of the public press as they could

purchase and control, to teem with invectives against republicans and reformists ; with open

declarations, except the Bourbons were restored, that monarchy, aristocracy, and the established

religion of this country must all fall together. The fallacy and iniquity of the measures being seen

through by many most respectable characters, whose habits were those of peace, and whose political

opinions were founded on rational liberty, and consequently on the pure principles of the English

constitution ; they therefore, though they hitherto had not mixed in the political circles of the day,

now saw it a duty they owed to their country and to the well being of mankind in general, to make

a constitutional effort to stem the fatal torrent which was then flowing to break down every barrier

of human liberty, that universal despotism might be established on their ruins.

—

Peace was their

OBJECT ; AND THE GUARANTEE OF THE SACRED AND FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE, THAT ONE NATION HAS NO

RIGHT TO INTERFERE WITH THE INTERNAL CONCERNS OF ANOTHER. j^O, that the efforts of theSC WOrthicS

had been successful ! what a mass of misery would then have been spared to the human race !] On an

occasion of this sort, Nottingham was sure to be among the foremost of the provincial towns ; and

twenty-six gentlemen, of the description just given, signed a requisition to the mayor, calling upon

him to further, by the constitutional means in his power, a petition from the town founded on the

premises above named.* This conduct, by the more violent and ignorant of the war party, was

considered little short of treason, and these patriots were secretly marked out as victims to their

vengeance. We say, 63/ the more violent and ignorant of the war party ; because it ought ever

to be borne in mind, that many in this town, that, most likely, from mistaken opinions and over-

hasty conclusions, had become advocates of the Bourbon-restoring system, were directly averse to

the disgraceful measures pursued by the misguided and enfuriated men, that circumstances caused

to be ranked as belonging to their party,

The first victim marked out for sacrifice at the alta^ of ignorance was the late Mr. Joseph

Oldknow, alderman, who resided at the top of the piazzas on the Long-row ; and, in Aug-ust, 1793

his house was assailed in the open day with stones, &c. by an enfuriated mob. Mr. Oldknow was

a gentleman not to be trifled with—he remonstrated, but in vain—he told his assailants what they

might expect as a consequence of their outrageous conduct, for which they vomited forth vollies of

* The twentj-six gentlemen above aliutled to, subscribed the address in the following order:— Jolin Wright— William Rawson—Thomas Rawson

Francis Hart—Samuel Slatham—Roger Hunt—Tliomas W Watson—T. Smith—Charles Pennington— Francis F,vans—John Fellows— John

Tliorason— F. Wakefield— J. Hancock—Thomas Hawksley—Robert DBDison---Tbomas Oldknow---Henrjr HoUius— S. Hullfwaile—Joseph

Oldknow—George Coldham- —Josepb Lowe- B AUdis—N. Clayton-'-W. Howru—W. Hulhwaite.
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abuse and discharged flresb voUies of stones : he then discharged the contents of a blunderbuss

among- them^ which killed one man, and wounded six or seven. This resolute and constitutional

proceeding of Mr. Oldknow in defence of his property and his life, had the effect of immediately/

stopping the progress of these daring violaters of the law for a time, as no more mischief, of any?

material consequence, was committed this year, though much was in contempktien. But what a

dreadful state had the enfuriated passions of men led them to, when nothing short of: the last

means of self-defence, ichich an Englishman holds in right from the constitution, could convince

these depredators of their error! And if ever the time should arrive that Englishmen shall be

deprived of that right, they will have ceased to be any thing, except the slaves of oppression and

the cruel and passive instruments of its vengeance ; when, the sooner the name of their country is

blotted from the list of nations, the better for the rest of mankind.*

The succeeding winter, like the preceding one, passed with mutual disquietude between the

parties ; and the spring (which unfolds scenes of peace, happiness, and love, except in the bosom

of unsocial man,) but added to the passions of irritation. Government had proclaimed, that

opinions hostile to monarchy were making a rapid progress among the people ; and they called

upon those " that loved the church and king" to arm in their defence, which was done with avidity

throughout the country.f A few of the democrats of Nottingham formed a resolution of learning

the military discipline, and early in a morning repaired to Snenton plain for the purpose, were

they were drilled by an experienced character ; and, for want of muskets, they used sticks, which

were sarcastically called wooden guns. This measure, though it injured no man, was extremely

indiscreet, considering times and circumstances; for though every Englishman is constitutionally

considered a defender of his country, and is liable to be called upon and armed at any hour to repel

invasion, or suppress insurrection, which naturally implies both a right and necessity of learning

the use of arms; and though every Englishman has a right to possess fire-arms and to use them in

defence of his person, family, and property, under any circumstances of peril ; yet, as the

professions of the democrats were founded on the dissemination of information and maxims of self-

defence, the measure in question was unnecessary, and also extremely impolitic, because it furnished

their enemies with the means of charging the whole peace party with deception and dangerous

intentions, inasmuch as some of them were learning the use of arms, without the sanction of

government. If these men had purchased arms, instead of wasting their time in learning their use

when they had them not, the subsequent mischief might have been prevented ; for the ruffianly

cowards that composed the ducking mobs took especial care not to assail those houses which they

knew were protected with arms. The friends of war now appear to have began preparations for

* Since the above article jf as prepared for tlie press, I found, on re-examining a gentleman's letter to me on the subject of these outrages, the

following memorandum ;—" The town was disgraced by a most violent riot, on the 34ih July, 1T93 : the bloodhounds of war were upon the hunt in

" every direction. During these transactions, the writer of this letter was eye-witness to two young men, wifft ropes about their necka, in the

" middle of a ferocious mob dragging them to the pump. He also witnessed the distribution of money among the mob from the windows of respectable

" houses."

f The town of Nottingham raised one troop of yeomanry cavalry Ibis year ( 1T04) and the county raised three troops; the,whole under tliecommaad

of Anthony Hardolph Eyre, Esq. of Grove, near Retford.
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a systematic renewal of the violences of the previous summer : a committee was therefore formed

to prepare and regulate the modes of attack, and point out the objects thereof;* and the temper of

the mob was first tried upon two countrymen, that were led into trouble under the following

circumstances.

The rustics of Newthorpe^ like the sons of ignorance and prejudice in many other places, gave

a display of their loyalty, by hanging, shooting, and burning a bundle of straw, &c. which they, in

their manifest wisdom, intended to represent Thomas Paine, author of the " Rights of Man ;"

and when night came on, and these valiant men of JVewthorpe had expended all their ammunition,

they applied to Matthew Lindley, a shopkeeper in the hamlet, for a fresh supply, that their victory

over the bundle of straio might be rendered more signal. With this application Mr. Lindley

refused to comply, " because," said he, " the sun is set, and the law forbids any person to sell

powder after that time, for fear of accidents by fire." But as these heroes were alike strangers to

law, common sense, and common prudence, they broke Mr. Lindley's windows, and otherwise

damaged his property. In consequence of this, he applied for legal redress^ and himself and some

of the violators of the peace, were ordered to attend before the county magistrates, on a Saturday,

at the White Lion Inn, in Nottingham, at which place the magistrates used to meet for the

transaction of such business as might come before them; Mr. Lindley taking his brother Robert

with him as a witness. Suffice it so say further, that Mr. Lindley got no redress—that himself and

brother were forced into the centre of a lawless banditti, collected on the occasion in the inn yard,

whose passions were inflamed by those very persons that it was expected would have been punished

for their outrage at Newthorpe, and whose ferocity was rendered stronger by this display of

criminal impunity—that the two destined victims were borne by the mob into the Market-place,

under circumstances of personal injury which we need not describe; and that, while Mr. Lindley

had the good fortune- to escape into a shop on the Long Row, with the loss of one or both of his

coat-skirtsf his brother Robert was dragged to the Exchange pump, yvhere he was pumped upon
as long as the mob pleased, and otherwise treated according to their notions ofjustice.

* Many honorable men, of the party we are now speaking, blushing at the darliness of the deeds and the crimes tlms committed, have contended

-that no such committee was ever formed, no doubt believing most sincerely the assertions thus made ; but how easy would it be for me to convince them
of their error, for, did not priidence and a sense of moral duty forbid it, I could name every individual of that select body, the house at whicli they met

the personamonglhehi appointed to collect money secretly, for the purpose of engaging the ruffian navigators, then employed in cutting ihe canal, to aid

the still more despicable wretches in the town, in hunting down, ducking, destroying the property and endangering the lives of their neighbours, who
differed with them on matters of opinion. I could also name the wretch that was employed as an agent of this committee, to engage and marshal the

rioters, and who was furnished with the means of distributing ale, Ac. among them! lie was also occasionally employed as a scribe, m which capacity

ie wrote the inflammatory hand-bill which appeared on the 1st of July, 1794, the day previous to the commencement of the horrid scenes this year.

I afterwards became well acquainted with one, and, I believe, the best, of this committee, wAo, in our neighbourly conversations, when these scenes have

been mentioned, has often taken credit to himself for having informed several of the democrats to get out of the wag, when tlieif had ieen

selected to be ducked; (hough he never admitted to me that he was one of the committee, nor was such admission necessary, in order to the

establishment of the fact.

I have, however, made up my mind on the subject: I will do my duty as an historian, in briefly relating tlie leading circumsl.-iuces. but not a name
"among the aggressors shall be entered, as such, in this work ; because the preserving of those names would be a source of losal e'nniiij and strifelhrough

generations yet unborn, inasmuch as the descendants of the injured might occasionally upbraid the descendants of the injurers; nud thus, through

centuries, perpetuate animosity and discord—two hateful passions, which I pray to God, may, ere long, be laid in eternal sleep.

t This was the beginning of a system of abuse afterwards called spencering.

5 F
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But the great effort of violence was made on the 2d of July^as will be proved from the following

extracts from documents written on the subject,—Extract of a letter to the author from Mr. Robert

Denison, proprietor of the cotton mill^ then standing near Poplar-place, to the defence and

threatened injury of which the extract alludes :
—" July 2d, 1791, a ferocious mob made an attack

" upon the mill and demolished the windows. A man with a young- child on one arm and a

" firebrand in his right hand, set fire to the work-shops, which were consumed with much valuable

" timber. The adjoining tenements were much injured by the miscreants placing fire on the stairs

" and other parts of the houses." And again, " The mill was defended by several young men,

" most of them stocking-makers (who volunteered their services) and the three sons of the

proprietor; but such was the imbecility of the mayor, that he wrote to the proprietor

—

ihat
" THERE WAS NO SECURITY FOR THE LIVES OF THE YOUNG MEN IN THE MILL, UNLESS THEY WERE
" CONDUCTED BY A MILITARY ESCORT TO THE <OMM()N GA "L, IT BEING THE 0.\LY PLACE OF SAFETY."

I have three briefs in my possession superscribed by Kinderley and Long, Chancery-lane,

London, which are acknowledged by Messrs. Vaughan and Reader, and which were pleaded

from by those gentlemen at the Lent assizes in this town in 1793, in behalf of William Marriott

and Samuel Duckmanton, against three of the duckers, and from one of them the following extract

is given :
—" The temporizing and pusillanimous conduct of the chief magistrate and attending

" constables contributed very much to increase the fury and confidence of the mob—we are sorry

" to say, that it was sanctioned by men respectable for property, who ought to have known better

" than to fan the flame of civil insurrection, but whose weak heads and bad hearts were impenetrable

" to the sacred duty which they owed to the community and the law. The mayor was informed

" of the riot so early as about three o'clock in the aftiernoon on Wednesday the 2d July. He was

" with the mob shortly after attended by several constables,—not endeavouring to disperse them or

*' repress their outrageous violence, but witnessing with criminal apathy the excesses which they

" committed, and even joining them in their illegal purpose of searching for the arms which the

*' peaceable inhabitants kept for their own defence in times of similar commotions, under pretence

" that they were procured with sinister intentions against the state. The mob continued in the

" neighbourhood of Coalpit-lane with the chief magistrate among them till near five o'clock ;

" during which period houses were entered and searched, windows broken, and many persons

" dragged to adjacent pumps and ditches, where they were half drowned with water, or suffocated

" with mud, and otherwise beaten and cruelly treated; the mayor making no effort to protect thera.

•' Having carried on this scene of riot, insult, and brutality in this part of the town for abqut three

" hours, without a single aggressor being apprehended, the mob went towards Pennyfoot-stile

" with the same malevolent intentions, and searching houses, ducking, pumping, &c. were continued

" with the same relentless, or rather increased fury."

Many persons were ducked in the Leen and Canal, and John Relps, a highly respectable master

stocking- maker, lost his life in consequence of the ill treatment he received on the occasion ; npr

were the criminals punished for the murder. Posterity will scarcely believe that these monstrous

scenes were carried on for more than a week, with a few intervals of troubled repose, while this

Ji^Hry Green, this chief magistrate of a great and ancient corporate town^ was within call ; nay
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he was actually a spectator of the scenes three separate days ; and but a short distance from his

own house one man was actually uncovered by ^fury in the shape of a woman, while her worthy

associates of the other sex plied him with copious streams from a pump. A few of the common

ruffians received a little imprisonment, and there ended the course of criminal retributive justice;

nor was it material about punishing the petty agents in this nefarious business—it was on the head

of this Henry Green, this villanous mayor, that the whole weight of legal vengeance should have

fallen. But though he escaped the punishment of man, he was marked qut by the finger of heaven;

for, from being highly respected as a gentleman, from being an opulent hosier, a cotton-spinner,

and a brewer, he became in a short time alike a bankrupt in property and in fame. Though

dwelling in a very populous town, he became as isolated as an hermit, for he was shunned both b)f,

the virtuous and the vicious—by the former from a principle of honor, and by the latter from

motives of shame. He died of a broken heart when loant and guilt haunted him like two spectres

—and the winds of heaven dispersed his distressed and disconsolate family. Nay the foundation

of his house was uprooted, and one of the men who had been cruelly treated through his criminal

neglect, strewed pepper and salt upon the earth where it had stood.

In July too, of this year, a man named Isaac Rooke, who had lately been discharged from St.

Bartholomew's hospital, London, and was on his way to Chesterfield, was found in a close near

Nottingham to all appearance dead. Assistance being procured, he was taken to St. Peter's

church, for the purpose of having a coroner's inquest on the body, when as the people were about

to leave him, one of them perceived the body to move, and upon feeling his pulse it was found very

strong ; he was then taken to a public-house, and by proper assistance was soon enabled to pursue

his journey in apparent health. He said he was subject to fits, for which he had been bled many

times ; and that, but a few weeks previous, he had been laid in a coffin preparative to his interment,

•where he was perceived to breathe, and thus was saved from being buried alive. He afterwards,

carried a written paper in his pocket to prevent so dreadful a catastrophe.

In 1795, on the 18th of April, a riot took place in consequence of the high price of provisions;

but the Nottingham troop of yeomanry, and a troop of heaVy dragoons put an end to it, by seizing

thirteen of the most active. Throsby by mistake says this riot happened on the 19th, which was

Sunday.

In December, died Mr. John Arnold a most eccentric character. He was possessed of a jsmall

independent fortune, and of a large fund of oddities and honesty ; and it is now become a bye

word when a bet is offered, to say, " Who shall be Johnny Arnold," that is, who shall hold the

stakes, as Johnny was very partial to making small bets, but would always hold the stakes himself.

In 1796, about this time, Mr. Benjamin Darker an industrious and respectable needle-maker of

Nottingham, built the first house of what is now called New Radford.*

In December, D. P. Coke, Esq. M. P. for this town, presented a bill to parliament, which was

'* Few villages in England bave had so rapid an increase of population as Radford, in IT94. it did not contain 1000 inliabitants, in IS02, it relorned

according to llie act of parliament 2360, in 1812, its return amounted to 3447. The ground on whieb Nuw Radford now stands was, prioi to Mr

Sarlcer's house being built, occupied principally as gardens^ &c. for the use of Nottingliam.
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passed in a short timej for removifrg causes, at the option of one of the parties, from the courts of

certain corporate towns of which Nottingham was one^ to be tried in the courts of the respective

•counties at large. The object of this bill savored too much of political party spirit not ta be

observed by the most unreflecting ; it was a blow aimed at the reputation of the body corporate,

under an idea that they caused juries to be impannelled to try political causes inimical to the tory

interest; notwithstanding which, Mr: Coke afterwards declared, when interrogated on his canvas

respecting the bill, that during the whole course of his professional life as apleader, he had never

found more enlightenedjurors than in Nottingham. In fact they have been highly complimented

more than once within a very few years by the judges on the bench; and the counsellors themselves

have not unfrequently bowed to their superior investigating information.

But such is parti/ in the pari it takes,'

That, ends to suit, it virtue's cause forsakes,

Ennobles vice, breaks down the mounds of right,

Or swears that night is day, or day is night.

In 1797, the refusal of the Bank of England to pay its notes in cash in February was attended

with the most serious consequences to Nottingham and its vicinity, by causing an immediate

stoppage of a great number of frames for want of cash to go on with, nor could the ordinary

business of the town be carried on, until one or both of the then banking-houses had issued out a

.quantity of seven shilling tickets.

The calamities of the war now began to affect this town very much, in consequence of which a

general meeting of the inhabitants was called in the market-place, on the 10th of April, when

John Fellows, Esq. was appointed to the chair, in which he was supported by Mr. Francis-

Wakefield, of this town, and Mr. Robert Davison, of Arnold. A petition to his majesty for the

discharge of his ministers, as the authors of all the nation's calamities, was voted unanimously and

signed hy Jive thousand persons. And in the same month a petition to the same effect was sent

. to his majesty by the corporate body.

In August died at his house in Castle-gate, John Lacock" Story, Esq., a well known solicitor.

He was justly celebrated for possessing a fund of legal information, and for his volubility and

pertinacity as a pleader in our court of sessions.

The Canal from the river Trent to Grantham was opened this year.

A pauper died in St. Mary's workhouse who had resided in it a considerable length of time, and

had always been considered as belonging to the masculine gender, particularly as having been the

reputed father of a family, but who on examination, after death had performed his task, was found

to belong to the feminine gender, and without any of those appearances which constitute what is

called the hermaphrodite ; in fact she was found, to be a woman entire. She had formerly

figured on the turf under the name of Jocky John, and had been a groom to Sir Harry Harper,

and was always considered a good rider.

- In August, died Mr. George Maddock, grocer, in Chapel-bar. His body was so extretncly

corpulent as to render it necessary for his friends to have it drawn on a hurdle to Radford, his

family place of interment. His coffin measured threefeetfour ineh&s broad, and tioo feet three

inches deep.
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The Nottingham volunteer infantry was raised this year, They consisted of three companies,

respectively commanded by John Stanford Elliott, Esq. lieutenant-colonel^ James Hooley, Esq.

major, and Samuel Statham, Esq. captain. There were likewise two country companies that

acted along with them, one called the Burton, and the other the Clifton company ; the whole under

the command of Samuel Smith, Esq. banker, as lieutenant-colonel commandant. They were

reputed to consist of one hundred men to each company, though the whole never amounted to five

hundred. Their uniform was a dark blue light infantry jacket turned up with scarlet and trimmed

with gold lace, white pantaloons, and short gaiters, a light horseman's helmet and white feathers.

They had neither knapsacks, great coats, nor canteens ; nor were they ever*taken out of the town

on permanent duty. They were broken up in April, 1802, in consequence of the peace of Amiens.

On the 28th of December, the thermometer stood three degrees below O at half-past eleven

o'clock at night ; it being placed by Thomas Hancock on the Tinker's Leen bridge, four feet above

the ground.

1799. In the race week, died at the White Lion inn, in this town, the Right Hon. l'homa«

Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, Viscount Wentworth, &c. He arrived the evening before for the

purpose of attending the races, supped with a good appetite and retired well to his room about

eleven o'clock ; but was found dead in bed by his servant at eight the next morning. It was

supposed that he died in an apoplectic fit.

1800. In April a riot took place in the Market-place about the high price of provisions, which

the magistrates suppressed without any serious consequences.

In August, a dancing-master charged one George Caunt, a reputable hairdresser, with stealing

a set of window curtains from his premises when on his business ; and obtained a warrant

for his apprehension, which was put into the hands of a constable of the name of George Ball for

execution ; but when attempting to do his duty, Caunt lodged a pistol bullet in his heart. His death

was not more instantaneous than the flight of the murderer, who was taken the next day at Alfreton,

by two men who pursued him from this town by order of the magistrates. The murder was

committed about twelve o'clock on Saturday night and the murderer was brought back by four

the next day. He was desperate when taken, and attempted to commit suicide on the road, but was

prevented ; he however determined not to survive the wreck of his fame, and in conformity to this

resolution he died, from having taken poison, in two days after his confinement in the town gaol.

The coroner's jury returned a verdict of /eZo de se, in consequence of which he was buried at the

top of the Sand-hills near the Derby-road ; but the night following his friends removed the body,

and after carrying it about from place to place for several days, it was deposited in the General

Baptist's burying-ground in Stoney-street. A handsome subscription was raised for the family of

the unfortunate Ball.

Notwithstanding Sunday was the last day of this month, it was marked as the commencement of

a very serious riot. The enormous high price of provisions, particularly bread, liad roused the

vindictive spirit of the people to an almost ungovernable pitch. They began late in the evening by

breaking the windows of a baker in MilIstone-lan€, and in the morning proceeded, with an increase

of numbers, and an increase of vengeance, to treat others of the same trade in the same unwelcome
5 G
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manner. Granaries were broken open at the canal wharfs ; and it was really distressing to see

with what famine-impelled eagerness, many a mother bore off the corn in her apron to feed her

famished young. The volunteer infantry were called out to do duty at those places which were
the objects of popular fury, while the civil power and dragoons from the barracks exerted

themselves in vain to make them desist from their purpose; for immediately on their being

dispersed in one place, they collected in another. Thus things continued till about one o'clock on
Tuesday, the second of September, when one of the most awful storms of lightning, thunder and

rain ever witnessed in this town, put a final end to the riot. A ball of fire struck a house in

Parliament-strset, nearly opposite the top of the Crown-yard, took out the windows and did some

other damage ; and at the same time one of the country yeomanry was overthrown with his horse

by the populace in a ditch, near the Crown and Anchor, in Snenton-street ; and it must be

confessed that they owed the preservation of their lives more to the storm, than to the clemency

t)f the people*.

In October, our corporate body unanimously voted a petition to the king, praying his majesty

immediately to convene parliament for the purpose of taking into consideration the alarming high

price of bread. This petition was presented to the king by the duke of Portland, who was recorder

of the town, and lord lieutenant of the county ; and who, in the capacity of his majesty's secretary

of state for the home department, wrote an official letter to the petitioners, in which he stated that,

in his opinion the scarcity of grain throughout the , kingdom was real, and that there was not

sufficient corn in the granaries of the farmers andfactors to meet the exigencies of the winter.

The publication of this document, and one of a similar tendency, addressed by the same nobleman

to the lord lieutenant of the county of Oxford, had the effect of raising the price of grain to a pitch

unparalleled in the history of the worst times of England's sufferings. And the experience of a

few succeeding months proved the statements of the noble duke to be false, and confirmed the

public in their opinion, that they were made from the worst of motives. The result of these

letters was, not only the death of thousands from absolute want, but a considerable advance in the

rental of land which enhanced the price of corn for several years after. Many a factor during this

awful period kept up his corn till it was spoiled, rather than sell it at a reasonable price.

During the latter part of the summer the corporation opened a subscription for the relief of the

poor in the article of bread which received very considerable support from a number of wealthy

and humane inhabitants; but by none so much as by Messrs. Davison and Hawksley, of Arnold.

They supplied an immense quantity of corn, considerably below the price they had given for it,

for the use of their own work-people. And what is very remarkable, when the corn was thus

obtained to supply the poor with bread, which they could not otherwise obtain for money, there

was neither wind nor water to grind it. These two worthy gentlemen remedied this

misfortune in the operations of nature which, coupled with the machinations of man, threatened the

most alarming consequences at this momentous crisis, for they ground the corn in their own mill

(which was turned by the machinery of their worsted mill) and sent the flour in their own waggons

* The lowh rate expenses occasioned by this riot, amounted to one hundred and ninety-five pounds three siiillings and threepeBce-lialfpennj.
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to Nottingham, free of all expense, which was sold at a reduced price by the corporate servants

at the Malt-cross to the eager multitude, and thus the horrors of a famine were expelled. These

two gentlemen, likewise took the batches of corn, of those who could raise them, from this town to

Arnold, and ground them, and brought them back free of expense, so long as applicants could be

found. For these benevolent and humane acts they received a tribute from thousands of hearts

overflowing with the most grateful sensations ; and Mr. Hawksley was presented with the freedom

of the town ; as was also Mr. Towle of Broxtow, who regularly brought corn to market, and sold

it at a moderate price during this alarming period.

A soup-house was opened in Goose-gate by subscription about the succeeding Christmas, where

many poor families received a temporary and piteous relief.

In 1801, on Easter-Tuesday, the parishioners of St. Mary's revived their long-dormant right of

chusing a churchwarden alternately with the vicar, Mr. Charles Lambert, and Charles Mellor,

Esq. were the candidates, and after a severe contest, the latter was elected ; he being the low-party

candidate. During this contest some highly reprehensible irregiflarities were committed in the

church.

November 29th, Mr. Denison's cotton-mill at Pennyfoot-slile was burnt down : it was insured

for about £10,000, which sum was somewhere about two-thirds of its value.

In 1503, on the 17th of May, the bill which authorises the magistrates of the county at large, to

interfere with the police ofthe county of the town, received the royal assent. It had its origin in a

petition presented to the House of Commons, on the 24th of November, the preceding year, on the

part of Daniel Parker Coke, Esq. ; who complained that the return to parliament of Joseph Birch

Esq., of Hazle Hall, in the county of Lancaster, and his own consequent disappointment, were

occasioned by the corporate magistrates not doing their duty in suppressing the riotous behaviour

of the people at the election in the preceding July.*

The following is a copy of the above-mentioned bill, which passed the two houses, imder the

name of the " Nottingham election and police bill ;" would it not have been more proper to have

called it the charter infringement bill ?

Whereas of late years, many riots and disturbances of the public peace, have taken place within the town and

county of the town of Nottingham ; and at the late election of members to serve in parliament for the said town and

county, the freedom of such election was, by great riots and disturbances, grossly violated, and a great number of

electors were deterred from exercising their franchise by voting at such election : And whereas the said town and

county of the said town were formerly part of the county of Nottingham, but have b«en separated and made distinct

therefrom, and exempted from the jurisdiction of the magistrates of the said county of Nottingham ; and the mayor

and aldermen of the said town of Nottingham are justices of the peace in and for the said town and the county of the

• It does not appear from the Journals of the House of Commons, that the merits of any election petition from Nottingliam liad been tried from tlie

year 1701, to this time. On the Nth of February, 1701, Robert SacheveriU, Esti- petitioned against tlie retnrn of George Gregory, Esq. complaining

also of the partial conduct of Joseph C'ooli and William Bilby, gentlemen sherifiTs, and Samyel Watkinsou, Est), tlie mayor, and several other persons,

who by corrupt and illegal means had secured to his opponent a majorily on the poll. June 10th, 1701. the house agreed that Mr. SacheveriU was duly

elected, and that Mr. Gregory's return was obtained by corrupt and illegal means. At the s ime time it was agrreed that, the righl of eleciion for the

town of Nottingham be in the mayor, freemen, and freeholders of 4O5. per annum, and it was aho agreed that the eldest sons of freemen, by their

birth, and the youngest sons of freemen who have served seven years apprenticeship, whether in Notcingliam, or elsewhere
;
and also, persons who have

served seven years to any freemun of the town, were well enlitUd to demand their freedom.
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laid town : And drhcreas the said distinct and exclusive jurisdiction has been found ineffectual for preserving the peace

and securing the freedom of election within the said town and county of the said town ; may it therefore please your

majesty that it may be enacted ; and be it enacted by the king's mdst excellent majesty, by and with the advice and

consent of the lords spiritual and temporal, and commons, in this present parliament assembled, and by the authority

of the same, that, from and after the passing of this act, it shall and may be lawful to and for the justices of the peace

in and for the county of Nottingham for the time being, and they are hereby required to act as justices of the peace

in and for the said town and county of the said town of Nottingham ; and such justices of the peace in and for the said

•county of Nottingham, are hereby authorized and empowered to act as justices of the peace in and for the said town

and county of the town of Nottingham, in as full and ample manner as they could or might have done, if the said town

and county of the said town had not been made A distinct county, but had continued to all intents and purposes part

of the said county of Nottingham, and as fully and amply to all intents and purposes whatsoever as the mayor and

aldermen of the said town and county of the town of Nottingham, or any or either of them, as justices of the peace,

before the passing of this act, have used and exercised within the said town and county of the said town, or any part

thereof, any charter, law, custom, or usage to the contrary notwithstanding ; and all persons whatever, either within

the said county of Nottingham at large, or within the said town of Nottingham and county of the said'town, who, may

at any time hereafter be lawfully authorized, appointed, or required by any of the said justice or justices, as such

Justice or justices of the peace acting in and for the said town and county of the town of Nottingham by virtue of this

act, to do any act, matter, or thing, are hereby authorized and required to act in pursuance of such authority,

appointment, or requisition, in the same manner, and under and subject to the same pains and penalties for disobedience

thereof, and under the same protection and privileges, as to any act, matter, or thing done or to be done in pursuance

thereof, as if such act, matter, or thing respectively, were or had been done, or were or had been authorized, appointed,

or required, within the said county of Nottingham at large.

II. And whereas the ensuing election of a member to serve In parliament for the said town of Nottingham may take

place previously to the next Midsummer quarter sessions of the peace for the said county of Nottingham, by means

whereof such persons as might, before the said ensuing election, take out their dedimus potestatum, to act as

magistrates for the said county, could not forthwith qualify themselves to act according to the statute of the eighteenth

year of his late majesty king George the Second, be it therefore enacted, that such persons so taking out their dedimus

potestatem before the said ensuing election, may, and they arc hereby enabled to take and subscribe the oath of

qualification required by the said statute before any two or more magistrates of the said county; and any two or more

of such magistrates are hereby authorized to administer the same; and the said oath, when so taken and subscribed,

shall be as effectual as if the same had been taken and subscribed at any general or quarter sessions of the peace fur

the said county ; and the oaths of such persons so qualifying themselves, when taken and subscribed as aforesaid, shall

be returned by the said magistrates to the clerk of the peace of the said county, and by him filed amongst the records

of the said next Midsummer sessions.*

* The power of parliament to enact as above enacted, the writer of these pages cannot for a moment dispute, but the interference of the county

magistrates wit li the civil government of the town ; brings forcibly to his recollection the two fallowing resolutions of the court of aldermen in London

in the years 1799 and 180O.

" Glyk, Mayor'—" At a court of aldermen, held on Tuesday the 15lh day of January^ 1T99, it was resolved. Tliat all offences cotnmttted within

" the city of London against the public peace, by persons resident or apprehentled therein, are cognizable only by the lord mayar and aldermen af this

" city, in their capacity of justices. And that this court will consider the future Interference on such occasions of the magistrates of any other place,

" as an infringement of the privileges of ihe city, and highly indecorous."

" Combe, Mayor"—'' A( a court of aldermen, held on Tuesday the ZiA day of April, 1800, it was resolved unanimously, That the thanks of this

" court be given lo the Riglit Hon. the Lord Mayor, for having commnnicaled a letter written by his lordship to Sir William Addington, Nicholas

" Bond, and Richar<l Ford, Esqrs. complaining of the magistrates of Bow-slreet haying improperly intertttred wilh the magisterial duties of the city

" magislrales : and also Ihe answers relumed by Mr. Ford and Mr. Bond, ihe former of which is perfectly satisfactory ; while (his court deem Sir Wm.

" i^ddingion's silence on the "iubject disrespectful lo the cliicf magistrate and this court."
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Thus the privilege, which the burgesses had enjoyed from the 15th of September, 1449, of

being exclusively governed by the resident members of their own body, was lost through an

electioneering squabble, being laid hold of by disappointed ambition, and coloured with the political

animosities of the times.

The town rate expenses for the election which commenced on the 30th of this month between

Mr Coke^nd Mr. Birch, from the latter being unseated in consequence of the before-mentioned

petition, and at which the former was returned, amounted to £1406 17s. This was for constables

and their staves.

Every one that is friendly to peace and good order in society must lament the excesses which

arise from a colHsion of opinions at electioneering contests—the fault however lies in the system

—

nor will iany man who has any claim to impartiality deny, that Mr. Coke was ill treated at the

election in 1803 ; but it is still to be lamented that he should have carried his political animosity so

far, as to become instrumental in breaking into the sanctuary of one of those charters which have

so long been the proud boast of the burgesses of Nottingham, and which, as one of those burgesses*

he had talien an oath to defend. The question is not, whether the county magistrates be partial

or impartial—whether they exercise their authority with violence or moderation : for there will

generally be a mixture of good and bad men among them as well as among other aggregate bodies;

hut whether those charters ought to be supported inviolate hy every burgess that has sworn in

the name of the Almighty, to defend them at the expense of every earthly thing else he holds

dear. Besides John Davison, Esq. the then Mayor, had defended Mr. Coke at the risk of his

popularity among the opponents of that gentleman, and at an expense in constables amounting to

£93 16s. lOd. which was levied upon the town;

The county magistrates sit on the left, and the chartered ones on the right hand of the recorder

on the bench at the quarter sessions, and in the same order with respect to thejudgeatthe assizes.

This year a new regiment of volunteer infantry was raised, consisting of eight companies. Their

dress was the same as the militia of the countyj except the cloth, &c. being of finer quality.

The first house erected in New Snenton.*

1805. In January, a petition to the House of Commons was determined upon against a corn

bill, which passed the 30th of July the preceding year. It was conducted by the writer of this, in

conjunction with a respectable committee, and was signed by more than five thousand persons.

The bill, according to the calculation of a committee of corn merchants, exacted from the pockets

of the people a sum adequate to £9,493,386 annually by its effect in raising the price of corn,

notwithstanding during the five preceding years the sum of £2,834,337 Os. 8d. bad been paid to

foreigners in bounties for the importation of corn. Yet in the face of this, the bill in question

offered a bounty of half-a-crown a quarter upon the exportation of wheat when the price should

amount to forty-eight shillings a quarter and that to fifty-two ; nor could corn be imported free

till the price at home was sixty-six shillings a quarter; and this too at a time when the great bulk

of the open corn land was inclosing and converting into pasture land, which, according to the best

* Snenton under the population act of 1801, made a return of 558 inhabitants', in conformit}' to the aet of ISII, the return was 96T. ^

5 H
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calculations on the subject, reduces the quantity of food produced for human sustenance at least

two thirds. ...,

Notwithstanding that some of the most respectable corn merchants in the kingdom gave their

testimonies at the Bar of the House of Commons against the operations of.this bill ; that near the

whole of the manufacturing towns in Great Britain petitioned for its repeal at the same time, and

that almost every member of both Houses, of Parliament was individually addressed on the subject,

yet no relief was obtauied, except for Scotlandj to the inhabitants of which the.bill was particularly

oppressive.

May 15th, came on an election in St. Mary's Church, for the office of Sexton. It was warmly

contested for several days between John Johnson and Thomas Clarkson; the former, however was

successful; he being highly respected for his general good demeanour, and for his kind attention

to his aged father, who had been the preceding sexton many years.*

In the night of the 6th of September and the two succeeding days about three thousand tons of

hay was burnt in the upper part of our meadows, in consequence of a stack belonging to Mr,

Richard Hooton taking fire, from being put together in an improper state. He was sued for

damages and it cost him about £1500,

In 1806, October 11, John Allen, Esq. mayor, and Mr. George Coldham, town-clerk, attended

the funeral procession of the Right Hon. Charles James Pox, in London, as representatives of the

corporation of this town, they being deputed by the common hall, to attend on that .solemn occasion.

In this year. Lieutenant Brown of the 83d regiment, a youth of seventeen on the recruitino-

service herCi was killed in a duel with Ensign Bugler of the 36th,fthen quartered in this town.

—

On the coroner's jury returning a verdict of " wilful murder," Butler, and the two seconds,

Hall and Wiltshire, immediately, absconded ; nor does it appear that justice has yet been able to

overtake the offenders.

In 1807, on the 21st of April, died, the Reverend George Walker, P. R. S. and president of

the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. He was one of the ministers of the Unitarian

Society, in this town, for upwards of twenty-five years, during which time, he published his

Treatise on the Spheres ; also, one on the Conic Sections; two volumes of Sermons, &c. He
was well known in the political world, as a staunch supporter of the people's rights. He was a

giant in Ijierature, and a child in economy : his hand could grasp a world of science, but could

never hold a shilling, if he met an object of distress.

About this time a vestry meeting was held in the parish of St. Mary, whereat it was agreed to

apply to parliament,, for a bill to enable the parish in conjunction with that of St. Nicholas,

to erect a house of industry, under the plausible pretext of bettering the condition of the poor, but

in fact to make their situation as dependent and wretched as that of galley slaves.f To give even

an outline of this bill here, would occupy too much space ; suffice it to say, that it was intended to

take into this house the poor for twelve miles round—that there were to be a number of directors

* Clarkison was related to tlie family of Willoughby, of WoUaton, in (his iieighbourliood by a marriage; ami was lineally descended by !lje

Hioilier'sside, from llie Wond'.s, ur VVoude'.s, of Yorlisliire, wlio came over with William the Conquerer.
,

t Tlie pari?liionefs of St. Peter's iiad tli* good sense to keep clear of this nefarious btisiness.
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called a corporation, who were to have the power of ordering corporal punishment, and to be

accusers, jurors, and judges in their directorial capacity—that they were to have the power of

sending pauper-boys to sea ; and that persons who escaped from the house a second time were to

be deemed guilty of felony and subject to transportation, if they took any of the cloathing

belonging to the house with them ; which could not have been avoided, except they had escaped

in a state of nudity.

The buaijiiess of this bill was managed so adroitly,. that even some of its own committee were

strangers to its contents, nor were the public acquainted with its existence till it was on the eve of

being read a second time in the House of Commons ; for the vestry meeting had been called ^Vith

such apparent indifference and managed with such delicacy, that the public mind was not awakened

tothe subject. Notwithstanding all this management, a copy of the bill found its way into the hands

of a person who was not much in the habit of letting public grievances remain at rest. A town

meeting was called and a highly respectable committee chosen to prepare a petition to parliament

against the bill. The petition was presented ; but ihe prorogation of parliament, on the 27th of

April, and its subsequent dissolution arrested its progress, independent of the prayers of those who

felt deeply for the interests of humanity. Notwithstanding this, it would have been revived at the

succeeding meeting of parliament, as were many other bills, thus stopt in their progress, had it not

been otherwise opposed.

The Rev. John (afterwards Dr.) Bristow, undertook to vindicate its principles ; when, the person

alluded to before, replied to him in a number of printed papers, which had the effect of raising the

public indignation to the highest pitch both against the bill, its projectors and their abettors. And

on the 18th June the most numerous vestry meeting was held by adjournment from the vestry to

the west-ead of St. Mary's church, ever remembered by the oldest man living, in which the

principles of the house of industry-bill were fully exposed, fully exploded, and totally abrogated ;

and a string of resolutions was passed and entered in the vestry book, declaratory of the parishioners'

sentiments and determination not to have a house of industry erected ; and thus this iniquitous

scheme fell to the ground, never, I hope, to be revived. This circumstance ought to teach men

the necessity of attending closely to vestry meetings, as for want of that, matters may sometimes be

carried highly inimical to the general interest.

November the 4th, the Right Honorable Henry Richard Vassall Fox, Lord Holland was

presented with the freedom of the town.*

* Mr. George CoWham being now no more, and flattery intirely out of the question; an opportunity presents itself to tlie autlior of litis work, of

giving to tlie public one of the most neat and concise speeches ever delivered on a similar occasion ; on presenting the freedom of the tcvrn to Lord

Holland. Mr. Coldham as town clerk, addressed his lordship in the following words:—" My^Lord -The corporation of Nottingham being now

" a-S-sembled in common hall, to present tn you the freedom of their town, and to enroll your name amongst the members of their body, desire me to

" s ly a few vvords in their name upon an occasion so interesting to their feelings. The common hall views in your lordship's person the representative

" of your late honorable rdative, now, alas, no more—unhappily for this country, for Europe, and for the human race. We cannot avoid recollecting

" with exultation, that in the very depth of the political adversity of that great man, we aspired to dislingush him by marks of our rogard and

" confidence ; and we remember with gratitude, that in a season of peculiar difficulty to this corporation, we had the singular ^ood fortiuie. to obtaiu

" Uie honor of his friendship and protection. Can it then be wondered at, if having been thuscircnmstanced, we hastened from (lie grave of the patriot

" to bestow the highest mark of respect in our power upon his family ?—can it excite surprise, that for this purpose we should Isok to your lordship, in

• whom we recognize those spleiidij talents, that ardent love of civil and religious liberty, aaJ that fearless spirit of disiBteresled integrity, whith

" f«tmcd the disting^ii^lling characteristics of our departed friend ?
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In 1808, Thursday night the 1 1th of February, was one of the most tempestuous ever remembered
in these parts. The snow was from six to twelve feet deep, and the London mail which should
have arrived at three o'clock in the afternoon of Friday, did not reach this town till one o'clock on
Sunday afternoon.

On Wednesday, April the 6th, Robert Calvin, a North Briton, but long a resident in this town,
convicted at the preceding assizes of making a violent assault upon two female infantSj underwent
a public exposure of one hour in a pillory, made for the purpose and erected in the centre of the

Market-place. An exhibition of this sort had not taken place in this town for nearly seventy years.

On Wednesday, the 7th of September, a person of the name of Tomlin was flogged in a cart in

Nottiflgham park, by order of the Rev. Dr. Wylde, for robbing the fishpond gardens. It is not

so much the novelty of the case, as a desire to set the public opinion right on the subject, which
causes its insertion here. A clamour was raised against the doctor under a supposition, that he

had violated the laws of our country, by dispensing with the verdict of a jury in the summary
punishment inflicted on this youthful depredator. This was not the case, as by an act of the 43d
of Elizabeth, '' Any one magistrate on the testimony of one witness, may order a person to be
" whipped near the place where the robbery is committed, who is caught robbing a garden,
" orchard, &c. or in the act of injuring of trees."

—

Burn's Justice.—Wood.
In the early part of November, all the officers, and upwards of 500 of the non-commissioned

officers and privates of the Nottingham volunteer infantry, transferred their services into the local

militia. The rest were disbanded.

December the 1 1th, died Joseph Hill, tailor, in Greyhound-street. On the S5th of the precedino-

October, he received a bite from a dog^ which had been sometime confined, under a supposition

that he had shewn some appearance of madness; but as the animal was immediately destroyed, and
the man not discovering any symptoms of the complaint, no further notice was taken of the

circumstance, than to heal the wound ; but on the 9th of December, he was seized witli the

hydrophobia, and died in a most deplorable condition.

In 1809, January the 6th, the fall of snow was so great that the mails were conveyed on
horseback.*

On the 6th of April, a public meeting was held in the Guildhall in this town, to return thanks to

G. L. Wardle, Esq. M. P. for instituting an inquiry into the conduct of the Duke of York in the

army as commander in chief, which was unanimously voted.

December the 21st, the Right Honorable Henry Richard Vassall Fox Lord Holland sworn in

recorder of this town.

In 1810, on the 28th of May, a meeting was held in the Market-place, supposed to be attended

by five thousand persons, when a congratulatory address was voted to Sir Francis Burdett, Baronet,

member of parliament, for the city of Westminster, for his patriotic conduct in reprobating the

* For upwards of a century an annual prize of one guinea was awarded at Bunny, to tlie best wrestler present on a certain day. This year Lord

Rancliffe, tiie owner of the village, caused some obstruction to be placed in the way of the wrestlers, which not having the Uesired effect, his lordship,

highly to his credit ordered, that the donation should in future be appropriated to the use of the oldest widow ia the village. Thus in 1810, an end

was put to this barbarous and disgraceful practice.
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conduct of the House of Commons, in a printed paper, for sending John Gale Jones, to Newgate,

on a supposed charge of a breach of privilege of that house ; and for the writing- of which paper

the honorable baronet was sent to the Tower by virtue of a warrant from the speaker of the House

of Commons, which brought on a legal investigation of several important national questions in the

court of King's Bench. An animated petition was likewise sent from the same meeting to the

House of Commons, praying for a reform in the representation of that house.

In May, the fellmongers' vats by the Leen-side were destroyed finally as a nuisance, particularly

where they lay contiguous to the road.

On the 25th of June, ten sheep or lambs were roasted in this town, and much rejoicing took

place in the evening, in consequence of the liberation of Sir Francis Burdett from the Tower.

The Bowling-green made in the park.

The Police-offiee and lock-up-house built in Saiithy-row, on the site of an old public-house.

In September the south east-corner of Bridlesmith-gate taken down by subscription and the road

widened the breadth of a carriage.

October the 28th, the New Church at Snenton first opened for divine service.

Saturday, November the Sth, this town was visited by the most violent tempest of wind and rain

ever remembered in these parts. The market was completely obstructed. The greater part of the

nation felt the sad effects of this awful day.

On the 2'7th of this month, a town meeting was held in the Guildhall for the purpose of rendering

permanent a school, for the education of poor children, founded on the Lancasterian system, which

was carried into effect. Mr. Lancaster was present, and spoke in a most animating manner of the

^benefits to be derived from the institution, and likewise of the patriotic and benevolent disposition

of tlie inhabitants of this town, which was the theme of the people in distant parts of the kingdom.

In 1811, on the 2d of January, a meeting was held of the mayor, aldermen, common .council

and 'livery of this corporation, in the council chamber of Guildhall, from whom a petition was

transmitted to the House of -Lords and one to the House of Commons, praying, that his Royal

Highness the Prince of Wales might be constituted regent during his father's mental disorder,

without being fettered with restrictions ; their prayers, and the prayers of a great part of the people,

were disregarded on this occasion.

February. Such was the reduced state of the trade of this town, that half-famished workmen,

belonging to almost every branch of its principal manufacture, were constrained to sweep the

streets for a paltry support. They were employed by the overseers of St. Mary'^ parish, because

the workhouse was too full to receive their families, and other employment could not be found.

An old shop on the south side of Exchange-alley converted into a place convenient for holding

the fire-engines.

Some of the roofs of the caverns on the gallows-hill let down, and the ground levelled.

On the 25th of this moiith, an address was voted by the mayor, aldermen, common council, and

livery of this town to the Prince Regent, congratulating him on the disinterestedness of his having

sacrificed his own personal feelings in taking into.his hands the executive authority of the kingdom,

during his father's mental ifldisposition, with such limited and fettered powers; and sympathising

5 I
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Avith him on the great and many misfortunes of the nation, which they attributed to the loar, the

progress of taxation, and an obstructed commerce.

On Monday the 11th of March, some hundreds of country framework-knitters assembled in

Nottingham Market-place, and expressed a determination of taking vengeauce upon some of the

hosiers, for reducing the established prices for making stockings, at a time too, when every

principle of humanity dictated their advancement. The appearance of the civil and military

authorities prevented any violence from being committed in the town ; but at nigiit the men retired to

Arnold and broke sixty-three frames, chiefly belonging to a Mr. Brocksop. The mischief caught

fire, and spread many miles around the neighbourhood ; so much so, that in the space of about

three weeks, at least two hundred frames were broken to pieces. Several persons were taken up

on suspicion, but conviction was rendered difficult, through the minds of the workmen being firmly

united by their mutual sufferings ; consequently a little imprisonment was all the legal punishment

that any one endured.

June 21. This day, as well as several preceding and succeeding, was not only remarkable for its

extreme coldness, but for two flights of fieldfares and one of wild ducks being seen hovering about

the neighbourhood. At night the frost was so keen as to produce considerable quantities of ice.

About this time, an organ was purchased by subscription among the parishioners of St. Nicholas,

and placed in the church of that parish.

In September, the floor, beneath where the bells stand in St. Mary s church, was let down

several feet, and a new one erected immediately under it. This was done by order of the

archdeacon, and in the churchvvardenship of Mr. Charles Lacy and Mr. James Severn, for the

ringers to stand upon, that the old ringing-loft might be taken down, it being offensive to the eye,

from its situation in the very centre of the church. This latter loft rested upon supporters which

projected from the four centre columns, or supporters of the steeple : it was erected in the rei"-n

of Queen Anne, on the following occasion :—Till this time the bells stood in the upper story of the

steeple, and it was feared that their swinging motion would injure the fabric ; they were accordingly

let down a story, and the next floor being too high for the ringers to do their duty, the additional

loft was erected.

An organ built in October, by Mr. Lincoln, of London, to be placed in St. Peter's church : it

was paid for by subscription.

On the 4th of November, the system of framebreaking was renewed, by an attack made on the

house, &c. of a Mr. Hollingsworth, of Bulwell, where several frames were broken ; and from this

time, the work of destruction was carried on with very little intermission to the end of the year.

The desperate measures adopted by the workmen in this neighbourhood, may be truly said to have

had a serious effect upon the repose of the whole of this county, as well as those of Derby,

Leicester, York, and Lancaster ; in as much as the system pursued by the framebreakers, or, as

they termed themselves, luddites, was adopted by the rioters in those several counties. The

framebreakers assumed this appellation from the circumstance of an ignorant youth, in Leicestershire,

of the name of Ludlam, who, when ordered by his father, a framework-knitter, to square his

needles, took a hammer and beat them into a heap, The practice of these men was to assemble
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in parties of from six to sixty, accordiijg as circumstances required, under a supposed leader, that

was silled General :Ludd, who had the absolute command of them, and directed their operations ;

placing the guards, who were armed with swords, firelocks, &c. in their proper places, while

those armed with hammers, axes, &c. were ordered to enter the house and demolish the frames;

and when the work of mischief was completed, he called over the list of his men, who answered

(o a particular number, and he then gave a signal for their departure, by discharging- a pistol, which

implied that all was right. In consequence of these outrages being continued, a considerable

military force was brought into the. neighbourhood ; two of the London police magistrates, with

some other officers, came down with a view of assisting the civil power in discovering the ringleaders;

a considerable sum of money was also placed at the disposal of a secret committee, for the purpose

of obtaining private information ;; but in disregard of the otFersof the secret committee, in contempt

of the regent's proclamation, in defiance of the vigilance of the powers, both civil and military,

these deluded men continued their course of devastation for several months, and at the end of

February, 1813, it was found that no less than six hundred and twenty-four frames had beea

destroyed.

1812. In February, the framebreaking prevention bill was introduced to the Commons, and

in March received the royal assent. By this act, (which was to continue in force no longer than

the 1st of March, 1814,) the breaking of a stocking or lace-frame was made death, without the

benefit of clergy.

At the lent assizes, seven of the framebreakers were convicted, and ordered for transportation,

four for fourteen and three for seven years.

In April, Mr. Trentham, a very considerable manufacturer, was shot by two ruffians, wiiile

standing at his own door; fortunately for his family the wound he received did not prove

mortal ; a reward of £600 was offered the next day for the apprehension of the offenders, but

without effect. This outrage, like luddism, was supposed to arise from a dispute between the

hosiers and their workmen ; Mr. Trentham being a marked object.

At the Lammas assizes another frame-breaker was ordered for fourteen years' transportation.

On the 7th of September, a riot commenced which excited much apprehension among the bakers

and floursellers, most of whom had their windows broken. On the 8th the rioters proceeded to the

nei«>'hbouring villages, to visit the millers, &c. where they committed some trifling acts of violence,

after which the matter subsided. The cause assigned for this disturbance was the high price of

corn, bread, &c. &c.

The New Church at Radford opened for divine service on the 13th of September.

December the 28th, at a town meeting held in the Guildhall, to take into consideration the

propriety of petitioning for peace ; it was resolved to petition all the three branches of the

legislature for a speedy stop being put to the ravages of war.

In 1813, November the 1st, Mr. Sadler, senior, ascended in his balloon from the Company's

Wharf, about a quarter before three P. M. and, after an aerial voyage of about fifty-nine minutes,

descended in the neighbourhood of Stamford, having passed "over a space of about thirty-three

piiles; and returned the next morning to Nottingham. This was the first time that any person
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ascended from this town : in July, 1785, a Mr. Cracknel sent off a balloon from the forest, but,

contrary to the expectatibn of the people, he did not go up with it, although he had promised so to

do by advertisement, &c.

On the 30th of November, great rejoicings were made in this town and its vicinity, on account

6f the successes obtained by the allied forces over the French, &c. Two bullocks, and about

twenty sheep were roasted in different parts of the town, and in the evening was a partial

illumination, with a display of fireworks, &c.

1814. On the evening of the 17th of May, was exhibited a rery grand display of fireworks,

in front of the Exchange, which was kept up to a late hour of the night.

Monday, the 6th of June, was spent in rejoicing; and the evening closed with a general

illumination. These rejoicings were made in consequence of the defeat of the French armies,

and the first abdication of Bonaparte.

On the 29th of June, peace was proclaimed in the usual manner and places.

August 23d, the first stone was laid of the new shambles and the Exchange rooms (see pages

60 and 275).

On the evening of October the 14th, two men were unfortunately shot in an attempt, -on the part

of the luddites, to enter the premises of a person named <jarton, at Basford ; who either from

information received, or from common measures of precaution, had planted police officers in tlve

house for its protection. The first person shot was one of the framebreakers ; the other was an

inhabitant of Basford, merely a looker on, who, it since appears, the luddites conceived to be a spy

upon their actions. Rewards to a considerable amount were offered by the Prince Regent,

and the Lord Lieutenant of the county, for the discovery of the offenders, but without effect.

In the spring of this year, the magistrates of the county appointed Daniel Freeth, Esq. and Mr.

Goodacre, overseers of the poor for the supposed parish of Standard-hill, -adjoining the castle, park,

and town of Nottingham ; and in the autumn, a young woman, who was supposed to have obtained

a settlement on Standard-hill, having been found in St. Mary's parish, in a state which justified

the interference of the officers, she was taken with regular orders of removal, to the 'house of one

of the aforesaid overseers, and by him refused admittance. Legal means were about to be

commenced, when it Was found that the appointment of overseers was in itself informal, and the

case was permitted to drop ; however, in the spring of the following year, a new appointment was

made, free from the blunders of the former one, and Messrs. S. Freeth and W. Stretton were

appointed overseers. The inhabitants then deemed it necessary to take serious measures of

defence. The extra-parochial property was divided into shares; a purse was raised from the

proprietors of the land, and the Court of King's Bench was successfully moved for a mandamus

against the appointing magistrates. The three parishes of Nottingham made common cause in

support of the magistrates ; and during the following Michaelmas term the subject was at diiferent

times argued, and at length finally determined, " that Standard-hill, not having been proved to be

'' an ancient ville, or a ville hy reputation, is not subjectto the jurisdiction of magistrates in the

" appointment of overseers;" consequently by this decision, no settlements can be made within its

boundaries, either by servitude, by the occupation bf property, or by any other means.
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The land nWcAlled Standard-hilly (as before observed, page: 375,) derives its name from, Jthe

important national ' circJumsfcance of Charles the First erecting his standard here ih August,

1643. -',< : ':•

In February, 1807, it was divided into thirty-two lots, intersected by four streets, named in page

73, and sold by auction, by Mr. Gaskill, for the Duke of Newcastle. ' The following is extracted

fVom the conditions of the sale :—" Each purchaser is to covenant, to pave and keep in repair one

^' half of the streets, so far as they respectively extend in the front, or by the side of his lot, and of

" levelling the same; and also to make a foot-pavement or causeway in the front of the house of

" the breadth of four feet, and pave the same, and put down proper curbstoneswithin two years

"of the date of the conveyance; and not to build any house upon the premises of less value than

" £35 per annum ; and that all windows to be made therein shall be sashed, and that the premises

" shall not at any time be converted into or used for the purpose of a manufactory, nor any

" noxious trade whatever. And that in the above footway or causeway^ no cellar or window lights

" shall be put out or placed ; and that no necessary-house, muckhill-place, nor any outhouse

" whatever shall be made or erected next to any of the streets."

Standard-hill contains a little more than 9000 square yards, or about one acre, three roods,

eighteen perches, and was sold by the yard for nearly £7000. At this time (September, 1816,)

besides St. James's church, it has nineteen houses inhabited, a twentieth nearly finished, two

portions of land comprising nearly five lots remaining for building upon at some future day, and its

population is about one hundred and sixty persons.

1815. At a town meeting, held February 37th, it was resolved to petition the two houses of

parliament against any alteration in the then existing corn laws. This petition was signed by

upwards (^f 18,000 persons.

On the 7th of March, the members of the body corporate resolved to petition parliament against

the proposed alteration in the corn laws.

March the 31st, peace with America was proclaimed in the usual forms.

In June, the publication of the Nottingham Gazette was discontinued. The author would not

have thought this circumstance at all deserving his notice ; but having in the note, page 97, stated

the existence of such a newspaper, he feels it his duty to mention its fall.

August the 16th, the New Meeting-house in George-street, belonging to the Particular Baptists

was first opened for divine service.

In December, a new organ built by Elliott of London, was erected in the High-pavement Meeting,

and paid for by voluntary contribution.

The New Lancasterian School mentioned in the note page 138, as intended to be erected, was

compleated this year.

In 1816, at the Epiphany sessions, January the lltb, Thomas Denman, Esq. took the oaths,

&c. as deputy recorder in the room of John Balguy, senior, Esq. who resigned.

In the same month, Mr. John Taylor succeeded Mr. Malbon (mentioned page 13G) as master of

the High-pavement Charity School.

5 K
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IiiFebruary^ two petitions, to the House ofCommons were resolved upon, one from the inhabitants

at large, the other' from the mayor, aldermen, and livery, both praying for the reduction of the

immense peace establishment, and against a renewal of the income and property tax.

On Sunday,. March the 17th, about tnid-day, a very smart shock of an earthquake was felt in

this town and neighbourhood.

- May the 24th, the first stone was laid of a new meeting-house intended to be erected in

-Pariiament-street; for the use of the methodists in the new connexion.—The size, 66 feet long by

^48 feet wide.

July the 8th, the Right Honorable Lord W. C. Bentinck was chosen to represent the county in

pariiament, in the room of the Right Honorable Lord Newark, who had succeeded to the peerage

on the death of his father Earl Manvers.

/ In the, month of July, a new organ built by Elliott of London, was erected in St. James's Church,

and paid for by voluntary contribution.

In the same month, Mr. John Houseman Barber was chosen alderman of Mont-hall ward in the

room of the late Mr. Bates, and Mt. Octavius Thomas Oldknow was elected to the vacancy in the

senior council, occasioned by the above appointment, (see pages 270 and 271.)

3.? ifbJJf



APPENDIX.

The Author of this Work feels great pleasure in giving to the public the following note, and the

particulars theriein referred to, received from a highly respectablemember of the Society of Friends:—

"To THE Author of the History of Nottingham.

" As an erroneous statement of the tenets of the people called Quakers has appeared in thy

work, (page 109^J I request thee to publish thefollowing sketch of their peculiar principles and

practices, as promulgated by George Fox, extractedfrom the Supplement to his Life by Henry
Tuke, in his ' Biographical Notices of the Members of the Society of Friends,' Volume IT.

printedfor William Alexander, York, 1815.

" A Member of the Society or Friends.
«' Nottingham, Eighth Month 10, 1815."

" The fundamental principle which he was most concerned to inculcate; was the universality of

the light, grace, or spirit of Christ, and its sufficiency to teach menall things necessary to salvation.

Yet, -while he bore testimony to this divine principle, he was far from .denying the use of other

means for the instruction of mankind; whether throughthe holy scriptures, the preaching of the

gospel, or anyother outward instruction, consistent with the christian dispensation. The principal

use, however, of these means, he considered toibe, to bring the niinds of those who partook of

them, to an acquaintance with the inward teacher, the light of Christ manifested in the heart; by
an;attention to which, the benefits of the sufferings of oar blessed Redeemer came to be experienced,

tor, however they may have been charged to the contrary^ George Fox and our early friends fully

believed in thebehefits to^be derived from our Saviour's sufferiiigs and death, both as a propitiation

for the; sins, of; mankind, and as the mediator betweeh;God and man. It was from thi3 ;divine

principlei-orfholy spirit^ that he -considered. all true qualificati6n;fbr) gospel ministry was to be

dferived, and all;niirt48ters qualified rig-htly to comply with the apostolic injunction :
" If any man

speak, let'hifm speak as the oracle of God ; if any man minister, let him do it as of the ability which

God^iveth." This spirit hef considered so sufficient for 'the Ip-urpose qf.goSpel ministry, as to

precludcthe-neoessity for human learning, or any oUher acquiremeats, except tlie gifts and graces

tbe.holpspiritiiC^nriers. This spirit he ^Iso. considered sufficient to qualifyifor dhe. performance of

divine worship ; -which may be perforfflisd either in silent addration, or by public religious service,

if any are rightly called or moved to it. 3 As these prihciplie^ tend to the subversion of those

modes of worship and ministry, which depend on bumaniordination and appointment, for which
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establishments are often formed, and the expense of these imposed, not only on those who unite in

them, but also on such as conscientiously dissent ; this part of George Fox's doctrines subjected

him, and his friends, to much persecution ; but their long and patient suflFering under it, produced,

at length, a mitig-ation of divers laws in their favor ; and, perhaps, it is not too much to say, this

society has been, more than any other, Jajftieans of procuring the extension of religious liberty.

—

The belief, that man is accountable to ^hii'M&k^-onJy f^- hi^religieus opinions and practices,

providing these do not infringe on any moral or civil obligation, early impressed the mind of this

enlightened mail —a principle~whidl"isnovniTa:kiirg a rapid progress in the christian world. A
free exercise of gospel ministry, by those who were ' called of God,' was earnestly promoted by

George Fox, ' freely ye have received, freely give,', might be considered his motto ; all established

jnaintenance for ministers was dis^pjj^oved by him, particularly that arising from tithes, which he

considered not only objectionable on the generaf principle he had adopted, of a free ministry, but

also on .account of its reverting to the old legal system, from which the gospel of Christ had

emancipated its true professors. The principles which have been maintained by the friends of

George Fox, have, it is presumed, thrown much light on this' subject ; and, perhaps, will

eventually be a means, with other co-operating causes, of removing the political, as well as

religious, evil of tithes, from the professors' of Christianity, at least in this country. The objection

of George Fox to many of the religious forms and ceremonres in general use, was a prominent

part of his system ; he believed, that most of these forms were unsanctioned by scripture, and

that, by drawing men from the work of religion in the heart, they were calculated rather to

oppose, than t© promote; true .pi6ty. . :The 5 Use of water baptism, in particular, he thought

tended to divert mankind frbm.tbat; ' one baptism,"! which now saveth ;' not the putting away the

filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good conscience towards God. He disapproved of all ' wars

and fightings,' conceiving them to proceed from the unmortified passions of men ; and to have no

political necessity, if these passions were subjected to the influence of the cross of Christ, and

regulated by the doctrines and precepts which he and his apostles taught to their followers. That
' nation shall not lift up a sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more,' is among

the many consoling hopes, which the spirit of prophecy holds out to the believing, christian.

Swearing, not only prbfane^ but legal, was considered by George Fox as expressly forbidden by

our Saviour, that he' and his friends, consonant with the words of the Apostle James, entirely

declined the useW oaths. They underwent much suffering on this account, but in this respect

the laws are now favorable to the Society of Friends. The complimentary and flattering titles

given to men, the addressing individuals in the plural mimber, and bowing, or putting off the bat,

struck him as inconsistent with the simplicity of the gospel, and with the doctrines which our

Saviour taught. These practices, he, therefore, laid aside ; and the disuse of them by his friends,

and the plainness of their dress, and their not regulating it by the fashion of the day, continue to

be marks of the members of this society. He early saw the necessity of establishing a christian

discipline, by which the members of the society wer^ employed in watching over and admonishing

each other, when occasion required ; and those whose conduct became reproachful, and could not

be reclaimed, were disowned, or disunited, and the society cleared of the discredit which might
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otherwise attach to it. Among the peculiarities of George Fox's views^ was the part he assigned to

the female sex, so far as related to themselves, in the discipline which he had established, and in

asserting their call, by the great head of the church, to a part in the ministry. One obvious effect

resulting from these regulations was, to raise the sex in usefulness and importance, and consequently

to elevate their character, both in religious and civil society ; and there is, perhaps, no society in

which the sex is more virtuous, more respectable, or more happy. Besides the various matters

already mentioned, this enlightened reformer, testified against those public amusements and

diversions which are much in usei among professing christians; but as there are many other

religious people, who, in a great measare, concur with him in these respects, it may not be

necessary to rank these among his peculiarities. His sentiments, however, and the practice of the

society in reference to these things, may fairly be considered as exalting their moral character ;

and when all the principles and practices propagated by this true follower of Christ, are fully taken

into view, I believe it will be found that few, if any, have approached nearer to the standard of

those christian precepts inculcated by our blessed redeemer, in his most excellent sermon on the

Mount, and that no principles are better calculated to promote the happiness of man in this world,

or more adapted to prepare him for a state of happiness in that which is to come."

THE CASE OF TVIDOTV HANCOCK.
The author readily gives insertion to the following letter, without subscribing to the full length

of error charged therein ; for the words alluded to are, after speaking of the merits and death of

Mr. Hancock, " The Waterwork Company too, to their eternal honor be it spoken, assigned a

part of the engine-house for Mrs. Hancock, during her widowhood ; and directed an annual stipend

to be paid her also." Now, if it had pleased Providence to have extended the life of Mrs.

Hancock's son beyond her own widowhood and death, and he had continued engineer, the

statement alluded to would have been correct ; for the company had assigned her a part of the

engine-house to reside in, and a stipend towards her support. But, it is fair to admit, that the

words might be taken to imply a "stipend" independent of her son's salary, which, on his death,

proved not to be the case ;

—

" Nottingham, September 3d, 1816.

" Sjr.—I hope you wiU, pardon the liberty I have taken, in correcting an error in your

"article, " Waterworks'," page 26th of the History of Nottingham, wherein you state that the

" Waterwork Cornpany, assigned a part of the engine-house, as an asylum, with a stipend to be

" allowed to Mrs. Hancock, during her ividowhood. As a proof you were not correct, she is

" a widow, ttml nt her son's decease, (who succeeded his father as engineer,) was obliged to

" quit the house, without a shilling ; after residing there thirty-three years. Whatever she
'' received during her son's life, was out of his salary, as that salary was never altered on her
" account.

To Mr. BlacJcncr. ,

5 1*
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EXCHANGE-HALL, PUBLIC ROOMS, ^c.
Since the body of this work went to press, these rooms and the shambles adjoining have been

brought into such a state of forwardness, as to enable the author to give the following description

of them :

—

The first stone was laid at the south-east corner, about 10 feet below the surface of the earth

August the S3d, 1814,* (noticed page 404,) by John Allen, Esq., who was then mayor of the town.

The large room is after the proportion most approved of by Palladio, the famed architect, and

of the exact size of several rooms built by him,f being 75 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 30 feet high

with an arched ceiling. The two small rooms are 22 feet 6 inches by 26 feet 3 inches, and 24

feet high each.

Between the centre and larg-e room is a double gallery, the ascent to which is by a winding

staircase from the centre room. It is supported in the large room by two Ionic columns, surmounted

with a regular entablature and iron railing. The communication between the two galleries is by

three doors in the partition wall, so as to form one gallery occasionally.

The rooms are finished in a plain and neat manner with a bold cornice, and circular architraves

over the windows and recesses resting on an impost moulding, which runs round all the rooms.

—

The walls of the large room and the east small room are panneled.

These rooms are intended for public meetings, assemblies, transactions of public business, for

the magistrates to hold their sittings in, and hustings for the electing members of parliament for

the town, and are so contrived that the electors will ascend by the grand staircase, through the

rotunda into the centre room, (which will be properly fitted up on those occasions.) After giving

their votes they will descend through an anti-room by a staircase into the Exchange-alley.

The grand staircase into these rooms is very noble and spacious, being 9 feet wide, and has

three flights of stone steps, with spacious landing places between each flight, to prevent accidents.

Under the suite of rooms are formed noble shambles, now called the Hall Sliambles, to distinguish

them from what are called the New Shambles. They are very commodious, and exceedingly well

ventilated, having in the centre a spacious avenue 9 feet wide and 126 feet long, extending from

the JNIarket-place the whole length of the rooms above. There is a cross avenue about the centre,

to communicate with what are called the New Shambles and Exchange-alley: and the whole is so

contrived that when compleated, they will form one vast set of shops.

The number of shops in the Old Shambles will be twenty-five. There are three new shops

built on the south side of the Hall Shambles, and six more are intended to be built on the site of

the old house, west of the back staircase, in the Exchange-alley, what are* now called the New

• A brass plate let into this stone bears the following inscription " Tbis stone was laid on Tuesday the 23d day of August, A. D. 1814, in the 54tli

" year of the reign of George the Third, by John Allen, Esq. mayor, of the town of Nottiugliam : being the first stone of a new set of

" shambles, and suite of public rooms, under the direction of a committee appointed by the corporation, and Mr. Edward Staveley, their architect."

JOHN ALLEN, Jun. 1

WILLIAM SOARS, Gent. \
Chamberlainr.

f In tlie two partition walls are folding doors, and small doors on each side. These may be thrown open and form one room of 183 feet long OB

any public occasion.
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Shambles, will be pulled down and new shops erected in their place, as soon as the funds of the

corporation will allow of its being done.

The front of the Exchange has been very much altered, the center part has been taken down
and rebuilt, with a projection of one foot before the old walls. Over this is a handsome stone

pediment crowned with a good proportioned pedestal, on which stands the figure of justice. In

the pediment the town arms, with an oak branch on one side and an olive branch on the other are

carved in stone. A plain stone cornice runs on the pediment and wings, with a plain blocking

course placed on it, extending from the foot of the pediment on each Side. At each angle is a neat

vase, with a good bold Gholosh ornament running round. In the centre is a handsome Venetian

window, as improved by Adams and Whyatt, which lights the large room, and is ornamented with

two handsome Ionic columns. Above this is the clock—the dial is fixed in a stone rim or moulding

with raffled leaves, &c. falling gracefully down the sides, and supported by a handsome truss on

each side, resting on a plain tablet, with the date 1815, cut in Roman raised characters.

The piazza is inclosed, and the shops brought quite to the front. A balcony supported by

columns carrying a regular entablature and plain railing, will be brought out in front, so as to

leave a walk eight feet clear. The whole when finished will have a very handsome appearance,

and be an ornament to the Market-place, being all stuccoed and coloured to imitate stone.

The front is now certainly very grand, though it must be admitted, that the architect may have

been cramped in his design, by being under the necessity of blending old and new work together :

the general position of the windows is the same as in the old front, except the large window in the

centre.

CHARTERS.
The following charter of Henry the Second, mentioned page 255, is supposed to be the oldest

extant :

—

Henry, King of England, Duke of Normandy and Aquitain, Count of Adegavia. To the

Archbishops, Bishops, Viscounts, Barons, Sheriffs, Ministers, and all our faithful subjects.

Frenchmen and Englishmen, of all England, greeting.—Know ye that I have granted, and by

this my charter have confirmed to the burgesses of Nottingham, all those free customs which they

had in the time of King Henry our grandfather, namely, Tol, Theam, Infa.vgentheof, and

Thelonia*, from Thurmaston (supposed Thrumpton) to Newark of all persons passing the

Trent, as fully as in our borough of Nottingham, and in the other part in the brooke beyond

Rempston to the water of Radford, (supposed now Retford) in Nottinghamshire. The men of

Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire ought to come to the borough of Nottingham on Friday and

Saturday with their teams and horse-loads. No one ought to work dyed cloths within ten leagues

in circuit of the town of Nottingham, unless within the borough of Nottingham. And if any one,

from whencesoever he may come, shall be and remain in the borough of Nottingham, a year and

a day, in time of peace, without molestation, no one afterwards but the king shall have jurisdiction

• For an explanation of ilie terms Tol, Theam, Infangentljeof, and Thelonia, see pages 2^5 and ZSi.-
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ovei- him. And whosoever of the burgesses shall buy. land of his neig-Ubour,' and shall possess it

for one whole year and a day, without molestation of the relations of the vender, (if such kindred

shall be in England,) shall afterwards possess it quietly. Nor shall any one of the burgesses,

unless criminally accused, answer to the Reeve of Nottingham, unless there shall appear a prosecutor

for the offence. And whosoever shall resmain in the borough, of whatever demesne he shall be, he

ought to pay taxes to make up the tribute and deficiences of the borough with, the burgesses. Also

all those who shall come to Nottingham market from the afternoon of Friday to the afternoon of

Saturday, shall not be distrained, but for the rent paid to the king. And the passage of the

Trent ought to be free to all navigators as far as one perch in breadth shall extend on both sides of

the course of the water, And we will and firmly enjoin that the aforesaid burgesses shall have and

hold the aforesaid customs well and in peace, and freely and quietly and honorably and fully, as

they had in the time of King Henry our father.

The^e persons being zcilnesses to this grant, WILLIAM OF BRASIC.
WILLIAM OF CAISNOW.
WILLIAM OF LANNALES.

RAMILPHUS BEING Shebiit.

CHARTER OF HEKRY THE SIXTH.
The King to -all to whom these presents shall come, greeting.—We have ihspected the charter

of his Majesty Henry, late King of England, our father, made in these words :
—"Henry, by the

grace of God, King of England and France, and Lord of Ireland, to. all Archbishops, Bishops,

Abbots, Priors, Dukes, Earls, Barons, Justices, and Sheriffs, Reeves, and all his Bailiffs, and

faithful subjects, greeting." .

We have inspected the letters patent of his Majesty Richard, late King of England, the Second

after the Conquest, made in these words:—" Richard, by the grace of God, King of England and

France, and Lord of Ireland, to all to whom these present letters patent shall come, greeting."

We have inspected the charter of his Majesty Edward, late King of England, our grandfather,

made in these words:

—

" Edward, by the grace of God;, Kin^- of England, Lord of Ireland, and

Duke of Aquitain, to Archbisliops, Bishops, Abbots, Priors, Earls, Barons, Justices, Sheriffs,

Reeves, and to all his Bailiffs, and faithful subjects, greeting."

We have inspected the charter of his Majesty Edward, late King of England, our father, of happy

memory, made in these words :
—" Edward, by the grace of God, King of England, Lord of

Ireland, and Duke of Aquitain, to Archbishops, Bishops, Abbots, Priors, Earls, Barons, Justices,

Sheriffs, Reeves, Ministers, and to all his Bailiffs, and faithful subjects, greeting,"

We have inspected the charter of confirmation which his Majesty Henry, heretofore King of

England, our grandfather, made to the burgesses of Nottingham, in these words :
—" Heary, by

the grace of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland, Duke of Normandy and Aquitain, and Earl

of Angers, to Archbishops, Bishops, Abbots, Priors, Earls, Barons, Justices, Sheriffs, Reeves,

Ministers, and to all his Bailiffs, and faithful subjects, greeting."

We have inspected the charter of King John, our father, made to the burgesses of Nottingham,

in these words :
—" John, by the ^race of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland, Duke of
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Normandy and Aquitain, and Earl of Angers^ to Archbishops, Bishops, Priors, Abbots, Earls,

BaronSj Justices, and to all his BaiJifFsi and, faithful subjects of a^^ England, greeting."

Know ye then that we have granted, and by this our charter do grant to our burgesses of

Nottingham, all those free customs which they had in the time of Kings Henry our grandfather,

and Henry our father ; as by the charter of Henry our father doth appear (to wit) that they have

Thol, Theam, Im'Qngethef, and THzoLaxiA, from Thrumpton to iNew^rk, and of all things

passing over the Trent, in as full a manner as within the borough of Nottingham on the south,

and on the north from the brooke beyond Rempgtone: to the river of Retford and Vicker's Dike.

That the men of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire come to the borough of Nottingham on Friday

and Saturday, with their waggons drawn with four horses, and their horse-loads, nox shall any

persons dye cloth, unless within the borough of Nottingham, and within ten miles thereof. And
if any person, (in the time of peace,) whencesoever he come, and not demanded of his lord,

continue in this borough a year and a day, no one shall afterwards have lawful claim of him;, except

the king himself. If any burgesses shall purchase land of his neighbour, and shall have

possession thereof a year and a day, without any demand of the kindred of the seller (they being

in England,) he shall afterwards have quiet possession of the same, nor shall he answer any charge

before the reeve of the said borough, unless there be an accuser. And of whatever demesne a

man be, if he abide within the borough, he shall pay the rates and contribute to make up the

deficiencies of the same. And all who shall.come to Nottingham market shall not be distrained

from Friday evening to Saturday evening, unless for tribute due to us. And th^ passage of the

river (Trent) shall be free for the purpose of navigation, one perch on each side the water. And
we furthermore, of our own proper gift, and by this our charter, do confirm to our said burgesses,

a merchant-guild, with all the privileges and free customs incident, and tliat do pertain thereto ;

and that they be free of toll throughout our land, as well in as out of marts, and that they have

power of themselves, at the end of the year, from among themselves, to appoint a reeve to answei-

for them the tribute due to us. Nevertheless, if such reeve be displeasing to ns, we shall remove

him, and they must appoint another in his stead, agreeable to our will. And we have likewise

granted to the said burgesses, that such reeve, so appointed, shall pay our tribute of the said

borough into our exchequer, wherever it be in England, at two terms, (to wit.) one-half at the

close of Easter, the other at the octave of St. Michael:—Wherefore it is our pleasure, and we do

strictly command, that the burgesses aforesaid truly, honorably, quietly, and peaceably enjoy 'the

same, in as full and ample manner as in the time of Henry our grandfatlver, and Henry our father,

together with such other privileges a^ we have granted :—And we furtheimore forbid any' one to

interfere with, or presume to molest the said burgesses in any manner contrary to- the meaning and

intent of this our charter, under the penalty of forfeiting ten pounds,, as we by our reasonable

charter have granted and confirmed to them vyhen Earl of Morton.

mtnese,^ G. SON OF PETER, EARL OF ESSEX. W. DR STUDWELL.
W. BREVERE, • IIENRV DE NEVILL.
HUGO BARD. S. DE PATER.

J, : ; B. SON OF ROGER. G, DE NORFOLK. ,

. . 5M
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Given under the hands of

SIMON, ARCHDEACON OF WELLS.
JOH^f DE GaiiY, ARCHDEACON OF CLIVELANIH

At Clipstonj the nineteenth day of March, in the first year of our reign.

And these gifts and donations being agreeable to us, we do for ourselves and our heirs ratify and

confirm the same to the burgesses aforesaid. And we have, of our own proper gift, granted, and

by this our tiharter confirmed, for ourself and our heirs, to the said burgesses and their heirs, that

thef pay the said tribute of fifty-two pounds a year, on two terms, into our Exchequer, (to wit)

seventy-six pounds (blanch) at the close of Easter, and twenty-six pounds (blanchJ at the octave

of St. Michael ; and that they and their heirs hold the said town of Nottingham by the said rent

of fifty-two pounds as aforesaid. We also, for ourself and our heirs, have granted to the said

burgesses and their heirs, that they take tonnage of all merchandize of weight within the said town

of Nottingham, as is customary to be taken in other towns and cities throughout England. And
that they have coronei's from among themselves in the said town of Nottingham. And we will

and strictly command, that the burgesses aforesaid have and hold, of our own proper gift, well,

peaceably, freely, and quietly, the liberties, usages, and customs aforesaid, (to wit) that they pay

every year into our Exchequer, the said fifty-two pounds (blanch) that they and their heirs hold

the said town by the tribute of the said fifty-two pounds (blanch), that they take tonnage as afore-

said, and have coroners from among themselves, in the said town of Nottingham, as aforesaid.

Witness, J. BATH.
R. DURHAM.
W. CARLISLE,
H. DE BURGH, EARL HAUC, CHIEF JUSTICE OF ENGLAND.
HUGO DE NEVILL.
GALFRED DE LUCY.
STEPHEN DE SEDGRAVE.
RALPH, SON OF NICHOLAS DE CAPELLA.
HEN. DE CAPELLA, AND OTHERS.

Given under the hand of the Right Reverend Father R. Cicester, bishop, our Chancellor, at

Westminster, the 24th day of February, in the fourteenth year of our reign.

We have also inspected a certain other charter which our said grandfather made to the said

burgesses in these words :

—

" Henry, by the grace of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland, Duke of Normandy and

Aquitain, and Earl of Angers, to all Archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, justices,

sheriffs, reeves, ministers, and all bailiffs, and his faithful subjects, greeting."

Know yc that we have granted, and by this our charter have confirmed to our burgesses of

Nottingham and their heirs for ever, that they shall, throughout the whole land, and wheresoever

we have jurisdiction, enjoy the following privileges, (to wit) that neither they nor their goods shall

be attached for any debts for which they are not bound, or are not principal debtors; unless, as

may be, they be of the commonalty, and are able to satisfy the same, wholly or in part, as shall be

made reasonable to appear, justice being refused to be done to the creditors by the said burgesses.

And we also, by this our charter, have granted and confirmed to the said burgesses, that they have
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for ever the return of all writs of summons of our Exchequer^ of all things pertaining to our said

borough of Nottingham, so that no sheriff^ bailiff, or other our officer enter to execute such writs of

summons, or make distress within our said borough, unless in default of the burgesses or bailiffs of

the borough aforesaid: wherefore we will and strictly command, for ourselves and our heirs, that

the said burgesses and their heirs for ever, have the liberties and prescriptions aforesaid; and we

forbid any one, on pain of the penalty of ten pounds aforesaid, in any wise unlawfully to molest, or

disturb them the said burgesses.

Witness, ROGER DE PICOT, EARL OF NORFOLK, MARSHAL OF ENGLAND.
RALPH, SON OF N. DE LESSINGHAM .

JOHN DE LESSINGHAM.
RICHARD DE GREY.
WILLIAM DE GREY.
IMBERT PIC *.

WAN KELIN DE ARDEN.
PETER EVERED.
WILLIAM GERMYN, AND OTHERS.

Given under our hand, at Nottingham, the twentieth day of July, in the thirty-ninth year of our

reign.

Moreover, we have inspected a charter which Edward, our father, late King of England, of

happy memory, made to the burgesses of Nottingham in these words :

—

" Edward, by the grace of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland, and Duke of Aquitain ; to

all Archbishops, Bishops, Abbots, Priors, Earls, Barons, Justices, Sheriffs, Reeves, Officers,

aad all his Bailiffs and faithful subjects, greeting."

Whereas we, for certain offences committed by the burgesses and commonalty of our town of

Nottingham, under pretence of privileges of the same, have, for more than three years, taken the

said town and liberties thereof into our hands :—We, being desirous to confer an especial favor

upon the said burgesses and commonalty, have restored to them the said town, with all the privileges

which the burgesses and men thereof heretofore held, by virtue of the charters of the Kings of

England our predecessors, by granting to the said burgesses, for ourself and our heirs, to the said

burgesses and commonalty, to enjoy and use the said liberties in the same manner they enjoyed and

used the same at the time of the seizure of the said town into our hands, according to the tenor of

the charter aforesaid :—Nevertheless, that they and their successors pay, every year, into our

exchequer, out of the said town, fifty-two pounds, as they were used to do, and the additional sum

of eight pounds yearly. And for bettering the state of the burgesses and men of the said town, we

4iave granted that they chuse, from among themselves, a mayor, which mayor (the burgesses of

each borou»"h being assembled) they shall unanimously and freely choose, every year, on the feast

of St. Michael the Archaugel, that he may have precedence over the bailiffs and others of the said

town, in all things that pertain to the governing and aid of the same. And immediately after the

election of such mayor, each borough shall chuse a bailiff, according to the custom of the said

boroughs, who shall perform the several duties pertaining to his office. And that the said burgesses

and their successors, besides the fair that they have for eight days on the feast of St. Matthew the

Apostle, have forever another annual fair in the said town, to begin on the eve and day of the feast
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of St. Edmund the King and Martyr, to continue the twelve following days, unless it may prove

detrimental to any neighbouring fair held at that time.—Wherefore we will, and strictly command

forour&elf and our heirs, that the aforesaid burgesses and men, and their successors, besides their

fair for eight days at the feast of St. Matthew the Apostle, forever have another annual fair in the

said town for fifteen days, on the vigil of the day and the morrow of the feast of St. Edmund the

King and Martyr, with all the privileges and free customs appertaining to fairs of this sort, unless

it may prove detrimental to any fairs held at that time, as aforesaid.

Witness, R. BATH AND WELLS.
A. DURHAM.
T. DE CLARE.
JOHN DE VESEY.
R. DE TI BITOT.

ROBERT SON OF JOHN , AND OTHERS.

Given under our hand at Lincoln, the 11th day of February, in the twelfth year of our reign.

And we, being well pleased with the aforesaid grants, confirmations, and restitutions aforesaid,

do grant and confirm the same to the burgesses, their heirs and successors, burgesses of the said

town, as the charters aforesaid reasonably make appear. And furthermore, we have granted to

them, for ourself and otir heirs, that notwithstanding they or their predecessors, burgesses of the

said town, may not hitherto have used any or either of the aforesaid privileges, nevertheless that

they, their heiis and successors, may fully use and enjoy the said privileges', or either of them,

Avithout let or hindrance of us, our heirs, justices, escheators, bailiffs, or other our ministers

Avhatsoever.—And being moreover desirous to confer a still greater favor upon the said burgesses,

we have, for ourself and our heirs, granted to them, for the bettering the state of our said town of

Nottingham, for the ease of our said burgesses, and that they may be enabled the more readily to

manage the affairs of trade, that none of them, the said burgesses, shall implead or be impleaded,

before us or our heirs, out of the said borough, of lands or tenements which are within the same,

or of trespasses, contracts, or of other things whatsoever, done or arising within the said

borough; but that all pleas of suit that shall happen to be summoned before us, our heirs,

justices of bench, or others, out of the town aforesaid, shall he pleaded and determined

before the mayor and bailiffs of the said borough, for the time being, within the said borough,

unless such pleas shall concern us, our heirs, or the community of the said borough. And

furthermore that they, the said burgesses, be not put with men not of the said borough in any

assizes, juries, or inquests that shall happen to be made before the justices or other officers of us,

or our heirs, on account of lands, tenements, trespasses, contracts, or any other matters whatsoever,

not arising within the same. And that men out of the said borough be not put with the burgesses

in any assizes, juries, or inquests, by reason of lands, tenements, trespasses, contracts, or any other

matters whatsoever arising within the same; but that such assizes, juries, and inquests, shall be

made by the burgesses of the said borough only, unless the matter in issue concern us, our heirs,

or the community of the said borough. And furthermore, whereas notwithstanding our said

burgesses, by virtue of the charters aforesaid, have the return of our writs and summonses of our

Exchequer, in all matters pertaining to the said borough, some of our bfficers, and those of our
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predecessors have entered the same, and made distresses and attachments which ought to have been

made by the bailiffs of the said borough : Noio we have granted for ourself and our heirs, that no

eheriif, bailiff, or other officer v^ 'latsoever of us or our heirs, shall enter into the said borough to

make summonses, attachments, distresses, or do any other duties therein, unless in default of the

bailiffs of the said borough for the time being. We also grant, for ourself and our heirs, to the

said burgesses, their heirs and successors, that they be for' ever quit of murage, stallage, tarrage,

kaiage, and passage, throughout all our dominions.

Witness, W, CANTERBURY.
W. COVENTRY AND LITCHFIELD.
ADAM DE VALENTIA, EARL OF PEMBROKE.
HUMPHREY DE BOHUN, EARL OF HEREFORD AND ESSEX.
HUGO DISPENSER.
WILLIAM LE LATYMER.
THEOBALD DE VERDON.
EDMUND DE MALO LACU, STEWARD OF OUR HOUSEHOLD, AND OTHERS.

Given under our hand, at Westminster, the sixteenth day of March, in the seventh year of our

reign.

And we being well pleased with the grants, confirmations, and restitutions aforesaid, as far as in

us lies, do grant and confirm the same, for ourself and our heirs, to the said burgesses and their

heirs and successors, burgesses of the said town, as by the said charter more fully may appear.

—

And whereas the said town of Nottingham, together with the, liberties thereof, was for certain

causes seized into our hands by our well-beloved and faithful William de Herle and his brethren

itinerant, justices within the said county of Nottingham :—Now we being desirous to do the said

mayor and burgesses an especial favor herein, have restored to them the said town, with all the

liberties aforesaid, to have and hold the same to them, their heirs and successors, burgesses of the

said town, for ever, in as full and ample a manner as by the charters aforesaid they were wont to

hold the same, before the seizure aforesaid. And furthermore, whereas it is contained in a charter

of our said great-grandfather King Henry, that the aforesaid burgesses and their heirs for ever,

should have the return of all writs of summons issuing out of the Exchequer of our aforesaid great-

grandfather and his heirs, in all things pertaining to the said borough ; and that no sheriff or bailiff,

or other officer whatsoever of our said great-grandfather or his heirs, should enter into the said

borough to make summons, attachment, distresses, or any other duties, unless in default of the

bailiffs of the said town—and the said burgesses and their predecessors having hitherto had the

return of all writs of our ancestors and of us; as well of our Exchequer as of all other writs

whatsoever pertaining to the affairs of the said town : We therefore being desirous to provide for

the security of the saidr burgesses, that they may not herein suffer molestation in future, have, for

ourself and our heirs, granted and confirmed, that they, their heirs and successors aforesaid, have

for ever the return of all writs, as well Exchequer as others in anywise relating to the affairs of the

said borough ; so that no sherilF, bailiff, or other officer of us or our heirs, shall enter the said

borough to make any summonses, attachments, distresses, or do any other duties within the same,

unless in fault of the bailiffs of the said borough. And whereas it is found upon a certain inquisition

5N
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taken by the aforesaid William, and our beloved and faithful Nicholas Falstof, by'our command,

returned into our Chancery, that the said burgesses, time immemorial, to the time of granting the

aforesaid charter of our ancestor King John, and since (by prescription) have had in the said town

of Nottingham a gaol, for the custody of persons taken or attached within the said town, and that

the said gaol was in the keeping of the persons who had the government of the said town, as well

while in the hands of our ancestors, as in the hands of the burgesses as belonging thereto:—We
being desirous to confer upon them an especial favor herein, and for the better security of the said

town, have granted and by this our charter do confirm, that the said burgesses, their heirs and

successors for ever, have the said gaol in the said town, for the custody of such persons as shall

happen to be taken or attached for any cause whatsoever within the said town. Furthermore,

whereas the said burgesses, under pretence of the words in the charters aforesaid, that the men of

JSTottinghamshire and Derbyshire come to the said borough of J^ottingham with their waggon

mnd horse loads, on Friday and Saturday in every week, hold a market in the said borough,

having regard to their security herein, we have graciously granted to them, and by this our charter

have confirmed, that they, their heirs and successors for ever, have and hold the said market on

Saturday in every week, together with all the privileges and free customs to a market of this kind

appertaining, not willing that the said burgesses should be troubled, molested, or aggrieved by us,

our heirs, or any of our officers in any respect, either in time past or time to come, on account of

the said market. And we have granted, and by this our charter confirmed, that they, the said

bui-gesses, their heirs and successors, be for ever quit of pontage throughout the land ; and we

will and strictly command for ourself and our heirs, that the said burgesses and their heirs and

successors for ever, have and hold the aforesaid town, with all its privileges, and that they also have

for ever the return of all writs of us and our heirs, as well the summonses of our Exchequer, as

all other writs whatsoever, that they have the same goal and market, with all liberties and free

customs belonging to markets of this kind, and that they be quit of pontage, as aforesaid, throughout

our land. /

mtness, H. LINCOLN, CHANCELLOR,
JOHN WINCHESTER.
R. COVENTRY AND LICHFIELD.

JOHN DE ELTHAM, EARL CORNWALL, OUR WELL-BELOVED BROTHER.
ROGER EARL MARCH.
WILLIAM DE MONT. ACUT.

JOHN MONTRAVERS, STEWARD OF OUR HOUSEHOLD, AND OTHERS.

Given under our hand at Woodstock, the first day of May, in the fourth year of our reign.

Now we being well pleased with the grants, confirmations, and restitutions aforesaid, do grant

and confirm, as far as in us lies, for ourself and our heirs, to the burgesses of Nottingham and their

heirs and successors, burgesses of the said town, as the aforesaid charters do reasonably witness,

and as the aforesaid burgesses and their predecessors the said liberties and acquittances have

reasonably used and enjoyed.

Witness ourself at Westminster, the 8th day of April, in the first year of our reign.—And we

being well pleased with all and singular the grants, confirmations, and restitutions aforesaid, do.
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for ourself and our heirSj as far as in us lies, accept, approve, and ratify, and do grant and confirm

the same, to our said beloved burgesses and their successors burgesses of the said town, as the

charters aforesaid reasonably make appear. And furthermore, being willing to confer a still

greater favor on the said burgesses, we have, of our especial grace, for ourself and our heirs,

granted to the said burgesses, as far as in us lies, that notwithstanding they or their predecessors

may not on some occasions have made full use of the liberties and acquittances in the aforesaid

charters contained,—nevertheless, that they, their heirs and successors may enjoy and use the

liberties and acquittances aforesaid, without hindrance or molestation of us, our heirs, escheators,

bailiffs, or other officers of us or our heirs, whomsoever—^Furthermore being desirous on account

of theiir manifold deserts, to confer a. still greater share of our favor upon the mayor, bailiffs, and

burgesses of the said town, their heirs and successors, we have, of our own certain knowledge,

esjjecial grace; and.with the consent of our privy council, for ourself and our heirs, granted, and

by this our charter do confirm, to the said mayor, bailiffs,"and burgesses, that they, their heirs and

successors, shall for ever have! cognizance of all pleas, by the mayor and bailiffs of the said town

for the time being, or such others as they shall appoint, (to wit) as well as of all lands, tenements

an,d rents within the said town, as of trespasses, agreements, contracts, matters of trade, arising

and made witliin the liberties and precincts of the said town, and of which persons holding of, or

residents within the said borough shall be parties. And also of pleas of assize and tenures within

the said liberty that shall happen to be taken, assigned, or arraigned before the justices of us or

our heirs at the assizes for the county of Nottingham, and that the justices themselves when the

cognizance of such pleas shall be demanded in proper form, on the part of the said mayor, bailiffs,

and burgesses, shall accede to the same, and forthwith deliver up to the said mayor and bailiffs, or

whom they may appoint, the said pteas, original writs and processes, if any such have been had.

—

And that the said mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses, their heirs and successors, shall for ever have the

chattels of felons and fugitives for crimes committed on or against tenants of, or residents within

the liberties aforesaid. Or if any one ought, for any crime, to lose life or limb, or do flee to avoid

judgment thereon, or hath been guilty of any offence for which he ought to forfeit his chattels, let

what court soever have cognizance of such offence, our court, or that of our heirs, or any court

whatsoever, the chattels of such felons and fugitives shall nevertheless belong to the mayor, bailiffs,

and burgesses, and their heirs and successors :—and it shall be lawful for them and their officers,

without any hinderance from us. our heirs, sheriffs, bailiffs, or other our officers, to seize the

chattels aforesaid, and keep the same to the use of the said mayor, bailiffs and burgesses, and their

heirs and successors aforesaid. And we further grant that the said mayor, bailiffs and burgesses,

and their successors, shall for ever have all fines for trespasses, and other offences whatsoever:

—

all post-fines, amerciaments, issues of pledges forfeited and to be forfeited, year-and-day wastes,

estrepement, and all things that could pertain to us and our heirs, of the said year-and-day

waste, murders, men and tenements of the said town, as well such as shall be taken amerced,

levied, and adjudged in our court of exchequer, before our justices of bench, the steward

and marshal of the household of us and our heirs for the time being, as alsp before the

justices itinerant for the trial of common pleas and pleas of the forest, or any othef justices
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or ministers belonging to us or our heirs^ as well in the presence as in the absence of us

or our heirs ; which said fines, amerciaments^ issues of pledges, year-and-day wastes, estrepe-;

ments, &c. as aforesaid, would otherwise have belonged to us or our heirs, had the same
not been granted to the mayor, bailififs, and burgesses aforesaid, and that the said mayor,

bailiffs, and burgesses, levy and receive the said fines, amerciaments; issues, forfeitures, &c. as

aforesaid, by themselves and ministers, without any let or hinderance of the justices, escheatorsf

sheriffs, coroners, bailiffs, or other officers whatsoever belonging to us or our heirs. And we
likewise grant that the said mayor, bailiffs, and burgiessesi for ever have the return of all writs

and summonses issuing from the exchequer of us and our heirs, and of attachments, as well

in pleas of the crown as in all other cases whatsoever within the limits of the fee of the town

aforesaid, and the execution of the said writs and summonses ; ahd that no sherifiF, bailiff,- or other

officer of us or our heirs, do enter into the liberty aforesaid for the purpose of executing such writs

and summonses, or attachments of pleas of the crown, or other attachments, or do any other duty

there, except in default of the said mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses, and their heirs and successors.

And we also, for ourself and our heirs, of our own certain knowledge, and with the consent

aforesaid, have granted to the said mayor and burgesses, and their successors, that they have all

perprestures of lands, waters, and wastes, that now are, or hereafter may be deemed such, within

the limits and boundaries of the town aforesaid, in support of the burthens and daily exigencies of

the same. And we have likewise granted, that they, their heirs and successors as aforesaid, , have

for ever power to hear, determine, correct, and punish (by the mayor, recorder, and four other

good and lawful men, to be chosen by the mayor of the said town for the time being, and his

successors for ever,) all matters, complaints, defaults, causes, and articles cognizable by justices of

the peace, of labourers and artificers, in as full and ample manner as justices of the peace of the

county of Nottingham have heretofore had and exercised. Moreover, that our justices of peace

of labourers and artificers of the county aforesaid, shall not in any wise hereafter take cognizance

of any things, causes, plaints, matters, defaults, or other articles whatsoever, belonging to such

justices within the town aforesaid, and the jurisdiction of the same, but nevertheless, that the

aforesaid mayor, recorder, and four good and lawful men of the said town aforesaid, may not

proceed to determine any felony, without special mandate of us or our heirs. And that the

aforesaid mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses, and their heirs and successors for ever, have all fines,

issues, amerciaments, and profits - - - - awarded by the said justices, as fully as the mayor,

bailiffs, and burgesses of the town of Coventry have had the like, by virtue of charters of th©

Kings of England, before the sixth day of April, in the twenty-second year of the reign of tlie

aforesaid late King* Richard the Second, aftd by him ratified and confirmed. ' Andfurthermore, when

ever hereafter an array of bowmen or light horse shall, by virtue of a commission or mandate of us

or our heirs, be made within the said town of Nottingham, the mayor thereof, for the time being,

shall be joined in such commission or mandate with other persons assigned by us to make such

array, and without he be so joined, no such array shall in anywise be made. And we will and :

grant, for us and our heirs, with the consent aforesaid, that the said mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses,

and their heirs and successors, shall not on any account be denied, restrained, diminished, or
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abbreviated in the enjoyment of either or any of the franchises^ liberties, privileges, immunities,

easements, and acquittances, granted to the mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses of the said town of

Nottingham by our ancestors, and confirmed by us to the now mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses of

the said town:—But that the said mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses, and their successors, shall for

ever have, hold, and exercise those franchises, liberties, privileges, immunities, easements,

acquittances, and customs^ in every respect as fully as the mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses of the town

of Nottingham, their predecessors, have, by grant and confirmation of our ancestors, for ever had

and enjoyed.

Wm&si, TH. CA.NTERBURY, PRIMATE OF ALL ENGLAND.
B. EBOR, PRIMATE OF ENGLAND;
R. LOI«fDON.

W. WINCHESTER. ,

I. ELY.
H. LINCOLN.
EDMUND DUKE OF YORK, OUR BELOVED UNCLE.
THOMAS WARWICK.
HENRY NORTHUMBERLAND,
JOHN NORBURY, OUR TREASURER.
WILLIAM ROOS HAMELACK.
WILLIAM WILLOUGHBY.
JOHN COBHAM.
THOMAS ERPINGHAM, OUR CHAMBERLAIN.
THOMAS REMPSTON, STEWARD OF OUR HOUSEHOLD.
RICHARD CLIFFORD, KEEPER OF OUR PRIVY SEAL, AND OTHERS.

Given under our band, at Westminster, the eighteenth day of November, in the first year of

our reign.

And we do, by tenor of these presents, as far as in us lies, for ourself and our heirs, accept,

approve, ratify, and to our said beloved mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses of the said town, their heirs

and successors, all and singular the grants, confirmations and restitutions aforesaid, as the charters

aforesaid do reasonably make appear, that the said mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses of the said town,

may use and enjoy the said liberties and acquittances, that the said mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses^

their ancestors, reasonably used and enjoyed, from the time of the making of the charters aforesaid.

In testimony whereof we have caused these our letters to be made patent.—Witness ourself at

Leicester, the 24th day of May, in the second year of our reign.

And we do, for ourself, our heirs and successors, as far as in us lies„accept, approve, and ratify,

to our now beloved mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses of the said town, their heirs and successors, all

and singular the franchises, liberties, privileges, easements,and immunities, concessions, confirmations

and restitutions aforesaid, as by the charters aforesaid do appear, or as the said mayor, bailiffs, and

burgesses of Nottingham, and their predecessors used, or ought to have had and enjoyed, the

disuse or abuse of any such privileges, liberties, easements, or immunities notwithstanding.

And furthermore, we have, of our abundant grace, mere motion, and certain knowledge, granted,

and by these presents do confirm, for ourself, our heirs and successors, to the burgesses of the said

50
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town of Nottingham^ their heirs and successors^ that the said town of Nottingham, that ha,th for a

long time been a town corporate,, be henceforth, for ever,ia town corporate, and that the said

mayor and burgesses, and the mayor and burgesses their successors of the said town, be a

corporate body in fact and in name, by the name of mayor and burgesses of the town of

Nottingham—that they have a perpetual succession, and that, the mayor and burgesses be

deemed fit ai^ capable to sustain, prosecute, defend, and plead by that name, to all kind of

pleas, suits, plaints, and demands in actions, real personal, ;ancl, mixt, brought by and against

them, in any courts of us, our heirs, or successors, as well in our courts of King's Bench and

Chancery as any other^ and all other temporal and spiritual, judges and justices whatsoever.

And that the said mayor and burgesses Of the town aforesaid, and their heirs and successors,

by the name of mayor and burgesses aforesaid, be capable to acquire and hold all lands, tenements,

possessions, and hereditaments to them, their heirs and successors for ever.

And of our more abundant grace and favour, mere motion, and pertain knowledge, we have, for

ourself, our heirs and successors, granted to the now mayor ?ind burgesses of the tovvn of

Nottingham, and the mayor and burgesses of the said town their successors, Ihat the said town of

Nottingham and the precincts thereof, as they now extend and belong to the body of the county

of Nottingham, be for ever, after the 15th day of September next ensuing, separate, distinct, and

divided from the same, as well by land as water, our castje, and our gaol of our counties of

Nottingham and Derby, called king's hall, only excepted—and that the said town of Nottingham,

and the precincts of the same, unless as before excepted, after the said 15th day of September,

be a county of itself, and not a parcel of the said county of Nottingham, and that except, as before

excepted, the said town of Nottingham be for ever called, held and reckoned to be the county of

the town of Nottingham.

And that the said now burgesses of the said town, and the successors of the burgesses of the-

same, instead of two bailiffs for ever, have two sheriffs in the said town and precincts thereof, to be

chosen from among themselves to hold the office of sheriff of the said town, except as before

excepted, to the day of the feast of St. Michael the Archangel next ensuing, for that day, and. until

two other burgesses of the said town shall be cliosen into the office of sheriff of the said town, and

the precincts of the same, except as before excepted, and that annually on the feast of St. Michael

the Archangel, they, the said sheriffs, shall be for ever chosen and made in manner following, (viz):

The mayor and burgesses of the said town of Nottingham, shall, every year, instead of two

bailiffs, choose, from among themselves, two fit persons into the office of sheriffs of the said town,

and precincts of the same, except as before excepted, in the same manner as the said burgesses

were accustomed to choose the bailiffs of the said town, and the burgesses so chosen shall

immediately after their election into that office, take the oaths before the mayor for the lawful and

due performance of the same—nor shall they go out of the said tovvn to take the same ;—and the

names of the said sheriffs shall be sent into the Chancery of us, our heirs and successors every year,

within twelve days after such election, under the seal of the said mayor of the said town of

Nottingham aforesaid. That the mayor that now is, be escheator, and that whatever burgess be

hereafter chosen, mayor of the said town, be itnmediately csciicator of us, our heirs and successors,
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the whole of the time such burgess shall continue mayor ; and that hereafter there shall be no

other escbeator of sheriff in or for the said town of Nottingharaj and the precincts of the same,

than from among the burgesses, in manner aforesaid. And that the escbeator and sheriffs of the

said town, and the precincts of the same, except as before excepted, have the power, jurisdiction,

privilege, and whatever appertains to the offices of escheators and sheriffs of us, our heirs and

successors, and which other escheators and sheriffs of any place within our kingdom of England

have, should have, might have, or claim right to. And that all and singular such writs, precepts

or mandates, that heretofore were accustomed, or ought to have been served by the sheriff of

Nottingham, or the bailiffs of the said town, and the precincts of the same, shall immediately from

and after the said fifteenth day of September, be directed to, demanded and executed by the sheriffs

of the said town.

And that the sheriffs of the said town, and the precincts thereof, and other sheriffs for time to

come, shall, in future, hold their county court on Monday in every month within the said town, for

the said town, and the precincts of the same, in such manner as other sheriffs, at other places within

our kingdom, or as other sheriffs of v^, our heirs and successors hold, or ought to hold their county

courts in other parts of our kingdom.

And that the said now burgesses of the said town and their successors for ever, hold a court, at

their pleasure, of all and singular contracts, covenants and trespasses, as well against the peace as

otherwise, and of all other things, causes, and matters whatsoever, arising within the said town and

the precincts thereof, except as before excepted, to be held from day to day in the guildhall of the

said town, before the mayor of the said town, or his deputy, and the sheriffs of the same for the

time being, and that the maj'or of the town for the time being, and the sheriffs for the time beiug>

from the aforesaid fifteenth day of September, have power and authority in that court to hear and

determine all kinds of pleas, suits, plaints, causes and demands, of all actions, real, personal, and

mixt, within the said town, and the liberty and precincts of the same, except as before excepted, to

be brought, as well in the presence of us, our heirs and successors, as in our absence, with all kinds

of fees issuing or arising to the said sheriffs out of the said court, to their own proper use, without let

or impediment of us, our heirs and successors, or any the justices of us, our heirs or successors ; the

steward or marshal of our household shall not take cognizance of pleas, trespasses, contracts,

covenants,, things, or matters, within the said town, or liberties of the same, except as before

excepted ; nor shall any one intermeddle within the same. And that the same escbeator and

sheriffs within the said town of Nottingham, for the time being, do severally, every year, account

before the treasurer and barons of the Exchequer of us, our heirs and successors, by their attorney

severally appointed, or to be appointed, by letters patent under the seal of office of the escbeator

and sheriffs of the said town, and that such account, so made before the treasurer and barons

aforesaid, by such attorneys, instead of such escbeator and sheriffs, shall be deemed of sufficient

force and effect.

Furthermore, that the said escbeator and sheriffs of the said town of Nottingham, their successors,

or any of them, within the said town, shall in no case be liable personably to account for the same,

and the escbeator of the said town of Nottingham shall, for ever, every year, forthwith upon his
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election, take the oath of office, faithfully to execute the same, before one or both coroners, within

the town of Nottingham, and not elsewhere. And be it always provided, that within twelve days

after the election of the mayor of the said town, the name of his escheator shall, every year, be

certified to the exchequer of us, our heirs and successors, under the seal of office of the said mayor.

And of our mere motion and certain knowledge, we have, for ourself, our heirs and successors,

granted to our now burgesses of the said town of Nottingham and their successors for ever; the

chattels of air persons convicted of felonies, murders, and any other offisnces, as well at the suit of

us, our heirs and successors, as of any persons whomsoever, of outlaws and felo-de-se, and deodand

within the said town and precincts thereof, except as before excepted. And^;he said now burgesses

of the said town, and their successors, for ever have all amerciaments, redemptions, issues,

forfeitures, and all fines for trespasses, offences, neglects, misprisons and contempts whatsoever,

post-fines, and all things which in any wise pertain to us, our heirs and successors, of all persons

whomsoever having or holding within the town of Nottingham, whether altogether or in part having

residence in the same, (to wit) of all kinds of pledges and manucaptures of persons within the same^

in our Courts of King's Bench, Chancery, Exchequer, Steward of our household, for the time being,

Justices Itinerant, Common Pleas, and Pleas of the forest, as well in the presence as in the

absence of us, our heirs and successors—and that they, the said burgesses, may themselves, or by

their officers, levy, take, receive and enjoy all fines, amerciaments, redemptions, issues, forfeitures,

and all other things that would have pertained to us, our heirs and successors, had this grant never

been made, to levy, take, and have the same without any let or impediment of us, our heirs and

successors, our justices, escheators, sheriffs, coroners, or other our bailiff's or ministers whatsoever.

And of our more abundant grace land favor, mere motion and certain knowledge, we do, for

ourself, our heirs and successors, grant to the now burgesses of the said town of Nottingham, their

heirs and successors, that they the said burgesses, their heirs and successors, do, from time to time,

choose from among themselves, seven aldermen, one of which is to be elected to, and serve the

office of mayor of the said town,—That such aldermen, go chosen, shall continue in office during

life, unless they or any of them, at his or their special request, made to the rest of the burgesses

of the said town, for the time being, or for some other notable cause, the said alderman or aldermen

removed by the said mayor and burgesses ; or, in case such alderman or aldermen die. or for some

other cause he or they be removed from hi^ or their office, that the then mayor and burgesses of the

town aforesaid, have power and authority to choose from among themselves one or more alderman

or aldermen instead of the alderman or aldermen so dying, departing, or removed, according to the

tenor of these -presents, and so from time to time, upon the de^th, departure, or removal of any

alderman of the said town in manner aforesaid.

And tiiat th* aldermen of the said town be justices of ue, our heir* and successors for the time

being, within the said town, liberties and precincts of the same, except as before excepted, for ever

to keep the peace within the same ;—and that seven, six, five, four, and three (one of which to be

the mayor of the said town for the time being) have full power and authority to hear and determine

all felonies, murders, trespasses, and misprisons, as all kinds of causes, plaints, contempts, and

all other wrongs whatsoever, which ought or may hereafter pertain to other justices within our
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kingdom of England to hear, enquire;, determine^ or ih any Wise correct within the sard town, or

liberti'es and precincts therfeo'f, except as before excepted :—That they have hereafter the correction

and punishment of servants, labourers, and artificers, within the said town and liberties of the

same, in as foil and ample manner as the keepers and justices of the peace within the county of

Nottinghiarti, or any where else within our kingdom of England.

And we furthermore, of oiir mere motion and certain knowledge, grant, for ourself, our heirs

and successors, to our burgesses of the said town, their heirs and successors, thatihey forever have

all fines, issues, forfeitures, amerciaments awarded, or to be ^awarded by the mayor or any of the

justices of the peace of the said town, vvithin the liberties and precincts of the same, except as

before excepted, to be levied by their proper dfficerk, for the aid, maintenance, and support of thfe

said town.—And that the aforesaid burgesses of the town of Nottingham aforesaid, foi" eVer have

the forfeiture of all victuals within the said town, legally forfeited, as bread, wine, and all victtials

whatsoever, th^t pertairiing to merchandise excepted.

And moreover, of our own mere motion and certain knowledge, we have granted, and for ourself,

our heirs and successors, do confirm to our now aforesaid burgesses, their heirs and successors

forever, that the steward and marshal of the household, or clerk of the market of us, our heirs

and successors, them, or any of them, do not in our presence, or in our absence, enter, sit, enquire,

or exetcise atiy filnction of their i*6spective offices, nor implead any burgfesses, or other persons of

the said town, within the liberties arid precincts of the same, except as before excepted, for any

tiiatters, causes, pleas, plaints, or things before them, or any of them, hereafteri on any account

whatever.

And we, of our ovvn mere motion and certain knowledge, have grantefd and permitted, for

ourself, our heirs and successors, to the now burgesses Of the said town of Nottingharii and their

successors, that the burgesses of the said town, vvho for the time being, shall be aldermen of the

same, shall for ever wear gowns arid collars, with sleeves of one form, and livery, arid furs, facings,

and robings, in nlariner of the mayor and aldermen of our city of London, any statute or ordinance

herietofore, to the contrary notwithstanding.

Nevertheless, it is Oiir pleasure tliat the said escheators and sheriffs of the said town, and liberties

and precincts of the same (except as before excepted) do, by their attorneys, account before the

treasurer arid barons of the exchequer, of all things that of right belong to us, our heirs or

successors, as the escheators and sheriffs of our said county of Nottingham, or one or any of them

would have accounted for before the said treasurer and barons of the exchequer of us, our heirs

and successors, if this present charter had not been:—except of all manner of fines, issues,

amerciaments, and forfeitures, before the justices of the peace of the said town, and the precincts

of the same, except as before excepted, and of certain premises by us granted to the said mayor

and burgesses, by virtue of these presents.

Provided always, that the now mayor and burgesses of the said town of Nottingham, and their

successors, be in no wise excluded, barred, or estopped of any of the liberties, franchises, and

privileges, to be had and claimed by the said mayor and burgesses, or bailiffs and burgesses of the

said town, by their acceptance of these presents; biit that it be lawful for the said mayor and

5P
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burgesses, and their successors, to claim, enjoy and have, of their own right and title, all and

singular the liberties, privileges, and franchises aforesaid, any grant of the same, or the acceptance

6f these presents by the said mayor and burgesses to the contrary notwithstanding":

—

Wherefore it is our pleasure, and we strictly command, for ourself, our heirs and successors

aforesaid, that our said burgesses of our said town, do have, hold, and exercise, to them, and every

of them, all and singular the cognizances, liberties and immunities, and all other the premises

above particularly expressed, fully, wholly, peaceably, and quietly, without hindrance, disturbance,

molestation, or impediment of us, our heirs or successors, or the officers or ministers of our heirs

and successors, or any others whomsoever, in manner and form as aforesaid, any gift or grant

of us, or our ancestors, to the burgesses of the said town of Nottingham, or their predecessors,

no express mention of the value of the said chattels, amerciaments, fines, issues, and premisea

being made, notwithstanding.

Witnesss the king himself at Winchester, under writ of privy seal, 28th day of Juoe*;^

five marks being paid into the hanaper.

CHARTER OF WILLIAM AND MARY,
Dated October 19, 1692.

William and Mary, by the grace of God, of England, Scotland, Prance, and Ireland, King and

Queen, defenders of the Faith : To all to whom these presents, our letters, shall come, greeting.

We have inspected certain letters patent, under the great seal of England, bearing date at

Westminster, the twelfth day of February, in the twentieth year of the reign of the late King

James over England, France, and Ireland, and the fifty-sixth over Scotland, made and granted to

the mayor and burgesses of the town of Nottingham, in these words ;

—

" James, by the grace of God, of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, King, defender of

the faith. «&;c. : To all to whom these presents, our letters, shall come, greeting."

*' We have inspected certain letters patent of the Lord Henry the Sixth, formerly King of England,

to the mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses of the town of Nottingham, made on the twenty-eighth day of

June, in the twenty-seventh year of his reign, in the records of our exchequer at Westminster,

that is, in the original, in the twenty-third, amongst the rolls of the said twenty-seventh year of

the late King Henry the Sixth, remaining and existing amongst the records of our treasury in our

said exchequer, in these words :

—

" ' The King, to all to whom, &c. &c. &c,'

" But we, at the requisition and solicitation of the present mayor and burgesses of our said town

of Nottingham, have caused all the aforesaid, and each of them, td be recorded under the seal of

our exchequer, by the tenor of our presents. In testimony of which thing, we have caused these

our letters patent to be made; our beloved and faithful kinsman and counsellor, Lionel Earl of

Middlesex, our principal treasurer of England, being witness, at Westminster, on the twelfth

day of February, in the twentieth year of our reign over England, France, and Ireland, and the

fifty-sixth over Scotland."

* Palent Roll, aitU of Henry (be Siitli, p. 8. m. 6.
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Butj we (William and Mary,) having ratified and granted, all and each of the franchises,

liberties, privileges, acquittances, immunities, grants, confirmations, and restitutions aforesaid, wft

accept, approve and ratify for ourselves, and heirs, and successors as far as in us lies, all and each

of the franchises, liberties, privileges, acquittances, and immunities aforesaid, and to our beloved thd

mayor and burgesses of the said town and their successors by the tenor of these presents we granfi

and confirm, as the aforesaid charters rationally witness, and as the said mayor and burgesses of

the said town of Nottingham or their predecessors ever ought, have been able, or have had a right

to use and enjoy, the franchises, liberties, privileges, acquittances, and immunities aforesaid. It

is lawful likewise with respect to the franchises, liberties, privileges, acquittances, and immunities

aforesaid, each or any of which, the said mayor and burgesses or their predecessors may have not

used, or used improperly. And as we are given to understand, that by the pretext of a certain

instrument or writing, to which the common seal of the mayor and burgesses of the said town,

through the -combination of a few persons of the said town, was added and affixed, bearing date the

eighteenth day of September, in the thirty-fourth year of the reign of the late King Charles the

Second our predecessor of happy memory, and entered on the records of the court of Chancery of

. the late king aforesaid, purporting to be a concession made by the said mayor and burgesses to the

said late king and his heirs and successors, of all and each of their manors, messuages, lands,

tenements, rents, and hereditaments, with whatsoever appurtenances from which, or in which the

said mayor and burgesses then, or at any former time were in any way seized, possessed, or

interested by right of their incorporation, or in their incorporated capacity in any manner

whatsoever ; and also purporting to be a concession and surrender by the said mayor and burgesses

to the said late king, of all the franchises, charters, letters patent of incorporation, powers, liberties,

and immunities whatsoever, at any time or times granted to, or enjoyed by the said mayor and

burgesses or their predecessors, or any of them, in any ways or manners, or by any name or

names whatsoever. Moreover by reason of the aforesaid pretended surrender and giving up, and

also under the pretext or colour of divers charters or letters patent of the said corporation made

and granted, or said to have been made and granted by the late King Charles the Second, and the

late King James the Second, after the date of the said instrument, or pretended surrender, divers

doubts, questions, and controversies, have arisen of and concerning the liberties, franchises^

customs, lands and possessions, of the mayor and burgesses of the said town, and also concerning

the election and continuation of certain officers of the said town.

Know ye therefore, that we (William and Mary) having the peace and tranquility of the said

town, (Nottingham) and the burgesses and inhabitants thereof, much at heart, and being desirous

to put an end to all doubts, disputes and controversies in this behalf, have, of our special favor,

certain knowledge, and mere motion, with the advice of our privy council, assigned, nominated,

ordained, constituted, and confirmed, and by these presents do assign, nominate, ordain, constitute,

and confirm, for ourselves, our heirs and successors, that William Greaves, gentleman, who wag

mayor of the said town of Nottingham, before the above pretended surrender, be and is the present

and new mayor of the said town, and that he be continued in the said office from the date of these

presents to the usual time of election of mayor for the said town, on the feast of St, Michael the
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Archangel, in the year of dor Lord 1693^ if .Ihe-feaid William (Grfeav^a sh&ll so loiig- KVe. And
furthermore, vve Will, and by these presents do gfiint, for ourgelt^jour hfeir^ atid successors, to

the mayor and burgesses of thfe said town, and their Successors, pbwfer and aiithdrity, fVbth time to

tilne, within the space of two months neit after the date of thfeSe presietits, ta choose^ nominate and

appoint fi-om among themselves, as well those that have, as those that have not ^erVed th6 office of

sherifiF, as to the iiiayor and major part of ttib burgesses shall seem be^t, certain of theth to tftte

office of common council bf the said town, and that they are and be of the cdhitiioh council of the

same, to choose so many and as ofteri as may be necessary to complete the littmbet- of eighteeh,

•within the fepace of two months next after the date of these presents. And furthermore, we will,

and by these presents do grant atid confirm, for ourselves, our heirs arid successors, to the mayor

and burgesses of the said town, and their sbccfessdrs^ that after having elected in this mannfer, atiU

the expiration of the aforesaid two months next after the date of these presents, it may arid sTrall bfe

lawful for the mayor and burgesses of the said town, and their successors, from time to time, and at

all times, to choose, nominate and appoint fit persohs to the office of common council of the said

toWn, in such manner as they were used aiid accustomed to be chosen before the day of the date

of the aforesaid pretended surrend'er, (viz.) the said Eighteenth day of Sfeptember, in the thirty-

fourth year of the reign of his late majesty King Charles the Second, or any former period.

Aiid we will that the said William Greaves, before he be admitted to perform the office of maybr

of the said town, shall take the corporation oath for the due performance of the bffife of iWayor of
the said town, and likewise the oaths appoihted by a certain act T^ade and provided in our

parliament, held at Westminster, in the first year of oiir reign, to be taken and p'eirfofmed before

Thomas Trigge and Ralph Rennet, gentlemen, or either of them ; to each and either of whom by
these p(resentSj we give and grant the full power and authority of administering thfe said respective

ciaths.

And of our more especial grace and from certain kno'Wledge and sole inclihatiom, we pardofi,

remit, and excuse, and by these presents, foi" ourselves, our heirs and successors, we pardon, remit

and excuse to the mayor and burgesse'S of the said town, all and each of the ftiatters, contempts,

crimes, offences, and transgressions, which any of them have done, committed, or -perpetrated, of,

for, in, or concerning the performance, or the bad performance of any offices within the said town,

or the lihiits, or precincts of the same, at any time or times after the said eighteenth day of

September, in the said thirty-fourth year of the aforesaid late Kirtg Charles the Second.

And we also pardon, remit, and excuse, and by these presents for ourselves, oiir heirs and

successors, we pardon, renhit, and excuse, to all and each of the burge.sses of the said town of

Nottingham, all and each of the matters, contempts, crimes, offences, and transgressions whatsoever

by themselves, or each, or any of them separately, or conjointly done, committed, or perpetrated,

bf, for, or in the performance of any office, or offices within the said tovvn, or the limits arid

precincts of the same, under the colour or pretext of any letters patent of the late King Chai-les

the Secorid and James the Secdhd, or cither of thehi, at any time or times after the said eighteenth

day of September,' of the said thirty-fourth year bf the said King Charles the Second.

And of our more abundant grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, we have given, granted.
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restored, confirmed and ratified, and by these presents, for ourselves, our heirs and successors, do

grant, restore, confirmj and ratify to the mayor and burgesses of the town of Nottingham and

their successors, all manors, messuages, mills, revenues, lands, tenements, tithes, meadows^

grounds, pastures, common-rights, feasts, fairs, markets, together with all powers, prescriptions,

liberties, privileges, franchises, immunities, jurisdictions, charters, letters patent of incorporation,

customs, profits, offices, officers, exemptions, acquittances, unclaimed lands, wastes, easements

emoluments, goods, chattels, and hereditaments, and all such things as by the letters patent of

King James the First, bearing date the twelfth day of February, in the twentieth year of his reign

over England, France, and Ireland, and the fifty-sixth over Scotland, and all other the Kings and

Queens of England, our ancestors, to the said mayor and burgesses were given, granted, and

confirmed, or by any other aforesaid letters patent granted, or said to be granted or confirmed, to

the mayor and burgesses of the said town, or whatever the mayor and burgesses of the said town,

or their predecessors, by any name or names of incorporation, before the said eighteenth day of

September, in the thirty-fourth year of the said King Charles the Second, possessed, held, used,

enjoyed, or occupied, or ought or were able to have, hold, use, or"enjoy for themselvers, or their

successors, by reason or pretence of any or each of the said letters patent, or any other charters,

grants, or letters patent Whatsoever, by any of our progenitors or predecessors, formerly Kings or

Queens of England, in any manner made, granted, or confirmed, before the said eighteenth day

of September, in the thirty-fourth year of the reign of the late King Charles the Second, or any

other lawful manner, law, or title, use, or prescription, lawfully used, possessed, accustomed, or

enjoyed, before the date of the present. And as we are given to understand, that certain persotis,

inhabitants of the said town and borough of Nottingham, have, after the time of the aforesaid

pretended surrender, taken upon themselves to be a body corporate, by the name of mayor,

aldermen, and burgesses of the town of Nottirigham, in the county of the said town, under

the pretence or colour of certain letters patent, granted by the late Kings Charles the Second and

James the Second, and have given certain discharges, or pretended discharges, to divers persons

of divers lands, tenements, and heceditaments, belonging or appertaining to the mayor and

burgesses of the town of Nottingham, at the time of the aforesaid pretended surrender, and have

obtained and received divers sums of money under pretence of the said discharges. And as we

are unwilling that those persons to whom such discharges, or pretended discharges, were made,

should in any manner be deprived of their lands, for which they have bona fide given valuable

considerations, we of our special grace, certain knowledge, and sole inclination, do grant and

confirm, and by these presents for ourselves, our heirs, and successors, do grant and confirm, to

all and to every person or persons to whom any such discharge, or pretended discharge, or any

discharges, or pretended discharges, have been made of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments

aforesaid, that every such person or persons shall henceforth respectfully have, hold, and enjoy
;

and be empowered to have, hold, and enjoy, all the lands, tenements, and hereditaments, or any

of them, for which they so discharged, or in a pretended manner discharged, bona fide, made

valuable considerations for the residue of the respective terms or limits in each such discharge,

5Q
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subjected to the annual rejjt, conditions, conventions, and agreements, specified in such discha,rges,,

and according to true purport of the said discharges, or pceteijded discharges.

In testimony of which thing, we have.caused these lettei:s patent to be made, ourselves being

witness, at Westminster, on the nineteenth day of October, in the fourth year of our reign.

^,^
PIGOTT.

By writ of privy seal, '
"^

.,
'

T. TREVOR.
'

•
'»''' -W. RAWLTNSON.

G. HUTCHINSON.
For fine in hanaper, twenty marcs.

TRANSLATIOK OF A GRANT BY .QiUEEN ANNE OF TWO JsTEW FAIRS.
" \nne by the grace of God of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Queen, defender of the

" faith, &c. &c." To all to whom these our letters shall come, greeting. Whereas by an

inquisition taken at the Guildhall of the to^yn of Nottingham in our county of the town of

Nottingham, on the fifth day of May in. the, eleventh year of our reign, in virtue of our writ of

ad quod damnum,* lately issued from our Chancery to the sheriff of the aforesaid county of the

town of Nottingham, ordering the aforesaid inquisition ; it is found by the oaths of honest- and
lawful men of the aforesaid county, that it would not be any damage to us, or others, or any
detriment to the neighbouring fairs or markets, if we should grant to the mayor and burgesses of

the aforesaid town and their successors, that they mayihavq and hold annually for ever, at the

town of Nottingham aforesaid, a fair or mark«t, beginning on the Thursday next before Easter-

Sunday, and then and there tp be b^ld and continued during the eight next following days, and
another fair or market beginning on the ^riiday next before 4J)P first Tuesday after the feast of

Epiphany, then and there to be held and continued during the eight next following days, for the

buying and selling in these fairs or markets, cattle, sheep, and all and every sort of goods and
merchandise whatsoever, that are commonly boijght,and sojd in fairs or markets, and the tolls and

duties thenpe arising to be taken in the manner fully shewn by the writ and inquisition remainin<^

on record on the files of our court of Chancery.

Be it therefore known, that we of our special grace and good will have given and conceded for

ourselves, and by these presents for our heirs and our successors, we give and concede to the

aforesaid mayor and burgesses and their successors, that they may have and hold annually and for

ever, at the afpresaid town of Nottingham, one fair or market, beginning, on the Thursday next

before Easter Sunday, to be then and there held and continued during the eight next followin"-

days, and another fair or market, beginning on the Friday next before the first Tuesday after the

feast of Epiphany, then to be held and continued during the eight next following days, for the

buying and selling in these fairs or markets, cattle, sheep, and all and every sort of goods and

* Ad qnod (lemnum (To what damage) is a writ wliicli ought to be hmn\ before the king grants certain liberties, as fairs, marktts, Ac. Ac. and i

direcfed to the sheriff to enquire whelher it would be to the damage or prejudice of any person, if such grant should be made.
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merchandise whatsoever, that are commonly bought and sold in fairs or markets, together with a

court of pie powders* during the time of the aforesaid fairs, and also all tolls and other duties

belonging or appertaining to the aforesaid fairs or markets ; the having, holding-, and enjoying the

aforesaid fair or market, and court of pie powders, and other things &aid in our presents to be

given or to be conceded to the aforesaid mayor and burgesses of the aforesaid town of Nottingham,

and their successors to be for ever, for the sole advantage and use of the aforesaid mayor and burgesses

of the aforesaid town of Nottingham and their successors, and this witliout any fee or acknowledg-

ment paid or given, to us our heirs or successors. We therefore will, and by tiiesc our presents

firmly enjoining, for ourselves and our sijccessors, we order and command, tliat the aforesaid

mayor and burgesses of the said town of Nottingham and tlieir successors, in virtue of these

presents, may freely, lawfully, and quietly have, hold, and keep, and may for ever have power and

authority to have, hold, and keep thfe" aforesaid fairs or markets, tcr^eilier v/iii\ the court of pig

powders, and other aforesaid things, according to the tenor and tree intent of tiie-o our letter*

patent, without any molestation, disturbance, hindrance, or contradiction, fiosn unv heirs or

sucessors, or any sheriffs, escheators, bailiffs, officers, or servants, of onr heirs or successors, and

this without any other warrant, writ, or process, in future obtained or procured for that purpose,

Lastly, we will and by these presents grant, for ourselves our heirs and successors, to the afoiresaid

mayor and burgesses of the said town, and their successors, that these our letters patent, or enroll-

ment of the same, may and shall be good, firm, binding, sufficient and effectual in law to the

aforesaid mayor and burgesses of the said town of Nottingham and their successors, according to

the true intent of the same.

In witness of vVhich, we have caused these our letters j)atent to be made, ourself being witness

at Westminster, thirteenth day of August, in the eleventh year of our reign.

By writ of privy seal,

COCKS.

EXTRACT FROM THE
FOUNDATIOJY DEED of the PRIORY at LEJVTOJV,

Being that part which relates to the possessions of the Peverels in the town of Nottingham,

and noticed page 83.

Be it known to all the faithful clergy and laity of the holy church of God, as well French as

English, who now are or hereafter may be, that I William Peverel for the love of divine worship,

and the common remedy of the souls of my Lords King William and his Queen Matilda and their

son King William, and all their parents and mine; also for the salvation of my present Lord King

Henry and Matilda his wife, and their son William and their daughter Matilda, &c. &c. &c.

Item.—I give to the monastery which I have founded at Lenton, the tenth part of my hunting

as well skins as flesh, and the whole tenth of my fishery of Nottingham. Item.—With the

* Pie Powder Court (Dusty Foot Court) is a court IieU in fairs to do justice to bayers and sellers, and for redress of disorders commiKed in them.

—

So called because tliey are most usual in summer when the suitors to the court have dusty feet ; and from the expedition in hearing causes proper

thereto, before the dust goes off the feet of (he plaintiff and defendant. Jacob's J.aui Dii iiouarg
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permission of my Lord King Henry, I give to them the church of St. Mary in the English borough

of the town of Nottingham, with the lands and tenths, and all other things belonging to it, also the

the church of St. Peter, with all belonging to it, also the church of St. Nicholas, with all belonging

to it, &c. &c.*

A MUSTER ROLL OF THE FOOT COMPAJVY
UNDER THE COMMAND OF CAPTAIN THOMAS POULTON, GOVERNOR OF NOTTINGHAM CASTLE.

Thomas Foulton, Captain. Johu Gillot, Lieutenant. Richard Mortlocke, Ensign.

Thomas Lume,

John Allen,
Serjeants.

Henry Grundy,
"J

George Franks, )- Corporals.

Robert Barker,

John Rouse,

William Vincent,

John Barrow,

George Fox,

Robert Breerley,

Henry Wright,

William Wilkinson,

John Noone,

Francis Walker,

George Coates,

Anthony Hutchinson,

Henry Gamble,

James Starre,

Robert Wright,

William Wright,

Richard Coursby,

Richard Birche,

Samuel Belcher,

Francis Rayner,

William Smalley,

John Aston,

Thomas Raynor,

William Claybrooke,

William Chamberlainc,

John Hill,

!John Bradwell,

John Trueman,

. Robert Clarke,

I
Thomas Batty

i Rice Jones,

I
John Howes,

I
Philip Knight,

I
Richard HoUis,

I
William Hall,

I
Thomas Dallowater,

I
Henry Viccars,

I
Gervas Johnson,

X Abraham Hextall,

i
John Brcntnall,

5 Thomas Syseton,

I
Robert Crosse,

I
Edward Ashe,

i John Lundy,

Samuel Rose,

Richard Toll,

John Hilton,

John Preston,

Robert Townroc,

Thomas Campain,

Gervas Waller,

John Cooper,^

John Ellis, ^

Drummers.

i

Thomas Holt, Gentleman of Arms.

Lawrence Collin, Gunner.

John Pearson, Mattross.

Christopher Baresey,

John Wilson,

Robert Barlow,

Francis Smite,

Thomas Hyfield,

John Naylor,

John Close,

Richard Norte,

Robert Lindley,

Matthew Bugge,

John Dickenson,

Gervas Hallome,

Robert Burnett,

James Holbrooke,

George Woollett,

Robert Chantrey,

Richard Mortley,

Jonathan Newham,

George Faurett,

John Winter,

John Newham,

Nathaniel Chamberlain,

William Nyles,

George Stoute,

George Kirke,

Richard Bailey,

John Hiteersey,

John Baynett,

James Robinson,

John Standley,

Theophilus Newam,

Thomas Harrie,

Jonathan Saunders,

William Porter,

Richard Fouljam,

John Calton,

William Gent,

Nicholas Colton,

Robert Clarke,

William Walldon,

I Edward Harlowe,

I George Powell,

5 Valentine Salt,

( John Hutchinson,

I
Thomas Patchet,

John Jackson,

Thomas Morley,

Thomas Wright,

George Bush,

Matthew Liresley.

January 27, 1648.—Mustered then in Captain Poulton's company, governor of Nottingham

castle, the captain, lieutenant, ensign, two serjeants, three corporals, a gentleman of arms, two

drummers one gunner, one mattross, and one hundred private soldiers.

JONA EVERARD.

* The date of this chatter is not given by DUgdale, but as tlie grant was witnessed by Gerard Archbishop of Yorlf, who had been chancellor to

WUiam the Conqueror, and was translated from Hereford to Vork in 1100, and died Id 1108, it of course follows that the deed must have be^n

executed in or between those years.
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THE PHILADELPHIANS, OR FAMILY OF LOVE.
The meetings of this sect were, for near a century, held at a house on the north-side of

Brewhouse-yard, and are noticed by Dr. Thoroton> in a manner, not the most respectable,* (see

page 51). Deering mentions such a society having existed, but being entirely dispersed at

the time of his writing. He, however, gives an account of their origin and tenets ; which not

having met with elsewhere, I shall here transcribe, believing that the reader will not be displeased

in having an opportunity of comparing the doctrines promulgated by these people, with those so

lately received by the deluded followers of Joanna Southcott.

Deering informs us, that " they obtained the above mentioned name (Philadelphians), as also

the English name of Family of Love, from the love they professed to bear to all men, though

never so wickedi and their obedience to all magistrates, though never so tyrannical, be they Jews,

Gentiles, or Turks. ;

'

" Their founder was one David George, of Delphi, in Holland, ah Anabaptist, a man of

graceful aspect, affable, though grave, wearing a long yellowish beard, of a becoming modest and

discreet deportment, who after he had continued in his own country forty years, thought himself

not safe any longer there, and sought a settlement at Basil, in Switzerland, for himself, his family,

and some companions, 1344, the which, on pretence of being driven out of his country for the

sake of the gospel^ by his moving eloquente, he obtained from the rtia^istrates, who made him a

brother citizen. There he purchased divers houses, where he, and those belongibg to him, lived

in common ; he bought besides, a farm; in the cbtmtry. His diligent study of religion, his

frequent exercise of devotion, munificence, alms, and all kinds of good offices, (for which his

riches enabled him;) procured him an universal good character, and gained him many friends and

adherents. During this time, by his letters, writings, and emissaries, he planted and propagated

his new doctrine, not at home, but through the Low Countries, where it occasioned great tumults.

However, himself died in August 1556, and was at first honorably interred, but to the great

surprise of his people, to whom he had declared himself immortal, or at least, that he should rise

agdin in three days, neither of which proving ti-be, tnade many of his sectaries at Basil disown his

doctrine; but after a strict inquiry into his tenets, his doctrine was declared impious, and himself

unworthy of christian burial, with a isentence, that his body and books should be burnt by the

common hangman, in a public place, and accordingly his carcase was taken up three years after

his death, and with his printed and manuscript writing^, committed to the flames.

" This man was succeeded by one Henry Nicholas, of Amsterdam, a disciple of the said David

George, who called himself the father of the Family of Love, the restorer of the world, the

prophet sent of God , he wrote several tracts, in one of which he mentions that the minute of the

last trumpet was coming that should unfold all the books of unquiet consciences, hell and eternal

judgment which should be found to be only things grounded upon meer lies, and as all wickedness

and high misdeeds were hateful and detestable to God, so also were glorious and plausible lies no

less odious to him."

* Tlioroton says, " The Brewhouse-yard is a constablery, wherein there are many houses, some in the rock, others out of it, all which being now

of no parish, are a great receptacle for fanatics, and other like people, who would not live conformafcle to the laws.''

5R
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FHAME-BREAKING.
The system adppted by tlie Luddites, having", been persevered in, with more or less violence,

during the whole time this work has been in the pr^ss, the author feels it his duty, to give to the

public, abstracts of the three following acts, of parliament. The first was passed in the 28th year

of his present Majesty,, for the protection pf stocking-frames, machinery in mills, ^c. The

second^ already alluded to (page 403.) The third for the protection of stocking a,Bd lace frames;,

&c. passed in 1813, and is the one noyy acted upon by the conrts. ;

ACT FOR PROTECTING STOCKING-FRAMES, MACHINERY, ^c.

Abstract of " An act for the better and more effectual protection of : st^ocking-frames, and the

machines or engines annexed thereto, or used therewith ; and for the punishment of persons

destroying or injuring of such stocking-frames, machines or engines, and the framework-knitted

pieces, stockings, and other articles and goods used and made in the hosiery or framework-knitted

manufactory ; or breaking or destroying any machinery contained in any mill or mills used, or any

way employed in preparing or spinning of wool or cotton for the use of the stocking-frame."

—

Anno 28 Geo. III.

" Whereas the frames for making of framework-knitted pieces, stockings, and other articles and

goods in the hosiery or framework-knitted manufactory, ^re very valuable and expensive machines,

and generally the property of the hosier or manufacturer, who lets the same to hire to his workmen

or framework-knitters ; and it hath frequently happened that the hosier or manufacturer, being the

owner or employer of such frame or frames, and having so put and let the same out to hire, and

wanting, for the accommodation of his trade,and business, to take and remove such frame or frames

from the use and possession of one workman into the hands and custody of another, and having for

such purpose given, the customary and usual notice to the workman in whose hands or custody such

frame was, so to deliver up the same, such workman hath wilfully detained and withheld the

same, and sometimes absolutely and unlawfully sold and disposed thereof, to the great grievance,

inconvenience, and loss of such hosier or manufacturer : And whereas it hath frequently happened,

when discontents have arisen amongst the framework-knitters, that they and other disorderly persons

have assembled in a riotous and tumultuous manner, and have destroyed or materially damaged

great numbers of stocking-franies, and the machines or engines thereto annexed or used therewith,

and committed great violences and outrages upon many of his majesty's good subjects: wherefore

it is necessary that more effectual provision should be made against such unlawful practices, and

for preventing such violences and outrages for the future, and for bringing all offenders in the

premises to more speedy and exemplary justice : May it therefore please your majesty that it may

be enacted, and be it enacted by the king's most excellent majesty, by and with the advice and

consent of the lords spiritual and temporal, and commons, in this present parliament assembled,

and by the authority of the same, that if any framework-knitter or framework-knitters, who shall

or may rent or take by the hire, any stocking-frame or frames, either with or without any machine

or engine thereto annexed, or therewith to be employed, of and from any person or persons
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whomsoever, shall at any time, from and after the passing of this act, refuse to yield up and

re-deliver such, frame or frames, with the machine or engine therewith let (if any such there shall

be) to the person or persons of whom he or they shall or may so rent the same, having received

from such person or persons fourteen days previous notice for such purpose) then, and in every

such case, the person so offending, being thereof lawfully convicted by the oath or (if the owner or

employer thereof be of the people called Quakers) solemn affirmation of the owner or employer of

such frame or frames, or by the oath or affirmation of any other credible witness or witnesses,

before any one or more justice or justices of the peace of the county, riding, division, city, liberty,

town, or place, where such offence shall be committed, or where the person or persons so charged

shall reside or inhabit (which oath or affirmation the said justice or justices is and are hereby

impowered and required to administer,) the person or persons so offending shall, for every such

offence, forfeit the sum of twenty shillings to and for the use of the poor of the parish where such

offence shall be committed ; and in case the said forfeiture shall not be immediately paid, and the

said frame or frames, with the machine or engine therewith let (if any such there shall be) delivered

up to the owner or owners thereof, within six days next after such conviction, the justice or justices

before whom such conviction shall be had, shall commit the party or parties so convicted to the

common gaol or other public prison of such county, riding, division, city, liberty, town, or place,

there to remain without bail or mainprize, and be kept to hard labour, for any time not exceeding

three calendar months, nor less than one calendar month.

II. And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid. That if any person so renting or taking

to hire any stocking frame, with or without any such machine or engine as aforesaid, shall at any

time, from and after the passing of this act, sell or otherwise unlawfully dispose of any such

stocking frame, or the machine or engine therevvith let, (if any such there shall be) witiiout the

consent of the owner or owners thereof, every such offender, being thereof lawfully convicted upon

any indictment to be found against him, shall suffer solitary imprisonment in the common gaol or

house of correction of the county, riding, division, city, liberty, town, or place, wherein such

offence shall have been committed, without bail or mainprize, for a space not less than three

calendar months, nor exceeding twelve calendar months.

III. And be it further enacted by the authority afoi'esaid. That if any person or persons shall

wilfully and knowingly receive or purchase any such stocking frame, machine, or engine, so sold or

unlawfully disposed of as aforesaid, contrary to the true intent and meaning of this act, and shall

thereof be lawfully convicted on any indictment to be found against him or them, every such

offender or offenders shall be subject to such and the like punishment as by this act is inflicted or

or provided to be inflicted, on such person so selling or unlawfully disposing of any such stocking

frame, machine, or engine as aforesaid.

IV. And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid. That if any person or persons shall by

day or by night, enter by force into any house, shop, or place, with an intent to cut or destroy any

framework-knitted pieces, stockings, or other articles, or goods being in the frame, or upon any

machine, or engine thereto annexed, or therewith to be used, or prepared for that purpose : or

shall wilfully and maliciously cut or destroy any framework-knitted pieces, stockings, or other
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articles or goods being in the frame, or upon the machine, or engine as aforesaid, or prepared for

that purpose ; or shall wilfully and maliciously break, destroy, or damage any frame, machine,

engine, tool, instrument, or utensil, used in and for the working and making of any such frame-

work-knitted pieces, stockings, or other articles or goods in the hosiery or framework-knitted

manufactory, not having the consent of the owner so to do, or break or destroy any machinery

contained in any mill or mills used, or any way employed in preparing or spinning of wool or

cotton for the use of the stocking frames, every offender, being thereof lawfully convicted, shall

be adjudged guilty of felony, and shall be transported to some of his majesty's dominions beyond

seas, for any space or term of years not exceeding fourteen years, nor less than seven years."

ABSTRACT OFAX ACT FOR PROTECTING STOCKING AKD LACE FRAMES, ^c.

Passed in the fifty-second year of the reign of his majesty George the Third, entitled " An
" act for the more exemplary punishment of persons destroying or injuring any stocking or lace

" frames, or other machines or engines used in the framework-knitted manufactory, or any articles

" or goods in such frames, or machines."

" Whereas the provisions of an act of the twenty-eighth year of the reign of his present majesty,

intituled, " An act for the better and more effectual protection of stocking frames, and the

machines or engines annexed thereto or used therewith, and for the punishment of persons destroy-

ing or injuring of such stocking frames, machines, or engines, and the framework-knitted pieces,

stockings, and other articles and goods used and made in the hosiery or framework-knitted

manufactory, or breaking or destroying any machinery contained in any mill or mills used, or any

way employed in preparing or spinning of wool or cotton for the use of the stocking frame," have

been found ineffectual for the preventing framework-knitters, and other disorderly and evil-disposed

pei'sons, destroying or damaging frames and machines, or engines thereto annexed or used

therewith in the making of stocking or lace-work, and it is therefore necessary that more effectual

provisions should be made against such unlawful practices, and preventing such outrages, and

bringing offenders therein to exemplary justice.

Clause I. That if any person or persons shall, by day or by night, enter by force into any house,

shop, or place, with an intent to cut or destroy any framework-knitted pieces, stockings, or lace,

or other articles or goods being in the frame, or upon any machine or engine thereto annexed, or

therewith to be used or prepared for that purpose ,• or with an intent to break, destroy, or dama"-e

any frame, machine, engine, tool, instrument, or utensil, used in and for the working and making

of any such framework-knitted pieces, stockings, lace, or other articles or goods in the hosiery or

framework-knitted manufactory, he, she, or they, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor : And if any

person or persons shall wilfully and maliciously, and without having the consent or authority of

the owner, cut or destroy any framework-knitted pieces, stockings, lace, or other articles or goods,

being in the frame, or upon any machine or engine as aforesaid, or prepared for that purpose ; or

shall wilfully and maliciously, and without having the consent or authority of the owner, break,

destroy, or damage any frame, machine, engine, tool, instrument, or utensil, used in and for the

working and making of any such framework-knitted pieces, stockings, lace, or other articles or
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goods in the hosiery, or framework-knitted, stocking or framework lace manufactory; or shall

wilfully and maliciously, and without having the consent or , authority of the owner^ break, or

destroy any machinery contained in any mill or mills, used or any way employed in preparing or

spinning of wool or cotton, or other materials for the use of the stocking or lace manufactory,

every offender being thereof lawfully convicted, shall be adjudged to suffer the penalty of

death.

n. That every person, in whose house, or custody, or possession, any such frame, machine, of

engine as aforesaid, (not being his or her property) shall be at the time of the destruction or

damaging thereof, or of any stocking or lace-work in or on the same, and who shall not, within

twenty-four hours after he or she shall have known of such destruction or damage being committed

as aforesaid, give notice thereof to the owner of such frame, machine, or engine, if residing within

twelve miles, or if such owner shall not reside within such distance, then to some known agent of

such owner ; and also within eighteen hours go before some justice of the peace or magistrate

residing near the place where such destruction or damage shall have taken place as aforesaid^ to be

examined upon oath as to every matter or thing relating to the committing of such destruction and

damage, and his knowledge thereof, and of all particulars relating thereto, which may lead to the

discovery of the oflFender therein, every such person shall, (unless such individual shall assign

reasonable cause for not having given the information required,) for every such neglect, be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and every such offender being thereof lawfully convicted upon any

indictment or information, may be punished as in cases of misdemeanor, by fine and imprison-

ment, at the discretion of the court in which he shall be convicted ; and everyjustice of the peace or

magistrate before whom any such person shall so go, shall examine such person upon oath, (which

oath every such justice of the peace or magistrate is hereby authorised to administer) as to his

knowledge of such damage or destruction, and of the persons committing the same, or of any

particulars which may lead to the detection of the offenders therein ; and shall also allow the

owner of the frame, machine, or engine, or agent if present, to put any question upon oath to

such person for the discovery of the offender ; and if such owner or agent shall not have had

sufficient notice to be present when such person came before the justice or magistrate for

examination as aforesaid, such justice of the peace or magistrate shall, if required by the owner

or agent aforesaid, again call such person before him fpr examination by the owner or agent

aforesaid.

III. That if any person examined by or before any justice of the peace or magistrate under

this act as aforesaid, shall commit wilful perjury, or if any person shall suborn or procure any

person to commit perjury in any such examination, every such person shall incur and suffer the

like pains and penalties as are by law inflicted upon persons committing perjury and subornation

or perjury.

IV. That this act shall remain and continue in force until the first of March, 1814, and no

longer.

V. That this act may be altered, amended, or repealed, by any act or acts passed in this session

of parliament."

5S
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ABSTRACT OFAK ACT FOR PROTECTING STOCKING AJVD llACE FRAMES, Sgc,

Anno. 54, Geo. III. chap. 43, " An act to repeal an act of the fifty-second year of his present

majesty, for the punishment of persons destroying stocking or lace frames, or any articles in such'

frames, and to make other provision instead thereof.—20«^ December, 1813."

Whereas an act was passed in the fifty-second year of his present majesty's reign, entitled "" An
act for the more exemplary punishment of persons destroying or injuring any stocking or

lace frames, or other machines, or engines, used in the frameioork-knitted manufactory, or

any articles or goods in such frames, or machines ; to continue in force until the first day

of March, one thousand, eight hundred and fourteen. And whereas it is expedient, that the

said act should be repealed and other provision made instead thereof;* be it therefore enacted.

That from and after the passing of this act, the said recited act shall be repealed, and the

Same is hereby repealed, save and except as to any thing done before the passing of this act, with

respect to which the said act shall remain and be in full force and effect, as if this act had not

been made.

II. And be it futher enacted. That from and after the passing of this act, if any person or

persons, shall by day or by night, enter by force into any house, shop, or place, with an intent to

cut or destroy any framework-knitted pieces, stockings, or lace, or other articles, or goods, being

in the frame, or upon any machine, or engine thereto annexed, or therewith to be used, or

prepared for that purpose, or with an intent to break, or destroy any frame, machine, engine, tool,

instrument, or utensil, used in and for the working and making of any such framework-knitted

pieces, stockings, lace, or other articles, or goods in the hosiery, or framework-knitted manufactory,

or shall wilfiilly, or maliciously, and without having the consent, or authority of the owner, destroy,

or cut, with an intent to destroy or fender useless any framework-knitted pieces, stockings, lace,

or other articles, or goods being in the frame, or upon any machine, or engine as aforesaid, or

prepared for that purpose, or shall wilfully and maliciously, and without having the consent, or

authority of the owner, break, destroy, or damage, with an intent to destroy, or render useless,

ftny frame, machine, engine, tool, instrument, or utensil, used in and for the working and making

of any such framework-knitted pieces, stockings, lace, or other articles, or goods in the hosiery,

or framework-knitted stocking, or framework lace manufactory ; or shall wilfully and maliciously

and without having the consent and authority of the owner, break, or destroy any machinery

contained in any mill, or mills used, or any way employed in preparing, or spinning of wool, or

cotton, or other materials for the use of the stocking, or lace manufactory ; every offender being

thereof lawfully convicted, shall be adjudged guilty of felony, and shall be transported for life, or

for such term of years not less than seven years, as the judge before whom such offender shall be

tried, in his discretion shall adjudge and direct.

III. And be it further enacted. That this act may be altered, amended, or repealed by any act

Or acts to be passed in this session of parliament."

^ Here our legislators shew tbeir great vrisdom, tliey pass an act ia 1812, and find a necessity of repealing it in ISU.
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THE PETITION TO OLIVER CROMWELL,

(Noticed Page 316.)
to his highness the lord protector of the commonwealth of england, scotland and ireland, ac.

The humble representation of the promoters and inventors of the art and mystery or trade of

framework-knitting, or making of silk stockings, or other work in a frame or engine ; petitioners

to your highness, that they may be united and incorporated by charter under the great seal of

England, whereby their just right to the invention may be preserved from foreigners, the trade

advanced, abuses therein suppressed, the benefit of the commonwealth by importation and

exportation, and otherwise increased, and hundreds of poor families comfortably relieved by their

several imployments about the same, who will otherwise be exposed to ruin, having no other calling

to live of
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR HIGHNESS,

" Among all the civil ways of improvement of a commonwealth (next to agriculture) merchandise

and manufactory (where and whensoever orderly regulated) in all ages and times, have been, and

are most securely beneficial and prosperous during their cherishment and retention : But they are

apt to become volant, as soon as flighted, or disordered, in neighbouring* places and regions,

always hospitable to so welcome guests as bring with them not only their own entertainment, but

also profitable advantages to their protectors. Leaving behind them unto the place of their former

residence an over-late and remediless repentance of such improvidence, and most cpmmonly an

irrevocable consumption ; the experience whereof has anciently and generally made it a principal

maxim in state, to encourage by all favorable means requisite, the erectors and practisers of

trading ; and has notified for one of the greatest errors in state government, the discountenancing

and disordering thereof.

Whence in succession of time (from antiquity of all records) the great variety and multitude of

incorporations, overspreading the face of all eminent parts of the civilly governed world, flourishing

under the favor and protection of the several princes and estates thereof, each province striving to

exceed its neighbours in numerosity of them, and enlargement of all convenient privileges, and

powers grantable unto them, and reaping innumerable benefits at the cheap rate of countenance,

encouragement, and protection of the industrious labours of the natives ; who in retribution unto

the state for licence and privilege to earn their own subsistancies, do disburden the commonwealth

(by employment or maintenance) of many poor, keep themselves in closer order and less circum-

ference then others, in ready ability for public service, pay all public charges and impositions
;

draw commerce into their countiy wjth profit unto the state by importation and exportation, and

furnish their own and all others necessities with useful commodities. So (and many ways much

more) profitable is encouraged and well governed industry, which if discouraged, and denied order

in the practice, prosecution and exercise thereof; it sometimes has (and ever will) most certainly

* Many places have bad their vicissitudes of prosperity and decay, occasioned by access or receding of trade, as vritnesses (among many other)

Gaunt in Flanders, and those towns from whence the English staple has removed.
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become a disadvantage, weakening, and impoverishment to the commonwealth^ and an advancement^

strength^ and enrichment of the neighbours who are, or may prove enemies.

In prevention whereof, all nations who live not in absolute slavery to their sovereigns, but enjoy

a propriety in their estates and goods, by claiming also a right of propriety in the fruits of their

own endeavours (which was never yet denied but to the great prejudice of the contradictors) have

provided and do allow, that as they severally and successively arrive to any assured profit, they are

included within their own territories and appropriated unto the particular deservers, with grants in

perpetuity of the regulation of affairs in trade, mecrly as matter of power, or the immediate

ministers thereof, unless for justice against infringers and invaders of such establishments as have

been to that purpose obtained. And it has been (and remaineth) a great part of the felicity of

England, that by the grave advice and appropriation of the state, it abounds with indulgend

presidents and provisions of this kind, to the great encouragement and comfort both of presentand

future industries.

Whereby the petitioners are emboldened (now at length) to offer to your Highness's consideration

and grave judgement, the fulness of capacity they humbly conceive themselves to have been in, to

receive the like grant of favor, trust, and protection, which many other companies have (upon fewer

and less weighty inducements) obtained ; and whereof there is apparent necessity, their trade being

no longer manageable by them, nor securable unto the profit of this commonwealth, without it.

Which trade is properly stiled framework-knitting, because it is direct and absolute knitwork in

the stitches thereof, nothing different therein from the common vvay of knitting (not much more

anciently for public use practised in this nation than this) but only in the numbers of needles, at

an instant working in this, more than in the other by an hundred for one, set in an engine or frame

composed of above 2000 pieces of smith, joiners' and turners' work, after so artificial and exact a

manner, that by the judgement of all beholders, it far excels in the ingenuity, curiosity, and

subtilty of the invention and contexture, all other frames or instruments of manufacture in use in

any known part of the world. And for the skill requisite to the use and manage thereof, it well

deserves (without usurpation as some others impertinently have) the titles of mystery and art, by

reason of the great difficulty of learning, and length of time necessary, to attain a dextrous habit

of right, true and exquisite workmanship therein, which has preserved it hitherto (from the hands

of foreigners) peculiar to the English nation, from whence it has extraction, growth, and breeding

unto that perfection it is now arrived at. Not only able to serve your Highness's dominions with

the commodities it mercantably works, but also the neighbouring countries round about, where it

has gained so good repute, that the vent thereof is now more foreign than domestic, and has drawn

covetous eyes upon it, to undermine it here and to transport it beyond the seas. Of whose sinister

workings to that pernicious end, these petitioners (as most interested) standing in the nearest sent,

think themselves in the common duty of well-affected persons to your Highness and their country

(besides their own case of necessity) bound to make address unto the wisdom, protection and care

of your Highness (as their predecessors in former times have done to the rulers of this nation)

speedily to restrain and suppress all attempts, to bring so great a detriment and inconveniency

upon the commonwealth.
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NOW SO IT IS, AND itfAF IT PLEASE VOUR HIGHHESS,

That the trade' of framework-knitting was never known or practised either here in England,,or

in any other place in the world, before it was (above fifty years past) invented and found out by

one William Lea, of Calverton, in the county of Nottingham, gent, who by himself and such of

his kindred and countrymen as he took unto him for servants, practised the same many years^

somewhat imperfectly in comparison of the exactness it is sithence brought unto, by the endeavours

of some of these petitioners. Yet even in the infancy thereof, it gathered sufficient estimation of a

business of so extraordinary a national profit and advantage, as to be invited over into France,

upon allurements of great rewards, privilege and honor ; not long before the sudden murther of

the late French King Henry the Fourth, unsuccessfully accepted by the said Mr. Lea, (at that

time wanting due encouragement at home.) And transporting himself with nine woi'kmen his

servants (with some frames) unto Roan ; there wrought to so great applause of the French, that

the trade was in all likelihood to have been settled in that country for ever, had not the decease of

the said king disappointed Mr. Lea of his expected grant of privilege, and the succeeding troubles

of that kingdom, delayed his renewed suit to that purpose, into discontentment and death at Paris

leaving his workmen at Roan to provide for themselves, seven of which returned back a^jain into

England with their frames, and here practised and improved their trade; under whom, (or the master

workmen since risen under them) most of these petitioners had their breeding and served their

apprenticeships. Of the other two which remained in France only one is yet surviving : but so

far short of the perfection of his trade (as it is used here) that of him, or what can be done by him,

or his means, these petitioners are in no apprehension of fe&r, nor have not been (since then)

endangered in foreign countries by any that have served out their full time of apprenticeship here.

But near about that time a Venetian ambassador gave 600Z. for a remnant of time of one Henry

Mead, then an apprentice to this trade, and conveyed him with his frame from London to Venice,

where although his work and the manner of it was for a while admired, and endeavoured to be

imitated ;
yet as soon as necessity of reparation of his frame and instruments happened, for want

of artificers experienced in such work there, and of ability in him to direct them, the work

prospered not in his managing ; so that (his bought time of service being expired) affection to his

native country brought him home again into Engliand. After his departure the Venetians grew

disheartened, and impatient of making vain trials, they sent his disordered frame and some of their

own imitation to be sold in London at a very low valuation.

And within a few years afterwards the trade was greatly endangered by one Abraham Jones^:

who having by underhand courses and insinuations (and not by servitude as an apprentice,) gotten

both the mystery and skillful practice thereof, did (contrary to the articles with the rest of the

company that bad taken some jealous notice of him) pass himself with some more unto Amsterdam,

and there taking some Dutch unto him as servants, erected frames, and wrought for the space of

two or three years, until the infection of the plague seized on him and his whole family and

carried them all to the grave. His frames also (as things unprofitable to them that could not find

out their right use without an able teacher) were sent to London for sale at slight rates.

These preservations and escapes of this trade from transplantation into foreign countries, O^csq

5T
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petitioners do with thankfulness acknowledge, and ascribe to have been brought hy the divine

.providence, limiting his bounties and administration whither he has been pleased to direct them.

For it may well seem marvellous in human judgement, how otJierwise this trade should remain

(notwithstanding all the covetous and envious attempts to the contrary practised for the space o£

forty years past,) an art peculiar to only this our nation : And to the nimble spirits of the French,

the fertile wits of the Italian, and the industrious inclination of the Dutch, a concealed mystery

unto this day.

Yet a continued negligence in presumption thereupon, would ill beseem the receivers of so many

dama^eless warnings, and may soon prove of hard consequence unto these petitioiiers who without

iotgrmissipn are environed, with the like or greater dangers. For there are by other means than

the way of apprenticeship, so many intruders crept into this trade, that ill work and ill ware is

every where offered to sale ; and the ignominy and disparagement -thereof, commonly imputed to

the whole mannfactury, not without much loss, hinderance, and interruption of the true and allow-

able artisans, and tending to their utter impoverishment who in continual workmanship produce

the beat, finest, and most approvedly merchantable and useful wares ever sold and bought in the

memory of men, otherwise the petitioners could not have driven their trade through many oppositions

and difficulties, up nnto the height it is now brought, and into fair expectation and open way of

large increase, if intrusion were barred, and transportation and teaching of the mystery unto

foreigners restrained, and none of this our nation, either artieanj, apprentiee, or intruder, be

permitted so mischievously to seek fpr gain.

As one here in London makes his profession and custom to do ; exposing himself a teacher of

this art and trade for any inconsiderable parcel, of money, unto all maiiner of people without

distinction, whether native or not, hitherto uncontroulably; nor to inveigle and corrupt apprentices

from their mg.sters, to discover and teach unto them the whole trade ; (and having gotten it) pretend

upon scruple of coHscience in matters of religion, or some other occasion, to depart your

Highness's dominions, and set it up in practice in a foreign country; as one not long since has

done, whom these petitionersi are labouring all they may to reduce, and are not hopeless to find

prevalent means to recover him back again time enough, if they receive encouragement in this

their humble suit. Wherein they farther shew :

That although this manufacture may be wrought in any other materials that are usually made

np (or can possibly be made up) into the form of knit-work ; Yet has it chosen to be practised in

silk, the best and richest of all others, in use and wearing, and most crediting the artisans, aud of

greatest advantage unto this state and commonwealth, yielding several payments to the use of the

state before it passes out of the hands of the traders therein, and increasing merchandise by both

the ways of importation and exportation of the self-same material, imported raw at cheap rates,

exported ready wrought at the utmost extent of value ; so that the distance of those valuations is

totally clear gain to this commonwealth, and esteemed upwards of six parts in seven of the whole

quantity of this material in the highest value thereof, wrought up by this manufacture ; which has

indicated that old, proverbial aspersion :

—

The stranger buys of the Englishman the case of ths

fox far a groatJ and sells him the tail again for a. sMlling. And may now invert and retort
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upon them :

—

The Englfshman bui/s ailk of the stranger for twenty marks, and sells him thie

same again far one huMred pounds.

That this trade encourages and sets on work other artificers also j as smiths, joiners and turners,

for the making, erecting, and repairing of frames, and other necessary instruments thereunto

belonging, and has bred up many excellent workmen among them for farther public service.

That tlie artisans of this trade, do moreover employ a multitude of hands besides their own about

the preparation and finishing of the materials and ware they work : On which do compleatly subsist

and thrive : The winders, throwers, 8izerB> saamers and trimmers thereof: And also the needle-

makers totally depend thereon.

That although these petitioners seem in the eyes of the world, to be at present under a cloud

and every moment ready to be undone by intruders ktid foreigners, so that liiahy people fear and

forbear to bind their children apprentices untd a trade of such instant hazard and irregularity, until

a settlement thereof, under a corporation, to the, great retarding an increase of able artii^ans, who

are therefore but few in number, in comparison of the knitters the way eommoA to other nations ;

yet do they subsist by the labours in a more substantial and serviceable degree to the commonwealth,

disburdening it of many poor of both sexes. Wher^s that common tedious way multiplies needy

persons here, rather because the people of other nations, outwork those of this hereinj than by any

hinderance they receive from the best artisans of the mdnufectory that biend their endeavours aH

they can to the foreign vent in general, as well as, in their own particulars most profitable to thi&

nation, leaving the home sale in great part to the common knitters^ uninterrupted^ unless by the

intruders into this art, whose multiplications (sf not restrained) will be equally as pernicious and

destructive unto them as unto the petitidtters; who ©nly (arid not the common knitters) have shewed

unto this commonwealth; that it is able abundantly to serve itself and ultra witb^ all commodities

of knit-work, as stockings, calceoons , waistcoats, and many other things, without the help; or

rather inconveniency it formerly had of importation of the same in quantities ready wrought from

forfeigti parts;

That this trade is iii no kind- impertirient or dftmageable to the commonwealth, nor driven in

trifling, base and unnedessai-y stuff or ware, seeing all the world (where habits are worn) is iri

general and permanent use thereof : but to the contrary^ it works on the principal of stuffs, and

makes commodious and decent ware for the cover of the whole body of men, perpetually unchange-

able in the fashion, endeavouring (as much as ifl the artisan lies) to found an unexhaustiblfe mine

within this nation already prepared to become^ (if it shall please your Highness to establish it)

henceforth the place of sole resorts as to a special mart, of the rich and staple commodities wrotight

bythis manufacture, for the general service of all the great, honorable and better sorts of inhabitants

of the whole communicable world.

That the petitioners have made a large aiid conrfpetent prbbati^n of the wdrth of this manufacture

in itself, and merit thereof to the commonwealth, (for the proportion of its growth) far exceeding

any other that trades with foreigners in their dwn materials, extracting' from them (to the use of

this coramortwealth, and the maintenance of the peoTple of this land, at foreign cbarge) up^^ards of

fourscore in every hundred rfecZam of the whole value now, or that' may be hereafter, upon a
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regular way of tradbg, dealt in, and defraying out of the other parcel of the hundred, being les*

then twenty current, all customs, imposts, and freights, both homeward and outwards, and also

reserving the remainder of the twenty, to the manage of the merchant for as much un wrought

material. Which eighty, in quick passagesand returns of home trade, (by the way twice accounted

for unto the officers of excise) suddenly and insensibly diffuses and disperses itself through very

many hands, either totally maintaining, or otherwise adding to the subsistences (rf many other

severally (in part) before enumerated trades and professionsi besides this manufacture, the prime

wheel, gathering only thereby an ordinary ability, to make the rest move : viz. merchants, owners

of ships, hosiers, dyers, winders, throwsters, sizers, seamers, trimmers, wire-drawers, needle-

makers, smiths, joiners, turners, with many other assistants, all having their sufficient contents and

enablements to live out of the dear product of ,the foreign vent,, raised and furnished by the labours

of the petitioners and their servants; who have voluntarily among themselves kept order in their

trading, accordipg to the duty of probationers (hitherto) without making any request unto the

state for particular countenance and protection, until they found themselves now risen into a

number not incapable of incorporation ; and their trade into foreign parts of so great and growing

increase (were the momentary dangers of utter ruin, for want of regulating power diverted) that

it may well be esteemed the most improveable way of benefit and advantage of this kind, apparent

to this present age, and (within some late hundreds of year^ past) offered unto this nation, and

presented unto the state, (as this now is unto your Highness) for an inclosure within the boundary

of its native soil, where it may receive its proper husbandry.

That if these petitioners had no other inducement to offer, but what every other trade which

is (common also to foreigners) in fear to be over-wrought and outsold by them, has heretofore

presented, as motives, and means to obtain charters and privileges, and consequent provisions by

statute, upon reasons drawn from conveniencies accruing by civil education of some youth of the

land, employment of idle persons, serving this commonwealth with commodities better wrought

here, than those transported hither from beyond the seas, and maintaining many of our people at

home with the same money which foreigners did get away from hence for the maintenance of

theirs : yet might the petitioners (in confidence of the right of subjects) sue for power subordinately

(according to the laws artd constitutions of this land) to regulate their own endeavours in a

company and fraternity among themselves. But these petitioners stand not in the same sole

capacity, that the pinmakers, and others did, at the time of their incorporations. For these have

(adcjitionally thereunto) an higher merit towards the commonwealth, whose interest in all. the

fore-mentioned extraordinary advantages and benefits, and in tlie further uses of them is annexed

unto the prosperity of this manufacture, and wholly depending thereon. Insomuch that the

petitioners (in their humble suit) do plead unto your Highness, a general cause of the

commonwealth in gross, for an inestimable concernment to all posterity, and crave in their own to

be but barely to be preserved, as their lawful endeavours have qualified them, the temporary

instruments and seryitours to that public use. Which they may reasonably hope, shall not now

(first of all sorts of men, ever petitioning semblable fkvor) begin to be refused unto them, who

have not been wanting to the commonwealth in the main service thereof, during its late extremities
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of danger, but have all been faithful to their country in every thing according to their utmost

abilities, and have many of them undergone much loss of worldly goods, and of peril of life, by and

against the common enemy, and some of them continue in military office to this day.

And seeing the mistress of knowledge, experience, has taught that the sole proprietary of a

generally desired commodity, has a master key to command the lock of trading ; which whosoever

can prudently manage^ has no small mastery over the wealth of the universe ; and seeing that this

art of framework-knitting here in England (as printing formerly in Germany out-wrought all the

manual writers in the world) is likewise able to outwork all the common knitters among all nations;

and make the commodity (without divulging of the mystery) generally desirable and entertained

(as that other was here) with grace and privilege of importation (by provision of statute, 1st of

Richard the Third, cap. 9,) and seeing this is much more capable of secreting, than that, by reason

of the great difficulty to attain this with long practice, and the facility of the other to be conceived

at first sight. This arising in an entire dominion, and that other in a region full of divided

principalities. This is endued with a quality retentive, to continue for many a^es, if not eveiv

(although the other could not so in Germany) a peculiar in propriety unto this nation of England.

Therefore it is fit to be owned as a native (by the hand of your Highness) established in the rank,

and as the nonpareil of handicrafts, to be taken into your possession inclusively within your power

of command and special protection, who is herein not slightly concerned, because intrusted to

husband the Common-wealth, and is the balance of reason to distinguish between the allegations

and aims of good and bad patriots. Some striving to scatter abroad (about all the earth) that

harvest, whereof others desire the storing in a magazine ; and some urging the same exploded

clamours against the use of engines in trtvding, which the file and hammer workers of a single pin

did heretofore, to divert or retard the privileging the company of pin-makers, in opposition to

those that now sue and refer themselves to be considered according to discretion at home, for what

they might write their own conditions every where abroad ; if piety to their native country, as

strongly restrained not them, as they implore the coercive power of your Highness to restrain their

ill-wiJlers from unravelling the entrails of the Common-wealth, and giving or yielding opportunity

unto strangers, to gather them up, and make that common to all the world, which is naturally

particular in sole propriety to this nation; and prepared for the management of your highness in

such manner, as in your highness's wisdom and great favor shall be thought expedient for the best

advantage of this Common-wealth, ever in thriving condition and flourishing by exportation of

commodities, as well artificially as naturally appropriated unto this island not unknown to your

highness tohave suffered some late decay in the main support of its foreign trading, which may

receive a great supply and increase by means of good encouragement of this manufacture, only in

present necessity of the like protection and privileges, that have been granted, confirmed, and are

enjoyed by many others, though of foreign invention and use, and never in possibility of becoming,

as this is solely from hence impartable unto all other nations

:

All which is humbly submitted to your highness's pleasure, with great hopes that you will

graciously patronise and cherish the honest endeavours of such as aim at the public good,

as well as their own private interest, And youb petitioners shall ever pray.

5U
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TWIST-NET LACE.
In the body of this history, where speaking of the Nottingham trade, a pledge was given, that

the twist-net should be properly noticed before the work was compleated. The- reason why the

article was not given under the head " Trade," was a desire expressed on the part of several

gentlemen interested in the issue of the then peijding suit of Brown versus Moore and Co. regarding

the right of patent on the part of the plaintiff, which was tried before Mr. Justice Gibbs, in the

Court of Common Pleas, on the 1st of March, 1816, when the right of patent was quashed on the

part of the plaintiff, on the ground offalse claims to originality; since which this branch of trade

has been open to the public. It was my intention too, to have given a minute description of the

twist machine; but this upon further investigation, I find would be a most difficult task and not

attended with much use, for among the numerous establishments for the manufacturing of this net

already in full activity, there are not two of these establishments, I believe, the machines of which

are true patterns of those of another. Therefore to give a description of the machines of one

concern only, would be considered invidious by some and nonsensical by others ; while to describe

the whole would have too much the appearance of book making, and vanity for me to contemplate

for a moment ; I shall therefore confine myself principally to the history of the business.

Mr. John Morris, of Nottingham, whose name has been frequently mentioned in this work,

obtained a patent for the manufacturing of twist-net in or about the year 1782, and a legal

instrument which I have seen, acknowledges on the part of the said Mr. Morris, that James

Tarratt, framework-knitter of this town, was his naechanic on the occasion, on which account, a

sum of money, partly dependent on the success of the undertaking was assigned to him. The
object was to manufacture ladies' dresses ; but as Mr. Tarratt candidly informed me, it failed for

want of speed ; nor could they traverse the threads more than one mesh. Mr. Robert Brown,

framework-knitter, of this town, also obtained a patent for making this kind of net, about the year

1803, but the concern was not prosperous, nor could he traverse his threads more than one mesh.

But there is a very great reason to believe, that the object of making- the real twist-net upon a

machine, was not furthered in the least by their efforts ; the one being forgotten, and the other

considered of little value. Indeed, I believe these patentees never extended their views so far as

that of manufacturing what is now known by the name of twist-net lace.

The first person who produced the bobbin, so essential to the forn\ation of this net, was it

appears Mr. John Lindley, framework-knitter of this town ; for I have now by me a bobbin, Jbein"-

one of a small set which he made, and with which he produced a small portion of the present

description of bobbin-net in the year 1799: the bobbin in my possession has been shewn to

various mechanics in this branch of business ; and from its formation and appearance all are

satisfied that it is an original.* The net thus prodqced, Mr. Lindley shewed to his uncle Mr.

Charles Lacy, (lacemanufacturer, and subsequently joint patentee with Mr, Heathcote,) who

* I have also a carriage and a bobbin in it made I bclievv by a person of the name of Hood, so early as tlvc year 1803, which was some

years before the grant of the firet patent.
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remarked^ that as the point-net was then paying- very well, he did not like to trouble himself with

any thing new at that time. Thus the matter fell to the ground, which appears very singular from

the subsequent conduct of Mr. Lacy : such however is the temper of the human mind, that we

frequently reject one day, what we seize with avidity another. Notwithstanding the foregoing

circumstances the manufacturing this net upon the machine is principally owing to the exertions of

Mr. John Heathcote, who during the greater part of the time in which he invented his machinery,

was a working setter-up in this town. When Mr. Heathcote had brought his invention to

something like perfection, he applied for encouragement to Mr. Charles Lacy, before-mentioned,

who embraced the golden offer, and they jointly obtained a patent for the application of their

machinery, I believe in 1807,* and shortly after established a manufactory at Loughborough

;

notwithstanding the machinery was brought thus far into a state of perfection, in the manufacturing

of the twist-net, in as much as the great obstacle to traversing the threads from side to side was

overcome ; but it is a matter of doubt whether Mr. Heathcote hitherto was acquainted with the use

of the bobbin ; because his machines were obliged to be confined to a very narrow width, and thus

rendered the net produced from them of comparatively less value. Although Mr. Lindley invented

the bobbin and applied it as before stated, yet it appears that his invention was completely isolated

and forgotten, and that the bobbin was introduced by another person, and brought into use

independent of Mr. Heathcote or Mr. Lindley's discoveries.

The success attending Mr. Heathcote's efforts in this very intricate undertaking, induced many
other men of strong mechanical genius, in and about Nottingham, to apply their talents to the

making of this net, several of whom succeeded
; particularly Mr. John Brown, a framework-

knitter, who receiving encouragement from the late Mr. William Nunn, they in conjunction

obtained a patent for an improved method of making the net, and in consequence brought an action

against Messrs. Moore and Co. as before noticed, for using machinery of their invention. Had

Mr. Brown confined his specification to his own invention, nothing could have shaken his claims,

and he would have enjoyed the profit as well as the credit, of his own ingenuity ; but unfortunately

for himself he had laid claim in his specification, to parts of machinery and frames, many years

previously in use:—the merit of his invention consisted in applying circular instruments in different

branches, working in a planetary motion, which enables the workman to traverse diagonally any

breadth he pleases, with the additional advantage of giving selvages to such breadths.

From the number of machines already employed in this branch of the Nottingham trade, and

their different construction, it cannot be expected that every minor improvement should be mentioned,

suffice it to say that the principal parts of the machine have been traced to their origin, and to

those persons whose names have been mentioned, I conceive the great merit of invention is

due.

* Mr. Heathcote in November, 1815, |)i'Oiiiised the author lo furnish him with every information on this subject, on condition of his not

poblishing any thing relative to the twist-net until the dispute between Messrs. Moore and Brown was decided j but Mr. Heathcote bavipg;

!'=ulert in his promise, the above date and some other questions ari left in doubt.
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FOREST OF HHIREWOOD.
From the brevity of the sketch of this forest, page 37, having been complained of; the author

has been induced to transcribe Dr. Thoroton's historical description of it, and to subjoin a copy

of a perambulation of its boundaries made in the reign of king Henry the Eighth.

" When this forest of Shirewood was first made I find not ; the first mention of it that I do find is

in Henry the second's time, but I conceive it a forest before, for William Peverell in the first year

of Henry the second (which is mistaken for the fifth year of king Stephen) doth answer de Placitis

Forestae in this county. It seems he had the whole profit and command of this forest for his estate,

which, after coming to the crown, the sheriff, 8 H. 2, in the account of his farm prays to be

discharged of £4. in vasto Forestae ; and in the tenth year of the same king's reign he prays the

like discharge of £4, for the waste, as also allowance of £,6. 5s. paid to the constable, eight

foresters, and a warrener, and to the canons of Shirewood for alms ,£40. which I conceive to be
the prior and monks of Newstede, then newly founded by Henry the Second. Ip the next year

the sheriff of the county Randulphus filius Engelrami answers de censu Forestae ; and in the

twelfth year, Robert de Caltz, Lord of Laxton, a fermor, answers for it £20, and 15 H. 2,

Reginaldus de Luci answers the like sum of £20 pro censu Forestae, in both which years ilobert

Pitz-Randulph was sheriff. In the ancient written forest books of this county there is the copy of

a charter made by King John when he was Earl of Morteyne to Matilda de Caux, and Ralph
Fitz-Stephen her husband, and to her heirs, of all the liberties and free customs which any of the

ancesters of the said Maud held at any time in Nottinghamshire and. Derbyshire, viz. all the forest

of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, as their ancestors ever held the same. It came to John
Birking as heir to this Maud, so to Thomas Birking his son and heir, about II H. 3. and shortly

after to Everingham, who thereby claimed Custodiam Forestarum Regis in Com. Nottingham and

Derby, which I conceive contains no more but this forest of Shirewood, the rest being disafforested

by Henry the Third, in the sixth year of his reign, in the sum of the statute of Charte de Forestse.

With this Everingham heir to Birking and Caux it continued till Edward the First's time, and then

was seized as forfeited. Since the guardianship hath been granted by the princes to noblemen and

gentlemen as a character of their especial favor, the state of this fostership of Everinghams, and of

the whole forest appears in an inquisition taken by Geoffrey Langley, the kings then justice in

eyre of his forests beyond Trent ; for the forest officers of Shirewood there find that there be three

keepers in the forest. First, between Leene and Doverbecke. Secondly, the High Forest, The
third, Rumwood. Robert Everingham, chief keeper of the forest, ought to have a chief servant

sworn, going through all the forest at the costs of Robert, to attach all trespasses, and present them

at the attachments before the verderors. In the first keeping between Leene and Doverbecke he

ought to have one forester riding with a page and two foresters on foot ; and there be two
verderors, and two agisters. In this keeping there be three hayes, Beskwood Hay, Lindeby Hay,

and Willay Hay, The second keeping is the High Forest. In this Robert Everingham is to have

two foresters riding with two pages, and two foresters on foot, and there be also two verderors, and

two agisters. In this keeping are two hayes, Birkland and Billahay, and the park of Clipston, and
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in these hayes and parke two verderors, and two agisters. In the third keeping Rumwoode,

Robert Everingham ought to have one forester on foot, and there be two woodwards, one of

Carburton, another of Budby, and two verderors, and two agisters. Robert Everingham ought

also to have a page bearing his bow through all the forest to gather chiminage. The perambulation

of this forest was upon the commission of 16 H. 3, thus set forth, viz. at Coningswath ford, so by

the highway towards Wellay Hagh towards Nottingham, leaving out the close of the town of

Wellay, from thence by that way to Blackstone Haugh, from thence to that place where the river

of Doverbecke goes over that way, and so from thence as the river of Doverbecke goes into Trent.-

Westerly from the ford of Coningswath by the water called Mayden to the town of Warksope, and

so by the same water to the parke of Plesley Hagh, so up the same river to Otter Brigges, from

thence by the great highway of Nottingham to the mill ford, from thence to Mayneshead, from

thence betwixt the fields of Hardwick and Kirkeby to the corner that is called Nun Carre, from

thence by the assert of Edwan Brittayne to the Earl Stigh, and from thence to Stolegate, from

thence by the great highway under the castle of Annesley, from thence by the great highway to

the town of Linbye, through the midst of the town to the water of Leine, so to Lenton, and from

thence by the same water, as it was wont of old time to run into the water of Trent, and so along

the river of Trent to the fall of Doverbecke, saving Wellay Hay, and other the kings demesne

woods in the county of Nottingham. This I have rather done that most men may know when they

are within, and when without the forest. And although there were some deafibrestations after, yet

were they resumed, so as the old perambulation stands at this day without any remarkable alteration.

There have not been many justice seats in the forest of Shirewood ; those that 1 have met withal I

shall here observe. The first was in Henry the Second's time before Hugh Bishop of Durrham,

Robert Bishop of Lincolne, and Robert Earl of Leicester. The next I find was in Henry the

Third's time before Robert Nevill and his fellow justices. The next after that was 15 E. 1, before

William Vescy and his fellows ; and of this justice seat the rolls of are extant with the chamberlains

of the Exchequer in the Tally Office, as also the rolls of the next justice seat of 8 E. 3, before

Ralph Nevill and his fellows. The next justice seat 1 can meet with is 31 H. 7, before Simon

Stalworth, and John Collier, Clarks, Robert Nevill, and John Port or Porter, and before them as

deputies and lieutenants of Sir Thomas Lovell, guardian and chief forester, and the justice of the

forest of our lord the king of Shirewood. But his seat I cannot find recorded in any place, although

I made diligent enquiry for it upon a claim there for the town of Nottingham, and upon conference

with William Noy, the late atturney-general to his majesty that now is, he told me it was no where

to be found where he had seen. I have seen some claims, as the beginning of another justice seat

for this particular forest, 36 H. 8, before Thomas the first Earl of Rutland, but no further

proceeding therein that I could learn. The last upon record in the Exchequer in the same Tally

Office is a book, wherein is entred the claims and commencement of a justice seat here before the

then Lord Crumwell, the kings then chief justice in eyre of his forests on the north side of Trent.

The state of this forest at this present consists of a warden, his lieutenant, and his steward, a bow

bearer, and a ranger, four verderors, twelve regarders, so reduced to the number of twelve by an

ordinance made in Edwards the First's time by William Vescy and his fellows, four agisters, and

5X
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twelve keepers or foresters in the main forest; besides there are now four keepers in Thorney

Woods, where anciently there were but two, one of the North Bayle, another of the south, they

are all reduced under the chief forester the Earl of Chesterfeild and his heirs, whose father Sir

John Stanhoppe had the same granted in fee, with liberty to destroy and kill at their pleasures,

reserving an hundred deer in the whole walk. There are also besides the forest keepers three in

Beskwood park, that before Edward the Thirds time was an hay or wooduninclosed, but since it was

imparked, the general keeper of the park hath had the command of the other keepers, as I presume

the general forester of the hay had before, for I find Richardus de Strelley was forester there 2 E,

3. There is also one other keeper of Nottingham parke, one other of Clipston parke. The twelve

forester keepers are these, one of Maunsfeilde, one of Maunsfeilde Woodhouse, one of Annesley

hills and Newstede, one of Papplewicke, one of Rumwood and Oswald, one of Rughford, one of

Billahay, one of Kirklond, one of Calverton, one of Farnesfeilde, one of Langton Arbour and

Blidworth, and one of Sutton in Ashefeild. The castle and the park of Nottingham was granted

to the late Earl Francis of Rutland, and is now the inheritance of the Dutchess of Buckingham

his daughter and heir. Clipston park is now the inheritance of the Earl of Newcastle, who is

the present warden of this forest, and his are also the perpetual placing of the keeper of Rumwood
and Oswald. The keepership of Rughford is the inheritance of Sir William Savile, lord of

Rughford. Annesley Hills, Papplewick, and Newstede are granted to Sir John Byron, lord of

Newstede, and the rest of the walks are in the disposition of the warden of the forest. There are

besides, as members of the forest, several woodwards for every township within the forest, and for

every principal wood one."

" It would not be impertinent to set down how that in the beginning of the reign of King Henry

the Second, Ranulph the sheriff", Hugh de Buyrun, Raph de Hanselin, Robert de Ferreriis,

Raph de Annesley, Galfr. de le Fremunt, Raph de Heronvill, Hugh Fitz-Wlviet, Robert de

Hoveringham, Alexander Fitz-Toche, Simon Fitz Richard, Robert de Ripera, Richard de Croxton,

William de Herys, Walter de Amundevill, Sampson de Stereley, Gervas Fitz-Richard de Mucy,

Ingelram, the brother of Sheriff, Hugh Pitz-Roger, William Fitz-Reyner, Hugh Fitz-Albred,

Hardewin, and Gaufr. de Staunton, swore at Nottingham in the presence of Robert Earl of

Leicester, who on the part of the King commanded them that they should tell the truth concerning

the customs and liberties which the land of the archbishop (of York) which is in Nottinghamshire,

and the archbishop himself had in the same shire, in the time of King Henry the elder (viz. the

first) and the year and day wherein that King Henry the first was alive and dead. And after they,

had sworne, they said. That the whole land of the archbishop was without the forest, which was

contained between the bounds underwritten ; as Doverbeck fallcth into Trent, and on the upper

part from the water of Doverbeck unto Ciningeswad, as the way of Llyth goes, and all that land

which is beyond Ciningeswad, and beyond the aforesaid way, was out of the forest unto Bykersdike,

so that no forester of the Kings could intermeddle on the Kings part concerning that land, but the

archbishop and his men did freely both essart and do what they would with it as their own. And

out of the afore-named bounds in the old forest, the archbishop did hunt nine dales in the year, viz.

three against Christmas, three against Easter, and three against Whitsunday, through the whole
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wood of Blythworth, and in that wood of Blythworth the archbishop, and his canons, and his men,

had all the attachments without wast [guasto] and had their proper foresters, and aieryes of hawks,

and pannage : this was sealed by Robert Bishop of Lincolne, and Hugh Bishop of Durrham.

John Romanus archbishop of York, 15 E. 1. by Hugh de Stapleford his Atturney, had great

pleading before William de Vescy, Thomas de Normanvile, and Richard de Crepping, Justices in

Eyre, concerning his holding Pleas of Vert in his Court of Southwell, and many other privileges:

As William de Melton, one of his successours. Archbishop of York, by William de Southwell his

atturney, had 8 E. 3. before Raph de Nevill, Richard de Aldeburgh, and Peter de Midleton, as

may be seen at large in the rolls of both these justice seats in the Tally Office. But I shall not be

further particular in exhibiting any further collections on this subject, because the pleasant and

glorious condition of this noble forest is now wonderfully declined. And there is at present, and

long hath been, a justice seat, which is not yet finished, and therefore cannot now be rendred a

good account of, held under my Lords Grace the Duke of Newcastle, justice in eyre of all his

majesties forests, &c. Trent north, wherein it seems his deputies or lieutenants have allowed such

and so many claims, that there will not very shortly be wood enough left to cover the bilberries,

which every summer were wont to be an extraordinary great profit and pleasure to poor peoplCj

who gathered them and carried them all about the country to sell : I shall therefore at this time

say no more, May 24, 1675."

PERAMBULATION.
A perambulacion of the fforrest of Sheerevvood made the nineth day of September in the

Thirtyeth year of the Reigne of King Henry the Eighth (by the grace of God of England and

ffrance King defender of the faith Lord of Ireland and Supreme head upon earth of the English

Church ;) By Robert Brymesley, Gabriel Berwicke, Richard Perepoint Esqr's ; Alexander

Merring, Christopher ffitzrandole, Robert Whitemore, John Walker, Manrite Orrell, John Garrion,

John Palmer Gentlemen ; Robert Levett, William Mellars, Robert Rawson, John Losscowe, John

Bristow, and Robert North, Regarders of the said fforrest of Sheerevvood. Which perambulation

begun at the Kings Castle of Nottingham. And passing from thence unto the Kings bridge

meadow gate. And from thence by the Old Trent untill to the ancient Course of the Water of

Leene ; which is the bound between the Kings Meadow and the Meadow of Wilforth and from

henceforward by the said ancient course of the Water of Leene even to the Meadow called Carlam^

And thence by the Comon way even to the Bridge upon Leene nigh to the Orchard of the Priory

of Lenton, And from thence ascending by the said Water of Leene even unto the Bounds of the

Kings Village of Bulvvell ; And so about the Kings Wood of Bulwell Rise untill to the said Water

of Leene so comeing up by the said water unto Lindby Mill and so through the Midle Town of

Lindby unto the Cross there. And thence from the said Cross by the great Hig-hway which leads to

the ancient Castle of Annessy, leaveing the said Castle on the right hand. And from thence by the

said great Highway unto Stolegate which leads unto Chesterfield lediate ; And from thence turning

out of the way a very little towards the West by the Stole Stighe from the north part of Annessey

field unto a certain Lane which is between Annessey Woodhouse field on the West side and a
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certain Assart ground of Richard Savion, heretofore of Evans de Bretton on the East side ; And

so goeing down through the said Lane towards the North unto a certain Corner- called Nuncarr,

And from thence by the way between the Moores of Kirkby-fields unto the Lane between the

ffields of Hardewick and ffields of Kirkby, And then by the said Lane towards the East; And then

towards the North by the housedoore of Hardewick up to Mannswell Hedde ; And from thence

towards the West by Hardewicke hedge, And so goeing down towards the South by the Rewarder

Mere, between Kirkby ffields and Sutton ffields, up unto Holebrucke Hawe ; And from thence by

the hedge of Holebrucke Hawe unto Coolegate ; And so passing away by the Coppice Wood of

the Lord the King called ffullwood. And so by the whole Bounds of ffullwood round about up to

Normanton Lane, And from the said Lane by the hedge of Normanton ffield, up to Hawkiswell

And from thence about the ffields of Dirty Hucknall and Houthwell up to Milnford bridge;

And from thence turning away by the great Way from Nottingham and the water up to

Heyterbridge, And by the said water goeing down to Plesey, And from thence by the water of

Mayden unto the Town of Warsop, And so through the Middle Town of Warsop up unto the

Cross there. And so directly by the way of Warsop, And by that way unto the said water of

Mayden, And so by the said water towards the East up to Mugley ffijard ; And from thence

goeing up towards the North unto the Heselgapp, And so leaveing the Prest Crown on the right

hand up unto the hedge between Rumwood and Crown ffields up to the Kings Park late of the

Abbot of Welbeck, And then goeing up by the said Park unto the Owtegate flForrest; which is

between the said Park, and the Park of the Earle of Shrewsbury heretofore Lord of fFurnevall,

And from the said Owtegate extending to Byards Stable, And again goeing up between the said

Parks unto the Rodegate, And so goeing down towards the East by the Sand Rodegate to a certain

Stone at the East of Warwood ; And so descending a little towards the South unto A certain Stone

in Clumbre, And so beyond the ffi)rds of Clumbre even to A Stone fixed on the East part of

Glemires and on the North part of the way there; And from thence directly towards the South up

to another Stone which is fixed near to the way leads from Merrillbriggs to Awsland, And from

thence up to a certain Holyn, which is nigh to Thoresbie ffields, And goeing down through the

aforesaid ffields (viz.) by the Parson Balke unto the Town of Thoresbie, and from thence by the

water of Meaden to Coningbie foard. And from thence by the great way from Blyth toConingswath

forth, and so on the West part of the Town of Wellow, And from thence by the great way which

leads from Nottingham unto Blackstone Hew, And from thence unto the little brooke of Dover

becke. And so as that Brooke runs through the Middle of the Town of Cathorp thence by the said

brooke of Dover beck where it was wont to runn of ancient time unto the water of Trent, And so

the aforesaid water untill it come against the Abbey of Shelford ; So that the said Abbey is out of

the fForrest, And afterwards by the said River of Trent where of ancient time it used to run (viz.)

on the East side the new course now of Trent unto the Mannor of Colwicke, And there where the

water of Trent was wont to runn. So that the Limilts there called Hekin is within the fForrest,

And from thence by the said River unto Nottingham Bridge called Heathbecke Briggs and from

thence -by the South part of the Meadows of Nottinghami unto the Castle there."
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THE TOWJV ARMS AJSTD COMMOJST SEAL.
Of the arms little need be said, they are as depicted in the title page. Gules, three croions, or

with a cross raguled and trunked vert set in the lowest. The cross raguled, evidently refers to

the time when Nottingham was a forest town ; and the crowns as certainly bear an allusion to the

connexion once subsisting between the borough and royalty.

The common seal represented below, bears marks of very great antiquity; and is generally

allowed to be coeval with the charter of King John. The fortress is a very handsome specimen

of the ancient Norman castles, and with the crescent and star, form as beautiful a seal as can be

produced of its age, by any borough in Great Britain.

-s Y
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Infirmary, General - - 159

Johnson Rev. Richard, Anecdote of - 122

Kingston's Light Horse - - 380

Kippis Rev. Andrew, D. D. 342

Knotted Work - - - 225

Labray's Hospital - - - 154

Lace Work - - - 229

Lady Bay - - 20

Lambley Hospital - - 155

Lamps - - - .75
Lancaster Joseph ... 128, 401

Lancasterian School ... 405

Lands, &c. belonging lo the Burgesses - 255

Lawton Mary, her Charity - - 190

Lee Rev. William - - 213

Leen Bridge, Inquisition taken respecting it 24

Leen Mill (Note) - 25

Leen River - - - - 23

Lenton Charity - . - 191

Lenton Priory, Foundation Deed - - 431

Liberties of the Town - - 31
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Local and Political Events

Lockit Henry, gent, his Charity

Lord Lieutenants of the County

Lunatic Asylum - - .

Malt Trade - . - -

Manners Sir Thomas, his Charity

Manners Roger, his Charity - '

Markets and Fairs . . -

Market Place - . . -

Martin Henry, his Charity

Masters of the Free School

Mayo Benjamin (Note)

Mayor, his Election ...
Mayor and Sheriff's Court

Mayors, List of . - •

Maypole....
Meadows . . - -

Meeting Houses ...
Members for the Town
Members for the County

Meridian . „ . .

Merrey Walter ...
Mettham Elizabeth and Hannah, their Charity

Methodist Chapel - . -

Methodist Chape), new one built

Middleton Jury ...
Militia

Millington Gilbert -

Minorites or Greyfriars ...
Montague Lady Mary Wortley (Note) •

Moore John, of Leicester

Mortimer's Hole ...
Newspaper (Note)

Nottingham, ancient Name of Nottingham (In-

troduction) ...
Nottingham Castle

Nottingham, its Caves (Introduction)

Nottingham, its Charters

Nottingham made a County of itself

Nottingham, Earls of - .

Nottingham, Fairs at .

Nottingham, Mayors of -

Nottingham, its Members of Parliament

.Nottingham, Meridian of

Nottingham, Population of -

Nottingham, Persons of Eminence residing at -

AGE.

371



us INDEX.

Recorders . - .

Rectors of St. Nicholas's

Rectors of St. Peter's

Revolution in 1688, beginning of

Riding School

River Trent

River Leen ...
Roads ....
Roberts Thomas, his Charity

Robin Hood ...
Robinson William, his Charity

Roman Catholics ...
Rowe Mrs. ...
Rowse John, the Historian (Introduction)

Sabeli,ians . . -

Sacramental School ...
Sadler's Balloon

St. Ann's Well

St. James's Chapel

St. James's Church . - -

St. John of Jerusalem, Brethren of

St. John's Prison ...
St. Leonard's Hospital

St. Mary's Church

St. Mary's.gate Chapel

St. Michael's Church

St. Nicholas's Church

St. Peter's Church . - -

St. Sepulchres's, fraternity of

Sand and Clay Fields

Sandemanians

Sands, Mr. John . . .

Sand by, Mr. Paul

Sandby, Mr. Thomas

Sanderson Thomas, his Charity

Schools . . - -

Shambles . - -

Shepherd's-race - - -

SherifF's-court

Sheriffs, List of -

Sherwin Robert, his Charity

Sherwin Robert, Jun, his Charity

Shipley Henry

Shire Hall

Shirewood Forest

Shoemakers - - -

PAGE. 1
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Unitarians ...
Unitarians Charity School

Universalists ...
Ushers of the Free School

Vaccine institution ...
Velvet made upon the Stocking frame

Vicars of St. Mary's - . -

Villages and Towns containing Stocking Frames

Volunteer infantry raised

Wakefield Rer. Gilbert

Walker Rev. George

Walker Anthony, his Charity

Wards with their respective Aldermen

Warps . - -

Warp Lace

Warsergate Hopital

Wartnaby's Hospital

FACE.
107

126

113

121

130

223

86

238

393, 397

346

107, 398

191

270

327

231

143

141

Water works

White, Mr. Henry Kirke

White, Sir Thomas, his Loan

Wildbore Charles

Willoughby William, his Charity

Willoughby's Hospital

Wilson Mary, her Charity

Wollaton Hall, when built (Note)

Woodfall Miss {Note) -

Woolley's .Beadhouses

Woollay, Ciockmaker (Note)

Woollen Cloth Trade

Wootton, the Steeple-climber

Workhouses

Worsted Mills

Yards, Courts and Alleys

Yarn, Cotton

PAGE.

25

359

182

355

187

145

188

14

68

144

60

204

S3

69

249

72

245



ERRATA.

INTRODUCTION, page 10, line 2 from the bottom ; for the, read they.

Page 14, hue 13, for the latter being, read, which view isfurther.

20, .... 11, after ;&, read, give.

21, .... 21, for one arch, read, two arches.

23 26, for were, read, was.

40, So much of lines 16 and 17 as relates to latitude and longitude, to be

taken out; as being correctly given, page 115.

47, line 13, take out, and.

60, .... 7, take out, which were.

77 10, from the bottom, for 2139, read, 2739.

90, Note, for the Trinity House, read, a Chantry House.

115, line 13 from the bottom, place a comma after book, and take out the dash.

164, take out the note as the donor is still unknown.

195, line 2, take out, new desires in the human heart.

199, .... 10, for wreath, read, writhe.

204, Note, for rigging and unrigging, read, reefing and unreefing the sails, ^c.

239, for Aston Flenville, read, Aston Flamville.

239, for Nailstowe, read, Nailstone.

241, Bredon, Gloucestershire, should be Breedon, Worcestershire.

241, North Sloke, Gloucestershire, should be, North Stuke, in Somersetshire.

241, for Farncomb, read, Farnham.

242, for Loceby, Lincolnshire, read, Loseby, Lticestershire.

242, for Poisby in Scotland, read. Paisley.

383, the great cheese riot, mentioned in 1764, happened in 1766.

304, reverse the numbers in Caunt and Buxton's election, as the latter

gentleman had the majority.
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